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PREFACE.

It the outset I would like to offer my thanks to 

all who have helped in any way in the writing of this essay, 

and to tender my apologies for certain of its imperfections.

I regret that the opening chapters hare several 

typing slips| unfortunately the typist to whom the work was 

sent was labouring under the difficulty of a crippled arm and 

was only able to use her left hand. Trie rest .1 have typed 

myself - and I am not expert. I am sorry too that the carbon 

copy is smudged in some places; but I have used the best carbon 

paper that I could get.

It is with real appreciation of the help afforded me 

that I tender my thanks to my two supervisors, Prof, John 

Baillie, S.T.D., D.D., Litt.D. , and Prof. Hugh Watt, D.D.; and 

also to the Revd. A. Mitchell Hunter, D.Litt., F.R.S.E., 

Librarian of Hew College, for many stimulating chats on the 

subject of Calvinism. lay old tutor in Church History, the 

Revd. Henry Bett, Litt.D., Methodist Minister, has further made 

me his debtor by reading the whole of this essay. To his 

acute sense of English style I owe the removal of some of its 

literary blemishes. With characteristic generosity he has 

encouraged me with the suggestion that there is "a niche" for 

such a work as this, and that I should revise it for public 

ation. I am also indebted to my friend and near neighbour



the Revd. T. M. Paterson, M.A., B.D., for the discovery 

and correction of many typing slips.

Lastly I desire to say "thank you" to the Editor

of the"Methodist Recorder", the Revd. P. P. Bretherton, B.A., 

secretary of the Wesley Historical Society, the librarians 

at the British Museum, London, the Advocates 1 Library, 

Edinburgh; the Carnegie Library, Edinburgh; the John Rylands 1 

Library, Manchester; Dr. Williams's Library, London: and 

the Central Library, Kirkcaldy. The last named^has kindly 

secured me through the Carnegie Scheme whatever books I have 

requested. A special word of thanks is due to one who 

desires to remain anonymous; and to her it is gratefully 

paid.

Originality has been defined as "a judicious 

selection of other men's thoughts"; and perhaps such is the 

only originality that I can claim for this dissertation.

Nevertheless I offer it as my own unaided work.

Apart from a few exceptions I have acknowledged my

indebtedness by the use of inverted commas and footnotes;

but in the few cases where memory has failed me I tender my

apologies for so blundering an expression of my gratitude.

All quotations from Toplady's Works are from the six volume

edition.

101, Loughborough Road, 
KIRKCALDY.



PROLOGUE



PROLOGUE

On the evening of May 24th, 1738, John Lesley went rery 

unwillingly to a meeting house in Aldersgate Street, London; 

where one was reading Luther f s Preface to the Epistle to the 

Romans. Of that meeting Wesley wrote.s "At a quarter before 

nine, whilst he was describing the change which God works in 

the heart through faith in Christ, I felt my heart strangely 

warmed, I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone, for salvat 

ion: and an assurance was given me that He had taken away my 

sins, even mine, and saved me from the law of sin and death." {j

Wesley f s conversion marked the "birth of the

Evangelical Revival, one of the outstanding events in English 

History. He was, under God, the pioneer of the greatest relig 

ious movement since the Reformation; and so it was not surprising 

that the religious press of 1938 was busily employed enriching 

the libraries of the theologian and the sociologist. But whilst
A

Wesley has been written about from almost every angle, no work 

has appeared to greet the bi-centenary of the birth of one of 

his most redoubtable antagonists, Agustus Montague Toplady. 

So it was suggested to me, that here was a suitable field of 

research, seeing that Toplady - whilst not so outstanding a 

figure as Wesley - was one of the ablest men of an age that 

produced many, and one of the finest hymn-writers given to 

any age. I was, however, surprised to note the sparseness of

j Weslwy's Journal, vol. 1. page 418



the literature concerning him. Apart from numbering him 

amongst the hymn-writers, the 14th edition of the Encyclo 

pedia Britannica makes no other reference; nor have I been 

able to find anything more concerning him in. the Encyclo 

pedia of Religion and Ethics than the statement that he was 

the author of Rock of Ages, The 9th edition of the E,B f 

refers to him more fully in an article on hymns. ChamberSt's 

Encydopedia gives a very brief account of his life and curtly 

dismisses his works of controversy as valueless. A photo 

graph accompanies a very brief biography in Harmsworth f s 

Universal Encyclopedia, which includes the following comments 

MA convinced Galvinist, he embodied his views in the The 

Historic Proof of the Doctrinal Calvinism of The Church of 

England, 1774, and engaged in bitter controversy on the 

subject with John v/esley. He also wrote a number of poems 

on iacred subjects. He is remembered, however, only for his 

hymns, these including the world-famous Rock of Ages, first 

published in the Gospel Magazine." jj The Dictionary of 

National Biography gives a full and interesting account of 

his life, J[ Brief reference to Toplady is also found in the 

Concise Dictionary of ITational Biography, Chambers f s Biograph 

ical Dictionary, and in Everyman's Encyclopedia. Reference

Volume 9 pages 7631-2
This account was the very first to which I turned, 
but owing to some peculiar slip of memory I did 
not refer to it in my last prologue.



is also made in Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 

the "New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge? 

and in Julian's Dictionary of Hymns. { Bishop Ryle aevotes 

some twenty-six pages of his "Christian Leaders of the Last 

Century" to Toplady, whilst the fire volume "Outline of 

Christianity" give but one sentence. J Various small books 

on hymns refer to Toplady f s contributions, but none of them 

at great length. JT. Winters published a "Memoir" of Toplady,
»

whilst John Watkins writes a preface to an edition of Toplady's 

11 A Course of Family Prayer"; but neither this, nor Winter T s 

Memoir have much to commend them. They are extravagant in 

their praise and inaccurate as to their assertions. "A Life 

of Toplady" was written by the Revd, Charles Hole, but it 

has never been published. In his series of books on hymns 

and hymn-writers Thomas Wright of Glney has written the best 

"Life of Toplady" yet produced; and whilst I do not agree 

with his d^thyrambic praise of Toplady f s works and gifts; I, 

nevertheless, gratefully acknowledge the help I have received 

from this carefully documented and attractively written 

book. It is, however, purely a biography; no attempt is made 

to criticise or even outline Toplady *s teaching. Thomas 

Wright does say, when speaking of Toplady 1 s Calvinism, that 

Toplady's arguments have never been answered, simply because 

they are unanswerable.

In this and the prior named work Toplady is wrongly 
described as M.A. , a degree to which he never proceeded, 

]f A photograph is found amongst the famous hymn-writers,



In view of the paucity of literature concerning 

Toplady, it is not surprising that many people have only

the vaguest .knowledge of him; whilst some have none at all.
,»

Not infrequently friends of mine have said, "Toplady* Oh* 

he wrote a hymn, didn't he?"or "Wasn't he the chap who 

slanged Wesley? 11 It is noteworthy that amongst the few 

who have remembered his name, some have recalled the hymn- 

writer, and others the controversialist. As Bishop Ryle 

points out, "Re that only reads Toplady's hymns will find it 

hard to "believe that he could compose his, controversial 

writings. He that only reads his controversial writings will 

hardly believe-... that he composed his hymns* Yet,the fact 

remains, that the same man composed "both." j *

It is doubtless the "bitterness of his controversial 

style that has caused people to turn away from Toplady; his
f

language and temper "beggar description.

The title of this essay as approved "by the Senatus 

Aeaderaicus was"Agustus Montague Toplady, Hymn-writer and 

Theologian." But as one of my supervisors thought I was 

tending to deal too much with Toplady as a controversialist, 

I added the sub-title "With special reference to his controv 

ersy with John Wesley." Unfortunately I misunderstood a 

word of guidance on the subject of criticism of Toplady, I

took the phrase "no criticism of Toplady" much too literally,.
*

} Christian Leaders of the Last Century, p. 383



and so offered an outline of the life and teaching of Toplady, 

without attempting a critique of his work. I was, therefore, 

grateful when the Faculty of Divinity requested me to add a
*

criticism of Toplady and to deal in some detail with his
*

controversy with the Arminians. In consequence I have added 

a few pages to chapter 5; but even yet it is only intended to 

"be a word portrait of Toplady as a controversialist: the 

substance of his controversy follows in two chapters at the 

end. Had time permitted I would have tried to have recast 

the whole work and have threaded the criticism through the - * 

chapters devoted to a statement of Toplady f s position. I have, 

however, given a separate chapter of criticism, in which I 

have sought to estimate the place Toplady holds in the ranks 

of theologians, and to show the sources of his indebtedness,
•s

As a "background to the controversy I have volunteered an out 

line of the basic teaching of Wesley. This, I fear,has led 

to some little overlapping, but I have sought to avoid it as
N,

best I could. The purpose of this fourth book is to show the 

fundamental unity of Wesley and Toplady on the major part of 

Calvin 1 s teaching. In the chapters devoted to the controversy 

I have dealt with Wesley's emphasis on "Perfect Love", and 

with his denial of fredestinatiori. Thus my subject is divided 

into five booksi-

1. THE LIFE AND TIMES OP TOPLADY. 
(Chapters 1-5)

2. THE LITERARY AFD RELIGIOUS CHARACTERISTICS OF
TOPLADY'S HYMS. 

(Chapters 6-8.)



I, TOPLADY'S DOCTRINE AS FOUND IN SEBMOttS AHD TRACTS
(Chapters 9-11.)

6» THE THEOLOGY OF JOHF WESLEY 
(Chapters 12 - 15.)

fi* THE CONTROVERSY 
(Ch. 16 - 17)

Unfortunately my reading was somewhat delayed by my 

inability to get hold of the works of Sellon and Olivers. 1 

tried in vain either to buy or to borrow them. ITone of the 

libraries to which I appealed were able to help me. Hor was the 

Wesley Historical Society. Iven the Conference Library did not 

possess them. It was therefore necessary for me to spend my 

holiday last year in the reference rooms of the John Rylands 1
i-

Library and the British Museum. For the courtesy and help 

received at both institutions I have already expressed my thanks, 

The first part of this Essay is only slightly altered! 

further material is added on pages 97A to 97D, Few tables of 

hymns are inserted,(thus giving index to every hymn written by 

Toplady):pages 183a to 183c are new as is also the whole of 

the second part.

Thomas Wright in his book gives a list of ten letters 

that are not found in the published works of Toplady, some of 

these I mention in my bibliography, but those that Wright had 

in his own possession cannot now be secured, I applied to his 

widow, but she, unfortunately, was not able to help. The few 

letters and FSS that her husband possessed cannot be traced. 

They are not at the British Museum nor at the Cowper ^useum at 

Olney. Happily Wright gives the substance of them in a chapter 

of hia book, pages 161-173.
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Chapter 1. 

BIOGRAPHICAL GK^iTCH. Formative Forces,

EARLY YEARS.

Augustus Montague Toplady was "born on the fourth day 

of November 1740 and died the victim of pulmonary tuberculosis 

llth of August ̂ 1778. As men reckon time his life was short, but 

if we consider what he accomplished in those short years we can 

say with the hymn writer,,

"He liveth long who liveth well,
other life is short and vain. 11

His sun set when scarce past its meridian blaze, but whilst it
4

shone it wanted not for warmth. Indeed! at times its rays were as 
a consuming fire. Though dying in early middle life Toplady yet

*ranks amongst the immortals. For even if he had achieved nothing 
else, to have written one of the greatest hymns in all literature *

*»4

would have been enough to secure for him undying fame. But Toplady »s 
claim to immortality does not rest solely on his authorship of 
"Rock of Ages'1 , for he wrote other hymns of almost equal merit:

and was also one of the most doughty theologians of his day. It««**
may be questioned whether he said anything "new"? but what he had 
to say he said well. Sometimes, it might be added, too well. 

For in his zeal he not infrequently forgot courtesy, and often 

seemed more anxious to confound his opponents than to vindicate 

what he bfclieved to be the truth.

He was born in West Street, Farnham, and at his baptism 

received the names of Augustus Montague in honour of the two

1.



gentlemen who were his godfathers. Toplady was cradled ij. sorrow, 

for his birth seems quickly to have been followed by news of his 

father*s death. Thomas V/right asserts that Toplady was a 

posthumous child. He writes "In May 174° Major Toplady, who was 

serving under his friend Admiral Vernon at the siege of Cartagena,

In South America, died of yellow fever before that city; and on
t 

the 4th of November Mrs. Toplady gave birth, in a house in West

Street t Farnham, to a second son who was baptised on the 29th of 

November 1740 at Farnham Church." f

In a footnote Bright recognises that this account 

differs from the accounts in other works, but claims that it is 

founded on certain notes written in a volume of Toplady r s sermons 

by the Rev. John Ryland. He further quotes a Mr. Stroud who 

gave it as his theory that Major Toplady brought his wife to Farnham 

so that she might be near his friends the Vernons of Vernon House* 

However this may be, it seems strange support for the assumption of
:«!

posthumous birth. For if Major Toplady actually accompanied his 

wife to Farnham he must have left immediately, if his death be 

correctly given as May 1740. Even if he died the last day of May 

he can only have been away from England less than four calendar 

months, and when one remembers the distance to Oarta^ena and 

the slowness of the travel in those days, it does not seem very 

likely that Major Toplady could have reached his destination so

1 Thomas Wright. Life of Augustus 1!. Toplady. page 4,



long before his child's "birth. As there seems to be no direct 

evidence available I think prudence directs that the statement 

"Major Toplady died in May 1740" be treated with reserve, 

Certainly Toplady r s first biographer is not of that opinion. 

He writes, r!All that can be known respecting his father Major 

Richard Toplady, is that he was a major in the army and died at the 

siege of Cartljagena, soon after the birth of his son* '*

EortunAtely, we know much more concerning his mother. 

She appears to have been of the best type of her generation; a 

woman of refinement, culture and godliness. The way she set herself 

to the task of rearing and educating her son reveals a woman,of 

courage and piety. Yet, she did not escape the peril common to all

mothers for she spoilt her son by her dotung affection. True, much
*

can be said in extenuation of this not uncommon error. She had 

lost one child in infancy and now bereft of her husband T s love 

and companionship, the would doubtless lavish all her love on

his son, Her adulation of the boy did not meet with his%
grandmother's approval, for she - much to Toplady T s disgust - 

ventured the opinion that Mrs. Toplady "would bring the boy up to be 

a scourge to herself".! Such also seems to hawe been the opinion 

of the Revd. Julius and LIrs. Bate f , and, as will be seen later, 

Soplady sensing this opposition, clung the more closely to his 

mother, whilst completely ostracising his uncle and aunt.

/. Works. Vol. 1. page >
^ Toplady's Diary. Kay 16th 1752.

2. The "Unpublished Juvenile Diary of the Rev. A. Toplady" 
appeared in the "Toplady Edition of the Gospel Magazine* 
of Hay 1899 and "The Christian Observer" 1P30. All 
quotations are from the latter,.



Throughout his life Toplady returned in full measure 

his mother's devotion, and always spoke of her in the tenderest 

way. Certain of his phrases would cloy t|re palate of the modern 

man, but allowance must be made for the age in which Toplady 

lived and the social circle in which he moved.

Toplady seems to have been a hi^h spirited, highly-strung 

and sensitive child of undoubted ability, ability somewhat marred 

by his conceit and self-righteousness. There is a type of 

precocity which is an endearing thing > for it is marked by an 

artless naivety. 3ut it could scarcely be held that Toplady *s 

precocity was of this order. Rather does he appear as a 

self-satisfied little boy. Indeed; self-satisfaction was for 

many years his "Hall-mark11 . From his diary one gets the impression 

of a child clothed like little Lord Fauntleroy, used to the 

companionship of the nobility, anc, abundan^iv pleased with himself, 

if not with others around him. As already hinted, he did not like 

his Uncle Julius Bate, whilst of his Aunt he entertained the 

opifmion that she merited only social ostracism. In his diary for 

September End he says, "Went to Aunt Betsy's. She is so vastly 

quarrelsome; in short she is so fractious, captious and insolent 

that she is unfit for human society". It was well for Toplady 

that this observation did not come to h&s Aunt's notice, for he
€

would undoubtedly have suffered more severly at her hands than he

did on January 27th 1753, fol§ °* V±ie.t occasion he writes ?H£y 

Aunt Betsy sent for me and after the most un^enteel treatment 

flew at me and beat me sadly".



Both IKT and I'rs Bate disliked the boy whom they suspected of 

untruthfulness and plagiarism. There does not, however, seem to 

have been any ground for their suspicion^ for although Toplady as 

a dhilft, was a good deal of a prig, he ?/as not a liar. Upreover 

his Unole T s angry accusation seems to indicate a weak spot in his 

own armour. For even if Toplady had reproduced the sermons of 

others in order to impress his .cousin Kitty he was guilty of an 

offence common to many of the clergy of his day - including not a 

few bishops, if the testimony of Osborne can "be accepted. J

Toplady seems early to hatfe developed his dislike of 

"Uncle Jack" and TTAunt Betsy", for he refers to them frequently in 

his diary and always unfavourably. On the iSth of May he was
-«»8 *

humiliated by Uncle Jack by not being asked to sit down, and also 

by having to male confession of his poverty. * Perhaps this confess- 

iorl was the cause of the rupture between the Toplady r 3 and the 

Bate *s families which occurred on December l6th. For on that day 

Toplady writes; "Went to Uncle Jack's in Bloomsbury Square. I 

asked the footman if my uncle v/aa at home, The man said that my 

uncle had left word with him to bid me never- come there no more* 

and that he would read neither letter or message that comes to him

| This is evidenced by dsborne the bookseller of G-ray's Inn 
(JSte who endeavoured to justify his offering to supply 
Toplady with sermons of the eve of Ms ordination, by saying 
"Hay,young gentleman,do not be Surprised at my offering you 
ready-made sermons, for I assure you I have sold ready-made

sermons to many a bishop in my time*'. '•

-2- I told him, I had not clothes fit to come out of a 3unC.py; 
and that we are in such want of money, that every day seemed 
two, and that I had not good stockings.

'.Works, Vol.1. p.99.*- 
». Vol.6. p.256-7



from us* I thank God that ^ am conscious that I have not done 

anything to him, nor do I know what cause to attribute his 

un-unoly behaviour. '.7e do not want his assistance, for we 

have another estate of my fathers coming to us in March". 

This last sentence when taken in conjunction with the 

previous acknowledgement of ''poverty'7 seems to suggest that 

Mrs. Toplady did have difficulty in maintaining herself 

and child in the style to which she had been accustomed. 

Certainly it would appear that the lady had to tolerate the 

rudeness of Mrs. Bate; 'and as human nature does not easily 

accommodate itself to the condescension of sisters-in-law 

It is very likely that Mrs* Toplady did in some measure rely 

on her brother Julius. The fact that young' Toplady emphasises 
"we do not want his assistance" lends point to the su^estion 

that help had previously been solicited.

Of Toplady T s schooldays we know but little. It is 

not even clear in which precise year he entered v/estminster 

School. His mother moved from Farnham to V/estminster doubtless 

with the intention of bein^; near her son durinr hds school years, 

and it is- very"probable that Toplady entered in 174" or 1749-
t

It was during his schooldays that he commenced writing the 

diary to which I have already referred. He called it his 

"book of duty TT , and from its pages we can trr.ce the writer*s

/. In his diary for July 15th Toplady v/rites; "'.Vent 
to Aunt Betsy r a, who set forward a most dreacful 
quarrel, calling me names,etc. Mamma made it up",



spiritual pilgrimage, fot It lg much more a record of his 

spiritual than odC his intellectual development. Indeed; 

but for a few occasional references to his preceptors (Dr. 

Bicholls and Br. I^Loyd) we learn "but little of his mental growth, 

f he ̂ author of the "Account of the Life and T/rltin^s of the 

Rev, Augustus Montague Toplady" which prefaces Volume 1 of 

"The forks'1 says; If lt is certain that young Toplady was a very 

apt scholar; and that neither want of talent nor want of 

dil-igence prevented him from making the raost of whatever 

advantages he enjoyed, Discovering from the first a vigorous 

intellect, and uncommon application, he soon attained a degree

of proficiency in the languages, which raised him high above
/, 

his compeers."

Doubtless he had his "pale" but there is much concerning*,
them we would like to know; one fears that in his early youth 

Toplady was very much the "lone wolf". His dearest companion 

seems to have been his dog "Boy", whom he "loved vastly". 

Probably he spent muoh time with his ooua&a Kitty, and he also
?

refers (rather scathingly) to a certain l»ord >T*rreys. This 

young nobleman had let him down concerning a visit to p lottery, 

so Toplady expressed the pious hope that the future would see 

him saved from such young promise breakers as the son of the 

third Earl of Abingfi.an. This hope was not destined to be 

fulfilled for inhaler years Toplady refers to Lord TTorreys 

as "my dear friend". The schoolboy acquaintance must h^ve 

ripened Into friendship.

i Works Vol,l. page 4.



I have already emphasised that the diary of Toplady T 3 

boyhood more clearly reveals his spiritual than intellectual 

development; for its pages offer much that would engrosz 

the modern psychologist, who would doubtless make many grim, 

prophecies concerning the future of the writer who was 

unquestionably a remarkable child. Whether or not he was 

"likeable 11 depends on individual taste. To some - as to llrs- 

Loveday - he would be a second timothy; whilst to others an 

insufferably self-righteous little prig. For it cannot be

gainsaid that for many people piety izx a ,'child is suspect;
* -r 
and when a boy of eleven years v/rites "I praise God that -1 can

remember no dreadful crime, and not to me, but to the Lord 

be the glory", they fear the worst.

•&s Illustration of the precocity of To^lady I volunteer the 

following extracts from his boyhood diary, 

February 28th 1752. "My dear Mamma gasre me a pulpit cloth 

of white all-a-pieoe, laced with broad ^old lace. I always 

love God, and endeavour to cast a\my all impurity and all sin 

whatever".

April fth, 1759• "Mamma told me that I was as good to her as 

ten children; see the tenderness of a kind dear mother. V/ent 

to my Uncle Charles's; he g r-ve me threepence. Ily Aunt Betsy 

invented a terrible mistake of me* I have a little garden at 

Sir. Bunting's; she said she sowed some horse-racLish in it; that 

I Imfl. pulled it up. I told her of the mistake and of the 

consequences which would attend getting a bad character on we; 

on which she multiplied her number from one piece of radish to 

two; stands to it that I told a lie; but thanks be to



I scorn one.*

There is much more in the same vein,but enough has been quoted 

to reveal the early disposition of the child and his attitude 

to his mother. One cannot forbear to sraile at these entries when one 

recalls that Toplady did not hesitate to make commercial gain from 

his proficiency in languages by v/riting the exercises of those of 

his school fellows who were either too dull or too lazy to write
4their own. Apparently he did not regard it as a, "crime" to help -

in the deceiving of his teachers; or in the encouraging of 

deceitful habits in others. It would appear that at this time 

of life Toplady had not yet learned to "turn from the flittering * 

bribe his scornful eye". It may be, that he thought that he 

earned all that he rot and that the question of honesty was one to 

be faced by those who employed him rather than by hinself. From this 

early age Toplady manifested something of the casuistry., that was 

to distinguish his later writings.

Thomas V/right in his worlc on the Life of Toolady states 

that the1 diary of Toplady reveals "a boy of sanguine temperament, 

with the gift of beiiiA* able to see the humorous side of things. 

He is shrewd, pertinacious, conscientious, lovable, but perhaps 

a little spoilt by a doting and indulgent mother, pnu perhaps a 

little self-righteous. There is already discernible in hin the 

stuff of which intrepid and dogged fighters are made". 7ith this
%>

analysis most students of Toplady will agree, though some may not

/, See Works, "Vol. 1. page 4.

'• "His services in this way were duly appreciated, and he is said to 
have received from his employers, at the rate, sometimes, of three 
or four .shillings a day." This remuneration was not lacking in
generosity, seeing that many clergymen of his da£ "were passing 
rich on forty pounds a year."

, Life of A,Li. Toplady. pages 7 ii 8.



tie <iuite so ready aa Wright to absolve Toplady from the charge

of snobbishness and conceit. In fact "snobbishness" seems, t
I 

throughout his life, to have been Tojlady's besetting sin. ?Ms

is clearly shewn in his attitude to Ollters and Sellon - two 

of,Wesley's.henchmen* Olivers was guilty of the cri$e of 

mending shoes, whilst Sellon was not too proud to bake his own 

bread* Lady Huntingdon said of Toplady, that "even at Court 

sne had not met a more accomplished gentleman;" and burns incense 

to his "most polite and captivating manner, both of speaking 

and acting, accompanied by not the least degree of affectation, 

and to his delightful urbanity. fj, which only tends to throw into 

greater relief his lack of manners towards those he deemed 

his social inferiors. Hature seems to delight in 

inconsistencies; for it is a saddening thing that a man of such 

genuine piety as Toplady could taunt the labourer with the 

menial nature of his toil, "All labour ranks the same with God" 

says Browning, but this would not have been Toplady T s opinion; 

nor would his views upon "rank'' have been those of the poet 

Burns. In fairness to Toplady it must be said that a charge 

of snobbery would have been hotly denied by certain of his 

contemporaries* In fact, his first biographer states the 

opposite opinion. He writes;

frlt is but too common with those who occasionally 
associate with the great, to overlook, if not to 
despise, the lower orders of society. It was, however, 
very different with Mr. Toplady. T:e "knew the >^ace of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, that though He was rich, yet for 
our sakes he became poor". And therefore the poor were 
the objects of his especial care and sympathy." '.

/. Works. Vol.1, page 93.



Later the writer offers this further eulogy;

.was clothed v/ith humility, end filled with the spirit 
of kindness, and Christian charity, .aid although for 
reasons and on principles, that will afterwards be noticed, 
he, in his writings, expressed himself v/ith ^reat severity 
against the enemies of truth, yet all its friends occupied 
a place in the warmest affections of his her.rt.' 7 /

One cannot "but smile at the assumption here mr.de, tl at those 

Who- could not agree v/ith Toolady were not the friends of truth. 

'In retrospect the observation provokes more than a smile. 

Arminianism, may have "been to Toplady a blood red and venomed 

pestilence, but It did more for the noral regeneration of 

England than did Toplady T s impassioned defence of the "truth1*. 

But such is the blindness of even £-ood men, that a f- cet is

often mistaken for the whole jewel.
t *

£ 

«

University;. Trinity College , Dublin.

In 1755 Toplady left Westminster School and on July llth 

he commenced his University studies at Trinity- College, Dublin. 

As of his schooldays, so of his undergraduate years, we glean but
*

little of his studies, but learn much concerning his growth in 

grace, and of the tragic condition of the relifious life of his 

day and generation. From volume one of the '^0^3% we gather the

impression - for it is nowhere cate*?ically strtecl - that To
4

graduated in classics and then proceeded to a study of
».

Hellenistic Greek and Hebrew.

It was during these University years that he? v/as brought 

nigh by the blood of Christ, and slso experienced his deliverance
'¥*

from - what he regarded - the dangerous illusion of Ariainianism.

I ibid. Italics mine.



•JR.•a,

By the fflivl&e guidance he was led to a, barn at Oool^c-ine where/lay 

preacher of the name of James Morris preached from the text rrYe 

who sometimes were far off are made nigh by the brood of Christ". ** 

Under its inspiration Toplady felt refining fire illuminate his 

soul; he had come to his Bethel, Of this service, which was to 

be ever memorable, he writes "Under that dear messenger and by that 

sermon, I was, 1 trust, brought iii-li by the blood of Christ, in

August 1755. Strange that I, who had sat so long under the means
&. 

of grace in England, should be brought ni-~h to God in an obscure

part of Ireland, amidst a handful of God's people, met t.o-gether in 

a barn, and under the Ministry of one, who could hardly spell his 

name; Surely it was the Lord T 3 doin{;, and is marvellous; Thu 

excellency of such power must be of Q-od and cannot be of man. The 

regenerating Spirit breathes not only on whom, but likewise when, 

where,and as he listeth." *

Although Toplady was preparing for tlie Ministry of the 

Anglican Chiircn he was not a bigot, ^-s we lave just seen he owed 

his first experience of salvatiofc to a lay preacher; and a follower 

of Wesley at that. It would be interesting to know on what grounds 

Toplady was assured of the illiteracy of Morris, for he offers no 

evidence of it*

Certainly the much more cultured ministries of the ordained 

priesthood had not influenced him even to the pursuit of virtue r , 

let alone to salvation* Of the spiritual cppacitiGs of the Clergy- 

he was the lowest opinion. True, he never communicated with the 

ITonconformists, they were channels of blensin^ to hi.i onlv as

Ephesians - 
. Works, vol.1, pages 7 & 3.



as preachers of the Gospel, and not as the dispensers of scraiaentc.1 

grace. Yet, he unhesitatingly affirms that though he enjoyed 

"happy soul,, seasons'7 at the Lord's ta&le "the clergyman at

whose hands" he TT received the memorials of Christ f s dyin^- love
"•/

Icnew no more of the Gospel than so many stocks or stones.^'

In his letter to Mr. F. on November 27th 1777 he says ''For ray own 

part, I am most clearly of the opinion, (l) That, if he cannot 

hear the Chnrch of England doctrines preached in a Parish Church 

(which is terribly the case in some thousands of places) he is 

bound in conscience to hear these truths, where they can be heard; 

was it in a barnt in a private house, in P, field, or on a dunghill. 

But, (2) I am no less clearly convinced that he is not under the

smallest necessity of breaking off from the communion of the
±

church established". He gives as one of his reasons "The goodness,

or badness, of a parish minister, neither adds or detracts from,
n the virtue and value of the sacraments he dispenses."

I have already stressed the low opinion Toplady entertained , 

Of the parish priest (though he, let:' it be noted, alv/ays refers 

to the parish minister), but the prelates as well, 9re, by liim §
... re

"weighed in the balance and found wanting"; for when only a bo;/ 

of fourteen he writes; ' T 0n Sunday 27th January 1754; went to
•

3t. Martin T s Church. Heard a poor mean sermon, and a very long one s 

by Dr. Pearee. Bishop of Bangor. The only rood thin? in it v/as 

when he said "to conclude"*

'. Works Vol. r>. 287.1 ••' » ^ '-'^-
••» I • L— ' ) )"~ '



Religious life of Nation.

It is obvious from this remark that the religious life 

Of the nation was in a pathetic plight. V7hen there is no vision 

the people perish, and there could be no possibility of 

"vision* amongst the rank and file of the laity when their 

spiritual guides were both intellectually ignorant and (as was 

too often the case) morally decadent. She Preface to Bishop 

Burnet f s "Pastoral Care 1* Cyrd Edition) makes sad reading and 

one is aghast at the ignorance and indifference against which 

it is directed. Writing in 1713 he says-

"tfcannot look on without the deepest concern when I see 
the imminent ruin hanging over the Church, and by 
consequence over the whole Reformation. The outward 
state of things is black enough, God knows; but what 
heightens my fears arises chiefly from the inward state 
into which we are unhappily fallen. I will in examining 
this confine myself chiefly to the Olerry. Our ember 
weeks are the grief and burden of my life. The much 
greater part of those who come to be ordained are 
ignorant to a degree not to be apprehended by thibse 
who are not obliged to know it. The easiest part of 
knowledge is that to which they are the greatest 
strangers; I mean the plainest part of the Scriptures, 
which they say in excuse for their ignorance that 
their tutors in the Universities never mention the 
reading of to them; so that they can give no account, 
or at least a very imperfect one, of the contents even 
of the Gospels. Those who have read some few books 
yet never seem to have read the scriptures. Many cannot 
give a tolerable account of the Catechism itself, how 
short and plain so ever. This does often tear my heart, 
The case is not much better in many who, having rot into 
orders, coiae for institution and canr.ot make it appear 
that they have read the Scriptures or any one .rood book 
since they were ordained; so that the small measure of 
knowledge upon which they got into holy orders,not being 
improved, is in a way to be quite lost; and then they thin.' 
it a great hardship if they are told that they must know 
the Scriptures and the body of divinity better before the 
can be trusted with the care of souls,"

The picture thus palntod is enough to strike despair into 

tne stoutest heart, but happily it \tt-a not true of all, ror



there were a few faithful, ardent souls - within and without 

the Establishment - in whom there "blazed, the fires of 

evangelical truth; "but these living torches only cast into 

gtaater relief the spiritual-and moral blackness amidst which 

they shone. Whitefield, Romaine and tfervey - amongst tfre 

Anglicans - Gill, Hitchin and Ryland - amongst the Nonconform 

ists - preached with passion and toiled terribly in their effort 

to bring light to those who walked in darkness, '^ell might 

Toplady - in a letter to V/esley - say of his fellow students, 

"I do not visit three persons in the college, except one or 

two of the fellows-.... .1 do not believe that tliere iw one that 

fears God in it 11 *' From the Archbishop of Canterbury down to 

the newest curate, religious zeal was entirely lacking - nay 

more, it was openly frowned upon. According to the "life of, 

the Countess of Huntingdon" the King was constrained to pass 

censure upon Archbishop Cornwallis for the profligacy of his 

life, and for holding in his palace "large balls and convivial 

routs".

From the example of such men, no good could be expected; 

and the historians of the period speak with one voice of the

utter helplessness o'f the Church, to accomplish her destiny.
« 

Southey's verdict is particularly trenchant.

"The greater part of the nation was tonftally uneducated - 
Christian no further than the mere ceremony of baptism 
could make tljftm, being for the most part in a ^tate of 
heathen, or worse than heathen, ignorance, in truth they 
had never been opnverted; for at first one idolatry had

/, Written ISth Sept. 1758.



been substituted for another; in this they followed the 
fashion of their lords; and when the Romish idolatry 
was expelled they were left as ignorant of real Christ 
ianity as they v/ere found TT . A

Nor is Burnet f s estimate of the situation any more encouraging, 

In his ''History of His own Times" he writes,

"The convocation did little this winter. They continued 
their former ill practices, and little opposition was 
made to them as very little regard was had to them. 
They drew up a representation of some abuses in the 
ecclesiastical discipline and in the consistorial courts; 
but took care to mention none of the greater ones of which 
many among themselves were eminently guilty, such as 
pluralities, non-residence, the neglect of their cures 
and the irregularities in the lives of the clergy which 
were too visible." z.

It has sometimes been urged that jsrhilst pluralities and absenteetsrc 

resulted in the neglect of duty, the clergy were singularly free 

from charges of immorality. This is at once true and false. It 

is true that Consistory Court trials were not frequent, but it 

would be false to conclude that the moral life of the majority of 

the clergy was above rebuke. Only too frequently was the reverse

the case, and the facfc that official cognizance was not taken of
f 

their delinquency is but further evidence of the laxity of the '

Prelates themselves. It is a melancholy reflection that the two 

litterateurs of the age who surpassed their contemporaries in 

indecency - and none of these were novices in the art - v/ere botfc 

ministers of the State Church. Thackeray rightly condemns the 

filthiness of Sterne and Swift. £his latter he describes as "a 

monster gibbering shrieks and gnashing imprecations against mankinc 

tearing down all shreds of modesty, past all sense of manliness anc 

shame, filthy in thought, furious, raging, obscene."

/. Life of V/esley, page 206, ed. 1864.
J. History of "His own Times" page 751.ed.1837.
3. Thackeray, English Humourists.p.146,e£ 1892.



His verdict concerning Sterne is equally severe; he refers to 
him ""as a wretched worn out old scamp" and describes him at the 
last "as wicked, as vain, as false as he had ever "been". ' Two 
Clergymen were executed. Dodd for forgery and Haekman for murder. 
Nor were these incidents made more heinous "by reason of their 
isolation, ^rue, others were not called to expiate their crimes 
upon the scaffold; but the general standard of clerical behaviour 
was an open scandal. Public opinion in those days was by no means 
inclined towards puritanism, but even it was antagonised by the 
wantonness of those who, by virtue of t$ieir ordination vows, were 
pledged to shew "a more excellent way". In his "History of Religion 
in England" Dr. Stoughton writes,

"The public have long remarked with indignation that some of the most distinguished coxcombs, drunkards, debauchees, and gamesters who figure at t£e watering-places, and all places of public resort, are young men of the sacerdotal order. ' i

Such was the background, socially, morality and ecclesiastically 
of the ministry of Toplady; for notwithstanding the work of White- 
field and the V/esleys, the Evangelical Revival had scarce begun. 
Later cleansing fire was to sweep the country, but at the timer

Toplady was ordained, the outlook was still very far from bright. I 
is unfortunately true that despite his many gifus, Toplady did not 
further as much as he might that revival that was to revolutionise 
England. For it is not too much to say that the l8th century owes 
more to Wesley than to any other man it produced. S7illiara Pitt

I, Thackeray, English Humourists, p. ^12, 3d. l89£. ^ Religion in'England, vi. 2o6.



did much fer his country and his generation, but Wesley did 

more, and not for his country alone, but for the Kingdom of God
<& *•

throughout the world. Men, particularly in these days, warn 

to Pitt's declaration "England shall save herself by hear 

exertions, and Europe by her example. 11 But this utterance - great 

though it is - becomes mediocre and parochial before Wesley's 

audacious claim, "The world is my Parish."



Chapter 2.
EARLY IflJISTRI 
(1762 - 1768.)



Chapter 2.

EARLY MINISTRIES. (1762 - 1768.)

In his "Christian Leaders of the Last Century" J.C.HYLE, 

one time Bishop of Liverpool, says of Toplady, "Few spiritual 

heroes of the last century, .ha^ve suffered more from the want of a 

good "biographer than Toplady. Be the cause what it may, a real life 

of the man was never written. The only memoir of him is as meagre a 

production as can possibly be conceived. It is perhaps only fair to
*

remembpr that he was an only child, and that he died unmarried; so 

that he had neither brother, sister, son nor daughter, to gather up 

his remains. Moreover he was one who lived much in his stud$ and 

among his books, spent much time in private communion with God, and 

went very little into society. Like Romaine he was not what the 

world would call a genial man - had very few intimate friends - and 

was, probably, more feared and admired than lovedf But be the reasons 

what they may, the fact is undeniable that there is no good biography 

of Toplady. The result is, that there is hardly any man of his 

calibre in the- last century of whom so very little is loiown." | / 

With this observation, few will quarrel, for it is surprising that 

no one undertook the task of giving the world an authentic account 

of the life of a man^ who - whatever his failures were - was one of 

the most outstanding figures of his day. The Official T.temair which

"Christian Leaders" 1885 Edition, p. 359-'j6o 
Since Ryle T s book was written an e|K«ellent "Life 
°f Augustus IT. Toplady" was published in 1911 by 
Thomas bright of Olney;though written in Queen 
Victoria's reign.



serves as a "Foreward" to the "Works" fully .justifies Bishop 
Ryle's description of it. It i£ "aa meagre a production as can - 

possibly be conceived". It reflects no credit upon its author, for 

it bears afol the evidence of being hastily compiled; and despite 
its lavish praise reveals but a tepid interest in its subject. It 

is an incoherent production, lacking- chronological seance. . .and 

worse, it is an inaccurate one. J
/ 0?he anonymous author states, "Hr Toplady, having, suseribeC 

to the doctrines of the Church of England, ex animo, was prepared 

to preach them with a degree of zeal and earnestness, corresponding 
to his firm conviction of their intrinsic truth, ancl their eternal. 

importance. #e had the opportunity of giving practical proof of 

this, almost immediately after his entering into Holy orders. The
living of Blagdon in Somersetshire, having become vacant, he was^ *
inducted tnto it, in consequence of the application of souc 

of his friends on his behalf. They had procured It for liln in the • 
same way, in which such livings are often obtained. Of the method 

adopted by them, it would seem, that he was not, for some time aware 
But when, at length, he made the discovery, his tender conscience ; 

was troubled, and he never felt easy, till he had resigned his

| It is regrettable that Dr. Ryle did not, after his 
' justifiable censure, verify certain of the statements * 

contained in the "Official Ileiaoir". Doubtless he accepted 
the account, meagre as it was, as accurate; but by doung- so 
helped to perpetuate certain errors contained in it-

I have used the word "anonymous" seeing that no name is 
prescribed to the Memoir; but the production is the work of 
one of Toplady* s friends, a certain Mr I Walter Row, whose 
handling of Toplady's MSS, leaves much to be desired. The 
"Memoir" abounds with mistakes, whilst the handling of the 
hymns is neither chronological nor oouolete.



It would, indeed, have "been an awful affliction to 

himself, and a serious injury to the Church, if the injudicious 

kindness of his friends had obliged him to "be silent in his 

Master's service. But on relinquishing one cure which he could 

not hold with good conscience, he obtained another in which he 

laboured with pleasure, because he believed that his way to it 

was opened by the providence of God. In the year 1768 he 

became Yicar of Broad Hembury, near Honiton in Devonshire." {

It would be hard to find a record - particularly one bearing 

official imprimatur - in which so many misstatements could be 

found in so short a space. In the first place Toplady was 

never incumbent of Blagdon, / so it could scarcely have been 

obtained for him in a manner displeasing to his conscience, Irue* 

he did relinquish one "cure" in favour of another, but it was not 

Blagdon, but Harpford and 7en Ottery which he exchanged for that 

o;f Broad Hembury. It was the living of Jen Ottery that was 

obtained for him in a way of which he could not approve, and which 

made him restless until he had made a change.But it might be noted

| Works, Yol« 1, pages 11-12.

/ The present incumbent -(The Revd. E. Marriott ]
writes: "Augustus Topladv was curate incharge onlyof this parish and not incumbent. He &
was therefore never inducted to the living. His
tenure of the curacy was 1762 - 1764, during the
incumbency of the Revd. Tilliam Lupton."



In passing that the "method adopted" was not so displeasing 

to Toplady that he felt constrained to resign Jjis Charge 

(as stated in the Memoir) "but only that he should exchange 

it for another*

•oOo—



As further illustration of the perfunctory character

of the "memoir* it may be pointed out that no reference is.
*

made either to Toplady f s second curacy or his first incumbenuy. 

As tfce record stands the reader is left with the impression 

that Toplady left Blagdon for Broad-Hembury; and this; despite 

the fact that the anonymous author f s first eructation from the 

diary, he pretends to rank so highly, is to Toplady's ministry 

at Fen Ottery. Such a slip-shod production is scarcely a credit 

to the writer, and certainly it is not worthy of its subject. 

Indeed, the jFuls^wa praise f when contrasted with the careless
„ * *

and inaccurate presentation of the facts, leaves one with the 

feeling'that the whole Preface is publisher's blurb.

(Eoplady^s ministry at Blagdon does not seem to have been 

particularly distinguished. Thomas Wrifht states that although 

Toplady's ministry at Blagdon was short he thoroughly endeared 

himself to the people, and that traditions of hin still survive 

amongst the older'inhabitants.} This is not the opinion of the 

present incumbent, who writes, "Toplady has not left any 

particular impression, and the only important tradition that 

has grown up around him in the parish is that which surrounds 

the writing of the hymn 'Rock of Ages* "« It is commonly 

believed that it was inspired by a terrible thunderstorm that 

compelled Toplady to take refuge in the cleft rock of 

Burrington Coombe.

( See "Life of Augustus I:. Toplaciy. pa.c;e



low much truth there is in this commonly accepted tradition 

it is not possible to say* One can only weigh what little 

evidence there is and form one's own opinion. Whilst a 

commonly held tradition is not conclusive, it seems idle to 

reject it if nothing better can be but in its place. Dr. 

Dearmer in his "Songs of Praise Discussed 11 arbitrarily dis 

misses the story as an invention; but advances no reasons for 

doing so. He concludes his comments on the hymn "Rock of 

Ages" with the words: "We have only to add that the story of 

his making this hymn when he took refuge in the Cleft Hock of 

Burrington Combe in the Mendips, was invented about the year 

1850 - perhaps by someone who thought that one little lie 

would hardly count among a total of 2,522,880,000 sins". (
V

This, to my mind, is much too drastic an assertion, particularly

as no evidence for the date 1850 is adduced. Moreover it is
who was 

apparent that Dr. Dearmer does not know/the originator of the

story, and so one wonders why he is so sure that it is a •lie 11 . 

The present incumbent of the parish of Blagdon does not appear 

to be aware of any reason why the "only important tradition 

that has grown up around" Toplady should be so summarily 

rejected. It is true that the hymn was not published until 

long after Toplady had left Blagdon, and it is quite probable 

that Scriptural allusions rather than loeal geography inspired 

it; yet there is evidence that Toplady used the phrase "lock

I Songs of Praise Discussed, page 338



of Ages" while living at Blagdon. In the record in his diary 

for April 23rd 1768 are the words: "I seemed to hare quite 

lost my hold on the rock of ages"! and in one of his farewell 

sermons to the congregation at Blagdon (he preached two) he 

speaks of the Saviour as the "foundation that cannot fail, 

even Jesus the Mediator, and Surety of the Covenant, Christ the
*

lock of Ages". It is quite possible that the cleft rock of 

Burrin&on Combe 'brought to Toplady's mind such texts as Isaiah 

26s 4, "Trust ye in the Lord forever: for in the Lord Jehovah
>3$

is an everlasting rock. 1* Or as the marginal reference gives

it "A rock of ages": and Isaiah 32;2. "The shadow of a great• *s
rock in a weary land." The eleft of the rock may have recalledi% 
Exodus 33:22. "I will put thee in a eleft of the rock* and will

cover thee with my hand until I have passed by." Thus the 

actual rock at Burrington Combe may have been the primary source 

of inspiration. The suggestion that the hymn was actually 

composed in the eleft of the rock may fee regarded as an 

embellishment, for it is highly improbable that it was the 

product of "unpremeditated art". Jor my own part I feel that 

Toplady had written the hymn with a polemical purpose in view 

and that he added it to his article in the Gospel Magazine in 

order to give a devotional touch to what was only a piece of 

statistical imagining* Imbuded as it is with the idea of sin 

and human helplessness 9 there is yet the dart that strikes at 

the idea of Christian Perfection as taught by John Yesley.



t t
The literary and theological merits of "lock of Ages" 

will be evaluated at a later stage, for despite the fact 

that it has been severely criticised by some both as to its 

poetry and religious truth, the fact remains that its heart- 

piercing qualities hare enabled it to triumph over all that 

ean be said against it. Ho hymn has a more treasured place

in the literature of the Christian Church*
the judgment of Mr. Harriott that Toplady has left

no particular impression in the parish Blagdon is borne out 

by the scanty data that is left, whilst at this time Toplady 

was delivered from the "snare of Arminianism" he does not 

seem to have entered the lists of Militant Calvinism. His 

passion for the doctrines of "Tree Grace 11 had yet to be 

kindled. This does not appear to have come to its maturity

until he was settled at Ten Ottery. Two things, however,
0) stand out el early j he ministered to a divided parish, and<fzj

his health was being slowly undermined. The damp eold
Si

atmosphere of Blagdon would greatly aggravate his lung trouble, 

and it would doubtless have been better for Toplady if he 

could have found a sphere of service in a more mountainous 

and bracing locality. His subsequent movements to Ten Ottery, 

Broad lembury, and ultimately London did nothing to cheek the 

ravages of his disease. JTo clue is given by Toplady ms to 

the nature of the quarrel that split the parish, nor any as
:y- .' ',-

to the length of its duration, but rejoicing that he had no part



In it, and that both parties were equally dear to hin.^preached 

a sermon on the text; "Forgive us our debts, as v/e forgive our 

debtors", whereby he sought to heal the breach,

On April 29th 1764 Toplady preached his last sermon to 

the congregation at Blagdon.and the following month took duties 

at an episcopal chapel in Duke Street, London. His tenure of 

office must have been only a matter of weeks for in June 1764 

he was appointed to Farley ^ungerford as curate to the Revd* 

Henry Arnold, Prebendary of Wells. Here he stayed exactly a 

year, then left for London where he remained - taking occasional 

supply - until he was inducted to the living of Harpford and 

Fen Qttery in Hay 1766. Here ministry here was attended with 

increasing success, but after nearly two years of misgivings, 

he exchanged this living for that of the nearby parish of 

Broad Hembury - of which he remained incumbent for £he rest 

of his life*
<M

f,

Reference has already been made to the fact that Toplady
£

was not happy about his appointment to Fen Ottery. Apparently ,
i. 

the manner of his presentation troubled his conscience, an&

despite the success that attended his work he never felt 

satisfied as to his incumbency. What the difficulty was we do 

not know. We know that his presentation by llr. Ik.mel Clevelaft 

is peculiar, for neither his predecessor nor his successor was 

presented by that gentleman. { The gift of the living belonged

to the Duke family of Otterton, and how Mr. Cleveland came to
I 

possess this one right of presentation i? something of a myster

f Mr. Cleveland of Woolwich must have purchased his ri^ht 
to present Toplady, but no further evidence is available.



Whatever may be the explanation, it apparently die. not satisfy 

Topladyj so when Mr. Luoe, who was then incumbent of Broad 

Hembury, suggested a change of livings he readily assented*

From his diary of this period one notes that once settled 

in at Fen Ottery Toplady began to preach passionately and
&

unequivocably the dootrine of predestination, and Judging by his 

comments concerning his inoreasing congregations it must be con 

cluded that the common people heard him gladly, and not a few 

were converted.J His diary records not his labours alone, but 

what he, himself, calls his correspondence with God. file 

reading of this ''correspondence" is illuminating, for it reveals] 

much that makes for a better understanding of one who was such 

a curious blend of the mystic and the dialectician, the 

controversialist and the recluse.

foplady, as one would expect in so aerial a temperament* 

knew the miseries of the "slough of descend" as well as the 

ecstaoies of the "mountain top". Although it must be admitted 

that he knev much'less of the "slough of despond" than one 

might have imagined, particularly as he was never physically 

robust. Ihe reading of his diary of this period impresses one 

with his Joy in the knowledge of the Divine Presence; very

| "When Vicar of Harpford, I laboured among that people for 
a great part of two years, before I could perceive a 
sensible out-pouring of Gk>d T s Holy Spirit upon them; and 
yet before I left them, God seemed to have owned ray 
ministry in a very ^reat and unexpected manner".

T/orks. Vol,l. p.71.



frequently he experienced to the full the consolations of the 

Spirit's abiding; Trot when he felt himself of God forsaken his 

suffering was pitifully acute. In one place he writes; rl Saturday
4

23rd, After dinner, rode.to Broad Eembur^; where, at nifht, in 

my chamber, a little before I went to bed, my soul was harrassed, 

in a sad and very unusual manner, with doubts, fears and 

unbelief, 1 was in spiritual darkness, even darkness that mi^ht 

be felt. I do not know that I ever was so much given up to the 

evil surraisin^s of my own heart, since I had been in orders, 

I could hardly act faith at all. Had it not been for fear of 

exposing myself and disturbing- fhv family, I should have roared 

for the disquietnesa of my heart. My heavenly Pilot disappeared* 

I seemed to have quite lost my hold on the rock of a~es, I sunk 

in the deep mire; and the waves and otorms went over me. Yet, 

at last,in prayer, I was enabled, I know not how, to throw 

myself, absolutely and at large, on God, at all events, and 

for better for v/orse; yet without comfort, and almost without hope 

1 was,in short, almost in a. state of despair. ITy horror and 

distress was unutterable. And in this condition I*remained, 

until it pleased God to give me some sleep", j

Yet, such was not his customary experience, and for the more 

part Ills journal is the record of one who talked with lod, and 

knew in very rich measure the joys of communion. V/hatever else 

he was, Toplady wos a Christian mystic - his lonely soul ever 

thirsted for God, mounting towards IT im on wiivs of prayer,

IT V/orks n , Vol. 1, Page



It might be suggested "by some that Toplady's ecstacy or 

degression was of physical origin, that his spiritual exaltation 

was attendant on his physical well-being; but this he would 

hare vigorously denied. And it cannot be gainsaid that he was not 

without authority for his denial. Remembering the deadly nature 

of the affliction that was so soon to end his days, one is the 

more impressed by the spiritual fervour that pulses throughout 

the pages of his dairy. It would seem as though Toplady sensed
•

the possibility of such criticism and so went out of his way to 

refute it in advance. Concerning one Sunday's service he writes;. 

"I would observe, that I have through the blessing of God, been 

perfectly well through this whole day, both as to health, strength 

and spirits; and gone through my Church duties with the utmost 

ease, freedom and pleasure, yet I have experienced nothing of 

that spiritual comfort and joy, which I sometimes do, A demon 

stration this, that they are prodigiously wide of the mark, who 

think that what believers know to be the joys of the Holy Ghost, 

are, in fact, n© other than certain pleasing sensations, arising 

from a brisk circulation of the blood, and from a lively flow 

of the animal spirits. In this light, the consolations of God 

are considered by those who never experienced them. But if what 

the regenerate declare to be the sweetness of divine fellowship, 

is, in reality no more than what the cold formalist imagines, the 

mere result lui% lets GUtJUaCr/Kijfit would follow that every

person when in full health and spirits, actually enjoys that 

inward complacency and sweetness. But this is very far from 

being the case. I myself am witness, that spiritual comforts 

are sometimes highest



when bodily health, strength, and spirits are at the? lowest; 

and when bodily health, strength, and spirits are at the 

highest, spiritual comforts are sometimes at t" e lowest; nay, 

olear gone, and totally absent. Whence I conclude, that the 

sensible effusion of divine love in the soul, is superior to, 

independent of, and distinct from, bodily health, strength,
*

"I

and spirits.. These inay be, where that is not; and vice verna.

fwo facts concerning the life of Toplady have already

been referred to; (i.e. his unsettled state of mind concerning
%

hi3 incumbency, and his preaching of predestination.) and in 

the following episode it will be seen how the^e are united. 

He readily falls in with a suggestion of an exchange o£ livings 

twixt himself and Fr. Luce, but rejoices that it was none of 

his own seeking, and therefore the exchange must be for him the 

will of God. It would appear that his mother wither doubted

this, or was over anxious concerning it. At all events Toplady
\

feels constrained to offer his mother a mild remonstrance, 

which he does in a letter d«ted !Hhursday 10th December 17^7- 

After certain general observations on the subject of Providencej 

he refers to the protested exchange. "There is one thinf that
<C

pleases me much about Broad Eernbury, and makes me hope for a

blessing on the event, viz. that it was not, from the first to

the last, of my own seeking; and every door, without any

application of mine § has hitherto flown open, and all sec-ns to
Mpoint that way. As a good man somewhere says, fA believer neve
^*

* "Works" Yol, 1. Paces 23-4.
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yet carved, for himself, but he cut his own f infers. f - The 

all-wise God, whose never failing providence orderetfr every 

event, usually makes what we set our hearts upon 

unsatisfactory; and. sweetens what we feared; brining real evil
n

out of seeming good; and real good out of seeming evil; to 

show us what short-sighted creatures we are, and to teach us tc 

live by faith upon his blessed self. If I should really excharJK.

my present living for Broad Hembury, it will, I believe, be 

soon after Christmas. In the meanwhile, add your prayers t 

that God himself would be pleased to choose my heritage and 

fix my lot; command his gracious blessing on the event; turn 

the balance, as seemeth good in his si^-ht; and make it 

entirely his own doing, not raine. Do not let your tenderness 

for me get the better of your confidence in God; a fault, 1 

fear, too common, even v/ith believing; parents. fT "*

As Toplady seems so sure that "whatever is; is best"; 

and that his lot is chosen for him, and therefore whatever 

happens to him, is for him, the will of God, so,long as he 

himself in no Way seeks to influence the issue, one wonders 

why he v/as so disturbed in mind abocit his presentation to 

3f©n Qttery. Did he have doubts as to whether Trr. Cleveland in 

securing his one right of presentation, was being used of God 

to further the Divine purpose? So far an can be ascertained 

foplady had done nothing whatever to secure his presentation,

* "Works'1 . Vol. 1. uc,: es 15-6.



and it would appear that he had been incumbent of Fen Ottery
*. 

some little time before he was made aware of the circumstances

environing hijf settlement. Surely then], in so far as Toplady

had in no way influenced his appontment, or chosen the sphere

of his labour he could have accepted Kr. Cleveland as the agenl
%>

of the divine will, and Fen Ottery as his divinely appointed 

station. Apparently he did not, or he would have rejected 

Mr. Luce r s overtures* 'So ray mind Toplady is more dogmatic 

on the subject of predestination than he is consistent. This 

will be more clearly seen \vhen v/e note certain other episodes 

in his life. As a simple illustration of this, 04© might draw 

attention to his reluctance to ride a horse* Fig friend, kr. 

TTorthcote, once teasingly said, "ZTr Toplady belives in 

absolute predestination, and,yet he is loath to ride on horse 

back for fear of breaking his neck." To which Toplady made 

answer, Tt True» and perhaps that very fear may be an appointed 

way of preserving my neok unbroken. "*" But surely this is a 

peculiar conception of predestination; for if it was 

predestined that Toplady should not die of a broken neck, than 

all his fears were futile, whilst if such was to be his fate, 

then nothing that he oould do would prevent it. Toplady T s |
*: -

answer was smart enough, but its speciousness does not hide its

inconsistencyt As further "illustration of this, one recalls
' «. 

his first reactions on learing that the rebuilding of the burnt

Letter to llrs. Macaulay. "Works" Vol.H.page 182.



vicarage would be his successor T s responsibility and not hie 

own. This will be made clear by quotations from Toplady r s ;
•

own diary. On January 2Jrd 1768 llr Luce and Toplady formally 

exchanged their livings before Mr. Geare and two other

witnessesj^and on Wednesday 6th of April Toplady received
«il • ; 

institution to the living of Broad Hernbury, but it was not

until Thursday 5th of Hay that he took up residence. 9^ 

During the interval the Yicarage at Harpford was completely
!

destroyed and for a moment it would seem that Toplady T s 

natural anxiety more than equated his belief in absolute 

predestination. Wheter this be ao or not Toplady went in
A

great haste to consult the Insurance Company and was greatly 

relieved to learn that no financial liability devolved upon
i

him. Commenting in his diary on the incident he reveals a ;

peouliar conception of Providence - although it must be \i i
admitted that it is quite in accord with his idea of electioi 

Some are elected to happiness, others are not; and this 

election is not only to the life hereafter, but also to the 

present.

Climbing to the top of Fen Ottery Hill in company 

with a certain Mr. Harris of V/ellington, he sees v'a pillar 

of smoke rising into the air s at a little distance from 

Harpford Tower"^ but concluding that the villagers were

-f "Works" Vol.1, page 37.

* page

ft Works" Vol.1, page 65*



burning stroil (i,e. couch grass) he continued to walls: for 

three hours. Arriving at llicktam he dalls upon Farmer Francke 

who informs him that it was Farmer Endicott's house that he 

had seen burning. Remembering the close proximity between the 

farmer*s dwelling and his own, Toplady immediately posted to 

Harpford, but on entering the village he met a man who saluted 

him with ? Sir; your house is burnt down to the ground.* Kasting 

to the Vicarag© a wcene of desolation met his gaze and so he 

immediately set off for Sxeter to enquire concerning liability 

for the, damage. Whilst waiting at Exeter to call upon the 

Insurance Agent; Toplady pens a piece of a elf-revelation that 

even the most prejudiced must recognise as the confession of one 

who trusts in the Lord, and finds in the Lord Jehovah his 

everlasting strength. I quote in full his entry in his diary for 

Tuesday 8th March 1768 and in stressing this point I am only 

seeking to do Justice to one, who in the very next entries 

does a great injustice to his own convictions. "When I saw the 

Vicarage irrecoverably lost, I returned to Fen O-^tery, and took 

horse for Exeter, where I arrived between eight and nine in the T 

evening, and put up at Mr. Lathbury*s. Being fatigued with my 

tiasty ride, I thought it best to apprise Hr. bearing (agent for 

the Lon&o$ Insurance Office) by a note, of what had happened; 

who in his answer, deaifred to see me next morning. What I chiefly 

enter down this account in my diary for, is this; namely, as a 

memento of Grod's great goodness to me, both in a way of 

providence and grace* Though I was not certain whether the expence 

( I mean all above the Insurance ) of rebuilding the Vicarage-



house, with Its appendages, might not eventually fall on me

(notwithstanding my resignation of the living last January ZJ)'^} f
e. 

by llr. Luce T s probably refusing, in consequence of this misfortun

to complete our projected exchange; yet neither the report, nor 

the sight of this alarming visitation, made me so much as change ! 

countenance, or feel the least dejection. This could not 

proceed from nature; for, my nerves are naturally so weak, that, 

in general, the least discomposing accident oversets me quite, 

for a time. It was therefore owing to the supporting goodness 

of £od t who made me experience the truth of that promise, "Thy 

shoes shall be iron and brass; and as is thy day, so shall thy 

strength be". Surely, we can both do and endure, all things 

through Christ enabling us. Had any one told me beforehand, 'You 

will see the vicarage all in flames, without the least emotion 

of mind, r I should have thought It impossible. But the strength 

of God was made perfect In my weakness; and therefore it was that 

my heart stood fast, believing in the Lord. 0 may thy grace be 

ever sufficient for me;.

Spent the evening not only in a comfortable, but even in
\

a rejoicing frame of mind; and never rested better afterwards. 

Thou Lord, canst make the feeble as David. Thus, the 8th of 

March was a day to be particularly noted, not in uy book only, 

but In my latest remembrance; on account of that wonderful 

support with which T was favoured; which not only made iny feet

as hind's feet, and caused me to walk on the high places of Jacob
j_
but which even bore me up, as on', eagle's wings, ateove the reach

of grief, fear, and weakness; and, as it were, laid me at rest



on the "bosom of Christ, and within the arras of Gfod. rt •*

The following morning Toplady consulted ilr f -Gating 

learnt that having changed livings v;ith Mr. Luce before the 

fire, that any expense that rebuilding might Involve must be 

borne by that gentleman. It is unfortunate that the quiet 

confidence of the night before had not sustained Toplady for 

this revelation; for his next entry in his diary is much out 

of harmony with the previous one; and is a very remarkable 

commentary on his conception of "predestination" - and that is 

the point I am here seeking to illustrate. His entry for 

Wednesday 9th and that of the following day read as follows; 

"Continued at Exeter until after dinner. Called on Kr. G-earing 

and Mr.Cteare. Found, upon enquiry, that the fire at Harp ford 

happening after-the living was vacated by rny resignation of it, 

the exchange will certainly stand good, and the melancholy 

event there, cannot possibly afffcct me. Y/ho would not trust in 

the Lord, and wait until a cloudy dispensation is cleared up? 

Through grace, I was enabled to do this; and the result of 

things has proved that it would not only have been wicked, but 

foolish to have done otherwise. 0 that I might always be as 

well enabled to adopt and realize that divine apothegm, T He 

that believeth shall not make haste. f Thursday 10th. Drinking 

tea, this afternoon, at Farmer 1 Carter's, I had an opportunity 

of seeing more leisurely, the devastation at Harpford. The 

whole vicarage is o$e large mass of ruins, ghat a providential 

mercy was it, that I resigned the living before this misfortune

"Works". Vol.1. Pages 47-4.8.



happened; 0 God how wise and gracious, art thou, in all thy ways 1

It would be idle to deny that this is a remarkable 

conception of Providence in a Christian thinker; and no good 

will be attained by seeking to put on these entries any other 

construction than the one they are, so obviously, intended to 

bear. If one was seeking to paint Toplady as a hero,without 

faults - a failing to which biographers and writers of 

obituaries seem so prone - one would either omit all reference 

to these entries or seek to explain them away. Thomas 'Bright 

quotes from an unpublished life of Toplady by the Revd. 

Charlew Hole, who says Toplady "must have been off a true 

balance of thought when he used these words, which implied 

that the wisdom and goodness of God was manifested in laying 

the affliction not on him but on Mr. I&ice* rT ',7e have", however, 

adds Tvfr. Hole, rT not a published statement deliberately 

maintained, but the record of a meditation penned in solitude 

and intended only for his own eye; we must consider it a fs.lse 

note, fit to be cited for our admonition in any unusual 

experience, but not to be fastened on as a characteristic of 

the man without the grossest injustice." \

This is a toost charitable observation, and it is v/ell 

to be charitable, for none of us could bear the tearing away 

of the veil that hides our secret thoughts, but when one is
*

seeking to evaluate another's theology, notice must be taken 

of all revelations of his uiind and heart. The fact that the

* "Works". Vol.1. Pagea 4^-49.

\ Quoted from Thomas 77right f 3 Life of Augustus Toplady.
pa&e.



diary was "penned in solitude and intended only for his own 

eye" does not affect the issue. Indeed if it is the idle word 

that is brought into judgement, seeing that it is the more 

revealing because it is unpremeditated, then this entry must 

be regarded as a particular Illustration of Toplady's own 

reaction to adversity. For the only interpretation that 

the writing can bear, is that C-od T s wisdom was manifested in 

afflicting Mr. Luce instead of Toplady* Did r.r. Luce share

Toplady T s delight thpt the fire had ravaged the vicarage after
* 

the deed of exchange had been completed rather than before it?

It is very probable that there was much in Toplad^-»g sermon 

preached the following Sunday from Rotoans 8, 28 to which he
i

could not give unqualified approval. t•if I
It might be held, and maybe Toplady if pressed on the- 

point, would have held, that the doctrine of election is here

much to the fore; and that in the inscrutable working of the
I 

divine will, the disaster at Harpforcl was meant to discipline

Itr* Luce rather than himself. However, this is a subject to 

which return must be made when Toplady T s T theology T as a whole 

is under review.

_——_...——oOo----- — ——



Chapter 3.
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Chapter, 'j*

MESTISTRY AT BROAD KElDinY* (OjGP -

On April 17th 1768 Toplady preached his first sermon at 

Broad Eembury and on Thursday 5th of May he entered upon residence 

In his new parish. Here he faithfully discharged his duties as a
•

parish minister, and for nearly eight years he gave to a peasant
<

congregation his wealth of nine, and heart. 'Thilst he preached, 

wrote hymns, and indulged in controversy, he yet found time for 

the pastoral needs of his flock. Occasional references are found 

in his diary to "Grange" and "Priory :I - the homes of two of the 

county families - "but we have also references to his visits to 

the aged, infirm, sick and dying. In one place he stresses the 

fact that in sick visitim; he found extempore prater more

valuable than the printed form, in that he could speak more
jf 

directly to the supplicant 1 s needs; It is fitting that I

emphasise this point pf pastoral care, for when Toplady was 

approached concerning; the miniHtry of the "Lock" in succession 

to Martin Madan, who v/as then thought to be dying, he questioned 

whether the terms upon which he could accept the appointment 

would be acceptable to the governors. TTe said "I must have ray 

week-days to myself,- else I rmst cease to print". Apparently the

"If the Lord rives me ability, I think to Iry aside forms 
of prayer, in my future attendance upon the sick. I / enerally 
find, that prayer, on these occasions, offered up as C-oc. 
gives utterance, is more blessed to the souls that I attend 
upon, as well as to my ov/n."

"Y/orks'1 Vol.1,
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claims of controversy had become importunate, "/hen on^remembers 

the frail physique of Toplady his output of writings becomes the 

more astonishing, There can be little doubt that his constant 

application to study helped to shorten his 6ays. Kis friend John 

G« Ryland cautioned him against the habit of impairing his 

strength by toiling at night. In one of his letters to him he 

says, "The morning with, the dew, the lark, and the sunshine, is 

the time for study. You are killing yourself, my friend." This 

fact will be noted again v/hen, Toplady*3 controversial writings 

are examined. At the present it is enough to st^te tha£ during 

the next eight years, indeed, for the ten that remained to him, 

Toplady never ceased to write, preach, and pray, so that the good 

news of free and full salvation might ''reach the hidden depths 

of many a heart."

Less than a year after his induction Toplady T s first 

controversial work appeared. "The Church of England Vindicated 

from the Charge of -irminianism", to b§ followed in the same 

year by his translation of TrSanchius n , a work which - as we shall 

see later - gave rise to the "pamphlet-war". '.Tesley abridged this, 

and with a sublime disregard for the laww of copyright sent it on 

its travels bearing the Initala A...?.»* Toplady rightly 

incensed replied by publishing two works. frA letter to the Revd. 

Mr. John iVealey" (March 26th 1775) and "More Work for llr. John 

Wesley" (November 28th 1771) Four years later Toplady f s greatest 

work, (greatest in efery sense of the word) left the press. It is 

indeed a monumental work. It oonsistsjbf over GOO closely printed 

pages, written in noble pros*, and bearing all the narks of patienl



A*

and. competent scholarship. The Introduction contains many libes 

at Wesley and the early Methodists, as do certain other parts of 

the treatise; but these blemishes apart, it must be conceded, 

even by those who do not accept Toplady's position, that this 

is a worthy contribution to historical research. Like his earlier 

book, "The Chareh of England Yin&icated from the Charge of 

Arrainianisra", It is not a polemic in favour of Calvini.sm so much 

as a demonstration that the.Articles of the Anglican Church were 

Calvinistic. His doughty defence of Calvinism is found in such 

writings as "A Caveat against Unsound Doctrines^ (a sermon preache 

in the Parish Church of St.Anne, Blackfyars, Apr|l 29th 1770;
A «

and later published at the price of ninepence.) "Freewill and 

Merit fairly examined" '(another sermon preaehed nt 3t Ann r s, 

and later published,) and in fTFree Thoughts on the Projected 

application to Parliament for the Abolition of Ecclesiastical

Subscriptions'1 together with his "Clerical Subscription no•#<•>.
Grievance"• These last mentioned were occasioned by the action 

of certain Clergymen whom Toplady named the "Feathery Divines", 

thereby satirising the fact that they had met at the Feathers 

Tavern in the Strand, and called themselves the "Feathers Tavern 

Association. 11

They met on July 17th 1771 to draft a petition to Parliament 

desiring certain changes in the doctrines and forms of worship 

Of the Anglican Church. They were headed- by the Revd. Theophilus 

Lindsey and Archdeacon 3lackburne, and it was upon the latter T s 

shoulders the task of framing the petition devolved, 3prly in
w.

the year Blaokburne had published "'Proposals for an Application 

to parliament for Belief in the Matter of Subscription to the



Xiturgy and the T:di:c Articles ff ; which was circu^atec. araoiv-gt 

those interested in order to ventilate the matter and to secure 

signatures before Parliament assembled. Toplady fell upon this 

production and subjected it to a most sarcastic review and , 

commentary. Questioning, at the outset, the legality of the assembly
i

and suggesting that as the King's approval lipcl not been sought and 

obtained, the whole proceedings were ultra vires; he goes on to pout* 

upon the whole business a mixture of honest wrath and ironical 

ba&inagei After pointing out that no pressure had been brought 

upon the petitioners to enter the Church of England, he advises them 

either to accept the doctrines and forms of worship PS by law
n,

established, or else leave the Establishment and avail themselves, 

of the Act of Toleration. He then examines their petition and 

suggests the following emendations. WA paragraph or two, to the 

following purport, would serve to adorn your intended petition* 

And whereas there is a certain obsolete work, made up of divers 

treatises, collected into a thick volume, which volume was, by the 

ignorance and superstition of our block-headed forefathers, looked 

upon as aacred, and as written under the influence of Divine 

Inspiration; We, your petitioners, being happily emancipated from 

the shackles pf prejudice, and having dilated into true liberality 

of sentiment, do give it as our opinion, that the obtruding of the 

said book upon the free-born minds of men, is a most grievous 

hardship and unsufferable imposition* For we 0an easily prove, 

that the book aforesaid is stuffed with a detail of many improbable 

not to say impossible, facts; and moreover fraught throughout, v/ith 

a great number of doctrinew, equally repugnant to reason, and

to morality; such as, three are one, and one is three.



(which we can mathematically demonstrate to be impossible); not 

to mention such wicked doctrines of election, justification, 

atonement, Imputed righteousness, original sin, efficacious 

grace, regeneration, the indwelling of the Spirit, final 

perseverance, £0 &c. All of which are irrational in themselves, 

and of very licentious tendency; not to add, that they are quite 

obsolete and worn out with age; and, therefore, it is high time tha 

both they, and tl-;e book which inculcates them, were dead, buried, 

and forgot.

Your petitioners do also beseech the wisdom of this 

nation, in parliament united, to relieve us reverend divines from 

another very irksome grievance, which renders our useful lives 

not a little Miserable, V/e mean the superstitious observance of 

what is commonly called the Lord f s day, On this day, those of us 

who subsist by the Church, and who cannot afford to keep curates, 

are forced to undergo the intolerable drudgery of reading public : 

prayers, amd of preaching eight, ten, and sometimes fifteen minutes; 

both which burthens are very oppressive and unreasonable; seeing 

that the Sabbath was intended for a day not of labour, but of rest; 

which rest cannot, in equitable construction, be deemed general, 

unless it extend to o.l.ergy as well as laity.

And whereas there is a vexatious and unreasonable canpn, 

whereby we are enjoined not to appear in public without cassocks, 

nor to wear any lirlit coloured stockings; VTe, your a^;:rieved 

pe-titioners, not being content with breaking the said canon, do 

pray and desire that it may be totally and finally repealed; and 

that a law may pass, entitling us to dress like other men. Tot as 

if we thought that our profession has any re's.30$ to be ashamed of us



but we being ashamed of our profession, do testify our earnest

wish of being permitted to wear laced hats, ruffled 3ldrts, and all
*f*

other ornaments pertaining*to men of this world;%

There is much more in similar vein, but sufficient has been

quoted to show the mental attitude of Toplady to this proposed
.•» 

Petition. Previously he had asserted, "It is not subscription

itself which so much sonstitutes the grievance complained of;
iVbut the stubborn orthodoxy of the things subscibed. Castrate the^ i

liturgy, articles and homilies, of their Calvinism and
* 

Trinitarianism, and I will answer for it, subscription will no

longer be considered as TT a yoke of bondage, which neither we nor 

our fathers were able to bear. ;T .*/< Toplrdy is convinced that the 

burden of the prayer of the petitioners is that they may not only 

have liberty in interpreting doctrine, but license to depart from
i

orthodoxy. Fittingly enough then, he attacks the Petition even 

more vigoittDusly in his sermon ''Clerical Subscription, no -rievance 11 , 

which he preached at Golurnpton on May 12th 1772»'on jtbe occasion 

of the annual visitation of the Clergy of the Archdeaconry of 

Exeter. In this sermon he steadfastly defends the interpretation
* *

of doctrines as laid down by Geneva. Arninianism, Arianisn, 

Antinomianism, and oocinianisra are each in t 1 eir turn exposed, 

rjdiculed and cast out, His sermon,ends with an impa.33ioned appeal

to the Clergy tf ithfully to discharge their stewardship. EvenM *
the coldness of the printed pare cannot hio- the -,/srrath and fervour 

of his importunate entreaty. He concludes; "3e it our cpre, ?t once 

to avenge and heal the wounds of our s^cre.d mother the church, by

*"Works'' Vol. 2. pages 4.58-9 
f- TT V,rorks n Vol.2, page 428.



shining in her defence; by holding forth and holding up the word
without 

of life purely* without mixture; meekly/malevolence, yet

intrepidly, without Tear or shame; honestly, without self-seeking; 

fully, without reserve, without partiality and without hypocrisy; 

practically, by giving all diligence to order every parfc of our 

own moral demeanor, as beoometh the gospel of Christ; giving no 

just,cause of offence in any thing, that the ministry be not 

blamed; but in all things approving ourselves as the ministers of 

&od, by pureness, by knowledfe, by long-suffering, by kindness, 

by the Holy Ghost, by love unfeigned, by the word of truth, by the 

power. of God, by the armour of righteousness' on tfce right hand 

and on the left. That when the destined season arrives, at 

which we must give account of pur stewardship to the greatt 

shepherd and bishop of souls, we may be found of him in peace; 

watching, praying, labouring, and ascend from our Master T s work, 

to our llaster f s joy; as Cineinnatus was found busy at his plough, 

when called to the dictatorship of BoiaeV *

The Feathers Tavern petition was presented to Parliament 

in due time ( 6th February 1772 ) but was rejected by 217 votes 

to 71» a-fld on agnin "being presented it was scgain rejected, out 

it might be noted that very few of the petitioners were so deeply 

stirred in conscience as to nalfe demission of their iLucrative 

charges. True; the Revd. Theophilus Lindsey diji, and later 

founded a Unitarian cause in a building called Essex-house, in the 

Strand. Tbplady who visited it and heard i r. Lindsey preach, 

described it as ?T a long narrow room, (which if filled, would hold 

about two hundred people) where* auctions (particularly for books)

" Vol.J. pages 159-160.



-
used to "be held. w The whole service impressed Toplady very "badly 

and in a- letter to Mr. H. written the follo\7inc clay, he had much 

caustic comment to make. He writes; :T I took care to be there, 

"before any of the service "began, in order to hear, what the 

gentleman calls, the reformed liturgy; but what may more tru^y
*

"be termed, the liturgy deformed. It is a wretched skeleton of 

the old Commin Prayer, shorn and castrated of all its evangelical 

excellencies.'v'His opinion of the sermon was no higher than that
3

of the service, or even of the preacher himself. "He preached, 

or rather, read, a poor, dry, ungraceful harangue on Matthew 25; 

14-5* So wretchedly was he tied and "bound by the chain of his 

notes, that, if "by accident, he happened fco:ttakfe his eye from his 

papers (and it happened several timew) he was sure to blunder; 

and endeavoured in an exceedingly confuted and embarrassed manner 

to gather up the broken threads a.^ well as he could."/"Of the man
*

he says-J "He seems to be a man of much personal modesty and 

diffidence; and I verily believe, acts upon principle. 

Bit he has no popular talents; no pathos, no dignity, no 

Imagination, no elegance, no elocution. He must, unav4idably t 

soon sink into obscurity, when the novelity of his secession 

begins to subside, and when his Arian friends ar>i ?/eary of 

puffing him tiff in the newspapers."£ It must be said to Toplafcy's 

credit, that although the preacher f s views and his own were so. 

much at variance, t^ia* he did not presume to sit in judgement 

upon the man T s sincerity. "God forbid'1 says he, rl that I should

Letter XL. v/orks. Vol.6, pages 21.8-9* 

Letter XL. Vforks. Vol.5. page 2i9.



.Judge and condemn him. To his own master he must stand or fall. w 

One can only wish that the same charity had characterised more

»of "opladyfs attitude towards those who disagreed with him; for 

this, as we shall see later, was not Toplady's general temper in 

controversy*
K j-

Although Toplady T s London Itinistry did not begin 

until he took duty at Orange Street, he was a very frequent 

visitor to the metropolis. Severs,! of his letters "bear a London 

address, and many of his friendships were formed fron there. He 

seems to have been on terras of easy familiarity with many of the 

prominent people of* the day. When one thinks of Toplady's circle, 

the names of Lady Huntingdon, Urs. Macaulay, Dr. Johnson, Dr. 

Goldsmith and Ilr. JTollis, spring at once to mind. Uy saying 

this no disparagement is implied to the equaliyilluatrious 

circle of fellow-divines; such as Hitchin, Ryland, Serle, Romaine 

and V/ilson. Indeed, with the possible exception of the ladies 

<Just named, Toplady was much more intimate with his fellow 

ministers than with Johnson or Oliver Goldsmith, both of whom he 

met at a dinner given by Messrs Edward and Charles Dilly to a 

distinguished gathering of men of letters*

If Topla&y had not a close association with Johnson, he* 

nevertheless, held him: j- n lligh esteem whilst at the same time 

dislsenting from him in many of his views. In a letter from Broad 

Hembury dated Feb.9th 1774. Toplady writes thus of Johnson; "I 

have some personal knowledge of him, and, however I dissent from

* Letter XL. Works. Vol.o. page 219.
•/•Orange Street Church was a French Calvinist Reformed Church

see page-



various of his principles, nor can avoid smiling at some of his 

not unpleasing oddities; he still passes with me, for one of the
>

ablest and honestest men who now adorn the republic of letters."
»

If Toplady had not a particularly close association with Johnson, 

he was on terms of affectionate intimacy with another prominent 

litterateur - Catherine Maoaulay. Toplady shared the common 

adulation of "this gair historian"; but not Dr. Johnson. He seems 

to have had sufficient common sense to appraise Mrs. Maeaulay's 

merits as an historian, rather than be led away by the personal 

beauty of the writer. Thomas Bright has expressed the opinion; 

"Her readers thought they were admiring a book, whereas they were 

in reality admiring the ivory throat, the delicately-chiselled 

arm', and the red coral lips of a beautiful wo&an in her bloom." 4* 

lot so Johnson, dtnd it is not, therefore, surprising to learn 

that Mrs. Wacaulay was no devotee of Boswell f s hero. On the 

occasions that they met, they almost invariably crossed swords, 

for politically - if in no other way - they were diametrically 

opposed. From Toplady*s letter to 1'r. L.C——. dated IJth Feb.1775, 

we learn his attitude to both these distinguished writers. He 

writes; "The mention of my valuable friend, Ilrs. Liacaulay, reminds 

me of the aforesaid Dr. Johnson; whose high principles both 

political and ecclesiastical are ver£ different from those of the 

fair historian. A few years a^Qt Krs* I r . and the doctor (who never 

had a very cordial esteem for each other) met at V e house of a 

third party who had invited them to spend the day. Before dinner

* Letter X.XXYI Works. Vol. 6. page 212. 
/•Life of A?!.:.Toplady. page 132.



the conversation turned on the nature of civil government. 

Johnson, as usual, declared, in very strong terras, for monarchy, 

Mrs.II. for a republic. Some sparring passed on both sides; and 

Johnson happening to cite some passage of Scripture, which he 

thought spake in favour of his own system; Mrs.11. undertook him 

on the Scriptural score, and, Cas I was told, for I was not 

present] was rather more potent and pertinent, in her quotations, 

than het Johnson, who does not easily digest oontradiotion, 

grew rather sour, and he well knows, that he acquits himself
*

better in a political, an historic, or a philosophic war, 

than in a holy one. The annunciation of dinner occasioned a 

truce to debate. But the doctor with more ill manners than I 

ever heard authentically placed to his account, except in this 

instance, took occasion, when the company were all seated at 

the table, to renew hostilities with his amiable antagonist. 

lira. II. r s fodtman^was standing, according to custom, at the back 

Of his lady f s chair; when Johnson addressed him thus; 'Henry, 

what makes you stand? Sit down, sit down* Take your place at the
.'*" ''

table with the res-t of us. t7e are all republicans, Henry. 

5fhere r 3 no distinction here. The rights of human nature are equal 

Your mistress will not be angry, at your asserting your 

privilege of peerage. We are all on a level. Do take your chaii 

and sit down. f This was very indelicate and rude. "Tor was it 

arguing fairl£; for a master or mistress (let the natural rirhts 

of mankind be, originally, ever so equal) has not only P just 

claim to superiority, but a title to the services of every persoi 

who, by voluntary stipulation, engages to render those services



for a oonsideration agreed upon. lira. Ilacaulay, it seems, coloured 

a little, and drew up her head, but made no answer. If ifh^d been %K 

there, I should not have let the doctor off so irisily, for this 

savage piece of spurious wit. It is true, his great parts are 

entitled to proper respect; but," as tlrs.Ite.caulay was observing to 

me, when she was last i# Devonshire, with referamee to this very 

Doctor Johnson, "A learned man is not so miraculous a phenomenon 

in this kindom, that he should expect to be honoured with divide 

worship. f Though it rmst be owned, there are few Johnsons, in any 

kingdom, or in any a^e. It is, however, this great man* a foible, to 

look for more homage and attention, than everybody will give him."*1

In another place Toplady writes of having visited Mrs. 

Macaulay whilst in Bath and of finding her "very weak and languid" 

for earlier, on hearing that she was seen much in the company of 

her doctor, the notorious James Graham, he had written expressing 

the hope that she would not only discourage the doctor's attentions 

but give him the honour of escomrting her to Devonshire ./It is not

then irrelevant to ask whether Toplady was in love with UrstMacaulaj
* 

He may have been, probably was. But the evidence is not easy to

evaluate. His letters are couched in endearing terms; but then, so

were many others that came to Mrs.Macaulay. If one was asked whethei
-^

Dr«'«7ilson was in love with her, the answer would be an unhesitating

^ Letter L7. Works. Vol 6. pa~es 254-5.

See Letter riXVII T/orks. Vol. 6. pages 213-5.

Thomas Wilson son of the Bishop of 3gd$r and Fan was born at 
Bishop's Court YJQ'j and died at Bath in 1784. He was a vain 
ambitious man, who whilst bein^ Viosr of 35. Margaret r s Church, 
Westminster was also Prebendary of Westminster Abbey and Re«tor 
of St.Stephen r s Church TCalbrook,



yes' indeed, it was only at the age when most men enter their 

detage, that Dr. Wilson "became possessed of wisdom. His 

adulation of his goddess is at once laughable and pathetic.

It is sometimes said that "lore is "blind 11 , "but if it is, 

then Toplady was not in lore with Mrs. Macaulay. He was lay no ^ 

means "blind to her faults, nor yet to his own physical weakness.

Those who are in IOTC know that no phrase deemed possessed of j
» 1 

jproverbial wisdom is more false than the one just quoated.

Infatuation may "be "blind (and Dr. Wilson might well "be used as 

illustration of the truth of this) "but nothing is so tpea - eyed
m

as love. Whilst it is true that it "endureth all things" it
« "

also screenetti nothing from itself. Toplady in one of his 

"brief rever^ies writes of a man in love, and from that,one,
i

concludes that he was not a stranger to the"tender passion 11 ; 

"but he, doubtless, realised that his sickness was unto death, 

even if long delayed, and so renounced the joy of the married 

state for himself, that he might not "be the cause of grief in 

others. That he enjoyed the companionship of Mrs. Macaulay is 

obvious from his letters to her and to others concerning her. 

Irom his writings one concludes that he was a frequent and 

welcome yisiter to her home "both in London and in Bath; and he 

availed himself of the opportunity *f seeing much of her when she 

came to spend a four months* holiday at the home of Mr. & Mrs. 

Jorthcote, of Honiton; a Tillage about five miles from Broad 

Hembury. Concerning that visit he wrote to ^r. Baker, saying;
;9*

Mrs. Macaulay has lately left us, in a more vigorous state of



notwithstanding the many local and social charts of

Freshford, you have really sustained a 1033, by not bain/-
Khere during her long residence in this neighbourhood.''

Toplady admired ! rrs. l.Taoaulay; and whilst not 

agreeing with all her statements, r-dnired her work, "/"as he 

deluded in this? Johnson, as we have seen, c.id not join in the 

general diapason - but then Jealousy is not unknown even 

amongst the great. Thomas ''/right, whom I have already quoted, 

gives scant praise; indeed; he ^ives no praise at all; for X*""" i

when he comments on Topladyt s anxiety concerning Ilrs* 

},!ac2.ulay r s health, and his suggestion that she should give less 

time to her researches, he observes with brutal candour, "nor 

could better advice possibly have been riven, s'eeinr that the 

world would have lost absolutely nothing h^d she never written 

a single line. :T^ This, however, was not Toplacly's purpose in 

writing, nor was it his opinion. TTor was it the opinion of 

others who were equally qualified to ju<if«r. For Wi-ight is 

definitely prejudiced when he implies that Mrs. ^acaulay r s 

home was the rendezvous of the "essenced jesspxiy and corseted 

macaroni'1 only. Later judgement surest 3 thet the writings v/ere 

of more conseq_uence than the rriter. W. 3. :!• lec!:y - who can 

soaroely be accused of admiring the "ivory throat or delicately

Jiff Letter IITIII Works. Vol. 1"*. pa.r-e 254*
•/•life of A.LI.Toplady. pages 1^4-5.
& See Letter T;:il V/orkp.Yol.f^ pa--es 1^-0*



so
chiselled arm" - characterised Mrs. iracaulay as "the ablest : 

writer of the new radical school*. It is unfortunate that 

success as a.wfeiter added fuel to the fire of Trs* l!acaulay t s • 

vanity and insatiable hunger for flattery. Realising that her 

youth an$ beauty were swiftly passing, she, instead of 

accepting the inevitable, and growing old gracefully ; betook 

herwelf to Paris, from whence she returned so enamelled, 

rouged, and generally bedizened, as to be almost unregogni sable « 

Toplady was affronted; and when later he heard of the absurditie 

which had marked the forty-fourth birthday of the "fair 

historian", he resolved, that on their next meeting, he would 

unburden his heart. In a letter to Dr. Baker written from
*

Knightsbridge, August 12th 1777. he writes; "The accounts of the
». 

extravagant and ridiculous manner, in which, as you observe, my

friend Ilrs. M. ...i. r s birthday was celebrated at Bathj gave me 

extreme disgust; and have contributed to reduce my opinion of 

her magnanimity and £:ood sense. Such contemptible vanity, 

and such childish affectation of mock majesty, would have 

disgraced a much inferior understanding; and have sunk even the 

meanest character lower, by many degrees. If I live to see her 

again, I will rally her handsomely. "** V/he the r Toplady was 

enabled to carry out his intention is not known. Very probably 

he never saw Mrs. ITacaulay again, and I have not been able to 

trace any further communication v/ith her. If any letter to her 

was written it has not been preserved. A year after writing 

"to Dr. Baker, his earthly labours were ended, anc his ardent 

Spirit entered into its- rest* In this he was saved a further

Letter LXIX Works. Vol.6, pa s



s/
disappointment; for four months after his death, "that celebrated 

lady", "the British Brutus" married a youth of twenty one years.

Immediately the hosannas were stilled; andt in the place of odes•> t
Tl in honour of an accomplished lady" lampoons of the most su^restive 

character sped from the press. Whilst from the lips of the 

malicious, rumours of damaging intrigues passed quickly and with 

relish. The "Modern Kinerva" was dethroned. Dr. V/ilson, who had 

literally worshiped at her feet, was appalled; hasting in Jiis 

disillusionment to Ms London Church he tore down her statue, cast

the accursed thing from the hallowed place. One cannot but wonder
house 

why he did. not shatter it to bits. Instead he sent it to his/"3ank

Hall", Lancashire, - now ".iTarrlngton Town Hall. Here I found it 

occupying a. prominent place, and yet it seemed to be singularly 

unnoticed*

Early in the year 177o ToplacLy learned that his mother's 

health gave rise to anxiety and so in February he set off for 

London. He had a double purpose in view - to gee his mother and 

render what help he could, and also to respond to invitations to 

take services in the principal Evangelical Churches. It was during 

this visit that he twice preached his sermon "A Caveat against 

unaound Doctrines". First from the pulpit of St. Matthew's 

Church, Bethnal Green, and secondly, by request, at St.Ann's 

31ackfriars. It was on the return Journey, whilst resting at the 

home of his friend Dr. Baker, that "it pleased ^oc. to remove from 

him the desire of his eyes".; and so he immediately returnee to 

London to take earthly farewell of his mother. Her death saddened 

him greatly; and he found difficulty in re-viaitlng London; truly t



-£2-

he was thankful that his mother had never visited Broad Fer.:bury. 

In his letter to Dr. Baker written from Broad T-ernlDur^ on February 

4th 177$ (almost three years after his mother f s death) he writes; 

rr l am much obliged to you, for your kind invitation, on r,r- v/ay to
w

London, if I should have occasion to .ro thither. The truth is,, 

I ought to have seen the capital, long ago. But I really ^read • 

to do so. The sight of places, and the conversation of persons, 

where and with wh0m I have enjoyed so many happy hours in the 

company of ray late honoured parent, will naturally recall her so 

strongly to my remembrance, that,"I fear, my nerves will hardly 

bear it* I am thankful that she never accepted any of my 

invitations into Devonshire; as it would, now, have only tended 

to revive those ideas, which I shall be happier never to recollect, 

The higher a departed satisfaction has been, the more painful 

(supposing the departure to be final) is its remembrance. 

Philosophy may censure these feelings, as a weakness; but they are
•

such a weakness, as I cannot help. Resignation is one thing,

^insensibility is another."

It is probable that the poignancy of his bereavement inspired 

the pen and tongue of To^lady v/hen he preached on the following 

Christmas Day his sublime sermons ' r Jesus seen of -Vn els" and "Ck>d T 

Kindfulness Of Hen". These sermons are majestic in their 

conception and fervent in their language. Two hundred years after 

their delivery they still m?.];e £oo<I reading, anu whilst certain 

of the sentiments expressed would find no place in the thought of

the present day congregation, they, nevertheless fire the
«

imagination and solace the spirit. f

Shortly after writ in,,• the letter to Dr. Baker to which



reference has Just been made, Toplady must have steeled his 

soul to visit London once ap'ftin; for he returns therefrom 

towards the end of May 177 'i to prepare for visitors. The first 

of whom was Ambrose Serle, under-aecretary to v/illiam Le~£-e, 

2nd Earl of Dartmouth, who was at that tiine Secretary of 3tate 

for the Colonies. Toplady entertained towards Serle a 

particularly deep affection; an affection,ait would appear, 

that was returned in full measure. Of the seventy-eight letters 

that are to be found in Toplady T s works, ten of then are 

addressed to Serle, and all breathe an atmosJEphere of sincere 

admiration. They show Toplady and Serle as kindred spirits, 

whose joy is in the Lord. TTor can any one doubt that in this 

friendship each counted the other better than himself. Toplady 

had $uch to value in Serle, for he reveals himself as an able, 

loveable and devoted man. His choice of a motto is an eloquent 

commentary upon his Christian faith. MDee duoe, omnia bona"; 

of such a motto Toplady might well say it is "the language of

reason, not less tkan faith !t . "It is P. text on which Eternity
•fc 

itself will be an everlasting comment*'1 Seeing, as we have,

that Toplady f s views were very marked and clear cut, it will 

occasion no surprise to learn that Serle T s position is Just as 

definite as Toplady'a; although Serle does not seem to have 

been so bitter a controversialist as Toplady,' It does not 

require much imagination to recast the nature of the conver 

sation that would engage the tv;o friends closetted in Toplady's

XIV Works. Vol. G. page 159.



study at Broad Kembury, and from an entr; ws le.c.rn that 

Toplady T s heurt rejoiced at the aphorisn v/ith v/hich 3erle 

enunciated his faith: "Everything is within the reach of 

free grace, "but nothing within the reach of free-^ill.'T •**

This visit of Serle r s v/as destined to be his last, for 

early in 1774-he went to America, from whence he did not 

return until after To^lady's death. Though no further visits 

were possible the two friends die, not cease to correspond, 

for a few months after 3erle r s return from Broad Hembury 

he sent to Toplady the manuscript of his book "The Origin 

of the Human Soul". (A work later published in a series of 

some of the first numbers of the Theological iriscellany.)
V • ''

with the request that Toplady should £ive his opinion and offei 

any suggestions that he considered pertinent. Toplady v/as 

glad to comply; and on the 1st of October 177:; replied 

offering his apologies for delay in writing and requested that 

he may be allowed further to retain Serle r s manuscript as he ;
I

was "very desirous of giving it several perusals mpre." In \ 

this letter, Toplady, whilst not entirely rejecting 3erle T s 

position, does not accept it. Ke, to quote his ov/n words, 

suspends his judgement. Earlier in the letter he had written: 

"I must own, that, though I am not proselyted, I am 

considerably staggered, by the arguments that you bring."

Works. Vol. 4. page 568.
Letter XXVI. '.Yorks. Vol. 6. -oa^es 192-.1.



Apparently, Toplady felt that the subject was not one on ••hioh
t

he was prepared to dogmatise; and so went on to say, "After all, 

it may perhaps "be best for us, as humble Christians, not to 

launch too far into the immense ocean of too curious speculation. 

£od r s word is the believer r s chart. Ood r s Spirit is the believer's 

pilot. Where the former ceases to describe our path, and the 

latter to shape our course, it will most conduce to the simplicity 

and joy of faith, to limit our enquiries, and to leave v/ith God the 

secret things which belong to hirnV'^Six more letters passed between 

Toplady and Serle all of which speak the le.nffuare of tender 

affection. In one of them -o'olady writes; rr Th~e person does not 

breathe who* I love and respect more than you. 1 '/ Such a friendship 

reminds one off that of David and Jonathan: their souls were knit 

together.^" Toplady r s one disappointment with Serle was his 

unwillingness to accept ordination. "The subject of ordination" 

he writes, "revives m; T wish, that you would submit to the 

imposition of hands. The Church would then (a very uncommon 

thing in this age) be r gainer at the expence of the state." X

Letter XXVI. Works. vol. 6. page ±94. 
/•Unpublished letter.

"The soul of Jonathan was knit with the 
soul of David, and Jonathan loved him 
as his own soul." I-Samuel, ch.lP.v.l. 
Letter XXXII Works. Vol.6. p,-ge 203.



ff*
Shortly after Serle left Broad Hembury Toplady wag 

delighted to entertain Ilr. & Krs. Romaine. Romaine was, by this 

time, a figure of considerable eminence in the Church, His earlier 

career had been both varied and turbulent, but by the time he 

visited Toplady he was happily settled as Hector of St. Andrews 

by the Wardrobe and St. Anne's Blackfriars. A strong Calvinist, , 

he was yet possessed of a more gracious manner in defending his

position than Toplady, Fe wa.? an eloquent preacher, a competent
/

scholar, and a doughty controversialist; but not what v/e today 

would call an "approachable man". He was brusque in conversation; 

but whilst inclined towards rudeness when in a disturbed mood^ 

he was quick to confess his faults, express his regrets, and make 

what amends he could.

On his way to Broad Hembury he had encountered at Tiverton. 

Thomas Olivers, who had engaged him in argument 'concerning the 

universality of grace, - a fact which greatly annoyed Toplady 

when he heard of it. Toplady did not relish the idea that an 

"illiterate ^and self-sufficient Arminian" should seek to "dispute 

'with a man of l!r. Romaine T s eminence". In a Icter chapter this 

idiosyncrasy of Toplady will be noted in greater detail, but I 

cannot forbear to s-°y that this is a trait in Toplady*s f 

character that even his stounchest admirers must regret. Both 

Romaine and Olivers were preachers of the Gospel; and even if 

Romaine did enjoy "ecclesiastical exaltation", that fact 

should have made him all the more reacly to receive as a "brother 

in the Lord" one who was not so distinguished. A truly rreat man 

is approachable by all. Toplady forgot that the nc.i-1: of 

aristocracy in the Kindom of G-ocL is a girded towel* The call to



service in this Kingdom comes to those who are "born not of 
"blood, nor of the will of the fldsh nor of the will of man, 
but of God."* Despite the fact that Toplady indulged in much 
self-depreciating rhetoric, one fears that he was not a little 
vain, Particularly is this truie in the realm of scholarship* 
Hi forgot that academic attainment in itself is no substitute 
for a warmed heart J Only a fool would seel: to belittle the 
value of a cultured Htnistry, but culture alone is not enough. 
Wesley clearly recognised this; and demanded of his preachers 
"Gifts" as well as "Grace", lloreover his advice to his helpers 
can scarcely be bettered. Truly Toplady might have been saved 
ffom his besetting sin had he been willing to learn from his 
adversary. Of all who desired office as a lay preacher Wesley 
asked: "Dotfrey know in whom they have believed? Have they the
* \?2 Of"
live of God in their hearts? Do they desire and seek nothing 
but God? Have they Gifts (as well ?.s Grace ) for the work? 
Have they success? Do they not only so speak as generally 
either to convince or affect the heirts^ but have any received 
remission of sins by their preaching, a clear 'and lasting sense 
of the love of God? As long as these three marks undeniably 
occur in any, we allow him to be called of God to preach. These
receive as sufficient reasonable evidence that he is novecl thereto

/"
by the Holy Ghost"; Ho doubt Toplady - adamant as he v/rs to 7/esley

-** St* John's Gospel Ch. 1. v.l>

-p Toplady later met Olivers and afterwards was just enough 
to acknowledge that his adversary was not v/ithout ability 
but whilst he often spoke of him without rancour, in 
writing his asperity was in no degree abated.

-/-"A New History of Methodism" Vol.I.page 295.



and all Ma works - could and would have said a jlad *a.r:ien ff 

to this test of ministerial fitness; and as he ;-'ei;>eri:bered the

spiritual and intellectual poverty of many of his fellow clergymen
* & 

might have whispered wistfully to himself, o si sic onnes.

, Before taking leave of Toplady Mr. Homaine preached fpr him 

at Broad Hembury. Unfortunately no reference can be found as to 

the service or the sermon. But one is cuite safe in assuming
w

that he preached a ff7ree rirace 1* Sermon; anc 1 that he further 

endeared himself to Toplady in the doing so*

Less than two years at Broad Berabury now regained for Toplady 

But during those two years certain friends were called to their 

reward. On January llth 1774 Edward Hitchin, Pastor of Tnite Row 

, Church, died at the comparatively early age of $. Toplady
r

greatly admired Hitohin^ and regarded the fortitude with which
•* • 

Hitchin endured his long illness as evidence of G-od T s indwelling*

Of this endurance he says, "Kis steady faith, and his calm and 

unruffled departure amid circumstances of such bodily pain can 

only be attributed to that everlasting love, and to that atoning 

blood, which made him more than conqueror."

A further illustration of 7.resley T s aanity and 
far-seeingness is to be found in the advice he 
gave to Probationer-Ministers, generally called 
"The Twelve Rules of a Helper";"which "Rules" 
were read every year at the May Synods of the 
We,sleyan Church. He expressed the opinion that 
his preachers were more' competent than many of 
those leaving the Universities.

See "A Hew History of Methodism 11 Vol.1, Gh.VI 
(particularly pa^eg ^94 to ^58



A few days later Toplady was further bereaved by the 

passing of his friend Thomas Hollis, a philanthropist, 

whose "great abilities and vast fortune were entirely devoted 

to acts of private and public good." |

This month must have been particularly trying to Toplady, 

in addition to thete and other othep losses, he was in 

particularly poor health; and this fact makes his next 

accomplishment an even greater achievement. It shows how his 

tempestuous spirit enabled him to triumph over his physical 

weakness; for it was during this month that he received from 

his friend Martin Madan, Wesley r s "Thoughts upon ^ecessity"* 

This pamphlet angered him greatly, and despite his physical

fraiHty to which I have referred, he leapt to the task of
his 

refuting Lesley's position. This he did in^dissertstion

"The Scheme of Christian and Philosophical necessity Asserted",
i

which he completed in a fortnight. Much of the pamphlet is 

sheer abuse - but the part devoted to his polemic is a 

clear statement of the Necessitarian's position. The argument 

is not new, nor ig it as conclusive as ToplacLy 'seems to think. 

Kore detail-id analysis will be attempted when his "Theology" 

is under review, x

By this time Toplady T s health gave rise to serious anxiety, 

and he, feeling that the continual dampness of tlie aii" of 

.Broad Kembury was prejudicial to recovery, decided to live 

either in London or Bath. He therefore arranged to leave his 

parish in the care of a curate of whose .soundness of doctrine
a

he had been abundantly assured. It was, however, towards

Jh See pase 4*A/«f«
f Quoted from Wrlght's Life of Toplady, p. 149



London and. not Bath that his steps turned; and one feels 

that he was not constrained to leave Broad Kembury on grounds 

of health alone, for London - even in thAse days - v/as not 

exactly a health resort. Toplady longed to reach the croud, 

and London offered him a sphere of service that attracted

him greatly. Earlier in his ministry Whitefield had urged 

Toplady to seek "broader pastures, to which Toplady had replied, 

W5The same Providence which "bids others roll at large, seems 

to have confined me to a particular orbit". But now Toplady 

feels that that same Providence is beckoning him to leave the 

sequestered vale for the metropolis. He had felt like an* 

imprisoned bird and as he says in his letter to his friend 

Dr, Ba&er, he wished to "be ever on the winr". *"

Ko'w much of this was "divine discontent" and how much the 

orator*s natural desire to reach a responsive and appreciative 

$r4wd t no one can say; but Toplady, lile very many more, had 

no difficulty in seeing in his own v/ishes the divine leac.in-.
^

After acquainting his bishop with the final arrangements 

for maintaining the spiritual oversight of his garish ^e set 

ofT for London, travelling via Plymouth and Bath. It was at 

Plymouth that the rumour of Lesley's death re-ched hin, and 

Toplady immediately jot in touch with Ms publishers so that 

he might purge his work - The Scheme of Christian ent. 

Philosophical Necessity .inserted - of all personal reference 

to 7esley. Rumour, hov/ever, as so often, proved itself a

Letter ]CV. Yfor]:-. Vol. 6.



a lying Jade, and Wesley who had been ceriousl^ ill -/as 

raised IIP c^ain. Although seventy-two ;-ear3 of age "oC haC 

still ./eric for him to do; and for another sixteen years he 

was to belled o T er moor and fen, o'er crar- and torrent rt 

"spreading Christian Holiness throughout the land". Apparently 

when Toplady heard that the nev/s of Wesley's c.eath was premature 

he allowed the publication to go forward; with the result that 

his argument is marred and soarred by scurrilities that cLefyu 

comment.

On leaving Plymouth Toplady Journeyed to Bath where 

he was the guest of Lady Eunti ngdon. ^ere he met several old 

friends - amongst whom was Mr. Derharn, a wine merchant, the 

Revd. C. Johnson, Vicar of South Stoke, and Mrs. Macaulay. 

Lady Huntingdon was a charming hostess and Toplady records many 

good stories and anecdotes with which she regaled him.'/' She was 

much more acceptable to Toplady than she appears to have fceen 

to the Bishop of Exeter; fcut one need not be surprised that a 

lad;/ of such plain out-spokenness as the Countess night £ive 

offence to his Episcopal Lordship. At all events when Toplady 

met the Bishop in Bath and told him that he had just' partaken 

of Jier Lady ship T 3 hospitality the bishop die. not enthuse; but 

referred to Lady Huntingdon "with very great, but very cool, 

o-ivility."

* At Lisburn, Northern Iceland. "His tdmgue swelled 
and turned blcclr, his heart die. not perceptibly 
beat neither v/as any pulse discernible. ;f

?ol»4. page 49; Tesley'a Journal.I)ent

f- Y/orks. Vol*4, pares 140 - 151.



Toplady preached on several Sundays at lady 

Huntingdon's chapel, and was still in Bath on August 4th 

1775 on which day he recorded his observations on matters 

political and spiritual. "National matters at present carry 

a very gloomy aspect. But it is in things civil as in things 

spiritual; and I regard, ray country, and myself, in a similar 

view* Considered in myself, I am a most unv/orthy and sinful* 

creature; considered in Christ, I am without fault before* 

the throne of God. Consider the state of public affairs, 

as they are in themselves; and hardly anything can be more 

threatening, cloudy or unfavourable. Consider them in a 

providential view; p.ncl whatever is, is right, fhis is my 

sheet anchor, concerning that black and dismal storm, which 

now seens to be bursting over the English Empire." *

It is not possible to trace Toplady f s itinerancy
X

twixt Bath and London - though from references to friends 

met en route it does not appear that he went direct - nor can 

one say exactly on what day he arrived at the capital. 3ut we 

know from an entry in his ITY/orks n that ho had feached it 

before August ;)0th on which day he wrote to Ilr. Rowland Fill. •

Toplady on arriving in ^ondon had no set sphere of 

labour, but he was destined soon to have tv/o. In the neat 

chapter it will be seen how his manifold gifts found 

expression both as- preacher and Essayist, Itiiltitudes were to 

be thrilled from the pulpit by his mellifluent voice and still

greater multitudes were to come under the spell of his 

er&dite anc pungent pen.

Works. Vol. 4. pages 
•/'.iorks. Vol.4, page
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Chapter 4. 

MINISTRY II LOKDOI. (1776 - 1778)

As this surrey of Toplady f s "Life and Times" is not 

"being recorded in strictly chronological order, certain things 

must inevitably overlap. (His friendship with Mrs. Macaulay; 

his controYersies; are illustrations of this.) As far as 

possible I have dealt with the outstanding events of his life 

as they arose, and have traced their full development without 

particular regard to the time factor.

Whilst the last chapter is headed "Ministry at Broad 

Hembury", it would "be noted that Toplady was a frequent visitor 

to London, and that in response to the request of friends he 

preached from several city pulpits« Nevertheless, his London 

Ministry dees not really "begin until llth of April 1776, when he 

undertakes duty at Or&nge Street. "Whilst accompanying Lady
«*•

Huntingdon and Lady Anne Srskine to Jforwich, where he preached 

with great acceptance, his friends were making arrangements with 

the Trustees of the Trench Calvinist Reformed Church, in Orange 

Street, for the use of their chapel on Sundays and Wednesdays, 

Consent being obtained it was licensed "by the Bishop of London? 

and so began Toplady's ministry in the metropolis, a ministry that 

caused crowds to throng to his standard. After the lapse of two 

centuries it is not easy to evaluate Toplady as a preacher. His 
own generation ranked him highly; but not quite so highly as



lertain writers since, Thomas Wright speaks in the superlative; 

&f exhausts his vocabulary in attempting adequately to convey 

Toplady's genius as a preacher. It is, however, seriously open to 

question whether Wright does not ever-do his praise. His eulogium 

is worthy to "be emblazoned on the wings of an arch-angel. I quote 

certain of his passages, and in doing so cannot refrain from 

wondering why Toplady is not better known than he is.

"Toplady no sooner commences than the air seems" alire 

with arrowy thoughts. He is magnetic. He is inspired. He has 

the vivid imagination of a Charnock, the volcanic force of a 

Inox. His earnest voice, his masculine and blazing eloquence,
f

his illumined face, his luminous eyes, all rivet the attention of 

the congregation. They see "before them a seer with soul on fire -a 

saint tranced in beatific vision - 'tortured with bliss 1 . Before 

his unhooded vision the plastered ceiling and the octagonal lantern 

have dissolved into the vast concave of heaven. The firmament ftpens 

and the volumed and transplendent cherubim, forsaking the abftbVes of 

bliss, descend into his presence, surge about him, and listen 

entaptured to his message......The charm, the gladness of his

character, was never so evident as when he was in the pulpit. 

His heart glowed with love for his people........His voice had

at one moment the full sweet melody that gives such charm to the 

Hebrew prophets; in the next, it was compact of that righteous 

indignation - that crash of invective - which in the same prophets 

thrills to the marrow and fills with indescrib&ble awe.The audience



are ravished....-They listened amaxed..,. 11 |

in case the foregoing exeerpts 'be judged simply as 

dithyramb I quote also from the "book "Hymn-writers and their 

Hymns": The preacher is described as having an "ethereal 

countenance and light immortal fora. His voice was music. 

His vivacity would have caught the listener's eye, and his 

soul-filled looks and movements would have interpreted his 

language, had there no.t been suoh commanding solemnity in his 

tones as made apathy impossible, and such simplicity in hie words 

that to hear was to understand. Trom easy explanations he 

advanotd to rapid and conclusive arguments, and warmed into 

importunate exhortations, till conscience began to burn, and 

feelings to take fire, from his own kindled spirit, and himself 

and his'hearers were drowned together in sympathetic tears." |
-*

Dr. Ryle in his "Christian Leaders of the Last Century*1 

is much more guarded in his judgment, and I am constrained to 

agree with his balanced statement. He writes; "As a preacher 

I should be disposed to assign to Toplady a very high place 

among the second class men of the last century. His constitutional 

delicacy and weakness of lungs, in all probability, made it 

impossible for him to do the things that Whitefield and Berridge 

did. Constant open-air addresses, impassioned extempore appeals 

to thousands of hearers, were a style of thing entirely out of

Thomas bright; "Life of A.M.Toplady, pages 179-180 

4 Revd. S.¥. Christophers, page 36.



his line. Yet there is pretty good evidence that he had no 

mean reputation as a pulpit arator, and possessed no mean 

powers. The mere fact that Lady Huntingdon occasionally selected
t 1

him to preach in her chapels at Bath and Brighton, of itself 

speaks volumes. The additional fact that at one of the great 

Methodist gatherings at Treveccs he was put forward as one of 

the leading preachers, is enough to shew that his sermons 

possessed high merit. 1* {

This calm, uriimpassioned, judicial observation 

commends itself to me much more forcefully than the extravagant 

praise of either Christophers or Wright. It is quite clear 

that Toplady was an able preacher; and it is most reasonable 

to assert that had he enjoyed a more robust physique he would 

have ranked amongst the greatest of his day - and perhaps of 

all time. But it is absurd to rank a man suffering from 

consumption of the lungs with Whitefield, Wesley, Berridge or 

Ryland. tfo matter how willing the/s$irifc may hare bean, , the * 

fact remains that the flesh was weak.

In early January 1776 Toplady began his duties as 

Editor of the Gospel Magazine in fulfilment of a promise made 

in the previous December. He did not, however, continue long

in the editorial chair, for after-seven months' service fre availedir
himself of the aid of his friend Ryland of fforthampton} and

Christian leaders of the Last Century. Pages 373-4
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although the arrangement at the outset was to hare "been of 

a temporary nature, Toplady did not return to this work, 

Jrerious to accefting editorial responsibility Toplady often 

contributed to the "Magazine 1* and afterwards he continued to 

add lustre to its pages "by "brief essays and short "biographies. 

Those of Knox and Toxe are sparkling gems. In the October 

and December of 1775 he published "Life a Journey" and "Original 

Sin". Both are able pieces of work; and whilst I do not think 

that his teaching on original sin is the last word that can
•

be said on the subject, there can be no doubt that Toplady builds 

up a strong argument, which he supports by apt quotations from the 

philosophers and poets of the ancient world, Plato, Aristotle, 

Horace and Propertius are amongst the authorities to whom he makes
*

appeal* Ifor were his contributions of a purely theological 

character: Zoology, Botany, and Astronomy were hobby studies, 

and as such reveal the wide range of his interests,

yrom so short a tenure of the editorial chair one cannot 

expect a great deal? but as in all other things Toplady*s natural 

ardour found full expression. Much as he disliked Wesley, he 

was the personification of Wesley f s first "Rule" of the "Twelve 

Rules for a Helper". "Be diligent. Uever be unemployed for 

a moment? neyer be triflingly employed; never while away time." jj

It was just before leaving the editorship of the 

Magazine that Toplady issued his "Psalas and Hymns for Public

j Wesley f s Torks. Vol.8, page 309,



and PriTate Worship." In it he includes six hymns of his own, 

together with some written by Watts, Cowper, Newton, Hart, 

Eoddridge and Miss Steele. After slight emendation he includes 

also two "by Charles Wesley, and Oliver's "The God of Abraham 

Praise", It should be noted that Toplady makes two errors in 

attributing authorship. He accounts to Watts Charles Lesley's 

hymn,"0 for a thousand tongues to sing" and also to Doddridge 

the hymn "Ifot all the blood of beasts", which was written by- 

Isaac Watts. His theological dispute with the 7/esleys caused 

Toplady to alter certain hymns so as to express his own Calvinist 

position; as for instance,

"Bxtol the Lamb of God, 
The all-atoning Lamb" 

as written by Wesley, was made to read

"Extol the Lamb of God 
The sin-atoning Lamb"

so that it might express his belief that Christ died only for 

the elect. Toplady, as we shall later see, had much to say 

concerning John Lesley's alteration of his translation of 

^anchius, and whilst I do not for a moment condone what Wesley 

didi I am of opinion that to alter another f s writings to suit 

one's own purpose is Just as inexcusable in a Toplady as in a 

Wesley. It was doubtless to Toplady, amongst others, that 

John Wesley was referring when he wrote: "Many gentlemen have 

done my brother and me (though without naming us) the honour to 

reprint many of our hymns. ITow they are perfectly welcome to 

do so, provided they print them just as they are. But I desire 

that they would not attempt to mend them; for they are really not



able. Wone of them is able to mend either the sense or the Terse. 

Therefore, I must "beg of them one of these two favours: either 

to Let them stand just as they are, to take them for better or 

worse; or to add the true reading in the margin, or at the bottom 

of the page; that we may no longer be accountable either for 

the nonfsanse or the doggerel of other men." \

It might be claimed that by the time this appeared in 

print Toplady was dead; but it is very probable that he was alive 

when the hymn book was being prepared for the Press. At all 

events Toplady f s collection of hymns found in volume six of 

the "Works" contains several that he did not write, the most 

noticeable example being Charles ¥esley l s "Christ whose glory 

fills the sky". It is, of course, quite fair to assert that 

Toplady was not seeking to pass off as his own work that of 

other writers and that the error is due to his biographer, who 

finding the hymn in Toplady T s possession, concluded that it had 

been composed by Toplady himself; and acted in good faith when 

he included it amongst Toplady f s compositions,

Toplady, as we have seen, was on terms of close 

friendship with Lady Huntingdon; and so it is not, therefore, 

surprising that he actively associated himself with her in her 

efforts to secure as a preaching centre a large place of 

amusement situated in Spafields, known as the "Pantheon". Through 

the good offices of a number of Christian gentlemen this building

| Preface to a Collection of Hymns For Use 
of the People called Methodists.

London October 20th 1779,



Was ultimately acquired and on the 5th of July 1777 the 

opening sermon was preached "by the Revd. John Ryland. If Lady 

Huntingdon had her supporters in her noble work she had also her 

opponents, the chief of whom, in this instance, being the Herd. 

William Sellon. Even in a time when clerical laxity was definitely
*

a scandal, Sellon 1 s conduct was something to "be commented on. 

He was a positive disgrace to his "cloth". Greedy beyond belief 

he was not satisfied with heaping cure upon cure, but he needs 

must hinder those who were trying to do the work he was paid to 

do. To this end he raised an action against several devoted 

Ministers belonging to the Establishment for the monstrous crime
•

of preaching in her Ladyship's chapels; and so cunningly did he 

pursue his advantages that the chapel was ultimately closedi 

To avoid all further molestation it was resolved to take refuge 

under the Toleration Act; and accordingly swveral Ministers of 

the Anglican communion seceded and took the oath of allegiance 

as dissenting Ministers - retaining such part of the Church 

service as is allowed by the canons to dissenters. This, in 

point of fact, made very little difference to the actual service, 

for the-Liturgy was used almost unchanged, whilst the Thirty-nine 

Articles were taken as the basis of the new Confession. Sellon's 

success in the Consistory Courts considerably altered the 

character of Lady Huntingdon's labours, and she, like Wesley, was 

destined ultimately to break completely with the Establishment, 

although she had hoped that her "Connexion" should remain within 

the pale of the Anglican Church. Whilst some of her chaplains



availed themselves of the Toleration Act, others were 

constrained to sever their connection with her movement; amongst 

these the best known were Roraaine, Townsend and Venn.

It is interesting, if idle, to conjecture what Toplady't 

attitude to this secession would have been. He died a year before 

the decision of the Consistory Court was reached. Unquestionably 

it would have meant for him an acute mental conflict. He had 

no love for Sellon, or for his typej but he was, nevertheless, 

an ardent supporter of the Establishment. One wonders whether 

his §assion for the doctrines of "free grace 11 would have caused 

him to number himself amongst those "who went out" for conscience 

sake; or whether he would, like Homaine and Yenn, have remained 

to function as a Mmoral antiseptic" within the Established Church. 

EcclesiasticvCourts move very slowly, and so, as justA

stated, Toplady did not live to see Tirillianr Sellon 1 8 petty 

triumph* But whilst strength was his he fought this despicable 

simonist. Alas' only too often in the history of the Church 

have men by legal processes vindicated their betrayal of trust, 

Jot satisfied with devouring the lambs of the flock they try to 

starve those that remain. Of such was William Sellon, Truly 

the Church must be a divine institution to survive the ravages 

of such as he/

Ttplady was not without his faults, but not even his 
enemies could doubt either his courage or his sincerity, what 

he felt to be right he defended with a passion at white heat, 

But the curbed finger of death was beckoning hi,, and he knew 

that he Must soon answer the su^ons;. that no Matter how earnest^



he might strire, his physical powers were slowly ebbing away. 

He,therefore, resolTed to make his Will, to visit Broad Hembury 

once again, and whilst there make arrangements for the disposal 

of the furnishings of the Vicarage. Accordingly he set out for 

Devon, breaking his journey at Salisbury, where he was the guest 

of his old friend Dr. Baker.

By April 18th Toplady was back again in Lonaoja, aaa 

the following day being Easter Sunday he preached on the text 

"My dead bodies shall arise. Awake and sing, ye that dwell in 

the dmet." Jor the next fo.ur Sundays he conducted worship, 

though it was increasingly ©bvious to all that the shades of 

the ralley were closing over him. It is very probable that he 

had preached to his congregation at Orange Street for the last 

time by the middle of Hay, for his medical advisers had at 

length prevailed upon him to keep to his room. Unhappily he 

was not able to do so, for his spirit was profoundly disturbed 

by learning of a rumour that he had renounced the doctrines and 

principles which he had so long preached and so ardently defended, 

*Jto attributed the origin of the calumny" saysWright, "to Wesley 

or one of Wesley 1 s followers." j But no proof is adduced. 

Obviously the evidence is very slender when the name of the 

* guilty party cannot be given. The Methodists were not popular 

in 1778 and there were plenty who were very ready to listen to 

any accusation against them without waiting for a single word 

of evidence in support. Such a calumny once uttered would spread

Life of A.M. Toplady. page 215.
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with amazing rapidity, and like all rumours it would grow as 

it spread. Whether the statement was rightly attributed it is 

now impossible to say; but it is only just to point out that no 

minister's reputation would be safe if he could be condemned on 

unsubstantiated rumour, j Whether or not Wesley or one of his 

henchman was the originator of the charge, Toplady believed so; 

and ill though he was he struggled, despite his doctor's orders* 

into his pulpit for the last time, and there* as he preached from 

II Peter, 1. 13-4; he refuted the rumour. A week later his sermon 

(in so far as it related to Wesley) was published under the title 

"The Revd. Mr. Toplady f s Pying Avowal of his Religious Sentiments 11 , 

In it| he says, "Whereas sometime since, a wicked, scandalous 

and false report was diffused in various parts of this JCingdom* 

by the followers of Mr. John Wesley | purporting, that I have 

changed some of my religious sentiments, especially such of them 

as relate more immediately to the doctrines of Grace, I thought it 

my indispensable duty, on the Sunday after I received this 

information, which was on the 13th of June last, publicly to 

declare myself, from the pulpit in the Orange Street Chapel, to 

the following effect: 'It has been industriously circulated, by 

iOme malicious and unprincipled persons that during my present

It was also later asserted that Wesley circulated the 
statement that Toplady had recanted of Calvinism when dying, 
but again the evidence - as we shall later see - was 
extremely slender. Moreover, it will be observed, f that 
Toplady, himself, does not say that Wesley himself originated 
the calumny, but ! the followers of Mr. John Wesley 1 . In 
the cbkpter devoted to Toplady as a controversialist the 
evidence upon which Sir. Richard Hill accused Wesley will be 
given in full.



long and severe illness, I expressed a strong desire of seeing , t 

Hr. John Wesley "before I die, and revoking some particulars 

relative to him, which occur in my writings: now I do publicly
*•'

and most solemnly aver, that I have not, nor ever had, any such
.»

intention or desire; and that I most sincerely hope, my last hours
'''v, 

will "be much "better employed, than in conversing with such a man*1 *

To which I added: "So certain and so satisfied am I, of the truth
*

of all that I have ever written; that, were I now sitting up 

in my dying "bed, with pen and ink in my hand, and all the religious 

and the controversial writings T ever published (more especially 

those relating to Mr. John Lesley, and the Arminian controversy),
si

whether respecting facts or doctrine, could at once be displayed
*

to my view, I should not strike out a single line relative to 

him or them. " M {

Wright, in his book give* as his opinion that certain 

of the controversialists regretted the asperity of their writings. 

He writes: "There is reason to believe that several of the leaders 

in the great controversy regretted in their declining yea*rs* the 

violence that characterised their earlier writings." ^ Toplady 

apparently did not, and he certainly had as much, if not more, 

reason to do so than many of them. Believing, as he did, that 

¥esley or one «Jf Vesley's supporters was attacking him, even as 

he lay dying, it is hardly surprising that he did not repent of 

the vituperation that he had poured upon Wesley f s hoary head. 

If ¥esley was guilty of disturbing Toplady 1 s last hours, or

) Works. Vol. 1. page 112,

Life of A, If, Toplady. page 221,



of maligning him after he had gone, no words of eoiidemnation 

can "be too strong: Taut when one remembers certain other 

episodes in Wesley's life, it is hard to believe that he could 

so far fall from grace as to "be guilty of such petty and vicious 

spite. He did not show such a spirit to ,.iis other opponents - 

and he had many - nor did he lay such stress on orthodoxy as 

did Toplady. He was much more concerned with practical 

Christianity that with credal fidelity. M I will not quarrel with 

you about opinions" he says, "only see that your heart is right 

with God, and that you know and love the Lord Jesus Christ, 

and love your neighbour and walk as your Master walked, and I 

ask no more. I am sick of opinions, give me a good and 

substantial religion, a humble, gentle,love of God and man." 

Moreover it is very doubtful whether ¥esley was as concerned 

about Toplady as Toplady thought. On the whole it would seem 

apparent that Lesley did not think Toplady worth bothering about.} 

Indeed the strongest epithet used by Yesley of Toplady is "that 

lively young coxcomb". This Seems to have been his attitude

{ Writing to his friend Mr. Merryweather at Yarm, Wesley 
observed: "My dear brother: Mr. Augustus Toplady I 
know well; but I do not fight with chimney-sweepers. He 
is too dirty a writer for me to meddle with; I should
only foul my fingers. I read his title page, and 

troubled myself no further. I leave him to Mr. Sellon. 
He cannot be in better.hands. As long as you are seeking 
and expecting to love God with all your haart, so long 
your soul will live. I am, your affectionate brother, 
John Wesley."



to all his contestants, for though Madan, Romaine, Hervey, and 
Rowland Hill heaped upon him torrents of vulgar abuse, "he

reviled not again"; and whilst his "brother Charles when asked to 

write Hervey*s epitaph declined, his declining was the ggacious 

act of a Christian gentleman, who felt there was a limit beyond 

which even Christian charity could not go,

"Let Madan or Romaine record his praise, 
Enough that Wesley f s brother can forgive."

I offer these two quotations to show that the spirit of 

intolerance or vindictiveness was not a characteristic of the 

Lesleys, and though a verdict of "Ifot guilty" cannot, after the 

lapse of two centuries, be assured, yet the charitable will 

suspend judgment, and commend to posterity the verdict of "¥ot 

proven".

As earth's foundations slowly malted away, Toplady longed 

to be gone. Up to the end he remained not only cheerful but joyous 

To his physician 1 s observation that he was growing weaker, he 

replied: "Why that is a good sign, that my death is fast 

approaching; and blessed be God, I can add that my heart beats
•W

every day stronger and stronger for glory. 11

Almost his last act was to write his "Death Song", the 

inspiring hymn

"When languour and disease invade 
This trembling house of clay, 
Tis sweet to look beyond the cage, 
And long to fly away.

Sweet to rejoice in lively hope. 
That when my change shall come, 
Angels will hover round my bed, , 
And waft my spirit home."

i

In his "trembling house of clay" Toplady tabernacled for only 

thirty-eight years. Whatever his faults or virtues, it could
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"be truly said of him as of Bunyan's Mr. Valiant-for-tru-th, 

"That his pitcher was "broken at the fountain." He could have 

said of himself, "I am going to my father's; and though with 

great difficulty have I got thither, yet now I do not repent me 

of all the troubles I have "been at to arrive where I am, By- 

sword I give to him that shall succeed me in my pilgrimage § 

and my courage and skill to him that can get it. My marks 

and scars I Barry with me, to be a witness for me that I have 

fought his 1aattl.es who will now "be my rewarded. M On the 

eleventh day of August 1778 Augustus Montague Toplady was 

appointed "before the throne; and to him, the rest of Bunyan'fe 

testimony to Valiant can "be ascribed without reserve: "\Vhen 

the day that he must go hence was come, many accompanied him 

to the rirer side, into which as he went he said 'Death where 

is thy sting? 1 and as he went down deeper, he said 'Grave where 

is thy victory? 1 So he passed over, and all the trumpets

sounded for him on the other side." j
i 

In accordance with his wish Toplady wafc buried at

Tottenham Court Chapel, his funeral being of the simplest kindj 

indeed it gained in dignity by feason of its simplicity. Althoug 

he had requested that no funeral sermon should be preached for 

him/'The Revd. Rowland Hill could not repress his feelings so 

far as to be silent on this occasion. Tresfcpassing for once, 

but trespassing very innocently, and very properly, on the 

wish which modesty led his deceased friend to express, he in 

the best style of eloquence, pronounced a funeral oration, 

which ip said to have produced a very powerful impression on

f Bunyan. Pilgrim's Progress page 348.
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the minds of those to whom it was addressed. The funeral 

service was read "by the Revd. Dr. Illingworthj and a suitable 

hymn having "been sung, the "body was entombed in the family grave 

of his friend and executor, Mr. Hussey. Over the grave, which 

is under the gallery, and opposite the pulpit, in the above 

named ehapel, is laid a plain stone on which nothing more than 

his name and age are inscribed. 11 \ Since then other memo rial 6

have been erected to Toplady f s memory. At Whitefield's Tabernacle
> 

the Memorial reads: "Within these hallowed walls, and near this

spot, are interred the mortal remains of the Rev. Augustus 

Hmntague Toplady, Vicar of Broad Hembury, Devon. Born 4th 

¥ovember 1740. Died llth August 1778. Aged 38 years. He wrote;

"Rock of Ages, cleft for me, 
Let me hide myself in Thee:"".

Brass plaques have also been erected in the Churches at yarnhaa 

and Blagdon, whilst a marble tablet in which Toplady's head and 

shoulders have been exquisitely carved was unveiled in Broad 

Hembury Church in 1899.

And so IB perpetuated the memory of a remarkable man. 

He was a scholar, a preacher and a poet, and whilst equalled by 

some he was surpassed by few. Bishop Ryle was not given to 

extravagant speech, and yet his eulogy of Toplady was a most 

handsome tribute. Ie writes: "He was a man of rare grace and 

gifts, and one who left his mark on his generation...yet he was 

a »an in whom there was a most extraordinary mixture of grace 

and infirmity. Hundreds, unhappily, know much of his

| Works. Vol. 1, page 121



infirmities who know little of his graces." \

In painting Toplady f s picture one would be glad to 

forget his infirmities and remember only his graces* but the 

portrait would not then be a true likeness. The shade is needed 

to enhance the light: so in the next chapter I shall try to 

portray Toplady as a controrersialist, for unpleasant ae the 

task »ay 'be it is essential if his character is to be truly 

delineated. But once these lines are penciled in, the virtue 

of the singer will be seen in bolder relief; for Toplady 

does not need either "storied urn or animated bust 11 to assure 

his immortality. He will be remembered as long as man feels 

the burden of sin and turns in his helplessness to his Saviour*s 

riven side and cleansing blood.

i Christian Leaders of the Last Century page 359.
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Chapter 5 

Toplady the ControYersialist.

On settling at Broad Hembury Toplady iamediately 

entered the lists as a defender of Oalrinism: and liring, 

as he did with his cat and dog,an almost hermit-like 

existence f he laboured through long hours, often well into 

the nignt, 10 giye to mankind some of its most mordant polemical

literature and some of its grandest hymns. This is, in my
* 

opinion, Toplady 1 s most fruitful time, for whilst it is true

that his preaching in London drew great congregations, it is 

still questionable whether he did not exercise a greater influence

and a more intimate influence, from his old world-ricarage
i

at Broad Hembury than from his London pulpit.

As his hymns are to receire special attention 

later on, passing reference must here suffice. It is nothing 

short of amazing that the golden period of Toplady f s hymn 

writing should coincide'with that of his controrersy with 

John Wesley: and yet such is the fact. Probably on the same 

day that he dipped his pen in ritriol in reply to Wesley or 

one of Wesley f s hench-men, he would pour forth his soul on 

wings or song. In one hour his orerflowing heart would empty 

itself of thoughts that bless and words that burn; and the 

Tery next would see his pen streaming with biting inrectire.

It would appear that Toplady's first appearance 

in the arena was when he Joined issue with the Rererend 

Doctor lowell, Principal of St. ¥ary Hall. Dr. Howell



had written in reply to Richard Hill's "Pietas Oxoniensis", 

a pamphlet that had been proroiced by the arbitary dismissal*
i

of six young students from the Unirersity for haring taken 

part in a prayer meeting. One writer makes the pungent 

observation that it was permissible in tnose days for an 

Oxford undergraduate to swear, but criminal for him to pray* 

Dr. Jowell's"*eply" was promptly countered by Hill's 

"Goliath Slain" and toy Toplady's "The Church of England 

Vindicated from the Charge of Arminianism". In this work 

Toplady's concern is not whether C alfinism as a system of 

dogma is true or false, but whether it is asserted or implied 

in the Confession of Jaitn of the Anglican Church: and 

whetner, if it be true that the Articles and Liturgy of the 

Established Church are CalTinistic, Arminians can, with a 

good conscience, subscribe to them, or accept ordination within 

the Church of England. In this Toplady conducts his case 

with considerable dialectical skill, and unlike certain other 

of his productions it is excellent in temper: although he 

says "On such a theme 'twere impious to be calm'.** { Perhaps 

the fact that his contestant was the Public Orator of the 

TJnirersity of Oxford was conducire of restraint. Certainly, 

he was not so minded in dealing with Wesley. It may be that 

he felt that an old Tellow of Lincoln College did not merit 

the deference due to the Public Orator; - at all erents 

he did not get it.

| Works. Vol. 5 page 37



Toplady in this lengthy letter rereals something of 

his general theological position, although its writing (as 

suggested earlier) is not so much an apology for Calrinism 

as an assereration that the Articles of the Anglican Paith 

* to which Dr. Wowell had fledged his assent - were unequiroc^-

ally Calrinistic. { In this sense Toplady prores his case.
*, 

Thomas ¥right states "Toplady f s arguments hare nerer been

answered, simply because they are unanswerable. 11 / It should 

howeTer.be pointed out that such arguments as Toplady f s hare 

been answered. Walter Sellon's attempt at rebuttal is not 

the despicable fiasco that Toplady tries to make out. Moreover, 

it is neyer difficult to secure eridence for a thesis when
*

one starts out with that thesis already in mind. Whilst it
some of 

may be said that Toplady prores/the Thirty-nine Articles

capable of Calfinistic interpretation, he went out knowing 

quite well "what he had gone out to see". His polemic is 

unquestionably an argument a priori.

£ Life of A.M. Toplady. Page 72,

| "I would premise, that the two grand questions 
on which I shall join issue with you, are 1st: 
lot so much whether the Calrinistic doctrines 
are^right or wrong in themselres; as, whether 
they are, or are not, the doctrines of the 
Church of England: and, 2. Hiether, on proof 
of their actually being the doctrines of our 
Church, Arminians can, with a safe conscience 
and bona fide, subscribe to those doctrines 
ex animo." Vol. 5. pages 3-4,

"Open the liturgy where you will, Calrinism 
•**res you in the face." Vol. 5. pages 13-14.
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The trouble with Wesley "began after the publication 

of Toplady f s translation of the Works of Jerom Zanchius,
'• '.* :'•

which appeared towards the end of the year 1769. Wesley is 

accused of making an unfair abridgement of this translation} 

and of making a caustic commentary of his own; the whole 

appearing over the initials A------T------. |

to one can possibly justify Wesley in this act. It was an 

unwarrantable interference with another f s work and name; 

and even if it be true that the concluding paragraph is meant 

as a caricature of Toplady's position, this does not in any 

way exonerate Wesley. JL fact that Toplady was not slow to 

point out. His reply, which is headed "A letter to the 

Revd. Mr. John Wesley 11 is a masterpiece of vituperation 

and invective, and - let it be said - inaccurate as well as

j Unsatisfied with carefully and totally supressing 
every proof, alleged by Zanchius, in support of 
his argument; a false colouring must be superinduced 
by inserting a sentence or two, now and then, of 
your own foisting in. After which you close the 
motley piece, with an entire paragraph, forged , 
every word of it, by yourself: and conclude all as 
you began* with subjoining the initials of my name: 
to make the ignorant believe, that the whole with 
your omissions, additions, and alterations, actually
came from me. Works. Vol. 5. page 320. »
four concluding paragraph, which you have the 
effrontery to palm on the world as Mine, runs thus: 
" (a) The sum of all this is: one in twenty (suppose) 
of mankind are eicted; nineteen in twenty are 
reprobated. The elect shall be saved, do what they 
will, the reprobate shall be damned, do what they 
can. Reader believe this,"or be damned. Witness 
my hand, A----- T—---«"

Works. Vol. 5 page 321.



uncharitable assertions. Toplady's indignation is understandable 

indeed justifiable, but as he pours forth the fire from his 

"bosom he is guilty of such breach of good taste that he

forfeits all sympathy. Moreover he makes statements for
>f 

which he does not advance a single word of evidence, from

whence did he gain his strange intelligence concerning Wesley's 

rejection of Calvinism in favour of ArminAanism? He asserts 

that ¥esley was converted by the "tossing of a shilling". This 

shows an ignorance of the travail of Wesley's spirit. ¥esley 

was tossed and Buffetted on the waves of intellectual doub|, 

but he made harbout at last, and without the doubtful expedient

of "tossing a shilling1*. Toplady cries out against Wesley's
n " 

abridgement of his "Zanchy", but his indignat protest looses

something of its power when he descends to the most scurrilous 

personalities. Wesley is portrayed as a perverter of Scripture, 

an. adversary of the teaching of St. Paul. He is painted as 

"being possessed of more than serpentine elability, who cast* 

his slough not once a year, but almost once an hour." ( Hie 

teaching is likened unto the ingredients of tne witches* pot 

in Hacbeth; or to Joseph's coat of many colours. His Humble 

answer to a critic that he had known mucn anxiety of heart 

on questions of iaitn is turned against nim to make him appear 

unstable. He is further represented as a lunatic who draws

{ Works. Vol. b. page 323.

"...there can hardly exist, in these two cities, 
(London & Westminster) a more atrocious sinner than 
himself. I will not pollute this paper with a 
recital of nis crimes. 11 Works. Vol.5 page 316,



figures on the wall of his cell and then batters his knuckles 

fighting them. ( Moreover, i& this letter, mockery is made of 

Wesley's "Rules for the Society"} "Rules* - it might be added, 
that hare "been of incalculable value to thousands in the

disciplining of their devotional life.
ft!1:

Jrom this point in his treatise Toplady leaves the 

subject of the mishandling of his "Zanchy" to pillory Wesley 

on the subject of the latter*s ordination of his preachers. 

Wesley is commanded either to conform to customary procedure 

or cast away his gown, | In this observation Toplady .forgets 

certain of his own innuendoes against his fellow clergymen, ** 

and also his primary indebtedness to a lay preacher. Moreover, 

it is interesting to note, he does hot presume to offer this 

advice to Lady Huntingdon, and Certain of her preachers were 

ordained ether than by the Episcopate of the Anglican Church. 

Wesley, - and Toplady could scarcely be in ignorance of this - 

was a true son of the Established Church. To the end of his 
life he strove to keep his societies within its pale, whilst at 

the same time laying the foundations of a separate existence, 

if that should prove impossible. Reverence for "Orders", a 

passion for Order, and an undis*embled love for the ordinances
^9

of liturgical worship, were characteristics of ¥esley that none 

Can fc gainsay. But whilst he loved the Anglican Church, he loved 

still more the unchurched multitudes that everywhere thronged to

i Works. Vol. 5. page 335. 
ibid page 339,



hear hi». Even in this day «f Grace we are none too sure 

on the subject of "Orders" and it would perhaps be better 

if the time and energy spent in discussions that are so 

frequently empty of any positive result, were directed to 

aggressive evangelism. Today certain of the Anglicans can 

spend precious hours debating whether a piece of mouldering 

bread should be placed at the right hand or the left hand side 

of the altar in order to be "validly 11 worshipped. I have heard 

a Vicar of Angle-Catholic persuasion state that if our Lord 

was to return to earth He would seek ordination at the hamds 

of a Bishop, on the same principle that he accepted baptism 

by John, before seeking to administer Holy Communion. What 

comment can one make on such an utterance? Is it far removed, 

if at allf from blasphemy? Yet this sort of self-inflating 

rodomontade is indulged in, whilst multitudes drift from the 

Church, and, one fears, from God, Whatever oecumenical councils 

may say on the subject of Ordination, Wesley could have 

anticipated the heart-warming utterance o£ Dr. MacLaren, "He
.__»

that hath the inspiration hath the authority, whether it be 

the tiaraed Pope on the seven hills of Rome, or the Kethodist 

loeal preacher tramping his ten miles home on a Sunday," He 

had the authority of inspiration. He had seen a need and 

responded to it. A burning heart gave him a flaming tongue.
*

He, like his Lord, "when he saw the multitudes was moved with 

compassion for them, because they fainted and were scattered



try
abroad as sheep having no shepherd." } He had eyes to see, 

to see a people adrift from God, and he resolved to"take heed
« T

to all the flock, over which the Holy Ghost had made him overseer*1 . 

The words af Myers* famous poem have marked applicability t© >
' L

Wesley: "Oh to save thesej to perish for their saving, Die 

for their life, "be offered for them all." Who today can read 
England "before and after the Wesleys" without profound thankfuine^ 

that in the fulness of time it pleased God to raise up such 

soldiers of the Cross as the Wesleys and George Whitefield? 

Whitefield the evangelist par excellence, who literally burnt 

himself out in the service of his God and of his fellowmen. Their 

incandescent zeal knew no fcouflds. Their message rang out with,*•

imperative urgency "0 let me commend my Saviour to you". On /
**.

foot or on horse-lack they travelled over moor and fen preaching 

and singing the unsearchable riches of Christ. The mission of 

the Wesleys was*to spread Scriptural Holiness throughout the 

land". How far they suceeded is now the testimony of history. 

It is,of course, no secret that Wesley and Whitefield were 

constrained to part company? they did not agree as to the 

universality of Grace; "but whilst for a short time there was a 

sharp contention between tnem, it is good to know that their 

love was more than equal to the strain. Their oneness in 

missionary zeal was more precious than their doctrinal differences, 

Toplady was a great admirer of Whitefield,so one cannot but 

regret that in matters of controversy, especially with Wesley, 

he >ad not been possessed of a similar spirit. The Wesley- , 

Toplady controversy, especially when viewed in retrospect, is

| Matt. 9: 36-38.



alike distressing and pathetic, whilst from the controversy

of Wesley and whitefield - and this was not lacking in heat - we
*

inherit the true eirenicon, the agreeing to differ, which is the 

feest possible solution of many religious disputes.

The controversy eeitred on the doctrine of grace. Top lady 

fought strenuously, but whilst his opponents were quiek to take 

adrantage of every dialectical weakness, there can be no question 

that in the violence and fury of his verbal war he far outstrips 

them. It was war, and in a way it was grand, but it is doubtful 

whether such violence as Toplady's accomplishes much more than 

its own hurt. Wesley, at the time the controversy began, was a 

whiteheaded man of 67 years, and in this milder mannered age it 

is astounding to read of his being referred to as a "wily noisome 

beast", "the father of a horrid rabble of un-hallowed, frontle&B 

obsequious, rancorous, cobbler-parsons, and baker-pamphleteers, 

and other blind bigots and hideous abortions." Truly it was 

towards Wesley's venerable person that Toplady's most pointed
n-j

and poisonous barbs are directed; but his co-workers did not go 

unscathed. Sellon and Olivers were mercilessly castigated. It 

pleased Toplady vo make sport of Sellon - whom he called a pigmy 

on stilts - for having baked bread. Whilst Olivers is nicknamed 

"Cobbler Tom" in honour of his having mended shoes. Olivers 

was a shoe repairer, but grace not only warmed his heart, but 

inspired his pen, for he gave to the Evangelical Revival one of 

the grandest hymns in the English tongue; a hymn great in its 

conception, noble in its language, and fervent in its praise. 

"The God of Abraham Praise" is one of the finest hymns of adoration



ever penned,
Toplady claimed that good works are not the condition

of Salvation "but its evidence; that election grace manifested 

itself in loyalty to Christ and His teaching. But if graeiousness 

is a mark of grace - and who can doubt that it is? - then 

Toplady might hare paused to ask himself on what grounds the 

evidence of his own election rested. He had no doubt that 

Christ was only the Saviour of the Elect,' he had also no doubt 

that he was one 'of them, and that it was impossible for him to 

"be lost. This is clearly seen in a letter to Mr. Philips 

written on 6th September 1768. In this letter Toplady comments 

thus upon the falling away of a certain Hr« H, "I am concerned 

to hear of Mr. H...... f s defection. If he ever was of us in

reality, God will in due time bring him t§ us again*" yrorn 

this and other passages it is obvious that Toplady was sure of 

his election. It might be noted in passing that St, Paul was

not permitted such an assurance' he knew the need of and manifests
4

the grace of self-discipline. It is a pity that Toplady had 

not done the same, and then his pen would not hare streamed 

with such invective towards one deemed to be lost. In the 

advertisement to "More ¥ork for Mr. Jfrhn Wesley" Toplady assures 

his readers that he entertains no animus towards ¥esley, and 

that he had purposely kept back his manuscript for several weeks 

"merely with a view of striking out, from time to time, whatever 

might savour of undue asperity and intemperate warmth. 11

Works. Vol. 6. page 142. 
Works. Vol. 5. page 350,



If the following extracts hare been purged, what must the 

originals haTe "been? If this "be the whip, then what the scorpion^ 

"Mr. Wesley has as much of the insidious in his composition as
^

he has of the acid; and it would "be difficult to say which pre 

dominates." | "He is for adding the lion to the fox, Ke wishes 

not only to wheedle "but to thunder the Church out of her 

Calvinism". S "He is like Mahommed for propagating his religion 

by the sword* Peals of anathemas are issued, and torrents of the 

lowest calumny are thrown out, against all who abide by the 

Thirty nine Articles. | Pope John's authority may hare some 

weight with such men as Messrs Walter Sellon, Haddon Smith, and 

Thomas Olivers; but not an inch beyond the purlieus of ignorance,
I!

prejudice and superstition will his dictatorship extend." £ 

'•His mode of phraseology is as pregnant with craft as his conduct 

is destitute of honour. He first hatches blasphemy, and then 

fathers it on others." ) "His forehead must be petrified and 

quite impervious to a blush". 4

Of Sellon, Toplady entertains the lowest opinion. He 

accuses him of dipping "his pen in the common sewer" and of 

"injuring and disgracing the cause he seeks to advance. Amusing 

ly enough he reminds Sellon that "The wrath of man worketh not 

the righteousness of God". One cannot escape the thought that 

Toplady might have been more effectire if he had listened to 

his own advice. He excels himself in satire at Sellon f s

/ Toplady f s Works, vol. 3. p. 53. ( ibid, vol 5. p. 353
I ibid p.353s £ ibid p. 354? } ibid p.357: 4 ibid p. 357.
4 It might be noted that this sweeping assertion is not

substantiated by quotation. In point of fact, it is untrue.



lack of education. He says that "Y/esley should have laid the 

"burden of his alliance on other shoulders than those of Mr. Sellon. 

The lot cfculd not possibly have fallen on a more imcompetent man**1 

Whilst acknowledging that certain of his contestants were men 

"of eminent talents", he proceeds to say,','Mr. Sellon, however, 

may make himself easier on this particular. Unless he should 

improve miraculously, I shall never cry up his abilities. I 

must want common sense, to suppose him a man of parts; and I must
P

want common modesty to represent him as such." | Sellon in a
M ' 

•K

letter to Toplady had acknowledged his humble origin and lack

of educational opportunities; "but this confession only played into

Toplady's hand who made very merry at its expense. Sellon had
* 

written "As to myself I make no scruple to tell you, I am what

some call an exotic; one destitute of the honour of an academical 

education. The highest degree I lay claim to, is that of a poor 

fellow of Jesus College, in the University of Christianity." / 

Toplady f s comment on this is almost unbelievable. He says "Kever 

till now, did such low whining cant ooze from the pen of meanness. 11 

He further goes on to say "He" (speaking of Sellon) "adds, that 

he never had an"academical education"; I believe him, nor is he 

in any danger of being mistaken for a man of learning." "He does 

not know the difference between a degree and a fellowship."

\ h \ Worics. Vol. 1. page 172* / Ibid p. 179. ) Ibid.
#

4 Toplady f s argument does not appear to be very sound, it is 
surely no argument in favour of Sellon f s ignorance to draw 
attention to what may have been nothing more than a play 
upon words. The words "degree" and "fellow" can be given 
more than a purely academical*efiU*tataoii'. In any event Toplady 
is hard driven in controversy when he has to fall back on such 
contemptible spite.



In a footnote we have the o"bserration, "And true enough it is* 

Mr. Sellon is, in very deed, destitute of the said honour. Has 

educationjwas as illiberal as are nls principles! he was, at his 

first setting out in a life, a low mechanic; j he then got 

nimself enrolled on the list of Mr. Wesley's lay-preachers; he 

next insinuated himself into the favour of a certain person of 

distinction, who,(not "being indued with the gift of foresight) J 

procured his admission into Holy Orders: and thus he came to 

wear prunella." / There is much of tne same kind directed 

towards Thomas Olivers; whilst as already mentioned, Toplady 

marred much of his argument against Arminianism by turning aside
:»

from his discourse to hurl some scurrilous taunt against Wesley. 

One cannot "but regret that Toplady descended to such depths, 

particularly as he had not the excuse of the illiteracy that he 

finds so debasing in Sellon. It is undeniable that Sellon 1 s 

opportunities were meagre, but he was by no means the ignorant 

buffoon that Toplady would like to make out. Further, his 

superior contempt for a man who by dint of hard work had satisfied 

the requirements necessary to proceed to ordination, after having 

laboured as a "low mechanic", reveals a trait in Toplafly's

} Italics mine. / Works Vol. 1. page 179 footnote.

$> This gracious compliment is offered to Lady Huntingdon 
whom Toplady claimed as h|§ friend, and one who was in no 
degree inferior to Toplady either in native endowment 
or cultural accomplishment*



character that scarcely commends itself to admiration. Earlier, 

I hare referred to a snobbish streak in Toplady f s personality!

and although I quoted passages from the Preface to the "Works*1
the

in contradiction, I still feel that/charge previously made, is t 

in the main, true. Tor whilst he could taunt a man with his 

lack of early educational opportunities he was prepared to pay 

court to members of the aristocracy; and this despite the rebuff 

of one of its distinguished ornaments. At the outset of his 

ministry he was very anxious to secure a chaplaincy to Lord 

Chesterfield, and wrote requesting a "scarf". His desire, 

however, was not gratified, for the double-faced Sari wrote two
*

gracious letters of regret, "but unfortunately did not notice the 

flat contradiction they contained. Toplady did. j Yet, whilst 

ready enough to accept such favours he could upbraid a fellow 

Christian and hymn-writer for having mended shoes for a livelihood. 

One is thankful to rem*ber that a scholar, infinitely greater 

than Toplady, was not ashamed to be a tent maker, and that in a 

carpenter's cottage in despised Nazareth, the Saviour of men 

wore a toiler's jacket and swept the shavings from the workshop 

floor.

j "The year after I was in orders (viz. 1763), I asked
his Lordship for a scarf. 'I am extremely sorry, sir,' 
replied he, 'that you didn't mention it earlier. Had 
you asked me two days sooner a scarf should have been 
at your service: but no longer ago than yesterday, I 
gave away my only vacant one.' I answered, that I 
should be glad to hope for the honour of the next that 
fell. He replied, 'The very next is already promised; 
but you shall certainly have the next after that."1

Works. Vol. 6. page 253



I am anxious to avoid being unjust to Toplady, and ami
fully aware that as a controversialist he shows his worst sidej 

"but no estimate of character is the slightest use if it offers 

anything "but a full-faced portrait. Moreover, Toplady, as a

controversialist, condemns himself in the very adilce he offers
/
to his opponents. To Sellon he "whispers this friendly hint": 

"If you wish your scurrilities to obtain belief, restrain them 

within the banks of probability; malice, when too highly wrought, 

resembles a cannon too highly charged, which recoils on the 

engineer himself, instead of reaching its intended object of 

direction." f Sellon could justifiably h^ve pleaded his 

11 illiteracy" for his lack of good form in debate; Toplady could 

scarcely do this, furthermore, he had set the example, he would
•

have had nothing to complain of, even if Wesley ana his heneh men 

had reached his own heights of eloquence, or depths of abuse. 

It may be said in defence of Toplady that his opponents were 

equally truculent» and also that the general standards of
*

controversy of his day were far removed from those now prevailing;
i 

but this can only serve to palliate the case; the fact remains

( Works of Toplady, vol.1, pages 182-3



that Toplady as a controversialist was titter, intemperate, 
and personal to such a degree that he defeats his own ends.

Had he confined himself to attacking Wesley f s doctrine, the 

position would, in all conscience, have been sad chough; for 

to refer to the theology of a revival that shook England as 

"an equal portion of gross heathenism, Pelagianism,* Hohamet*

an ism, Popery, ttaniehaeism, Ranterism, and Antinomianicm, 

culled , dried, and pulverised, and mingled with as mueh 

palpaBle atheism as you can scrape together. 11 , f is to offer 

affront to all intelligent people. Such extravagance in 

caricature was sound to have a "boomerang effect. It is,
•«•

however, his attack on the personal character of Wesley that 

so greatly offends. Nowhere in the works of Wesley is there 

to fee found an attack on Toplady f s character* In letters to 

his friends he refers sometimes a little scathingly to Toplady, 

>ut that is a very different thing from vilifying him in the 

public press. Olivers and Sellon were mueh more pungent in 

their writings than was Wesley, But even they do not reach 

Toplady*s depths of scurrility, Moreover their attack is, for 

the more part, an inverted one, they use Toplady f s own phrases. 

Olivers prefaces his letter to Toplady By observing "As I 

cannot prevail with myself and throw off all good manners 

and to expose that measure of common sense I am professed of,
i«,

| Toplady's Works vol. 6 preface v.



to the eontempt of erery candid reader, much less disclaim 

the meekness and gentleness of Christ, I shall not pretend
M

to treat you according to your deserts* Was I to do this* 

I must embellish almost erery page with such flowers as you
*

seem peculiarly to admire: I should at every turn call you 

"Jesuit" -"Pope" -"Bellwether" - "Snare" - A "theological 

eoward" - "A religious gambler* - a "lying sophister. I 

should compare you to an "oyster woman", a "porter", a "carman 1* 

a "chimney sweeper", to a "clumsy bungling anatomist** to an 

"Insane person rolling himself in the rnuf*, to a"lurking sly 

assassin*. I should tell of your"low serpentine cunning*» and
**.

of your "dirty subterfuges", of your "mean malicious impotence*. 

I should represent you as a man equally void of "lonour and 

integrity* and strongly insinuate that you are a "perjured
v**

villain". Then when I had thus hectored and bullied you till 

I was weary, I should talk of transmitting you to "Virginia or 

Maryland" if"not to Tyburn." " f In similar strain Sellon 

introduces his tract "The Church of England Vindicated from the 

Charge of Absolute Predestination") he writes: "I shall deal 

plainly with you; more plainly perhaps that you might desire, 

yet not so plainly as you may justly expect, I would not say 

a word barely to enrage you; and yet I doubt not that I shall 

enrage you, without speaking a little in your own manner: and

*

i "A Letter to Toplady occasioned by his late letter 
. to.John Vesley" page 4.



I have always observed that those most prone to give offence, 

are also most prone to take it." { Yet, having made these 

eaustie observations Sellon goes on to develop his argument 

in excellent temper. Howhere in this polemic does he descend 

to abuse. Relentlessly he assails Toplady f s predestinarianism, 

and in one place suggests that Toplady cannot be sincere when 

he says MI abhor everything that looks like persecution for 

principles merely religious." With the published works of 

Wesley and his co-workers accessible to all who would read 

them it cannot be sustained that the Arminian polemists were 

the abusive mud-Blingers or ignorant pulpiteers that their 

Calvinist opponents insinuated. The tracts of the brothers 

lill and those of Toplady - to say nothing of Romaine* Madan, 

and'various contributors to the Gospel Magazine - make sorry 

reading; and remain a permanent blot on their careers. To 

these observations a eritie might fairly draw attention to

the charge laid against Wesley of having published a rumour
,f~

that Toplady, when siejc unto death, had recanted of his

Calvinism. Wesley never replied to the charge* Was it.true? 

Toplady and his supporters often made slanderous statements 

against Wesley without adducing a single word of corrobotation. 

The evidence upon which this particular indictment is based 

is very slender. It transpired that a Mr, Gawkrodger of 

Bridlington told Sir Richard lill that Mr. Thomas Robinson Void

•, 
| Works of Walter Sellon, page 354



him that Wesley told him that Toplady "died in black despair 
and "blasphemy". Verbal eTidence of this kind is never worth 

much, "but when on the strength of it Wesley was publicly accused 

of "vilUfying the ashes and traducing the memory" of Toplady, 

it was quite apparent that Sir Hichard had already made up his 

mind on the matter; and so Wesley seems to hare treated this 

"open letter" with the silent contempt it deserved. Had Sir 

Richard Hill written a personal letter to Lesley,-he would, 

doubtless, have received a reply, but as both the text and tone
t

of Hill's letter so obviously reveal a prejudgement^ it is not 
suprising that Wesley remained silent. So far as I can trace 

in"Wesley f s Works", after making reply to Toplady f s charge of 

forgery, Wesley completely ignores him; and much to Toplady*s 
anger, leaves him to the tender mercy of Sellon an<i Olivers, { 

I have already pointed out that Wesley f s use of Toplady f s 

Zanchius was most regrettable, and his use of Toplady f s initials, 
unpardonable: nevertheless, the abridgement of "Zanchius" by 

Wesley was a sound piece of Apologetics, in that it revealed 

in a few direct sentences what Wesley conceived to be its errors.

j Let Mr. Wesley fight his own battles. I am 
as ready as ever to meet him with the sling 
of reason, and the stone of God^ word in my 
hand. J3ut let him not fight by proxy; let his 
cobblers keep to their stalls; let his tinkere 
mend their brazen vessels? let his barbers 
confine themselves to their blocks and basins.* 
let his blacksmiths blow more suitable coals 
than those of nice controversy; every man in his own order."

Works. Vol. 2. page 360.



Lesley disclaims intention of forgery, pointing out that 

no one who knew Topiady's position could "be misled into believing 

the production was his. nevertheless, this, too, is tomt a 

palliation of a most unworthy piece of ehicaaery.

I hare previously shown that in matters of Churchmanship 

Toplady was no "bigot; unfortunately this cannot be said of him 

on a matter of doctrine? for any opponent of his in this direction,
«fc

could count upon sustained and virulent opposition. Moreover, 

Toplady 1 s rejection of John Jletcher's invitation, when the 

latter was preparing to return to his native Switzerland, places 

him in a "bad light, Yietcher, even in controversy, was a saints 

yet this did not prevent Toplady hurling at him the vilest personal 

abuse. When yietcher realised that his health was rapidly being 

impaired, he invited his friends to a farewell meal. T?o this 

meal he also invited the redoubtable defenders of the doctrine 

of"Free Grace"; so that "all doctrinal differences apart, he 

might testify his sincere regret for having givan them the least 

displeasure, and receive from them some condfflsending assurance 

of reconciliation and goodwill. 11 JTo man had less reason than 

yietcher to make such a gesture, for his charity and consideration 

stand out at once a challenge and a rebuke to his contemporaries. 

To this gathering came the brothers Hill, John Berridge, and
^

others of like mind; Toplady, almost alone, remained implacable. 

Berridge was deeply distressed. In tears, he greeted Fletcher 

with the words, "How could we write so about each other, when

we aimed at the same thing - the glory of ^od and the good of
f 

souls?".
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It is good to read that the "brothers Hill accepted 

the invitation, for their manner in controversy was equally
•

as truculent as Toplady'si indeed' Thomas Olivers asserts 

it was even worse} for in his one conversation with 

Toplady he remarked, "Te once thought you the "bitterest 

of 1??, Lesley's opposersj but upon my word, Mr. Hill's 

scurrilities exceed everything." \ Such virulence in 

controversy suggests personal animosityj theological 

opinions, no matter how firmly held could scarcely occasion 

such vicious attacks on Yifesley's character. It is apparent 

that Toplady and Hill felt that they had to discredit V/esley, 

as well as to expose the falsity of his teaching. Why? 

Obviously "because they "believed - or wished to "believe } 

that he was simply a charlatan; a wolf in sheep's clothing. 

Though whom the "wolf" might "be said to have devoured is 

not a question to which they seeJc to supply an answer. They 

were too "busy hurling accusations to have much time to 

verify the accuracy of them. Nevertheless, it seems clear 

that they "believed they had grounds for their indictments; 

and that they were in possession of an infallible source of 

information. A perusal of Lesley's letters reveals the 

source', for on October 2nd 1778 he wrote to his vrife a 

letter that must have cost him unutterable pain. After 

commenting upon the fact that their ages made it very 

improbable that they would meet ^gpin in this world, he

| Letter to ^ev. Trr. P. Dorics Vol. 6. page 172



goes on to write f
m

"Pour years ago you quitted my houce at 
Bristol, without my consent or knowledge, 
and declared to >Tr. lewis, you would come 
thither no more.
Ever since (and indeed long "before) you 
have made niy faults the constant matter of 
your conversation, row suppope an husband 
has many faults, is it the part of ? prudent 
wife to publish or conceal them? 
You have published my (real or supposed) 
faults not to one or two intimates only, 
(though that perhaps may have been too much), 
but to all Bristol, to all London, to all 
England, to all Ireland. Yea, you did 
whatever lay in you to publish them to all 
the world.
You purposely and deliberately published them 
to all those in particular whom you knew or 
believed to be prejudiced against me, to 
Moravians, Quakers, Anabaptists; Calvinists, 
Patriots (so called), Mr. Hill, Mr. Toplady: 
designing hereby to put a sword into.ay 
enemies'handi.......... If you live a
thousand years twice told, you could not undo 
the mischief which you have done. And till 
you have done all you can towards it, I bid 
you FarewellJ" |

The year previous he had written in similar strain when 

J£rs. 7/esley had shewn a willingness to return to him. In 

this letter he observes:

"Two years ago you left me again without my 
consent or knowledge. A few days since I 
met you, and (to-my great surprise) you seemed 
willing to return. I was willing to receive 
you upon-these terms: (1) restore my papers; 
(2) promise to take no more, 
"p.ut upon reflection I see I was too hasty. 
For you have given copies 
these you cannot recall, 
spoken all manner of evil against me, 
perticularly to my enemies and the enemies 
of the cause I live to support. Hereby many 
bad men have triumphed and been confirmed

of my papers, and 
Likewise you have

| The letters of the Rev. John Lesley: Standard : 
pages 273-4

Id. V. 8.



in their eril ways? and many good "but weak men hare "been stumbled, and some hare 
drawn "back to perdition. A sword has "been 
put into the hands of the enemies of God, 
and the children of CJod hare "been armed 
against one another*"

Jn this same letter 7/esl«y gives a clue to the terrible

charges that his wife laid against hia.*F -
"All you can now do, if you are ever so 
willing, is to unsay what you hare said. 
For instance, you hare said over and over 
that I have lived in adultery these twenty 
years. 'Do you believe this, or do you 
not? If you do, how can you think of 
living with such a monster? If you do not, 
give it me under your hand. Is not this 
the least you can dot" |

The kindest judgment one can pass on Trs. Lesley's conduct 

is that she was of unsound mind. Unless she was the unhappy 
victim of some psychosis she must "be held responsible for 
her "behaviour; "behaviour so monstrous that only the mentally 

deranged or the morally depraved could conceive. ITrs. Lesley 
can only "be delivered from strong .coodexaiiation if it be 

conceded that she was psychologically aberrant. But what must 
be said of those men who would make use of such a woman? To 

give credence to the imaginings of the mentally diseased is a 
reflection upon their own credulityy whilst deliberately to 

make' use of a woman who was basely defaming her husband, reflects 

even more adversely upon their moral character. If ^rs. 

Wesley's conduct be rightly branded as infamous, not less so 

Is that of those who used her venom to secure for themselves 

a dialectical advantage. One is nauseated to think that

) Letters of the Rev. John Wesley. St. Ed. v,6. p. 273-4
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a Christian Minister could so far debase himself as to enlist 

the aid of a treacherous wife; and to use documents stolen by 

her as a means of attacking the character of her husband. 

Toplady, after the abridgement of his Zanehius, would have banished 

WeBley to Maryland, or have seen him hang at Tyburn, j But if 

Wesley 9 s abridgement of a published work merited such a fate, 

what of the use of unpublished documents pilfered by a neurotic 

wife? Toplady did not hesitate to brand Wesley as the greatest 

sinner in the cities of London and Westminster; ]f and it is doubt 

less upon the evidence of Mrs. Wesley that he based his eharge. 

Was he sincere in this, or was he seeking by any means to score 

off his enemy? It may well be that Toplady was genuinely dis 

gusted with Wesley, that he truly believed him to be what his 

wife represented. Moreover it is possible that he had no knowledge 

that the documents produced by her were stolen - though he might 

have paused to ask himself how they were obtained, and why some

of them were only copies. One must, however, remember that
whilst 

Toplady was a bachelor and that/his sense of chivalry was deeply

stirred by feminine distress he was, nevertheless, unacquainted 

witn that fury which springs from w love to hatred turned", 

it is much easier to believe ill of those whom we dislike than 

those we admire. Whatever Toplady's real motive may have been, 

it is known only to himself; and if charity acquits him of 

deliberately vilifying Wesley, charity must also absolve Wesley 

from the heinous charges laid against him. Generosity towards 

Toplady must not be obtained at the cost or justice to Wesley.

} A Letter to the levd. mr. John Wesley, v.5,p. 321 
ibid Works vol. 5. page 316
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One thanks God for Toplady f s diary and particularly for his 

hymns. Without these, Toplady would appear to "be nothing more 

than a fire-eating repellent controversialist, whose "bitter and 

venomous tongue caused his good to "be evil spoken of. Toplady 

wrote the grandest prayer set to music, - let us forget all else 

but that, ffor, as W.H. Titchett, LL.D., in his "Wesley and his 

Century" points out, "The controversy is long dead: but the temper 

in which it was conducted is an enduring scandal to religion, lyhat 

can "be more amazing than the spectacle of two deeply religious men* 

one of whom had written"Rock of Ages" ~ a hymn which the Church 

of Christ will sing till earthly hymns are no longer needed - and 

the other had written one of the greatest sacred lyrics, "The £od 

of Abraham praise" - abusing each other with the temper and 

language of angry fishwives?" j

I "Wesley and his Century" page 385,
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(Preliminary (Xbseryations)



Chapter 6. 

TOPLADY THE 

(Preliminary Observations.)

When one reads the hymns of Toplady the wonder grows that 

they are not tetter known. One is puzzled te account for this

fact; for "by the neglect of Toplady hymnody is quite definitely*
impoverished. Looking through the hymnals of the various 

denominations I was suprised to find so few of Toplady's 

compositions. Even the He vised Church Hymnary - which might 

have been expected to lean towards the writings of one who 

considered himself*so ardent a supporter of Calvin - gives hut 

four: "Rock of Ages","Your harps ye trembling saints","A Debtor 

te Mercy alone", and "A Sovereign Protector I have": whilst the 

Kethodist Hymn-book includes two, "Hock *f Ages" and "Object of 

my first desire".

"Rock of Ages" undoubtedly ranks amongst the greatest of 

hymns and is Toplady 1 s masterpiece. Prejudiced indeed, would be 

a selection committee that passed over this perennial fount of

consolation and encouragement. It has been sung by multitudes:
% 

it has fired the emotions of the crowd: it has solaced the

tormented spirit of the solitary seeker after God: it has given 

the peace of pardon te the penitent. In short, it has plumbed 

the deeps of human emotions as few other hymns have been able to 

do. This no doubt accounts for the fact that Communions of widely 

differing theological tenets have been able to include it in their 

hymnals. Why then has so scant regard been paid to his other



works? seeing that one of his Ijymns has secured universal 
recognition and immortal fame. It is true that nothing else 

he wrote has the same endearing quality as "Rock of Ages*, but 

many of his other hymns are truly excellent and are deserving of 

much wider recognition. Including his "Juvenile Poems" he wrote 

well over a hundred hymns - the bulk of which are forgotten.

In saying this, I cannot escape the conviction that they are-* 4.
"forgotten 11 simply because they have never "been known. Like all

* _
authors,not all he wrote is of equal value, indeed some of it

is simply doggerel. George Whitefield said of certain of Charles

Wesley's hymns that they "were very bad"; he could with equal..i*
truth have said the same of some of Top lady's. Considered nuaer-

» 
ically Toplady's output is not large/ particularly is this so

when one recalls the prodigious labours of Chartes Wesley and 

Isaac Watts: yet his best is not inferior to their best and if
.1

I had to arbitrate twixt Watte's "When I survey the wondrous 

Cross", Charles Wesley*s "Jesu,lover of my soul", and Toplady's 

"Eock of Ages", I would ascribe first place to"Roek of Ages"f 

but at the same time I hasten to assert that nothing else 

Toplady wrote efuals either "Jesu, Lover of my soul", or "When 

I survey the wondrous cross". Moreover these two great hymns
X

are not so outstanding amongst the compositions of their authors

as is Toplady's "Hock of Ages'1 amongst his. I do not imply that 

in comparison Toplady's work is of mediocre character, but that 
whilst much is of high order it is, nevertheless f not of so high

an order as the general standard set by Wesley and Watts,
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Briefly, the position is this; some of Toplady's hymns are poor, 

many good, a few excellent, and one that justly entitles its 

author to rank amongst the immortals. So one must ask again,

Why are so few of Top lady's compositions to be found in thj?^-
• • 

various Church hymnaries? The question is very difficult to
«. 

answer. It cannot be that the quality of his hymns isfctoo poor;

(hymns are to be found in most hymnals that are unworthy of 

inclusion, and which are far below Toplady 1 s standard). It cannot 

be said that they fail to obtain recognition because of literary 

defect; nor yet because some are controversial in character* 

This latter quality might be presumed to have secured for them 

a prominent place within the Communions which hailed Toplady
*

as defender of the faith, and,as such,so doughty a champion of 

orthodoxy. As hymns with definite Arminian bias abound in 

the hymnals of the Methodist Churches one would have thought it
m>

reasonable to assume that the supporters of the doctrine of 

"free Grace" would have included Toplady's hymns in their 

compilations if only as a counter-blast.

The only explanation that I can volunteer is that the 

setting and the time of publication were not propitious. Many 

of Toplady's hymns are excellent devotional reading * combining 

all the qualities that go to the making of a great hymn - and 

yet they are unknown. It is possible that the bitterness with 

which he conducted his controvery caused many to turn from all 

his work, thinking it impossible that so tempestuous a spirit 

as his could compose hymns that cojild bring peace, tranquillity
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and assurance to an enquiring heart. And yet his hymns combine 

all these qualities together with unction, warmth and power in a 

really remarkable degree. Dr. Ryle, one time Bishop of Liverpool* 

writes: "Of all English hymn writers, none, perhaps, have succeeded 

so thoroughly in combining truth, poetry, life, warmth, fire, 

depth, solemnity, and unction as Teplady has". | This is high 

praise, particularly from one of balanced judgment. I
i 
i

I have already suggested that "the setting and time I 

of publication were not propitious 1*, but even more than these is 1 

the fact that Toplady died young and had for his biographer one 

who was entirely dispossessed of all those qualities that are needed! 

to secure a reading public. The biography - as already shewn » i
kf5

is studded with mistakes and the hymns are arranged so haphazardly 

as to prejudice the reader at the outset. We are indebted to this 

gentleman for collecting Toplady's hymns and giving some that 

had previously been unpublished - although he does not include 

all Toplady wrote -but no one could truthfully offer congratulation 

for work well done. By far the greater part of the Broad Hembury 

hymns were first published in the"Gospel Magazine" / an organ 

definitely Calvinist in tone, and in consequence they were not

| "Christian Leaders of the Last Century" page 383

/ The Sospel Magazine or Spiritual Library was founded in 
1716 with a Mr. Gurney as editor; it was discontinued in 
1772, but two years later re-appeared under the editor 
ship of Mr. Mason as the Gospel Magazine or Treasury of 
Divine Knowledge,



likely to reach many who were not of cavinist persuasion. Against

this a critic might assert that Charles Wesley's hymns were

published with an Arminian public in mind, and yet they have survived.*

T0 this I would reply that only a fraction of Charles Wesley f B 

hymns are to "be found in the new Xethodist Hymn Book; and further 

Wesley established a Church whose members were pledged to the 

doctrines taught by the hymns of his brother', Toplady left no such 

community. He had his admirers but he did not found a Church. 

This argument y 1 am aware f is not overwhelmingly strongs Watts 1 8 

hymns are remembered along with many others, whose author^ did not 

found a Church; yet in the main I would hold my argument to "be 

valid - namely,that Charles Wesley was the singer of a Hevival thatc - 

gained in momentum with the passing of the years, and that the Church 

which was liter to bear the name "Wesleyan", became the vehicle
ItrhicJi.

through^Charles Wesley's hymns were carried to the uttermost ends 

of the earth.t

After the passing of two centuries it is not easy 

rightly to appraise the psychology that caused Toplady as a hymn- 

writer to be - apart from one hymn - almost unknown. Unquestion 

ably it is upon "Rock of Ages" that his fame rests.

As none of the hymns appear to have been dated the 

only clue to their chronology is the time ©f their appearance in

print* and this is only possible in a few instances; In the last
* 

Volume of'the works of Toplady his hyms are gathered together

under various neads. All told they number 121 (all he wrote are 

not included) and the bulk of these are attributed to him in



his early youth. It Is impossible to dogmatise but it seems 

fairly safe to assert that Toplady's youthful attempts hare been 

mixed up witn his more mature efforts. As the record stands, of 

121 poems all but 32 of them were"written between fifteen and 

eighteen years of age".j under tue heading of "Poems on Sacred 

Subjects" which number 89, there are 42 "Juvenile Poems", 15 

Hymns of Thanksgiving", 15 "Paraphrases of Select Farts of Holy 

Writ", 7"Epitaphe on the death of friends", and 10 others "not 

properly reducible to any of the preceding heads". / After these 

there follows 32"Hymns written on Sacred Subjects and Particular 

Occasions", How far these titles and sub-divisions are the work 

of the biographer, the editor, or of Toplady, it is impossible 

to say. It is interesting to record that this last section 

contains hymns that did not come from Toplady's pen. Reference 

has already been made to this fact and will be again when Toplady 4
'*

indebtedness to Charles Wesley is being discussed. I am not heae
*

or later,suggesting deliberate plagiarism; with so careless an 

author as Toplady*s biographer such confusion of Toplady's own 

work with that of others that was found amongst Toplady f s possess 

ions is not suprising. Toplady has suffered much at the hand 

of his well meaning but incompetent friend', it would be most 

unjust to saddle him with responsibility for the way in which his

Works. Yol. 6 page 305.

Works. Vol. 6 page 384.
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literary remains has "been presented to the world. Yet, the 

"official collection" does not only contain compositions of 

Charles Wesley; other authors have had their works wrongly 

attributed. But of the thirteen hymns given in the list headed 

"Hymns written on Sacred Subjects" which are not from the pen

of Toplady nine are the work of the Singer of the Methodist

Revival. *
Hymn JTo.

0 When shall we supremely blest 7 
Thy anger for what I have done It 
I groan from sin to be set free 11 
Tis pleasant to sing 12 
Christ whose glory fills the skies 20 
What tho* I cannot break my chain 
Jesus what hast Thou bestowed 
father I want a thankful heart 
The power of hell lit

The other four are:-•
Astonished & distressed by B. Beddome 6
Source of Light by W. Shirley If
What in Thy lore possess I not? by P.Gerhardt 26
Come Holy Ghost our Souls inspire 1 ., v;

which is a ninth century Latin Hymn translated by Dr. Cosin, 

one time Bishop of Durham. Toplady only very slightly emends 

Dr. Coein's translation.

In his list of hymns wrongly attributed to Toplady 

Daniel Sedgwick places the number as high as thirty, and of 

these,seventeen are Charles ¥esley*s. I have not, however,
se

found these other hymns in Toplady's "Works". A most careful 

search of the six volume edition (1825) reveals only those 

already mwted. In 1860 Daniel Sedgwick published "Hymns and 

Sacred Poems on a Variety of Divine Subjects" which he claimed



comprised "the whole of the Poetical remains of the Revd. 

Augustus ¥ Toplady". This work is very largely the hymns 

and poems contained in the 1825 edition of the "Works", 

although there are certain additions and emendations* He 

adds a new section "Hymns of Invitation" which contains eight 

hymns, but two of these are found in the sixth volume of 

Toplady f s Works amongst the "Juvenile Poems on Sacred Subjects*. 

Also amongst the "Occasional Pieces en the Death of Jriende*
,. .w. ^

two tributes are to be found which the 1825 edition did not 

give. One "On the death of Jtr, f. JL. " and the other "On the 

Death of the Bight Honourable Williamf Sari of Harrington% 

light more hymns omitted from volume six are interspersed 

throughout the first three sections, these I will give below 

together with the page on which they are to be found ia 

Sedgwick's compilation.

Ky yielding heart dissolves as wax P. 27 

thorn have I in heaves? p. 40 

Beneath Thy cool refreshing Shade P. 43 

0 might my groans as Incense rise p. 44 

Surely Christ Thy Griefs hath borne P. 71. 

When thou, 0 Sinner art p. 72 

Wherewith 0 Saviour P. 84 

Who, Lord thy glorious 'ace shall see? P. 98 

Sedgwick claimed that his list is complete, but I cannot 

find two hymns which appeared ia the "Gospel magazine"



and which Thomas Tright attributes to Toplady:

"Since my "Redeemer's name is lore" and 
"Complete in Christ'%

r»

It may be that Sedgwick is not satisfied that Toplady was 

the author; for he gives in his last section many hymns that 

Toplady wrote but which are omitted from the "Works", Certain

of Toplady's later hymns first appeared in the Gospel ^'agazine;
H

some "bearing no signature, others the non-de-plume ""Minimus"? 

these Sedgwick includes in his compilation. The following list 

gives the year of publication in the "Gospel ^agazine", the 

number of the page in Sedgwick 1 s Compilation, and the number of 

the page in the Collection fourd in Tolurae six of the "forks'1 .

"Gospel Magazine "Works"
or Vol.6

Spiritual Library" Page

Offspring of God
How happy are we
Ting of Glory
A debtor to mercy alone 402
Formed for Thyself
Jesus Immutably the same
Thou fountain of bliss
0 tis sweet employ
Why lord art thou so kind
"Pou^ht with a price
Giver of every perfect gift
Awake sweet gratitude
The Father we bless 400
Whom have T in heaven*?
Encompassed with clouds 399
From whence this fear
Your harps ye trembling saints 407
Compared with Christ 406

"Gospel Magazine or 
Treasury of Divine Knowledge"

Happiness, thou lovely name 398
I saw, & lo a countless 395
Eternal Hallelujahs 414
How vast the benefits 415
What though my frail eyelids 412
Rock of Ages 413

Sedgwick*s Date 
Compilation

135
136
139
140
141
142
143
146
148
148
149
150
151
153
164
155
156
158

1771

i

=1
j« 

II

1772

158 
9i

159
160
161
163

1774
it
i
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Manifest thy lore for ever, 
Fence us in on erery side; 
In distress be our reliever; 
Guard, and teach, support and guide: 
Let thy kind effectual grace, 
Turn our feet from evil ways; 
Show thyself our new creator, 
And conform us to thy nature.

Be our friend on each occasion;
Ood, omnipotent to save]
When we die, be our salvation;
When we're buried be our grave:
And, when from the grave we rise.
Take us up above the skies;
Seat us with thy saints in glory,
There forever £o a-dore thee. H [

With this hymn one can compare the teaching of certain 

of his others.

•Sweet Spirit of grace, 
Thy mercy we bless,
For thy eminent share in the council of peace; 
Great agent divine 
To restore us is thine, 
And cause us afresh in thy likeness to shine. 11 {

•Thy office is to enlighten man, 
And point him to the heavenly prize; 
The hidden things of God explain, 
And chase the darkness from our eyes."

*Sav**urf I thy word believe, 
My unbelief remove; 
Vow thy quickening Spirit give, 
The unction from above: 
Show me,Lord, how good thou art, 
My soul with all thy fulness fill: 
Send the witness, in my heart 
The Holy Ghost reveal.

| Tol. 6. pages 403*4 : | Ifcid. Page 400
•) Vol. 6 page 324. / This same Terse is found in hymn 18 page

409,



Dead in sin, 'till then I lie, 
Bereft of power to rise; 
•Till thy Spirit inwardly 
Thy saying blood applies: 
How the nighty gift impart, 
Ky sin erase,my pardon seal; 
Send the witness, in my heart 
The Holy ghost reveal.
K

Blessed Comforter, come down?
And lire and more in me;
Make my every deed thine own,
In all things led by thee:
Bid my er'ry lust depart,
And with me 0 rouehsafe to dwell:
Faithful witness, in my heart
Thy perfect light reveal." f

The doctrine of the Holy Spirit is not an easy one 

to enunaiate, and has been a bone of contention from the 

early Christian centuries. Toplady is soundly trinitarian, 

but it might be questioned whether he does not drift into 

Tritheism, he seems to think in terms of three separate 

entities, and nowhere does he face up to the problem of 

what is meant by "Person" in the doctrine of the Trinity. 

There is just a suggestion of a hierarchy in the Trinity,
s

God the Father first, the Son subordinate to the Father, and 

the Holy Spirit completing the work of the Son. 

Toplady*s DOCTRISB OF SI¥ AJTD GRACE:

With this doctrine of sin and grace there ia,0f 

necessity,embraced the doctrine of Man. Toplady's doctrine 

of man is painted ia black, pure and unrelieved. Man is a 

sinful worm, a fallen helpless creature, by nature blind,

f Works. Vol. 6 page 403



corrupt in the inward parts; be is deserving only of Hell. -»* •
In his hymns Toplady does not face up to the question why man 

is corrupt and worthy only of hellj he is content to state • ** 

that man as a sharer in Adam's sin is deserving only of eternal 

death. In "both his hymns and his polemiaa ftoplady does not 

see where his dogma is leading him; in the last analysis he * 

really denies sin for he attributes everything to God, flatly 

denying any freedom of the will, and in consequence all moral 

responsibility.

"Lord is not all from thee?" ^ r 

In this same hymn he goes on to speak of his depraTity and to>v% 

show that whatever virtue he may possess it is the gift of grac<

"I cannot speak a word, 
Or think a thought thats good,
But what proceedeth from the Lord; ; 
And cometh forth from God, '

Jesus I know full well,
What my "best actions are:
They'd sink my grievous soul to hell,
If unrefined they were.

I of myself have nought
That can his justice please*
Not one right word, nor act, nor thought^
But what I owe to grace." - 1

« va% a-.. *

¥an, as a sharer in the corruption of Adam's seed, is justified 

by the righteousness of Christ;
*s

"As all when Adam sinned alone. 
In his transgression dy'd, 
So by the righteousness of one 
Are sinners justify'd." |

In this Toplady is truly Pauline, though the portion of the

it

| Works vol. 6 page 364 \ Ibid, page 354



seed of Adam which is regenerate are "those whom his soul 

delights to defend", | and these are they whose salratioa
•m

has been decreed from all eternity*

•Sorrows and agonies and death» 
Thou didst endure for me, 
Wnen all the sins of God's elect, 
Were made to meet on the6." f

Nothing that man can do can in any way bring him to God, only
V

fyn
gface can

•A fallen, helpless creature take, 
And heir of thy salration make." |

Ifan is

"A debtor to mercy alone"a | 

for his heart is

•The seat of erery sin" , / 

from it proceeds

"Distrust, presumption, artful guile, 
Pride, enyy, slayish fear."

But Toplady rejoices "that where sin abounded, grace did 

much more abound:" £ for writes he 9

"Grace was giTen us in him, 
Before tne world began."

and this grace cannot fail§

"Hot one of all the ohosen race 
But shall to hearen attain: 
Partake on earth the promised grace, 
And then with Jesus reign." f

the elected sinner's name is printed indelibly on the heart

522!' ™'*6 ' SS- i Ibld ' pa«e 41°- t
Works. Vol.6. 402. / " « 401 /" ' 401Ibld ' pa«e 41°- t Ibid - 316

" « 401 / 
Romans 5: 20. A.V. " * 415 f « 415



of God, who will uphold him through time and eternity.

"liy name from tne palms of his hands 
Eternity will not erase j 
Impressed on his heart it remains , 
In marks of indelible grace; 
Yes, I to the end shall endure 9 
As sure as the earnest is giren; 
More happy but not more secure* 
The glorified spirits in hearen." }

The Pauline doctrine of Justification by faith is precious 

to all those who know by experience the truth of which he 

writes. "Therefore being justified by faith we hare peaee 

with God, through our Lord Jesus Christ" 9 this was the 

first fruits of the Gospel to Toplady and in his Poem number 

13 he pleads

"JTow let me lire through Jesu's death, 
And being Justified by faith, 
May I hare peace with God. 1* f

But it is in "Rock of Ages" his best known hymn that he 

most effeetirely expounds this precious theme. After the 

extrayagances and ragaries of a so called "Christian Humanism* 

it is good to return ,as Barth has done, to this central truth 

of the Christian faith . Too long hare men been encouraged 

to lift themselres nearer God by tugging at their shoe-laces: 

this acrobatic feat has accomplished nothing - unless to 

comrinoe man of his own inadequacy is an accomplishment.

"When I am weak, then I am strong; 
And when my all of strength shall fail, 
I shall with the God-Man prerail."

So sang Wesley and so (in other words) sang Toplady; widely

Works. Vol. 6 pages 402*3. { ibid 318, 
JTew Methodist Hymn Book Hymn ITo. 339



as they differed on some things they were at one in this*

If the judgment of certain writers is to be accepted, 

the hymn "Bock of Ages" is Toplady's only claim to fame. 

W.f. gtead in "Hymns that have helped" volunteers this opinion, 

•It is probable that before he died he still had no conception 

of the relatire importance of his own work. But today the 

world knows Toplady only as the writer of these four Terses. 

All else he laboured over it has forgotten, and,indeed, does 

well to forget." If this observation had been limited to 

Toplady's controversial writings I would hare heartily endorsed 

Mr. stead 1 s Judgment; but baring read Toplady's hymns I assert» 

unhesitatingly, that although not of the standard of "look of
*•

Ages"they are of infinitely greater worth than many that are•tr

to be found in most hymnals.

Yet, it is four verses that enables Toplady to rank 

amongst the immortals f for although they were directed against 

Wesley's doctrine of "Entire Sanctifieation", and were first 

published in mmost unpromising setting | they yet plumb the 

deeps of human hearts in a way that very few other "hymns have 

been able to do. Men and women tormented by the futility of 

self-effort have turned to the Rock of Ages with new hope and 

hare found in their deliverance from sin's guilt and power 

peace and strength. What zeal and tears could not do, they 

found done for them,by Him who oould clothe their nakedness 

with the garment of His righteousness.

| Toplady is engaged in an acturarial calculation. He is
seeking to discover the number of sins a man may commit
during his life time. At 70 the number was 2,207,5to,000



Although this hymn has received almost universal 

approbation there have not teen wanting those who could only 

see its faults. John ludson in the National meview for 

August 1888 is rery trenchant in his criticism. He writes: 

"It seems a medley of confused images« and accumulated, if 

not misapplied metaphors - "cleft rock", "riven side"* "to 

thy Cross I cling", "to the fountain fly". What is the 

precise meaning of"double cure"? Is the curative agent or 

the thing cured double? i.e. does It refer to"Water and blood, 

or "guilt and power" of sin? And surely to cleanse from power 

is an odd expression! The hymn does not make clear to the 

reader whence the writer took his idea*" i Against this 

hyper-critical and cold analysis there can be put the judgment 

of no less a scholar than Professor Saintsbury, T.Jt.S.L. - 

"Every wordy every syllable f in this really great poem has its 

place and meaning," % A.C. Benson on returning from the 

funeral ©f Gladstone wrotei "To have written words which should 

come home to people in moments of high, deep, and passionate 

emotion,'consecrating, consoling, uplifting.....there can 

hardly be anything worth better doing than that." Waiving 

for the time any consideration of its polemical value as a 

denial of the doctrine of entire sanctification, it yet must 

be noted that its essential Calvinist emphasis is rightly 

placed. Two fundamental truths of the Gospel ring out with 

unmistakeable clearness; the awfulness Of sin and the utter 

helplessness of the sinner. It is these two truths expressed 

with such beauty and passionate intensity that have secured

for the hymn a secure place amongst deathless verse.

t * X Quoted from "Songs of Praixe Discussed" p. 557



The following fire hymns were not published in the

gedgwick , 8
Vol. ri Compilation 
Page

* /

When Languour & disease inrade 420 163

Deathless- Principle 422 165
•* 

Courage, my soul 16?

0 Precious blood 405 168
*• 3*

Holy Ghost, dispel our sadness 403 169. 

in the year 1759 three hymns appeared in the "Gospel Magazine", 
hut later were rerised and republished in that Journal of 1771 

and 1774.

"¥ork»"Vol. VI TITLE "GOSPEL SKDGWIC3C»S 
PAGE MAGAZIKE" COMPILATION
— " **" 

326 Emptied of earth April 1771 page 30
4 

* »

354 0 Thou who didst &c May 1771 «

415 Surely Christ thy «
griefs hath "borne Deer. 1774

Sedgwick thus presents Toplady as giring to the world 

124 hymns; three more than the total in the 1825 edition of the 

"Tosks" The small difference is readily understood when it is 

remembered that Sedgwick did not only add to the hymns contained 

in Tolume six, but also reraored those that Toplady's biographer 

had wrongly attributed to him. For eonrenience of comparison 

I hare made the following tabulation.



PETITIONARY HY1OTS,

SEDGWICT'S 
COMPILATION 

PAGE

5
6
6
7
7
9
9
11
13
14 
IB

16
17

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
30
31
31
32
33
34

36
38
39
42
46
46
47
48
49
50
51

TIRST LIKE

Refining Puller
Father of Lore
Lord let me not Thy courts
Jesus "by whose grace I Lire
God of Lore, whose truth & grace
Lord shouldst Thou weigh
Jesus since I with Thee am one
Sari our I Thy word "believe
Great God, whom hearen
0 that my heart was right with God
Pilot of the Soul •
0 that my ways were made
Father to Thee in Christ I fly
Supreme High Priest
Jesus My Saviour
Compassed by the foe
0 may I never rest
From Justice's consuming flame
Ah give me Lord
I life my heart & eyes to thee
Chained to the world
0 when wilt Thou my saviour fee?
Jesus the light impart
Emptied of earth I fain would "be
Lord we invite Thee here
$y soul canst thou no higher rise?
Thou unexhausted mine of "bliss
0 Thou that nearest the prayer
Bring the kingdom Lord make haste
Redeemer, whither should I flee
Lord stand not off
Jesus, God of lore, attend
Come from on high
Lord is not all from thee
Prom thy supreme tribunal, Lord,
Jesus thy feet I will not leave,
Thou sun of righteousness
Lord, I feel a carnal mind
Hail, faultless model,
Now Lord, the purchased pardon
Shouldst thou "be strict
Jesus thy power I fain would feel

"WORKS 11 
Vol.6 
PASS
«j w

309
309
310
310
311 '312
312
314
315

31$
317
318
318
318
320
321
322
323

324
324
325
386
387
3217
328
329
329
330
331
331
333
334
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
340
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SEDG¥ICX f S 
COJCPILATIOff

PAGE

52
54
54
56
58
59
60
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

HYOTS OF TTMKSGIVOTG

"¥ORJCS
PIHST LOTS Vol.6

PAGE
, i

Hot to myself I owe 342
The sky's a veil 348
Lo the God-"by whom salvation 34'4
Glorious union, God unsought 345
Father creator of mankind 346
Jesus, thou try'd foundation stone 347
Praise the Lord 348
Hy soul with blessings unconfined 349
Earnest of future bliss 349
Immoveable our hope remains 350
Amplest grace in thee I find 351
Gracious Creator thy kind hand 352
Fountain of never ceasing grace 353
0 Thou who didst thy glory leave 354
Eternal God, the thanks recete 355

PARAPHRASES

69
74
75 
78 
ft
80 
fil
81

17
90

General Praise to God be given 
Low at thy feet
Author of all in earth and sky- 
Beloved of God
Consider Lord my just complaint 
My hearty whenere I lift my eyes 
Ye friends and followers of God 
Ye kine of Bashan 
Princes have persecuted me 
Zion awake put on thy strength 
Set the loud trumpet to thy mouth 
Who Lord confide in thee 
Our holy Father,all thy will 
0 God, my God thou art 
Let thy loving mercy, Lord

357
359
360
362
363
364
365
365
367
368
369
371
372
373
375



SEDWICK'S 
COMPILATION 
PAGE

OCCASIONAL PIECES 
OH THE DEATH OP

JIRST LIKE VOL. 6
PAGE

110
111
113
116
118
119
120

If candour, merit, sense or virtue dies 377The debt of nature 377The rotes of light our sister wears 378Hearken the Saviour's voice at last 379Hail happy youth 381Thrice happy they who sleep in God 381The crown of righteousness is given 382

AIT APPEKDIX

122
123
124
125
127
129
130
107
107
131

First Line

Look back my soul
Is there a man whose daring hand
Redeemed offender, hail the day
Can my heaven born soul submit
Behold the awful day comes on
Can ought below engross my thought?
Dying Redeemer slaughtered Lamb
How blest I am, no snare I fear
Soldier of the living God
Fickle and changeable man

394

386
387
388
390 "391
391
392
393



HYMNS Off SACRED SUBJECTS.

IS AIM'S 
&

EYOTS

304

SEDGWICX'S 
COMPILATION 

PACES

96
158
154
151

22
22
295
288
155

206

271
309
308

140
169

168

158
156
24

167

161
163
159
160 
fl

163
165

FIRST LIKE

00me Holy Ghost
I saw and lo a countless throng
Happiness thou lorely name
Encompassed with clouds of distress
Thee Father we "bless
Astonished and distressed
0 when shall we supremely blest
Thy anger for what I hare done
A debtor to mercy alone
Holy Ghost dispel our sadness
I groan from sin to be set free
Tis pleasant to sing
0 precious blood
At anchor laid, remote from home
Compared with Christ
Your harps ye trembling saints
I lift my heart and eyes to* Thee
Courage my soul, HehoTah speaks
Source of Light~& power divine- "
Christ whose glory fills the skies
What tho 1 my frail eyelids refuse
Rock of Ages i
Eternal Hallelujahs
How vast the benefits divine
Surely Christ thy griefs hath borne
What in thy lore possess I not
The power of hell
What tho f I cannot break my chain
Jesus what hast Thou bestowed
Father I want a thankful heart
When languor and disease invade
Deathless Principle arise

"WORKS** 
VOL.6
PASE v

395
395
398
399
400
401 4
401
402

403
404
405 
40$
406
406
407
409
410 
4U
411 f
413
414
415 
41-5 
416 
41? 
418
418
419
420 
4SS

9th century hymn translated by Dr
B. Beddome
W. Shirley
P. Gerhardt , ^
C, Wesley,

Cosin.

U.S. Psalms & Hymns for public and private Worship-was 
published for Toplady by S.& C. Billy in 1776,



I
Earlier in this chapter I hare said that certain 

of Toplady's compositions are poor, this is particularly true 

of his "burlesques. Were I to consult my preference I would

avoid all reference to these rather pitiful efforts, but must* ., f •
do so If I am to giTe a true delineation of both the man and 

his work. Nowkere does Toplady's poetic sense desert him 

more surely than in his attempts at satire. To evaluate them-,.,, 

any higher than pe«rile doggerel would be to sacrifice sincerity 

to courtesy. Moreover, as the, subject matter dates these
. • * »i« - »

effusions it is an excess of charity to suggest that they were
% ""*

written in childhood; indeed, the literary style of Toplady's 

boyhood diary is far in advance of these patnetic effusions. 

I will not demean Toplady by giving furtner notoriety to hie 

spiteful babbling by repeating a single sentence. Well would 

it have been if the "Gospel Magazine" had shewn a similar 

reluctance to stain its pages, )

\ bee "Gospel Magazine" 1809 pages 244-249
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Chapter 7, 

TOPLADY TH3 HYim 

Literary and Religious Characteristics,

It has already "been emphasised that Toplady was a 

hymn-writer of no mean order, for his work is possessed of 

"both endearing and enduring qualities. His "best hymns have 

all the essential characteristics of what Herbert called a 

"true hymn". | Most people know what they mean by a'Vgoor1 liymn% 

and yet would find it difficult to put their judgment into vrorde. 

As Dr. A.3. Gregory has observed "A hymn is not a thing of rigid 

definition". \ St. Augustine 1 s definition is well known, but

even it is not above criticism. It is at once excellent and
^

inadequate. It is much too narrow, and would,if strictly adhered 

to, exclude very many truly great hymns. Yet its chief emphasis 

is sound - "if it is not sung it is not a hymn". The chief

| It is not easy to evaluate successfully Toplady f s 
Poetical Remains in that (as previously mentioned) 
no clue is given as to the date of composition. 
Of the 121 hymns fou;;d in the ""Works" 89 are 
attributed to Toplady whilst a youth: and whilst 
any dogmatic denial of this classification, is, in 
the nature of things, impossible, it seems anly 
reasonable to assume that Toplady f s biographer is 
again in error; for amongst these 89 compositions 
are some of Toplady's best work. Tork which 
reveals a maturer mind than is possessed by a "boy 
of 15 years. I stress this point, because if many 
of the hymns were written at this eprly age,they 
were written before Toplady T s "Arminian prejudices 
received their effectual shock" and so accounts for 
theological differences which on wie i'ace of them 
are in-consistent.

| The Hymn-toook of the Modern Cnurch page 6.



characteristic of a hymn is that it is sung praise. Many 

of the items that enrich our mannuals 01 devotion are not 

trAly hymns, simply because they are unsuited to congregational 

singing.

If one is permitted a wide connotation of Amgustine's 

second can an "praises of <joa", so as to include not only God 

the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, "but whatever indirectly 

glorifies God, such as hymns of penitence, thanksgiving, and 

intercession! then the excellence of this ancient definition 

is more clearly revealed. "Svery feeling which enters into 

any act of true worship",writes John Ellerton,"may fitly find 

expression in a hymn. 11 . Toplady would have agreed; he sought

"through all the changing scenes of life
In trouble and in joy" n \

to sing God's praise.

Dr. Gregory in the "book to which I have just referred 

offers eight essentials of a good hymn: Sincerity, Reverence, 

Dignity, Beauty, Simplicity, Tervour, Truth of Doctrine, and 

Scriptural Language.This analysis commends itself to me 

as an excellent standard "by which to judge Toplady 1 s work; and 

"by this standard it will soon be apparent that Toplady is 

deserving of much greater recognition than he has received.

However much one may disagree with Toplady 1 s theological 

position or with the manner in which he upheld it, no one

can doubt his sincerity; and this quality glows throughout 

his hymns.

In seeking to apply this eightfold test to Toplady's 

hymns - or indeed to any other writer's - one has always to



keep clearly in mind the fact that all do not think and 

feel alike. Moreover some hymns are so inseparably wedded 

to a particular emotional experience that they "become po 

of a significance far beyond the range of any canon of 

criticism, further, one has also to recognise that in 

criticising hymns one is not only a "literary critic"} a 

hymn is not just * literature f . Judged "by certain literary 

standards the hymn "Jesus lover of my soul" is poor religious 

poetry; we cannot,for instance,deny that the first verse is 

one of mixed metaphor,>ut no one possessed of a modicum of 

religious sensitivity would say it was a poor hymn. So, at 

the outset I have to say that the ordinary canans of literary 

excellency are not applicable to hymns. "Hymns do not form 

a subdivision of poetry" writes the late Bernard Lord Manning, 

and goes on to say "They are a distinct kind of composition, 

neither prose nor poetry; they are, in a word, hymns; and I 

refuse to "be drawn any nearer than that to a definition. A 

hymn may "be poetry as it may be theology, it is not, of 

necessity, either," j

Tow, certain of Toplady's hymns are not truly hymns, 

they are excellent devotional reading, and whilst the writer's 

sincerity is revealed throughout his work, they are unsuited
3>k

to congregational use. The lonely soul feels the charm of 

and draws encouragement from the hymn "When Languor and 

disease invade", but it is definitely a composition for the 

bedside or the cloister. The hymn "I saw and lo a countless

I The Hymns of Lesley and 7atts" page 109



throng" is a fine paraphrase of Revelation chapter seven 

verses nine to seventeen; "but it is unfitted for congregational 

singing "by reason of its difficult metre; yet no one reading 

it can fail to catch, the fervour of Toplady's heart, or miss 

the mystical passion that glows throughout. His hymn on 

Judgment, "behold the awful Day comes on", is an enlargement 

of the famous "Dies Irae", and like it, it is not likely to 

"be found on the praise list of any modern choir. Further, 

Toplady's "Epitaphs" are not hymns. They are eulogies of 

particular persons, and,as such, were never intended to "be 

sunr*. jforeover, it is very questionable whether they are 

not out of place even in a manual of devotion. Doubtless had 

Toplady "been compiling such a manual or a hymn book he would 

not nave included these purely individual tributes.

It has "been suggested to me by a learned Professor 

of Divinity that I write "Toplady's tombstone"; "for" said 

my advisor, Ha controversialist so bitter as Toplady was far 

from the kingdom of Tod, and could not be a sincere hymnist. 

He was a good poet, "but was he a good man? a distinction must
*

be drawn between the hymn-writer as an artist and the hymn- 

writer as a man. It does not follow that because a man writes 

wonderful hymns or even compiles a manual of prayer that he is 

a good man. Literary and aesthetic accomplishments are not 

in themselves virtue." Fowl this is a truth none can gainsay. 

Literary excellency or the production of great Hymns is no 

guarantee of spiritual soundness or moral worth, and 

certainly when one reads of Toplady referring to a fellow



hymn-writer as "a low and puny tadpole in divinity" "actuated

"by Satanic guilt and Satanic shamelessness", the wonder grows
1=

that such a "sad polemist" should even desire to write hymns; 

and yet, after carefully reading "both Toplady's hymns and his 

polemics I cannot escape the conviction that he was not only 

a good poet, "but also a good man. His convictions were deep 

even though his views were narrow: so I am prepared to accept 

the testimony of an eminent Wesleyan Minister (who cannot be 

suspected of prejudice in Toplady's favour) that Toplady f s 

"sincere piety impressed all who knew him". Toplady's
*•

theological writings are not easy reading; the dogmatic and 

truculent strain that runs through them all - to say nothing 

of the scarifying personal a"buse which he hurls at his opponents 

antagonises the reader; yet to judge him on these alone is to 

get as false a picture as would "be drawn from judging him 

solely on his hymns. And so I cannot accept the advice given 

and write "Toplady's tombstone". Yflailst I cannot admire 

certain of Toplady's traits I question whether he was more 

than most of us a mixture of infirmity and grace. Of his ,. f r 

ambivalence none can have any doubt, "but dust and divinity 

is the inheritance of all the sons of Adam, so it ill becomes
4

any one of them to sit in judgment. So whilst gratefully

acknowledging the erudition of my counsellor, I still feel 
that Toplady as a singer was transparently sincere. H7ith

Cowper he would truly have prayed -•*

ff3Forgive the praise that falls so low 
Beneath the gratitude I owe: 
It means thy praise, however poor; 
An angel's song could do no more."
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JTot only was Toplady sin cere, he was noticeably 

reverent in his handling of the great religious themes. Thich 

reTerence is the more apparent when one compares his work 

with that of certain of his contemporaries, particularly 

the Moravians, Moreover Toplady f s reverence does not give 

one the idea of being "forced"; it stands out like a headland 

washed into prominence "by the tides of spiritual fervour. He 

knew those moments of which Charles Lesley wrote:-

"O'erwhelmed with Thy stupendous grace, 
I shall not in Thy presence move, 
But "breathe unutterable praise, 
And rapturous awe and silent love.

Pardoned for.all that I have done, 
Hy mouth as in the dust I hide,"

He knew that there are moments when the tongue is silent and 

the pen ceases to move; moments in which we pass from the 

nearer presence to the Presence that is "beyond, yet"closer 

to us than "breathing, nearer than hands and feet". In such 

a moment instinctively we castthe shoes from off our feet for 

the place whereon we stand is holy ground.

"A solemn reverence checks our songs, 
And praise sits silent on our tongues."

Yet, though he would have said with Gerhard Tersteegen, j

"Lo, God is herej Let us adore, 
And own how dreadful is this place; 
Let all within us feel His power, 
And silent bow before his face; 
^Q know Vis power, His grace who prove, 
berve him witn awe, with reference love."

his reverence was not only the reverence of "Quietism". He 

could sing in triumph, his"rapturdus awe" was not always 

expressed in"silent love". Listen to the reverent rapture

I German mystic. 1697 - 1769. "Gott ist gegenwartig"
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his "Ofcjept of my first desire"

"Object of my iirst desire, 
Jesus, cruciiied for me; 
All oo happiness aspire, 
Only wo be iounu in Jthee.

to praise and ±nee to know, 
Constitute my bliss below; 
Thee to see and Inee to love, 
Constitute my bliss above.

Lord it is not life to live, 
If tny presence rnou deny; 
Lord, if Tnou Tny presence give, 
'Tie no longer death to die,

Source and giver of repose, 
Only from fny smile it flows, 
i'eace and happiness are Thine; 
Mine they are, if Thou art mine.

Let me Tnit Thyself possess-- 
Total sum of happiness — 
Real bliss I then shall prove, 
Heaven below and heaven above."

Reacting from the gross irreverencies of the Moravians ( 

some of the hymn writers carried their senee of the fitness 

of things too far, and were in danger of toning down the 

glowing words of ardent Christian love. It is said that 

John T7esley hesitated to include his brother Charles T hymn 

"Jesu, Lover of my soul" in his "Collection"; and even today 

whilst both the Hethodist Hymn Book and the Revised Church 

Hymnary find room for Frank Fletcher's "0 Son of ? ran, our 

hero strong and tender," with its third verse beginning •

"Lover of Children, boyhood's inspiration, 
Of all mankind the Servant and the Eing."

( Cp. Southey's "Life of Tesley". "The most characteristic 
parts of the Moravian hymns are too shocking to be inserted 
here."



neither have found room for lines

"Lover of souls, to rescue mine 
Reveal the charity divine 

That suffered in my stead".
#

It is true that for some the word "Lover" has sinister
»

associations, but then there are very few words that could 

not "be degraded. Is hymnody to be impoverished for ever because 

of those whose hypersensitivity blinds them to the Pauline 

assurance,"that to the pure all things are pure."? Certainly 

John T/esley was divinely guided when he allowed his brother's 

great hymn to be published; the Christian Church has endorsed 

his action and the individual Christian is grateful. It is 

doubtless this conception of reverence that has caused editors 

to alter Faber's hymn "Sweet Saviour, bless us e'er we go" 

to "0 Saviour, bless us e'er we go", although they have allowed
sr

the last line of his hymn "Souls of men!" to remain unaltered,

"If our love were but more simple, 
¥e should take him at his word; 
And our lives would be all sunshine, 
In the sweetness of the Lord."

Of the two verses I would have preferred the latter to be changed,
*

for.apart from the idea of sickliness that sweetness so often 

conotes, the concepts of "sunshine" and "sweetness" are 

incongruous. Sunshine in the presence of the Lord ¥ould have

been much better; and also much nearer the Scripture teaching;
4"And the city hath no need of the sun, neit .er^the moon, ,to

shine in its for the glory of God did lighten it, and the lamb 

is the light thereof," j Although Toplady was somewhat given 

to the use of phrases which tend to cloy, none of these are

( Revelation 21i 23. cp. Revelation 22: 5
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to "be found in his hymns. They are all possessed of a strong ; 

masculinity. Occasionally phrases are fourd that would not 

find acceptance with a modern writer, but these are more due

to his theological tenets than to his want of reverence or
•

poetic finesse. furthermore,"bad taste is not irreverence" 

and whilst it is to be regretted, many examples of equally 

bad taste abound in hymn books simply because they breathe the 

language of the age of their composition, even though time has 

made ancient good uncouth. GowperVs hymn "There is a fountain 

filled with blood" is to a modern congregation simply ghastly
'Hf

imagery and only finds place in the modern hymnal because of 

its age and revivalist associations. Toplady*s verse on the 

same theme is, if anything, worse than Cowper's, he writess

"Foul as I am, deserving hell, 
Thou canst not from Thy throne repel 
A soul that leans on God: 
My sins, at Thy command, shall be 
Cast as a stone into the sea-— 
The sea of Jesu's blood." J

Qn the theme of the cleansing blood Toplady has written a great 

deal, but more will be said of that when we examine the 

theology that underlies it. Certainly it is not easy today 

to think of the Saviour's "agony and bloody sweat" and falmost 

instinctively one feels it to be something so awe-full and 

unutterable that it becomes impossible to sing about it; even 

if full understanding of its meaning could be assured. For my 

own part I cannot understand what "Watts means by "sacrificing

{ Poem XIII page 318: T/orks Vol. 6.



to His "blood", I suggest that the Terse would convey much 

more to the average Christian if it read:

"Jorbid it Lord that I. ihould "boast 
Save in the death of Christ my God: 
All the Tain things that charm me most 
I scorn them for the path He trod."

And yet! the elimination from hymnody of all reference 

to our Saviour's "blood is not to "be thought of: crude expressions 

and imagery must "be avoided, reTerence demands it, "but the great 

evangelical truth contained in the Pauline phrase "purchased
If:

with His own "blood" must not be lost. Such hymns as "Are you 

washed in the "blood of the Lamb?" and ""What can wash away my » . » 

sin?" may appeal to very few, "but hymns like "Just as I am 'without
»«

one plea","Souls of men why will ye scatter?", and "Rock of Ages 

cleft for me", - to mention but three which refer to the "blood 

of Christ - are the inheritance of Christendom, and one that 

cannot be sacrificed in the name of a pseudo culture. Moreover, 

it must not "be forgotten that hymns which may offend the taste 

of the many, may yet have been "blessed to the few. A scratched 

and "battered chalice may count for little to the materialist, 

but not so is it valued by those who through its agency have 

grasped and handled things unseen. The same is true of hymns. 

Anything that Jars or detracts from worship must be avoided. 

It is unhappily true that many congregations do not always

realise what they are singing, and so long as the tune is to
,1

their liking, whether it fits the words or not, they are 

content; with the result most hymn-books contain some appalling 

doggerel. It is almost unbelievable that such puerilities could 

be found within the same cover as ^atts 1 mighty hymn



"Join all the glorious names 
Of wisdom, lore and power, 
That ever mortals knew, 
That angels ever bore; 
All are too mean to speak his worth, 
Too mean to set our Saviour forth.

Great Prophet of my God, 
Ky lips shall "bless Thy name: 
By Thee the joyful news 
Of our Salvation came; 

* The joyful news of sins forgiven, 
Of hell subdued, and peace with heaven," \

A hymn that reminds one how inadequate is his best, Toplady 

realised the truth of this when he wrote his hymn "Praise 

the Lord, my joyful heart 1*. The hymn.is not comparable with 

that of "Jatts, but it emphasises the fact that man f s best 

praise is unworthy of its Object.

"Jesus, T the theme renew,
m " r Sidless priises are thy dues £'

Anthems equal to thy grace, * 
Saints and angels cannot raise.

I my worthless mite cast in, 
Here the song of heaven begins 
I th f eternal chorus join, 
Echoing the love divine.

Ever may I worship thee, 
Praise my sole employment be; 
Sing the virtues of the bloodj 
Bvery moment thank my Oo-d." |

Almost inseparable from reverence is dignity - the 

elevation and refinement of thought and language, so that 

all man's powers brin<r their due ineed of praise. Toplady*s 

work (both poetry and prose) is dignified. Even when he 

attacks his theological opponents he is dignified - he never 

descends to slang. / Indeed, some might say his style is

I Keth. Hymbk. 96. 4 ¥orks. Vol. 6. p. 349. 
/ This statement needs to be qualified when one things 

of Toplady f s burlesques but that is the only exception.



too dignified, in places almost oppressively so. Yet* if 

this "be true of his polemical writings, it is not true of 

his hymns. They are dignified "but not stiff or pompous. 

Even his youthful compositions are dignified,* certain of them 

may "be only rhymes, indeed doggerel, yet they do not offend* 

They have,at least, dignity in conception.

In turning to the idea of "beauty one must ask ir,7hat 

is a "beautiful hymn?", £s it to be found in its structure or 

in the sentiment it seeks to express? Is "beauty only the 

corollary of reverence and dignity? Time was when works 

were included in hymnals "because of their undoubted piety 

although they made no claim to beauty. Some of these are still 

to be found - their age entitling them to consideration - but 

today there is no need for a Selection Committee to fear a 

choice twixt Piety and "Beauty, for it has at its disposal 

such a wealth of sacred song that nothing common-place or 

tawdry ought to disfigure our manuals of devotion. To decide 

what is meant by a beautiful hymn involves an appeal to aesthet 

ics, and even then it may be difficult to establish a norm 

that would gain everybody's consent. Some poetry could be 

described as "pretty" rather than beautiful, for beauty is 

something much more durable than mere prettiness, Tennyson f s 

"Crossing the Ba^" is a beautiful hymn, so also is ? ratUieson f s 

"0 love that wilt not let me go!" or Benjamin laugh's Tow let 

us see Thy beauty Lord, as we have seen before", but all these 

and similar hymns could scarcely be called "great hymns"; they 

cannot be put along side of Toplady's "Rock of Ages", Charles 

Lesley's "Gome 0 Thou Traveller Unknown", Oliver»s "The God



of Abraham praise", or Tatts 1 "God is a name my soul adores:", 

They may have poetic finesse "but they have not the stamina of 

the "great hymns w « Had one "been reared on such as "JTow let 

us see thy "beauty Lord" - which set to the tune of "Sdgeware" 

is very popular today - one would scarcely have sung with the 

triumph of John Andreas Rothe "How I have found the ground f 

wherein, sure, my soul's anchor may remain;". So I would 

maintain that whilst beauty of form and sentiment are qualities 

not to "be despised, the truly permanent hymns possess these 

qualities and something more; they have solidity, and their 

very durability is the secret of the comfort with which they 

have "blessed the soul of succeeding generations.

Toplady's hymns are not marked by any particular 

beauty of structure, he keeps closely to the accepted metres. 

His paraphrase "I saw and lo a countless throng" is one of the 

very few of nis poems in which he departs from the prevailing 

standard. It should, however, be noted that nowhere in 

Toplady's hymns is there a breach of good taste in his choice 

of words. By the time he had commenced writing, English meaning
*

and usage had become more firmly established than in the days 

of Watts. (¥atts died at the age of 74 eight years after 

Toplady's birth.) Apart from the one phrase in "Hock of Ages" 

"TThen my eye-strings break in death:", I have found nothing in 

Toplady to which even a purist could take exception. Certainly, 

no tiling oo compare with

"Here every bowel of our o
soft compassion rolls."
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or
"His bowels are made of tenderness 
And erer yearn with love.".

It is a truism to say that words degenerate in meaning, 

nevertheless, there are no literary archaisms in Toplady 

that mar the beauty of his poetic style. The theology of 

his hymns is anotner mauler.

Simplicity is a mark of greatness: and in his 

hymns Toplady shews a directness and a simplicity that may 

be truly termed sublime. If less simple in his language 

that Watts he is not guilty of using the latinisms and high 

sounding phrases of Charles Wesley, He does not, for „ 

instance, use such words as "implunged" or "consentaneous";
uf.

some of his best hymns are those in which monosyllables 

predominate. I take, as example, one of his least known 

and one of his best known hymns.

"At anchor laid, remote from home, 
Toiling I cry, sweet Spirit come, 
Celestial breeze, no longer stay, 
But swell my sails, and speed my way.

Pain would I mount, fain would I glow
And loose my cable from below;
But I can only spread my sail;
Thou, Thou must breathe the auspicious gale," j

—---oOo—--

"Your harps, ye trembling saints, 
Down from the willows take: 
Loud, to the praise of love divine, 
Bid every string awake.

Tho f in a foreign land, 
We are not far from home, 
And nearer to our house above, 
*7e ev f ry moment come.

| Hymn 15. Page 406, TJ?orks. Vol. 6,



His grace will to the end,
Stronger and brighter shine;
TTor present things, nor things to come,
Shall quench the spark divine.

fastened within the vail, 
Hope "be your anchor strong; 
His lOTing spirit the sweet gale, 
That wafts you smooth along.

Or, should the surges rise,
And peace delay to come;
Blest is the sorrow, kind the storm,
That drives us nearer home.

The people of his choice, 
He will not cast away; 
Yet do not always here expect, 
On Tabor's mount to stay.

*7hen -we in darkness walk, 
l"or feel the heavenly flame; 
Then is the time to trust our God, 
And rest upon His name.

Soon shall our doubts and fears, 
Subside at his control; 
His loving kindness sha.ll break through 
The midnight of the soul.

llo wonder, when God's love, 
Perrades your kindling breast, 
You wish for ever to retain 
The heart transporting guest.

Yet learn in every state,
To make his will yofcr own;
And when the joys of sense depart,
To walk by faith alone.

"By anxious fears depressed, 
When from the deep ye mourn, 
"Lord why so hasty to depart, 
So tedious in return!"

Still on his plighted love, 
At all events rely: 
The very hidings of his face, 
Shall train thee up to joy.

Tait till the shadows flee;
Wait thine appointed hour:
Wait till the bridegroom of thy soul
•Reveals his love and power.



The time of love will come, when thou shalt clearly see,
JTot only that he shed his "bloodi 
But that it flowed for thee.

Tarry his leisure then, 
Although he seem to stay: 
A moment's intercourse with him, 
Thy grief will overpay.

Blest is the man, 0 God,
That stays himself on theej
"JTho wait for thy salvation, Lord,
Shall thy salvation see." jj

v/ith the exception of the words "auspicious 11 and "Celestial" 

"both poems have a simplicity which makes them understood 

"by every wayfaring man,

Nothing is mofe dispiriting than a lifeless service, 

and nothing contributes so surely to this end as the 

haphazard choice of hymns. The selection of a good "praise 

list" is no mean work of art, for unless the praise of a 

service

"teaches our faint desires to rise 
And "bring all heaven "before our eyes"

it has not "been truly praise. It is, of course, undeniable 

that a hymn which lacks fervour may "be fervently sung, 

particularly, if the tune is popular. Indeed! it is not too

j Hymn XVT Works Vol. 6* pages 407-8,

It is an interesting point that in his hymns Toplady 
makes very free use of commas, rarely does he end a 
line without one (even when the sense makes it quite 
unnecessary) often he uses a colon when a semi-colon 
or even a comma would have "been ^.dequpte. !Further 
he never uses a capital letter when using a pronoun 
in the place of the divine name.



much to saji that many congregations can "be so"earried away"

with a tune, that they forget what they are singing. How

easy it is with a tune like "Sagina" to forget the fervour,

grandeur and truth of Charles Lesley's "And can it be that

I should gain an interest in the Saviour's blood?"; with

such an inspiring tune how can one really grasp the significance

of such words as

"He left His Father's throne above 
So free, so infinite His grace, 
Emptied Himself of all but love 
And bled for Adam's helpless races 
'Tis mercy all, immense and free; 
For, 0 my Sod, it found out me!"?

or how can one to the strains of "Diadem" appreciate the 

reminder contained in the couplet

"Ye gentile sinners ne'er forget 
The wormwood and the gall:" ? j

Fowl whilst it cannot be gainsaid that certain hymns owe their 

immortality more to the tune to which they are wedded than to 

any particular virtue of thl*er own, it is a fact worth 

recording that the fervour of Toplady's hymns strikes one on 

reading. His "Chamber Hymn", "^/hat tho» my frail eyelids 

refuse" - perhaps better known as "Kind Author and ground of 

my hope" - is a case in point. Further^I have noted that 

althougn I have sung "Rock of iges" to various'tunes - even 

to some, which in my opinion, did not fit the words - yet on 

every occasion the fervour of tnis great prayer has impressed 

itself upon me despite the tune. Redhead's "Petra" or the 

even more plaintive "Wells" or "Petersburg", may ehhance the

These words now read "Sinners, whose lore can ne'er forget-.



fervour of the words , but not even the singing of a football 

crowd can quite destroy it.

It is unfortunately true that there are Gertain 

indivi duals and even congregations that are afraid of fervour, 

Confusing it, as they do, with unintelligent emotionalism, 

they strive to avoid it, and in the end attain a state of 

such spiritual impoverishment that they never know the real 

"joy of Salvation", Certainly we are not all constitutdd 

alike, and all cannot worship as our Salvation Army brethren

rejoice to, to the sound of a "brass band; but if the fires
A

of spiritual passion are damped down to a cold and formal

rectitude, it will be a long time before the Church moves ••
like a mighty army. Evangelical passion is the most clamant 

need of today, and fervour in worship aided by fervent hymns
i

can be the means whereby GrOd can "kindly a flame of sacred
•*•

love on the mean altar of our hearts 11 . ' James Hartineau, 

preacher, teacher, and philosopher, is not one who could be 

lightly accused of sentimentalism and yet, despite his 

Unitarian ism, he offers in the Preface of his "Hymns for 

Qhurch and Home" a fine apology for fervour in religious 

poetry,

"The Editor of a hymn-book will not think it 
necessary to graduate the fervour, the imaginativeness, 
the grandeur of the compositions admitted into his 
volume, by the cold, level, and prosaic condition of 
mind which may possibly prevail among some who use it.



Thus, to damp the fire down to the temperature of 
the fuel, seems to offer but a small prospect of 
kindling anything. Te must not thus forego the 
glorious power which art exercises in worship. Its 
peculiar function in connexion with religion is to 
substitute for the poor and low thoughts of ordinary 
men, the solemn and vivid images of things invisible 
that have revealed themselves to loftier souls, and 
to present the objects of faith before the gener?! , 
"mind in something of that aspect under which they rise 
up before the great artists of poetry and of sound. 
These gifted men are to lift us; we are not to depress 
them. In sacred music we acknowledge this principle 
at once; we confess that it is a noble thing, when we 
think of the origin of things, and call God the Creator, 
to have within us the mighty transitions of Hayden's 
genims instead of our own puny dreams; to have the 
incidents of sacred story glow and live before us at 
the touch of a power like that of Handel or Spohr; to 
find ourselves at such bidding, with the 'Shepherds 
abiding in the field', not far from the holy chant 
falling on the midnight air; or to hear in a voice, 
melting as Christ's, 'Come unto me, ye weary'; or, as we 
pass from bereavement to bereavement of this world, to 
be haunted as with a sudden peace, by the echo of that 
unearthly strain, 'Blest are the departed'. ITot less 
elevating is the poetry than the melody of faith, when 
it is equally left alone with its first fresh power, 
and no reduced halfway to prose as a condition of its 
entrance into worship."

If I was asked to sum up Toplady's hymns in a single 

word, I think the word would be'rapturous'. They are not all 

rapturous, but that is undoubtedly the prevailing undertone of his 

best work. Listen to the last verse of "Happiness, thou lovely

name:*
"TCMilst I feel thy love to me,
Ev'ry object teems with joy;
Here 0 may I walk with thee,
Then into thy presence diej
Let me but thyself possess,
Total sum of happiness]
Heal bliss I then shall prove;
Heaven below, and heav'n above." |

The third verse of the hymn ""Onward Christian Soldiers 

is often quoted in satire by those who can only see the divisions

No. 3. Works vol. 6 page 399



of the Church; they do not realise that the very hymn they 
quote is evidence of the essential unity of the Church. Xt

is found in the hymlibooks of denominations of widely differing 

traditions and theologian, "beliefs. Yet, this hymn written 

primarily for the Anglican Church by a high Churchman, is today 

the common possession of Christendom. In an article published 

in the "national Review" July 1903 Mr. Llev;ellyn Davies

"The composing of hymns is one of the surest signs 
of the spiritual life, and the use of hymns is a 
wonderful witness of Christian unity." (

and one might add the surest promise of a Church someday 

re-united. Yet, whilst differences of theological opinion 

do obtain it is obvious that hymns which contradict the 

basic tenet of any denomination must be excluded from that

denomination's hymnbook. Bishop Christopher Tordsworth
i 

rightly observes,

"Christian poetry ought to be a medium for the 
conveyance of Christian doctrine. A Church 
which forgoes the use of hymns in her office 
of teaching neglects one of the most eifie- 
acious instruments for correcting error, and 
for disseminating truth, as well as for 
ministering comfort and edification." f

John Lesley loo-ked upon his hymnbook as a"little body of 

experimental and practical divinity". His descendants 

apparently do tne same, for I notice that whilst the new 

Ifethodist Hymnbook gives two of Toplady's hymns, its 

predecessor gave' only one, the additional hymn is not

"The Cnurch, Dissemt and Nation". 

| "The Holy Year" pp. 32-3. (xxxii-xxxiii)



"A Debtor to mercy alone", although every Methodist could 

sing cheerfully verses one and two, - indeed they might havt 

"been written by Charles Wesley himself - it is the third 

verse would not be accepted:

"My name from the palms of his hands, 
Eternity will not erase; 
Impressed on his heart it remains, 
In mar-ks of inaellibie grace; 
Yes, I to the end shall endure, 
As sure as the earnest is given; 
More happy "but not more secure, 
The glorified spirits in heaven." j

Obviously no hymn"book, no matter how wide its sympathies t 

could include that verse and Charles Wesley f s

"Ah! Lord with trembling I confess, 
A gracious soul may fall from grace; 
The salt may loose its seasoning power, 
And never,, never find it more.

Lest that my fearful case should be,
Each moment knit my soul to Thee;
And lead me to the mount above,
Through the low vale of humble love." j>

As might be expected the Revised Church Hymnary includes 

"A Debtor to mercy alone" but not "Ah* Lord with trembling 

I confess" and in this is truly consistent. The two hymns 

reveal clearly and accurately the Calvinist and Arminian 

persuasion of the Church to which they belong. But the
»

amazing thing is the number of hymns common to both Churches,
» 

In essentials the Christian Church is truly "one in faith,

in doctrine, one in charity."

| Hymn no. IX Works. Vol. 6. page 402 

{ ITew Methodist Hymnbook Hymn }To. 480,
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Scriptural Languages " •

It could, I think,be validly maintained' that 

Scriptural language is not an essential of a good hymn; 

Scriptural allusions, perhaps, but not necessarily Scriptural 

language. But, whilst not essential it is unquestionably a 

Tirtue in a good hymn. The book that moulded ttie style of 

Bunyan, so that an almost illiterate tinker could write one 

of the greatest religious classics, has been the literary as 

well as the spiritual fount of inspiration of countless 

thousands. The majesty and purity of its diction are an 

inestimable asset to any who would sing "the Almighty power 

of God", who, in the fulness of time, sent forth His son, 

born of a woman, that He might reconcile the world unto 

Himself.

Toplady's hymns are full of Scriptural allusions, 

and occasionally he makes effeetire use of the actual text of 

Scripture. |

"Wounded in our stead he is, 
Bruised for our iniquities." ^

"Tfy Guardian, Stay and Leader be, 
?fy cloud by day, my fire by night." /

{ This is particularly true of his paraphrases, where 
of necessity his subject matter is Scriptural,

I Hymn XXV Works. lol. 6. page 416

/ Hymn XVII Works. Vol. 6 page 409 (Compare page 323 
"My lanthorn, guide and leader be, 
J'y cloud by day, my fire by night.")
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X wish, now, to look at those characteristics of 

Toplady's hymns that are not reducible to any of the fore 

going heads: to examine his similarity to Vesley, his almost 

entirely personal note, the quiet strain of mysticism that 

underlies his writings, and lastly - in the next chapter -
i '

his theology.

The fact that Sedgwick in his reprint of Toplady*s 

"Poetical Remains" gives a list of seventeen hymns of Charles 

Yfesley attributed to Toplady is significant; and speaks 

eloquently of the likeness of the two singers. In the 

compendium in Volume 6 of the "WGrks" I have been able to find 

only nine-of Charles Tesley's hymns (these are named on page /&£) 

Yet the fact that nine can be wrongly attributed shows that 

a strong similarity in style existed, His hymns have the tone 

and even the mannerisms of Charles V/esley. Whether this is 

dme to conscious imitation or not it is impossible to say, but 

it is not very probable that Toplady was fashioning himself 

after anyf it is much more likely that having been born into
•

a generation used to rhymed couplets and formal metres he moved 

easily in,what was to him,a natural medium of self-expression.

l"ot only the style but the subject matter* of the two hymnists
*

is strikingly similar. The following hymn might easily have 

come from the pen of Charles 7esley; indeed! when I first read 

it I immediately turned to see whether it was one that I had 

marked with the initials "C.¥. n and was suprised to find that 

it was not. The hymn is found amongst Toplady ! s youthful 

productions, but I feel that I am safe in asserting that it



is the expression not only of a mature mind, but of 

sound religious experience,

*'0 when wilt thou my Saviour "be, 
0 when shall I "be clean, 
The true, eternal sabbath see f 
A perfect rest from sin; 
Jesus, the sinner's rest thou art, 
7rom guilt and fear and pain; 
Thile thou art absent from my heart 
I look for rest in vain.

The consolations of thy word,
J Ty soul hath long upheld,
The faithful promise of the Lord,
Shall surely "be fulfilled:
I look to my Incarnate God,
'Till he his work "begin;
And ^ait till his redeeming blood
Shall cleanse me from all sin.

His great salvation I shall 
And perfect liberty: 
Onward to pin he cannot go 
\7ho e're Abides in thee; 
Added to the Redeemer's fold, 
I shall in him rejoice: 
I all his glory shall behold, 
And hear my shepherd's voice.

0 that I now the voice might hear,
That speaks my sins gorgiv'nj
His word is pass f d to give me here
The inward pledge of heav'n:
His blood, shall oveijall prevail,
And sanctify the unclean;
The grace that saves from future hell,
Shall save from present sin. J

Truly, this might well have found its place in the Fethodist 

Hymn book, in the section "The Christian Life - Christian 

Holiness" { or in the Revised Church Hymnary in the section 

"The Christian life - Prayer, Aspiration and Holiness"

7/orks. Vol. 6. Pages 324-5. Poem XXII

In the old rethodist Hymn book this section was called 
believers seeking full redemption".



much less worthy items are to "be f ouni in "both.

Like Charles "Lesley Toplady makes great use of 

the personal pronouns in his hymns, "by far the greater part
• V- •+

of which are prayers in Terse. The following precise 

abundantly evidences this. In the first section his 

"Petitionary Hymns" number 42 and of these all but three are 

in the first person. The other three,numbered 11, 25 oc 32, 

are the only ones in this section in which the plural "us" 

is to be found. Of the "Hymns of Thanksgiving" six out of 

fifteen contain the plural, whilst in the last section of 

32 hymns, ten use the plural "us"or "we". IProm this it is 

apparent that Toplady is mostly conscious of his personal needs, 

need of God's presesce, need of inward assurance, and need 

to give thanks.

In his polemical writings Toplady has but one theme, 

and that, the danger of Arminianism. The errors of this 

system of thought are "legion" and Toplady exhausts his 

vocabulary in railing against its tenets and those who professed 

them. Tot so his hymns! They are more theological than his 

"theological dissertations". The hymns reveal a sound orthodoxy 

unmarred by the inconsistencies that abound in his polemics: 

although here too Toplady is more emphatic about "election" 

than he is certain; and one cannot but wonder at the fmrvour 

of his "metrical" prayers if he was so sure of his election. 

"Thy so importunately pray for what God has eternally decreed 

to give? These two quotations from two of his hymns will



shew what I mean.

"Rise in Tengeance from thy seat, * 
Jesus, Lord make haste to save: 
Jle 9 my soul to sift as wheat 
Satan hath desired to have;

• 1^ him not too far prevail 
^urrer not my faith 1o fail. " | (

oOo

! I to the -end will endure, 
As sure as the earnest is given, 
More happy, "but not more secure 
The glorified spirits in heaven." | /

a

As I shall have to stress later, Toplady's prayers and 

his polemics reveal two strikingly different facets of his 

character. It has "been said that "an Arminian prays like a 

CJalvinist, whilst a Calvinist lives like an Arminian".
/

Kowever true this may "be as a universal assertion it is 

certainly true of Toplady.

".Thilst Toplady 1 s Theological dissertations are almost 

entirely devoted to either an elaboration or defence of the 

doctrine of "Free Irace" as against ft^ree 'Till", little of a 

contoversial character enters into his hymns. True* it is 

not entirely absent', "Rock of Ages" was no doubt a thrust at 

Lesley's doctrine of "Christian Perfection". Certainly a
\

good deal of Charles Tesley^s time must have been spent in 

composing certain of his poems; some of v;hich remind one more

Italics mine.
Poem XVI "forks. Vol. 6 pages 320-1
Hymn IX Torks. Vol. 6 page 403*



of "Holy Tillie's Prayer" ratTicF than a serious attempt at 

Christian Apologetics. Toplady in Hymn number fire sets 

forth the "Method of Salvation" j e*?.ch verse of which stresses 

a particular Oalvinistic doctrine. Taking the fire points 

of Cnlvinism

Unconditional predestination
Particular Election
Tlirficacious Grace
Divine reprobation of tne wicked
Final perseverance of the ^

he devotes to each a separate verse. It was, perhaps, at 

this particular hymn, though much more likely at Toplady ! s 

whole teaching, that Charles Tesley wrote his "Father whose 

everlasting love". I quote the hymn with its original 

italics. As the late Bernard Lord Manning observes "Here 

is a'hymn whicui sounds today as if any one might sing it; 

"but in Lesley's day it was a "battle song of militant 

Arminianism." -| Original^ this hymn contained seventeen 

verses, some of which are simply appalling,

"Father, whose everlasting love 
Thy only Son for sinners gave; 
Whose grace to all did freely move, 
And sent Him down a world to save,

Help us thy mercy to extol 
Immense, urfathomed, unconfined; 
To praise the Lamb who died for all 
The general Saviour of mankind.

{ 7/orks. Yol.6. page 400

| The Hymns of Tes'ley and 77atts. page 18.



Thy undistinguishing regard 
Was cast on Adam*s fpllen race:, 
Por all Thou hast in Christ prepared, 
Sufficient, sovereign, saving grace.

Jesus hath said we all "shall hope, 
Preventing grace for all is free: 
And I, if I "be lifted up, 
I will draw all men unte Ke.

The world He suffered to redeem!; 
For all He hath the Atonement made: 
Por those that will not come to Him, 
The ransom of His life was paid."

» •*
I have already mentioned that Toplady f s "burlesque was

too "bad to be given the added notoriety of repetition, but 

some of Charies Wesley's verses are almost as bad; their one 

redeeming feature is, that u:ilike Toplady's, they are not 

personal: they attack a dogma, not a fellow preacher. 

Seizing upon Calvin's phrase "decretum horribile" which he 

preferred to transliterate rather than translate, Charles 

Lesley made very merry at the expense of his adversaries* 

doctrine* *

"The righteous dod consigned 
Them over to their doom, 
And sent the Saviour of mankind 
T0 damn them from the wombs

To damn for falling short 
Of what they could not do, 
For not believing the report 
Of that which is not true.

He did not do the deed--
(Some have more mildly raved),
He did not damn them, but decreed
They never should be saved."

Happily this effusion ends with the dedication of himself 

to the proclaiming of the gospel of universal redemption.



life I here present, 
Tfy heart's last drop of "blood; 
0 let it all "be freely spent 
In proof that Thou .art good:

Art good to all that "breathe,
Who all may pardon have:
Whou wiliest not the sinner's death,
But all the world wouldst save. "

At this distance of time from the controversy it is easy to 

smile at the "absurdities" indulged in "by both sides, but the
tV

7esleyi.,. could not tolerate the doctrine that by the arbitary^
decree of lod innocent babies were to "be consigned to a doom

* 
they had never deserved and could not escape. They could not

i
*

reconcile such a dogma - no matter how iron-bound its lo^Lc - 

with the teaching and example of Him who took little children 

in His arms and blessed them, saying 'of such is the kingdom 

of Heaven*. Tith vehemence Charles ,7esley cries

"Take back my interest in Thy blood, 
Unless it streamed for all the race."

This doctrine of 'election ag against Universal redemption is 

implicit in certain of Toplady's hymns, but does not obtrude 

itself upon the reader. In his apologetics the theme is 

expounded ad nauseam, but it has to be looked for in the hymns. 

References such as the following are tucked away in various 

of his poems:

"Chosen of thee ere time began 
I'll choose thee in return." j

"The people of his choice, 
He will not cast away." f

i Hymn 15. page 406 T7orks Vol. 6. 
" 16 " 407 " " 6.



/.?*
"Sorrows and agonies and death, 
Thou didst endure for me, 
Ulaen all the sins of God's elect 
7?"ere made to meet on thee."

"And angels elect are sent down 
To guard the elect of mankind." f

"Tfrot one of all the chosen race, 
But shall to heaven attain." /

"Jesus the lover of his own, 
Till lore me to the end."

•Tot one o"bject of his care
suffered shipwreck there."

It will "be obvious from these quotations and from other parts 

of his hymns that Toplady as a hymn writer is not the pungent 

controTersialist revealed "by his theological dissertations. 

His style is much less aggressive. Throughout his hymns 

there runs a quiet strain of mysticism. Had Toplady been 

told he was a mystic he would, doubtless, have vigorously 

denied it, and certainly there is no trace of mysticism in 

the dissertations just referred to; "but as a hymn writer l'oplacly*£ 

soul winged its way to God: he found happiness in the fellowship 

of Jesus the crucified. *

"Object of my first desire, 
Jesus crucified for mej 
All to happiness aspire, 
Only to be found in Thee; 
Thee to praise, and thee to know, 
Constitute my bliss below; 
Thee to see, and thee to love* 
Constitute our bliss above," Jf

¥orks. Vol. 6. page |. 410: { 413: / 415
jf 417: / 422: Jf 398



He longed for the companionship of Christ, which was more 

to him than all to "be desired:

"Compared with Christ, in all "beside 
}To con&iness I see: 
The one thing needful dearest Lord* 
Is to fee one with thee." 1

he rejoiced in the knowledge of the witness witnin:

"Witness of Christ within my heart, 
My int'reit in his love display; 
My int'rest in that "better part, 
Which never can "be torn away." j

Toplady's mysticism might be defined as the "flight of his 

lonely soul to tne Alone God", he might well have written 

Charles Wesley f s lines "Thou snepherd of Israel and mine,*

"AhJ show me that happiest place, 
The place of thy people's aboae, 
WJaere saints in an ecstacy gaze, 
And nang on a crucified (rod.; 
fhy love for a sinner declare, 
Thy passion and aeatJa on the tree; 
My spirit to Calvary bear, 
To suffer and triumph with Thee. 11

«Tis there, witn. the lambs of Thy flock
There only, I covet to rest,
To lie at the foot of the rock, *
Or rise to "be hid in Thy "breast;
f Tis there I would always abide,
And never a moment depart,
Concealed in the cleft of Thy side,
Eternally held in Thy heart."

He did write one of his grandest hymns on a similar theme 

and in similar strain, whilst the shades lengthened around
m» -jipr,

him. His "When languor and disease invade this trembling 

house of clay" is a trul# magnificent hymn. ITnsuited,i ———————————
Works. Vol. 6. page 406 

\ " " 6 " 409 
/ Methodis) Hymnbook 457



as X hara already obserred, to aongregational singing it yet 

breathes the mystical language of one who knew that he was 

but a sojourner here and that his citizenship was in hearen. 

whilst free from the extrar-aganees of the "Quietism* that 

prerailed amongst certain of the Christians of his day, he 

eould yet draw aside from the world of sin and noise and wait 

with fuiet spirit to hear that comfortable rolee,whieh is

"leror in the whirlwind found
•r where earthquakes rock the place"«

Teplady euietly trusted in dod, and was not confounded* he 

boliered that the Father who stills the famished raren's cry
m

would grant him

•3'en in affliction peace*« 

He waa anxious for nothing tat the presence of his Lord.

•Anxious, Lord for nothing here, 
In erery straight I look to thee; 
Humbly east my erery care, 
On Him that eares for me.

would X griere for ought, 
So Christ is mine and I am hiar 
X would ne'er by taking thought, 
Obstruct my inward peace.

He shall dwell in perfect rest 
Whose mind is stayed en Thee, 
Wham te keep within my breast, 
My erery care shall bej

View the lilies of the field,
They grow, but neither toilnor spin,
By their Maker*a arm upheld,
Who clothes the earth with green.

See the rarene,day by day 
Their Maker giYes them food, 
Lions rearing for their prey, 
De s«*k th*ir meat frem Godi

Lean Iheu en his faithful word, 
Mer by distrust prereke his wrath. 
Cast thy burden en the Lerd,
0 theu ef little faith." ___Hymn



Listen te a Terse ef his"Chamber Hymn"!
-?'.

"Trem eril secure and its dread, 
Z rest if my Sarieur is nigh, 
And sengs his kind presence indeed 
Shall in the night seasen supply; 
He smiles and my eemferts abeund, 
His grace as the dew shall descend, 
And walls ef salratien surreund, 

"The seal he delights te defend. 11

and te his last hymn "The Dying belicrer te his Scul", which, 

I think, is ene ef his greatest, and se I prepose te quate it 

in full; and then turn te an ezaminatien ef the deetrinal 

teaching ef his hymns as distinct frem that ef his pelemieal 

werks.

 Deathless principle, arise; 
Sear, theu natire ef the skies. 
Pearl ef price, by Jesus beught, 
Te his glerieus likeness wreught, 
Oe, te shine befere his threne; 
Deck his mediaterial crewn: 
3e, his t^riumphs te adern: 
Hade fer 3ed, te God return.

Le, he beckens frem en highI 
Tearless te his presence fly: 
Thine the merit ef his bleed; 
Thine the righteeusness ef Oed.

Angles, Jeyful te attend, 
HeTering reuneY thy pillew bend; 
Wait te catch the signal gir'n, 
And escert thee quick te heaTen.

*..
Is thy earthl> heuse distreet? 
Willing te retain her guest? 
 Tls net theu, but she must die: 
71y, celestial tenant,fly. 
Burst thy shackles drep thy clay, 
Sweetly breathe myself away: 
Swinging, te thy crewn remeTe; 
Swift ef wing,"and flr'd with leTe.

Shadder act te pass the streamt 
Venture all thy care en him; 
Him, whese dying Itre and pewer
Still»d its tessiag, hushed itg rear.



Safe is the expanded ware;
dentie as a suswer's eye:
Vet ene object of his earc
Xrer suffered shipwreck there.
See the haren full in riew! 

Lore dirine shall tear thee threugh. 
Trust te that prepitieus gale:
Weigh thy anchor, spread thy sail.• •*
Saints t in fiery perfeet Made,
Wait thy passage threugh the shades
Ardent fer thy eesiing e f er
See y thy threag the "blissful shore.
Keunt f their transports te iaprere:
Join the loa£ng eheir asores
Swiftly te their wish »e fir'n:
Kindle higher Joy in hearea.
~-—Sueh the prospeets that arise 

To the sying Christian's eyes! 
Sueh the glorious vista, Taith 
Opens threugh the shades ef death! 11 j|

m ' 

t

I Hysm XXXIX Page 422, Tel. 6.





Chapter 8. 

TOPLADY THE

Doctrine,
*

Toplady's hymn a are best characterised by his own tem 
"stubborn orthodoxy*. They are unquestionably the orthodoxy

of his day. Commencing from the doctrine of the Sovereignty 

of God he unfolds the "plan of salvation".

Man is sinful and iB his siBfulBess, helpless! but by 

God incarnate iB Christ Jesus he is redeemed by the death of 

the Cross and made fit for the heaven he has never deserved 

aBd which he, unaided, eould Berer hare attained. This*iB
i

a sentence,is the "theology"of Toplady's hymns. A student 

of Toplaoy'e hysv* aaanot help being struck toy the few*««»r 

of his .references to the Church, and to the faot that he 

Berer once writes OB the doctrine of lithe Lord's Supper. | 

The main theme of Toplady is his need of God and his confidence 

iB Christ f s Atoning work. 

Toplady's POCTRI1B OJ GOD.

God is supreme and absolute. Re is the creator and 

father of mankind, aad also lather of the Eleet by Graoe. It 

Is He who through lis Spirit convicts men BBBIJS of siB, and 

He alone, in Christ, is Sariour. By His eternal decree, swom

| In Poem xxr. Vol. 6. page 327, Toplady has 
written OB the text I Cor. X 31; but it is 
Bot a hymn OB the Holy Communion as it is a 
"grace before meat".



before the world was, H« has saYed His own. lien in Bis 

sight are sinful*worms f and as such haTe »o claim OB either 

His mercy or His grace. His throne is in the hearens aad 

"before Him air created things must how. In places He Is 

portrayed as cruel, capricious and revengeful. TrueJ when 

so portrayed it is* when Toplady is paraphrasing certain Old 

Testament passages. Storms are the weapons of His wrath* 

and in all the wonders of the firmament lis glory is rerealed. 

Little in Toplady's hymns suggests the God and Pather of our 

Lord Jesus Christ, it is Jehorah that is revealed. Jehorah, 

righteous in anger, and yet to fulfil His eternal decree 

is prepared to shew a merciful face to some, but to others, 

the iron hand of implacable wrath. Indeed* before He forgives 

the few He has to be propitiated by the sacrifice of His Son. 

Listen as Toplady sings of His God.

"The sky's a veil; the outward scene 
Proclaims the majesty within* 
Which boundless light« tho* hid behind. 
Breaks out too great to be confined.

The heaven thy glorious impress wears, 
Thine image glitters in the stars: 
The firmament, thine high abode, 
Seems too the spangled robe of God.

Whene'er its beauty I admire, 
Its radiant globes direct me high'r, 
In silent praise they point to thee, 
All light, all eye, all majesty*

Yes, Lord* each shining orb declares
Thy name in daszling characters;
As precious gems they dart their rays*
And seem to form a crown of praise. 91 (

(| Hymn II pages 343-4 Vol. 6,



Tat this majestic Being who asks for lore and obedience Oa*•ss

also act like a spoilt child demanding »ot only propitiation 

hut reTenge.

"In Tain my judgments are abroad, 
.Tokens of an offended God;
ITor wratfc aor mercies can preTail,
JTor lore of he area aor fear of hell,

I gare you, in your greatest need, 
Cleanness of teeth, through want of bread; 
Each face was pale, aad weak each kaee, 
Tet hare ye not returned to me.

Hare I not marred the ripening grain, 
With scorching heat and want of rain? 
And frustrated your rising hopes* 
By withered trees and blasted eropst

Tour figs and olire trees I smote, 
Tour Tineyards I consumed with drought; 
If 11 dew and canker-worms bereft 
The earth of what the drought had left.

Hear thin the message of the Lord, 
The awful thunder of His word: 
Sinoe all my Judgments strire in Tain 
To kindle fear in stubborn man,

. Myself in Judgment shall appear, 
And call thae Israel to my bars 
As hardened Pharaoh blind and proud. 
Prepare to meet Ihy hostile 0o4.

Prepare to meet your dreadful foe, 
Omniscient and Almighty too: 
whose terrors hearen and earth proclaim, 
The God of glory is his name." {

*

The God Toplady has portrayed here is one that demands 

lore with menaces. *

•Than shall they cry to me in Tain: 
Tho 1 asked with tears, no aid 1*11 grant, 
Because they did my words disdain, 
And trample on my cQTenaat.

I Paraphrase Tiii. page 366» Vol. 6.



Ife for their God they will mot hare, 
Therefore I giTe them to the swords

Whoa wilt thou turn to me thy God? 
When wilt thou seek my injured face? 
•Till then my wrath shall drench in blood, 
The hardened unbeliering race* j

It Is mnly fair to emphasise that Toplady is here paraphrasing 

Old Testament prophecies, out erea then, these paraphrases 

make more terrible reading than the Scriptures themeelres.

In one of his hymns to the Trinity*Toplady addressee 

the Almighty as HY4ther» Creator of mankind" \ whilst in another 

place he apeaks of Him as "My Jatner too by grace*.4* I* ** 

doubtless to the eternal decree that Toplady is here referring, 

for he emphasises that God chose his own when He laid the 

foundations of the earth.

"Eternal hallelujahs 
Be to the father girea, 
Tiio lored his own 
Ere time began , 
Ana marked them out for

On this theme he has much to say*
. ,.%

"But not for worka which we hare done* 
Or shall hereafter del 
Hath God decreed on sinful worms* 
SalT&tion to feestaw.

The glory Lord, from first to last 
Is due to thee alone, 
Aught to ourselres, we dare mot take 
Or rote thee of thy orown.

Para. XI pagea 369-370 Yol. 6. 
Hymn T page 346 Tel. 6. 
Para. JC1T page 373 Tol. 6. 

jail! page 114 Vol. 6.



Our glorious surety undertook 
To satisfy for men, 
And grace was given us in him 
Before the world began*

This is thy will, that in thy lore 
We ever should abide, 
And lo we earth and hell defy 
To make thy counsel roid.

JTot one of all the chosen raee
But shall to hearen attain;
Partake on earth the promised grace,
And then with Jesus reign. 11 }

Toplady's DOCTRIHB Off CHRIST? '^

Toplady's doctrine of the Person of Jesus Christ is « 

marked "by a sound orthodoxy. There is no flirting with Unitarian- 

ism in his writings. Jesus is the Son of God, yea Jesus is « 

Ood incarnate. The Son is eternal with the father! He is *Yery
**£*' —: '"££

God of Tery God, "begotten, not made, being of one substance with 

Father, by Whom all things were made. 1*, | Concerning this truth
-*• *

he raises his voice in mellifluent tones.

"Salvation to thy name, 
Sternal God, and co-eternal Lamb, 
In power* in glory, and in essence, one. 11 |

^^ " a*- *

"All our sins, dear Lamb of God, 
Are for Thy sake forgiven, 
Jesus thy 'restoring blood 
Entitles men to heaven: 
Self existent, Lord of all, 
Unoreate, with God the same, 
Bought by thee on thee we call, 
Exulting in thy name." |

In a hymn entitled'Chrlst the Light of his people 11 he uses the 

following phrase:

"Shine then thou uncreated ray!"

{ . Hymn XXIV. Page 415. Vol. 6. f JTicene Creed. 
Hymn II. page 396. •) Hymn V. page 347. Wol. 6.

/ Barmn XVII. page 409. Vol. fi.
.

B>mn Xfll. page 409. Vol. 6.



yew modern theologians would contest Toplady's 

writings on the subject of the Person of Christ, but they 

would hare little hesitancy in rejecting his interpretation 

of Christ 9 s Saving Work. It is on the question of the 
Atonement that Toplady, whilst faithful enough to the 

orthodoxy of his day, antagonises the modern reader. The 

picture Toplady paints of God in His relation to Christ is 

a rery different one from that painted by our Lord Himself. 

Jesus says nothing about bearing the anger of God and of 

His being made a curse for man, and a punishment for his sin.
**

Such a conception of the Atonement makes God an ogre. It is 

the Old Testament conception of sacrifice which colours all 

Toplady*s soteriological thinking. Jesus is a riearious *
s s

offering: He is a ransom: He bears His Father's wrath: He 

is made a curse for man: He endures man's penalty and 

punishment. The following quotations are typical of Toplady»s 

teaching of Christ f s atoning work.

"Slain in the guilty sinner's steady 
His spotless righteousness I plead, 
And His availing blood: 
Thy merit, Lord, say robe shall be, 
Thy merit, shall atone for me, 
Ana bring me near to God." I

"Object of my first desire 
Jesus crucified for me." I

"Guilty and worthless as I am, 
It all for me was gir'n; 
And boldness through His blood I have, 
To enter into heayen."

Works. Tol. 6, (page 329. $ 398. / 405-6,



"To Jesus our friend, 
Our thanks shall ascend,
Who saves to the utmost,and lores to the end; 
Our ransom he paid, 
In his merit arrayed 
We attain to the glory for which we were made. 11 )

"Whom heaven's angelic host adores, 
Was slaughtered for our sin, f 
The guilf 9 0 Lord, was wholly ours. 
The punishment was thine: 
Our God in flesh to set us free, 
Was manifested here; 
And meekly bare our sins that we 
His righteousness might wear.

Imputatively guilty then
Our substitute was made,
That we the blessings might obtain
JOT which his blood was shed. 1* 4

"Jesus was punished in my steady 
Without the gate my surety bled 
To expiate my stain."

• "Amaiedt 0 earth, the tidings hear; 
He bore» that we might never bear, 
His Pather's righteous ire.*

"The Lord of life, who suffered death 
That we might heaven regain: 
The source of blessing, who on earth, 
Was made a curse for man."

It will be obvious from these quotations that there is 

little in Toplady's gospel that suggests an anxious Father

Worlds. Vol. 6'page 400. f Italics mine.
Works. Vol. 6 page353. J- Ibid 354. / Ibid 355. jf Ibid 359,



/ft
on the house-top scanning the horizon in search-of a - 

returning son. The emphasis is almost entirely on Christ*e
*

agony and bloody sweat as a sacrifice that propitiates an 

angry God. Very definitely there is no suggestion whatere* 

of what would now be called "The Moral Persuasion Theory*.
•*. 1 T -

The Cross is much more Godward directed than it is manward. 

Toplady is endeavouring to make the sinner farourable in 

God*a sight by the substitution of one acceptable to &od* 

He does not stop to ask himself the question "What difference
A

does the Cross make to <iod?" If it makes any difference 

at all it cuts at the root of his main argument, for in 

effect it means that something done in time has wrought a 

change in cjodj where,then, the doctrine of Immutability? 

There is little here to suggest an irrevocable decree» for 

the time factor has definitely altered the diTine outlook. 

It is not mucn use to say i» reply (as Toplady might hare 

done) that <*od eternally decreed His own change or neart 

by an act to be done in timei for if God eould so decree 

he could equally well More decreed that no such change

wuuld be necessary. •••V *
The legalism of Toplady carries no conviction 

today 9 ratner is i* the outrage* lore of the father who 

gires His rery self, "who rereals once in time what He is 

eternally; who from His cross offers salvation to all wa@ 

pass by. Tne picture of an angry Fatner will nerer lure 

men from the sin that ensnares by its pleasure. It is 

when the grace of uod constrains vne sinner to watch with



/Si-

his Sariour beneath the deepening shadows of the olire trees>

and see his sweat of blood, or to follow in the wake of the 

rabble hordtfand stand in the judgment hall to behold his

Redeemer scourged 9 and later to see Him sink beneath the 

weight of His JAbbet, ere He is lifted up to die. It is 

when man hears the last expiring cry that shakes the earth 

and yells the sun, that, with the Roman centurion* he 

exclaims "Truly this was the son of GodJ". tfo suggestion 

of propitiation, no Tiolated honour appeased, no blood-dripp 

ing sacrifice upon an altar, only a Father's heart broken 

appeal to those who had scorned and rejected Him.' Well 

might Charles Wesley sing:

"Tis Love! tis Love! Thou diedst for me* 
I hear Thy whisper in my heart; 
The morning breaks the shadows flee; 
Pure universal love thou art; 
To me, to all, Thy mercies move; 
Thy nature and Thy Name is love." \

( R.C.H. Hymn 416.
It need scarcely be said that Charles Wesley does not 
always reach this height; like Toplady he writes of 
an angry God.

"For what you have done His blood must atone: 
The Father hath stricken for you His dear Son, 
The Lord, in the day of His anger, did lay 
Your sins on the Lamb, and He bore them away. 14

"His death is my plea; My advocate see, 
And hear the blood speak that hath answered for me 
My ransom He was when He bled on the Cross 
And by losing His life He hath carried my cause.

Hymn Ho. 161: Methodist Hymn Book 1904 Edition.



Toplady's emphasis is unquestionably Levitical. 

Washed in blood is a theme of which he never tires and to 

which he returns again and again. On occasions it is "drowned 

in blood: 11 .

"All my sins imputed were 
To my dear, Incarnate God; 
Buried in His grave they are, 
Drowned in his atoning blood." |

Sometimes his imagery is even more revolting as when he speaks 

of a "slaughtered lamb"*

"Dying Redeemer, slaughtered Lamb 
Thou pouredest out thy blood for me." f

This blood of Atonement appeases God, cleanses His Church, 

and brings men to heaven:

"0 precious blood, 0 glorious death, 
By which the sinner livesJ 
When stung with sin, this blood we view, 
And all our joy revives.

We flourish as the watered herb, 
Who keep this blood in sight, 
The blood that chases our distress 
And makes our garments white.

The blood that purchased our release, 
And washes out our stains, 
We challenge earth and hell to show, 
A sin it cannot cleanse.

Our scarlet crimes are made as wool, 
And we brought nigh to God: 
Thanks to that wrath appeasing death; 
That heaven procuring blood.

The blood that makes his glorious Church
From every blem^ih free;
And, 0 the riches of his lovej
He poured it out for me.

Works. Vol. 6 page Poem V page 311 
" " 6 " « XII « 318



Guilty and worthless as I am,
It all for me was given;
And boldness,through his blood,I have,
To enter into heaven.

Thither in my great surety's right, 
I surely shall be brought* 
He could not agonize in Tain, 
Her spend his strength for nought.

He wills that I and all his sheep, 
Should reign with him in bliss; 
And power he has to execute 
Whatere his will decrees*

The Father's everlasting lore,
And Jesus precious blood,
Shall be our endless themes of praise;
In yonder blest abode." {

"There is healing in the pain of Christ" writes Toplady 

in one of his Epitaphs.

"By virtue of his dying pains 
She finds the rest that still remains 
For every child of God w , f

Christ's healing and cleansing blood is efficacious for 

the direst outcast, for Christ "was bent the worst to 

save": ¥ and He/» -^

"Can make the foulest clean 
Can wash the Ethiopian white, 
And change the leopard's skin." |

Throughout Toplady's hymns it is the legalistic 

interpretation of the Atonement that prevails. ' It is 

atonement by blodd, but mostly in terms of the sinner's 

"crime", his "penalty", his "sentence" or his "reprieve".

Works Vol. 6. pages 405-6. ^ Ibid 378 \ Ibid 342 

Ibid 326,
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"Look on the wounds of Christ for me, 
My sentence graciously reprleye: 
Extend thy peaceful sceptre,Lord, 
And "bid the dying traitor lire. 11 |

"Jesus, "by whose grace I lire* 
Prom the fear of eril kept, 
Thou hast lengthened my reprieve, 
Held in being while I slept." |

"My crimes he did on Calyary bear, 
The blood that flowed for sinners there 
Shall cleanse me from them all."

"From thy supreme tribunal, Lord, 
Where justice sits severe, 
I to they mercy seat appeal. 
And beg forgiveness there.

Tho f I had sinned before the throne 
My advocate I see: 
Jesus, be thou my judge, and let 
Ky sentence come from thee.

The law was satisfied by him
Who flesh xmxxBatfje for me was made:
Its penalty he underwent,
Its precepts he obeyed."

It will be apparent from these quotations and from the 

tenor of Toplady's theology as a whole, that there is 

little place for mercy. Toplady would have denied this: 

he would have held that it was 01 the Lord's mercy we were 

not consumed; but what mercy is shewn is shewn only to the 

elect. God could have condemned all his creation, and all

{ Works. Vol. 6 page 309. I Ibid, page 310. 
/ " « 6 " 318. | " pages 334-5.



were equally deserving of that condemnation, but it 

pleased Him to shew His mercy bf electing before the 

foundation of the world those who were to be the recipients 

of His favour and His grace, Nevertheless, throughout 

Toplady*s writings there runs a stern, forbidding note. 

In his polemics, as will be shewn later, there is an 

unbending necessitarianism: from a Sovereign will there

follows an inexorable decree. Logic runsriot and produces
i 

a caticature of the Divine love. How much nearer is

Horatius Bonar to the heart of God when he sings of His

love,"eternal and yet ever new"?

Toplady«s POCTRIKS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT & THE TRIMTY.

Toplady is a Trinitarian: of that there is no 

doubt. One of his best hymns is addressed "To the Blessed 

Spirit", whilst other three are also addressed to the 

Holy Spirit and the Trinity; these are separate from 

references in his other hymns of whichbthere are not a few, 

It should, however, be noted that they are references, 

rather than an attempt to develop any systematic treatise• 

Toplady simply accepts tne teaching of the creeds without 

criticism or elaboration. God and the Holy Spirit are 

One. God is Co-eternal with the Spirit. Jesus is addressed

"Our triune, sovereign, our propitious LordJ" 

The Holy Spirit is a subject of praise and a recipient 

of prayer. In His omniscient wisdom He knows the number 

of the grains of sand. He is the source of light,



consolation, unction and power: He guards* guides, teacnes* 

supports and enlightens man, in whose heart He malces Known 

and seals the peace of God.

I will gire the whole of Toplady's Hymn "To the 

Blessed Spirit 11 and indicate his references in other places*

"Holy Ghost, dispel our sadness, 
Fierce the clouds of sinful night, 
Come thou source of sweetest gladness, 
Breathe thy life and spread thy light* 
Loring Spirit, God of peace, 
Great distributor of grace, 
Rest upon this congregation, 
Hear, 0 hear our supplication.

From that height which knows no measure, 
As a gracious shower descend; 
Bringing down the richest treasure, 
Man can wish or God can send; 
0 thou glory shining down 
From the Father and the Son,

Grant us thy illumination! 
Rest upon this congregation.

dome, thou best of all donations, 
God can give, or we implore; 
Haring thy sweet consolations, 
We need wish for nothing more: 
On our souls thy graces shower; 
Author of the new creation, 
Make our hearts thy habitation.

Known to thee are all recesses 
Of the e*«th, and spreading skies; 
Erery sand the shore possesses, 
Thy omniscient mind descries: 
Holy fountain wash us clean; 
Both from error and from sinj 
Let us fly what thou refusest, 
And delight in what thou choosest.
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Toplady calls his hymn "A living and dying prayer 

the Holiest Believer in the world? ftout it is also a living 

dying prayer for the most hopless sinner. Before the

lore of which "Rock of Ages" sings, neither passion nor pride-»'
can hare a place*

But this hymn is not only concerned with the doctrine 

of justification toy faith, and the utter helplessness of man 

to merit salvation*it makes reference to Toplady f s conception 

of he aye n; and to this return will be made a little later ill 

this chapter. ,

Before leaving the subject of "Grace" in Toplady's 

hymns, reference must toe made to his doctrine of election* 

As already pointed out this doctrine does not intrude itself 

upon the readers 1 notice, yet it is clearly taught. The
i ; *

sinner is justified toy grace only if nis justification was 

decreed of God ere time "began. JTo thing that the individual 

may do -toe his actions good or toad - can influence his 

acceptance with God; he is saved or lost according to the 

eternal decree. Toplady regards "Election" as the "fairest 

daughter of Eternity"

"Electing goodness firm and free, 
My whole salvation hangs on thee, 
Eldest and fairest daughter of eternity." |

It is curious that Toplady is not able to perceive his own 

inconsistency in his doctrine of election; this is particularly

1 Works. Vol. 6 page 396.
Compare with verse 4 on page 407 of Vol. 6



true of his apologetics; tut even in his hymns he tries to 

reconcile (perhaps not consciously) the necessitarianism that 

flows from the eternal decree with indiridual effort and 

resolve, ]Tot infrequently he urges his hearers to "cast them* 

selyes on God", to choose Christ , or to forgo self-righteousness, 

quite regardless of the fact that such an act of self-determin 

ation is quite impossible in a system of aaote ̂ iron-bound
*

necessitarianism,such as his. But this point will be examined
* Si'

in detail in the next chapter. 

Toplady's ESCHATOLOGT:

Jew, even amongst the obscurantists, would today accept 

Toplady's eschatologocal teaching; though it was doubtless

regarded as "sound doctrine 1* in nis day. His concept of both
*• 

heaven and hell is spatial. Heaven is a place abpve the

skies laftA is the home of the Church Triumphant* Here the 

redeemed, delivered from the shackles of the spiritrimprisoning 

body 4 stand before the throne and

"There, for erer, 
Sing the Lamb's new song of lore.*. jf

The Saviour receives

•The faithful few, who for His sake 
On earth were Justified:",

and reveals Himself to them wearing

N ......... that very flesh
On which my guilt was lain;", Jf

I "Praise thou curtain of wne sky,
(Hiding heaven from mortal eye)" Vol. 6 page 357 

Toplady'8 own phrase: see Vol.6 page 421 & page 422 verse 4, 
Works Tel. 6 page 345 verse 10. jf Ibid page 388 

" # § " 421 " 10.



Seeing that the occupant8 ol hell are, according to 

Toplady, doomed to tnat terrible fate before they were
4

conceived, one wonders wny ue should either seek to importune - 

then before they reach there, or portray the misery that awaits 

'them when they arrire. In his hymn on Judgment he dees both.

•See next the guilty crowd arise, j 
Beholding, wicn reluctant eyes f . . 
The glories of the Lamb, 
While taunting fiends impatient wait, 
to hurl them from the judgment seat, 
To hell's eternal flame*

liar*! as they mount, by defile borne,
To meet their judge, on earth tneir scorn,
Despairingly they cry
'Fall on us rocks with all your load
And screen us from the wrath of God,
And hide us from his eye."

Wftat thought can paint their black despair,
Who tiiis tremendous sentence hear,
Irrerocably given,
"Depart ye cursed, Into hell,
With ererlasting burnings dwell
Remote from me and heaven?""

Then follows this curious Terse:

•But 0 thou saviour of mankind, 
Display thy power, and to the blind 
Effectual light afford: 
Snatch them from unbelief, 
And now compel tnem to come in, 
And tremble at thy word. 1*

to be followed by one even more curious from the pen of one 

who believes in absolute predestination.

"Ye reasoners, make the wisest choice; 
Listen in time, to reason's voice, 
JTor dare almignjcy ire: 
Turn, lest my hottest wrath ye feel, 
And find,too late, the flames of hell 
Vo metaphorie fire. 11 |

i Vol. 6 pages 389 300.



The inconsistencies IB this hym® are so glaring that 

one is amazed to think that a scholar rersed in 

metaphysics could possibly orerlook them* IB the last 

Terse an appeal is made to reason aad to choice. When 

we ask a person to "turn" we presuppose a rolitional
$

reaction, but where can there fee free rolitioa or free 

choice OB the part of a being whose destiny was determined er
e.

he was conceived, or "time began its race"? Such an 

appeal is but a mockery of one's impotence.

Toplady does not hesitate to dogmatise, but 

does not see that if erery Tolition is but a link in an 

endless chain of cause and effect, and nothing can be 

other than it is, then his thinking cannot be other than

it is. His conclusions are always contained ia his first
v

premises and in consequence his argument is a petitio
*

principii, If nothing can be other than it is, and that 

by difine decree, then my whole system of philosophy 

cannot be other than it is? such reasoning is self-destructi* 

for I cannot help thinking as I do, and 1 cannot eren 

criticise my thinking since there is BO knowable standard*
f

This was of the problems confronting the Sophists. 

It confronted Toplady, but he did not face up to it. 

IB the a«c& chapter we will see how Toplady riots in 

confusion as fee tries to reconcile ITecessitariaBisa and 

moral responsibility.
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Chapter 9
TQPLAOT--THE THEOLOGIAN.

* f

It is essential,for an understanding of Toplady» 

that it "be remembered that nowhere does he set out to outline 

a system of theology. He is not writing a treatise on Christian 

Apologetics 9 he is engaged in controversy. This accounts for
*

his uncompromising and dogmatic tone and also for what appears 

te be almost endless repetition. Again and again he traverses 

tfce same ground repeating the same arguments and replying to 

the same criticisms.

His two largest works are a vindication of 

Calvinism as the teaching of the Anglican Church. In these

two treatises 9 as already observed, Toplady is not BO much
* 

concerned with the truth or error of Calvinism, but with the

question whether it is or is not the teaching of the Church of 

England. |
r*f^""s * ** , * '•*

In his other works he is either expounding or 

defending the doctrine of "Free Grace 11 ; or else exposing the
*

iniquity of his opponents' doctrine of "Free will*1 . At times

it seems that the latter is his chief concern. It is open to
••#; 

question whether Toplady is really a "Calvinist". I hazard

the suggestion that he could more truly be designated an 

anti-Armiuian, or, more simply, a necessitarian. He is prepared 

to call himself a "Fatalist 11 so long as he can use the prefix 

Christian.



Calvin arrived at the doetrine of Predestination 

"by logical reasoning, and admitted that the decree was

•awe-full*! but Toplady makes it the foundation and corner
•

stone of his whole thesis. Calvin is in a sense apologetic 
concerning the "decreturn horribile", hut Toplady glories in 
it. He is at great pains to expound the Latin "horribilis* 
and to expose the dishonesty of Wesley and Selloa in 

transliterating the phrase rather than translating it. Calvin 
had said "Decreturn quidem horribile fateor; infieiari tamen 
nemo poterit, quin praeseiverit Deus, quern exiturn asset 

habiturus homo, antequam ipsum conderet." Concerning this 

Toplady is at pains to say, "Calvin might well term God's 

adorable and inscrutable purpose respecting the fall of

man decreturn horribiles not an horrible, but an awful, a
» 

tremendous and a venerable decree. A decree, the divine
motives to which can never toe investigated by hpnan reason, 

in its present benighted 4*&ate; and concerning which, we 

can only say In the language of Scripture, How unsearchable 

are his judgments, and his ways past finding out!" (

Calvin found Predestination inherent in his system, 

it was the corollary of the doctrine of the Sovereignty; of

God, but Toplady commences with the doctrine of Predestination.
and adduces God's Sovereignty in support.

Wnen Toplady is not extolling Calvinism he is 

exposing the fallacies of the followers of Arminius whose

i Wor*s. rol. 2. page 345



"heresies", he maintained, were "the grand religions eyil 

of the age"| and the chief cause of the spiritual poverty 

of the people. "We hare generally forsaken the principles 

of the Reformation" he writes, "and Ichabod, or thy glory 

is departed, has been written, on most of our pulpits and

church doors, ever since." f This is scarcely surprisingf • *
if Arminianism was half so dangerous a doctrine as Top lady 

"suggests, he even goes so far as to say it is Atheism. 

This statement, found in nis Preface to Zanehius's discourse 

on Predestination, may "be advanced as a sample of Toplady's 

logic; there he says "I defy all the sophistry of man, to 

strife out a middle way. He tuat made all things, either 

directs all things tnat he has made, or has consigned tnem 

over 10 cuance. But, what is chance? a name for nothing. 

Arminianism, therefore, is atheism." | He further suggests 

that its coincidence with pelagian!em makes it faTourable to, 

the Vatican, in that it makes easy the transition to Popery. 

"I must repeat that Arminianism 'came from Rome,*and leads 

thither again") In section two of the first volume of his 

Works, which is headed, vArminianism charged and proved on 

the Church of Rome', Toplady labours to vindicate this 

statement} and to do so gives thirteen extracts from the 

decrees of the Council of Trent. It is hard to say whetter 

the Church of Rome or the doctrines of Arminius are the 

more hateful to Toplady. Incidentally he seems to have

Works. Tol. 5. page 156 4 ibid 157 
" Til. 5. page 165 ) Tol. 1. pages 195 & 198



forgotten that the Council of Trent had been in session 

fifteen years before Arminius was "born. Certainly, in 

Toplady f s opinion, the Roman Catholic Church was "the

mother of harlots and abominations of the earth." The
f. 

most exquisite insult he could hurl against Wee ley (and

let it be said again, for sheer insolence and studied rudeness
4p 

Toplady stands unsurpassed) is to accuse him of philandering
*

with Home.

Toplady' s two main works reveal a diligent student* 

but whilst he delves deeply into history and quotes scores 

of authorities for his position, he completely ignores 

or misrepresents facts that weigh against him. Hie zeal 

blinds his vision, and it does not seem ever to dawn upon 

him that he could possibly be in error. As one writer 

has sarcasticly observed, "It would appear from Toplady f s 

dogmatism that he had been a privy councillor before the 

foundation of the world, and enjoyed the confidence of the 

Almignty before He promulgated the eternal decrees." His 

representation of Wesley's theology is illustration of his 

incompetence fairly to evaluate evidence* other tnaft that

which favours his cause. | If Toplady 's judgment is accepted
•*•?.*« 

the cultured John Wesley, oaetime Yellow of Lincoln College,

Oxford, and the "illiterate" Thomas Olivers, author of "The 

God of Abraham Praise" preaohed a gospel which was a mixture 

of "Heathenism, Pelagian ism, Jlaniehaeism and Antinomianism**

| See page 96



Any student of Church History knows that none of the 

heresies Just named, could truly be regarded as part of the

teaching of Arminius. He was no dualist ae were the ICanieh*
t 
aeans, nor did he believe, with Pelagius, that children were

born without moral inheritance. He emphasised man's need 

of grace and was as ardent a believer as Toplady in man's 

inability to Bare himself, and of his entire dependence upon 

the Holy Spirit's energies. I'urther to describe as as 

"atheist" a scholar and a saint of the calibre of Aminius , 

is a perrersion of language as well as a pathetic illustration 

of Toplady 9 s readiness to filify the dead as well as the 

living. Moreover, when in support of his opinion that

Arminius was an atheist, he states that James I so described
* * 

his, one feels that he must hare been hard pressed for an

•authority". This is the more apparent when he advances as 

evidence of the "obscurity of Arminius" the fact that the 

Royal Theologian had not heard of him until after he was 

dead. | It is scarcely too much to assert that Arminius 

was one of the most outstanding figures of his generation;

certainly a*Professor of Divinity around whose person a
"*' 

fierce controversy is raging* is not one to whom the term

"obscure* could fittingly be applied. But such is Toplady f s 

obsession with abstract theological theory that concrete 

facts are overlooked. It has been said that "those well 

versed in the recondite, orten rind the obvious out of their 

focus*, so must it have been with Toplady*

\ Works. Vol. 2 page 222



It is true that in a footnote to his translation . 

of ZanchiusrToplady appends an outline of the salient features 

of Arminianism, but to a superficial reader it is clear 

that he is presenting them in as unfavourable fight as he 

can. ] He is arranging his skittles so as to make them 

easy targets! so antagonised is Toplady by tne faith he once
*.

embraced,that he is not able to represent it as it was

really taught. Instead he exhausts his tempestuous vocabulary

iH railling against it. The following quotations from his
i

writings are typical. "Tour Lordships lament the visible 

encroachments of Popery.—Arminianism is at once its root, 

its sunsnine and its vital sap. Arminianism has opened the 

hatches to this pernicious inundation." $ Arminianism is 

the pandorean box from which this evil also hath issued. 

And though Methodiem appears, at present, rather to resemble

j "The Arminiaas will not allow election to be an 
eternal, peculiar unconditional and irreversible 
act of God. They assert, that Christ died, equally 
and indiscriminately, for every individual of 
mankind! for them that perish, no less than for 
them that are saved. That Saving grace is tendered 
to the acceptance of every man, which he may or 
may not receive, just as he pleases. Consequently 
the regenerating power of the Holy Spirit is not 
invincible, but is suspended, for its efficacy, on 
the will of man. That saving grace is not an abiding 
principle! but those who are loved of God, ransomed 
by Christ* and born again of the spirit, may (let 
God wish and strive ever so much to the contrary) «-.. 
throw all away, and perish eternally at last."

"Works" Yol. V. p. 184

| Works Yol. 2 page 353



a standing pool, tha* an increasing stream; we know not 

how soon it may become a running water, and enlarge itself 

into an overflowing flood; if the corrupt tenets Tented with 

such raging seal in Mr. Yesley'e meeting houses, should, 

unhappily, be re-echoed from the pulpits of the established

Church,*1 i "Arminianism lies within a bow shot of Sociniattifcto
r 

and Deism.*1 4 "Who sees not, that the Arminlan scheme* if
**

probed to the bottom, opens by necessary consequence, the 

flood gates of practical licentiousness; and with all its 

pretences to good works is, in reality, but Tarnished 

antinomianism?** \ One could go on indefinitely, but enough
aeSfe-

has been quoted to show that Toplady regarded Arminianism 

"as the gangrene of the age",* its teaching is likened unto 

Joseph* s coat of many colours', whilst Calvinism is a seamless 

robe. /•

At the outset of this chapter I questioned whether 

Toplady could truly be called a "Calvinist", and whilst I 

am of the opinion that John CalTin might have hesitated to hare 

included him amongst his disciples, I still recognise that 

Toplady was a Calvinist in that he was a predestinarian*, but, 

as previously emphasised,whilst predestination was the 

corollary of*CalTin*s doctrine of God, it is the starting 

point of Teplady's theology and *&• plumb-line by which 

every doctrine is tested.

Works vol. 2 pages 356-7 
„ * * 5 page 317

' * * i • 382



This is soon clear to any reader of Toplady; for 

no matter "what text he seeks to elucidate, he either starts 

from or arrives at the doctrine of Election* It is his 

one theme and all his other theological teaching is incidental 

to it. Even his sermon on "God's Ifindfulness of Man" is 

an exposition of Predestination: and despite the fact that 

he takes his text from Psalm 8, he commences with the 

assertion that the Messiah is the Creator, and that God* 8 

mindful ness of man was manifested, "before time began* in 

the eternal decree. In short, Toplady *s theology, as oontainec 

in his polemical Works* can be summed up in a sentence: 

"God, from all eternity* decrees the salvation of some, and 

the damnation of others* and that quite irrespective of 

human effort and moral worth.". The following quotation! , 

from his translation of Zanchius are typical of kis whole 

philosophy.

"God did from eternity, decree* to make man in Hie 
own image; and also decreed to suffer him to fall 
from tnat image in which he should be created* and* 
thereby* to forfeit the happiness with which he was 
invested: which decree* and the consequences of it, 
were not limited to Adam only; but included* and 
extended to, all his natural posterity." {

" We assert* that as all men* universally* are not 
elected to salvation* so neither are all men* 
universally* ordained to condemnation." f

"Those who are ordained unto eternal life* were 
not^so ordained on account of any worthiness 
foraeen in them* or of any good works to be wrought 
by them; nor yet for their future faith: but* 
purely and solely* of free sovereign grace, and 
according to the mere pleasure of God."

I "Works* Vol. 5 page 233. | Ibid p. 236 \ Ibid p. 241



* nrot one of the elect can perish, but they must 
all necessarily be sared. The reason is thie: 
because God simply and unchangeably wills, that 
all and erery one of these, whom he hath appointed 
to life; should be eternally glorified."

"Of those whom God hath predestinated, none can 
perish, inasmuch as they are his own elect." |

"The non-elect were predestined, not only to 
continue in final impenitency, sin and unbelief; 
but were likewise, for such their sine, righteously 
appointed to infernal death hereafter." |

From the foregoing it will be seen that

Top lady was not so much "a man of one book" as a man of one 

theme. True, he holds, and holds tenaciously, that his 

teaching is the "sincere milk of the word", and "with the 

stone of God's word" in His hand, he is prepared to meet 

all assailants of his creed. Toplady*s "standards", then,
fea

g ^ «*

are primarily"the Word of God as contained in the Scriptures 

of the Old and New Testaments" J and teaching embodied in the 

XXXIX Articles of the Anglican Church. / These he further 

upholds by his reading and his historical researches.

As one would expect the teaching of Toplady 

concerning the Bible was the "orthodox^ 11 of his day. In 

uncompromising language he upholds the teaching of the

} Works rol. 5 p. 245. { Ibid p. 255. 
Order of Ordination of Church of Scotland, 
Toplady v s phrase. See page vol.

/ It is interesting to note,in passing, that whilst 
Toplady speaks in the superlative of Calvin, and 
of his Institutes, he makes very little reference 
to them, or to the Westminster Confession. It is 
to Zanchius that he turns most readily for support.



Reformers, who in the place of an infallible Church had 
set up an infallible book. Toplady, as pointed out in the

previous chapter, did not give much place to "Natural 

Theology"; it was true that God had revealed Himself in His

creation, but Be had also given the added light of His Word;
»• « 

and it is to this Word that Topiady makes his appeal.

In a sermon to his fe-uLow clergymen (Clerical Subscription 

no Grievance) he says,

» I begin with the divine inspiration of the 
writings of the Old Testament. The 
authenticity of those inestimable. books 
has received the repeated sanction of Christ's 
unerring attestation.. . ..Those writings He 
frequently quoted, and to. them He frequently 
appealed, as sacred and infallible." j

"The Old Testament is divines the facts it 
relates, and the doctrines it contains, are 
trues its prophecies are infallible: and it 
is easier for heaven and earth to pass, than 
for one tittle of the law to fail." |

In his "A Caveat against unsound Doctrines 11 , a sermon preached 

in St. Ann's Church, Blackfriars, he makes clear what is his 

•supreme rule of faith and life 11 , and also his "subordinate
<!•

standard" *

"I shall arm myself, this afternoon, with 
a two fold weapon: with the Bible in one 
hand; and our Church articles in the other, 
I shall appeal at once, for all I have to 
say, to the authority of God's unerring 
oracles; and to their faithful epitome, 
the decisions of the Church of England. 
They who, perhaps, set light by the scriptures, 
may yet pay some decent deference to the Church; 
and they, who, it may be, pay little attention 
to church-determinations, will render explicit 
credit to the Scriptures. Jf

In yet another sermon - "Jesus seen of Angels" - which he 

preached before his own congregation at Broad Hembury,

T°1' T01 - 3 »' 131 « * «** P. 132 / ibld p. 15.6



he announces his belief that -
"Christ crucified is the central point, 
wherein the lines of both Testaments 
coincide. They testify of me saith the 
Son of God.. And yet, though the Scriptures 
were dictated "by his Spirit, and hold the 
lamp of knowledge and happiness, how many 
cast the precious charter behind their backs, 
or even trample it under their feet;* (

In his doctrine of Scripture, then, Toplady'is in accord 

with Calrin: for although he does not use Calvin's words, 

he undoubtedly shares the sentiments expressed in the 

"Institutes 11 (I.vi.2). "If true religion",writes Calvin,
4 *'

"is to beam upon us, our principle must be that it is necessary 

to begin with the heavenly teaching, and that it is impossible 

for any one to obtain even the minutest portion of right and 

sound doctrine without being a, disciple of Scripture."
*r

m

Toplady was "a disciple of Scripture": he quotes
»

at great length from both Old and New Testaments, and attaches
« 

• \

equal weight to an observation of the "Song of Solomon" as 

to the words of our Lord Himself. Without any question, he 

is a verbal inspirationist, and uses the Bible as an armoury 

of proof texts. Ignoring all considerations of exegesis, he 

gives universal application to statements made to a particular

individual and limited to a particular occasion. Moreover,
limiting 

Toplady has no hesitancy in/the application of Scripture when

this is necessary to his thesis; as, for instance, when writing 

on the Yirgin Birth:

"If we trace the adorable Mediator, from infancy, 
to a state of youth, we shall find him busied 
in following the occupation of Joseph, his

i

| Works, vol. 3 page 96



reputed father. It is recorded in the gospel*
that the Jews said, concerning him, Is not
this the carpenter* the Son of Mary?? |

Top lady, here, does not finish the text he commences, for 

ICark 6:3., continues "the brother of James, and Joses, and 

of Juda and Simon? and are not his sisters here with us?"i-.,

Moreover, he avoids quoting from St. John (6:42.) "Is not 

this Jesus , the son of Joseph* whose father and mother we - - 

know?" or from St. Luke (4; 22.) "And they said* Is not this 

Joseph* s son?". Again, when quoting from St. Paul's letter 

to the Romans on the subject of predestination* he says 

"He that spared not his own Son* but delivered him up for 

us all" simply means "all the elect". % St. Paul did not
* h •»",. •'"""v 

-•'i " -. -».

say so* but Toplady must supply the limitation in order to 

maintain his thesis. The same readiness to narrow the w 

meaning of passages is found in Toplady *s use of the XXXIX 

Articles and the Liturgy of the Church of England: to wit* 

his limitation of the term "whole world" as found in the 

consecration prayer for the administration of Holy Communion. 

The prayer reads: "Almighty God* who of thy tender mercy didst 

give thine only Son Jesus Christ to suffer death upon the 

dross for our redemption; who made there (by the one oblation 

of himself once offered) a full* perfect, and sufficient 

sacrifice, oblation* and satisfaction* for the sins of the 

whole world."' Toplady* however* makes haste to amend this

Works. T.3^p»ge 67.M " * »



by adding:

«Do not let that expression, the whole world, 
stumble you. You remember what our Te Deum 
says: 'When thou hadst overcome the sharpness 
of death, thou didst open the kingdom of 
heaven to all "believers.* So in the above 
article,--The oblation of Christ once made for 
all the sins of the whole world; i.e. the whole 
world of believers: for God's elect are a world 
within a world. The whole world is a Scripture 
term, and the compilers of our articles did 
well in adopting it. But do you imagine that 
every individual of mankind is meant? surely no; 
for, were redemption thus universal, salvation 
would and must be of equal extent: otherwise, 
either God the Father would be unjust, or 
the blood-shedding of Christ could not be (what 
our articles affirm it to have been) a perfect 
satisfaction for all sin. 11

He likens the Bible to a stone and reason to a sling, but 

hi cuts his stone to fit his sling. His entire polemic is 

an argument a priori. In parenthesis, I would note that 

Toplady's use of reason differs from his teaching concerning 

it* He does think, even though he only moves in a narrow 

circle of thought. His trouble is that he is in bondage to 

his own pre-conceptions. He does not approach the facts of 

life as he sees them, but rather tends to approach them as 

he thinks they ought to be. He quotes against his adversaries 

a passage from Gray, without recognising its aptness to himself.

"All looks infected, that the infected spy; 
As all seems yellow, to the jaundiced $ye."

( Works. Vol. 3 page 28. Compare with Vol. 1. pages 192, 
299, 313, 314, 462.
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Yet, in so far as Toplady can toe called a "thinker" he is 
inconsistent, for, like Calvin, he holds that reason,like

all other powers of man, was corrupted by the Fall,

"An unrenewed man has not one spiritual sense 
left." "We cannot think a good thought 
of ourselves; much less can we say well,
or do well of ourselves." f

*
It might be held tnat Toplady is speaking only of unregenerate 

man, and as he was happily not one of them, the Spirit of 

God could use him. Certainly, ne reasons, if only in a circle. 

In one of his sermons he speaks of the absolute knowledge of

God*
"Men,indeed, grow wise by observation and 
experience. But eternity itself can add 
no improvement to the knowledge of that 
all-wise, all-comprehending mind, to whom 
all futurity is open, *from whom no secrets 
are hid*, and who holds in his own nand tne 
entire chain of second causes," Jf

Then follows this remaneaole sentence

"These are first principles, equally inculcated 
oy reason/Mreligion of nature, and by 
Christianity, the religion or the Bible," Jf

Still, whatever emphasis Toplady may in places lay upon 

reason,his main theme is that everything is subordinate to 

the Word of God.

"The Word of God directs us to vhe Spirit 
of God5 the Spirit of God makes tnat word 
effectual; and the true ministers of God 
act in the most absolute subserviency to 
both," {

j Works. Vol.5p.36Q* JT IDIQ 110. f ibid p. 335.



I have already said tnat Topiady is a veroal 
inspirationist, he is also a literal interpretationist;

indeed, his emphasis is such i,hat ne can t>est be described 

as one who preaches the verbal infallibility of the Bible, 

If he had sougnt to hear the message of Scripture as a whole, 

he would have had a very different gospel to preach; but 

as it is, he chooses his text in support of his theological 

convictions. Topiady had been brought up in an Arminian 

atmosphere, he had been a rabid free-wilier, he was, however,
*,

delivered from the trammels of Arminianism, and*as converts 

are wont,became possessed of a passionate zeal for his new 

faith; hence he brings not an open mind but a definite system 

of thought to the bar of Holy Writ. It is not, therefore, 

suprising that he saw what he wanted to see, and fiund what 

he wanted to find. It has been said of Calvin that he allowed 

more liberty in the interpreting of Scripture tjian in the 

matter of doctrine.! His general rule for deciding the meaning 

of a doubtful passage was that which accords with faith; but 

faith was used as a synonym for accepted dogma. Hence the 

Scriptures were interpreted in the light of his own dogmatic 

system. Topiady reasons in a similar way. The supreme 

Rule of Faith is the Scriptures, but when douot as to actual 

meaning arises, then Topiady interprets in accordance with 

his pre-conceptions. This is very clearly seen

f Tholuck: Merits ui Calvin, page 16.
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in an examination of Chapter 4 of his Christian and 

Philosophical necessity Asserted; which is & long string of 

quotations beginning with genesis xx:6, and ending with JUde 

iv» A favourite text with Toplady is Isaiah 45:7. M I form 

the light and create darkness: I make peace and create evil,*' 

Commenting on this passage in his book "Tne Problem of Evil*, 

Dr. Whale observes "That this is the exalted language of 

poetry rather than precise prose."| Such a suggestion 

xoplady would have scornfully rejected; and would have drawn 

from such an observation the conclusion that the whole of 

the Old Testament - if not the whole of tne scriptures - was 

just meaningless poetry. 'Keductio ad absurdum' was the 

method Toplady delighted to employ when examining the tenets 

of those who disagreed with him. To illustrate his use of, 

and his attitude to the Bible I give the following quotations 

from his works*

"The Lord o** Hosts hath sworn (i.e. hath solemnly 
and immutably decreed), saying* surely as I have 
thought, eo shall it come to pass: and as I have 
purposed, so shall it stand. This is the purpose* 
which 5 c purposed upon the whole earth; and this 
is the hand that is stretched out upon all 
nations, j*'or the Lord of hosts hath purposed, 
and who shall disannul it? And his hand is stretched 
out, and who shall turn it back? Isa. xv.24, 26, 27. 
Grand and conclusive questions] Questions, however f 
which lordly Arminianism can solve in a moment. 
Who shall disannul God's purpose? Why human free-will 
to be sure. Who shall turn back God's hand? Human 
self-determination can do it, with as much ease as 
our breath can repel the down of a feather! " J[ ^

I Page 18.

{ Works. Vol.6, pages 45-46. 
IT.B. I haye purposely repeated Toplady's (or his 
Editor'SNerror in the index to the passage it should be chapiter 14. passage* It



"Shall there be evil in a city (viz. any calamitous 
accident, as it is commonly called), and the Lord 
have not done it? Amos iii.6. —— Impossible-" {

"What idea St. James entertained, concerning free 
will and self determination, fully appears from 
the following admonitions Ye know not (much less 
can ye be disposers of) what shall be on the 
morrow. 3Tor what is your life? it is even a 
vapour that appeareth for a little time and then 
vanisheth away. Ye ought to say, if the Lord will, 
we shall live, and do this, or that, James iv. 14.15.
Why did St. James reason in this manner? Because he 
was endued with grace and sense to be a necessitarian.

"There are certain men crept in unawares, who were 
before, of old, ordained to this condemnation. Jude 4, 
If so, were not the sin and condemnation of those men 
necessary and inevitable?"

And one last quotation to show Toplady's attitude to new

thought,
"It might have been happy for that fine, but too 
excursive Theorist, D. Conyers Middleton, if he had 
not, with more rashness than good speed, endeavoured 
to overleap the boundary, which God himself has 
fixed, to the present extent of human knowledge. 
Were we even to grant the doctor his favourite 
hypothesis, viz. that the whole Mosaic account of 
the fall is merely allegorical; the origin of evil 
would still remain as dark, and as deep at the 
bottom of the well, as ever. For to what does this 
boasted allegory amount? Dr. Middleton shall give 
it us, in his own words, (v/orks, quarto. Vol II. 
p. 149), "By Adam, we are to understand reason, 
or the mind of man. By Eve, the flesh or outward 
senses. By the serpent, lust or pleasure. In which 
allegory, we see clearly explained tb« tru* causes 
of mnn 1 * fall and degeneracy! that, as soon as 
his mind, through the weakness and treachery of his 
senses, became captivated and seduced by the 
allurements of lust and pleasure, he was driven by

} Works. Vol 
I "

6 page 46 / ibid pages 47-8 
6 » 48



God out of Paradise, i.e. lost and forfeited
the happiness and prosperity, which he had 
enjoyed in his innocence."
With all due respect to very superior a pen, 
I would offer an observation or two on this 
passage, —— 1. If Adam and Eve, and the 
serpent, and the trees of knowledge and of 
life, and the very paradise where they grewi 
were all allegorical (i.e. fabulous and un 
real); might nit an atheist suppose, with 
equal reason, that the adorable Creator, whom 
this same history terms God» is as allegorical 
a being as the rest? —— 2. If the fall itself, 
as related in Scripture, be no more than a 
piece of moral fiction: what security have we 
thai, the Scriptural account of redemption, is 
not equally fictitious? Indeed, where is the 
necessity, or so much as the propriety, and 
reasonableness, of imagining, that an allegorical 
ruin requires more than an allegorical restoration? 
3. Among a multitude of other objections, which 
clog the wheel of this unsatisfactory scheme, the 
following is one; that the difficulty of accounting 
for the rise of evil, still subsists in all its 
primitive and impenetrable obscurity. For, (1) 
How came the "allurements of lust and pleasure" 
to exist at all? especially, in a state of absolute 
innocency? -- (2) How came man 1 s*outward senses" 
to be so very easy of access, as to fly open, like 
the doors of an enchanted castle, at the first 
appearance of this said gigantic lady, called 
"Allurement"? —(3) How came the human mind to yield 
itself so tame a captive to those seducing senses? 
Hot to ask (4) Why the senses themselves were origin 
ally iadued with that "weakness and treachery", and 
power of"seduction", which the doctor so freely places 
to their account? -- I think myself warranted to 
conclude, that this masterly allegorizer has not 
clearly explained, nor so much as thrown the least 
glimmering of explanation upon "the true causes of 
man's fall and degeneracy." What then do we gain by 
reading Moses through the doctor's allegorical 
spectacles? So far from gaining, we loose the little 
we had." f

It will be noticed at once that Toplady, as was his wont, 

confuses the issue. Dr. Middleton does not set out to

\ Works. Vol. 6. pages 94-95 footnote.



explain the origin of sin, "but only to interpret a 

narrative, Toplady does not see that 9. fact is none the 

less a fact, because it is expressed allegorically. The
;&

fall of all mankind is a fact too palpable to deny, nor does 

Dr. ?riddleton attempt to deny it; he is only concerned to 

find understanding of an ancient, "but divinely inspired, legend. 

Toplady is content to accept the Genesis account as literal 

history; "but makes no attempt to solve the difficulties his 

position creates. He finds it easier to ridicule those who try. 

His authority is a verbal interpretation of an infallible book* 

and one fears that he comes to the Bible to seek support for ( 

his thesis, rather than to learn the message its inspired
/$•',-

pages contain.

The sa.me may be said of his attitude to the XXXIX 

Articles, He does not seek so much to examine them, as to 

dogmatise concerning them. That they are patient of a 

Calvinistic interpretation is a fact none can gainsay? that 

they can bear no other interpretation is an unwarranted 

assumption. T/esley was aquoiMjiH as fine a scholar as Toplady, 

and he was definitely of the opinion that the Articles,the 

XVII in particular, were framed so adroitly as to permit of 

either a Galvinist or an Arminian interpretation. Toplady 

labours to prove that the Church of England was "officially" 

Calvinistic, and that its Articles could not be subscribed to 

by an Arminian; but one of his own arguments is hie own 

refutation. "By pleading the Lambetn Articles in support of



his case he adduces one of the strongest proofs he could 

for the fact that the Church of England had never committed 

itself to a strictly Calvinistic creed. If the TXZIX Articles 

were as unquestionably Calvinistic as Toplady asserted why was 

it necessary for "Whitgift - who was no friend of the Presbyt 

erian movement led "by Thomas Cartv/right - to formulate this

more forthright confession of faith. If the1 later.Arminian
position was so
'surely exiled from the Articles it was scareely necessary

that it should receive a second edict of banishment. "Despite 

the erudition of Toplady f s "Historic Proof" Calvinism has 

never been the official creed of the English Cfturchi and this, 

despite tne ruling influences within the Church during the 

reign of Elizabeth. But for her prescience and the strong 

common sense of the j.ay mind as shown in Burleigh the Lambeth 

Articles would have become the law of the Church. Later on, 

in the light of the Arminian controversy, the House of 

Commons tried to maintain that they were the oificial interp 

retation of une existing formularies. To this Charles I 

replied with his declaration. Tnus, first the clerical party 

and afterwards the laymen failed in imposing Uaeni on tne 

Anglican Church. TTith the summoning of the Westminster 

Assembly, however, and the imposition of the "Solemn league 

and Covenant", it seemed as though the day of final triumph

had come. That the Westminster Confession and Catechismi
enshrined the pure Calvinistic faith has never been questioned. 

They were, however, imposed only by the Houseiof Commpne,
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and the Assembly of Divines had no real ecclesiastical authority. 

Along with the directory they may have been held to be the law 

for the Establishment during the period of triumphant Puritanism* 

Even then it may be doubted whether they any more than the 

"Holy Discipline" had any wide practical predominance outside 

London and Lancashire. The provisions of the Instrument of 

Government and the Humble Petition and Advice made distinctly 

for toleration in this matter, if not in others. The whole 

fabric» however, was swept away at the Restoration, and with tbs 

Act of Uniformity of 1662 vanished the last danger of a Church 

officially Calvinistic in polity, if not in creed. By the time 

Toplady was required to subscribe to the XXXIX Articles the 

influence of Laud has softened the worst austerities of extreme 

Calvinism, and there were many who gave to the Articles an 

Arminian interpretation. As emphasised earlier, these roused 

Toplady to flaming anger, for having decided that the Articles 

were Calvinistic, he would tolerate none who did not share his 

views. One of his sharpest baris he reserved for the Socinians, 

but his character would have been enriched if he had taken to 

heart the Preface of their Racovian Catechism.

"Let everyone enjoy the freedom of his own 
judgment in religion; only let it be permitted 
to us also to exhibit our view of divine things 
without injuring and calumniating others. 
Do you alone carry the key of knowledge so that 
from you nothing in the sacred Scriptures is 
locked up, nothing sealed; and so that no one 
can open what you close, or close what you open? 
Why do you not remember that One alone is our 
Master, to whom these prerogatives belong - even



Christ; but that we are all brethren to no 
one is given authority and dominion over the
conscience of another? Jor, though, spine of

)tlthe brethren may excel others in spiritual 
gifts, yet in respect to freedom and the 
right of sonship all are equal. 11 |

Unhappily Toplady was not cast in the mould that makes for 

toleration; for him the faith of the Anglican Church was 

the teaching of John Calvin, He read its Articles through 

Calvin's eyes; and upon them based his theology. It is,
i

§

however» questionable whether Toplady was as loyal to the 

Articles of the Church of England as he professed to be; 

for whilst he gave to the seventeenth a permissable, if extreme 

interpretation, he tends to limit the teaching of Article XXXI.

{ Preface to Hacovian Catechism quoted from 
P. Carnegie Simpson's "The Church and The 
State"t pages 156-7



Chapter 10. 

TOPLADY THE THEOLOGIAN--HIS DOC TRIMS.



TOPLADY THE THSOIOGIAH
, i.

—'- Doctrine —-

As I have already tried t© outline Toplady's Theology 

as contained in his hymns, some little repetition will be 

inevitable as I seek to delineate the teaching of his 

controversial writings. Jor whilst it is hard to reconcile 

the singer and the apologist, there is one ground common to 

both - namely, their faith.

Toplady's "Apologetics 11 are almost entirely devoted to 

the doctrine of the "Decretum horribile"; everything else is 

subordinate. Some souls are predestined to salvation, others 

to damnation; and from this dogma all Toplady's theology flows. 

God to maintain His decrees must be Sovereign & Absolutes Christ 

effects the salvation of the elect by taking the curse of their 

sin upon Himself: Man, by the divinely permitted Fall, is totally 

depraved* but God, to manifest His glory and grace, saves some 

of these utterly helpless and undeserving creatures; Heaven 

is the everlasting home of those whom He is pleased to save* 

whilst hell is the place of the endless torment endured by the 

reprobate. Whatever theological doctrine Toplady seeks to 

elucidate, it is always against this background: indeed, this 

"background" is Toplady's theology; and by far the larger part 

of all his writings, is either an exposition or defence of this 

creed; to maintain which he is driven into the position of 

absolute Necessitarianism. Nothing so antagonises him as the
s*

doctrine of free-will? and for the philosophical idea of



self-determination he has only contemptuous scorn. The 

remark that Shakespeare puts on the lips of Cassius, would 

have "been to Toplady not only the sheerest nonsense, but 

plain "blasphemy. For whether a man was an"underling" or 

not, rested entirely on the sovereign will of Him who decreed 

every event of every life long before any man saw the light 

Of the stars, {

The ethical problems that such a philosophy begets 

are not quite ignored by Toplady, but he tries to hide the 

issue from himself, and others, by cloudy word-spinning; 

and when driven to examine the metaphysics of his dogma, he 

always takes refuge in "the inscrutable purposes of God" * 

"Simply acquiesce,"he writes, "in the plain scripture accountj 

and wish to see no further, that revelation holds the laflip. 

It is enough for you to know, that the Judge of the whole 

earth will do right." / "Be satisfied with St. Paul's 

answer: Nay, but who art thou, 0 man, that replies against 

God? The apostle hinges the matter (predestination) entirely 

on God's absolute sovereignty. There he rests it, and there 

we ought to leave it." { By this means Toplady is able

j "TvTen at sometime are masters of their fates; 
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, 
But in ourselves, that we are underlings."

Julius Caesars Act 1

Works. Vol. 5 page 159. f Ibid page 160«



to enjoy the best of both worlds: on the subject of the 

eternal decrees he can dogmatise as much as he wishes, but 

when pressed for a rationale he can always plead a reverent 

and humble agnosticism.

As in the case of his hymns I will seek to give 

the gist of Toplady's teaching} offering, as evidence, quot 

ations from his "WorKs", and as far as possible a quotation 

from various of them, in order to show how the same theme 

runs through them all. After which I will attempt a brief 

critique of his teaching as a whole, and volunteer an 

appreciation,

DOCTRIKE OF GOD.

The two prevailing thoughts in Toplady f s doctrine 
of God are "Regalism" and "Legalism". The King is the 

Judge, against whose sentence of life^or death, there is 

no appeal. Toplady, like Calvin, holds that God is Sovereign, 

and tnat He is unlimited and absolutely independent. His 

Omnipotence cannot be defeated. He does what He pleases 

with the wills of men; and so far as He and His purpose are 

concerned, "Prevention is not better than recovery", for the 

Pall and utter ruin of man is the decree of His holy 

Omnipotence, which uses all things to carry out His unalterable 

designs of Providence and Grace; for all the good done on 

earth, God does Himself. It is His decree, and His decree 

alone, that disposes of every event. Evil is permitted by 

Him to promote the accomplishment of His purpose. Whatever



comes to pass, from first to last, is the will of God,

in whom there are no after-thoughts, and to Whose knowledge

eternity can add nothing.

"The Scripture doctrine of predetermination ...
.....assures us, that all things are of God. That 

* all our times, and all events, are in his hand. 
Consequently, that man's business below, is to 
fill up the departments, and to discharge the 
several offices, assigned him in God's purpose, 
from everlasting; and that naving lived his 
appointed time, and finished his allotted course of 
action and suffering; he, that moment, quits the 
stage of terrestrial life, and removes to the 
invisible state." |

"It cannot be questioned, but God does all things, 
and ever did, according to nis own purpose: tne 
numan will cannot resist him, so as to make him 
do more or less than it is nis pleasure to do,since 
he does what he pleases even witn tne wills of men**1 |

"We have a saying in common life, that prevention 
is better tnan recovery. But in the present question, 
the proverb fails. Satan neither stole nor forced 
nis way into Paradise. He neither escaped, tne notice 
nor mastered the power of him whose presence 1'iiieth 
heaven and earth. Omniscience cannot be deceived. 
Omnipresence cannot be jzlfeluded. Omnipotence cannot 
be overpowered. Witn regard, therefore, to the first 
entrance of moral and natural evil; both one and the 
other would most certainly have been totally precluded, 
by a Deity possessed of infinite wisdom and power, ' 
had not recovery (though we cannot yet discern how) 
been better than prevention. The keeper of Israel, 
who neitner slumbereth nor sleepeth, was invariably 
mindful of his people, even when he suffered human 
nature to be shipwrecked in Adam." Jf

( Works, vol. 5. pages 153-4
4 H " o, " 19?- This is a quotation from the

Torts 01 Austin. 
1 « 3 * 112 *



•Of course, all the good tnat is wrought in men, comes from God, as the gracious effect, not as the 
cause of nis favour; and all the evil which God 
permits (such are his wisdom and power) is subservient 
to promote, instead of interfering to obstruct, the 
accomplishment of his most holy will." j

At the opening of his translation of Zanchius, 

(whom Toplady regards as a perennial fount of inspiration 

and truth) there is a long disquisition on the nature of 

the attributes of God, and from this we learn that

"&od is, and always was, so perfectly wise, that 
nothing ever did, or does, or can, elude his knowledge. 
He knew, from all eternity, not only what he himself 
intended to do, but also what he would incline and 
p*tmit others to do. Acts xv.18. 'Known unto God are 
all his works, ap aioiios^ from eternity 1 . Consequently, 
God knows nothing now, nor will know anything hereafter, 
which he did not know and forsee from everlasting: 
his foreknowledge being co-eternal with himself, and 
extending to everything that is or shall be done." |

* "The Deity is possessed not only of infinite knowledge, 
but likewise of absolute liberty of will: so that 
whatever he does, or permits to be done, he does and 
permits freely, and of his own good pleasure. 
Consequently, it is his free pleasure to permit sin; 
since, without his permission, neither men nor devils 
can do anything." jf

"The will of God is never contrary to itself: he 
immutably wills the salvation of the elect, and vice 
versa: nor can he ever vary or deviate from his own 
will in any instance whatsoever." $

t
"The brief of the matter is this; secret things belong 
to God, and those that are revealed belong to us: 
therefore, when we meet with a plain precept, we should 
simply endeavour to obey it, without tarrying to enquire 
into God's hidden purpose.". J

TO the support of his position Toplady calls the testimony of 
countless divines, but *- and this is a curious fact—whilst

1 Works. Vol. 3. page 175. | ibid vol. 5 page 188
\ » " 5, " 189 $ iBid " $ " 190
/ » » § » 192.



he rarely quotes from Calvin's Institutes in support of 
Calvinism, he makes fairly frequent appeal to Luther. With

pleasure he records the agreement with his creed of the early 

Fathers and the Reformers. Yolumes one and two of his "Works* 

are filled with the callings of ripe scholars, whilst volume 

four is, for the greater part, an anthology of the sayings 

and writings of his contemporaries. He is happy alike to 

quote Clemens Romanus,( St. Austin, or St. Jerome, as he is

to record the'beliefs of Madan, Serle, or Hervey. With
*t

great satisfaction he records his approval a sermon on%
"Providence" by Bishop Hopkins, a quotation from which I will

use to close this section. i
"A sparrow, whose price is but mean, two of them 
valued at a farthing (which some make to be the 
10th part of a Roman penny, and certainly one of 
their least coins), and whose life therefore is 
but contemptible, and whose flight seems giddy 
and at random; yet it falls not to the ground, 
neither lights anywhere, without your father. 
His all-wise providence hath before appointed 
what bough it shall pitch on, what grains it shall 
pick up; where it shall lodge, and where it shall 
build; on what it shall live, and when it shall 
die. Our Saviour adds, the very hairs of your 
head are all numbered. God keeps an account, even 
of that stringy excrescence. Do you see a thousand 
little motes and atoms wandering up and down in a 
sunbeam? It is God that-so peoples it; and he guide* 
their innumerable and irregular strayings. Hot a 
dust flies in a beaten road, but God raiseth it, 
conducts its uncertain motion, and, by his particular 
care, conveys it to a certain place before appointed 
for it; nor shall the most fierce and tempestuous 
wind hurry it any further. Nothing comes to pass,
but God hath ends in it. Though the world seem to run at random, and affairs to Be huddled together
in blind confusion and rude disorder; yet, God sees 
and knows the concatenation of all causes and effects*

} This St. Clemens Roraanus Toplady considers is the same 
Clement Paul numbered amongst his fellow*labourers.



and so governs them, that he makes a perfect 
harmony out of all those seeming jarrings and 
discords.—It is most necessary» that we should 
have our hearts well established in the firm and 
unwaTering belief of this truth: that whatsoever 
comes to pass, be it good or evil, we may look 
to the hand and disposal of all, to God.—In 
respect of God, there is nothing casual or. 
contingent, in the world. If a master should 
send a servant to a certain.place, and command 
him to stay there, till such a time; and presently 
after, should send another servant to the same 
(place); the meeting of the two is wholly casual, 
in respect of themselves; but ordained and fore 
seen by the master who sent them. So it is in 
all fortuitous events here below. They fall out 
unexpectedly,as to us; but not so as to God. He 
forsees, and he appoints, all the vicissitudes ,.. 
of things." |

Dottrine of the Person of Christ.

To an elaboration of the doctrine of the person of Jesus 

Christ, Toplady gives no place. His "orthodoxy" cannot be 

gainsaid, but it is glimpsed rather than beheld. Nevertheless, 

as Egyptologists can, from remaining stumps and pillars, rebuild, 

in imagination, some ancient temple, so that its onetime glory 

is perceived*, in similar fashion can the reader of Toplady piece
%

together his doctrine of Jesus Christ from isolated statements 

concerning Him, From his sermon "Jesus seen of Angels" we 

learn Toplady's conception of the Incarnation and his opinion 

of the various episodes that marked the life and ministry of 

the ITazarene. In some of these opinions Toplady allows his 

imagination full scope, for his conclusions are pure conjecture.

{ Works. Vol. 5. pages 154-5.



Prom whence does he learn of the physical beauty of Jesue?
It:

His analogy of the Temple is far from satisfying. | Whilst 

his statement concerning John's "baptism of Christ raises 

many theological questions; especially as Toplady rests his 

argument upon an "if".

"If baptism be confessedly an acknowledgement 
of human sinfulness, how came he (Christ) to 
divide the wave* of Jordan, who was infinitely 
holy as God, and immaculately righteous as man? 
Probably, because he was made sin for us. In 
a way of imputation, the Lord laid on him the 
iniquity of all his people. Hence, though 
absolutely sinless 9 he was baptised as a sinner. 
And tnis practical declaration of his atoning 
character» wao part of that exterior righteous* 
ness, wfluttu, as the victim and substitute of 
his saints, it became him to fulfil." {

Earlier 9 in this sermon, Toplady had categorically asserted

"Whoever is brought to the baptismal font, is 
brought thither as a sinner. And the whole 
ceremony is a solemn recognition of human 
guilty as well as strikingly emblematical of 
the way and manner in which pardon and 
sanctification are attained; even by the 
effusion of the Messiah's bloody and the 
hallowing agency of his blessed Spirit." f

It is supricing to find Toplady - antagonised as he was by 

Home and all her works * believing in "Baptismal Regeneration".

"The man Christ Jesus, being formed without Bin, and 
by the immediate agency of the Holy Ghost » was 
doubtless , transcendently fair, and augustly beautiful. 
Henve his human nature was compared to the temple: a 
structure eminently holy, and peculiarly elegant. Prior 
to his sufferings, he mas literally fairer than the 
children of men." Works. Vol. 3. page 77.. . . . 

| Works, vol. 3 page 68. g Ibid page 68.



"The blessed Jesus......vouchsafed to stamp
the highest authority on the laver of typical 
regeneration 9 toy his own personal submission 
to the ordinance of baptism. 11 |

*«g -^

In parenthesis I would like to point out that it is not easy 

to arrive at Toplady<s sacramental position. It is not clear 

whether he was a saeerdotalist or not. Certainly he is quite 

definite that sacramental grace does not in any way depend 

on the moral character of the officiating priest; but whether 

Toplady regards it as operating through the faith of the 

recipient, or by virtue of a valid ordination, it is not possible 

to say. I incline to the view that if he had been pressed, 

he would have fallen back on his statement that the "Church 

of England the best and purest visible Church in the whole 

world, Mjf and that she was the pureJchannel of grace, quite
I;

apart from the moral character of her clergy. in his letter 

to .Mr. I. he writes,

"I am thoroughly persuaded, was the glorious 
company of the Apostles to li*e again on 
earth, at this very time, and to live in 
England; not one of them I verily believe, 

. would be a dissenter from our established
Church: though they would all deeply lament 
the dreadful state of spiritual,of doctrinal, * 
and of moral declension, to which the greatest 
part of us are reduced." f

It is probable that Toplady would have held that individual
m

faith and validity of ordination were equally essential? one 

being of little value without the other. But,as I have already

•forks, vol. 3. pages 67-8. J ibid page 14, 
| « vil. 6 page 288



said, it is not possible to dogmatise, in that there 

sufficient data available.

Whatever doubts, then, one may hare as to whether 

foplady was a sacerdotalist, none can be entered against his

fidelity to the Apostles 1 Greed* His sermon on "Jesus seen #
~ - i 

of angels" could be well described as a running and picturesque

commentary on that part of the Creed that refers to our Lord, 

Whilst, from other parts of his writings one gleans his 

loyalty to the faith of his Fathers. Jesus is God Incarnate. 

Co-dweller with God in Eternity, fie,having made darkness the 

swaddling bands of the earth, is Himself swaddled as an 

infant, and laid in the feeding place of the ox. Toplady 

rejoices that angels were His first workmanship, whose

"....bliss began with the first sight of him. 
They saw him, they loved and worshipped, until 
the fulness of time was come, when the Ancient 
of Days became an Infant of Days, and God the 
Son was found in fashion as a man. 11 |

Yet, before He is cradled in a manger he laid

"the foundations of the earth, and by his 
excellent wisdom, made the heavens;" \

But though Co-eternal, He is, nevertheless, subordinate to 

His Father; although Toplady is not very sure on this point* 

His exposition of I Corinthians XT. 28, is interesting though, 

not particularly illuminating. Still he holds firmly to the 

divinity of Christ which
II
will for ever continue to make His righteousness 
so infinitely meritorious and effective." \ /

| Works vol. 3 page 66 f ibid page 67 ]f ibid p. 226.

teacnes



TTs .
'"Can we be exalted in the righteousness of a creature? 
Would God the Father accept, and command us to trust 
in the Atonement of a finite being?By the same rule, 
we might (with the impudent papists) trust in the 
supposed merits of the Virgin iCary, or St. anybody 
else. And by the same rule, we might descend a step 
lower, and (with the still more impudent pelagians) 
trust in our own supposed merits, and burn incense 
to the withered arm of our own blasted free-will. In 
short, there is no end to the horrible impieties which 
flow from trampling the divinity and righteousness of 
Christ underfoot. 11 |

Being co-eternal with God, Toplady maintains, that Christ 

could not have died had He not taken man's guilt upon him. . 

He is rendered mortal by identifying Himself with mortal sin. 

Whilst He is as truly man as He is truly God, it is by Sis 

identification of Himself with fallen man that he can know: 

death; seeing that He was,like our first parents prior to 

the fall, naturally immortal.. His own words run thus:

"In the front of religious mysteries, St. Paul 
. places the miraculous and supernatural incarnation 
of Jesus Christ. 'God was manifested in the flesh 1 j 
God the Son, who, in the covenant of redemption, 
had taken upon him to deliver man, became man to 
accomplish that deliverance. The truth of his 
divinity is demonstrable from the whole current of 
Scripture; and the truth of his human nature, or the 
reality of nis manifestations in the flesh, is 
evident, from his having been liable, in general, 
to the sinless infirmities incident to men. He slept; 
he shed tears; he experienced hunger, thirst, and 
weariness; he was acquainted with pains of body and 
distress of mind. In one respect, indeed, he seems 
to have been exempted.from the common lot of other 
human beings; we nowhere find, to the best of my 
remembrance, that he ever so much as once experienced 
any attack of sickness or disease. The reason of 
this extraordinary circumstance, was, no doubt, 
owing to the sinless formation of his humanity, by

| Works Vol. 3 page 228.



the immediate operation of the Holy Ghost. Sin 
was that which introduced every, kind offcTOfk 
into the human system; and disease amongst the 
rest. But the man Christ Jesus was formed and 
conceived totally without stain. Hence he was 
like our first parents before the fall, naturally 
immortal; nor could he hare died* had he not, by 
an act of gracious susception, taken the guilt of 
men upon himself, and become responsible to divine 
justice for the utmost payment of their penal 
debt." "For,exclusively of his union with the 
second person in the Godhead; his absolute freedom 
from sin would fess» of itself hare been a certain 
security from the possibility of dying. 1* j

Toplady continues:

"As Christ was manifested in the flesh, so was he 
.justified in the spirit: not only justified as 
to the divinity of nis person and mission, and 
proved to be the Son of God by the miracles which 
wrought in conjunction with the holy Spirit; but 
likewise spiritually justified by God the Father, 
from all those sins, which, as the dying surety of 
nis people, he had taken upon himself to expiate, f

It is apparent in Toplady*s polemics as it was 

in his hymns that his main concern with Christ is His Atoning 

work. I have already shown that he was not indifferent to 

the doctrines surrounding His Person, but it was to His 

sin-destroying Ifission that Toplady ever turns his listenerst 

eyes and ears. The death of Christ was irresistibly 

predestined; it is our only hope; in it Christ fulfilled the 

law, and by Mis rignteousness we are justified* As this 

doctrine of justification is inextricably bound up with the 

doctrine of predestination I propose to leave Toplady's 

theology on the "Work of Christ" until I have discussed his 

doctrines of Man and Sin.

i Works, vol. 3 pages 62-3 
11 #v» " 3 » 63-4



At the commencement of this chapter I emphasised 

Top lady nowhere attempts a unified or systematise^ 

theology; this is particularly true of his

DOCTRINE OJ THE HOLY SPIRIT & THE TRINITY. 

These two doctrines(or expressions of one) are certainly 

taught, if not clearly defined. Toplady believes in"0ne 

God the rather Almighty 1* who manifests Himself once in time 

in the Man Christ Jesus, and Who is mediated forerer in the 

Paraclete. The Holy spirit is the Divine Agency operating 

in the world, and in a particular way in the hearts of the 

elect.

"The holy Spirit gives faith" |
• - - «• 

It makes

"and will continue to make the preaching of 
Christ crucified, the grand channel of His 
converting power." V ,

Yet "A soul once "born of the Holy Ghost, is never unborn, 
from that day forward. The power of indwelling grace 
exerts and displays itself with increasing strength 
and brightness: but regeneration, or the infusion 
of spiritual life, neither needs nor can juuft 
admit of repetition. All subsequent revivals, 
whether in a way of holiness, support or consolation, 
are but expansions of the original principle, 
occasioned by the Holy Spirit's repeated breathings 
on the spark which he primarily inspired, and which 
nothing can totally extinguish." {

It is the ministry of the Holy Spirit to

"bend the gospel bow and wing an arrow to(the 
sincer»s) your hearts." /

and to sanctif£?y, and restore comfort.

| Works. Vol.3 page 65. Ibid p. 64. ( ibid p. 249 
« " 3 " 259.



When writing of Toplady's doctrine of the Holy Spirit 

as shown in his hymns 9 I commented that he was soundly 

Trinitarian, but questioned whether he did not drift into

Tri theism. The same criticism can be made of his "apologetics* .
* * 

There is no suggestion ef Doeetism in his doctrine of Christ,

nor any of Sabellianism in his doctrine of the Trinity. He 

endeavours to uphold the ancient faith, "Neither confounding
4

the Persons, nor dividing the Substance." "For there is one 

Person of the Father, another of the Son: and another of the 

Holy Ghost. But the Godhead of the Father, of the Son, and 

of the Holy Ghost, is all one: the glory equal, the Majesty 

co-eternal." j But in practice he preaches as though there 

were three distinct p*inpT-«, each possessed of a different 

function. In his sermon "Joy in Heaven oTer one repenting 

sinner" he observes:

"God the Father acquiesces with complacency, 
in the soul that is thus brought to His mercy 
seat. The glorified Redeemer sees the reward 
of his mediatorial obedience unto death, and 
is satisfied. The Holy spirit smiles on His 
own work, hastens to comfort the sinner he 
has sudued, and goes on to accomplish the 
sanctification he has began,"

Principal S. Cave, in his book "The Doctrines of the Christian 

Faith", writes "In the unthinking piety of the Church, the 

'persons' of the Godhead hare been so distinguished that it 

is possible to read in a revivalist magazine of prayers for a 
sick child being offered in vain to God the Father and to God

} quoted from Dr. Whalefe "Christian Doctrine" p. 117. 
Works, vol. 3 page 354

/ Compare vol. 3 page 174. "Both his purposes and his 
covenant were framed and fixed HJUUI and agreed u««« oy the persons in the Trinity. "^^ *greea upon,



the Son, although,when offered to God the Holy Spirit the
ohild immediately was healed." j Toplady does*not drift

» » 
so far - that would be sheer'polytheism" - but does tend

•9 to separate function, as to give the impression that he 

is thinking in terms of three personalities? and once the 

Trinity is thought ef in terms of three subjects, Tritheism 

is inevitable. Perhaps the best way to express Toplady*s 

position is to quote his approval and acceptance of the 

doctrine of the Anglican Church,

"Nothing short of Trinity in unity could 
justify the commission, which our blessed 
Lord gave to his apostles and their successors 
to baptize in the name or into the knowledge 
and worship, of the father, and of the Son, 
and of the Holy Ghost. If the Son of God 
were not God the Son, if.the Spirit of God 
were not God the Spirit, the administration 
of baptism in their name would be an act of 
highest profaneness and idolattry. The 
doctrine, therefore, of a trinity tf.persons 
in the unity of one divine nature, is a 
doctrine of express revelation; a doctrine ?f 
the utmost consequence; and which lies at the 

r very root and foundation of the Christian 
system. Give ufr this, and you give up all. 
The whole of Christianity is but an empty 
name without it.
Blessed be God, the faith ef our own Church, 
respecting this capital point, most exactly 
harmonises with the law and the testimony; 
for she affirms, that, «in unity of this 
Oodhead, tuere be three persons, of one 
substance, power and eternity; the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Ghost.* And elsewhere, 
she thus speaJcs: 'That which we believe of 
the glory of the Father, the same we believe 
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, without 
any difference or inequality.•»

Page 268.
Works. Vol. §. pages 135-6.



In seeking to outline Toplady's doctrines of
'f-'. •

IMS, SIJT AKD GRACE,

I snail nave to include his doctrines of Predestination 

and election: and these constitute the very marrow of his

theology; which includes
The Fall and Original Sin
The enslavement of the will
The Law as the standard of righteousness
The mediation of salvation through Christ,
Repentance
Justification.

Concerning the doctrine of the Fall Toplady has no
« 4

doubts. He is in the happy position of knowing his own mind, 

and of knowing that his doctrine has the support of Scripture, 

and is attested "by the facts of every day life. A present 

day preacher would,doubtless, not present his case as did 

Toplady; nor would he interpret scripture in the same way. 

But he would not attempt to deny that there is something 

terribly wrong with mankind. If he took the terrible list

of the Apostle in his letter to the Galatians (v.19), and
it 

expressed/in modern terms, by saying that drink, lust, greed,

gambling, cruelty, selfishness, are still rampant in every 

nation and manifest in every eity, he would only be confessing 

that sin is the real cause of human misery: and even if 

Agnosticism was accepted, and God left out of account, it 

would still be obvious that humanity needs nothing so much as 

to be saved from it., He would preach "original sin", but 

would not interpret it as did Toplady', nor would he treat 

the Old Testament story of the Garden of Eden as literal



/ff
history. Toplady does not hesitate to do so; nor - as I

<,• 
shown already - does he hesitate to pillory any who do.fiot.

That Adam was a man, and Eye a woman created from a rib, he 

does not doubt, nor does he doubt the source of temptation

was a particular fruit; although he regards it as idle to
as to 

speculate/the kind.

"Whether it was a pomegranate, or a cluster of 
grapes; an apple, or a citron; scripture has 
not revealed, nor are we concerned to know." (

Adam and Eve, or as he prefers to call them, our first parents 

are the source of human sinfulness. Before their fall they
s

were morally perfect} as befits the creation of God; but 

they fell from their holy state, and all born of their corrupted 

stock inherit their original taint; and are rendered mortal. 

Rejecting any idea of metempsychosis, Toplady holds man to be
*

the special creation of God, and that he was sinless and 

deathless.

"The sacred oracles acquaint us, that the first 
man was created spiritually and morally upright: 
nay* that he was made after the image of God; 
and was (in some respects, and with due allow- . 
ance for the necessary imperfection inseparable j 
from a creature) the living transcript of him [ 
that formed him. This phrase, the image of 
God, is to be understood chiefly in a spiritual, 
and entirely in a figurative sense. It does 
not refer to the beauty, and to the erect stature 
of the body; but to the holy and sublime 
qualifications of the soul. The grand outlines 

•" therefore, of that divine resemblance, in which 
Adam was constructed, were holiness, knowledge, 
dominion, happiness, and immortality. 11 ]f

Through sin, carnal,as well as spiritual,death became the

} Works. TO!. 3 page 350 
11 13 pages 349-350



inheritance of the primal pair and all their descendants* 

and on this fact Toplady bases his doctrine of Original

Sin, which is the inescapable endowment of every new "born 

bate.

"We need hut look within ourselves, for abundant 
proof, that our nature must hare been morally 
poisoned in its source; that our first parent 
sinned; and that we, with the rest of hie sons, 
are sharers in his fall." f

"God's word expressly declares, that,By the 
disobedience of one man, many were constituted* 
sinners, Rom.v. 19. They are in the divine 
estimation.considered as guilty of Adam's own 
personal breach of the prohibitory command. 
How, the judgment of God is always according 
to truth. He would not deem us guilty, unless 
we were so. And guilty of our first parent's 
offence we cannot be, but in a way of imputation. 11

In his sermon "A Caveat against unsound Doctrines" he urges

"As soon as we are born we go astray. Hay, I will 
venture, on seripture authority, to carry the 
point higher still. All mankind are guilty and 
depraved before they are born. Behold I was 
shapen in iniquity, and in sin did my mother 
conceive me. A thunderbolt to human pride, and 
a dagger in the very heart of natural excellence* 11

This quotation f it might be noted, is typical of Teplady's 

use of Scripture. STo attempt is made at exegesis. An 

isolated statement made by a conscience-stricken king (if 

Indeed, it can be attributed to David, roused to repentance 

after the visit of Ha than) Cheyise and Robert son Smith doubt 

this, and give the psalm a national rather than a personal 

application.); is accepted at its face value, and beaause 

it harmonises with his position, Toplady uses it as an 

irrefutable argument. Had any one questioned the validity

\ works vol. 3. page 553 JT ibid pages 34-24.



of Toplady's use of his "proof texts" he would instantly

have impaled them for blasphemously questioning the infallible
V 

oracles of the Most High. He paints man's fallen state in
black, pure and unrelieved. He quotes from Calvin's 

Institutes: "The corruption of our nature is always operative; 

and constantly teeming with unholy fruits: like a heated 

furnace which is perpetually blazing out; or like an in-, 

exhaustible spring of water, which is forever babbling up 

and sending forth its rills.": j and from his knowledge of 

the Class'ics he informs his readers "that man, if not well
i

and carefully cultivated, is the wildest and most savage of 

all animals".(J>lato) "Mature has infused vice into every *• 

created being",/(Propertius) "The seeds of vice are innate 

in every man." (Horace) ]f

"The dignity of human nature", was apparently - 

a popular theme in some quarters, even in Toplady's day: but 

it received no subscription from him.

"There are some who talk much 
concerning the dignity of human 
nature. Upon Christian principles, 
the dignity of man is great indeed: 
a dignity, however, not natural, 
but derived from the condescending 
lover and restorer of lost sinners."

\ Calvin's Institutes, 1. iv. c.15. quoted from Toplady's 
Works, vol. 3 page 354

{ Toplady's Works, vol. 3 page 354 
N * t 3 H 109



I-ar from thinking of unregenerate man as possessed of any 

"dignity" he thinks of him as a "wild ass". "Vain man* 

he writes

•"born as a wild ass's colt' 'How keenly', says 
a fine writer, 'is this comparison pointed.' 
Like the ass: an animal, remarkable for its 
stupidity, even to a proverb. Like the ass's 
colt: which must be still more egregiously 
stupid than the dam. Like the wild ass's 
celt: which is not only blockish, but stubborn 
and intractable; neither possesses valuable 
qualities by nature, nor will easily receive 
them by discipline.•» \

In a footnote, he adds this observation:

"Our mental powers, like a chicken in the 
shell, or a plant in its semen, are no more 
than virtual and dormant, until elicited by 
cultivation, and ripened by experience, 
attention, and reflection. Civil society, 
dress, articulate language, with all other 
useful and ornamental polishings which result 
from domestic and political connection, are, 
in themselves, things purely artificial and 
adventitious. If so, will it not follow, that 
(ever since the.fall) man is naturally a 
wild animal?" {

So Toplady has no high opinion of man, he is

"What the Scripture affirms, naturally dead 
in trespasses and sins; and no dead man 
can make himself to differ from any other. 
Conversion is a new birth, a resurrection, 
a new creation, what infant ever begat 
himself? What inanimate carcase ever quickened 
and raised itself? What creature ever created 
itself?" Jf

It is not easy to say how Toplady connotes the scriptural 
phrase "dead in trespasses and sins". One can hardly

| Works, vol. 6 pages 41-2 f ibid lage 41 footnote 

JT " Vol. 3 page 360.



imagine that ne would give a literal interpretation to 

the word"dead" (despite his literalness in other places) 

for then he would "be appealing to a corpse; and in so far 

as he pleads with sinners to repent, one presumes he regards 

them as capable of making response? and so cannot "be literally 

dead. There is, however, no doubt as to how Toplady interprets 

the word "die" in the passage in Genesis 2; 17; there it 

means physical death; i.e. the biological cessation of 

existence, following in the wake of St. Paul, who 

apparently believed that physical death was the consequence 

of sini, Toplady believes that death was not for the guilty 

first parents only, but for all their posterity, nevertheless, 

whilst he is an unwavering upholder of the Galvinist doctrine 

that man is wholly defiled in all faculties and parts of the 

soul, I do not think that he would regard depravity and death
t t

as synonymous terms. He makes no scruple to assert

"We are totally sinful and corrupt by natures 
as unfit for, and as incapable of enjoying 
the glories of the celestial world; as a 
beetle is, of being elevated to the dignity 
and office of a first minister of state. 
Such is the natural condition of man, with 
regard to spiritual things." j

but this is not the same thing as saying we are bereft 

of life: "dead in sin" is a phrase I feel he would have 

interpreted as meaning, inability to communicate with a 

spiritual environment, or inability to commune with GrOd;

j ¥orks vol. 3 page 362.



rather than biological death. I do not think that there 
can be any question that Toplady regarded physical death

18
!.*

as the inevitable result of sin, and that had our first 

parents never sinned they would have been immortal* but 

I think it is equally certain that he was not so connoting 

death when he says with St. Paul, "dead in trespasses and

sins;". | I stress this point for Toplady f s theology here
*

is a little ambiguous; but it isnquesiion to which I will

return when I seek to offer an appreciation of his work as 

a whole. I will conclude this section by giving a curious 

coament from Toplady ̂ "Short Essay on Original Sin";

"The doctrine of original sin is the basis of 
the millenium. The earth, which is disordered 
and put out of course, through the offence of 
man, will be restored to its primitive beauty, 
purity, and regularity, when Jesus will descend 
to reign in person with his saints. w |

As man is "wholly defiled in all faculties", it 

follows that he is defiled in his will. It is enslaved to 

evil. Yet, whilst Toplady fulminates unceasingly against 

the doctrine of "free will", and holds to an inexorable 

"Necessitarianism", he yet maintains that there

"is not the least encroachment on human freedom. 
The will continues free, or unforced, at the 
very time grace is all in all."

so that side by side with his denial of "free-will" he 

endeavours to maintain a doctrine of "free-agency". The 

will is quite incapable of any movement toward good; and

I Ephesians 2:1. 
Works Vol. 3. page 362 / ibid page 316.



yet
"when the influence of grace is savingly exerted, 
conversion, as the erfect, must necessarily and 
surely follow (since it is simply impossible, that 
the purpose and agency of an all-wise and all- 
powerful Being, should be defeated and miscarry); 
yet this infers no sort of violence on the human 
will; since all God's dealings with his rational 
creatures, in a way of grace, are wisely and 
wonderfully suited to the faculties with wnicn ne 
has thought proper to endue them. In regeneration, 
the will of man is not forced, but renewed; it is 
not compelled, but amended and set right; in 
consequence of which, it spontaneously directs ite 
future motions to God, heaven, and things divine," {

Self-determination Toplady anathematises as the very essence 

of atheism, and as an attribute in-consistent with the human 

state. It excludes the foreknowledge of God and in one 

respect at least is more absurd that Ifanichaeism, which was 

prepared to accept a dualism, whilst self•determination means 

that every individual is a god.

"Were I disposed to make the most of my argument, 
I might add, and very fairly too, that the old 
HaniehaeisB, was a gentle impiety, and a slender 
absurdity; when contrasted with the modern Arminian 
improvements on that system. For, which is worse? 
To assert the existence of two independent beings, 
and no more; or to assert the existence of about 
one hundred and fifty millions of independent beings, 
all living at one time, and most of them waging 
successful war on the designs of him that created 
them? " |

-.

nevertheless, when "irresistible grace" moves the sinner's
*,

heart, he is able, despite the fact that his will is 

enslaved, to accept and close with the gift of God.

1 Works vol. 3 pages 314-5 
n " 6 page 96. Compare vol. 6 pages 14, 21,

& 36.



Tennyson wrote
"Our wills are ours, we know not how, 
Our wills are ours to make them Thine."•

What Toplady would hare said of this no one can know, but 

we know what he said to Wesley for making an observation 

similar in meaning. When he suggested that God respected 

man's moral freedom and waited for his co-©peration| Toplady 

replied,

•Gas anything be more shockingly execrable, 
than such a degrading and blasphemous idea 
of the ever blessed God? And consequently, 
is not the doctrine of human self determin- 
ability the most daring, the most inconsist 
ent, the most false, the most contemptible, 
and the most atheistical tenet, that was 
ever spawned by pride and ignorance in 
conjunction? A doctrine, which, in running 
away from the true necessity, coins an im 
possible necessity of its own inventing; 
and whilst it represents men as gods, sinks 
God far below the level of the meanest man!" (

.$*•• m

In seeking to appreciate leplady's doctrine of the 

Law, it is necessary to enquire what he means by the term; 

and one is suprised to find that nowhere do we find a positive 

answer. It would appear that he regards the Mosaic Law and 

the Eternal Law of Right as synonymous. He refers to those 

weak believers who

•are apt to hover about Mount Sinai;"

but, apart from saying that the Law is aot the ptremonial 

law, which is now repealed in that it has been superseded, 

there is no attempt at definition. True, he distinguishes

| Works vol. 6 page 104



carefully between the Law and the Gospel! and emphasises

that no man can justify himself before God by obeying the
#z 

law, even if he was possessed of the ability to do so.

It accepts no righteousness other than complete righteousness, 

so, Christ,and Christ,alone is the sinner's only refuge from 

its malediction* To any that trust in themselves that they 

are righteous, find that the law car£mTnister death to them* 

for at best, they can only offer a very imperfect conform!ty f 

whilst God's holiness can be satisfied with nothing less 

than perfect obedience. Hence it follows, that each of 

human kind is a sinner from whom the law demands the penalty 

of death: so that all men pass their days beneath this shadow. 

But such is the mercy of God that He has eternally decreed 

that some, no more deserving than others, will be received
i

as righteous, through the intercession and merit of Jesus 

Christ; who alone can vindicate the ola|mi of the law and *

pay the penalty it demands. & * *"~
To his congregation at St. Ann's Church, Blackfriars 

on April 29th 1770, Toplady says 8

"Unregeaerate ministers are much the same la 
all ages, and in every country: ,»... so 
far as matters merely spiritual are concerned, 
they stand nearly on a level. These are all 
what the Sphesian schismatics were desirous to 
be, teachers of the law, or legal teachers. 
And all unconverted peeple, whether their 
denomination be protestant or popish, desire to 
be hearers of the law, and are displeased when 
they hear anything else. We are naturally fond 
of that very law, which, unless the righteousness 
of Christ is ours, is the ministration of death, "



prpnounces us accursed, and binds us over the 
everlasting riin. The pernicious error, against 
which Timothy was directed to guard his flook,w*s 
a dependence upon the law, and the works of it, 
for salvation* And the reason why this destructive 
tenet was taught and enforced by some preachers of 
that day t and has been taught by their successors 
ever since, in assigned by the apostle; who observes§ 
that those blind guides understood neither what they 
said, nor whereof they affirmed: for if they had 
understood anything of God's inviolable holiness; 
of the law*s inflexible rectitude, extent and 
spirituality; of man's total inability to fulfil it 
perfectly (and without perfect obedience the law 
cannot justify); they would at once, have ceased to 
be teachers of the law, and simply pointed to that 
Saviour alone, who is the end of the law for 
righteousness to every one that believeth." (

He goes on to assert;

"fashionable as the doctrine of legal, conditional 
justification is, we may say, to every individual 
that embraces it, There is »ne that condemns you, 
even Moses, in whom you trust, and that #rery law 
on which you rest: for its language is, He that 
breaketfe me only in one point, is guilty, of all: 
and, Cursed is every man that continueth not in all 
things that are written in the book of the law to 
do them* Show me the man who has never offended in 
one paint; who hath continued in all things prescrib 
ed by Jehovah's perfect law; who loves the Lord with 
his heart f and his fellow creatures as himself; show 
me the man, who, from the first to the last moment of 
his life, comes up to this standard: and then you 
will show me a man who can be justified by works of
his own." ¥v*

Nevertheless, the law is not just a negative thing: it has three 

grand lawful uses: it convinces man of his nutter sinfulness," 

and then leads him to Christy"as the great and only fulfiller 

of righteousness". Moreover,"it stands as the great rule of 

our praetical walk and conversation;". 4

i Works vol. 3 pages 7-8. jf ibid pages 8-9. 
Extracts from introduction of sermon'"A Caveat against

Unsound goctrines."



Toplady is happy to be able to quote the opinion of men
of like mind, particularly those who had been shining luminaries 
in the Church. From the thesis of Patrick Hamelton, proto-
martyr of the Reformation in Scotland, he quotes as follows:

"The law saith, pay thy debt. (viz. the debt of 
perfect obedience to God)* The ofospel eaitii, 
Christ hath paid it.
The law saith, thou art a sinner; despair and 
thou shalt be damned. The gospel saitn, thy sins 
are forgiven thee, be of good comfort, for thou 
shslt be saved. * 
The law saith, make amends for thy sins. The 
gpspel saith, Christ hath made it for thee. 
The law saith, the Father of heaven is angry with 
thee. The gospel saith, Christ hath pacified him 
with his blood.
The law saith, where is thy righteousness, goodness, 
satisfaction? The gospel saith, Christ is thy right eousness, goodness and satisfaction. 
The law saith, thou art bound (over) to me, to the 
devil, and to hell. The Gospel saith, Christ hath delivered thee from them all." )

A little earlier Toplady had made note of the testimony of learned 
men who had "communed and reasoned" with Hamelton, and on the

»

strength of their testimony he declared that Eamelton suffered
martyrdom for believing:

i« "Man hath no free-will."

I, "A man is only justified by faith in Christ."

§» "A man, so long as he liveth, is not without sin 1'.

4» "He is not worthy to be called a Christian who 
doth not believe that he is in grace."

5. "A good man doeth good works: good works do not make 
a good man.

ft* "An evil man bringeth forth evil works: evil works 
faithfully repented of, do not make an evil man. "

fp "Faith,hope, and charity, be so linked together, 
that one of them cannot be without another in one 
man in this life." jf

Historical Proof. Works, vol. 1 page 403 
ibid page 401



toplady realises that in quoting from Hamilton 

(and later from Wishart) that he is digressing: but such is 

his anxiety to establish the truth of the doctrine he espouses , 

that he gladly makes use of the testimony of any who have made 

a good confession; even though he is "sensible that their 

suffrage does not strictly pertain to the jne-vmv* argument of 

the present section". | He continues his quotation from 

Hamilton's "Loci Communes'1 as follows $

"Whosoever believeth or thinketh to be saved 
by his works, denieth that Christ is his 
Saviour. For how is he thy Saviour, if though 
mightest save thyself by thy works? or whereto 
should he die for thee, if any works (of thine) 
might have saved thee? w

Further to the subject of good works Toplady quotes:

"I do not say, that we ought to do .no good 
deeds: but I say, we should do no good works 
to the intent to get the inheritance of heaven, 
or remission of sin. For if we believe to get 
the inheritance of heaven through good works, 
then we believe not to get it through the promise 
of God."

In this same work Toplady refers to a saying 

of Latimer concerning the moral law as revealed in Scripture.

"If he (i.e. Christ) had not kept the law, the 
law had such power, that it -ould have condemned 
us all. For it is written: Cursed be he, who 
abideth not by all that is written in the law. 
So that the least cogitation that we have against 

the law of God, bringeth this curse upon our heads. 
So that there never was a man, nor shall be one, 
that could remedy himself by this law; for it is

M*.

ibid vol 1. p. 400 \ ibid vol. 1 p. 404 
ibid page 405



spiritual. It may not be fulfilled but by 
the Spirit. It requireth us to be clean from 
all spot of sin, from all •££ thoughts, words 
and deeds. But we are carnal; and as St. Paul 
saith, sold under sin and wickedness: therefore, 
he concludes thus: By the works of the law no 
man can be justified. As Christ did them, they 
merit: for he did them perfectly, as they ought 
to be done. But as we do them, they condemn. 
And yet the lack is not in the law,"but in us. 
The law of itself, is holy and good. But we are 
not able to keep it: and therefore we must seek 
our righteousness, not in the law, but in Christ, 
who hath fulfilled the same, and given us freely 
his fulfilling. • \ Jf

From these quotations it is apparent that Toplady regarded 

the law as that which condemned, but Christ saves from the 

terrors of the law those whom God is pleased to give Him. 

"As in Adam all die,even so in Christ shall all be made 

alive.", some will rise only to learn of their condemnation 

whilst others will receive full forgiveness and discharge 

because of the merit and work of Christ,

The law, then, is the standard of righteousness, 

which can only be fulfilled in the Saviour, it is his saving 

work to mediate salvation to us; so that by our repentance 

we are justified when in faith we lay hold upon Him, and 

plead as our only merit His atoning work. It is to a 

consideration ef Toplady f s conception of Atonement and Justif 

ication that I now turn.

| Works vol. $ne pages 156*7
]f Compare Works vol. 3 pages 143-4



By the fall, all mankind is doomed "both to spiritual 

and physical death: but whilst the body will be re-animated 

as a preliminary to final judgment, the spiritual life can be 

renewed from day to day. The offer of grace is made to the 

sinner, who, convicted of sin and truly repentant, accepts 

Christ's saving work, and is thereby justified by faith, and
/

has peace with God. So put, Toplady f s theology would antagonise 

no one, and (save for his belief in the physical resurrection of 

the body) would find ready acceptance even today. Tt is when 

he seeks to elaborate this broad outline, and developes his 

conception of atonement and of justification, that he outrages 

the ethical sense of the modern man: for there can be no doubt 

that he interprets the Atonement in terms of penal satisfaction. 

God, whom he ordinarily exalts, is represented as one who will 

only forsake His displeasure on being pacified. He is, however, 

pacified by the penal substitution of Christ. As in his hymns, 

Toplady is trammelled by his conception of Levitical sin-offering. 

The focus Of the Cross is Godward rather than manward; but this 

is inevitable seeing that in Toplady's theology God must be 

propitiated before He can welcome back to His favour """is erring 

sons. When the prodigal returned he was received with gifts from 

his father - the robe, the ring and the shoes - and there is 

no suggestion of the "elder brother" bearing the father's 

"wrath and curse" j before such welcome could be afforded; but 

according to Toplady the divine beneficence must first be

\ Toplad's phrase in his Hymn for Pardon of Sin, 
Hymn XXXVI vol. 6 page 336



secured by the sinless Christ bearing the penalty of sinful man*

Dr. Hunger»in "Symposium", has written: "The Atonement
$

-wr|. /* *

as a dogma, in all its various theories, rests upon a basis of 
other dogmas that are fast disappearing. Indeed, these fading 

dogmas created the rarious theories. The fall of Adam, federal
v»

headship, total depravity, and guilt of all mankind, the curse 

of God pronounced upon all; election to salvation or eternal 

destruction; these dogmas demanded and shaped the Atonement

according to the way in which they were interpreted. The
t 

dominating factor was not the atonement, but some dogma of

depravity, or Divine Sovereignty, or justice or sacrifice; and 

.as these were always changing, the Atonement was refined in order 

to secure harmony in the system. 1* However true or false this 

may be as a general statement, it is true of Toplady's teaching. 

His doctrine of Atonement is conditioned by his doctrine of the 

Sovereignity of Jehovah, rather than by the teaching of Jesus of 

ITazareth, who said "The Father, himself, loveth you. 11 . In many
*. *

places, but particularly in his doctrine of the Cross, Toplady

reveals himself as an "Old Testament Christian 11 .
I commented When examining the theology of Sis hymns/that he

was a legalist possessed of a definite Levitical emphasis„ 

God finds a ransom for man*s sin.

"It was God who provided his own justice 
with a lamb for the burnt offering. It 

' was God who accepted the atonement at our 
Surety*s hand, instead of ours." |

Vol. 3 page 17i.



In obedience to a Covenant made with God before all 

worlds, Christ restores those of the elect who were lost 
by the Fall of Adam. By reason of their sinful inheritance 

(quite apart from any overt commission) they were deserving 

of eternal death, but by the act of Christ, who stood in 

their place, and by his perfect obedience and precious blood- 

shedding, appeased the wrath of God. He vindicates the law* 

justice is satisfied, and man goes free. So Toplady preaches:

"Blessed be God, our salvation is a finished work. 
It neither needs nor will admit of supplement. 
And here, let it remember, that, when we talk 
of a finished salvation, we mean that complete 
and infallibly effectual redemption, accomplished 
by the propitiatory merit ef Christ's own personal 
obedience and of Christ's own personal sufferings; 
both one and the other of which have that infinite 
perfection of atoning and of justifying efficacy, 
that it is utterly out of our power to add anything 
to the merit or validity of either. Every indiv 
idual of mankind, for whom Christ obeyed, and for 
whom he bled, shall most certainly be saved by 
his righteousness and death, not one of the redeemed 
number excepted; seeing Christ has paid, completely 
paid, the debt of perfect obedience and of penal * 
sufferings sp that divine justice must become 
unjust, ere it be possible for a single soul to 
perish for xfexm all er any of those debts which 
Christ took upon himself to discharge, and which 
he has absolutely discharged accordingly. 
Arminianism cannot digest this grand Bible truth. 
Hence, that poor, dull, blind creature, bishop 
Taylor tells us, somewhere, if I mistake not, that 
*¥e are to atone for our great sins by weeping, and 
for our little sins by sighing*. If our sins have 
no other atonement that this, we shall go on weeping 
and wailing and gnashing our teeth, to all eternity. 
But thanks to divine grace, the work of atonement 
is not now to do. Christ has already put away our 
sins by the sacrifice of himself. ¥e are acquitted 
from guilt, and reconciled to God, not by our own 
tears, but by the precious blood of Jesus Christ, 
as of a lamb without spot or blemish: not our own 
sighs, ana tears, and sorrows; but the humiliation



JLH*

the agony, the bloody sweat, and the bitter death, 
or him jfa0 aid no sin, of him who was found in 
fashion as a man, and "became obedient to death, even 
the death of the Cross; these, and these alone, are 
thebpropitiation for our sins.*

Before another congregation Toplady asserted: «-

"Christ appeared unto the utter abolition of sin; 
so that by virtue of his perfect oblation, sin 
should neither be charged upon, nor eventually 
mentioned to those, for whom he was offered up. 11 f

Christ, as the surety of the covenant,

"bere the sins and carried the sorrows of the 
whole believing world; when with the names of 
his mystic Israel upon his heart, our great 
High Priest,Jesus, the Son and the Lamb of God, 
sustained intensively, that punishment for sin, 
which otherwise must have been levied extens 
ively on sinners, to all eternity.", ]f

In his sermon"Jesus, seen of Angels" Toplady makes our Lord 

cry from Bis cross:

"It is finished: 'I have suffered enough. The 
types and the prophecies are accomplished..My 
covenant engagement*are fulfilled. The debts 
of my people are paid. I have finished trans 
gression; I have made an end of sin; I have 
wrought out and brought in an everlasting 
righteousness. The law is magnified. Justice 
is satisfied. My warfare is over. My conflicts 
are passed. f " )

Before his brother Ministers at the annual visitation of 

the Arch-deaconry of Exeter, Toplady preached a sermon in which 

he maintained that the doctrines of the Church of England 

were the doctrines of Christ, and that subscription thereto

should be no grievance, jn this sermon he makes plain his 

doctrines of sin, grace and salvation. Clearly he maintains

I Works. Tol. 3. pages 201-2. | ibid page 27. 
/ Ibid page 76. } Ibid pages 78-9



that Christ'« death is a subsiitutionary propitiation, and 

that He delivers men from the thraldom of the law.

"Man "being fallen, the law steps in with another 
demand on us, a demand superadded to the former; 
namely, that we suffer that penalty, which the 
"broken covenant of works denounces against every 
one who continueth not in all things that are 
written in the book of the law to do them. From 
this penalty, nothing could exempt us, but the 
substitution of Jesus Christ to bear it in our 
stead. And, blessed be the riches of his grace, 
he, who knew no sin, was made sin, a sin-bearer 
and a sin-offering for us; that we may be made 
the righteousness of God in him. He hath redeemed 
us from the curse of the law, by his own blood, 
being made a curse for us. Hence, he averred, 
that his blood was shed for many, for the remiss 
ion ef sins; and that the son of man came not to 
be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give 
his life, <*vr/Xt>f^o>/, * a sufestitutionary ransom 
for many." {

In some way, which Toplady never seeks to analyse, 

God regards the sufferings of Christ as a sufficient propitiation 

for sin. He nowhere suggests that the suffering of the Cross 

is the suffering of the heart of God, but leaves one with the 

impression that pain is, in itself, a redemptive agency. Without 

hesitation he brands as Socinian any who deny the imputation 

of Christ*s suffering to us.

"Whoever denies the imputation of Christ's 
sufferings to us men, is a Socinian, in the 
essential import of the word. And whoever 
denies the imputation of Cnrist's own 
personal obedience, must vo be consistent,

j Works, rol. J page 142.
*• This wordi*VT/A0Tfo</ whicn Toplady nere inserts is found 

in I Tim. 2.5., but not in Matthew 20. 28: which is the 
passage he is quoting. (tf«£. Toplady does not insert 
any accents, not even the "breathings".\



denx the imputation of CnriBi'B own personal surTerlBgs. You must admit the imputation
of "both, or you rirtually disallow the 
imputation of either; for if it be deemed 
unreasonable 9 v^at $od should justify sinners 
by a righteousness which they thtmselres did 
not perform; what will become of that doctrine, 
which affirms, that sinners are pardoned through 
a ransom which they themselves did not pay, and 
by a death which they themselves did not undergo?" | 
"Explode, therefore, the imputation of Christ's 
righteousness, and we are that instant, in the 
very gall of Sooinianismi for the atonement itself 
stands on one and the same basis with the other." (

Todayt man sees in the Cross the unutterable lengths to which 

the Father in his love will go to bring His family back to 

His heart and home; and the awful cost at which He reconciles »

us t© Himself: but nowhere dees this idea find place in Taplady* 
Rather

theology./ Ihe outraged dignity of the Sovereign Law Giver, 

propitiated by the suffering of His innocent Son, which - 

suffering is imputed as a sin offering for the elect. Toplady's
t

soteriology can be put in a sentence: God decreed the fall
»

of man; and then accepts the sacrifice of His Go-eternal 

Son as a vindication of the law, and an atonement for the sins 

of the elect; imputing to them the righteousness of Christ. 

Justification by imputed righteousness is, says Toplady, a 

doctrine which Jesus taught; and he then proceeds t-o define 

justification as

"that gracious act of God, whereby he reckons 
and esteems a person perfectly righteous, and 
finally rewards him as such." f

The doctrine of Justification is one of paramount importance, 

but as the sinner cannot be assured of his justification

I Works vol. 3 page 143 ]f ibid page 142



until he is repentant, it will be necessary to note Toplady's 

teaching on repentance before turning fo a more detailed 

exposition of his teaching concerning justification. Happily» 

that is not a difficult task, for he deyotes a very fine 

sermon to tfcis subject. Taking as his text "Joy in heaven 

over one sinner that repenteth* he makes it quite clear what 

repentance is, what it does 9 and how it is secured. 

He commences his sermon by saying:

"Repentance is one of those graces, without 
which there can be no salvation. It is an 
essential pre-requisite to spiritual peace 
oil earth; and absolutely necessary as a 
preparative for the eternal happiness of 
heaven. The reason is evident: viz. because 
every man.is a fallen being. We must there 
fore, by the effectual working of God's good

spirit, be made sensible of our fall; or we 
shall never feel our need of redemption and 
restoration from it, through the alone 
covenant grace of Father, Son & Holy Ghost." J

nevertheless, Toplady hastens to point out that salvation is 

sure and in no way depends upon man's free-will: whilst it is 

true that man cannot be saved before he repents, it is equally 

true that his salvation is eternally decreed and assured; so

it follows that his repentance is as surely decreed as his"•>
salvation. Moreover, whilst we must repent before we can be 

saved, that repentance is not a condition of our salvation; 

for that would mean we pleaded before the bar of heaven some ' 

merit of our own. It is the grace of God which prompts repent 

ance, and apart from that grace repentance is impossible; hence 

it follows that the reprobate who are not recipients of this 

prompting grace, cannot repent; and so must perish in their

| Works, vol. 3 page 235



sins. God who decreed their perishing haying also decreed 

the means to that end, namely the with-holding of that graee 

which prompts repentance. Listen as he continues his sermons

"Not that repentance, or faith, or any of their 
practical fruits, are the least respect casual, 
or conditional, or meritorious, of pardon, 
happiness, and eternal life. Every grace, and 
eyery good work, are the free gifts of God.

Therefore, when we say, that no man can be 
ultimately saved, without such and such 
qualifications; we do not mean, that those 
qualifications have any influence in obtaining 
our salvation (for inherent grace and eternal 
glory are already obtained, and infallibly 
secured to all God's elect, by the obedience 
and blood*of Christ): but that those qualific 
ations (as faith, repentance, and holiness of 
heart and life) are essential branches and 
indispensable evidences of this absolutely free 
salvation.

Inherent grace is the dawning of eternal glory; 
and eternal glory is the perfection of inherent 
gracle . "

When fully convicted of sin and truly repen&nt of it, the^
penitent by constraining grace turns to Christ Who receives 

them in a three-fold respect:

"(1) As the donation of his father, who elected 
them to salvation, (2) At the hand of the Holy 
Spirit, in effectual calling. (3) He receives 
their souls at the hand of angels, in the hour 
of death." jf

"There is Joy in the presence of the angels of God over one 

sinner $hat repenteth", and, says Toplady, this is

"Because ye (the angels) know assuredly, that 
every true conversion is (1) a certain proof, 
that the person converted is one of your own 
elect number: and (2) that he shall be infallibly 
preserved and brought to that very region of 
blessedness, into which ye yourselves are entered." I

I Works vol. 3 pages 235-6 Jf ibid page 240 \ ibid p. 243.



Penitence, tnen, is "begotten "by the grace of God 

indwelling, which effects a change of mind and secures 

regeneration. But it is important to note that repentance 

is not just "sorrow for sin", any more than regeneration is 

not just "doing tetter". There is a world of difference 

"between regeneration and reformation. Toplady asks the 

question

""What is that repentance which induces the 
"benevolent celestial choirs thus to rejoice 
over the, sinner who repents?" The words 
/tfTKVdSJO and /aSTWOjc^ as tney stand 
in the text now under consideration, seem 
to include something more than the xword 
/^TK/t/AsMalways imports. /ttTetUZhiW
'literally and naturally signifies, an anxious 
and painful apprehension, arising from 
consciousness of preceding guilt. In this 
sense, an unregenerate and unreformed person 
may repent of having acted criminally, when 
he finds th&t his crimes are likely to be 
followed "by consequences fatal to his interest 
and happiness., But the repentance here spoken 
of, is /*% r<*Vo<ot ; i.e. a change of mind or 
regeneration, truly so called. That new "birth 
and new heart, which are the gift of God, and 
the work of his Spirit. Where these Jake place, 
sorrow for sin, natred of sin, war against sin, 
and renunciation both of sinful self and of 
righteous self, are the blessed and certain 
consequences. The inward principle of 
evangelical repentance, is regenerating grace, 
or the habit of holiness supernaturally infused 
"by the spirit of uod. The actings or evangelical 
repentance, or the experimental and practical 
ramifications of it, are those just now described. 
TSo man can spiritually repent, until he is born 
of God: and every man who is born of God, repents 
spiritually. iffnen tne Lord turns and looks upon 
us, in effectual calling, we are then turned, 
and look with mournings unto him whom our sins 
haTe pierced." \

j Works, vol. 3 pages 245-6



fhis change of heart is not to be confused with outward 

reformation. Concerning this Xoplady is rery definite: he 

points out that reformation is like whitewashing a house, whilst 

regeneration is a complete new structure. | Moreover, he says*

"If you repent indeed, you will repent practically; 
"by labouring to di>art from iniquity, and by order 
ing your conversation aright. Though we are not 
saved for our holiness, yet holiness and good 
works are inseparable attendants on that grace of 
God which brings salvation. Any repentance which 
leaves us short of this, is counterfeit and 
nothing worth, "

No bwliever is under the delusion that he has in any way merited
•v

regeneration, and becomes self-righteous in consequence. Indeed^
1 . i; • - * i

under the gracious influence of the indwelling Spirit he abhors 

himself in dust and ashes. Even his new found righteousness is 

something to repent of. Toplady claims that
£-

"The purest action of the holiest believer in the 
world, needs more or less to be repented of," {

So the efficacy of repentance is clear; the sinner, convicted by 

grace, repents truly of his sins past, and through the innumerable 

benefits which the precious blood- shedding of Christ has obtained,

is enabled to lead a new life, walking henceforth in God's holy
if 

ways; rejoicing that having been justied by faith, he has peace.

On the subject of Justification by Faith, Toplady 

has written much: and even more on the subject of justification 

by works. He never wearies of showing the utter futility of

I See Works Vol. 3 page 254 
Works vol. 3 page 255 
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trusting in one's own righteousness, or the pleading of one's 

own merits* Unhappily, his philosophy is based entirely on 

a rigid and exclusire interpretation of the doctrine of 

election; so that salvation for some, and damnation for others 

follows inexorably from his dogma of absolute predestination. 

Why Omnipotence 9 which could justify all mankind, should not 

want to do so, is a question he ignores. In one place he 

does refer to the fate of the non-elect, but,as usual, when 

his teaching is being assailed, he hides behind the "inscrutable 

workings 1* of the eternal minds and contents himself with 

asserting, that whatever becomes of the non-elect is none of 

his business, and that all God does will be good, simply 

because God is Good.} Toplady's philosophy is simple; God 

is essential goodness, and his conduct cannot but be good;

the Judge of all the earth must do right: he never approaches
• i

the subject from an ethical 8tandpointend enquires whether

an act,rightly deemed reprehensible in man,can be attributed 

to God. Obviously i

"Nothing can be good in Him 
Which evil is in me."

but that is as aspect of the Case that is completely ignored.

) Compare with pages 159-160 Vol. 5.



Toplady is so prolix on the doctrine of Justification, 

I cannot offer all his observations on the subject. It is 

enough to say that in broad outline he is a true follower of « 

G a IT in. Both reject with vehemence the suggestion that man caa 

be justified by his works, nothing one has done or can ever dl, 

can merit this spiritual blessing. It is the inheritance of the 

elect 9 but not for any good they may have done, nor for any ofs - . ,*»*.•>« £

which they were deemed capable. It is purely the gift of God. 

It is* however, not just the gracious act of God, it is also 

an experience of the elect; it is both an act and a state. >.
». ,-TS •» « ** :•* Jv f , *«?•

Moreover, those who are justified are not exactly acquitted* for-*
Vit ,"if ' * " v " • * ' '

!

acquittal presumes a verdict of not guilty, but they are delivered 

from any penalty. Their fine has been paid; God has accepted; ! 

a ransom price in the sufferings and death of Christ. JTo man, 

the*, can boast of his works in God's sight; all alike are
. *c* *. f ••- mi yg 
n s

sinners: and it would seem,from Toplady, all in equal degree. - 

It is a fact of religious experience that the nearer a man draws 

to God, the further he feels himself to be away* Only the 

diabolical doubt the existence ©f the devil; the saint is only 

too conscious of it: and it may be, that Teplady, sensitive ®f 

the distance that separated him from God, tended to think of 

himself as the "chief of sinners 11 *

To the development of the doctrine of man's total
sr

Inability to turn to God apart-from the constraining power of 

the Holy Spirit he devotes a large part ©f his "Works". 

Arminianism is a pestilential evil in that it encourages trust



in one's own merit; whereas only the work of Christ can justify. 
His mind on this matter is eloquently revealed by the sub-title 
of his sermon "Free-will and merit fairly examined" or "Men not

their own Saviours". Knowing the tenacity with which Top lady
^held to the doctrine of "Freegrace", one is not suprised to» -•"- - /f ••??•--

find that the doctrine of free will is anything but "fairly : r v j 
examined 11 . It is in this sermon that he makes his famous assertion;

"That not one grain of Arminianism ever attended 
a saint into heaven. If those of God's people, 
who are in the bonds of that iniquity, are not 
explicitly converted from it, while they
and converse among men; yet do they leave it all
behind them in Jordan (i.e. in the river of death)
when they go through." |

As illustration of Toplady's readiness to dogmatise on this 
matter rather than think through the implications of his dogma 

I offer a quotation from another of his sermons.

M"Every faithful minister is immortal until his 
work is done:" ana it may as truly be asserted 
of every elect sinner, that he is immortal, 
until he is born again. It is impossible that 
any of God's people should die in their sins." \ .

Consistency was not Toplady's strong point; for whilst he claims 

to appeal to reason, he is so emotionally impassioned that "pure" 
thought is impossible to him. In my judgment his work is not 

the discovery of truth, but the denial of error. When not 

ehgaged in denouncing those who differ from him, he was busy
*»

reading the Fathers of the Church, to whom he turned as though 

to an armoury of thought. From writers contemporary with the 

Apostles to scholars of his own day he is indebted for "amunition'1 

with which to blast the bulwarks of heterodoxy. His chief work

j Works vel. 3 page 169. / Works vol. 3 page 112.



"The Historic Proof of the Doctrinal Calvinism of the Church 

of England", is a remarkably able symposium of the judgments of 

scholars and martyrs; but it is open to question whether Toplady 

does not read into their Judgments his own interpretation. Many 

of the extracts are just as capable of an Arminian explanation 

as a Calvinist; though it must be admitted that the overwhelming 

number are quite definitely Calvinistic. This can be inferred 

froa¥esley f s reference to Toplady 1 s "slander on the Church of 

England", Jrom his "Historic Proof", or his "The Church of 

England vindicated from the Charge of Arminianism", down to his 

humblest sermon, Toplady has but one theme; the justification 

by faith of the elect, because God the Sovereign ruler of all 

hearts has so decreed it. The text which he takes for his sermon 

«!«ree-will and Hferit fairly examined" may be used as the epitome 

of all his teaching that can be called positive: "Hot unto mi 

Lord, not unto us, but unto thy name give glory; for thy mercy 

and for thy truth's sake."

Though good works cannot in any way merit justification; 

they are not despised: on the contrary, they are expected of 

everyone in whom God's converting grace is manifested. Good works 

are the proof of election, not the cause of it. Wesley had said 

of Toplady f s translation offZanchius, that the "sum of it all was 

that the elect shall be saved, do what they will; and the 

reprobate shall be damned do what they can." I have shown earlier 

that this raised Toplady to flawing anger, particularly as Lesley 

had appended Toplady's initials; and he at once proceeded to



deluge Wesley in invective in his replies »A Letter to the 
Revd. Mr. John Vesley" and "More York for Mr, John ¥esley". 

In a truly clever way he avoids the real issue -which is, 

Can Iforal freedom and Predestination "be reconciled!'and seeks 

to show that God who has decreed the salvation of any, has also 

decreed not only the means to that end, but also the fruits of 

that salvation, The fact that a fore-ordained salvation flatly 

denies all moral responsibility, and in the last analysis is 

a contradiction ilf terms, seeing that no salvation is either 

possible or required in the case of a non-moral being; is 

completely ignored by him: while he uses reams of paper to show 

that from an Omnipotent first cause every act of will is determined

"The elect could no more be saved, without 
personal holiness, than they could be saved 
without personal existence. And why? because 
God's own decree secures the means as well as 
the ends, and accomplishes the end by the 
means* The same gratuitous predestination, 
which ordained the existence of the elect,as 
men: ordained their purification, as saints: 
and they were ordained to both, in order to 
their being finally and completely saved in Jesus 
Christ with eternal glory. The doctrine of 
election is a doctrine of mere revelation, "

"Consequently, it does not follow from the doctrine 
of absolute predestination,that 'the elect shall 
be saved, do what they will 1 . On the contrary 
they are chosen as much to holiness, as to heavenj 
and are foreordained to walk in good works, by 
virtue of their election from eternity, and of 
their conversion in time." j

Toplady's works abound in passages to the same purport, but 

the writer will not face up to the fact that he is not only 

making God virtually responsible for evil, but is at the same

i
\ Works vol. 5 pages 365-6



time reducing man to the level of a stone. This is a charge 

he would have denied very vigorously; but it is none the less

true.
w The elect, the sprinkled, and the sanctified 
are made to obey the commandments of God, 
and to imitate Christ as pattern, at the same time 
that they trust in him as their propitiation. I 
said made to obey. Here perhaps the unblushing Mr. 
Wesley may ask, "Are the elect, then, mere machines?* 
I answer No. They are made willing to obey, in the 
day of God's power. And I believe, nobody ever yet 
heard of a willing machine."

True' no one has heard of a'willing machine'; willingness is an 

endowment of personality; and if by being "made willing to obey 1' 

Toplady means compelled to obey; then personality is destroyed, 

for the hall-mark of personality is self-determination. If man 

is "made willing", one presupposes he has been constrained 

to surrender his will; if he is coerced by any external factor 

then he is "made willing" by compulsion; which is a flat

contradiction. As Dr. ^Thale has pertinently put it; "If sin
«• * <% 

were necessitated by God, it could not be sin, ¥e cannot believe

in sheer determinism. As someone has said, sheer determinism 

is sheer nonsense, A universe created at the fiat of such 

omnipotence would not be the moral universe which our moral 

consciousness proclaims it to be. It would make our sense of 

moral responsibility completely irrational. Indeed the helpless 

instruments of such omnipotence could not be held respoaaible for 

anything, were it good or evil. Morality would cease to have 

any meaning. Whatever it may be in theory, our human freedom

j Works vol. 5:369-370



in a fact} and in spite of *ne paradox, irresolvable by logic* 

that God is the sovereign cause of all that is, and that man 

is free, we may not define eitfce* truth in such a way as to 

reduce it to absurdity." \ Toplady did not reckon with 

paradoxes. He taught the absolute supremacy of God, and the 

total inability of man to respond to the good unless "made 

willing" by the Spirit of Gods with the result, he made
*; .

nonsense of moral consciousness. ITot even omnipotence can 

compel man to be saved; justification is meaningless unless 

accepted in faith and manifested in works; and such acceptance

implies freedom to reject: a predetermined acceptance is
* 

unthinkable. Even more so is a predetermined reprobation,

for that not only affronts tiie reason, but outrages the 

conscience. uut, as the dogma of reprobation looms so large 

in Toplady 1 s theology, it will serve as a starting point for 

the analysis of his

DOCTRIUE OP 1SCHATOLOGY.

As I mentioned in the chapter devoted to the study 

of the teaching of his hymns, and as one would expect, Toplady 

believes in heaven and hell as places rather than as states 

of consciousness. Heaven is a post mortem "city of refuge", 

whilst hell is prepared by God for the endless torment of 

those doomed to be.damned. This latter phrase is not too
fr

strong, for it is the essence of file teaching concerning the 

fate of the reprobated. Fo matter how much he mayy in clouds 

of verbage, seek to hide from himself and others the terrible

( Whale: "The Problem of Evil" pages 19-20.



consequences of his teaching, the fact remains that he 
clearly and uncompromisingly asserts that the non-elect are

damned from the womb to an endless physical torment; simply 

because it pleased God to create them to that end. Top lady • 

had no illusions as the fearfulness of his position; his heart 

was bigger than his creed) but such was his bondage to 

dogma that he could not see that his portrait ©f God was a

blasphemous caricature ®f Him who took little children in His«
arms and blessed them, declaring that of such is the Kingdom 

of God. When he was asked if he would create any being to 

misery, he hedged, and declared "When x am God X will tell 

you." | ITevertheless, he is outraged at the suggestion that 

God will or can disinherit any of his children; and states 

quite bluntly, that those who appear to be disinherited are 

not disinherited at all - they never had any title to inheritance

"He (God) cannot be said to disinherit the 
reprobate, who were never heirs. And, for 
elect, he will never disinherit them." jf

So, God created some te be heirs, but others he disendowed 

from the Tery start,

"God did, from all eternity, decree to leave 
some of Adam's fallen posterity in their 
sins, and to exclude them from the part|icip- 
ation of Christ and his benefits." \

But this is not inconsistent with either justice or mercy.

"If it were not incompatible with God's 
infinite goodness, to pass by the whole body 
of fallen angels, and leave them under the 
guilt of their apostasy, much less can it

j Works, vol. 6 page 263. \ ibid page 264
* » 5 » 251



clash with that attribute, to pass by some 
fallen mankind, and resolve to leave them 
in their sins, and punish them for them. 
TTor is it inconsistent with the divine mercy 
and Justice, to withhold saying grace from 
some; seeing the grace of God is not what He 
owes to any. It is a free gift, to those who 
hare it; and it is not due to those who are 
without it: consequently, there can be no 
injustice, in not giving what God is not bound 
to bestow. ...... .How can it possibly be
subversive of his Justice, to condemn, and
resolye to condemn, the non-elect for their
sins; when those very sins were not atoned for
by Christ, as the sins of the elect were?" |

Top lady's attempt to defend this position by simple analogy 

is woefully weak, he asks

"Should an earthly friend make me a present of 
£10,000 would it not be unreasonable, ungrateful 
and presumptions in me te refuse the gift, and 
revile the giver, only because it might not be 
his pleasure to confer the same favour on my 
next door neighbour?". f

On Toplady f s own showing this is no argument whatever, 

he is very scathing in other parts of his works concerning those 

who seek to argue on the basis of a human analogy; seeing that 

no argument drawn from the conduct of fickle and fallible man
6

can be applied to God. | Moreover to assert that

"The value of a privilege, or of a 
possession, is enhanced by its scarceness.", /

is te regard Ged as a collector of fine art: indeed, he does
• 

so describe Him. Secondly, Toplady is ignoring the fact that

the donor ef the £10,000 may not have another such sum to give 
to the "next door neighbour"; whilst God is Omnipotent, and

»—



could deliver all mankind as easily as part. To suggest that 

as it is an act of grace for a man to pay the fine of a friend, 

and so secure his release from prison; it is an act of grace on 

god's part to deliver the elect; is not a ralid analogy; in that 

God has decreed that some shall be left in the prison of sin, 

whilst He could hare ransomed them all* So, far from being

gracious, God is portrayed as arbilary, seeing that He deliberately
» 

imprisons some, whilst He favours others.

It must not be thought, that for the reprobate there 

is any "second chance"; for that would be a denial of the - V* 

Omnipotence and the Immutability of God. Privations aa4 sufferings 

whilst on earth,may help to make mankind more spiritual; but if 

during one's earthly sojourn, God like

•The jeweller cuts and polishes his diamonds, 
to make them shine the brighter.", {

9HKS

or as a refiner

"Flings his gold into the furnace that it 
may come out the purer."; jf

no such refining agencies are at work hereafter. The decree that 

blesses or damns is irrevocable. Whether it be to bliss or pain, 

the duration of the sentence is "for evermore".

-;- In his sermon "God's Mindfulness of Man", Toplady gives 

a graphic account of the arrival of an elect soul on the other 

shore. As it is so eloquently revealing of his mind and heart, 

I will give it here, almost in toto.

"0, what a burst of Joy, what a scene of glory 
opens to the ravished view, and beams on the

vol. 3. page 115.



triumphant soul of a saint, in the moment of
departure! The death-bed of a Christian is
the anti-chamber of heaven, and the very suburbs
of the New Jerusalem.
When the silver cords of life loosen apace---when
the last pins of the earthly tabernacle are taken
out..........and the hovering soul is just on the

* wing for glory---fast as^the world darfcens upon 
his sight, fast as the T* t^nTv , the mortal 
part (2. Cor. v.4.) of his composition, subsides 
and falls off from the die-imprisoned spirit; he 
brightens into the perfect image of God, and kindles 
into more than an angel of light. Jehovah visits 
him with smiles of everlasting love; Jesus beckons 
him to the regions of eternal day; the blessed 
spirit of God wafts him, with a gentle gale, over 
the stream of death. The angelic potentates deem it 
an honour to usher the ransomed soul, and convoy the 
precious freight. Dis-embodied saints, who were landed 
long before, throng.the blissful coast, to congratulate 
the new-born seraph of his safe arrival. When 
Virgil entered the Roman theatre, the whole auditory 
testified their respect, by rising from their seats. 
When a believer lands in glory, the whole church 
triumphant may be supposed to welcome the new-admitted 
peer. He makes a public entry into the celestial city, 
the Jerusalem which is above. As Joy is in heaven> 
when a sinner repents; so joy is in heaven, when a 
saint is taken home." \

It is clear from this extract that Toplady believes that 

immediately after death the ransomed soul passessfinto the presence 

of God; but he also believes that the body lies in the grave, and 

as a preliminary to judgment, will be raised and re-united to that 

soul. The meaning of the phrase "resurrection of the body" 

occasions him no difficulty. It is the body that we tenanted on 

earth flfcat shall be raised again.

"While their souls are happy in the converse of 
Christ and his angels, their bodies lie refining 
in the tomb, until the latter have slept away ., 
their dross, that both may be glorified together. 11 Jf

I Works vol. 3 pages 121-2: JT I*>id page 123



To tile problems created by a doctrine of the physical 

resurrection of the body, Toplady gives no place. For him, there 

are none. The Omnipotent God will gather together every atom 

of the disintegrated body,rebuilding each particle, either into 

a temple of perfection and glory, or into a vessel of wrath,

"The souls of the regenerate, from the instant 
they take their flight, are admitted to the 
sight and fruition of his glorious godhead; 
and their bodies lie down in the grave, as a 
prince retires to his wardrobe, or as a bride 
withdraws to her closet, to come forth with 
additional beauty and lustre, by and by, "

• 00 •••••••64£46^4't'0

"That same divine Spirit, the third person in 
the godhead, who, on earth, quickens and 
raises the souls of the elect from a death of 
sin to the life of righteousness, will be 
immediately concerned in re-quickening their 
bodies, the temples in which he dwells, to 
which he is incomprehensibly united even while 
they lie, mouldering in the grave. In his book 
are all their members written. Every essential 
atom of their dust stands registered in the 
volume of omniscience. Every atom is numbered. 
Every atom is precious in his sight. IT or shall 
a single atom be lost. Whatever changes their 
bodies may undergo, by a resolution into their 
first principles, or even by incorporation with 
other beings; the constituent particles requisite 
to idenity, shall,when the trumpet sounds, be 
collected from every quartervof the globe, whither 
they have been scattered; or more justly speaking, 
treasured up: for the world is but a vast store 
house, wherein the dust of the saints is deposited.

After the body has been re-built, the soul returns to inanimate 

it: and then appear before God for final judgment. The elect 

will "inherit the kingdom prepared for them from the foundation 

of the world", whilst the non-elect will "depart into everlasting 

fire": for says Toplady

"The non-elect were predestinated, not only to 
continue in final impenitencjr and sin; but were

j Works vol. 3 pages 122-3



likewise, for such their sins, righteously 
appointed to infernal death hereafter." {

The fact that predestinated sin is simply nonsense escaped 

Toplady, but not the criticism such a doctrine inevitably 

provokes; for he went out of his way to refute it in advance.

"It is frequently objected to us, that according 
to our view of predestination, 'God makes some 
persons on purpose to damn them.• But this we 
never advanced: nay we utterly reject it, as 
equally unworthy of God to do, and of a rational 
being to suppose. The grand principal end, 
proposed by the Deity to himself, in his formation 
of all things, and mankind in particular, was, 
The manifestation and display of his own glorious 

- attributes. His ultimate scope, in the creation 
of the elect, is to evidence and make known, by 
their salvation, the unsearchable riches of his 
power and wisdom, mercy and love: and the creation 
of the non-elect, is for the display of his justice, 
power, sovereignly, holiness and truth. So that 
nothing can be more certain, than the declaration 
of the text we have frequently had occasion to 
cite, Prov. xvi. (4). "The Lord hath made all things 
for himself, even the wicked for the day of evil."

In effect, this means that God is more concerned about His 

glory, than His family: His cruelty to some being only the 

background which throws into greater relief His beneficence to 

others. This, Toplady admits in his very next paragraph,

"Besides the creation and the perdition of the 
ungodly answer another purpose (though a 
subordinate one), with regard to the elect them 
selves, who from the rejection of those, learn 
(1) to admire the riches of the divine love to 
themselves.....And sucn a view of the Lord's 
distinguishing mercy is (2) a most powerful 
motive to thankfulness, that, when they too wight 
justly have been condemned with the world of the
non-elect, they were marked out as heirs of the *
grace of life. (3) Hereljr they are taught
ardently to love their heavenly Father." |

Works vol. 5 page 255, 
" " 5 " 260
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Although Toplady has just spoken of the "Eord's distinguishing
*

mercy", he in the next "breath asserts that God does not "show 

himself a respecter of persons",

•'iTotwithstanding 0od did, from all eternity, 

irreversibly choose out and fix upon some to 

"be partakers of that salvation by Qhrist, and 

rejected the rest (who are therefore termed by
tf:

the apostle, ot koiTTOl the refuse, or those 

that remained and were left out); acting in 

both, according to the good pleasure of his 

sovereign wills yet he did not herein act an 

unjust, tyrannical or cruel part; nor yet show 

' himself a respecter of persons....».It can no
i

more be unjust in Grod to set apart some,for 

communion with himself in this life and the next, 

and to set aside others, according to his own free 

pleasure; than for a potter, to make, out of the 

same clay, some vessels for honourable, and others 

for inferior uses. The Deity, being absolute Lord 

of all his creatures, is accountable to none, for 

his doings, and cannot be chargeable with injustice, 

for disposing of his own as he will." j

Enough has been quoted to show that Toplady was soundly orthodox. 

Zanchius was his chief mentor, and never failing source of inspir 

ation. It can be stated without hesitance that though the words 

be the words of Zanchlus, the substance of them is the belief of 

Toplady. From what has just been written it is apparent that

\ Works vol. 5 pp. 261-2^



although the soul has, at physical death, immediate 

deliverance from the trammels of its clay, it is not until

after Judgment Day that it, then re-united to its erst-while
v 

body, enters into its everlasting inheritance, be it good

or ill. Had Toplady,in his day, heard expressed such 

observations as Dr. Streeter makes in his "Immortality", his ) 

orthodox soul would hare been outragedj for he insisted on as 

literal interpretation of the Apocalypse as he did of all 

other parts of Holy Writ. So with a further quotation from 

his sermon "Jesus seen of Angels", I will, in closing this 

section on his Eschatological teaching, conclude my outline 

of his theology: and,in the next chapter, volunteer a very
sv

brief critique and appreciation of his wprk as a whole.

"Angels shall see him, and augment the 
splendour of his appearance, when he 
shall be revealed from heaven in -flaming 
fire. He will, as himself expresses it, 
come in his glory, and all the holy angels 
with him, (?%tth. xxv. 31.) The voice of 
the archangel shall sound, and the trump 
of God. One branch of their business 
will be, to gather together the dust of 
his elect from the four winds, from the 
uttermost part of the earth, to the 
uttermost part of the heaven, Mark xiii. 
27. By their ministry, perhaps the knot

| If we affirm that we too, at once and without any 
interval of waiting shall take on our new celestial 
bodies, we affirm exactly what the Apostles taught 
would happen to themselves, and to every member of 
the Church they knew. The notion of an age-long 
interval between death and resurrection, is an 
inheritance from the letter of Jewish apocalyptic, 
which the actual belief of the first generations of 
Christians had in practice, though not in theory, 
already discarded. Hence although we may recognise 
some elements of truth in the expectation of a



of indissoluble union, "between the glorified 
soul and the fcisen body of each respective 
"believer, may "be tied. They perhaps will, 
when Christ gives the signal, set fire to the 
world, and regulate that conflagration which 
shall issue in the new heaven (i.e. a new body 
of air) and a new earth, wherein dwelleth 
righteousness. Thether angels will share in 
the glory of the Aillexmiary state; or, whether 
that reign will be peculiar to Christ and his 
redeemed people only, is not I believe, clearly 
revealed. But this we can make no doubt of, 
that, when the millennium is over, and the second 
resurrection (the resurrection of the unjust) 
has taken place; when sentence shall be passed 
and the books closed; when the righteous are 
turned into hell, and the elect enter with Christ 
into the final enjoyment of glory; angels and 
saints will forever see, for ever admire, and 
love* worship and resemble him that sitteth on 
the throne." }

Works vol. 3 page 89.

"last day" I would urge that Christian teaching would do 
well to surrender, openly and completely, the belief that 
the resurrection, that is, the assumption by the spirit 
of itsje«lestial body, is postponed to a distant future. 11

Immortality p. 118.
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Chapter 11. 

ESTIMATE. OP TOPLADY'3 THEOLOGY.

nightly to estimate Toplady 1 s theology is not an 

easy task; for whilst he occupies a unique place amongst 

the singers of the Church he has no particular niche amongst 

its thinkers. To .the study of theology he contributes 

nothing that is new; he is not a "voice", he is an "echo". 

Some might say he wss not even that, "but only a "parrot" 

wearisomely repeating the same phrases. In saying this I 

do not imply that his polemics contain nothing of worth, 

"but the occasional glint of gold is only found after much 

searching amongst the dross. ;«hat of value he has to say 

had been said many times "before and not infrequently since.

It has been said of 7/esley that had he lived today 

he would have "been in the van of theological thought; this 

may be true, but it rrould not have been true of Toplady: he 

was unblusjiingly conservative and traditional. A-s -vvill be 

seen when the theology of the controversy is examined, Toplady 

and '.Vesley had much more in common than one would suppose, 

having regard to the violence with which the controversy was 

conducted. Unhappily Toplady blinded his eyes to Lesley's 

orthodoxy and saw in his teaching only a perversion of'the 

f^ith once delivered to the saints." Those who denied 

Predestination as taught by Calvin were, in Toplady 1 s opinion, 

enemies of the truth, no matter how closely they/identified



themselves with him in other ways. So it is not surprising 

that Toplady could not appreciate "Lesley's $epching, seein-r

that he identified 'Feeley with Arminius, and Arminius with 

Pelagius. Yet V/eeley stands in direct succession to Luther 

and the Reformers. As he says himself in a letter to "John 

Smith", "It is the faith of the Reformers that I preach" j 

So did Toplady, "but whilst Tesley 'taught the universality of 

grace, Toplady limited it to the TClect; and in so doing 

followed in the wake of Luther and Calvin in a way that "Lesley 

did not.

Esrlier I have hinted thr>t it is doubtful whether 

Calvin would have numbered Toplady amongst his followers; 

though I incline to the view that ?eza would h^ve done so t 

^eza had hardened Calvin's teaching into Supralapsarianism, 

holding that even Omnipotence cannot seek that which is not 

lost; hence it was necessary for God to decree the fall of man, 

"Sin was ordained not as an end "but as a means; it was here 

"because there was something that God could not accomplish 

without it. * ;hat was first in the divine intention was last

father did not die unacquainted with the f 
of the Gospel, of the primitive Christians, or of 
our first Reformers; the same which, "by the »r-ce 
of God, T preach, snd which is just as ner as 
Christianity."

Letter to "John Smith" from Dublin, 
T'arch 22nd 1748. Tetters of John 
7,'esley vol. P. page 134. ltd, "^



in the divine execution*' | The primal purpose was the 

decree to save, "but if man was to "be saved he must first be 

lost. Hence the Fall was decreed as a consequence of a 

decreed salvation. | The infralapsarians, on the other hand, 

connected the Jail with the permission of God instead of His 

foreordination. "The Divine decree takes the existence of 

sin for granted, deals with man as fallen, and elects or 

rejects him for reasons profoundly indifferent to human 

judgment." \ Both of the rival schools have claimed that 

Calvin shared their opinions; but it is very questionable 

whether the point at issue ever arose during his lifetime. 

Dr. A.Mitchell Hunter is strongly of the opinion that Calvin 

expressed no judgment on the matter simply because the rival 

theories had not then been put forward. Dr. Burt Pope asserts 

that Calvin was a supralapsarian, ± and Dr. A. W. Harrison 

inclines to the same view,/ but Drs. Platt and Maldwyn Hughes 

doubt it. K The Synod of Dort did not commit itself on this 

point, but presented Calvinism, if not in its extreme, yet in 

an unadulterated form. It is very doubtful whether the 

distinction twixt the two theories is as vital as their expon 

ents think for in the last analysis both must include the Fall
'!

{ Cambridge Modern History p. 717. vol. 2. 
Arminianism by *. Platt. E.R.E. vol. 1 p.808 

J[ ibid
4 Compendium of Theology, vol. 2 p.352 
/ Arminianism p.235

Article in E.R.E. vol.1, p. 808 
Christian Foundations, p. 166



in the eternal decree of God or else deny the fundamental

Calrinist principle which conceives all that comes to pass 

teleologieally and ascribes everything that happens to the 

will of God.| Toplady claimed to "be an infralapsarian,^ but 

his translation of,and his comments upon, Zanchius rereal 

him more in sympathy with the eupralapsarians. He makes it 

quite clear that God did not only permit the Pall but actually 

decreed it. In his sermon on God's Mindfulness of Man 11 he 

says:

"Satan neither stole nor forced his way into 

Paradise. He neither escaped the notice nor 

mastered the power of Him whose presence filleth 

hearen and earth. Omniscience cannot be deceived. 

Omnipresence cannot be eluded. Omnipotence cannot 

be overpowered." \

In his translation of the "Doctrine of Absolute Necessity 

Stated and Asserted" he.writes:

"That man did actually fall from the divine 

image and from his original happiness

| See Calvin and Calvinism, B.B, Varfield, pp. 363-4

]f "Zanchy was a sublapsarian? and so is his translator." 
More ¥ork for Mr. John Wesley, vol. 5 page 377

^ Toplady 1 s Works f vol. 3 page 111.



is the undoubxed Toice of ~crirture, 
Gen. iii. And, (4) That ne fell in 
consequence of the divine decree (a), 
we prore thus: God was either willing 
that Adam should fall; or unwilling; 
or indifferent about it. If God was 
unwilling that Adam should.trpns^ress, 
how came it to pass that he did? Is man 
stronger, and is Satan wiser than.'Ie who 
made them? Surely no. Again; could not 
God had it so pleased Kirn, have hindered 
the tempter 1 s access to paradise? or have 
created man, as he did the elect angels, 
with a will invariably determined to good 
only, and in-capa,ble of being "biassed to 
evil? or at least have madt ^race and 
strength, with which he indued Adam,actually 
effectual to the ; resisting of solicitations 
to sin? l"one "but atheists would answer these 
questions in the negative. Surely, if God 
had not milled the fall, he could, and no 
doubt would, have prevented it; but ::ie did 
not prevent it, ergo he willed it. And if 
he willed it, he certainly decreed it; for 
the decree of Cod ir nothing else but the 
se^l and ratification of his will. He does 
nothing but what he decreed; and he decreed 
nothing ?;hich he did not will, and both will 
and decree are a"bsolutel;y eternal, though the 
execution of both be in time." {

It is obvious from this quotation that Zanchius believed the 

"Tall of man to be decreed of 7od, and so,whatever Toplady may

say to the contrary,Zanchius was a Supral??pearlan« True* he
so 

is not always so forthright, and is not always/careful as to

his choice of terms. T"evertheless, though in places he writes 

of "permiseion" Jf the ^permission" is decreed. On this point

j The Doctrine of Absolute Predestination Tol. C. p. 234 

f ibid Vol.5 page £29



Toplady lends added emphasis to the text of ^anchius by adding 

a footnote of his own.

"'.Then we say that the decree of predestination
to life and death as respects .nan as fallen, "we
do not mean, that the fall was actually antecedent
to that decree: for the decree is truly and
properly eternal, as all God's immanent acts
undoubtedly are; whereas the fall took place in
time. That we intend, then, is only this, viz.
that God, (for reasons, \vithout doubt worthy of
himself, and of which we are, "by no means, in this
life competent judges) having, from everlasting,
peremptorily ordained to suffer Adam to fall; did
likewise, from everlasting, consider the human fcace
as fallen: and out of the whole n.ass of mankind,
thus viewed and foreknown as impure, and obnoxious
to condemnation, vouchsafed to elect some particular
persons, (who collectively, make up a very great,
though precieely determinate number) in and on whom
he would make known the ineffable riches of his mercy." \

If it be conceded that Toplady was an infralapsarian as he claimed* 

it will be granted that this is curious comment. However in his 

"Historic Proof" he emphasises that though the Church of England 

system is based on infralapsarianism, it is presented with such 

moderation as not to preclude supralapsarianism: ^ and rejoices 

that members of both schools can yet dwell together within the 

Calvinist fold. So long as absolute predestination is accepted 

Toplady will consent to almost any anomaly. He finds it easier 

to consent to them than to examine their content. Had he been

I
JT

TTTh^ VQCtrine of Absolute Predestination Vol. 5 pages£29-230 
Underlining mine. footnote

f Historic Proof. Vol.1. page 409 footnote. • —
J* v 1^ £6 n^ed ^ that Toplady gives a very limited connotati
to both hypotheses, w »-ati



as ready to investigate as he was to anathematise his polemics 

might hare diffused more light and less heat. Despite a 

great show ef logic Toplady rides away from all the difficult 

ies his dogmas create. Behind the smoke-screen of his cloudy 

verbiage he is able to avoid his antagonists whilst pretending 

to face them. He finds "the inscrutable purpose of God 11 a 

Tery convenient cliche. It'might be asked "If God's purposes 

are so inscrutable how is it possible to dogmatise at all?"
*

Surely agnosticism is the only logical issue of inscrutability. 

Now, no Christian would attempt to deny that the ways of God 

are far above man's or angel's thought, but on the other hand, 

no Christian would attempt to deny that "God has not left

Himself without witnesses:" and although we cannot, as finite 

beings, know all, we can know something of Mis nature and 

purpose. The cardinal truth of the Incarnation is that God 

is always and everywhere like Jesus Christ. "He that hath seen 

Me hath seen the Father" is our Sariour'a own answer to the 

question "What is God like?" It was He who taught, us when 

we pray to say "Our Father". Unhappily Toplady did not always

remember this fact, nor yet its implicates. For him God was
*

sovereign will*

How it is in the development of the doctrine of the 

sovereign will that Calvinists have found their acutest 

problems; for whether they have placed election before or 

after the Fall they have had to face dilemmas peculiar to each
»:«

hypothesis.



Toplady, fcawever, is not greatly concerned with dilemmas; 

his is a simple creed: and whilst he admits that it is not 

without difficulties he comforts himself with the assurance 

that Arminianisra has a thousand-f*ld more. He is more 

concerned that the gospel of Free Grace shall be preached, 

than that its problems should be elucidated. Nevertheless,
?

any critic of his teaching is obliged to concern himself 

with these problems, and must examine both the premises of 

Toplady f s theology and the dogmas that follow from them.
i

How, his dogma of the Eternal Decree is logical enough.
. - ' ii***W

Once grant the doctrine of the absolute sovereignty of God ' 

then all that happens must be the working out of His sovereign 

will; and ** there is offered a doctrine of Providence which • 

leads to.a determinism as rigid as any in philosophy. There 

is no possibility of any real freedom in man: indeed] it is 

seriously open to question whether there is any in God. Is
t

He not also bound by His own decree? Toplady gives 

unequivocal* answers to this question; and in doing so 

follows closely in the steps of Calvin.

"The times, i.e. the proper seasons of our 
birth and death, and of all that we shall 
do 09 suffer between- the starting post and 
the goal, are determined, or marked out 
with certainty and exactness, by himself. 
This determination,or adjustment of our times, 
is not a modern act of God, arising e re nata, 
or from any present emergency of circumstances 
and situation of affairs: but a determination, 
inconceivably ancient. The times were fore- 
appointed, even from everlasting; for no new



determination can take place in God, 
without a change, i.e. without the 
destruction of His essence. Quaevis 
mutatio mors est..........If, there 
fore, the initial point, from whence 
we start; and the ultimate goal, which , 
terminates our race; be thus divinely 
and unchangeably fixed: is it reason 
able to suppose, that chance, or any 
free-will, but the free-will of Deity 
alone, may fabricate the intermediate 
links of a chain, whose two extremes 
are held immovably fast in the hands 
of God Himself? - Impossible." {

On this point Calvin wrote:

hold that God is the dispenser and 
ruler of all things, that from the 
remotest eternity, according to hie own 
wisdom, He decreed what He was to do, 
and now by his own power executes what 
He decreed. Hence we maintain that by 
His providence, not heaven and earth, 
and inanimate creatures only, but also 
the counsels and wills of men are so 
governed as to move exactly in the course 
which He has destined. 11 |

It might be noted in passing that Toplady writes of "the free-^ 

will of the Deity alone"; but this is no contradiction of his 

previous observation that "no new determination can take place 

in God without a change, i.e. without the destruction of His 

essence"; for Toplady is really emphasising that the only free^ 

will in the universe was the free-will of God in formulating 

His decree; -but it is obvious from his main' teaching that 

God is immutable: and as He cannot allter His decree^ He is bound 

by it. In his translation of Zanchius he observes

| Christian & Philosophical Necessity Asserted.
Vol. 6. pages 78-9

j Institutes. I« xvi.8



"God is essentially unchangeable in 
Himself. Were he otherwise he would 
"be confessedly imperfect; since who 
ever changes» must change wither for 
the "better, or for the worse."

—

"By the purpose, or decree of God, we 
mean His determinate counsel, whereby 
he did from all eternity pre-ordain 
whatever he should do, or would permit 
to be done in time."

"We assert that the decrees of God are 
not only immutable as to Himself, it 
being inconsistent with his nature to 
alter in his purposes, or change his 
mind; but that they are immutable 
likewise with respect to the objects 
of those decrees: so that whatsoever 
God hath determined, concerning every 
individual person or thing, shall surely 
and infallibly be accomplished in and 
upon them*" \

Toplady's doctrine of God,then, is consistent 

enough as the logical unfolding of an abstract idea; but 

there is in his teaching no real appreciation of the 

cosmic problem of evil. His argument, which is purely 

deductive, stops short of its ultimate conclusion; namely 

the denial of sin. For i|> all that happens is the unfolding 

of the will of God, then sin must be included in God's will, 

in which case it ceases to be sin. The sole ultimate 

reality for Toplady is the divine will: he is a Konist as 

Lotze uses the term. / It is this monism that links 

Toplady f s theology with the speculative philosophy of

Observations on the Divine Attributes, v.5 p. 203 
ibid p. 204 { ibid p. 205

/ "There cannot be a multiplicity of independent 
things, but all elements....must be regarded as 
parts of a single and real being." Metaphysic p. 69



Spinoza. It is scarcely too much to assert that Toplady 

is as pure, if less conscious and consistent a pantheist 

as Spinoza* in whose system voluntus and intellectus are 

conceived as identical. Toplady's teaching tends to identify 

the intellect with the will, foreknowledge with foreordination. 

If it can be truly maintained that Calvin anticipated Spinoza 

in his idea of God as causa immanens, Spinoza may claim to 

have perfected and reduced to philosophical consistency the 

Calvinistic conception of Deity. He writes: "That thing will 

"be called free which exists solely in the necessity of its 

own nature; and in regard to its activity is determined by 

itself alone. God acts out of the laws of his own nature 

only - as compelled by no one." { Toplady, then, like 

Spinoza reads all things phenomenal in the light of the one 

substance or the alone eternal and efficient will. In his 

rendering of Zanchius he states:

"The will of God is so the cause of all 
things, as to be itself without cause; 
for nothing can be the cause of that 
which is the cause of everything."

or again: »
"God's will is nothing else than God 
himself willing; consequently it is 
omnipotent and unfrustrable. 11 f

i"Ea res libera dicetur, quae ex sola suae naturae 
necessitate existit, et a se sola ad agendum determinatur. 
Deus ex soils suae naturae legibus et a nemine coactus 
agit." Ethices pars 1, def. vii., propos. xvii.

{ Observations on the Divine Attributes, Works, v. 5 p. 194 
ibid p. 192



Toplady's system is one where the sole efficient 

factor of all things - the one abiding and causal reality - 

is the Divine will. With reverent but uncompromising

dogmatism he works out his concept in terms of Divine
* ^

sovereignty, human subjection, total depravity, salvation
^$%

by faith alone, and eternal predestination. The resulting
«

theology is one which conceives the universe, all beings,

^

and all the phenomena and accidents of being as but forms 

under which the eternal will is realised. Man becomes, if 

not a mode of the infinite substance, yet a mode or vehicle

,:f

of the infinite will, and, as Dr. Jairbairn says, "the

f 
universalised Divine will is even more decisive and

comprehensive pantheism, than the universalised Divine
-. "*' ' *

substance." {

| Christ in Modern Theology, page 168



Moreover, Toplady has no quarrel with the Stoical conception 

of fate. Indeed, his whole system is developed with a 

relentless logic and a moral severity worthy of Stoicism. 

On this point the Revd. Luke Tyerman writes in his "Life and 

Times of Wesley": Toplady f s style is trenchant; his doctrines 

are as near an approach to the doctrines of fate as held by 

Plato, Seneca and other heathen writers, as it is possible 

to conceive.*1 \ Still, whilst Toplady's teaching is in 

large measure Stoicism baptised into Christianity? it far

transcends Stoicism; for to him Will is personal whilst 

infinite, gracious while absolute, so real and efficient in

its workings as to have made sure of all its means and all its 

ends. Man is placed in time to know and obey this will, it 

is revealed in nature, conscience and grace; and these are 

so related that knowledge of God and of ourselves are not two 

knowledges, but one and the same. In this Toplady parts 

company with Calvin; for Calvin strenuously maintained that 

his view of God and Providence had wno connexion whatever 

with the Stoic doctrine of fate. Indeed with the idea of fate 

he will have nothing whatever to do." / All the same when 

one reads such passages as abound in book I of the Institutes 

it is clear that Calvin's conception of God differed little 

from that of Toplady*s, even though he so vehemently rejects 

.the concept of fate. Toplady can fairly be described as a 

theistic fatalist, and as such he regards St. Augustine.

j Vol. 3 p. 55. ̂
i Calvinism by Dr. A Dakin, page 24.



This statement is borne out "by Toplady's own words and "by 

his unqualified approval of the words of others.

"The absolute immutability of God effectually 
secures the infallible accomplishment of 'Tis 
will: whence our great English Austin justly 
observes, that 'both the divine knowledge, 
and the divine will, are altogether unchange 
able: since, was either one or the other to 
undergo any alteration, a change must fall on 
God himself...whatever things come to pass, 
they are brought to pass by the providence Ji 
of God.'"

Toplady continues:
i

"The sentiments of this learned writer, 
relative to the doctrine of fate are too 
judicious and important, to be wholly passed 
over. f ¥e must 1 says he, f beyond all doubt 
admit, there is such a thing as a divine fate, 1 
By a divine fate, he means, the decree whiwh 
God hath irrevocably pronounced, or spoken: 
for he seems to agree with those who derive 
the word 3?atum, either a fando, or from fiat: 
i.e. from God f s speaking or commanding things 
to be. Whence he adds: "Is it not written, 
that in the beginning of the creation, God 
said, fiat lux, let there be light, and there 
was light? Is it not written again, he spake 
and it was done? ITow,that divine fate is 
chiefly a branch of the divine will, which is 
the efficacious cause of all things." This 
seems to have been the real sense, in which the 
doctrine of fate was maintained by those of tjje 
ancients whe^were truly wise and considerate. 
And in this sense, fate is a Christian doctrine, 
in the strictest import of the word Christian. 
$Tay, set aside fate, in this meaning of it, and 
I cannot see how either natural or revealed 
religion can stand. St. Austin w*?s of the very 
sane , ind. 'All that connection,' says he 'and 
that train of causes, where everything is what 
it is, are by the stoics called fate: the whole 
of which fate they ascribe to the will and the 
power of the supreme God, whom they most -justly 
believe to foreknow a,xl things, and to leave 
nothing unordained. But it is the will itself 
of the supreme God, which thfy are chiefly found 
to call by the name of fate; because the energy 
of his is unconquerably extended through all thinvs.'*

j Historic Proof, rol. 1« pages 363-4



In justice to Toplady it* must "be stressed that it
*s

is a Theistic fatalism that he teaches. He flatly denies - 

the idea of an impersonal or mechanical necessity* With 

such conception of fatalism he will hare nothing-to do. 

In his Historic Proof of the Doctrinal Calvinism of the 

Church of England he quotes, with much satisfaction, from - 

the writings of Peter Martyr**
°$

"If....by fate, be meant, a certain power
resulting from the stars, and an irresistible^ 
implication of causes, by which God is reduced
within the bounds of restraint; we justly reject 
the word fate, in this signification of it. But 
if by fate, you mean a train of causes governed 
by the will of God; such a fate as this can by 
no means seem injurious to true religion, how 
ever expedient we may think it to abstain from , 
using the word." |

Observing that the wiser Stoics asserted fate in the 

Christian sense of the term Toplady continues his quotation 

from Martyr.

"There are some who dream of an iron or 
adamantine fatality, impressed on the stars 
or natural causes, unalterable by God Him 
self. This is erroneous; nay it is impiousi 
it is even contrary to the judgment of the 
ancient sgges themselves; for they plainly 
declare, that, by fate, they mean no more 
than the will and providence of the Supreme 
Being. Witness those verses of Cleanthes 
the stoic: i

\

Tather, and king of heav'n, my footsteps guideJ
My wish with thy decrees shall coincide.
To feeble for denial or delay,
I follow where thy purpose marks the way.
Were I reluctant, still the chain proceeds;
Fate drags th f unwilling, and the willing leads.
Resign*d I stand, to suffer and to do
What must be borne or done, resigned or no. M

I Works vol. 1 p. 491 I ibid p. 492 
4 Compare Works vol. 5 pp 166-7



In the doctrine of the Absolute Sovereignty of 

God we have the basis on which Calvin made his doctrine 

of predestination to rest; but Toplady (as already hinted) * 

did not arrive at Predestination as the result of deduction, 

rather does he accept the dogma as taught by the schools, 

and -then seeks to build ratiocinative arguments to support 

ft* Toplady f s doctrine of fate necessitates his doctrine 

of sovereign supremacy. Like Wesley's his theology is 

experiential; and this is perhaps its most worth while 

feature. It is from his experience of election that he 

commences his polemics. He rejoiced to "bless God for His
- _ •—

electing love" and from this empirical basis he develop*!i*-
his doctrines of predestination, total depravity and 

original sin. His dominant note is the utter inability
It'

of man to do anything in the matter of his own salvation. 

This is solely the unaided and undeserved work of God. 

In his conversation with Thomas Olivers Toplady asked him 

the question which had once been asked of him, and which 

he believed to be unanswerable*

"How,was it with you, when God first laid 
hold on you by effectual grace? had you any 
hand in procuring it? 2Tay, would you not 
have resisted and baffled God's spirit if he 
had left you to your will?....What say you? 
Did you choose God or did God choose you? 
Did he lay hold on you or did you lay hold 
on him?" j

When one recalls the nature of his sickness one is surprised
Mi

that Toplady did not ask himself the question: "WHich is

I Letter to the Rev. Mr. P. vol. 6. page 176



the more essential for good health, plenty of fresh air or 

a pair of sound lungs?" Salvation is the gift of God, but 

it is a gift that must be accepted by the sinner before it 

can become effectual. In his anxiety to uphold the majesty 

and glory of God Toplady overlooks the fact that a gift is 

none the less a gift because the undeserving recipient 

stretches out his hand to receive it. His God Ir not one 

who moves in pitying love to restore His fallen child, but 

a king, who to enhance His own glory wills the failure of 

His subjects so that Me might reveal Himself benignly 

gracious to some and unrelentingly severe to others, in 

this system the external call of the Gospel is an unmeaning 

ceremonial save as to the elect. It was this feature of 

Toplady's theology that so antagonised the Wesleys. They 

believed as surely as did he in the doctrine of original 

sin; but tne thougnt that God had deliberately willed to 

pass by certain of his children was to them abhorrent, 

indeed, blasphemous. If such was the gospel of grace then- 

God was simply a mocker. | Dr. Orr is not likely to be suspected 

of any predilection towards Methodism, but he makes no secret

{ The Wesleys believed that"sic had not turned man 
into a mere vessel of wrath or of mercy ? a creature 
who was damned because of guilt he had inherited, or 
saved by a grace that acted without reason or any 
regard to forseen faith or good works. The worst 
criminal had his rights, especially the right to a 
fair tribunal; and these rights did not cease simply 
because the judge was God, and the accused, or even
the condemned, was man."

See "Christ in Modern Theology" p. 170



of the fact that no logical consistency will constrain man to

accept a theory which outrages his ethical sense. "A doctrine

of this kind, which "bids us think of "beings not yet conceiTed

of as even created (therefore only as possibles) - not to say

as sinful - set apart for eternal "blessedness or misery, and

the Fall and Redemption as simply means of effecting that

purpose, is one which no plea of logical consistency will ever

get the human mind to accept, and which is bound to proroke revolt

against the whole system with which it is associated." (

It is interesting to note that in his analysis of Arminianism

Dr. Orr comments: "?/lsleyanism isfeometimes classed with Arminianism;
aS~

"but it essentially differs from it in the central place it gives 

to the work of the spirit of C-od in regeneration." \ In support 
of this contention he quotes from Dorner's History of Protestant 

Theology: "Methodism was on the whole far more removed, as far 

as the saving doctrines were concerned, from Arminianism, than 

from the old Reformed system." f This last observation has 

a particular*significance in view of Professor Cell's attempt 

to prove that John Wesley was essentially Calvinist. But more 

will "be said on this point at a later stage.

i Dr. James Orr. "The Progress of Dogma" page 296

{ Ibid page 300

X Darner, History of Protestant Theology V. 2. page 92.



When Toplady wrote his hyan "Rock of Ages" he gave 
immortal expression to certain cardinal truths of the Christian 

yaitli. "The deep sense of the sinfulness of sin and the 
conception of grace as utterly undeserred, are elements of 
Calvinism that hare always "been the source of its strength. 11 |

"nothing in ay hand I brings 
Simply te thy cross I cling; 
Naked come to thee for dress, 
Helpless look to thee for grace: 
Foul I to the fountain fly, 
Wash me, Sariour, or I die" f

This fact was brought home to Toplady at his conversion: he
•

was brought nigh by the blood of Christ: he was eared by . 

grace: and so within himself he finds as St. Paul had done, 

a duality - sin and grace* By nature he is a child of 
wrath, but by grace he is an heir of salvation. It was, fchen, 
from this personal experience that he knew his own "election 1*; 
he had had a"Damaseus Road"experience, and though it was 
less catastrophic than St. Paul's, it was, nevertheless, as 
radicals and s© whilst his polemics are an argument in favour 

of an accepted theological system, they are yet founded in 

experience. "Free grace" was the only possible antitode to 
"original sin".

In his doctrine of original sin Toplady is soundly 

CftlTinist - indeed seundly Pauline. With the origin of

\ The Spirit of Methodism by Henry Bett. p. 153 

| Works. Vel. 6 page 413. Hymn XXII



sin he is not particularly concerned. He is satisfied to 

assert that it is part of the purpose of God. It is permitted 

of Sod in order that lis Justice and merey might be rerealed. 

The obserration that "the "best rationale of sin is to say 

that it has no rationale" he would hare countered by pointing 

out that God is perfect wisdom and as le has at least permitted, 

if not decreed, sin, it is part of the digine purpose, and, 

therefore, cannot he irrational. His locus elassicus is

Romans V. 12: 18-21. With these famous words as foundation
*

Toplady builds up his soteriology. He sums up the moral
•

history of the race in a series of great antitheses; Adam and 

Christ; sin and righteousness; with resultant life or death. 

By physical birth all men are the children ef Adam and so share 

in the condition of loss or evil in which the race is inrolred: 

through grace they are become members of a new humanity and 

share in the righteousness of our Sariour. Here he anticipates 

one of the great tenets of the modern sociologist - namely 

the organic solidarity of the race. In this he does not 

follow in the wake of Calrin, for he had maintained that "We 

are sinners not primarily because of the oneness of mankind, 

but because God has willed that all men since Adam should be 

»o born. 1* [ in his Institutes Calrin wrote "The cause of 

contagion is neither in the substance of the flesh nor the

I A. Dakin; "CalTinism" pages 33-4



soul, "but God was pleased to ordain that those gifts which 

He had bestowed on the first man that man should lofcse as 

well for his descendants as for himself. 11 j On this point

Dr. Newton Clarice obserres: "The human nature that is passed
t

from generation t® generation always possesses within itself 

the elements ©f tne old strife between the higher and the 

lower. It is also deprared, ©r "baddened", as the word

simply means; that is, it is so affected by prerious eril
*

in the race as to hare predispositions to the wrong. Dep rarity 

is the moral badness that has been imparted t® that common 

stream of life out of whicn succeesire indiriduals are • 

produced. It is corruption of the common stock, perpetuated
w

through heredity and the influences of life. In consequence 

of this perrerted strain in the transmitted humanity, children 

are not born either wholly good or neutral between good and 

•ril, but with eril tendencies which grow into sin when 

responsible life begins. This corruption of the stock appears 

in Tar i ©us degrees, but experience finds it ererywhere, and 

confirms the testimony of the Scriptures that all hare sinned. 

the early appearance in personal lires of the fundamental 

moral eTil, grasping self-will, giTes eTidence of the pre* 

disposition to it that dwells in the common nature." {

It would appear that T®plady seeks to embrace both 
point, of Tiew, f®r whilst he emphasises that sin is

permitted

i Institutes II i 7.

| Outll.. ®f Christian Theology paceg 243. 4



of God, he also holds that its transmission is by the laws 

of procreation and heredity, Quoting from the writings 

of St. Augutfeint fee tays:

"Those things, which, seemingly, thwart 
the dirine will, are, nerertheless, 
agreeable te it; for, if God did not 
permit them, they could not be dene: 
and whaterer God permits, he permits 
freely and willingly. He does nothing, 
neither suffers anything to be dene, 
against his own will. And Luther 
obserres, that 'God permitted Adam to 
fall into sin, because he willed that he 
should se fall. 1 " |

Whilst in his "Short Essay on Original Sin" he comments as

follows:
"We cannot but obserre, in the common 
and daily course of things, that children 
yery frequently inherit the diseases, the 
defects, the payerty, and the losee^of 
their parents. And if this be not unjust 
in the dispensations of proridenee(for if 
it were unjust, God would certainly order 
matters otherwise); why should it be deemed 
inequitable, that mofcal as well as natural 
eril, that the cause as well as the effects, 
should be transmitted by a sad, but 
uninterrupted succession from father te son."

"the natural depraration of mankind is a fact 
which we hare proofs ef, erery hour, and which 
stares us in the face, let us leolc which way 
we will."

Vol. 5

"So terrible a calamity as the unirersal 
infection of our whole species, is and must 
hare been the consequence of some grand primary 
transgression. Such a capital punishment would 
nerer hare been inflicted on the human race, by 
the God of infinite justice, but for some 
adequate, preceding offence. It is undeniably , 
certain, that we who are now liring, are in 
actual possession of an eril nature; which

189'190 * T.1.3 page, 352-3



nature we brought with us into the world;
it is now of our own acquiring, but was
'Cast and mingled with our rery frame;
Grew with our growth, and strengthened with
our strength.'" !

By this means Teplady embraces the teaching of Calrin concerning 

"permission", whilst recognising that the transmission of 

"original sin" is by physical processes. Yet he holds that 

mankind is guilty of Adam's sin by imputation; that Adam'8 

transgression was placed to man's account.

"We were therefore in a state of serere 
moral punishment, as soon as we feegan 
to be. And yet, it was impossible for 
us to hare sinned in our own persons, 
antecedently to our actual existence. 
.......How, the judgment of God is always
according to truth, le would not deem 
us guilty, unless we were so. And guilty 
of our first parent's offenoe we cannot 
be, but in a way of imputation." {

*• 
Hew, when St. Paul says "And so death passed upon

all men, for that all sinned", does he mean, as Toplady does, 

that all sinned in Adam, or that all sinned in their own persons?

The best exegesis decides that the two positions must be united.
»» 

Man is responsible for he sins ©f his own initiatire; yet his

sin is due to tendencies transmitted from the first man. Here 

St. Paul distinguishes twixt racial gin and personal acts of 

transgression - twixt sinfulness and sin. Me holds that the 

first does not inrolre guilt or culpability, and for it no man 

will be condemned: the second is "offence" or "transgression", 

and as such incurs penalty. Toplady, howerer, holds that 

penalty is incurred in Adam's sin; that the babe that lires

J Essay on Original Sin:Vel.3 page 355 Ibid page 355



Imt a few hours is i»Y*lTed in the general ruin: and as 

they, as babes, were cbriously nofcapable of committing 

actual sin; it follows that they sinned representatirely 

and implicitly is Adam. Else they would not be entitled 

to that death which is the wages of sin. M | Here 

Toplady thinks of death as physical, whereas it must hare 

meant much more than that to St. Paul. I hare already 

referred to Toplady's ambiguity ojf the subject of death 

and its relation to sin. $ He beliered that immortality 

was to hare "been man's natural inheritance, but through 

the primal fall, death has passed upon all men. Yet, in 

places he seems to suggest that the word death has' a meaning 

other than the biological cessation of existence. He implies 

that death is the destruction of the image of God within the
* *

soul. Because ©f one man's -disobedience mankind has
•

"lost the perfection of God'sJlmage, 
that &tfa 4vf/S zntO/LOMtfS 
ny &tij or dfyine nature ana likeness 
to God, as Plato calls it; and sunk 
into^ what the same philosopher styles

TO &&*Q\i a state ungodlike and 
undirine." jK

A

Fow, this is not the same as physical death, for here 

Toplady gires to the phrase "image of God" an ethical and 

spiritual interpretation.
f ••*

"This phrase, the image of God, is to be 
understood chiefly in a spiritual, and 
entirely in a figuratire sense. It does 
not refer to the beauty, and to the erect

Essay on Original Sin, Vol. 3. page 356
See page A03
Essay on Original Sin. Vol. 3 page 350



stature *f the "body, "but to the 
holy and sublime qualifications 
of the soul. The grand outlines 
therefore, of that dirine resemblance, 
in which Adam was constructed, were 
holiness, knowledge, dominion,happiness, 
and immortality." 1

It is apparent that such texts as "The soul that sinneth it 

shall die." (Ezekiel 18: 4 & 20) and"t® "be carnally minded 

is death". (Romans 8: 6.)» cannot "be giren a purely physical 

connotation. Eren regeneration does not prerent death* 

saints and sinners alike hare to die. | Although St. Paul 

belieyed Genesis 5 to fee literal history, and that physical 

death was the penal consequence of sin, it is certain that 

he gaye to his familiar and comprehensire sentence "The wages 

of gin is death" a much wider application that the merely 

biological. His whole gospel is expressed in the words: 

"Wherefore He saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise 

from the dead, and Christ shall gire thee light." (Ephes. 5.14.)
i

Where there is the possibility of response to such appeal, 

there is not literal death. There is in erery man, as man§ 

the capacity for appreciating, responding to, and acting uponf 

truth and goodness. Without that, there could "be no real 

moral responsibility. On this point I think Toplady would hare 

agreed. ConserratiYe and literal minded though he was

| Essay on Original Sin. Vol. 3 page 350.

| "physiology writes on the portals of life, Bebemur 
morti nos nostraque, with a profounder meaning than 
the Roman poet attached to the melancholy line. 
Under what guise it takes refuge, whether fungus or 
oak, worm or man, the liring protoplasm not only 
ultimately dies,,,, and is resolred into its mineral and 
lifeless constituents, but is always dying, and, strange 
as the paradox may sound, could not lire unless it died.*



he appealed to his hearers, and so one presumes he believed 

in the possibility of responsw on their part. His 

congregations were not composed of "aorpses" or stones. 

The point at issue ean scarcely be put with truer 

succinctness than in the words of Dr. Stevenss "The subject 

was regarded by St. Paul from quite a different standpoint 

from that of physical science. Practically* the religious 

motire of Paul's doctrine was that the sting of death is 

sin. It is sin which makes deatfr terrible. Redemption 

robs it of its terrors. Theoretically, indeed. Paul held 

something mere than this. But what was more than this, 

was incidental to his thoughts in consequence of his Jewish 

training, and was not essential to his view of religion.*1 | 

To this, Toplady would hare given a reserved and qualified 

assent, for such is his bondage to eredal orthodoxy that 

he definitely teaches that "imputed sin" is culpable. 

Like many others Toplady regards "original sin* as 

synenjweus with "hereditary depravity 11 . Ke ignores the 

fact that sin, to be sin, must be personal. Hereditary 

influences for both good and ill are the common inheritance

of all men, but a tendency t®wards evil no more makes a
i 

man sinful than good tendencies make him holy. The

voluntary action of a man's own personality, however 
limited, is always essential to the moral character of

any action or condition. The fact that all find it easier 

to do wrong than to do right, only bears testimony to the 

fact that all our faculties are in some measure depraved; 

but that is a vastly different thing from saying "we are 

| «The Theology of the ffew Testament" page 352



guilty by imputation*1 . Of such a theory Sir Olirer Lodge 

might well say that it is a figment so impossible that only
ap

a monk eould possibly hare inrented it. sin is wilful; 

solicitations only "become sin when yielded to. Distinction 

must "be drawn "between sin and sinfulness; or "between orert 

acts and,what is often called, the matter of sin. Dr. 

Tennant makes this plea in his "book "The Concept of Sin" and 

urges that the word sin should only "be used of roluntary 

transgressions, and protests that much confusion is brought 

into theological discussion "by the two-fold usage of the 

term. Unhappily there is too long a history behind both

usages for Dr. Tennant*s wish to be granted. As Du Bose%
points out "The so-called sin of nature only becomes properly 

ours, and in fact only becomes properly sin, when we through 

the weakness of our nature hare yielded a personal obedience
' V

to it and hare transgressed the law," \ Yet, introspection 

conrinces one that there is a principle or power entering 

into and reigning in human life and history. By natural 

birth man is a potential centre of sin, but no one can be 

held responsible for his inheritance. I may in some sense
*

be held responsible for the sins of my children, but they are 

not indictable for mine. As Dr. Pairbairn writes: "While 

the common sin underlies and precedes all indiridual trans 

gressions, yet in itself it is not transgression or offence 

- i.e., it does not inTolre culpability or guilt, it may

| Soteriology of the ffew Testament, page 41.



eren, while it stands alone, entail priration or loss, 

but not the penalties which follow upon personal blame. It 

denotes at once a priratire and potential state; as privative 

it is a state without merit and without demerit - i.e., all 

the qualities proper to a personal action are absent, and 

so there is nothing upon which final moral judgment can be 

based; and as potential it is a centre or seat of the energies, 

all still latentt stored by the past into the new organism,

and awaiting only the fit conditions to derelop into activity.*•'.
But this means that the nature does not conform to an 

absolute/standard; it is not ideal or normal, but has slumbering 

energies that may wake into actual transgressions. The 

defectire compass will not speak truly, the wateh that is 

wrong goes wrong, and so neither can be trusted; and we 

condemn not merely the single act, but the whole machine. And 

so God must judge natures as well as acts. TJ» nature where

there ^ is no positive good and much potential evil has too"' ^
little of the divine in it to be accepted and approved just 

as it stands. It has so come through the race as to partici 

pate in the evil of the race; and this participation has its 

sign and seal in the sufferings and the tendencies common to 

all. But whilst all men suffer from these defects of nature 

yet for them no man is condemned; from them ereryone needs » 

to be saved, but on their account alone no one will be lost. 

The infant,whether baptised or unbaptised,wili not perish." \

\ 'Christ in Modern Theology, pages 459 - 460



easy 
This last observation would have found no/acceptance

with Toplady. Unhesitatingly he asserted that

"Whosoever is brought to the baptismal font 
is brought thither as a sinner. And the whole 
ceremony is a solemn recognition of human guilt. 1* {

He maintained that the babe is not "wholly innocent of actual 

sin or inborn sinfulness 11 4 ( as $r * Term ant suggests,) but is 

guilty of imputed sin, and that because God so decreed* 

nevertheless Toplady does not believe in the reprobation of 

infants. All who die in their infancy are undoubtedly - saved 

eternally,for to deny the salvation of infants is to deny the 

testimony of Jesus: "It is not the will of your father which
^ '*- -«.

is in heaven, that one o-f these little ones should perish."

In his Introduction to the Doctrinal Calvinism of the Church
Toplady 

of England/writes:

"In my remarks on Dr. Uowell, I testified 
my firm belief, that the souls.of all 
departed infants are with God in glory: that 
in the degree of predestination to life, God 
hath included all whom he intended to take 
away in infancy; and that the decree of 
reprobation has nothing to do with them. 11 f

Also in a footnote in his chapter headed "The Judgment of our 

English Reformers'1 he comments:

"Ho objection can hence arise, against the 
salvation of such as die in infancy (all 
of whom are undoubtedly saved)." /

Apparently Toplady had no sympathy with the assertion that 

"There are infants of a span long in hell". Every infant was 

tainted by damnosa hereditae, but in the moment of physical 

dissolution it was cleansed and made fit for everlasting glory.

I Sermon: Jesus Seen of Angels. Works vol.3 p. 68 The Child and Religion, pages 154-184 
Jf Works, vol. 1. p. 207 / ibid p. 462



J.U

It is just here, however, that a difficulty arises; for as 

we have seen, Toplady "believed as did St. Augustine that

before aod "none is free from sin, not even the infant which'*••«.
has lived but a day upon the earth. w ( Clearly he teaches 

that the need for infant "baptism is proof of inherited deprav 

ity. Yet equally clearly he assorts that all who die in 

infancy are numbered amongst the elect; and that their early

death is evidence of their election. Two questions at once 

present themselves, (l) Did Toplady believe in Baptismal

Regeneration? and (2) Did he believe that unbaptised infants 

are amongst the elect? The first question is not easily 

answered, there i* not data enough to warrant a categorical 

assertion. On the whole I incline to the opinion that he

did believe in baptismal regeneration, le held that "washing
it 

seems to carry with/the idea of previous defilement 11 : / and

from this it follows that those who are baptised in infancy 

are cleansed from the defilement of "imputed sin"; but if they 

should die before the day of moral responsibility has dawned, 

they are free from sin, and enter into the privileges of the 

elect. What then of the unbaptised? Unwashed, they must 

be held to be yet defiled. Do they perish? Toplady says 

quite distinctly ALL are undoubtedly saved. Does he mean ALL,
-'ii

or all the baptised? Again no dogmatic statement is possible; 

although in the light of his main teaching I think it safe 

to say that Toplady believed the unbaptised to be lost} if 

there were any such. He would, I suggest, have said that as

| Confessions Bk. 1. ch. 7.
sermon; Jesus seen of Angels, Works, yol. 3 p.68



God had decreed their salvation and their death in infancy* 

fie had also decreed their being brought to baptism. The
•*

means equally with the end being contained in the decree. 

If it lie held that Toplady included even the unbaptised 

infants amongst the elect* he could only sustain his case 

by holding that God accomplishes in the moment of death a 

cleansing similar to that accomplished by baptism. It.IB 

very probable that his heart was larger than his creed; and 

although he could contemplate without much distress the 

reprobation of the adult, his heart recoiled from the 

horrible thought that such a fate could be predestined for 

the babe; especially as Jesus had declared *vf such is the 

Kingdom of Heaven". Unhappily there has not been wanting the 

theologian; who*in the name of logic*could attribute to God 

conduct that would have been regarded as "criminal 11 in man. 

JOT the vindication of "justice" hv was prepared to condemn 

the innocent to infernal death, From a thraldom so
:S

monstrous theology has happily emancipated itself: but* as is
mi *

so often the case* the pend^um has swung too far. An over 

emphasis on the Fatherhood of God has produced a sentimental- 

ism that is a caricature ofthe Divine love. Benevolence 

has deteriorated to "softness"* and God is portrayed as an 

easy going and indulgent father. The fatherhood of God is 

a fact* His tender love is revealed in the story of the 

Prodigal son* but this does not mean that sin is not also 

a fact; indeed it is in the light of God's love that we

see how unutterable and terrible a fact it is.



The darkest shadows are cast by the brightest light. Ritechl 

rightly protested against the doctrine of "original sin" as it 

had been taught in traditional theology, and claimed that "what 

is clear in St. Paul's presentation of the subject is rather 

the fact that he says not a word about the transmission and the

inheritance of bias by natural generation." I He held that 

"The notion of Original sin weakens the sense of responsibility,

makes education unthinkable* and is incompatible with the 

recognition of distinct degrees of evil in individuals." | 

But the fact of inherited depravity remains, and has received 

new authority - if any new authority was needed - from modern 

psychoanalysis, which maintains that within both man and the 

race there dwells that "something" which the theologians eall 

sin; and that sin has an hereditary aspect. True, the psycho 

analyst lays greater emphasis on environment than he does upon 

heredity; % but tfreud in his development of his theory of the
"'• H

life and death instincts defines the "Unconscious" in way that 

recalls Calvin's words concerning human nature. "The corruption 

of our nature is always operative; and constantly teeming with

I Justification and Reconciliation. Page 345 
Ibid page 348

% "The whole tendency, then, of modern investigation 
is to minimise the exaggerated importance previously 
accorded to the hereditary, and to emphasise the 
importance of environmental as the important factor 
in the determination of character......The theory
of "original sin" has lost its prominence in the 
pages of theoltfieal writings, and it is time it took 
its flight from medical literature." .-.

Hadfield: "Psychology & Korals" p. 10-11



unholy fruitss like a heated furnace which is perpetually 

"blazing out; or like an inexhaustible spring of water, which

is forever "bubbling up and sending forth its rills." \

It is true that certain followers of Freud deny the 

fact of sin; and think they hare explained the greatest irration

ality in the universe when they have substituted for the language 

of theology a terminology of their own. But even if it is true 

that sin is a "complex" or a "neurosis" as they suggest, the
•

fact remains that the "neurosis" has to be cured, or the "com~

plex" resolTed. It is part of the technique of the psycho-
* 

analysts* to encourage introspection; and none know better than

they that "sin" lies at the root of most neryous disorder 1 

New names may be given to old facts, but they do not explain 

those facts, much less do they explain them away* As Prof. 

Julius Kaftan observed when writing on Ritschl's idea of the 

possibility of sinless development: "The question is not at all 

whether something is or is not possible. Rather the question 

is, "what is the actual factf" And the actual fact is a tyranny 

Of sin over the natural will. One may believe himself capable
> *

of explaining this or not - the fact is indubitable. Sin rules 

OTer us by nature. It is not we who hare sin, but it is sin that 

has us. Prom Adam, the first man by his disobedience, sin is the 

essence of natural humanity."

\ Calvin's Institutes 1. iv.c.15
Jf Das Evangelium des Apostel Paulus in Predigten, 

pages 7-12. quoted from "The Pauline Doctrine 
of Sin and Redemption", by Samuel McComb.



Whilst Toplady makes n© secret of the fact that 
lie believes all mankind to be totally depraved, and rejects
as inconceivable v*

"That any who calls himself a Christian 
can dare to term the hjiman mind a sheet 
©f white paper", j

he, nevertheless, is not very clear as to the "seat of sin 11 . 
He refers to the heart as feeing desperately wicked, and to 
the fact that St. Paul confessed that in his flesh dwelt 
no good thing. He further obserred that our inward parts 
are very wicked, that we are shapen in iniquity and eonceired
in sin, that enimity to G@d and holiness are moulded into 
our very frame and texture. Prom this it is apparent that
he found sin to "be resident in man's heart, his fle^sh, and 
his frame and texture; and whilst he in a general way speaks 
®f our fallen nature, he never fives a definite answer t© 
the question "Where is the seat of sin?" St. Paul answered 
it categorically "by saying "In my flesh dwelleth no good 
thing.", but eren in the case of St. Paul one is obliged to

(

ask what does he mean by 'his"flesh"? Is the implication 
that the "flesh" is in itself an evil thing? It will be 
recalled that at no time did St. Paul say that the flesh was 
sinful. It may become the vehicle of sin, or the scene ©f 
sin's manifestation; but that is very different from assert 
ing that matter is inherently evil. Toplady had no difficulty

\ Essay on Original Sin: Vol. 3 page 345



with the "origin of sin"; for he rejoices that by the 

gracious proridence of God he had *een born into a country

"Where the Scriptures of inspiration 
kindly hold the lamp to benighted 
reason. %

and so he is able to say that

"St. Paul, within the compass of tww 
or three lines, comprises more, than 
all the numberless uninspired relumes 
which had been *ritten on the subject. 
By one man, sin entered into the world, 
and death by sin." f

How, orthodoxy has maintained that before his fall the first 

man was sinless although he possessed a fleshly body; so the 

secret of the fall must be diseorered in a deflection of 

the will. Admittedly, the term "will" is not without its 

difficulties, but it is more akin to the term "heart" than 

it is to the more physically understood term "flesh"! 

inasmuch as "heart" usually connotes the seat of the emotions 

as well as the organ so rital to man's physical existence. 

Yet, "heart" and "will" are by no means synomymous terms. 

"The Flesh" as used by St. Paul is not free from ambiguity, 

for in many passages in his writings S<*?§ means but little 

more than the material body; but when the term is used in a 

moral sense it means that man's intellectual and emotional 

nature is perrerted by sin and enslared. If the "Flesh" 
had meant for St. Paul only the material eorering of the 

skeleton it would hare been well to commend/to rid themselres 

©f it by ascetic flagellations? but this rery course he

I Essay on Original Sin. Vol. 3 page 349 
| Ibid page 349



2.72-

rejects as "not any Talue against the indulgence of the 

flesh." | S© obTiously "The Jlesh" bears a meaning other 

than the physical. It "becomes a truly ririd description 

of the whole ©f human nature as morally corrupt.

On this point Toplady is in complete agreement, and 

whilst his language is no less ambigu«m» than St. Paul's 

his meaning is clear enough. Temptation and the bad example^ 

of others are not the «ause ©f "spiritual and moral leprosy*1 ; 

"They are "but the occasions ©f stirring up and calling 

forth the latent corruptions within." 4 The ?lesh is the
- t

seat of the passions, which,though, innocent in themselves, 

may easily "become incitements to sin; and as daily experience 

proves, the flesh easily becomes the instrument and organ 

of sin. The sinful imagination equally with sinful acts is 

xzx included in the term "flesh". The nature of man ii 

sin-bound, and "by reason of this fact "beta mind and bedy 

are sin infected: and net only infected but dominated. IB 

the language of Sabatiers "The relation of sin to the flesh 

is not purely immanent, but also transcendent. It is not 

that the physical law of the flesh constitutes sin, but, on 

the contrary, the law of sin has become and continues to be 

the law of the flesh." ]f

Colossians 2.23.
Essay on Original Sin. Vol. 3. page 345.
The Apostle Paul, page 289. (English translation).
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Ufhilst the origin of sin is to man a mystery J and 

the seat of sin is the *flesh«, Toplady never gives a working 

definition of the nature of sin. Wesley defined it as w a 

voluntary transgression of a known law. 11 ]f Toplady would. On 

the whole, have agreed with this definition? although he

tends to emphasise the negative character of sin. True, he
t:

does oot deny the positive element, tut his main emphasis is
/

on "imputed sin", "original sin", and sin as j^b3^/ or «*^*f T 'ot 

He states in his "Christian and Philosophical Necessity 

Asserted" that

"Evil, whether physical or moral, does not, 
upon a narrow inspection, appear to have so 
much of positivity in it, as it is probable 
those ancients (the oriental nations) supposed." f

In the same tract he continued:

"I conclude, in the first place: that sin, 
strictly considered, has more of negation in 
it, than of positivity; else it could not have 
been properly definable by merely negative term. 
..........But secondly, I infer, that unless sin
had something of positivity in it, the illegality 
of it could not be said to be commissable." jf

The "origin of sin" is only a mystery to man because 
he is not acquainted with the marvels of the Divine 
mind. To the very pertinent question "Why did God 
permit the fall and permit the fall according to his 
decree?" Toplady answers: "Jor reasons, the whole of 
which he has not thought proper to communicate. He 
giveth not account to any of his matters. Job xxxiii. 
13. And this is too good an answer to so daring a 
question." "Christian & Philosophical Necessity 
Asserted", Works, vol.6 page 87.
"A Plain account of Christian Perfection", page 53 
"Christian & Philosophical Necessity Asserted", v. 6 p. 91 
ibid page 92 *

r
I 
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This emphasis of Toplady, however, is misleading.
< / 

Sin is not just the missing of the mark, for ofyU<xfT/oC

presupposes two things, (1) that man knows the mark, and (2) 

that he is possessed of the ability to hit it. Both of which 

assumptions can be questioned. Moreover, one may miss the mark 

by faulty aim, or by nerer taking aim. Bad marksmanship is not 

the only cause of failure: failure to try can hare positire 

results. The sins of omission can be as far reaching in their 

consequences as those of commission. It is true that for many 

sin is the misdirection of instinctive energy, but eren that 

does not make sin purely negative. Thieying and gambling are 

the misdirection of the instinct of acquisition, but the thief 

and the gambler are positive evils. Dirt may be defined as 

"matter in the wrong place", 'but sin is much more than natire 

energy misdirected. Such words as motiye, purpose, charaeter, 

spring at once to the mind of the ethicist and theologian. >•* *• 

Moreover, there is the question of"unconscious sin": and whilst 

I feel that Toplady would have rejected the idea as surely as 

did Wesley, and as does Dr. Tennant; the idea is not the flat 

contradiction in terms that Dr. Tennant suggests: for as Dr. 

Newton Flew points out: "Our worst sins are often those'of 

which we are unconscious." \ Dr. Orchard is even more definite! 

"Sin without the sense of sin is still sin, and, indeed, deeper 

sin just because we are unconscious of it." f This point, 

however f will be reviewed later when Wesley's doctrine of
•

perfect love is being considered.

i The Idea of Perfection, page 333. 
J Modern Theories of sin, page 3.



It is interesting to note that whilst Toplady in 

his "Essay on Original Sin" follows in the Pauline tradition* 

he does not touch upon a point of which St. Paul makes much. 

He is content to assert that Adam is the cause of sin and 

teaches,"by implication, that each man "is the Adam of his own 

soul", j He does not, however, refer to what might "be called 

"The Pauline Personification of Sin" as an objective power set 

oTer against man. St. Paul conceived of a kingdom of evil* 

To the Church at Ephesus he wrote: "for we wrestle not against 

flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, 

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against 

spiritual wickedness in high places." | He conceived of 

sin as intelligent and terribly purposeful. It was a power 

that enslaved, destroyed, and deceived: a power that worked 

on man from without. On this point Dr. Harold Dodd has some 

weighty comment. In his book "The Meaning of Paul for To-day" 

he writes: "How sin came into human nature is a question 

which Paul does not answer very satisfactorily. He sometimes 

traces it to an historic transgression of a human ancestor 

in the remote past. This was the common account given in 

contemporary Judaism. But in other passages he suggests a 

different origin. In the background of his world stand the

I Apocalypse of Baruch 54.19* 

Ephesians 6.12.



"world-rulers" or "elemental spirits." They hare some special 

relation to the material wrrld,and it does not appear that in

relation to it they are necessarily evil. But if man becomes 

subject to then, then he is fallen to a state of unnatural<*

slavery. The process appears to "be after this fashionf the 

reason of man, "being a spark of the divine, knew God and read 

His law written within the heart; "but instead of worshipping 

God and doing his will, it stooped to adore material forms, 

and thereby fell under the dominion of the elemental powers. 

'•L'he elevation of the material to the place of God led to the 

perversion of man's naturally right instincts. Reason itself 

became "reprobate" and the whole life of mankind was thrown 

into disorder. If the transmitted sin of Adam is the character 

istically Jewish doetrine, the theory of elemental spirits 

starts rather from Greek ideas. Neither can satisfy us 

though each has hints of truths on the one hand, the solidarity 

of humanity and the incalculable effects of individual 

transgression; on the other, the peril of exalting the physical 

and material to a dominance which is not in accord with man's 

real nature. What might have been the relations of flesh 

and spirit had not sin intervened is a question on which Paul 

does not speculate." |

| "The Meaning of Paul for To-Day" pages 58-9



On turning to Toplady's doctrine of Salvation three 

factors are clearly seen. The dea,th of Christ is a sacrifices 

it is a reconciliation of man to God and God to man: it
;*•

secures for man a judicial accjittal "by pronouncement of 

imputed righteasiness. Toplady seems to give a comprehensive 

glance over the countless altars of Judaism and sees in the 

death of Jesus the fulfilment of the ancient sacrifices, 

implicit $n his teaehing is the suggestion that the Levitical 

not merely anticipates the sacrifice of Calvary but is in 

some measure its explanation. This, I suggest, would not 

have found acceptance with St. Paul, who would have argued 

the contrary, and have found in the Cross the antitypal
w

sin-offering in which the Levitical cultus found explanation. 

Unquestionably Toplady f s conception of sacrifice is a blood 

offering on the part of the innocent, through the merits of 

which the guilty are absolved. His evangelicalism tends to 

regard the Old Testament system as the criterion by which 

the sacrifice of Jesus can be fudged fi valued. He regards 

the death of our Lord as the offering "of richer blood" than 

that of "bulls and goats"; nevertheless, he sees in the Cross 

the consummation of the Levitical order rather than its 

superfession. Watts ̂ rSrii nearer to the heart of the matter 

than does Toplady.

"Hot all the blood of beasts 
On Jewish altars slain 
Can give the guilty conscience peace 
Or wash away the stain.

But Christ* the heavenly Lamb 
Takes all our sins awsyt 
The Offering of nobler name, 
And richer blood, than they."



The Cross is unique, land its meaning "beyond human ken. Well 

might Charles Wesley say;
i

"Tis mystery allj The Immortal dies: 
Who can explore His strange design? 
In rain the first-horn seraph tries 
To sound the depths of love divine. 11

In rery truth MThe foolishness of God is wiser than men," j 

As pointed out in the study of his hymns Toplady's

main emphasis is on the Tiearious suffering of Jesus. But 

nowhere does he attempt to show how the suffering of Jesus

effects SalTation. TJnwearyingly does he teach that Christ 

in Mis death and passion takes away the sins of the eleet, 

"but nowhere does he seek to offer any rationale of the Atone 

ment. It is, therefore, not possible to offer any analysis 

of his conception of Tiearious suffering, for he does not 

supply the data from which one could do so. There can be 

no doubt that his main point is that Jesus "by His sacrifice 

secures a ehange of attitude on the part of God: but, as I 

haTe already noted, this argument is destructiTe of TopladyVs 

primary .thesis - the eternal decree. So much in loTe is he 

with current theological Terbiage that he neTer faces t ^ t> 

the difficulties concealed therein. One does not need to be 

a eynie to assert that Toplady's God bears more likeness to 

a capricious Despot than to the Pat her of All as revealed 

in the teaching of Jesus of Uazareth. MoreoTer the idea of 

the innocent- Son buying off the guilty is doubly immoral. 

A man who would let his brother pay is - in OliTer Lodge's 

phrase - w a cur"; whilst a God who would accept such payment

I Corinthians 1,25,



"by the innocent - to say nothing of demanding it - is cast 

in the mould of a devil. Dr. Whale rightly evaluates the 

outlook of those men who try to think their way through the 

web of verbal intricacies that some theologians delight to
'yf

weave. He writesj "But this language about the victim who 

is sacrificed perplexes and often alienates modern men, not 

so much because the language of blood-sacrifice is neeessar- 

ily archaic, and inevitably repulsive to the modern imaginat 

ion, but because all'objective 1 theories of the Atonement 

seem to use it in support of a doctrine of penal substitution 

which, on the face of it, is immoral and therefore insupport 

able. It outrages the moral sense. We are much moved when

listening to the choir high on Magdalen Tower at dawn on Hay 

morning, but we are shocked to discover that the boys hare

been singing

Actus in crueem, factus es 
Irato Deo victiaa.

Because the 'objective 1 theories represent Christ's death as

necessary, not only to man but to God; and because Western
legal 

soteriology has used the/word "Satisfaction" to affirm the

holiness of God's love and the eternal moral realities which

are implicit in his forgiveness, modern men protest that such
Oriental 

a word makes God out to be a capricious/Sultan, a cruel

tyrant who arbitrarily demands the suffering and death of an 

innocent Victim, that ine guilty may be spared his avenging 

anger." \

W

I Dr. J. s. Whale, "Christian Doctrine" pages 92-3



In parenthesis I feel I ought to say that although 

I hare referred to Sir Oliver Lodge's use of the word'cur 1 as 

found in the passage which reads "never either consciously 

or unconsciously will any one "but a cur ask for the punishment 

of sin to fall on* someone else, nor rejoice if told that it 

already has so fallen"; and believe that he expresses the ) 

opinion of the high idealed moralist, the statement is 

lamentably misleading. Only an irreclaimable obscurantist 

would teach the moral impossibility of the punishment of human 

sin falling upon Christ. There can be no punishment where 

there is no guilt. But the suffering caused by wrong doing 

may be borne for another, if there be sufficient love to 

make possible such substitution. The fact that sinners never 

asked for Calvary, and no divine decree compelled it, renders 

the voluntariness of the Cross all the more emphatic. Even 

a "cur" cannot deny or lessen the wonderfulness of such self- 

sacrifice. Even a"cur"cannot deny that in some cases such 

substitution is his only chance: and if it be the actual 

fact, then the "cur" is not asked to "rejoice" over it, any 

more than Darnay rejoiced over the self-sacrifice of Sydney 

Carton. | But though he does not rejoice in the suffering 

he may be thrilled forever with the solemn and tender 

appreciation of what has been done for him. And that 

appreciation may save him unto the uttermost.

{ Man and the Universe, page 220

4 Charles Dickentfs "Tale of two Cities".



HowJ those who hare had a theological training 
know that Lodged presentation of the Atonement is a caricature;

"but, unhappily, it is this caricature that the 18th century 

theologians strove to present. In too many cases they
*

dogmatised with the fathers instead of returning to the tfaw 

Testament, The words of Dr. John Baillie concerning the 

Westminster Assembly have a peculiar aptness to Toplady and 

his fellow theologians. They "were too intellectualistic
f \ *

in their interpretation of the Christian faith, too much in 

lore with credal orthodoxy, too ready to understand revelation 

as consisting in communicated information*" [

Toplady's theory of the Atonement seems to "be a

mixture of English Jurisprudence and Semitic payOhology; he 

"blends the atmosphere of the Levitical altar with that of a 

court of law. His overemphasis on such words as "Ransom", 

"Penalty", and "Expiation 11 produced that caricature of the 

divine love to which reference has just been made. That these 

terms have a cherished place in theology no one will presume 

to deny, "but they have been re-interpreted so as to reveal
t

the suffering in the heart of God. All the monstrosities 

taught concerning an angry God propitiated "by sacrifice would 

have been avoided if a correct evaluation had been accorded 

not only St. Paul's theory of the atonement, but his doctrine 

of the Incarnation. "God was in Christ reconciling the world 

unto Himself* Toplady left unexplored vast tracts of

| "Our Knowledge of God" page 72.



Christian thought and practice. He centred religion upon

a few vital truths. Predestination, the unworthiness of man, 
the all-sufficient sacrifice of Christ form the kernel of

Ms teaching. He magnified the Atonement at the expense of 

the Incarnation; and accordingly left almost out of sight 

the whole conception of the Church as a Divine Society - the 

repository and guardian of the sacramental life. The crux 

of his theology is a limited atonement. Lesley and his brother 

preachers were just as guilty in presenting at times a 

conception of God that owed more to the idea of -the Great 

Assize than to the story of the Prodigal Son; Taut they never 

faltered in their proclamation of Salvation for all. This 

freaching of the universality of grace, together with the

doctrine of entire sanctification antagonised Toplady very 

deeply; so dipping his pen in vitriol he laboured to prove

that
"The God of truth did not intend 
The thing His words declare; 
He offers grace to all, 
Which most can not embrace, 
Hocked with an ineffectual call 
And insufficient grace." |

It is to the theology of the controversy that I will 

turn after briefly stating the theology that inspired the 

Evangelical Revival^ the theology of John Tesley.

| Extract from a biting polemic by Charles Wesley.
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Chapter 12. 

The Theology of John Wesley. His

.•Outcasts of men, to you I call, 
Harlots, and publicans, and thievesi 
He spreads his arms to embrace you all; 
Sinners alone His grace receives: 
!To need of Him the righteous have; 
He came the lost to seek and save.

Come, 0 my guilty "brethren, come, 
Groaning "beneath your load of sin* 
His "bleeding heart shall make you room, 
His open side shall take you in; 
He calls you now, invites you home: 
Come, 0 my guilty brethren, comeI

"The Lesleys 1 Conversion Hymn.
Whitsuntide, 1738."

Charles ,/esley.

It is a curious, but' significant, fact that whilst

it is frequently asserted that John Wesley was no theologian various 

schools of thought have claimed him as an exponent of their own 

peculiar tenets. Dr. Gr.C.Cell, Professor of Historical Theology 

in Boston University, has proved - at least to his own satisfaction •

that Lesley was a Calvinist: whilst Professor H.JK. Hodges off
Reading, claims that "Methodism "breaks with Protestant principles 

and adopts the Catholic ideal." j So Lesley, who was not regarded
/

is a theologian, and who, according to Fatthew Arnold, possessed 

only a third rate intellect combines in his teaching theologies

| H.A. Hodges. "A neglected page in Anglican Theology" 
May Issue of"Theology", page 105.
It should be noted that Prof. Hodges is writing about 
Wesley f s doctrine of Perfection when he makes this 
observation: nevertheless, he ifc other ways identifies 
Wesley with the Catholic rather than the Protestant 
tradition.



that hare for generations "been deemed antithetical. Jor 

own part I reject the claims made "by both of these scholars, 

though I am not unmindful of the erudition by which they seek 
to uphold their respective positions. Dr. Cell's "Rediscovery

of John ¥esley" is a particularly stimulating and illuminating 

study, Nevertheless, I maintain that his paradoxical attempt 

to proye Wesley a Calvinist is Just as unsound as Prof. Hodgefi's 

assertion that Methodism adopts the Catholic ideal. True* in
t

his emphasis upon Christian Perfection Lesley returns to that 

truth of Catholic theology that the Reformers had tended to 

overlay; but that is a vastly different. thing from the assertion

that he "broke with Protestant principles". Wesley taught a
» 

well balanced theology, in which was blended Puritanism,

Calvinism, Arminianism, and Protestantism, though in such a way

as to prevent the extravagances of any. unseating the equilibrium
A

of the whole. If Lesley was not a systematic theologian in the 

sense in which the term is applied to Augustine, Aquinas, Calvin, 

or Schleierraacher, the fact remains that he was, under God, 

the author and sustainer of the greatest theological revolution 

since the days of the Reformers: and that, not by treating "of 

the Gospel in the recondite language of learning and burying 

it in scholarly folios" \ but by preaching to the "outcasts 

of men" in a language thejacould understand. This does not 

mean that he was only a popular pulpiteer unacquainted with

| Introduction to Harnack's "What is Christianity?"



the learning of his own and preceding ages. On the contrary, 

he was a diligent and tireless student who has "bequeathed to 

the world a treasury of religious learning. Dr. Cell's tribute

to Wesley's scholarship is not in any way an overstatement.
* 

He writes: "¥esley accepted at the outset his inevitable

responsibility for both the doctrinal guidance and the pastoral 

oversight of the Evangelical movement. The credentials for his 

extensive discipline in the historic Christian faith and his 

solid work in doctrinal guidance are impressive. Although he 

preached on the average eight hundred sermons annually, his 

itinerant ministry exacted of him a relatively small stock of 

new sermons, so that he had far more time for constructive work 

than the average local pastor of our time. He conducted more 

than one seminar on Christian doctrine for his preachers. The 

enormous extent of his life-long reading and writing bears witness 

to his free time as well as to his colossal industry. Plus 

extensive general reading, he mastered on the average one solid 

book in divinity monthly. He knew ten languages and made good 

use of them. His published works as author, editor, translator, 

pass the four hundred mark. His own distinctive writings fill 

upwards of twenty five massive volumes. He records the fact 

that he examined minutely every word of the Greek text of the 

New Testament. He made an independent translation of the Hew 

Testament, the true merit and importance of which have never 

been explored and appreciated. He mastered the literature of 

mysticism, reading the principal mystics in the originals.
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His discipline in historical theology was extensive. v,e read 

widely in the Patristics and in the masters of Protestant 

theology, especially Luther, Calvin, Arfflinius, Spiscoj&s, and 

the Anglican divines. The religious writers of his own age, 

in particular the deists> did not escape his careful attentiotf. 

These few references will not begin to give a full account of 

the range, variety and vigour of his intellectual interests; 

"but they indicate the fact that he foraged very widely in the 

fields of Christian thought. Incidentally he made short shrift 

with preachers who despised intellectual industry." ( This 

is a twentieth century'£ scholar's judgment of the fesley Toplady 

contemptuously dismissed as a "puny tadpole in divinity".

7/esley f s theology is the unfolding of experience against 

the "back-ground of the teaching of the Holy Catholic and Apostolic 

Church. In an age of sterile humanism it sounded a clarion 

call, and by'testing all teaching in the laboratory of experience 

Wesley laid the foundation of Christian doctrine more surely 

than even the Reformers, They had placed an infallible book 

in the place of an infallible Church, but Lesley made religious 

experience his ultimate authority, and in so doing unconsciously 

anticipated the constructive work of Schleiermacher in the next

century.

§ "The Rediscovery of John Wesley" pages 10 - 11



; it is obvious that before one can understand and 

appreciate an experientially based theology something must 

be known of the experience upon which it is based, weslew's 

theology is the unfolding and interpretation of a profound 

religious experience? but the experience itself finds 

explanation in his peculiar psychology. Hence, rightly to 

estimate Wesley's teaching it is necessary to know what ¥esley 

was, and how he came to be what he was. Like all others "he 

was part of all that he had known. Throughout a long and 

eventful life multitudinous stimuli beat upon himj .yet the 

terrifying experience of his childhood, the perplexities of 

his adolescence, the fiery trials of his youth, the domestic 

dispeace of his later life, and the unremitting persecution 

that he endured through-out the greater part of his days, 

produced so stalwart and saintly a character, that he could 

say, as the shadows deepened around him, "the best of all is, 

God is with us."

Born at Epworth Rectory in 1703 the fifteenth child'of 

Sajnuel and Susanna Wesley, he died at his home in City Hoad, 

London on Uarch the 2nd 1791, after being the origin, centre, 

and driving force of a revival which brought more people from 

sloth, ignorance and sin, than any since the days of the 

Apostles. Dr. Henry Bett has, with absolute justice, described 

John Wesley as the "Apostle of England" ( and goes on to say
f

{ The Spirit of Methodism, page 10



"Perhaps he is the only man of the modern world whose spiritual 

history deserves, alike for its innate interest and for its 

importance in the life of the Church, to he named beside that
f" .8

of Luther, of St. Augustine, and of St. Paul himself. 11 J
•

It is customary to date the "birth of the Evangelical
-t-j

Revival from the night of Wesley ! s "heart-warming" in 1738; 

and even if it "be granted that ¥esley experienced an inward 

change during his days at Oxford, it cannot "be gainsaid that 

the event of Aldersgate Street makes a profound and distinct 

cleavage in Wesley f s religious life. That this was so is clear 

from oft repeated entries in his Journal, frequently one finds 

such phrases as "thirty years ago" and "forty years ago 11 ; and 

when the date is examined it is clear that Wesley had two 

systems of chronology - his "birth and his re-birth. True*
-«

when the impressive record of his self-discipline, charitable 

service, and self-effacing devotion is examined, it is hard to
'•:.

avoid the conclusion of Canon Overton "If John Lesley was not 

a Christian in Georgia God help millions of those who profess
•*.

and call themselves Christians." Writing in the same strain 

Dr, Sudden observes "It is a misuse of language to say that 

Wesley during his years of earnest devotion at Oxford and whilst 

ministering in Georgia, was not a Christian." \ Yet, Wesley 

repeatedly says of himself that he was not. He distinguishes

"The Spirit of Methodism",page 11 
Wesley f s Sermons Annotated Edition, page 6l(note) V.I.



betwixt the "faith of a servant" and the "faith of a son". 

After May 24th Wesley who had "been "a devout pharifiee became 

an evangelical Christian. A man who had the form of godliness 

received its power. A zealous servant of God.....became 

a Son. A man who had failed to save himself by his works 

and discipline trusted in Christ alone to save him. A man 

who had doubts ^nd fears about his own salvation received 

an inward experience which warmed his heart." |

When one remembers the stock from whence Wesley 

sprung, one is not surprised to note his inflexibility of 

purpose and indomitable zeal. One great grandfather and 

both grandfathers lost their livings in 1662; and though

his father and mother adhered to the Anglican Church both»
possessed that true independence of spirit that made them 

worthy progenitors ©f a still more worthy son. The Hector 

of Epworth was a much finer type of man than most of his 

fellow clergymen, and though he did not show any marked 

evangelical fervour, he,nevertheless,had a strong and fervent 

piety. His wife, Susanna, was one of England's noblest 

women, and to her wisdom, goodness and love John Lesley 

owed more than he knew.

Hattenbury, "The Conversion of the Wesleys"
page 35.



t Doubtless one of the most vivid memories of his 

childhood would be his rescue from the burning Rectory. 

Instead of becoming the focus point of a neurosis - as it easily 

could have done - he regarded it as a special providence; and 

in later years dedicated all his powers to God that he might 

"pluck brands from the burning". His school days are marked 

by a simple piety. He read his Bible regularly, and said his 

prayers morning and night. At the age of 17 he entered Oxford* 

where he must have seen much to demoralise; and it says much 

for the robustness of his character that he was not tainted by 

the profligacy that abounded around him. It was only when his 

father suggested that he should take Holy Orders that he evinced 

signs of awakening, with resultant deepening of his spiritual 

life. Upon his being ordained deacon on September 19th 1725 

he worked as his father's curate in the tiny village of W»oate
i

where he found nothing to encourage him and much to depress. 

On his return to Oxford in 1729 he at once became leader of the 

little band of religious associates that his brother Charles 

had gathered around him. It was of this band of earnest students 

that the name of "Methodist" was first used - and then as a 

'taunt. His jouuney to Georgia brought him into contact with 

the Moravians, and this proved to be a momentous and far 

reaching event in his search for God. Conversing with these,
4.

particularly with Spangenberg, he became more and more conscious 

of the inadequacy of his spiritual experience. To searching 

personal questions he could only give general and evasive answers; 

so that when he di* later return home he was still searching



for a refuge from sin and self. In his Journal h@ writes on 

February 1st 1738; "This,then, have I learnt in the ends of the ^ 

earthj - that I «am fallen short of the glory of God'; that 

my whole heart is'altogether corrupt and abominable 1 ; and 

consequently my whole life (seeing it cannot be that an 'evil 

tree' should 'bring forth good fruit'}: that, 'alienated* as I 

am from the life of God, I am'a child of wrath', an heir of hellj 

that my own works, my own sufferings, my own righteousness, are 

so far from reconciling me to an offended God, so far from making 

any atonement for the least of those sins, which 'are more in 

number than the hairs of my head'.- that the most specious of 

them need an atonement themselves, or they Cannot abide His 

righteous judgments that 'having the sentence of death' in my 

heart, and having nothing in or of myself to plead, I have no hope, 

"but that-of being justified freely, 'through the redemption that 

is in Jesus'; I have no hope, but that if I seek I shall find 

Christ, and 'be found in Him, not having my own righteousness, 

but that which is through the faith.>f Christ, the righteousness 

which is of God by faith.' "
9*

If it be said that I have faith (for many such things 

have I heard, from many miserable comforters), I answer, So have 

the devils - a sort.of faith; but they are still strangers to 

the covenant of promise. So the apostles had even at Cana in 

Galilee, when Jesus first 'manifested forth His glory'; even 

then they, in a sort, 'believed on Him 1 ; but they had not then 

'the faith that overcbmeth the world'* The faith T want is 

' a sure trust and confidence in God, that, through the merits



of Christ my sins are forgiven, and I reconciled to the 

favour of God,' I want that faith which Fit. Paul commends to 

all the world, especially in his Epistle to the Romans: that 

faith which enables every one that hath it to cry out, 'I live 

not; but Christ-liveth in me; and the life which I now live, 

I live "by faith in the Son of God, who loved me, and gave 

himself for me.' I want that faith which none ca» have without 

knowing that he hath it (though many imagine they have it, who 

have it not); for whosoever hath it, is 'freed from sin' the 

whole '"body of sin is destroyed' in him: he is freed from fear, 

'having peace, with God through Christ, and rejoicing in hope 

of the glory of God. 1 And he is freed from doubt, 'having 

the love of God shed abroad in his heart, through the "Poly
'a,

Ghost which is given unto him'; which 'Spirit itself beareth
,1

witness with his spirit that he is a child of God 1 ." j 

Of V/esley's experience of this time Dr. Bett, with 

characteristic insight, writes; "It would perhaps not be far 

from the truth to say of Wesley in these years that he was 

doing all he knew for Christ, but that he did not know what 

Christ had done for him. He was absolutely sincere, and
t

absolutely determined. As far as, his will was concerned he» *
was probably Tfc*=apn* as wholly consecrated to the service of

j Journal. Standard Edition, pages 423-4 of Vol. 1



God as it was possible for him to be at the time. But he did 

not yet understand the wonderful privilege of the redeemed soul

through trust in Christ. He had not the assurance of pardon, 

and the vivid sense of Christ's love as a personal possession.

Wor did he realise, except in foretastes, the peace that passes 

understanding, the joy unspeakable, the love that casts out fear, 

Jn his own adaptation of the apostolic words, he had the faith 

of a servant but not the faith of a son." )

Six days later Wesley makes the following entry in 

his Journal. "Tues.7. (A day much to be remembered.) At the 

house of Mr. Weinantz, a Dutch merchant. I met Peter .bonier,

Schulius, Rienter, ana Wensel iseisser, just then landed from
f 

Germany, jfxnding they had no acquaintance in jsn&iana, i uixerea

to procure them a lodging, and did so near Mr. Button's, where 

I then was. And from this time I did not willingly lose any 

opportunity of conversing with them, while I stayed in London.» f

And thus Wesley met one who was destined vitally to influence
* 

*

both his religious experience and theology: for it was on the 

subject of Assurance that Bonier spoke. Thus was the ground 

prepared for the all important hour of a "quarter before nine"
.•4*

May 24th 1738. In that hour John Lesley was changed - as was 

also the history of England.

j "The Spirit of Methodism" page 19,

4 Journal Standard Edition. Vol. 1. pagees 436-7



in a brief resume of Wesley's life it is not possible 

to enter into a discussion whether or not this "change" was his 

"conversion". I cannot avoid the conelusion that much that has 

been written on this point is simply word spinning. Lesley had 

a spiritual awakening in 1725, but this event is not comparable 

with the heart warming of 1738. The former would have resulted 

in a devoted parish minister or University tutor but it required 

that fervour of zeal which springs from"the pure flame of love'1 

to send Vesley forth on that pilgrimage which is without equal 

since those days of the Apostles who turned the world upside 

down. I will leave the purist to adopt whatever term suits him 

best: whether it be conversion or evangelical conversion. The 

fact remains - and it is only the fact that counts - that Lesley 

was changed; his heart was warmed, and that burning heart set 

a multitude of others ablaze. In the heart of his now regenerate 

son God kindled a flame of sacred love, and for the next fifty 

three years it burned with inextinguishable blaze.

The theology of JTethodism, then, is the theology of 

the warmed heart. It is a practical theology, rooted and grounded 

in experience. Ctarles Wesley sang:

"Plenteous He is in truth and grace; 
He wills that all the fallen race 
Should turn, repent, and live; 
His pardoning grace for all is free; 
Transgression, sin, ininquity, 
He freely doth forgive." I

SE

It is small wonder that outcast and unchurched multitudes, many 

of whom had believed that for them no salvation was possible or

ffew Fethodist Hymn book. 369



had ever teen intended, should turn and drink in the 

healing sound of a gospel that made "but one demand - and

that
"The sole return Thj love requires 
Is that -we ask for more." I

The theology of John \Vesley "became lyrical in the hands of 

his "brother Charles. It was not only preached, it was 

sung. "From lip to lips the joyful tidings spread:

nHe "breaks the power of cancelled sin,
He sets the prisoner free; 

His "blood can make the foulest clean, 
His "blood availed for me." |

Colliers,with their coal-blackened faces washed with thw 

tears of repentance, sang of

"Love divine, all loves excelling, 
Joy of heaven, to earth come down." /

Iri thus founding his theology upon experience 

Lesley was "building "better than he knew; and he was /also 

in harmony with the critical and experimental spirit of his 

age. Hitherto dogma, though occasionally modified in some
rt-! J

particular, had gone, in the main, largely unchallenged; 

appeal had generally "been made either to the Church or to 

Scripture. How, both Church and Scripture receive a new 

authority, in that both are found to rest ultimately in 

religious experience. The Bible is the record of God f s 

revelation to men, whilst the Church was the fellowship of 

those who enjoyed that spiritual experience of which the
&**. ^ c

Methodist Hymn Book, 383. I ibid 1. 
ibid 431.



Hew Tlstament is the record, I am well aware that there 

are those who would "bridle at this conception of the Church. 

They would "be swift to point out that the Church is the body 

of Christ; that it is "the "bride of the Lamb". To which I 

would reply frhat I have never doubted the divine origin, 

authority and function of the Church. But whilst I have 

never hesitated to claim for myself the name of "High Church 

man^ I have no sympathy with the sacerdotalism that often 

attends such a claim. A high conception of the Church is 

the only sure counter-blast to that high ecclesiasticism 

that so often masquerades in the name of high churchmanship* 

I share the attitude of John Wesley which was frankly 

pragmatic. The sole business of the Church is to save souls. 

All else must be surbordinate to that end. Occasionally 

ministers discuss the old cliche' »T$o salvation apart from 

the Church" and spend time and energy that could be put to 

better use. It is apparent that the phrase is either true 

or false according as one defines the word "Church", There 

is no salvation apart from the grace of God: no believer 

doubts this. But is the Church the only vehicle of the 

grace of God? The Church existed before the bishop; and 

it is still the guardian and repository of revealed truth. 

If the Church is that body of men and women who have found 

God in Jesus Christ, who have experienced in themselves 

that Christ is able to save unto the mttermost; then the 

Church is indeed founded upon a rock, and apart from the 

Church there can be no salvation. But if by the Church



is meant an institution bolstered by an ecclesiastical 

hierarchy, claiming the right to dispense or withold grace 

as it please-s, then the claim of no salvation apart from 

the Church is false. Modern Anglo-Catholics sometimes 

claim that Wesley was a High Churchman', he was, but not in 

the way that they imply. His attitude to Rome and his 

concept of the Catholic Church are clearly set out in his 

letter to the'London Chronicle 1 in reply to a tract entitled

WA Caveat against the Fethodists", which,was*as he was quick
% 

to point out, a caveat against the Protestants. He writes:

"The Church of Home in its present form was not 1 founded by 

Christ Himself. f All the doctrines and practices wherein 

she differs from us were not instituted by Christ; they 

were unknown to the ancient Church of Christ; they are 

unscriptural, novel corruptions: neither is that Church 

'propagated throughout the world*. Therefore, if either 

antiquity or universality be essential thereto, the Church 

of Rome cannot be'the true Church of Christ."1 His concept 

of Catholicity is as follows: "The whole body of men, 

endued with faith, working by love, dispersed over the whole 

earth, in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. And this Church 

is 'ever one 1 . In all ages and nations it is tne one body 

of Christ. It is'ever holy*; for no unholy man can possibly 

be a member of it. It is 'ever orthodox'; so is every holy 

man in all things necessary to salvation; 'secured against 

error' in things essential 'by the perpetual presence of 

Christ; and ever directed by the Spirit of Truth', in the 

truth that is after godliness. This Church has 'a perpetual



succession of pastors and teachers divinely appointed and*»
divinely assisted. 1 And there has never "been wanting in the 

Reformed Churches such a succession of pastors and teachers, 

men both divinely appointed and divinely assisted! for they 

convert sinners to God - a work none can do unless God Himself

doth appoint them thereto and assist them therein." |
£K3

Wesley was a true son of the Reformation, but he was 

also truly catholic in his inheritance and outlook. Much more 

so was he than many today who vaunt their Catholicism and yet 

are ready to unchurch all who follow not with them. Wesley*s 

sermon entitled "Catholic Spirit" completely ignores all 

questions of exegesis, but is, nevertheless, one of the 

greatest he ever preached; and is a true index of his catholic 

spirit. To him Catholicism was not the slavish repetition 

of formulae and observance of rituals, but was a question 

of temper. In the Preface to volume 26 of the Christian 

Library he writes; "The same spirit works the same work of 

grace in men upright in heart, of whatever denomination. These, 

how widely soever they differ in opinion, all agree in one 

mind, one temper. How far distant soever they are from each 

other, with regard to the circumstances of Worship, they all 

meet in the substance of true Worship, the Faith that worketh 

by love," Commenting upon this passage in an acutely 

prescient Article contributed to "northern Catholicism", 

Principal Newton Flew observes: "Methodists regard this

| Letters Std Edn. vol. 4. pages 137-8



attitude as the expression of the true Catholic Temper

which ¥esley enjoined upon them, and it is in this sense

that they understand the word Catholic. It is a return through
3 *!

the saints of all Christian communions to that creative power 

described and offered in the New Testament, which is the

secret of the saints." { ¥esley, then was truly Catholic 

in the best sense of that much misused word. It was the

faith of the Creeds that Lesley taught, "but a faith purged 

from the acretions of Home "by the cleansing fire of Luther 

and Calvin. Whilst he respected "both dogma and tradition 

he did not allow either to hinder his soul-saving mission. 

His attitude to dogma was f clinical*. He applied to theology 

"Scientific Method", which is the systematising of knowledge 

adduced "by experience; and in this he followed in the wake 

of Descartes and Bacon; and made straight the path of

ScUei ermacher. '14

This appeal to experience has sometimes led to a 

charge of "subjectivism". It is not so long ago that I heard 

a theological professor say that "the weakness of Tethodist 

theology was that it laid its emphasis on subjectivism and
«

lost sight of the objectivity of God's saving work." At 

the time I protested that such had never been the teaching 

of any Ifethodist of my acquaintance. Ho Church was more

I "Methodism & The Catholic Tradition" Article contributed 
by Dr. ITewton Flew to "Northern Catholicism", p. 521.



loyal than the old Wesleyan Church to the doctrine of the 

divine causality of salvation. It taught that ; « < 

Christ and Christ alone tfeaVsaves. But is also taught that 

the sinner when saved "by grace knew he was saved. The 

subjective element in Wesleyan theology was the doctrine of 

Assurance. *Christ alone is Saviour,"true, gloriously truej 

and the heart of the regenerate ^ethodist beats a glad 

accord "because he knows it is true. It was this certainty 

that caused Tesley to alter Watts 1 hymn W1^ot all the "blood 

of "beasts." Watts had written?

"ly soul looks "back to see 
The "burden Thou didst "bear 
When hanging on the accursed tree 
And hopes her guilt was there."

Wesley changed the word "hopes" to "knows". n And knows her
* t 

guilt was there. It this "subjectivism" is the Methodists*

shame, then he does well to glory in it. The Wesleys left 

no one in doubt as to their conviction that the "benefits of 

Christ's saving work were for everyone that believeth, but 

they also preached untiringly the doctrine of Assurance, 

Intellectual assent to a dogma is one thing, "but the experience 

of forgiveness is another. .The hymns of Charles ¥esley unite 

$he objective and subjective elements in the divine forgive 

ness in a truly wonderful manner.

Fow, no one will deny that subjectivism has dangers 

in it} it can lead to extravagances and abuses. But to 

leave the impression that Wesley encouraged such individualism 

is false. The band meeting and the class meeting were ideal



means of checking excesses and of verifying the experience 

of indiTiduals lay appeal to the group. Professor Troeltsch 

lays mistaken stress on the subjective element in early 

Methodism when he defines it "as the revivification of 

orthodox Christianity in an accentuated individualist form." 

It is true that stress was laid upon the individual experience 

of grace, "but as Professor Dimond points out in his "Psychology 

of the Hethodist Revival" it was tested and weighed by Wesley

himself: who encouraged certain of his preachers to write 

their biographies so that he might the better understand the

working of the divine Spirit within them, and assesstheir 

spiritual inheritance and contribution. {

This does not mean that ^lav/didm teaches "some 

new thing", it is not a "freak religion". Apart from the 

doctrine of *prevenient grace" it adds nothing to catholic 

theology but a new emphasis, Whilst Wesley could "chop 

logic" with the best of them^his theology was not primarily 

abstract and metaphysical, but was concerned with the fact
£

of redemption. The centre and circumference of his teaching

These biographies were published as "Livesof Early Fethodist 
Preachers.

I "Methodist doctrine is the direct result of collective 
deliberation, based upon testimony and discussion in the 
Societies, tested and thought out by the leaders and by 
Wesley himself." Psychology of Methodist Revival, p. 214



was the redeeming lore of God in Christ, by which salvation was 

offerred to "every fallen soul of man." All else is subject 

to this "basic truth of the Gospel. This does not mean that 

he was unmindful of the other doctrines of the Church; he was 

as soundly grounded in the faith as any of his critics, whether 

they "be those of his own generation or of today.
3-" 'flW»

In the"Presbyterian Guardian" Professor P. Woolley 

writes: "Have you ever wondered why there are so few vigorous 

defenders of Evangelical Faith left in the ranks of the 

organised followers of John Wesley? w and proceeds to give the 

reason for this la|ck In parenthesis one. might observe that 

there are very many who have not "wondered" simply because 

the question is without foundation. Professor Woolley asserts
*

that "Wesley emphasised experience and feeling to the detriment ..« 

of sound Biblical doctrine. "^ and goes on to observe: "Experience 

is very important, and feeling has its proper place, but 

neither of them will last if they are not founded on solid 

Biblical doctrine. Wesley f s influence resulted in minimising 

doctrine, and the present rejection of Evangelical truths in 

a tremendous area of Methodism is the result." { With 

pleasure Professor Woolley quotes from Umphrey Lee's "John 

Wesley and Modern Religion" where he finds the astounding 

statement: "Certainly.....the Methodist Revival had prepared 

millions to minimise orthodoxy, and to rely on inner experience

| quoted from "Peace & Truth" Apl-June 1958



rather than on syllogisms." \ These assertions I flatly deny.
•

wesley's works can still be seen and read of all men, ^e ws.s^ 
a Bible theologian. He founded and tested experience upon the 

word of God. If doctrine can not "be "brought to the "bar of* 

experience on what ground can its validity be established? 

IiOgic alone is not enough. Intellectual assent to an article
;*

of the Cre£d cannot secure salvation. St. James's observation 

is guidance enough on that score. "Thou believest that there is 

one God; thou doest wells the devils also believe and tremble" 
But neither their belief nor their trembling can save them. 
It is one thing to declare to the penitent the forgiveness of 
his sins, it is quite another for the penitent to know he is 

forgiven. And can he be forgiven if he does not know it? 

When a man feels himself tormented with a moral dualism such 

as St. Paul experienced; and then through the grace of Christ 

knows the joy of deliverance from the power and guilt of sin, 

he asserts with the assurance of the once blind beggar, "One 

thing I know, that whereas I was blind, now I see." / As Dr A 

Frederic Platt never wearied of telling his students: "When a 

man can say, in the depths of his heart, concerning the deep 

things of God, I know, that, for him, is the end of controversy?

Then Professor Woolley wonders why "there are so few 

vigorous defenders of evangelical faith left in Trethodisra" one 

can only conclude that he has never read the ^orks of men like

i "John Wesley and Modern Religion" page 302 
James 19th verse of chaptefc 2. 
John ch. 9. verse 25



Scott Lidgett, Henry Bett, Newton Flew, Vincent Taylor, Ryder 

Smith, Frederic Platt, William Lofthouse, and Maldwyn Hughes;' 

not to mention Methodism's premier theologian William Burt. 

Pope. So recent a work as Dr. Cell's "Rediscovery of John „ 

Wesley" should have convinced him that "one heart was faithful-• 

yet 11 . When some of the modern scholars are are surely grounded 

in the things that "belong to their peace as was John w'esley
f

the travailing Church
'"•{

"Like Moses' bush, will mount the higher 
And flourish unconsumed in fire."

Bernard Lord Manning has some caustic words to direct to those 

theologians "who have "been rash enough" to question Wesley's 

orthodoxy. Writing on the doctrine of the Incarnation he
i

stresses Wesley*s soundness in the faith; and concludes "by * 

saying: "Let them (the modern theologians) master the doctrine 

of the communication of attributes as Wesley mastered it, and
* v - ^ *

fears for his orthodoxy will gave place to fears for their own." j 

I quote again from my old mentori "Three years later.....«•», 

Wesley demanded that the dispute should be put 'upon the issue 

which I desired, namely Scripture and experience 1 . Eore than 

forty years later he associates Scripture and experience in

( The Hymns of Wesley & Watts, pa?* Z&.
F.B. Mr. Manning is here refetdhag to Charles Lesley, 

but his observation is equally as true of his 
brother John, who referred to his hymn book as
"a little body of experimental and T>ractic*l 
divinity."



exactly the same way. He writes 'Experience is sufficient to. 

confirm a doctrine which is grounded on Scripture;
 though many 

fancy they experience what they do not, this is no prejudice to 

real experience 1 . Wesley never dreamt, of course, of pitting 

the ¥ord of God and the experience of "believers on
e against the 

other; he "believed that they must agree, if the experience was 

genuine, and if the Scripture was rightly understo
od. The appeal 

to experience was in that day a novel method, "but there was no 

novel result in doctrine. As a matter of fact, the Fethodists 

have always been, and are today, steadily orthodox
 as a community. 

The great religious facts and the great theolo^icp
l doctrines 

were unchallenged, "but Lesley and the early Methodists, without 

in the le^st doubting the real inspiration of the 
Scriptures or 

the corporate authority of the Church, looked to t
he facts of 

religious experience rather than to a Scriptural o
r an 

ecclesiastical warrant for the final proof of spir
itual realities.

There is, then, no question a"bout the "orthodoxy" of 

Wesley; and it is simply-untrue to say that his "i
nfluence 

resulted in minimising doctrine". His loyalty to Scripture 

is manifest throughout all his writings. In a letter to Thomas 

"Yhltehead (T) concerning the differences twlxt,Vethodism and

Quakerism he maintains that

"The Scriptures are the touchstone whereby 
Christians examine all, real or supposed, 
revelations. In all cases they appeal ! to 
the law and to the testimony, 1 and try every 
spirit thereby.".

| Spirit of Methodism page 135
Letter Feb. 10th 1748. Vol. 2. page 117



Wesley's doctrine is based on the teaching of the Bible and 

ratified in an appeal to corporate experience. I stress the 

word corporate for as I have already pointed out individual 

extravagances and idiosyncrasies were not encouraged* It is 

true that he was not always consistent, but his inconsistencies 

were, for the more part, the result of development. Vesley 

was a practical rather than an academic theologian; his teaching

was the outworking of his passion for souls. He literally 
lifced out the sentiment of his birthday hymn as written "by his

younger "brother,

"In a rapture of joy 
lry life I employ 
The God of my life to proclaim: 
Tis worth living for,this, 
To administer "bliss 
And salvation in JesusVs name.

My remant of days
I spend in His praise,
Who died the whole world to redeem:
Be they many vf few,
My days are His due,
And they all are devoted to Him." {

In seeking to outline Lesley's theology I will 

indicate his agreement (or otherwise) with the theology of 

Toplady, and will seek to show that in the fundamental doctrines 

of the Christian faith they were much more in accord than their 

controversial writings would lead one to suppose. The theology 

underlying the controversy will be examined in the last chapters.

j Y/esleys* Birthday Hymn, New Fetaodist Hyran-book 874,



Chapter 13 

LESLEY'S DOCTRINES OF MAN AMD GRACE



Chapter 13 
DOCTHITO OF MAF. and DOCTHI1TE OF GRACE.

Wesley's doctrine of man is identical with that of 

Toplady* Both give a literal interpretation to the opening 

chapters of Genesis, and both regard St. Paul's disquisition 

on sin as final and authoritative. ran was created in the 

image and likeness of God. Which phrase Wesley interprets

as follows. Man became the "political image" of God as the i
governor of all material things, but he was also made to bear 

the "moral image", which is "righteousness and true holiness 11 , 

HO conception of primitive man being innocent is entertained. 

Manjprior to his fall is both holy and immortal, but losses 

both qualities by reason of his sin. Holiness, then, but

not immutability was one of his primary endowments.

"In the image of God was man made; holy as 
He that created him is holy; merciful as 
the Author of all is merciful; perfect as 
his. Father in heaven is perfect. As God 
is love, so man dwelling in love, dwelt in 
God and God in him. God made him to be an 
image of his own eternity, an incorruptible 
picture of the God of glory. He was accord 
ingly pure, as God is pure, from every spot 
of sin. He knew not evil in any kind or 
degree, but was inwardly and outwardly sin 
less and undefiled. He 1 loved the Lord his 
God with all his heart, and with all his 
mind, and soul and strength,*" |

But this holy beigg was not just an automaton, for an automaton 

could not be holy, he was possessed of alternative moral

choice.
"He was created able to stand yet liable 
to fall." |

This, to Wesley was the Scriptural doctrine of man; and he has 

no hesitancy in preaching it, nor rebuking those who presume

5. Volft la page 116< | Sem0n 39. v. 2. p.229



to deny it. In a letter dated ^ovember 28th 1774 he 

vigorously refutes an'infidel' for trying to propagate new 

theories. He rallies to the support of trilton "because he 

had shown that detail (i.e. the Fall story) in all its parts 

to "be not only simple, plain And comprehensible, but 

consistent with the highest reason, and altogether worthy of 

God.".
•*

At no time does Lesley put his doctrine of experience 

over against the Scriptures; "but wherever he finds a 

Scriptural truth he verifies it "by an appeal to experience. 

So it is not difficult for him, when he looks either around 

him or within, to realise that man is indeed "fallen". 

And fallen man must be restored. Thus Tesley's doctrine of 

man becomes the basis of his soteriology. The soul that is 

dead in tresspasses and sins must be quickened, it must be
•"#

born again. In his sermon on the iTew Birth V/esley supplies 

answers to the three main questions that he ^a«ks. "Why must 

we be born again? How must this regeneration be accomplished? 

^Therefore, and to what end, is it necessary that we should 

be regenerate?". Man filled with righteousness and true 

holiness becomes separated from God by reason of his disobed 

ience and thus dies spiritually. Spiritually and not

Ietters(Standard Edition) Vol. 6. pages 121-2



physically, (This it should 'be noted marks an advance upon 

Wesley's previous thought. In his earlier sermon on Justif 

ication by Faith he had taught,as did l?oplady, that physical
» 

death was the consequence of Adam's sin;, and that if he had

not sinned he would have been immortal.

"For the moment he tasted that fruit, he died. 
His soul died, was separated from God; separ 
ated from whom the soul has no more life than 
the body has when separate from the soul. His 
body, likewise, became corruptible and mortal; 
so that death then took hold on this also." 5

ITow, with truer insight, he denies his previous teaching by 

pointing out that

H If it be said, '^ay, but that threatening, 
w ln the day "Ghat thou eatest thereof, thou 
shalt surely die," refers to temporal death, 
and to that alone, to the death of the body 
only 1 , the answer is plain; to affirm this 
is flatly and palpably to make God a liar; 
to aver that the God of truth positively 
affirmed a thing contrary to truth. 3*or it 
is evident that Adam did not die in this 
sense, f in the day that he ate thereof 1 . He 
lived, in the sense opposite to tnis death, 
above nine hundred years after. So tnat tnis 
cannot possibly be understood of the death of 
the body, without impeaching the veracity of 
God. It must therefore be understood of 
spiritual death, the loss of tn.e life and 
image of God, 1') f

This spiritual death becomes the inheritance of all who 

spring from Adam's loins. So, seeing that aj.3. are b6rn

with a corrupt nature it becomes imperative that they be 

re-born of the Spirit. The manner of the re-birth is far 

beyond human power to ascertain. It is as mysterioms and

Sermon 5. Justification by Faith. Vol. 1. page 117 
" 39 The New Birth. Vol. 2. page £30.



as undeniable as the operation of the wind. Yet, whilst 

Wesley recognises the difficulties confronting those who 

would try to offer a rationale of the new "birth, he makes 
good use of the physical analogy, j Prior to "birth the 

embryo has no sense avenue. It neither hears, feels, nor 

sees. It possesses HO intercourse with the outer world. 

A thick veil lies over the senses until actual birth is 

accomplished; but at birth the babe immediately makes 

response to its material environment. So also is it with him 

fe* who is spiritually reborn. Immediately there is response 

to the things of the spirit, which previously had been

indiscernible. Yet this "other world" is one in which wewhich we 
live and move but/do not discern until the new-birth has

taken place. "But once regeneration is accomplished the new 

born soul is able to respond to the spiritual world into which 

he hag come. His spiritual faculties are both used and blessed 

in the using. He has a new vision, the centre of which is 

not fr self» "but God. So to the quest ion "what is the nature 

of the new birth?" Wesley replies;

"In a word, it is that change whereby tne 
earthly, sensual, devilish mind is turned 
into 1 the mind wnich was in C&rist Jesus 1 . 
This is the nature of the new birth; f so 
is every one that is born of the Spirit. 1 " |

To the third question '.vesley propounded to his hearers he 

supplies three brief answers. It is necessary to holiness

¥.^. Sermon 15. "The Great Privilege of Those that ere 
•^orn of God. (Vol. 1. pages 228 - 312 Hidden 1 s

Edition.) 
4 SerMon -n. Hew Birth- page 234 . Vol. 8 . Sugden ,« 3d .



to salvation and to happiness,

"Wherefore,to what end, is it necessary that
we should "be "born again? It is very easily 
discerned, that this is necessary, first in
order to holiness......Now this holiness can
have no existence till we are*renewed in the 
image of our mind. It cannot commence in the 
soul till that change is wrought.-,. .But'with 
out holiness no man shall see the lord,' 
shall see the face of God in glory. Of 
consequence, the new "birth is absolutely 
necessary to salvation...... Except he/TBorn .'*
again, none can "be happy even in this world. 
For it is not possible, in the nature of things 
that a man should "be happy who is not holy,,. 
All those general sources of sin - pride, 
self-will, and idolat^ry - are, in the same 
proportion as they prevail, general sources of 
misery. Therefore as long as these reign in 
any soul, happiness has no place there. But 
they must reign until the "bent of our nature is 
changed, that is, until we are born againj 
consequently the new "birth is absolutely necess 
ary to happiness in this world, as well as in 
the world to come. w

By reason of the Fall man is sinful; the sinful 

nature of our first parents becomes the inheritance of their 

progeny. This is ¥esley f s conception of "original sin": 

it is the infecting of the primeseval stock. In a letter 

to Samuel Sparrow he, in parenthesis / defines original sin 

as "the proneness to evil which is found in every child of 

man". { He regarded it as one of the three grand doctrines
*t *

of the Christian faith. \ To him it was a "humbling" doctrine. 

The tempers and manners of lords, gentlemen, clergymen, to

39. The Hew Birth. Vol.2, p.235-6 Sugden's Edn.-
Letter of Oct. 9th 1773. Std Edn. Vol. 6. p.49,

v " Apl. 6th 1771 tr it m 4< > 14fi



say nothing of the toiling classes were such evidence of 

original sin that "no man in his senses" could "deny it". j 

So for Wesley original sin was no mere theory of the 

schools that the ordinary man could put on one side, "but Was 

a fact, stark and terrible. His preaching of original sin 

stands out in marked contrast to the "humanistic" drivel that 

poured from many pulpits. By some preachers and writers man

was painted in such glowing colours that sin was only a 
fiction, and so no salvation was necessary. Y7ell might Wesley

exclaim:

"How many laboured panegyrics do we now read 
and hear on the dignity of human nature] One 
eminent preacher, in one of his sermons, 
preached and printed a few years ago, does not 
scruple to affirm, first, that men in general 
(if not every individual) are very wise; 
secondly, that men in general are very virtuous; 
and thirdly, that they are very happy. And I 
do not know that any one has been so hardy as 
to controvert the assertion.

nevertheless, whilst Wesley thus justly protests against a 

"religion not more than human", he gives (as did Toplady) 

too lurid a picture of man's fallen state. The first part 

of his treatise on "Original Sin" (which was published as. 

a reply to Dr. John Taylor of Norwich, A presbyterian Finister 

with pronounced leanings to Socinianism) so catalogues the

sins of mankind and so carefully abstains from mentioning any 

human virtue that the finished picture is too terrible to be 

real. "How utterly misleading.......is a description of the

moral condition of the old Greek and Roman world which has

i Letters St. Edn. vol. 5:327.
Sermon 123, 2. (Quoted from Sugden)



not a word to say of the legislation of Itfcurgus, the 
philosophy of Soctates, and Plato, the teaching of the great

Tragedians, the heroism of Leonidas, the honour of Hegulus, 

the ethics of Cato and Marcus Antoninus and Epictetue, or 

the patriotism of Brutus! The whole thing gives us the 

impression of an advocate, who piles up and exaggerates 

everything that can be said for his side of the case, and 

ignores all the facts that are against him. 11 (

As Wesley based his doctrine of redemption upon

the doctrine of original sin; and as he was fighting a 

pseudo-philosophy of life that was accepted by many as theology, 

it is not surprising that he tended to overdo his own case. 

Believing that a denial ofr original sin was a denial of "the 

whole frame of scriptural Christianity"! he pressed home the 

dogma of total depravity, the evidences of which abounded 

on every side. Moreover, it is in the development of his 

doctrine of original sin that he discovers the distinctive 

tenet of Methodist theology - the doctrine of "Prevenient

Grace",
This doctrine was advanced as a linJc twixt the dogmas

of Total Depravity, and salvation "as the entire work of God",

| Dr. Sttgden's Introduction to Sermon on "original 
sin" Vol. 2. page 209

{ Journal Standard Edition Vol. 3 page 374

Sermon. The Scripture Way of Salvation" Vol. £. p.445



If man "be held to "be totally depraved, i.e. "utterly 

indisposed and disabled, and made opposite to all good, and
V

wholly inclined to all evil". - then it would be of no more 

use to offer him salvation than to five "first aid" to an 

already dead man. Wesley clearly realised this, and at the 

cost of consistency, firmly held to the Calvinian dogma that 

man had no part in his own salvation (save that of accepting 

it) whilst teaching that no man was so completely evil that

he could not apperceive the good, even though he could not 

unaided achieve it. Despite the "Pall" eveiyman had "what is
V

vulgarly called" natural Conscience. His sermon on Original

Sin was in parts as extreme as anything Toplady ever said on

the subject, but its teaching is qualified in his sermon

"Working out our own Salvation".

"For allowing that the souls of men are dead in 
sin by nature, this excuses none, seeing there 
is no man that is in a state of mere nature; 
there is no man, unless he has quenched the 
Spirit, that is wholly void of the grace of God. 
JTo man living is wholly destitute of what is 
vulgarly called natural conscience. But this is 
not natural; it is more properly called preventing 
grace. Every man has a greater or less measure of 
this which waiteth not for the call of man. 11 jj

Commenting on this passage the late Dr. Faldwyn Hughes observes: 

"If grace is present antecedently to the first movements of 

thought and will, then it does not make for clarity of thought 

to assert that man is by nature totally depraved, and that in 

him dwells no good thing."

i Sermon 85. Lesley's Works vol.3 P.4 
Christian Foundations, page 99



This constitutes a real difficulty for Wesleyan theology; for 

although the humanistic interpretation that the 18th Century
«

divines had put upon the teaching of Arminius, is flatly denied, 

and man is declared to have no share in his salvation; yet 

T7esley is obliged to modify his teaching in the interest of 

truth as evidenced "by introspection and experience. In his 

"Predestination calmly considered"he says:

"Eatural free-will, in the present state of 
mankind, I do not understand; I only assert 
that there is a measure of free will super- 
naturally restored to everyman, together with 
that supernatural light which 'enlightens 
every man that cometh^into the world 1 .....We 
cannot allow that man can only resist, and 
not in anywise 'work together with God 1 ; or 
that God is so the whole worker of our salvat 
ion, as to exclude mans 1 working at all. This 
I dare not say." • 1

Obviously in saying this Wesley has moved away somewhat from 

Ms assertion made in his sermon "Salvatiop by Faith"; which

assertion is mad^ again and again throughout his writings, 

though the verbiage may not always be the same.

"Of yourselves cometh neither your faith nor 
your salvation. The faith through which you 
are s^ved as well as the salvation which Tre 
of TTis own good pleasure, His mere favour, 
annexes thereto."^ {

are the free, unmerited gifts of God.

The problem confronting Lesley was the reconciling 

of the dogma of Total Depravity and man's ability to "love 

the highest when he sees it". A totally depraved being could 

not make response to the call of God; and so Lesley realised

Extract from pars., 45 - 47 pages 229 - 231 Vol.
Tesley's TTorks. 

f Sermon. Sugden's Edn. ? Vol. 1. p?,ge 47



that whilst every part of man is in some measure depr-ved,
i

and so the total man is depraved, he is not as deprived as 

he could "be.

The main purpose of prevenient grace is to allow 

and assist man to exercise his (otherwise) depraV|d faculties, 

that he may in some measure, at least, live as an immortal 

spirit created "by God; and that he may avail himself of that 

further grace that is necessary to salvation. Nevertheless,

this does not imply merit on man's part, for even "the
of 

meanest "/one's natural faculties cannot "be exerted without

the assistance of ^od. f ^rom this it will "be seen that 

the most important function of prevenient gr^ce is to confer 

on man's will the property of freedom to choose the good* 

By nature the will is so corrupted in Adam that it is"free 

only to evil".

are inclined to evil, antecedently 
to our own choice."

By the influence of preventient grace, however, freedom is 

"supernaturally restored"/ to every man. Without this gift 

man would indeed be "by nature determined toward evil. But 

God's love has not seen fit so to condemn man,

1 F.B. Letter to "John Smith" June 1746. Vol. 2 p 71 
"I believe firmly.....that all our natural faculties* 
are God's gift, nor can the meanest be exerted with 
out the assistance of His Spirit."

I "Remarks on Mr. Hill's review" Vol. A.p. 392, p XVI 
/ "Original Sin" Vol. ix page 275, Wesley's Works.

oij Calmly considered, Works X p. 230
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Prevenient grace, then, is the supernatural restoration 

of moral freedom. But the question may be asked "By what 

means is God able to restore this freedom?" If man lost it 

in Adam, how comes it that he now possesses it once again?

The answer is, that he possesses it in Christ. Prevenient * *

grace is distinctively a Christian graces although Tesley 

sometimes speaks of it as the Holy Spirit. Yet, his primary 

teaching i? that it is the graee whereby the meritorious 

life and death of Christ are made efficacious before He ever 

appeared in the flesh. The fall of man is negatived by the 

fact that"the Lamb of God was slain before the foundation 

of the world 11 ! and thus by the righteousness of Christ the 

guilt and death transmitted to all in Adam are in a degree 

cancelled. In a letter to James Hervey concerning his 

ITheron and Aspasio", ¥esley intimates his agreement with 

an observation therein contained?

n 'The death of Christ procured the pardon 
and acceptance of believers even before T^e 
came in the flesh 1 (page 74)."" Yea, and 
ever since. In this we all agree. And why 
should we contend for anything more?" f

This means that the benefits of Christ's atonement have 

been efficacious before the Incarnation; and all men are 

actually (in some degree) and potentially made alive, for 

"every degree of grace is a degree of life". \

\ Letter Oct. 15 1776. Yol, 3 page 572. St. Edn. 

* Hov. 21. 1776 " 6 M 239 » "



Hence,it will be observed that Wesley's theory of prevenient 

grace is baaed on the Christian ReTelation; i.e. that freedom 

is a gift of prevenient grace made available by Jesus Christ, 

His doctrine of human freedom is thus not only religious as : 

distinguished from being merely philosophical; it is definitely 

Christian as being distinguished from being merely re£ig&otw. 

furthermore his doctrine of freedom is essentially soteriolog- 

ical in contradistinction from the simply theological; in 

that it appears to be mainly designed in order to allow man 

to co-operate with subsequent communications of grace for 

salvation. One can detect in many of Lesley's references to 

prevenient grace a desire to conceive of man as not oily able 

but constrained by God's love to accept salvation. By means
'"if

of thi« grace man has not only the opportunity to respond to 

further overtures of the divine love; but also a definite
V-.

responsibility if he fails to do so. This sense of respons 

ibility is the embryo of conscience. Indeed, some, but not 

with Wesley's approval, erroneously connoted prevenient grace 

as "natural conscience". The implication "hurti^ that in 

addition to the five physical senses with which man is endowed, 

he possesses "moral sense", also natural to him. \ But this 

is a kind of atheism for it "leaves God" out of "the scheme of 

virtue". On the contrary the capacity for knowing right and

( See Wesley's Works Vol. 7. "On Conscience" p. 18fl—9



wrong, as well as the desire to perform right and shun

wrong is properly
"........ .a branch of that supernatural
gift of God which we usually style 
preventing grace." I

It is intimated in the Hew Testament in St. John f s words 

concerning the true light. $ Everyone has some measure of 

thii true light; all Mahometans, all pagans, yea the vilest

of savages* jf

Wesley is here teaching that prevenient grace first 

delineates the general lines of good and evil? it secondly 

provides man with an inv/ard monitor in the form of conscience, 

which approves or disapproves his conduct; Hence he defines 

conscience as follows:

it is a witness - testifying what we 
have done, in thought, word or action. 
Secondly: it is a judge - passing sentence 
on what we have done, that it is good or 
evil. And thirdly, it in some sort executes 
the sentence, by occasioning a degree of 
complacency in him that does well, and a 
degree of uneasiness in him that does evil."

A further function of prevenient grace is the identifying 

of itself with the operations of convicting grace. In this 

sense it indeed "the peculiar work of the Holy Spirit." /

{ Works Vol. 7, On Conscience. 
John 1. 9. (See notes on ITew Testament) 

J[ See sermons on "Working out your own Salvation" 85 and 
"Heavenly Treasure in earthly Veiiels" Sermon 124. 
"JTo man living is entirely destitute of what is vulgarly 
called natural conscience. But this is not natural; 
it is more properly called preventing grace. £very 
man has a greater or less measure of this, which waiteth 
not for the call of man." Sermon 85, iii.4. 

Works. Vol. 7. page 188 
Sermon 29. iv 1. Page 52. Vol. 2 Sugden's Edn.



I have elaborated this doctrine "because qf the 

prominent place it takes in the theology of the controversy.

Moreover, it occupies a unique position in the history of 

doctrine, in that it is the mean "between Pelagianism and 

Augustinianism. The former claims for every soul a natural 

sanctity by which, quite unaided "by any external grace, it 

can turn to God: whilst the latter stresses the divine origin 

and gift of salvation manifested in an irresistible grace 

which is the privilege of the elect. By the doctrine of

prevenient grace Wesley is able to proclaim the depravity of 

man in opposition to Pelagius; and also to oppose the 

Augustiniafl dogma of predestination, by asserting that grace 

is given to everyman; whereby he can lay hold of salvation 

if he will. Thus it upholds the divine causality of all that 

appertains to redemption, whilst maintaining the principle of 

individual self determination.

Wesley f s doctrine of man can be summed up in a

sentence:
11 1 the chief of sinners am; 
But Jesus died for me." 

physically and morally tainted by the Tally yet not totally

blind to the beauties of the spiritual, man is able by an 

unmerited gift of grace to lay hold on Christ; and in His 

name claim acceptance with God. Yet this grace constrains, 

it does not compel, it may be lost, and it can be regained. 

The primary and final factors in salvation is the gift of God's 

grace, "By grace are ye saved through faith"; and both the 

grace and the faith are the gift of God. This is a truth
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that fired the heart of Wesley and winged the pen of his 

brother Charles. Toplady might preach "Uot unto us, 0 Lord,
i \

not unto us, "but unto thy name give glory; for thy mercy and 

thy truth's sake." j But no utterance of his ever attributed 

to God all the glory of man's salvation more surely than did 

the hymns of Charles Wesley. One could open the Methodist 

Hymn-book at random to evidence this truth.

"Omnipotent Redeemer, our ransomed souls adore Thee, 
What e'er is done Thy work we own, 
And give Thee all the glory." (251)

Moreover this salvation is for all.
>,

"Its streams the whole creation reach, 
So plenteous is the store; 
Enough for all, enough for each, 
Enough for evermore." , (49)

' " , * 
ITevertheless grace may be lost:

"Ah Lord with trembling I confess,
A gracious soul may fall from grace;
The salt may lose its seasoning power
And never, never find it more." (480)

But although there is always the.possibility of"falling from 

grace" it need not be absolute; and when the penitent turns
*

his eye in faith to Mis Baviour, then he finds:

"A pardon written with his blood,
The favour and the peace of God." * (325)

and when he is

"To real holiness restored" | 

he can in deep humilty and gratitude declare,

"Pardoned for. all that I have done,
My mouth as in the dust I hide,
And glory give to God alone,
My God forever pacified." |

Psalm 115.1. | Hymn 539 in the 1904 ed. Omitted from 1933.
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Such is the efficacy of the

"Overwhelming power of saving grace". (325) 

The use of the words »o f erwhelming power" prompts the 

enquiry "Is this overwhelming grace a constraining or a compelling 

power?" Is it irresistible? As the question if fundamental to 

the controversy I must content myself at this point "by saying, 

it is a grace which constrains the sinner to surrender his will 

and identify himself with the saving purpose of God. But whether 

or not this surrender will "be made, only the agent can decide; 

and therefore, the grace cannot "be irresistible. This point,
•

however, will "be examined in greater detail laoer on.

As the subject of grace is basic in the theology of 

Lesley, it will not be inappropriate at this juncture to give a 

passing glance at his teaching concerning the Heans of Grace. 

On a Sermon bearing this title he says:

"By 'means of grace* I understand outward 
signs, words, or actions, ordained, of God, 
and appointed for this end, to be the 
ordinary channels whereby !-Te might convey 
to men, preventing, justifying, or
sanctifying grace." I*

He continues;

"The chief of these means are prayer, whether 
in secret or with the great congregation; 
searching the Scriptures (which implies hear 
ing, reading, and meditating thereon); and 
receiving the Lord's supper, eating bread and 
drinking wine in remembrance of.Him; and these 
we believe to be ordained of God, as the ordin 
ary channels of conveying His grace to the 
souls of men, " jf

Sermon XII Standard Sermons (Sudden's Edn.) P. 242 
ibid



In his teaching concerning the Means of Grace Wesley 

IB seeking to avoid two opposing types of error.

1...Trusting in the means rather than in the grace $ and

2...Denying that any means are necessary to grace* 

Thus he rebukes both the formalist and the "Quietist 11 . In 

rebuking the formalist he is repudiating the idea of Talue in 

the mere form of worship. The "channel" is not the "grace"•

The ceremony of worship is of Talue only if it brings the worship-
*

per into touch with the Most High. Nothing in the ritual of 

religion can atone for sin: prayer and communion raa^mnihilate 

the distance that separates the sinner from his Sariour, but 

it is Christ alone that saves. He is the sole giver of salvation, 

but it is through prayer and fellowship that His saving grace 

is mediated. In short, the "Means of Grace" are not an end in 

themselves; and are not to be "trusted in" as such; nevertheless 

they are the divinely appointed ordinances whereby grace can 

come.

On the other hand the "Quietists" denied all value 

to the "Keans of Grace"; and urged their members to stand still 

and behold the glory of God. They over emphasised the divine 

causality of salvation and preached a doctrine of pure passivity. 

By doing so they were in danger of overthrowing the whole 

edifice ©f sacramental worship. In a letter to Benjamin Inghaa I 

Wesley states (perhaps a little exaggeratedly) the tenets of 

Philip Henry ttolther; and shews how they are very far from those

( Letter Sept. 8th 1746. Vol. 2 page 81. std Edn.
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mentioned in Mr. Ingham's letter which reads "First as to 

salYation: The thing meant hereby is that man cannot attain 

to salratipn "by his own wisdom, strength, righteousness, 

goodness, merits or works; that therefore, when he applies 

to God for it, he is to cast away all dependence upon eyery- 

thing of his own, and, trusting only to the mercy of God 

through the merits of Christ, in true poyerty of spirit to 

resign himself up to the will of God, and thus quietly wait 

for His SalTation". ( Well might Wesley observe concerning 

this s

"I hare nothing to obj««t to this stillness." $ 

Yet, he hurries to point out that this is not the "Stillness 11 

or "Quietism" of the HoraYians. According to Wesley they 

held that f to toe still 1 was to refuse to observe the means 

of grace.
*

"Hot to go to Church*
Hot to Communicate;
Hot to fast;
Hot to use so much priTate prayer;
Hot to read the Scriptures;
Hot to do temporal good; and
Hot to attempt to do spiritual good." jf

One might ask the question: "If all means of grace are to "be

rejected, "by what means can grace "be r^eeired?" That there

is some truth in "Quietism" is not to be gainsaid, but Wesley
fl si

was too acute not to realise its peril. "Waiting for God" 

could easily become moral and spiritual indolence; and whilst 

Wesley firmly held that no work of man was meritorious, he 

realised that if no moral or spiritual effort was made

I Letter. Vol. 2. page 80.-f- ibid ]f ibid p. 81.



declension was ineyitable. That "Quietism11 was not Just 

a fad of a few neurotics is eridenced "by the faet that

Charles Wesley, himself, was ensnared "by it. His "brother
• • 

John comments concerning his announcement that he did not

intend to preach again:

"'The Philistines are upon thee, Samson.*
But the Lord is not'departed from thee.'
He shall strengthen thee yet again, and
taou shalt be 'arenged for the loss of
thy eyes'." 1

Happily Charles Wesley's "stillness" last only three weeksf 

and thanks to the Countess Huntingdon he was rescued from
8

its facination. He, howeyer, retained the true spirit of
^

Quietism, which he expresses in his magnificent hymn "Opem 

Lord, my inward ear/

"Open,Lord,my inward ear, 
And "bid my heart rejoice; 
Bid my quiet spirit hear 
Thy comfortable Toiee; 
Nerer in the whirlwind founj&j 
Or where earthquakes rock the place, 
Still and silent is the sound, 
The whisper of thy grace.

Prom the world of sin, and noise,
And hurry I withdraw;
For the small and inward yoice
I wait with humble awe;
Silent am I now and still,
Dare not in Thy presence more;
To my waiting soul rereal
The secret of Thy lore." {

-JR1

It is this sane emphasis that has "been the inraluable 
contribution of the Friends (both the medieral Friends ©f

God and the present day Quakers) to the piety of the Catholic 

Church.

[ Journal Standard Edition Vol. 2 page 418 
4 Methodist H^nan Book (1933 edn.) 465



Unlike the "Jriends", however, Wesley laid strong . 

emphasis on the value of sar*amental worship* Hot only did 

he arail himself of prayer and meditation, 'but throughout 

the whole of his adult life he regularly attended the Lord's 

Table. In a sermon entitled "The Duty of Constant Communion 11 

he exhorted his hearers to be diligent in their attendance at 

this means of grace. He rejects the term "frequent communion's 

it must be'constant 1 . The sole standard of duty in this matter 

is opportunity. With uncompromising dogmatism he asserts:

"Ho man can hare any pretence to Christian
piety who does not receive it, not once a
month, but as often as he can." f

In his next observation h£ surpasses even some of the modern 

Anglo-Catholics:

"He that, when he may obey the commandment 
if he will, does not, will have no place in 
the kingdom of heaven." |

If it be asked "Did Wesley practise what he preached?" the
*

answer is an unhesitantNYes he did." As the Revd. T.H. Barratt 

remarks in his Article "The Place of the Lord's Supper in 

Early Methodism", "We may state with reasonable confidence that 

throughout his apostolic life, Wesley approached the table of 

the Lord once in about every five days. This is how he fulfilled 

his own doctrine on the Duty ©f Constant Communion." J[

Sermon 110. The Duty of Constant Communion
ibid
London quarterly Review, July 1923, page 60



Vitally relevant to Wesley's doctrine of grace 

is his opposition to Deism. Although there are sereral 

references to the Deists and their philosophy in Wesley's 

letters and Journal he,for the more part, did not engage 

with them in public controversy. He showed a more excellent 

way "fey appealing to the evidence of the grace in the lives

of his converts. The crucial issue was the denial fey the 
Deists of the need of the supernatural revelation of God's

grace in Jesus Christ, For Revelation is the centre abo^ut 

which cluster the fundamental doetrines of Christianity. To 

deny the Incarnation and the Atonement as possessing super 

natural > cosmic meaning, prevents one from believing that 

God Himself has entered into a personal covenant with man 

to redeem him from sin, and make him holy. Deism asks one 

to reject the miraculous promise that God immanently and 

redemptively lores man through Jesus Christ, and counters 

with the suggestion that God is either so removed from man 

as to "be personally indifferent to man's fate, or that man 

is so good as not to need redemption. On«e the need and 

meaning of the supernatural revelation of God's grace are 

relinfuished, the correlative doctrines of Christianity are 

vitiated. Because Revelation has direct reference to man
A

as sinful, Deism's denial of Revelation does away with the 

orthodox doctrine of the depravity of man, deprecates his 

sinfulness, and magnifies his natural capacities - especially 

his reason. The denial of the redemptive nature of Christ's



revelation must result in an optimistic view of man, or 

in a conception of God as sublimely indifferent to the needs 

of man. God remains traneendent, pa«Afiaally retired from 

the world. The agent of His immanent grace - the Holy 

Spirit - is icbnudt&fc similarly withdraws. The person of 

Christ is reduced to a perfection of humanity which differs 

from man only in degree. His atonement is deprived of its 

objective meaning, and the significance of our Lord's life 

and death consists in the influence he exerts as a moral 

example. This in turn vitiates the experience of justification, 

".regeneration, and sanetification. Religion, therefore, becomes 

an activity of man rather than that of God. Particularly is 

this true of the human reason; by which the Deists allege 

that man can penetrate the invisible world and arrive at a 

genuine knowledge of God; and on this basis build a rationalist 

system of ethies. This dispenses with what Christianity holds 

to be the organ of religious knowledge, the condition of 

salvation, and the foundation of holiness. In brief, it dis 

penses with faith. Therefore, the pfceaehing of salvation by 

faith becomes both unnecessary and meaningless? but it is not 

necessary to go on, for the error of Deism can be put in a 

sentence. By denying Revelation it cuts the nerve of grace; 

and Christianity is transformed from a testament of redemptive 

love into a pattern of virtue. Wesley saw this clearly and 

in his letters he strove to guard nis followers from the

See: Letter dated j-eo .7. 1778. Letter dated Jan. 6 1756 
" a Jan. 4. 1749



pernicious influence of the doctrine that ne aihorrea.
xk * 

As mentioned earlier, it ninnrtn especially signiiicant

tuat Wesiey did not counter attack Deism in the conventional 

fashion of the 18th century apologists. Where other Christian 

thinkers tilted reason against reason Wesiey preached the 

gospel of universal redemption. His success lay in the real 

isation that if the gospel of redeeming love was faithfully 

proclaimed, an^hot fashionably argued, the reality of religious 

experience, and the evidence of saved souls could crush the 

most polished arguments of his opponents. Indeed: he inclined 

to think that perhaps God had purposely suffered the Deist 

attack to come to pass in order that Christians might come to 

understand that the strongest evidence of Christianty's truth

lay not in rationalistic apologetic, what he called "traditional"
4° 

or "external" evidence, "but in "internal evidence" - the

testimony of the soul's immediate experience.

Dr. H.B. Workman puts the matter with admirable 

succintness in his introductory chapter to "A Kew History of 

Methodism". He writes: "Wesiey destroyed Deism, not "by his 

pen, but by his deeds. The Deist had appealed to logic; Wesiey, 

leaving the more logical issues to Butler and Berkeley, appealed 

to the heart. In place of a frozen theology he gave us a lining 

experience, in which God was not hidden, neither far off, but 

very nigh. God, said the Deist is unrelated. Wesiey taught 

once more the great Pauline truth - relation 'in Jesus Christ,'
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the redeemed soul conscious of its sonship to the Father 

through the Holy Spirit. Prayer, said the Deist, is illogical 

and absurds God is not a man that He should change. Wesley's 

answer was to teach men how to pray, and so to pray that 

whether God was changed or not their relations to God were 

forerer changed. There is nothing mysterious,the Deist claimed, 
in Christianity. Wesley "brought men face to (ace with the

mystery of the Cross. Miracles, the Deist added, are impossible, 

a manifest contradiction. Wesley appealed to experience 

itself, and adduced the supreme miracle of life, the break ifc 

all continuity exemplified in every conversion of a sinner into 

a saint, that right-about-face of all the forces of a depraved 

character the explanation of which is beyond the ken of any 

merely natural system of ethics* N 1

Wesley f s belief in the universality of grace is 

beyond question. Even Dr. Cell, in his attempt to prove 

Wesley a Calrinist, cannot escape this fact. He minimises 

its significance, but does not attempt to deny it. Thf Hymn

"0 for a trumpet voice 
On all the world to call! 
To bid their hearts rejoice 
In lim who died for all* 
for all my Lord was crucified5 
J"or all, for all my Saviour died." f

was the Wesley 1 s war-cry: and though Toplady, the brothers

{ The Place of Methodism in the Life & Thought of 
the Christian Church, page 12

| Methodist Hymn-book (1933 edn. ) 114, v. 7*



Hill, and their fellow Calrinists fulminated at this 

denial of the Eternal Decree, Wesley continued to

"Gire the pure word of general grace". j •»•
To him, anything that saroured of the CalTinian doctrine of 

predestination was repugnant. He held, that it was a denial 

of the lore of God, and as it precluded all possibility of 

human cooperation with God and left multitudes without hope,

he protested in the name of the ethical consciousness of 

mankind. Untitingly he preached the lore diyinej unhesitating 

ly he declared:

"Lord I "believe, were sinners more 
Than sands upon the ocean shore, 
Thou hast for all a ransom paid, 
For all a full atonement made." I.sP

And, as in his teaching generally, he based his claim on the 

fact of experience. If it was in the mind of God to pass by
m

any, surely it would hare been him. In touching humilty 

he can repeat his "brother's words

"Thy sovereign grace BXtKBdx to all extends, 
Immense and unconfined; ,y 
from age to age it never ends; 
It reaches all mankind.

\ Throughout the world its breadth is known, 
Wide as infinity? 
30 wide, i* nerer passed by one 
Or it had passed by me." f

Professor Cell, in his denial of the Arminianism of We s ley, 

writes: "It may then be that the formula "Methodism is 

Arminianism on fire", if intended as an objective description

i ¥ethodist Hymn Book (1933 Edn.) 791 
ibid 370 ]f ibid 77
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of the content of Wesley f s preaching, of its regnant doctrinal 

ideas, is much more felicitous in its phrasing than accurate
'

as to the facts. For the Arminianism nerer has been* never 

was for John Wesley, Francis Asbury, and their colleagues, 

is not now, and never will toe the source of fire." } But, 

surely, this is to say too much. There is "fire" enough in 

the verses just quoted. If Wesley was not consumed with a 

fire for God "because of his belief in salvation for all and 

unto the uttermost, he most certainly was not fired "by any 

zeal that believers in Predestination might possess, in a 

letter to the "Editor of Lloyd's Evening Post", he defends 

his sermon preached on the death of Mr. Whitefield, and in 

this defence he refers "briefly, but tellingly, to Predest 

ination. Referring to kr. RomaAne's strictures in the "Gospel 

Magazine" he comments:

"After asserting this, can Mr. Komaine 
ever take the name of Catholic love 
into his mouth? Is not this the very 
opposite ox it? tne height and depth 
of bigotry? Does tnis spirit do honour 
to his opinionr Can we conceive anything 
more horrid? Is it not enough to make a 
person of humanity shudder? yea, to make 
his "blood run cold? I will not here 
enter into the merits of the cavee; I need 
not. It has "been done to my hands. The 
whole doctrine of predestination is thorough 
ly discussed in those three tracts lately 
printed - An Answer to the Eleven Letters 
commonly ascribed to ¥r. Hervey, Arguments 
against general Redemption Considered, and 
An Answer to Elisha Coles. Till these are

| The Rediscovery of John Wesley,page 246



seriously and solidly refuted, I have 
no more to say on that head. But this 
I must aver, that the excluding all from 
salvation who do not believe t»he Horrible 
Decree is a most shocking insult on all 
mankind, on common sense, and common 
humanity." I

It is clear enough from this and many other remarks in his 

Journal and Letters that the only 1 fire 1 predestination kindled 

in the "breast of John Wesley was the fire of anger, and the 

fiery determination to combat with all the energy of which he 

was capable that Calvinism which he declared to be "the bane 

of true religion" Jf and"the very antidote of Methodism11 . ^ 

Despite the brilliance of Dr. Cell 1 s^revaluation of 

Wesley 1 s theological position, his book leaves the reader 

with the impression of paradoxical onesidedness. He tends 

to minimise all the facts that weigh against him; and does 

violence to the term Arminianism, if it be used with any 

respect for historical and theological meaning. He writes: 

"It admits of full proof that the religious energy of Wesley's 

message lay in its unity with the faith of the first Reformers 

and cot in any deviation from them." 4 In broad outline 

this statement is true. The strength of Wesley lay in his 

teaching of the Calvinian doctrine of Total Depravity and 

man f s utter inability to contribute anything towards his own

Letter Peb. 26th 1771. Std. Edn. Vol. 5.pp.225-6
« « 26th 1783 " " "7. p.169
» Sep. 30th 1788 w " * 8. p.95

Rediscovery of John Wesley, page 246



salTation, which, as emphasised by Luther, was the gift of
I

God mediated through faith in His grace. This, was the faith 

of the Reformers, "but it was also the faith of the Primitive 

Church as taught "by the Apostles. MoreoTer when did Arminius 

ever preach anything to the contrary? If the strength11 of 

Wesley's message lay in its unity with the faith of the first 

Reformers" there can toe no denying that the appeal of hie 

message lay in his deflation from the Calvinist dogma of 

the decrees. Wesley preached the death of Christ as"a 

sufficient Atonement for the sins of the whole world. 11 

To ignore this fact vitiates any evaluation of Wesleyan 

theology. Of course much depends on what is meant "by the

term "Arminian". Dr. Cell frequently uses it in the sense 

in which it was misuedd by the 18th century generally. The 

main theme of the ninth and tenth chapeters of his book is 

that the Wesleyan revival revealed a conflict between Arminius^ 

and Wesley's rediscovery of Calvin f s and Luther's religion of 

grace. Now, there can be no gainsaying that Wesley was in 

revolt against two things, the spiritual sterility of the 

Church of England, andReligion in general, and the humanistic 

conception of salvation as being achieved through a search 

for holiness to be found in the Pietists of his time. But, 

it must be emphasised that Dr. Cell is attempting to say too
•»*

much when he contends that ¥esley was not really an Arminian, 

if the term is used with any respect for its historical and 

theological content. It must always be remembered that



whilst Arminius and Wesley disagree with Calrio on the issue 

of the Divine Decrees, they are fully aware of the validity 

and centrality of the major part of his message. It is, 

therefore, somewhat difficult to appreciate what new present* 

ation Dr. Cell seeks to make in his constant emphasis on this*

l?or all notable writers on Wesley, of whatever shade of opinion 

and of whatever period, from Piette, the Romafo Catholic, te 

the staunch dissenter Rigg; from Southey to such moderns as 

Lavers and Lunn, have at least agreed here. So to say, as 

Br» Cell does, that Wesley's reaction against Calvinism is 

negligible as compared with his reaction against Arminianism 

is to do violence to the terms, notwithstanding his occasional 

qualification of Arminianism to mean for him the "barren religion 

of the Church of England. It was similarly connoted "by 

Toplady, "but never "by Wesley. Tor him, Arminianism meant a 

doctrine of general atonement; or,negatively, a protest against 

absolute predestination.The .errors usually charged upon 

Arminianism; and which were attributed by Toplady to Wesley
*

are:-
Denial of Original Sin
Denial of Justification by Faith
Denial of Irresistible Grace
Denial of Absolute Predestination
The affirmation that believers might fall from grace.

The first two are, obviously, falsely charged.

As will be seen in the next chapters the differenced 

between Toplady and Wesley centred entirely around the doctrine 

of grace. Was salvation for all or only for the elect? 

Could the grace of God save unto the uttermost, or was Christ



only a partial Sariour? To this latter question return will
•f •*

Tie made when Wesley•» doctrine of "Perfect Lore" is being 

considered. For the moment it is necessary to look again 

at his emphasis on the universality of grace. In these
t

days when "modern" writers like to grovel, and are content 

to know nothing of Wesley but his lore affairs, it is good 

that Dr. Cell should enter the field with a book that brings 

one back to the central facts of sin and salvation; even though 

he does not do Justice to the content of historical Arminianism.

.The sinfulness of sis; the dynamic of grace are fundamental 

in the thalogy of both Calvin and Wesley. But it is/surely 

paradoxical to minimise the differences between then, and then 

claim Wesley as a Calvinist. By the same process of reasoning 

one could prove Calvin to be a Wesleyan, or even an Arminian.

If it be urged that the only difference between Calvin and
\ 

Wesley is th-at which concerns the dogma of the decrees, the

answer must be, and what a difference it is( As Dr. Hattenbury 

remarks in his book "The Conversion of the Wesleys 11 , "the 

little more, and how much it is w .J Carlyle once observed that 

the Christian Church was split on an iota; but what a difference 

that iota makes./ Hothing less than an acceptance or denial 

of the Godhead of Christ. Much can be contained in little - 

especially in Theology. Throughout his ministry Wesley 

stubbornly refused to countenance predestination. Dr. Cell

} Page 184s Browning's "By the Fireside", St. 39 
Q*Ot>'t>*U* - <>/
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is misrepresenting Wesley»s attitude when he suggests the 

contrary. It is true that he had more in common *fc with 

CalTinism than is generally recognised; "but no good purpose 

can "be serred fey seeking to belittle Wesley»s opposition to 

Election, and especially itfcorollary, Reprobation. When 

Dr. Cell states that Wesley in later life modified his earlier 

opposition to predestination, and referred to himself as a 

'"bigot 1 , he is reading his own interpretation into Wesley's 

words, as an unprejudiced study of them will rerealt Wesleyf 

in this letter, is seeking to show that the eleration of 

'opinions' into fundamental issues, is "bigotry. His opponent 

(John Newton) was contesting the doctrine of Perfect Lore, 

and Wesley is pointing ftut that the doctrine is not, as Newton 

had suggested, "subrersive of the very foundations of Christian

experience" any more than was his concept of Predestination, 
this last:

He says oJ&6tot: "Many hold it at whose feet I desire to be 

found in the day of the Lord Jesus. If, then, I 11 oppose 

this with my whole strength," I am a mere bigot still. I 

leaTe YOU in your calm and retired moments to make the ' 

application." \ Which was, that the "opposing with all one's 

strength" the doctrine of Perfection was bigotry. This is , 

the meaning of the letter, rather than the interpretation of 

Dr. Cell. On the subject of the decrees Wesley never changed 

his mind. From as early as 1725 to as late as 1788 Wesley 

had but one attitude to them - and that, unrelenting opposition. 

Albeit there were long periods when circumstances did not

) Letter May 14th. Vol. 4 page 298



press him to set aside his distaste for controrersial
*.

writing, and oppose these tenets with sermon and tract. As

already noted Wesley left the refutation of Predestination

to Sellon and OliTers. It was this fact that incensed Toplady

so terribly. Yet when an opinion was solicited,Wesley did not
%

hesitate to give one. Nevertheless, whilst Wesley offered no 

place to predestinarianism in his teaching he yet counselled 

his preachers against attacking it in their public utterances. 

He felt that itvwould do more harm than good. J Still, it 

was to him a "detestable doctrine". Jf In a letter to "John 

Smith 11 he makes his position crystal clear and with unambiguous 

brevity. "What hare I to do with predestination? Absolutely
*%

nothing."4 Whilst this was his opinion in 1745 it must not 

tee thought that the years wrought any change of mind, for as

late as 1788, less than three years before he died, he wrote 

to Lady Maxwell begging her calmly to consider:

"Would it be right for me to propagate a 
doctrine which I "believe to be false? 
particularly if it were not only false 
but dangerous to the souls of men, frequently 
hindering their growth in grace, stopping 
their pursuit of holiness. And is it right 
in you to do this? You believe the doctrine 
of Absolute Predestination is false. Is it, 
then,right for you to propagate this doctrine 
in any kind or degree, particularly as it is 
not only false but a very dangerous doctrine,

I "We are not to fight against notions but sins. Least 
of all should I advise you to open your lips against 
Predestination. It would do more mischief than you 
are aware of. Keep to our one point - present inward 
salvation by faith, by the divine evidence of sins 
forgiven." Letter Uov. 1747. Vol. 2. page 110

See Letter Oct. 22nd 1743. Vol. 6. page 51. 
{ Letter Dec. 30. 1745. Vol. 2 page 63.



as we hare seen a thousand times? Does 
it not hinder the work of God in the 
soul, feed all evil and weaken all good 
tempers, turn many quite out of the way 
of life and drive them "back to perdition? 
Is not Calvinism the very antidote of 
Methodism, the most deadly and successful 
enemy which it ever had?" I

- 
It is imperative that one should note the ground of

Wesley's rejection of Predestination. He believed it to be 

tfnscriptural, contrary to all sense of justice, and conducive 

to antinomianism. This latter danger seems to haun^ him; for

as he says:
"I dread every approach to antinomianism. 
I have seen the fruit of it over the three 
kingdoms. 11 f

whether Wesley was as truly balanced in his judgment of 

antinomianism as he was of other things might be an open question. 

Observation should have convinced him that antinomianism was not 

the inevitable result of believing in predestination. There 

must have been many of his acquaintance (indeed: he admits there
.«

were) / whose belief in predestinarianism manifested itself in

a very vigorous moral character. Yet it cannot be denied that 
may be

such belief/attendant with moral laxity. After all, if one* 6 

salvation is assured why take thought for tomorrow? That anti 

nomianism did not follow inevitably upon belief in the decrees 

only serves to show that "life is larger than logic". Concerning 

this point Principal Curtis observes s "Prom the ¥esleys to 

William Booth, ¥esleyan teachers have "abhorred" the Calvinistic

1 Letter Sep. 30th 1788. Vol. 8 page 95
Letter May 23rd 1768. Vol. 6. page 91
See Letter to John Hewton Hay 14. 1765. Vol. 4. p.298



doctrine of the dirine decrees as subversive of Divine 

justice and lore,and of human freedom, responsibility, 

activity and hope, though as intensely practical and empiric

thinkers, it might have occurred to them as a paradox, on 
that Tiew, that Whitefield and cpuntless other preachers

and teachers in the orthodox CalTinistic succession had never 

"been conscious of any such pernicious results of their views. 

But if Hethodism be guilty of exaggeration and misrepresent 

ation in its conception of the signification and the implic 

ations of the Calvinistic doctrine, as when it makes it teach 

that God passed over or damned the "rest of mankind" irrespect 

ive of their sin, its motive is of the highest, its purpose 

is intensely practical, and its own phenomenal success has 

vindicated it." J

Fows this does not mean that Wesley "abhorred" 

everything associated with Calvin, Dr. Cell builds a very 

strong case for Wesley 1 s Calvinian emphasis: its only weakness 

is that he does not give sufficient value to the evidence 

that weighs against him. If, as he observes, ¥esley is not 

the man to run away from basic Gospel truth because Calvin 

taught it,/ he, on the other hand was not the man blindly to

accept an opinion simply because Calvin had held it.
* 

Toplady was a faint and discordant echo of Calvin, but not

so Wesley. If he was not a "creative genius", he was,in 

the;very best sense of that much misused word, an "eclectic".

\ Ency. Religion & Ethics. Vol. 3 page 885. 
See Rediscovery of John Wesley page 249



the time Wesley appeared to combat the evils of his age, 

and lead the Church to grand evangelical adrenture, Arminianism 

had lost its first historical content, and had deteriorated 

until it was almost a synonym for Semi-Pelagian! am or 

Socinianism. Yet this is a corruption of the teaching of 

Ar mini us himself. One might almost say that Wesley is a
*

follower of Arminius because of his affinity with Calvin, As 

will "be clear when Wesley f s soteriology is examined in further 

detail, the effectiveness of his theology of redemption is 

due to the remarkable manner in which he preserves in a kind 

of theological equilibrium certain truths of historic Christian 

thought. The most significant thing about any synthesis is 

the point of view that governs the construction. In Wesley*s 

case the piyot of his teaching was the reality of sin and 

man*s need of God-given grace. On the point of Adamic corrupt 

ion and salvation by grace alone he is one with Calvin; but 

equally so is he one with Arminius; for unadulterated Arminian- 

ism is a via media. It is a check on extreme Calvinism in 

the name of human responsibility; yet it is in fundamental 

sympathy with Protestant truth. Wesley uses Arminianism so 

as to mediate between the Sovereignty of Grace and the necessity 

of human responsibility in salvation. Its precise place in 

Wesley f s theology is mainly defined by experience. To sum 

up Wesley f s doctrine of grace and to anticipate his teaching 

of salvation one might say that his key idea is "Holiness"* 

From this spring alike his doctrines of Justification, 

regeneration, adoption, witness of the Spirit, sanetification,



and perfection, - all of which are the work of grace alone <* 

and his hostility to predestination. This latter springs 

from his "belief that predestination injures the Christian 

apprehension that redemptiTe love controls all God's relations

with man. This, one feels, is even more important to Wesley
predestinarian doctrine

than the correlative conviction that 14/is conducive to 

antinomianism. Pregant with this danger though it he. 

Indeed! Wesley's dread of antinomianism^is born of a concern 

to "be faithful to the Holiness of God.

Wesley was firmjty grounded in the theology of the 

pasty but he was not simply an academic theologian, he was

a seer. In summing up his teaching concerning man and grace 

it will "be seen that he was as loyal to Reformed truth as 

was John Calvin; but in his denial of a limited Atonement 

there is heard the voice not of the scholastic and the 

metaphysician, but of one who had"nothing to do but to 

save souls" and who boldly confessed "I look upon all the

world as my parish". | To the free grace of God he

ascribes all good* He denies all natural free will* and«,
all power antecedent to grace. He allows no merit to man, 

even for what he does by the grace of God. Truly on this 

point he comes to "the very edge of Calvinism", indeed, 

"as it were within a hair's breadth".

J See Journal Vol. 2 page 218*



Chapter 14 

WESLEY*S DOCTRINE OP SIN
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Chapter 14 

It is clear, then, that the doctrines of Man and Grace
*

as taught "by Wesley are the doctrines of the master-minds of 

the Christian faith. Without exception they share his con- 

Tiction that man's plight is pathetic, and, apart from grace, 

irremediable. By them all man is regarded as the subject of 

redemption. The epitome of Wesley*s teaching is the text of 

the first of his standard sermons - By grace are ye eared 

through faith. So it is now necessary answer three questions?
A

1...From what is man sared?
2...By what is man saved?
3...Unto what is man saved?

The -first question necessitates an analysis of Wesley f s doctrine 

of sin; the second question an analysis of the process of 

salvation; and the third demands an analysis of his concept of 

Christian Perfection, 

DOCTRINE OP SIJT.

In a large measure this doctrine has been anticipated 

in what has "been said of Wesley*s doctrine of man and his need 

of grace. It will not, therefore he necessary to refer again 

to the doctrine of original sin, except to say that none of 

the attempts lately made to accommodate the prevailing humanism 

by denying Wesley f s doctrine of original sin are possessed of 

foundation. Wesley f s theology of sin - though not without its 

own peculiar difficulties - can never come to terms with 

humanism. As Dr. Cell remarks: "The Wesleyan picture of man 

as the subject of redemption is very "black. It could not "be 

blacker. Of course, the blackness has no meaning but in the



light of the Christian consciousness of salvation by faith and 

of the unbounded efficacy of God's entire work of grace for us 

in Christ, in us by the Holy Spirit. How Lesley taught from 

first to last, and with all energy, the doctrine of original sin 

and total depravity. And he pushed this doctrine to the limit. 

He did not temporize and tone it down. He did not qualify it. 

He did not evade it. He did not shrink back from its unmitigated 

offense to natural reason, nor yield an inch to the humanist 

principles of the Enlightenment. He taught the doctrine of sin 

harshly. He not only assumed the possibility; he %lso asserted 

the fact of our being damned souls.*1 (

This, certainly, is a dark picture, and many will 

pause to ask whether it is not too dark, Wesley, himself, seems 

to fetl that it is, for, as already noted, he sought by his teach 

ing of prevenient grace to account for the fact the divine Light
*

illumtes every man that cometh into the world. That no part of 

man is free from taint, and that "self and pride invade one's 

holiest moments are facts that but little introspection will 

establish. Yet Wesley f s doctrine of sin has difficulties that 

are peculiarly its own. When his doctrine of Perfect Love is 

under review it will be seen that an inadequate analysis of sin 

underlies many of the problems that he seeks to solve. A6 to 

the fact of sin he has no doubt whatever, but his conception of 

it as a "burden", a "stain", a "cancer" or as a "foreign body" 

is, to say the least, defective.

I The Rediscovery of John Wesley, page 274



Nevertheless, whilst Wesley is faced in his doctrine of 

Perfect Lore with problems that could not arise if he were 

completely Calrinist, he is not alone in his defective conception 

of sin; for even today we find certain of the psychologists 

falling into the same error. Dr. Hadfield, possibly through 

his early theological training, thinks of "complexes" as things 

to be eradicated: and, in my Judgment, makes a completely false 

use of the analogy of shrapnel, \ A complex is not something 

the surgeon can extract, it is part of the personality: and 

if the complex should become morbid then an understanding of
'<$'•* *'

the psychology that has produced it becomes imperative. It is 

a misnomer to speak of the "eradication" of the complex; it is

split up, and disolved rather than uprooted. Psychoanalysis/*
seeks to cure by removing those repressing forces which 

impede the flow of psychic energy, that the emotions now liberated 

may be harnessed for the upbuilding of a sound and haalthy 

mental and moral life. It is true that the psychoanalysts do 

not speak of the eradication of the instincts - these are freed 

that they may be enjoyed - but in some eases there is a 

tendency to regard the morbid and anti-social expression of 

instinct as something that can be cut out in much the same 

way as the surgeon removes an appendix. Dr. Newton Plew, in 

his book "The Idea of Perfection" comments that "Wesley tends 

to speak of sin as a quantum, or hypostasis; as a substance 

which might be expelled, or rooted out, or as an external 

burden which might be taken away." Jf He continues: "But sin

J Psychology & Morals, page 143 
v Page 335



is not a mere thing. Prom a mere "bundle on the back however 

burdensome a man may be delirered'in an instant. How can he 

be delivered in an instant from that which he himself is? The 

man himself must be changed; and we are changed by the companion 

ship of the Indwelling Spirit of God. It is singular that the 

sweeping condemnation of human nature into which Augustine, and 

Wesley after him, had fallen, actually tends to ignore the 

real strength and subtlety of moral evil as it appears in 

self-will. It is because sin is the depravation of faculties 

and instincts which are in themselves good, that sin is so hard 

to fight. And there is a constant tendency in any theory which 

goes back to Augustinianism to identify sin too exclusively
"i

with concupiscence. While it is therefore possible, and even 

likely, that a complete emancipation from certain lower and 

easily recognisable kinds of sin will be gained by any one who 

has entered into a new and transforming experience of God, it 

is not so likely that the subtler sins of Pharisaism will be 

once and forever uprooted in that same spiritual crisis." j

I have long shared the opinion of Bernard Lord 

Manning that "Most men and women merely disgust us when they 

talk about their souls and their secret experiences;" ]f but if 

I may intrude upon the examiners of this essay a purely personal 

note, I would say that Dr. flew accurately delineates my own 

experience. In my early thirties my general health necessitated 

my consulting a medical psychologist and under his treatment

J The Idea of Perfection, pages 335-336. 
The Hymns of Wesley Is Watts, page 28.



I received many salutary shocks. Yery soon I was made to realise
**" **

that my worst sins were not those that would have secured for 

me ecclesiastical censure; and also that my so thought virtues 

might not appear so noble in God's sight as they did in my own. 

ID short my sins of pride were more effective in closing to me 

"the path of peace" than were my sins of passion. I had wanted 

to enter the "narrow gate" without first enduring that discipline 

that makes entrance possible. To say,as many do, that the gate 

is open and all who will have to only to walk in, is a false 

and dangerous over simplification. The crucifixion of one's 

desire to justify oneself is "by no means easy; indeed] I believe 

it to be for most the supreme work of grace.

"Kothing in my hand I bring, 
Simply to Thy cross I cling"

is a truth one can sing about much more easily than embrace. To 

be brought to the point of such utter self-abnegation that one 

just accepts the proffereifd hand 9 is an experience that has to 

be known to be understood, loratius Bonar sings:

"No, not despairingly 
Come I to Thee; 
No, not distrustingly 
Bend I the knee:"

i

but it is self-despair and self-distrust that impel the 

penitent to

"Groan the sinner's only plea: 
God be merciful to raej"

and when humbled to very dust by reason of one's own impotence

to prays
"0 remember me for good, 
Passing through the mortal vale; 
Show me the atoning blood, 
When my strength and spirit fails 
Give my gasping soul to see 
Jesus crucified for me!"



Like many more who confess "belief in salration by faith alone, 

I tried by ascetic discipline to mortify the deeds of the 

body that I might present it "a liring sacrifice, holyt, 

acceptable unto God*1 . I wanted to cut certain things out of 

my life. Frequently I found myself using such figures as 

"sloughing off the old skin 11 ,"lifting the burden" or "excising 

the cancer". It was only in the later stages that I turned to 

the idea of "rebirth 11 and "cleansing". It is often suggested 

that psychoanalysis is a menaace .to the Christian faith, 

but the statement is almost inrariably made by those who know 

but little of the subject as a therapeutic agency. Without
4

sharing the derotion of those who would eleyate the "Few 

Psychology" to the dignity of religion, I must yet confess that 

I found through it both liberty and peace. And why not? Surely 

God can use His own laws. To explain an experience psycholog 

ically does not explain it away. Facts are not vitiated "because 

they are understood. When a soul finds peace with God through 

our Lord Jesus Christ it can do no other than testify. This 

was the philosophy of the Erangelical Rerival:

"What we have felt and seen, 
With confidence we tell; 
And publish to the sons of men 
The signs infallible."

Some there are who know an "instantaneous" change, but there
-i

are others who only enter the kingdom through much tribulation. 

The danger is that each thinks that the other should enter by 

his way. The outstanding memories of my student days w*«. 

the Class Meetingfled by Dr. Henry Bett. His summing-up of

the testimonies of the men, and his offering of his own was* %
always a benediction. Unwearyingly he stressed two dangers:



the "being changed lout never progressing and remembering no
t

crisis, and therefore thinking that there could have been none.
* 

The first type know the day and the hour, the experience is

as a nail fastened in a sure place; but like the nail it tends 

to be a fixture. The others remember only the gracious 

influences of their home life, and testify that they cannot 

remember a time when they did not love God and want to serve 
Him; but because they have no "Damascus Road" experience of

which to speak, they are troubled as to the "genuineness" of 

their inheritance. To these Dr. Bett stressed the Wesleyan 

doctrine of "Assurance", whilst to the former he urged the 

need to "grow in grace".

I would maintain that whatever be the"natural 

cause" of a soul*s turning to God, it is, nevertheless, the 

work of the Holy Spirit. A terrifying dream may drive a man 
to seek a doctor's or minister*s aid; but if that "aid" 
convinces him of his dire need of a Saviour, and becomes to

him the means of his "being born again"; then I care not by 

what label the process may be denominated, his regeneration is 

the work of God. There are twelve gates to the Hew Jerusalem, 

and it is only bigotry to stereotype the means of grace. Our 

Lord, Himself, had stern words to say to those who would have 

"forbade" all who followed not with them. It is sometimes 

said that "Psychoanalysis" is dangerous; it is: But why should 

any assume that the travail of regeneration should be less 

painful or dangerous than that of physical birth. There has 

never been a time when the "new" was not looked upon with



suspicion "by the traditionally minded* Uevertheless it

is imperatire that it "be remembered d that "time makes ancient

good uncouth". Moreover it serves but little purpose to

keep on pointing out the "failures" of the new. ITo philosophy

or institution can "be righly Judged on what it fails to do.

By such a criterion the Church would stand condemned.

Charles ¥esley wrotes

"Show me, as my soul can bear 
The depth of inbred sin: 
All my unbelief declare 
The pride that lurks within. 11

and I unhesitatingly maintain that all means of self-revelation 

should be welcomed by those whose business it is to save 

souls.

Dr. Slew's emphasis, then, is not only pertinent

but vital. The sins of money-loving, gluttony and sex aret
less insidious than the more respectable ones of pride, 

snobbery, and uncharitable speaking. As Professor Eric 

Waterhouse puts it: "One cannoC resist the inference that 

our standards of wrong-doing are often artificial. A 

certain class of sin excludes a man from religious fellowship, 

whilst another class, less coarse perhaps but worse morally, 

is overlooked." { The Pharisee is further from the 

kingdom of God than the harlot. This fact our Lord made 

crystal clear. Sin, then, cannot be limited to "voluntary 

transgression" as Dr. Tennant suggests: for although there
«

is no denying the difficulties the dual use of the word

| What is Salvation? page 150. JT.B. The whole
chapter from which this quotation is taken is 
well deserving of study*



"sin" creates for the dictrine of Christian Perfection, I 

am sure Dr. Flew goes to the very heart of the matter when 

he says; "The narrower sense is not even desirable." With 

true psychological insight he continues: " Our worst sins 

are often those of which we are unconscious. The stress 

on the consciousness and deliberate intention of the agent 

is the most formidable defect in ¥esley f s doctrine of the 

ideal. If only those transgressions are overcome are

recognised to be transgressions by the agent, the degree of 

sanctification attained by him will depend on his previous

moral development! on his own insight into motive, and on 

his knowledge of himself. And y*/2>^/ «fcu>fi>Vi s an infinitely 

difficult ideal. Many otherwise good people are unconscious 

of their own selfishness. The quarrelsome man genuinely 

thinks that every one is unreasonable but himself. The 

revengeful man believes that he is animated only by a proper 

self-respect. 'Moral evil 1 , says Martineau, 'is the only 

thing in the creation of which it is decreed that the more 

we are familiar with it, the less we know of it......The

blindness which is induced by all deliberate injury to our 

moral nature, and which thickens its film as the habit grows, 

is one of the most appalling expressions of the justice of 

God.' Such blindness may affect a whole community, accustomed 

to a moral evil which no conscience has ever challenged. 

These considerations which hold good even of the commoner

By "dual use" I mean the use of the word "sin" to 
mean either deliberate transgression or sin-biassed 
disposition. The narrower meaning is that of action.



vices, the more flagrant sins, are true of the subtler and 

more deadly sins of the spirit. Pride in all its forms, 

vanity, egotism, spiritual complacency, a self-centred 

religion, the Pharisaism which is goodness, and yet is false

goodness - all these forms of moral evil are most likely
whose 

to appear in those/lives are disciplined and virtuous." j

It would "be incredible if it were not demonstrable 

that sin can so often, and so easily, parade itself as virtue. 

Indeed! even repentance can be but the mask of egoism.

There will not be wanting those who will share the 

mind of Dr. Tennant and interrogate much of this. They will

question whether the word "sin" can rightly be applied to an 
"unconscious disposition". They will hold that sin is the 

conscious and deliberate identification of oneself with what 

one knows to be wrong; that it is an act of personality, the 

essence of which is moral responsibility. They will ask "How 

can anjr be responsible for something of which they are not 

even conscious?" Now such questions are not without cogency, 

but it must be remembered that no one can sin unless he .(or she) 

be possessed of sinful tendencies. There must be something 

within to which evil can make appeal. Is not this "something" 

"sin that dwelleth in me"? "Yes»" it will be replied,»but no 

mafi is responsible for the sinfulness of his disposition. 

That all inherit a bias towards evil is only too painfully 

evident; but it is only for actions of a free moral agent 

that any can be held accountable either to God or to society."

| The Idea of Perfection, page 333.



Yet this is not satisfactory, for it is by no means a 

settled point that "unconscious sin" is the "contradiction 

in terms" Dr. Tennant suggests. { Prima facie it would 

appear to "be only common sense to maintain that "sin must 

connote only transgressions of a moral law "by a moral agent" f 

f6r"sins are volitions, and only volitions can "be sins 1.1 Jf

But introspection and observation does not bear this out.•
Sinful nature finds expression in conduct that is not motivated. 

This no one can deny, but Dr. Tennant might reply that such 

"expression" might be baneful, but in so far as it was not 

motivated, it was not sin. In his book"The Substance of 

Faith", the late Dr. Oliver Lodge writes; "Sin is the deliber* 

ate, and wilful act of a free agent, who sees the better and

chooses the worse, and thereby acts injuriously to himself*
and others."/ Prom this it follows that no sins can"ever be 

committed in ignorance. Ken may make mistakes* and costly ones, 

in ignorance, but no man can ever do wrong unless he knows 

that he is doing it. So return is made to the Socratic 

axiom "Virtue is knowledge". It is apparent to all that 

much harm is done and sorrow-caused that is not intended. Who 

can deny that more harm is done for want of thought,- than from 

want of heart? But is not this want of thought, sin? To 

say that most people are careless rather than deliberately 

vicious, does not, in my judgment, affect the issue: careless 

ness is a sin. Moreover, carelessness is not simply negative;

{ The Concept of Sin, page 101 
ibid page 98, ]f ibid 205 

/ page 52 •



in that it is the positive act of not taking care. Even in 

law ignorance cannot "be pleaded as excuse. So the argument 

that sin can only "be ascribed to conscious and intended 

conduct is not so valid as it at first sight appears. But 

"the man in the street*1 will vigorously protest against 

"being held responsible for conduct he does not motivate. In

derision he may ask if he is to be .blamed for his dreams.
1 

These, he may point out, are in a sense his own creation,

they are the language of his ungmarded or uncensored mind.
f

The "evil desires" of his dream world are "beyond his control, 

and in so far as he does not consciously desire them, he 

calls them "unconscious", and claims that it is nonsense to 

apply moral judgment to unconscious activity. Yet, as 

introspection proves, much conduct that passes as virtue is 

"but the camouflage of sin. That this is so, is borne out 

by the distress of those upon whom full illumination has

come. The difficulty of convincing those who plead that
due to 

"unconscious sin" is self-contradictory, is/the fact that

self knowledge, as Dr. Flew observes, is w an infinitely 

difficult ideal". One of the problems and disappointments 

of the psycho-physician is the number of patients who from 

one cause or another stop short of self realisation. Dr. 

Howe writes "of the patient's flight from an intolerable 

threat of recovery". J Knowledge of one's self can be very

j Motives and Mechanisms of the Mind, p. 246. 
This book is a remarkably stimulating work and should 
be read by all who seek to understand those conflicts 
that rend the soul.



humbling; and the traTail "by which it is secured scares 

many of those who need it most. Dr. Sangster in his 

recently published "book "The Path to Perfection" turns his 

attention to this subject in his analysis of Lesley's "Idea 

of sin", "but, whilst he does not rule out the concept of

unconscious sin, leans to Wesley's Tiew - which is also
//

Dr. Tennant's - that sin should "be only used conscious*•

activity, whether it "be of desire or conduct. He gives full 

place to the fact that Mt the heart is deceitful above all 

things 1 and 'desperately sick1 , and that there is no man 

with a modicum of abiEty at introspection but has marvelled 

at the artful stratagems and rationalisations of his own mind* 

He sees that sin ensnares him in subtle ways. He notices 

how selfishness can masquerade on the stage of his own mind 

as generosity, or sacrifice* or service." Yet f having made 

these observations he steers away from tn.e conception of 

"unconscious sin" by commenting, "it is clear that the 

students of sin had not really focussed their problem while 

they held to the ill-defined terms "conscious" and 

"unconscious" and neglected the wide area which lay between" j

The crux of the problem is in the definition 

pf unconscious. This is by no means an easy task, for 

whether or not the unconscious is a valid hypothesis is much 

disputed, some eminent psychologists rejecting the idea 

altogether. In attempting to arrive at a working definition 

it will be well to distinguish between "conscious", "sub-

| Path to Perfection, page 75



conscious" and "unconscious". Consciousness, being an 

ultimate, is indefinable. But, being immediate experience, 

we all know what it is. "Whatever we are when we are awake H 

says Prof. G.T. Ladd, w as contrasted with what we are when we 

fall into a profound and dreamless sleep, that it is to be 

conscious." Psychologists have compared consciousness to 

a field of vision, in which there is a small region referred 

to as the focus-point. It is a very limited area that may be 

clearly seen without any movement of the eyes, and outside 

of which everything is more or less blurred. Now, on this 

analogy, those mental impressions which are clear are in the 

focus of consciousness. They are referred to as "conscious". 

But there are other impressions, which though not in the 

focus of consciousness, form part of our mental experience
* \

at any given moment. These are "sub-conscious", they are only 

brought into consciousness by an act of attention. This 

term is also applied to sensations of which one is unaware 

singly, but which are experienced in the mass. In standing 

on the sea shore, I do not hear the individual waves, but I 

hear the roar of the sea. The individual sensations are 

sub-conscious. By certain psychologists (Professor Thouless 

amongst others) "sub-conscious" is often used as the equivalent 

of "unconscious". This is a mistaken and misleading usage. 

It is essential for clear thinking on the subject of sin to 

distinguish clearly between these two terms, and also between 

the "sub-conscious" and the "pre-conscious". Here again 

Dr. Thouless tends to identify the two, although there is a



**?
a marked difference. Baudouin in "suggestion and Auto 

suggestion" explains the pre-conscious as "a region of the 

mind containing memory traces which can "be aroused only by

exceptionally strong stimuli, or "by special effort." It is
"between 

the transitional region/sub-conscious and the unconscious,
A

and contains not-conscious mental processes which can be 

brought into the field of consciousness* This must not be 

confused with the "unconscious", which is the region of the 

inaccessible, containing repressed wishes, and desires that 

rise up into consciousness only in disguise.

The term "the unconscious" is really a technical 

one, in fact it could be cabled "copyright". Its meaning 

is Tery different from that of common parlance. Usually 

when one speaks of being "unconscious" he means insensible. 

The state produced by a heavy blow on the head, or the 

resultant of an anaesthetic. Yet, digestion is normally 

an unconscious process, and none of us are really conscious 

of our dispositions » nor yet of our knowledge when it is 

not being thought, B»J? of our memories when they are not 

being recalled. But, it is not to any of these that we 

refer when we speak of "unconscious sin". The agent is not 

insensible, he knows what he is doing, but very probably does 

not know the primary motive that prompts his doing it. His 

conduct may have all the semblance of virtue, and yet be 

immoral. He may be guilty of "unconscious sin", and the 

fact that he does not know that it is sin, only makes his 

condition the more deplorable.
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If it "be replied that "unconscious sin" destroys 

moral responsibility "by reducing man to an automaton blindly 

impelled "by the dictates of his "unconscious"; I can only 

say that experience does not "bear this out, ?/ithout self~ 

knowledge and self-acceptance self-control "becomes a difficult 

ideal, "but it is not an impossible one. Repression can become 

a bulwark of morality. But with the dawning of true self 

knowledge there comes power, in that it delivers one from 

the crippling bondage of self-righteousness. Moreover freedom 

in this respect is productive of two closely allied virtues: 

less readiness to judge others, and a greater readiness to 

judge charitably should judgment prove inevitable. There is
1 «

truth as well as charity in the French proverb "Tout 

comprendre, c f est tout pardonner." The individual who has 

learnt t£e difficulty of evaluating his own motives does not 

readily sit in judgment of the conduct of others, when, in 

the very nature of things, he cannot be acquainted with their 

mental processes•» Further he has already learnt that in 

trumpeting abroad his judgments he is revealing his own 

secret weaknesses. Ifot only in my own experience, but in 

that of many others who have asked my help, I have learnt
«

that nothing antagonises us so much in others as to see in 

them our own unconscious faults. '.Then our wrath, like David 1 s 

is "greatly kindled against the man", it requires no Fathan 

to show to us the reason.j It is not only Christian charity, 

it is worldly wisdom to "Judge not, that we be not judged". $ 

And so by experience rather than by academic theory I find

I See II Samuel 12. B-7 & cp. with Hadfield Psychology
and Morals, p.35. 

•* Op. Matthew 7.1.



myself in entire agreement with Dr. Slew's statement: "Our 

worst sins are often those of which we are unconscious. The 

stress on the consciousness and deliberate intention of the 

agent is the most formidable defect in Wesley*s doctrine of

the ideal." |

in justice to Lesley it must be said that he used the
*

thought forms of his own age, and if neither he nor Toplady 

got far beneath the surface of things, they at least knew 

that there was something terribly wrong with human nature,and 

laboured to convince man of his peril and point him to his 

Saviour. Further it must be -credited to Lesley that 

whatever defect his definition of sin may have, it at least 

possessed the virtue of clarity. It was a very workable 

hypothesis. Moreover, it must not be thought that because
jfr

Wesley stressed "transgression" he conceived of sin only 

in terms of overt action? for whilst sin was always 

volitional, he so connoted "action" as to include acts of 

thought and desire. Sinful imaginations were sinful acts. 

Wesley knew both human nature and the Hew Testament too well 

to miss the inwardness of sin. | He had never heard of the 

endo-psychic principle but he was well aware of its phenomena./

i The Idea of Perfection, page 333 
See Matthew 5: 21-30
"We still speak as thougn temptation came from without 
whereas no temptation would nave the slightest effect 
were it not that it appeal/ed to some desire within us, 
which normally we suppress. We are not tempted by the 
world, the flesh and the devil, but by ourselves." 

"Psychology and morals,"page



There are yet two main points of Lesley's doctrine 

of sin to "be noted: and these are his teaching concerning 

"Sin in Believers", and the "Origin of Sin", As the former 

constitutes one of his difficulties for his doctrine Of 

"Perfect Lore", I will return to it at a later stage. For 

the present it is enough to say that "original sin" and "total 

depravity" are the foundation on which he builds; and for him 

sin is the violation in thought and deed of the known law of 

&od. * Unlike Toplady, Wesley is concerned with the origin of 

sin. Toplady was satisfied that Romans 5.12., contained more 

wisdom thafc all the ancient philosophies put together. ( As 

already noted, he is satisfied to account for the origin of 

sin, "by saying that it was decreed of God before all time; 

and that it came into the world by man, who although morally 

perfect - rather than morally innocent - was able to succumb 

to the allurements of a literal Eden* Tesley believed as 

surely as did Toplady in the literal garden; and thought of 

man, not as becoming, but already "made perfect 11 . Attainment 

was not a goal* for Adam was already the finished paradigm of 

the divine perfection. He was, according to Lesley's sermon 

on Justification by Faith, holy, merciful, pure, perfect, even 

as was God. f

"By the free, unmerited love of God, he was 
holy and happy: he knew, loved, enjoyed God, 
which is, in substance, life everlasting. 
And in this life of love he was to continue 
forever, if he continued to obey God in all 
things; but if he disobeyed Him in any, he 
was to for/feit all. f ln that day 1 , said 
God, f thou shalt surely die. 1 Kan did dis
obey God. " jf« jn

j See page 3L$b \ see page
Standard Sermons (sugden's edn.) pages 116-7



This disobedience resulted in moral and spiritual death. Thus 

"by a literal interpretation of an ancient legend Lesley is 

able to account for the bias towards evil which is the inherit-
i*

ance of all mankind. Along truly traditional lines and by 

uncritical use of his materials he is able to adduce a gospel 

of salvation by faith from the narratives of early Babylonian 

and Hebraic science. It is apparent today, as the result of 

scientific advancement in general, and the findings of 

anthropology and ethnology in particular, that no such "Golden 

Age" as implied by the legend of the "Garden of ?!den", ever 

existed. Man is what he is by reason of an age-long struggle 

with his bruitsh inheritance. Very slowly has he "moved 

upward, working out the beast". The "Garden story" is a 

poetic, yet sublime, description of man's emergence as a moral

being; able at last to wed the utilitarian and the aesthetic;
«t 

and to recognise that those powers that linked him to the

dust, could, and should, be subordinated to that greater 

power that bespoke his reception of the "breath of life". It 

is, however, not necessary to be able to rationalise the 

problem of evil before offering to mankind the sovereign 

specific for every ill of the spirit. The Gospel is "the power 

of God unto salvation", and its effectiveness is in no way 

dependent upon, nor vitiated by an ignorance of, the metaphysic 

of evil. "It is not necessary to solve the universe, explain 

all creation, or give a metaphysic of the existence of evil 

before we can learn to put our trust in God, experience 

saving faith in Jesus Christ and enjoy the blessings of sal 

vation. There is a very large element in Lesley's doctrine



of sin that instead of "being, as he supposed, essential to 

the gospel, has as little foundation and warrant in the higher 
ranges of Hebrew and Christian thinking as it has in the work 

of modern science." \ Nevertheless, it is at least a tribute 

to Wesley's intellectual industry that, he did not "brush aside 

the difficulties the fact of evil creates for Christian Theism. 

Whilst, like our Lord, he preached salvation from sin, rather 

than philosophised concerning its origin, he yet faces squarely 

«Th« Cosmic Problem of Evil". As early as 1729 Wesley came to 

grips with this subject on reading the work of Archbishop ICing, 

"De Origine Mali"! and as late as 1751 he resolved to refute 

the Pelagianism of Dr. Taylor, embodied in nis treatise on 

"Original Sin". In the form of a dilemma - God is either not 

Omnipotent or He is not good - John Stuart Mill reduced the 

three questions of Epicurus. If it be said that God is either 

unable or unwilling to prevent evil, it must be replied that 

Mill's dilemma offers a false antithesis. God could have 

prevented sin by simply abstaining from creative activity. Had 

He never created man there could have been no possibility of 

sin; but equally so, could there have been no possibility of 

love. God, who is love, created in the knowledge that a being 

who could not sin could not love; but foreknowing the sin of 

His creature, He redeemed him before creation. Today, children

are born into a world that lieth in the evil one, but equally
byso are they born into a world that is love redeemed. The Lamb

j Cell. The Rediscovery of John Lesley, page 289



of God was slain "before the foundation of the world. The 

possibility of sin was the risk God had to take in the creation 

of a morally free agent. To speak (as does I)r, R.J, Campbell) 

of "an experiment without risk of failure" is to "be guilty of 

self-contradiction. It is the nature of experiment that it 

contains the risk of failure. Albeit many recognise this 

truth in every sphere save that of religion. Further, if 

divine foreknowledge saw that* there would be failure it also 

saw that there would be remedy, and that out of the failure 

with the remedy, there would issue, as there has issued, moral 

good which would have been impossible from a world of creatures 

incapable of sin. As to the accompanying mystery of moral evil, 

with its consequences of suffering, none are able to judge the 

whole case. For as was said by Lotze towards the end of his 

great work "Microcosmus": "No one has here found the thought 

which would save us from difficulty, and I, too, know it not." 

Yet, the only way in which sin could be absolutely prevented, 

would be by the creation of non-moral beings. In which case 

goodness too would be prevented. There can be no guarantee, 

short of absolute compulsion, that any modification of 

circumstances would prevent sin. And the compulsion of a free 

being is unthinkable. But "such a view it may be said" to 

quote Professor J. Ward, "lets contingency into the very heart 

of things. It is true. I not only admit it, but would contend 

that any other word would be meaningless. For contingency is 

not that of chance but that of freedom. ^Yere we the creatures 

of a blind mechanical necessity" - and we should have to be



if circumstances could be so modified as to prevent sin - "there 

can "be "no talk of ideal standards of thought or of conduct: no 

meaning, no reason at all** I

Wesley clearly realised this, and whilst his chief 

concern was to preach rather than to rebut heresy, he was not so 

"puny" a "tadpole in divinity" f as to be in ignorance of the 

problems that had confronted the ages. Vigorously he rejected 

predestinationism, dualism, and pantheism as a solution? and even 

more vigorously did he proclaim the gospel of a full and free 

salvation "to every one that believeth."

His "bondage, however, to a literal interpretation ofi
Scripture resulted in a theology that was not completely free 

from Rabbinic dogmatism. In the light of his training and envir 

onment St. Paul is remarkably untrammelled ]?y Rabbinici'sm; yet 

he is not entirely frees and it is the Hebraic residuum that
i

influences his conception of the Pall: a conception that has for 

centuries kept theology in bondage. Wesley inherited the Pauline 

tradition and reverently, but Uncritically, he made the Pall story 

the basis of his doctrine' of sin. In brief, Wesley f s teaching 

concerning sin, original sin and total depravity, is the teaching 

of the XXXIX Articles, the Westminster Confession of Faith? the 

teaching of Luther, Calvin, Ariainius, Augustine, and of St« 

Paul. How wide of the mark, then, were very many of the

Naturalism le Agnosticism, vol.2; page 280 
An Old Pox Tarred and Feathered, Toplady's Works, 

vol.5 page 442.



brickbats hurled at Wesley by Toplady, Hill, and their fellow- 

Calvinists. To assert, as they did with language more 

•becoming to bargees than theologians, that Wesley denied 

Original sin, uae depravity of man, and justification by faith 

alone, is the veriest nonsense: and throws into bold relief 

the tragic fact that such can be the blindness of truly good 

men that they can "satiate,without restraint, the exquisite 

rancour of theological hatred." The falsity of their charges 

is evidenced by the glain words of Wesley*s doctrines as 

found in his polemical treatises | and in his letters. With 

regard to the denial of original sin and of Justification 

by Faith, Wesley says:

"Uot guilty. They are entirely false. Ko man 
that ever lived, not John Calvin himself, ever 
asserted either original sin, or justification 
by faith, in more strong, more clear and express 
terms, than Arminius has done. These two points 
therefore, are to be set out of the question: In 
this respect, there is not a hair's breadth dif 
ference between Mr. Wesley and Mr. Whitefield." /i **

In his letters too,Wesley flatly contradicts the heresies of 

which he is accused. To John Fewton he wrote:

W I think on Justification just as I have done 
any time these seven and twenty years, and just 
as Mr. Calvin does. In this respect I do not 
differ from him a hair's breadth." |

I Vol. X of Wesley»s Y/orks. 2ntitLed"Treatises".
]f "What is an Arminian?" Vol. X page 359
4 Letter to John ITewton, May 14th 1765. Vol. 4. p.298



Wesley's doctrine of sin is clear enough. However
» 

defective his definition may be, there is no questioning his

accent ofi the reality of sin. It is from sin that man needs 

to be saved; and "by God-given faith he can be saved ̂ and unto 

the uttermost. At no time does T/esley stop short of this 

conclusion, A partial salvation means a partial Saviour. 

Firmly did he maintain - as against Toplady - that perfection
f>t&>ML QA>

was the end of man's spiritual duest on earth; and that it was t**

not to be thought of only as a post mortem state. So ¥esley 

preached salvation from sin, immediate justification by faith in 

Christ, and perfect love to mark the sanctified. But before 

turning to examine the doctrine of Christian perfection it is 

necessary to give,at least, a passing glance at the doctrines 

of Justification, Regeneration and Adoption: and by doing so 

supply an answer to the second question, MBy what is man saved?'1

I have already emphasised that Wesley was unquestion 

ably loyal to the Luther-Calvin emphasis on justification by

faith. Much written against him by Toplady and others charging
preaching 

him with/justification by works is simply ludicrous. ¥ith
V/esley's published and oft repeated utterances before them, it 

is almost incredible that intelligent men could so misread his 

witness. His anxiety to safe-guard his converts from the perils 

of antinomianism led him to stress "works worthy of repentance" 

and demanded that the convert should- evidence his repentance by 

his works; but at no time does he admit the merit of works, ,or 

suggest that they have any saving power. It is true that in 

his emphasis on inward holiness UJesley reveals a definite
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affinity with Roman Catholic pietyf nevertheless, nowhere is 

there any suggestion of works of supererogation, or even 

meritorious works. Wesley's concern for holiness is insep 

arably joined with the Reformation truth that salvation is by 

grace through faith; yet he unhesitatingly affirms that faith 

must issue in works. Wesley was in the best sense of the word 

"Catholic". He embraced what was best in the Catholic tradition 

and wedded it to the Reformed Faith. He is at one with Calvin 

in his emphasis on the promise and power of grace; and he is 

equally at one with Thomas A'Kempis, and with all who have 

made holiness the quest of life. Indeedl I would maintain
*•

that it is just here that the eclectic genius of Wesley is 

best seen. The divine causality of all that appertains to 

salvation is the bed-rock of Wesley f s teaching; nevertheless, 

he was too acute not to realise the perils attendant upon 

preaching justification by faith alone, and always insisted

that justification must be accompanied by the new birth, and
s

followed by progressive sanctification. Faith must issue in 

works: imputed righteousness must be manifested in inherent 

righteousness. All his insistence that man7*experience the
A

"vast inward change" of regeneration, that there Aensue an 

unceasing struggle against sin in sanctification, supports this 

point: and at the same time provides a sufficient answer to 

such as S. Baring Gould, who would accuse Vesley 1 s theology of 

moral shallowness. j This wedding of two vital truths is not 

the least contribution the Evangelical Revival made to Christian

} See "The Evangelical Revival" pp. 54, 105, 113, 131.



thought. "Historically T/esley had almost the same epochal 

relations to the doctrinal emphasis u,;on holiness that Luther 

had to the doctrinal emphasis upon justification by faith, or 

that Athanasius had to the doctrinal emphasis upon the Deity 

of our Lord." {

Holiness is Lesley's key idea* The inexhaustible 

and unmerited grace of God must issue in holiness. His 

emphasis on the depravity and inability of man is as strong 

as that of Toplady, and shows how vital his apprehension of 

God's holiness is. Moreover his insistence on the promise 

and power of God's free grace to make man perfect reveals 

a profounder recognition of God's love than does the teaching 

of Toplady, who although he preached a sovereign grace, would 

not allow that it could accomplish a sovereign work. The 

positive affirmation of the Holy Love of God underlies all

"Yesley's teaching. His doctrines are riveted to it. Thus
*. 

the doctrine of man asserts that God creates a human soul

out of love; the doctrine of the Trinity is governed by the 

conviction that three Persons communicate love to man; the 

doctrine of God affirms that love "obliges" the other divine 

attributes, including God's will. The Incarnation and the 

Atonement witness to the manner in which God has SO redeemingly 

loved the world. The TToly Spirit ;: makes known this-love 

which, as grace, achieves the entire work of salvation j 

justification is an experience in which divine justice is 

reconciled by divine love, adoption and the witness of the 

Spirit are distinctive marks of God's favour; sanctification

I 0. A. Gurtis: "The Christian Faith", p. 373



is an experience in which the constraint oj divine love impels 

the "believer to conquer sin and cultivate the disposition . 

and practice of love; and finally, Christian Perfection 

represents the heights of salvation to which divine love can

raise man.

It is not, however, enough to write .that wesley's 

doctrines are founded on his intuition of the love of God only 

in the sense that tne entire work of salvation is accomplished

"by grace alones it must "be further pointed omt, that Wesley's
*

apprehension of a certain quality of that love, namely that 

with which it confronts man with the promise of a perfect

salvation. It gives him the assurance that it is able to « 
achieve this promise. When considered, as grace, divine love

does not only horizontally extend througn and sustain Salvation, 

It adds a further dimensj.on, the soaring promise of perfection*
i:?/\

Thus in his intuition that,as grace, divine love communicates 

the promise or uoci to make men perfect, I would maintain, that 

¥esley evinces a profounder fidelity to vue Christian conception

of salvation than does Topladv. Toplady "believed grace to *

toe irresistible, but Wesley believed it to be omnipotent. 

Toplady had emphasised God's love in terms of sovereignty, but 

Wesley preferred paternity to regality, and taught God's 

Sovereignty in terms of love, which was free to all, and free
**

in all, 7/esley's God is Father of all. He is King of all, 

but His Sovereignty is manifest in the Holy love that constrained 

Him to give "His only begotten Hon" as "a full, perfect, 

sufficient sacrifice, and oblation for the sins of the whole 

world."



It was \7esley f s conception of the holiness of God 

that impelled his rejection of Toplady's doctrine of Predestin 

ation; and whilst "both preached salvation by faith alone, 

Wesley was more alive to the perils of this doctrine than was 

Toplady: who, although he railed against Methodism as being 

but "varnished ant in omi an ism", did not seem to appreciate that 

this was the besetting peril of those who believed their sal 

vation to be infallibly accomplished by virtue of the eternal 

decree. Belief in Election has produced a very vigorous type 

of character: antinomianism is by no means the inevitable ..*-•-

consequence^ such belief. But that it permits of the possibil-
of antinomianism 

itj/is too patent to be denied. Wesley was well aware of this

danger to his own societies, esrem though predestination was 

not preached. \ If all is of grace, then works d© not matter. 

This conclusion may be logical, but it is unquestionably 

unethical? and Wesley (essentially pragmatical) demanded that 

sanctification be the proof of justification. The idea that
*.

good works possessed "merit 11 or were a "condition 11 of salvation 

he rejected as Romish.

| "The doctrine of Justification and Salvation by 
Faith are grievously abused by many Methodists. 
We must guard as many as we can." Letter to John 
Pletcher, August 18, 1775. Letters, Vol. 6. p. 175.

Compare this with the strong denunciation of the 
wcant" word called "Gospel sermon" contained in a 
striking letter to Miss Mary Bishop. Letters: vol< 
6, pages 326-7



Yet, unhesitatingly he affirmed that those who con 

tinued in sin were not justified, and that even the grace of 

justification necessitated good works in order to its full
t

enjoyment. To Mrs. Pawson of Edinburgh he writes*

"I thank you for the clear and circumstantial 
account you have given me of the manner wherein 
God wrought upon your soul. As He wrought the 
work "both of justification and sanctification 
so distinctly you have the less temptation to 
cast away your confidence. But you cannot keep 
it unless you are zealous of good works. Be 
fruitful, therefore, in every good work, and God 
shall see very soon His whole image," (

This raises two questions: (l) If good works are to evidence 

one's justification, what of good works "before justification; 

and (.2) Is salvation in any way conditioned "by man's conduct? 

This first question reveals Vesley as the victim of his own 

logic. At the outset of his ministry he denied the possibility, 

of any good works "before justifying grace had become .efficacious 

through the agent's belief in Christ; but later, when confronted 

by the fact that unregenerate people did do good works, he 

changed his mind, quotations from his own writings will make 

clear the maturing of his thought on this subject. In his 

sermon on Justification by Faith he declares!

"If it be objected, 'Hay, but a man, before 
he is justified, may feed the hungry, or clothe 
the naked; and these are good works,' the answer 
is easy: He may do these, even before he is just 
ified; and these are, in one sense, 'good words' 
they are 'good and profitable to men.' But it 
does not follow, that they are, strictly speaking, 
good in themselves, or good in the sight of God. 
All truly good works (to use the words of our 
Church) follow after justification; and they are

{ Letters Vol. 7. page 302.



therefore good and 'acceptable to God in Christ, 1 
because they spring out of a true and living ' 
faith.* By a parity of reason, all works done 
"before justification are not good, in the Christ 
ian sense, forasmuch as they spring not of faith" 
in Jesus Christ (though (often) from some kind of 
faith in God they may spring); f yea rather, for that 
they are not done as God hath willed and commanded 
them to be done, we doubt not 1 (how strange soever 
it may appear to some) 'but they have the nature of 
sin. 1 " I

Wesley seeks to prove this by a syllogism which runs thus:

"Ho works are good^ which are not done as God hath 
willed and commanded them to be done: 
But no works done before justification are done as 
God hath willed and commanded them to be done: 
Therefore, no works done before justification are
good." •'• v

t: "**-,,' - *

The first premise Wesley holds to be self evident, and the
M. not

second "equally plain and undeniable"; but Adoes/seem to *

recognise that he is really begging the whole question in his 

second premise. On what authority does he say that "no works 

done before justification are done as God has willed and

coBHnanded them to be done"? He maintains"that all our works
* * / 

should be done in charity (f i/ t*y<*7T*7 ) in love, in that

love to God which produces love to all mankind." J But it is 

surely not the right of any to say that no man can do anything 

in love prior to his conversion. Moreover, Wesley's exegesis 

here is very questionablei he greatly strains the Pauline 

commendation to the quarrelsome Corinthians; "Let all that you 

do be done in love." (l Corth, xvi. 14) The text will not 

bear the meaning he seeks to put upon it. With maturer thought 

he is led to see that the man whom he described as an "Almost 

Christian" was much more imbued with the spirit of Christ

Sermon 5. pages 123-4. (Sugden's edn.) \ &j[ ibid.
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than many who were ready to announce the purity of their creed,

and yet "belle it "by the impurity of their lives. In the» •* - •
"Minutes", Friday August 2nd, 1745, it is recorded: *_

"Q.7. Have we duly considered the case of Cornelius? 
Was he not in the favour of God, when his f prayers 
and alms came up for a memorial "before God 1 ? i.e. r 
before he "believed in Christ? A. It does seem that 
he was in some degree. But we speak not of those 
who have not heard the gospel.*Q.8. But were those 
works of his splendid sins? A. Ho; nor were they 
done without the grace of Christ. Q.9. How, then, 

f can we maintain that all works done before we have 
a sense of the pardoning love of God are sin? And 
as such, an abomination to Him? A. The works of 
him who has heard the gospel and does not belief 
are not done as God hath willed and commanded them --.. 
to be done. And yet we know not how to say that ""'• 
they are an abomination to the Lord in him who fear- 
eth God, and from that principle does the best he 
can." i,»

Here Wesley's common sense rescues him from the thraldom of 

an a priori theological concept that was not borne out in 

experience. Hot - let it be said again - that Wesley recognises 

any merit in man f s work as a Justifying agency; the best any - 

can do is the least he ought to do; and that best, even though 

it reach the heights of rectitude, has no atoning efficacy for 

past sins. Unwaveringly he held to that truth of which Toplady 

BO sweetly sang:

"Hot the labours of my hands 
Can fulfil Thy law's demands: 
Could my zeal no respite know, 
Could my tears for ever flow, 
All for sin could not atone: 
Thou must save, and Thou alone. 11

Is there, then, no value whatever in the labours of my hands, 

b» in my flowing tears? The answer is both Yes! and Uol 

tears cannot wash away my sins, nor the labours of my hands 

undo a single consequence of either my passion or my pride; 

but both can evidence the sincerity of my repentance: and
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repentance is the only condition of salvation that God requires 

of me. "But" it may "be asked, "does this not deny the doctrine** 

that salvation is the gift of God, and that it is unconditionally 

offerled?" To suggest that God makes His gift depend on a 

certain attitude of the recipient, savours of salvation by works, 

even though that work be only the work of repentance. Toplady 

denied any condition. According to him, repentance was not an 

act of man; it was the working of the Holy Spirit within man so 

as to give effect to a predestined grace. This, however, reduces 

to an automaton; and, as such, he cannot repent.

cannot be ascribed to a machine. By grace I am convicted of 

sin, and by that grace I am brought to see my utter helplessness; 

but when I am truly sorry and stretch out my hand to receive 

"the gift of God", it does not cease to be an undeserved gift;
*:

nor does it cease to be the movement of a free moral agent. 

In the Minutes of 1770 Y/esley records;

that man is saved "not by the merit of works, but 
by works as a condition."

and goes on to suggest that the controversy of the century was

in large measure due to loose terminology. Dr. Burt Pope
i,

has given lucid expression to Lesley f s doctrine in his Compendium 

of Theology. He prefaces his section on "Repentance and Faith" 

by sayingj "As the conditions of that salvation which is the 

personal possession of the common heritage, Repentance towards 

God and Faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ are always united 

in the New Testament. They cannot be separated, as repentance
* *

implies pre-existing faith, and faith implies pre-existing 

repentance. But they differ in this, that faith is the instru-



ment as well as the condition of individual acceptance; and, as 

such, springs out of and follows repentance. Both are produced 

"by the preliminary grace of the Holy Spirit, but not perfected 

without the concurrence of the will of man. Though "both are 

only introductory to the state of grace, properly so called, 

faith in its saving exercise is the transition point where the
%•

state of conviction passes into the life of Christ. 11 I -•-ff-- •'

If it be urged that salvation is not effected in time, * 

but in eternity; and that God has forgiven us before we sin, let 

alone before we repent; it must be replied that salvation is . 

an experience of man as well as the gift of God. All that God 

could do to save man was done when "The Lamb of God was slain

before the foundation of the world"; but not even God can savef-f ••-*,' >•
from the poison of sin those who refuse the antidote of grace. 

"How shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation?" asks 

the Apostle. There is only one answer. We can not escape. 

Even Omnipotence cannot save an unrepentant soul - for nothing 

can be got into a closed heart. It may, of course, be questioned 

whether any heart is completely closed. Many will rejoice with 

Adelaide Anne Proctor,

"That in the darkest spot of earth 
Some love is found."

God 
It may well be that the grace/of will win its widening way until

"in the name of Jesus every knee shall bow". The old ^neology

|"A Compendium of Theology", page 371, vol. 2,
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that ended the probation of man witfc the grave* preached 

either a decreed salvation (i.e. a compelled salvation, which

is a contradiction in terms) or suggested that God's grace was
>

terminated at death; and that it lay within the will of the 

mortal to resist the eternal will. Obviously if God can be 

resisted eternally He is not supreme. He has created a will
v --,.

stronger than lis own - a manifest impossibility. So one 

is constrained to believe either in a deliverance only of the 

elect (with all its ethical inconsistency) or in the ultimate 

salvation of all. It is a curious thing that Calvinism which 

has been held to dishonour God by suggesting that He Cares only 

for a remnant of His creation, should contain that universal 

hope more surely than those systems of thought that have 

opposed it. May it not be that God has a purpose in the lives 

Of all, and that he has eternally predestined the salvation-of

us all, not by an irreversible fiat, but by a love so tenacious
2 that it cannot let us go" Before the court of Agrippa,before

the accusing Jews, St. Paul asked "Why should it be thought a 

thing incredible with you tljat God should raise the dead?" and

if we grant the credibility of the Resurrection what difficulty'•*
is occasioned by the belief that God will by the magnetism of 

His love draw all men unto Himself? and not only now but through 

out eternity. If on earth BUUK sin-burdened man is constrained

to sing:
"Thy condescending grace 
To me did freely move; 
It calls me still to seek Thy face 
And stoops to ask my love.
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Xord at Thy feet I fallI
I long to "be set free;
I fain would now obey the call,
And give up all for Thee.% f

Why,with the tokens of Christ's passion exciting his wondering 

awe,should it be thought that it is impossible for the now

contrite sinner to exclaim *
"Nay, but I yield, I yield: 
I can hold out no more, 
I sink, by dying love compelled, 
And own Thee conqueror." f

Any suggestion of the "Larger Hope" would have been to both 

Toplady andVesley the rankest heresy. They would have asked 

if man would not repent in this the day of his visitation, how 

could he repent in a land of shadows? Unfortunately, neither, 

the theology of Toplady nor V/esley was founded on sufficiently 

sound a doctrine of God. As Dr. Newton Flew has put it: "The 

vision of God which was granted to the men of Wesley f s day was 

not equal to the revelation of Him in the first three Gospels, 

if it be true that God is what Jesus is, in his i nexhaus ti ble 

interest in human life." ]f jf -

No theology that softens the doctrine of

retribution will long remain, but equally urstable is one that 

can mete out "everlasting fire" as the consequence of temporal 

sin. God is not "soft" - His justice must be vindicated - nor 

is He vindictive. Hell will cease when sin ceases. Punishment

and wrong-doing are rivetted together in the moral order; the
.

soul that sinueth it shall die, but need it die eternally? in 

the light of the open tomb can we believe it will? if th© 

Cross lolses one soul it is not a perfect victory over evil.

{& 4 New Methodist Hymn.Book, 341 y TTV^-TI -in-ino- mine ¥ The Idea of Perfection, p. 340. / Underlining mine.
m . •



Are there any for whom Jesus died in vain? In moving phrase 

Dr. Russell Maltby writes of the tenacious love of God. "Our

theological coat was cut for the figure of Total Depravity, -
• i* 

"but when it was tried on, it was found not to fit any kind Of

human nature. Accordingly we let out a seam in the "back,as 

far as it would go, and the margin thus gained, with the stitches 

still showing, we called prevenient grace. Still the coat does 

not fit, for it is not "by any afterthought that we can do ; 

justice to that "boundless patience and holiness of God, which 

loves goodness everywhere, labours for it, and delights in it 

everywhere. We have often thought of God as though it were"all 

or nothing" with Him. But it is not true. In Mis mysterious 

humility he tends the last smouldering lamp in every rebellious 

heart..,..It is He who defends the last strip of territory
""Stf* •**

against the invasion of passion, when all the rest is gone, and 

raises mysterious defences about beleaguered virtues whose doom 

seemed sure. When He is denied or unrecognised in His own 

person, He still lingers about a man, dimly apprehended as a 

sense of duty, or as some indestructible principle, some

notion of what is f not cricket 1 , some code of thieves, or He
_j 

returns upon us in some Hew Thought, some shadowy Infinite,

some impersonal Life-Force, some half crazy system like
the 

Christian Science, worshipping its fragment of/truth-and so men

entertain Him unawares. These vast tracts of the unbaptized 

human life we make over to poets, and novelists, and dramatists, 

who explore them ^ Tith inexhaustible interest and sympathy. Yet



that interest and sympathy comes from God, Who loves this 

human life of ours, not only as a moralist approving where 

it is good, and disapproving wheee it is bad, but as a poet

or artist loves it, because he cannot help loving a thing so
*

strange, piteous, and enthralling as the story of every human'
.4

soul must be.* J

A lo¥e which manifests such boundless patience aannot
at

be defeated at the last. Sooner or later and/whatever cost 

to Himself, the love of God will constrain man to surrender 

his will and enter into the fellowship of the redeemed in 

Christ. Toplady believed that God had created some souls 

only to destroy them; and that their destruction contributed
'.--.. •—— ' *~ -*"••? t , ; .*« fc*

to the happiness of the more fortunate elect. IrueJ he is not 

quite so forthright in his presentation, but this is, neverthe 

less* the essence of his eschatology. If any soul is lost 

eternally, it can only be because God did not desire its 

salvation, or that his desire for its salvation has been
*' *•

frustrated. The latter is an impossible alternative to Toplady, 

and he ddes not lack the courage to assert that sin contributes 

positively to the glory of God. It means that His justice is
•H'! ' 'i

made manifest to all creation; and ultimately the sufferings 

of the reprobated will add to the blessedness of the redeemed.
»

Such a theory receives no countenance from Lesley, but his

eschatology possesses the weakness common to ISth Century
*

Arminianism. Although predestination is denied and the

{ Methodist Recorder 1916. Quoted from Dr. R.IT. Plew's 
"The Idea of Perfection", pages 340 - 341.
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sovereignty of God interpreted as sovereign love, he does not 

go so far as to suggest that sovereign love will vindicate 

itself in a sovereign and universal redemption. Vesley sees 

the finally impenitent go to hell "because of the .wilfulness 

of their impenitency; "but according to Toplady the doomed 

endure this fate "because of ah impenitency that was predetermin-ed 

of God. With a more enlightened conception of God, the theodicy 

of Toplady and Lesley alikey becomes untenable.

It now remains to look at 7iTesley ! s doctrine of 

Justification in relation to his doctrines of Regeneration 

and Adoption "before turning to his doctrine of Sanctification, 

Justification is by faith alone, "but it manifests itself in 

good works. Luther in his anxiety to rid himself of the Somish 

doctrine of justification by works bequeathed a doctrine, which 

though the treasured possession of the Reformed Faith, has 

its own peculiar dangers. Lesley recognised this and united 

both doctrines in a baftced synthesis, thus avoiding the snare
^

of antinomianism, whilst firmly holding to the divine origin 

of all that appertains to salvation; a salvation that stopped

not short of the entire renewal and perfecting of the penitent 

soul.

in his sermon on "The Great Privilege of those that 

are born of God (which marks an advance in thought on the 

previous sermon on "The ? rarks Of The ITew Birth", being more 

mature, and less uncompromising in its tone) V/esley rejects the
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idea that Justification and Regeneration are synonymous terms, - 

though they may "be identical in point of time. Ke maintains that 

they are fundamentally different. Justification secures a 

relative change, Regeneration a real one. By Justification

Sod does something for man - He forgives him and acquits him_ as*c 

righteous; man is no longer an enemy but a son; he is restored to
•$f

the Divine favour - but by regeneration the sinner is made into
•s, .

a saint. Something is accomplished within him rather than for 

him. He is literally remade spiritually. Justification frees
•' »

from the guilt of sin, but regeneration from its power.

"But though it be allowed, that justification 
and the new birth are, in point of time, in 
separable from each other, yet they are easily 
distinguished, as being not the same, but things 
of a widely different nature. Justification im 
plies only a relative, the new birth a real, change. 
God in justifying us does something for us; in 
begetting us again, He does the work in us/The 
former changes our xfc*±dCHStx outward relation to God, 
so that of enemies we become children;"by the" latter 
our inmost souls are changed, so that of sinners we 
become saints. The one restores us to the favour, 
the other to the image,of God. The one"is the tak- 
"ing away the guilt, the other the taking away of "" 
the power, of sin: so that, although they are joined 
together in point of time, yet they are of wholly 
distinct natures." |

A reading of the artless, but touching,biographies found in the
Early 

six volumes of the "Lives of/Methodist Preachers" enables one to

understand why V/esley was so convinced that justification and 

degeneration are "joined together in point of time". They contain 

the records of men who had been living in open defiance of the

| Lesley's Sermons (Sugden's ^dn.) Vol. 1. pp 299-300



law of God, and who yet had benn changed by a miracle of grace, 

and, as far as Lesley could judge, instantaneously. Furthermore

this seemed to him to bear out the accounts of conversion found
own 

in Holy Scripture, with which he held fcie/ to tally. Modern

psychologists are inclined to doubt the theory of instantaneous 

conversion; and point out that even in cases so revolutionary as. 

that of St. Paul's, there has been a long period of unconscious A 

cerebration, What appears to be instantaneous is but the sudden
n =•*% *"

flowering of the slowly growing tree. 'This is very probably
,-

true, but to the many who are unacquainted with psychological 

theory, this "sudden flowering" of the personality is inexplicable 

except in terms of instantaneous conversion. It is not merely
•*« ' *»- -ebJ&W

a divine intervention, for all conversion is that, it is a divine 

intervention within the life of one who had never, consciously, 

given thought to the Divine. It appears to be an irrational 

experience. In a universe governed by ineffable wisdom this cannot 

be so, nevertheless, its explanation is doubtless one of those 

things that man does not know as yet. Whilst my own experience 

leads me to the belief that regenerating processes are often as
-i •*%-. * .,

slow and as painful as physical generation, I have yet known one 

case of radical conversion that was as perplexing as it was 

undeniable. At all events it was a sound intuition that led 

Wesley to insist on a clear and decisive act of faith as a means 

of regeneration. Today most can recall the happy day that FIXED 

their choice, rather than the day on which the choice was made. 

The latter,! believe, is very often unconscious, but the fixing 

of the choice is a deliberate and conscious act of the will. 

It is one thing to "evolve" in a Christian home and atmosphere,



it is another to feel one's chains fall off. To know the 

hour when "Jesus washed my sins wway" is an experience that is 

fraught with encouragement; and in the hour of adversity is 

a rock of strength. Whatever storms may sweep the soul, the 

remembrance of that divine visitation is a Bethel s a sanctuary, 

and a dynamic. Wesley knew this, and wisely laid stress ou 

the act of "decision". He emphasised the immediate conscious 

ness of sonship. The struggling sinner did not get a little 

better every day, but enjoyed a complete spiritual renewal, j 

It was an experience that permitted of no doubt. As Dr. - 

Sugden puts it: "The essential point is that one who has by 

regeneration received the gift of life in Christ cannot but be 

conscious of it," j[ By regeneration the erstwhile sinner 

enters the family of God: He is adopted. On this point Wesley 

is somewhat confused. He writes as though regeneration and 

adoption were two different operations of the renewing Spirit 

of God, whilst the distinction betwixt the terms is largely * 

verbal. To be born of the Spirit of ^od is to be begotten into 

the family of God. On this point Dr. Pope corrrments! w¥o terms 

are more strictly correlative than regeneration and adoption. 

They describe the same blessing under two aspects; the former 

referring to the filial character, the latter to the filial 

privilege. But they are not thus closely connected as cause 

and effect; they are co-ordinate, and the link between them 

is the common sonship. The assurance of filial adoption

} See Sermon X 4-6 
Sugden»s Edition of Wesley Sermons Vol. 1. p. 206 note.



does not produce the regenerate life; nor does the infusion 

of the perfect life of regeneration of itself invest the children 

of CJod with all the prerogatives of heirship. Moreover, they 

are as distinct from the other leading blessings in the economy 

of grace as they are themselves united.*1 j j$ is not possible

to say whether consciousness of sonship precedes consciousness 

of the new life in Christ or vice versa; but the natter does 

not call for any final pronouncement in that the order is purely 

one of thought and not of time. Tt is enough to know that fey 

faith in the regenerating grace of Christ we are adopted into 

the family of God and rejoice in all the privileges of sonship.

In the course of a brief outline of Wesley's theology 

it is not possible to deal adequately with such questions as 

the nature of regeneration and its relation to baptism; or to 

enter into a detailed analysis of ¥esley f s doctrine of the 

Witness of the Spirit; seeing that the purpose of this chapter 

is to show what Lesley had in common, and wherein he differed 

from hie contestants, thus providing the necessary background 

to the theology of the controversy. Nevertheless a few words 

concerning the assurance of gr^ce as witnessed by the Spirit 

is imperative, seeing that so many in Lesley*s day were
r

*

antagonised by those who dared to claim that they knew that 

their sins were forgiven. Such a claim was not only deemed 

to be blasphemy, but was socially unpardonable.

| Pope, A Compendium of Theology, vol. 3. p. 3.



Nevertheless, there were thousands who daily witnessed to 

the fact of their sonship; they knew their sins forgiven; 

and the Spirit of God witnessed to them, pardon, pe^ce and 

Joy. The "fitness of the Spirit" IB an important doctrine 

in Wesleyan theology: anji though '"esley was not ^Iw^ys 

consistent in his presentation of the doctrine, his main

purpose is clear enough. It has a subjective emphasis, 

"but only that it might reinforce in the conscience of the 

believer the fact that God is the "Author and Finisher" of 

"both faith and salvation. To any who might ask whether the 

experience was not delusional, appeal was made to the fact 

of the physical world. "How do we know it is there apart

from direct sense experience?" Even so f "by as direct and 

as a.n immediate experience the regenerate soul knew the

witness of God's Spirit. Tney perceived it, as Descartes 

would have said, clearly and distinctly. Thinking of the 

interrogator T7esley says:

"I would ask him, that proposes this question, 
How does it appear to you, that you are alive? 
and tnat you are now in ease and not in pain? 
Are you not immediately conscious of it? By 
the same immediate consciousness, you will 
know if your soul is alive to God; if you are 
saved from the pain of proud wrath, and have 
the ease of a meek and quiet spirit." |

Albeit this attempt at rationale is not free from difficulty. 

The analogy between things seen and felt by physical sense 

and things spiritually apperceived, is by no means conclusive. 

It is very easy to mistake the voice of one's own desire 

for the voice of God. >Tot a few people can discern the will

{ sermoH X, 5. page 206 of Sugqen's



3*6
of God in whatever furthers their temporal interests, "but 

have no such certainty in the hour of adversity. Although 

Lesley appeals to experience and asks,

"How do we distinguish light from darkness?" | 

he, nevertheless, realises that his argument is not conclusive; 

for he goes on to observe:

"To require a more minute and philosophical 
account of the manner whereby we distinguish 
these, and of the ' criteria, or instrinsic 
marks, whereby we know the voice of God, is 
to make a demand which can never be answered; 
no, not by one who has the deepest knowledge 
Of God." |

Still, Vesley firmly holds thai; efen though no infallible 

explanation is possible, the subject of God f s witnessing Spirit 

is under no delusion. 7/hen St. Paul was converted on the 

Damascus "Road he boldly claimed to have heard the voice of 

Jesus speaking to him in the Hebrew tongue. 7resley says:

"He knew it was the voice of Ood. "Rut how 
he knew this, who is able to explain? Per 
haps neither man nor angel."

The final appeal, however, is to the moral conduct of the
in whose lives

regenerate, /tlie fruits of the Spirit, and a "&ood conscience

toward Godj » are manifested.

It is interesting to note a strange inconsistency 

about 7esley f s doctrine of tne Witness of the Spirit, lie 

makes two statements that are on the face of them mutually 

exclusive. In one place he writes:

"That this testimony of the spirit of n-od 
must needs, in the very nature of things, 
be antecedent to the testimony of our own 
spirit, m^y anpe»r from this single coneid^ 
eration. "7e must be holy in h^=»rt, *nd holy

II Sermon X, p. 216. 4 ibid *, 216 -V, / ibid £16-7



in life, before we can be conscious that ^ /
we are so; before we can have tlie testimony
of our spirit, that we are inwardly and out
wardly holy. But we must love God before
we can be holy at all; this being the root
of all holiness. How, we cannot love God
till we know he loves us. fr7e love v±m be
cause TTe first loved US T . And we cnnnot
know his pardoning love to us, till Hie
Spirit witnesses it to our spirit, "ince,
therefore, this testimony of ^is Spirit must
precede the love of 7-od *nd holiness, of con
sequence it must precede our inr*p,rd conscious
ness thereof, or the testimony of our spirit
concerning them," |

Here Lesley is stressing the fact that the testimony of 

spirit is antecedent to the testimony of one's own. 3?or it 

is the Spirit of God that vitalises the conscience. Without 

God's Spirit intervening, the spirit of man would slumber in 

the sleep of sin, unable of its own volition to become aware 

of its perilous state. But when the witness of the Spirit of 

God (which is "an inward impression on the soul") is felt, 

then conscience is awakened ^nd a life of ethical obedience 

becomes possible through grsce. It is just here, however, 

that he contradicts himself; for in this same sermon he says:

"The Scriptures describe the being born of 
God, which must precede the witness that 
we are His children, as a vast and mighty 
change . w j[

In the first case we are told that the work of Christ's 

Spirit is antecedent to our own; and in the second that the 

Hew Birth must come before we can know the witness of the 

Spirit. The antinomy, however, is resolved when it is 

remembered that a1 <51/^yu<cf r^f M i s bein/? considered. i;,e. the 

establishing the truth of testimony by the agreement of two

| Sermon X,B, p. 208. Jf ibid 5, p. 213, Sugden's Ed.



witnesses.

Ifailst I am conscious that v/esley's doctrine of 

the Witness of the Spirit deserves more adequate treatment, 

I must turn from it, seeing that it is not vital to the

theology of the controversy. Toplady had no quarrel with 

St. Paul's conviction that "The Spirit itself beareth witness 

with our spirit, that we are the children of God: and if 

children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ 1'* 

It was the doctrine of grace that was the stone of offence. 

Toplady taught that salvation was for the elect only, and that 

even they were perfected only in the hour of death. ¥esley, 

on the other hand, had proclaimed a free and full salvation for 

"every fallen soul of man", and that by an act of faith the 

justified could"gain perfection's height", j Ee "believed as 

ardently as did Toplady in Justification "by faith alone, "but 

went further than Toplady and declared sanctification "by faith, 

Moreover, this eaiJOtification could "be attained TT^TS and TTOT. 

It was a deliverance from ALL sin; even in"bred sin. Perfection 

was no tantalising ideal, it was within the grasp of all, for 

Christ, "by the one oblation of Himself, once offerlred, had 

destroyed sin. It was "slain", "mortified", "erased", 

fl Consumed 11 , "extirpated", "dried up", or "vyashed away". 

Toplady asked that he might hide himself in the cleft of the 

"Rock of ages"f but "Jesley prayed not only for sanctuary but

j Hymn 570 in F.r.H. "Holy,& true, £. righteous lord."



that he may "be rooted in God.

"Jesus, Thone all-victorious lore 
Shed in my heart abroad; 
So shall my feet no longer rove, 
Rooted and fixed in God."

x **•

If Toplady had all the weaknesses of 18th century Calvinism, 

he was also possessed of all its virtues. The eternal God was

to him t&e "Rock of Ages'1 , "but He was not only a refuge, He was
« *

n stone of sure foundation, upon which Toplady raised the edifice 

Of uncompromising morality. His "belief in God supplied the 

dynamic of faith and inculcated fortitude. The distinctive 

Calvinistic ethic is clearly manifested in Toplady: only one
if. «

imbued with a sense of the awful ma'jesty of God, and with the 

dread awfulness of sin, could have penned the words of MRock of 

Ages". Yet, I "believe that Wesley aspired-to a greater height
•w

than Toplady. He did not only pray that he might be cleansedi
from sin's "guilt and power", but that he might be "changed from

3

glory into glory", and know, amidst all the changing scenes of

life
"A rest, where all our soul's desire 
Is fixed on things abovej 
Where fear, and. sin, and grief expire, 
Cast out by perfect love."

Toplady, like the generality of Calvinists, denied the possibility 

of perfection save in the moment of death, and so altered this 

hymn that it reads - r

"Then shall I sing, and never tire, 
In that blest house above, 
Where doubt, and fear, and pain expire. 
Cast out by perfect love."

Wesley insisted that perfect love be preached and thus made 

to religious thought a contribution that Prof. Cell has called



"an original and unique synthesis of the Protestant ethic of 

grace with the Catholic ethic of holiness". He goes on to 

say? "The special interest in and tremendous emphasis of 

early protestantism upon the doctrine of justification by 

faith........was reunited, as in the New Testament, witn the

special interest of Catholic thought and piety in the ideal 

of holiness or evangelical perfection,*1 J Toplady «nd 

Lesley, then, are representatives of two distinct types of 

piety - the Calvinist and the Catholic. Teitner of tfeam nere 

enamoured of the Roman Catholic Church, but such was Lesley»s
if

catholicity of spirit that he could love the highest where 

ever he saw it. E. Doumergue, writing on the religious thought 

of Calvin, states: "It is the theologies of the enslaved will 

which have saved liberty; it is the theology of Salvation by 

Another than man which has saved human morality; it is the 

theologies of 'renunciation of the world which have saved man f s 

mastery over the world; it is the theologies of man's renunc 

iation of himself which has saved human personality; it is 

the theologies that preached love towards Tod alone which 

have saved love towards all men; it is the theologies of 

eternal predestination which have saved progress - even 

political and social progress; it is the theologies of heAo-
n

noray which have conferred on man an autonomy so fully master 

of itself as to be master of all else; it is the theologies 

that said 'God is all, man is nothing' which have made of man

j The Rediscovery of John Lesley, page 347,



a force, an energy, a power incomparable and divine!" \
ik *-

This is a fine epitome of the religious and ethical power 

of GalTinism; and if,as Dr. Baillie suggests, there is "some 

tendency to overstatement 11 , it is,nevertheless, basically true. 

Yet, its truth is a profound paradox. Belief in a fixed and 

settled order may result in the slow evolution of potentialities , 

it can never engender progress; for progress and evolution are 

not synonymous terms. \ Within a predetermined and fixed 

scheme of things evolution is possible but not progress. The 

acorn is a potential oak tree, but it can never be an ash. At 

best it can only unfold, it does not progress. Now* in a 

religious philosophy that attributes all things to an eternal 

and irreversible decree, all possibility -of progress is ruled 

out: - the issue is automatic, and progress is best understood 

in terms of freeedom. Deny the existence of alternative moral 

choice and both freedom and progress are eliminated. And yet, 

it is just here that Calvinism has shewn herself to be greater

m. Doumergue, Jean Calvin, Vol.IV, 'la pensee 
religieuse de Calvin, 1 p. 39f. Quoted from 
Prof. John "Millie's "Invitation to Pilgrimage" 
page 104.

Florid art evolved out of the simpler, but it was 
not superior. In like manner the Roman Empire 
evolved out of the Republic but it was a degeneration 
morally. The polytheism of Virgil ia later than that 
of Homer, and that of later Brahmanism is an emergence 
from the former, but these are not better etnically. 
In the Old Testament the priestly religion followed the 
prophetic but was retrograde.



than her creed. The fact remains that none are so free as 

the divinely "bound , and no people have progressed so surely 

as those who believed they were simply fulfilling their 

eternally decreed destiny. The spiritual and moral conquests 

of Calvinism have been determinants of progress: this is simply 

a fact of history. Why then has Calvinism stopped short of , 

"belief in perfection? It may "be answered that Calvinism h«.s 

never denied perfection, that moplady equally with T*resley 

"believed in it. The only point of dispute was that which 

centered around the time in which perfection was accomplished. 

But in granting the possibility the Calvinists really give Up 

the point. As will be seen in the next chapter both V/esley 

and his supporters pressed this question: "You believe that 

sin can be radically dealt with in articulo mortis, why not 

now?" If perfection is possible at all it must be before or 

pfter death, and as the latter necessitates a doctrine of 

purgatory, it would not have been acceptable to either Lesley 

or Toplady. The latter held that by a stroke of the divint 

power complete spiritual renewal was effected in the moment 

the spirit forsook its tabernacle of clay; but ^esley claimed , 

that as we are justified by faith, so are we sanctified by 

faith, and that the act of faith whereby sanctification is 

secured could be made now. He endorfses his brother's sentiments*
I

"Now let me gain perfections height, - ** 
let me into nothing fall." |

"In all the confidence of hope, 
I claim the blessing now. " Jf

| Few T'eth. Hymnbook, 570. f ibid 559
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Nevertheless, I think it could be safely urged that vVesley 

Relieved with the Calvinists that for the majority of believers 

perfection was only reached in the article of death. Yet f 

although he never claimed perfection for himself he roundly 

asserted it of many whom he knew. How, orthodox Calvinism 

cannot easily come to terms with any such claim. TTolding as it

does that the ground on which man stands before Ood is faith 

and f^.ith alone, it suspects all doctrines of love and holiness 

as tending to lay another foundation than that whiph ig laid, 

Certainly Toplady gave the idea no quarter. ,/i&ii ulae elegance 

of metaphor that marked his controversial vrri tings he refers 

to the doctrine of perfection as " a tenet raked from the

dunghills of pelagianism and ranterism. " He maintained that it 

was a branch of T ranichaeism and flatly contrary to the Scripture. 

The argument whereby Toplady seeks to establish this l?.st point 

is "Toefully weak. TTe b?,ses it entirely on Pomans 7, 14-2?. 

Commenting on this a,ccount of the morpl conflicts of n t, Paul 

he observes;

"According to the account which <5t. P*ul 
gives of himself, he no more dreamed of his 
beifig: a self-determiner, than of his having 
attained to sinless perfection. K"o wonder 
that some flaming Arminians have a peculiar 
spite against this apostle!" |

As this last taunt is undoubtedly directed at ,7esley it is 

necessary to examine what he taught concerning perfection, to 

ask on what he based his argument, to note whether he \-s.s or was

not consistent in the development of it, and lastly to estimate«'
its significance for and contribution to. theology as a whole.

Christian ," Philosophical necessity Asserted, r.6. p.4?



Chapter 15 

WESEEY'S DOCTRnW OF CHRISTIAN



Chapter 15. 
Wesley's Doctrine of Christian Perfection

Wesley taught Christian Perfection, He believed that 

a heart meekly and submissively resigned to the will of God was
*i

filled with divine love and so ridded af all sin. Sometimes 

he called his doctrine Sanctification, or Entire Sanctification,
¥ V*-, A- *

and at others the term Perfect Love was used as expressing "best----- i •• * »
what he had in raind. Lesley preferred the term Perfect love, f 

and he would undoubtedly have been saved much fruitless con 

troversy had he used no other. The word Terfectioa 11 so out- 

raged his opponents, and called for such repeated and frequent 

definition that there were moments when he/seriously considered 

abandoning it. | Yet his main treatise on the subject is 

entitled "A Plain Account of Christian Perfection". This is 

supplemented by certain of his sermons, % and magnificently 

expressed in his brother's hymns. Early in his Oxford days 

Wesley was awakened and profoundly influenced by readingv „, *«» «,..-•--— * ,_£ $

Jeremy Taylor's "Rules and Exercises of Foly Living and Dying",

/ Writing of perfection he says: "T have no particular"" 
fondness for the term. It seldom occurs either in my 
±Kxaqc preaching or writings." Letters v. p. 167.

I To his brother Charles he writes: "I am at my wits'end 
with regard to two things - the Church and Christian 
Perfection. Unless you and I stand in the gap in good 
earnest, the Methodists will drop them both." v. 5. p.88 
Exactly one month to the day he writes again: M I think 
it is high time that you and I at least should come to a 
point. Shall we go on in asserting perfection against all 
the world? Or shall we quietly let it drip? We must do 
one or the other: and I apprehend the sooner the better* 
Letters: v. 5 page 93

46. Sin in Believers: 13. Circumcision of the Heart: 
35. Christian Perfection.



Thomas A fJCempis f s "Imitatio Christi", and vriliiam LETT'S two 

works"Christian Perfection" and "Serious Call"; and v^s \ 

convinced of the utter impossibility of being half a Christian. 

He was certain that the highest life ^ossible, manifested in 

complete surrender of the will to God, and entire devotion 10 

His service, was the least that a Christian could offer.

o thing less is due to Him who has ^i 
Himself for us, than we give nim ourselves § 
all we have an^ *11 we are."

Thilst Lesley's doctrine of perfrction is not

unassailable, his presentation of it is T*»g.rfcefl by sobriety nrfl. 

sanity. Again and ag^in he was roused to contradict the state-

ments others would have fastened upon him. f }l!is teaching is also
He. urges 

marked by a negative and positive content./ cassation from

sin, and a love filled heart. In a letter to Joseph Town send 

Tesley tries to tone down the uncompromising nature of his 

teaching concerning perfection by suggesting that he only 

exhorted "believers to go on to perfection". In the main Lesley 

declares thnt perfect love can be enjoyed here «md now as the 

result of an act of fpjth. Put briefly 'his teaching ^mounts to 

this: re are either selfishly directed or "-ort directed. rt-od 

either controls the whole of our lives or else he s^res control 

with another. TTTriting to Alexander Cortes he stresses this 

points

"To say Christ will not reign alone in our 
hearts in this life; v/ill not enable us to 
give him all our hearts; tuis, in my judge 
ment is ma.king Him a half -Saviour. He can 
be no more if he does not quite save us

| Letters: v. 5 page 45. T.B. Reply to Dr. Dodd

1 Dr. YLew rightly emphasises that Lesley's indebtedness 
is much greater. . Tesley drank deeply nt the wells of the 
"mystical tradition of the p^st. ff§ ee "idea or perfection' 
p. 315 &cp. "orthern Catholicism, p. F.If



from our sins.------./ho honour ri;n most
those who "believe He he?ls all our sick 
ness 9 takes away all our ungodliness, or 
those who say. He heals only the greater 
part of it, till death does what He can 
not do? I know no creature (of us) who 
says, 'Part of our salvation "belongs to 
Christ and part to us. f lTo; we all say, 
Christ alone saves us from all sin: pnd 
your question is not ^>>out the "^thor "but 
the measure of salvation. Poth ?».<rrep it 
is all Christ: "but is it nil salvation or 
only half salvation Tre will give?" I

!>;

Wesley no more "believed in a partipl salvation for "n^n* than 

he "believed in the salvation of psrt of mankind. A perfectly 

saved soul is saved unto perfection. The difficulty of many 

is occasioned lay Lesley's, use of the word "perfection". Reading 

his sermons, tracts and letters, it is hard to escape the 

conviction that he gave the term a connotation of his own. 

Toplady roundly declared that "perfection will admit of no 

degrees"; \ Lesley, on the other hand speaks of setting "perfect 

ion too high"! TTow, the man-in-the-street would pprrep with 

Toplady ?ind say that a thinrr is either perfect or it is not
*

perfect. T-f it possess the slightest flaw then it is not per-* 

feet. Tfliilst he might not express himself thus he would insist 

that perfection is an ultimate and absolute. Obviously the

issue rests on definition. What did ,/esley mean "by perfection?
>,

| Letters. Vol. 4. page 158, Standard Edition.
m.

f Gospel Magazine 1796. page 489 

§ letters, vol. 5. page 20. cp. pages 38-41 & 93



The Universal Dictionary defines "Perfection" as 

the "Highest attainable or conceivable degree of absolute 

excellence in condition, quality or achievement; faultlessness 11 ;

and also as "Completeness; fullness of development; final stage 

in development," Prom this it is clear that perfection may 

mean two quite different things; faultlessness or maturity. 

As Dr. ^ett expresses? it: "Perfection may ^ean wither "full- 

grown" or "flawless". Perhaps one night say that the one sense
» f *

is actual and historical, and the other iffoniiWa and absolute. 

The one means that the flower is perfect in the sense that its 

beauty is the full development of the plant, the other means 

that the flower is perfect in the sense what it couldunot 

possibly be more beautiful than it is. The one sense is tuere;- 

fore dynamic, and the other static." ( In this he is supported 

by Professor H.A. Hodges who writes: "'Perfect 1 need not mean 

faultless; it can mean full-2;rown. The oa& Way be stunted and 

mutilpted, but yet by the very fact of beins; an oa> it ig 

perfect in a sense which the best of scorns is imperfect, ""o 

Christian perfection m?y be simply the maturity of the Hhristiar? 

life." J[ It is obvious thnt " Tesley did not mean flawless, 

for he, ^s I have just pointed out, cautions against "setting 

perfection too high", and thus defeating one's .purpose. ./eel-.j 

tought of perfection as the full development of s^iriuual 

potentialitieE. He ever insisted taat growth in grace was not
'A

a doctrine that any could ignore save at their peril; that * 

even the "perfect" needed Christ "both as prophet, priest and 

king". \ He never expected infallibility. This he ^akes,

| "The Spirit of ^ethodism". page 1^3 „ ^ n ^ 0

{ "A Feglected Pare in Anglican-Theology" P. 10P,; 
Letter, Sep. ITth 1762. ^ol. 4, T)pp:e 1P°



crystal clear in his sermon on "Christian Perfection*'. 

Christians, he asserts, are not perfect in knowledge, for 

only know in part. They are not free from mistake in things

unessential to salvation. They may wrongly interpret the 
Scriptures, Koreover they are not free from infirmities, and

not only physicp.l infirmities, "but a.ll those irrrprd or ont^a.rd

imperfections which are not of a moral nature: ^nd as temptation
I 

is essential to the "building of character, they »re not free

from temptation. Lesley is satisfied that there is no incon 

sistency in asserting the Christian perfection of those who 

a.re yet possessed of many flaws,* His letter to Kiss Harch 

is worth quoting on this point.

"The nicest point of all which relates to 
Christian perfection is that which you enquire 
of. Thus much is certain: they that love God 
with all their heart and all men as themselves 
are ^cripturally perfect. And surely such there 
are; otherwise the promise of <?od would "be a, mere 
mockery of human weakness. Fold fast this. "Put 
then remember, on the other hand, you h^ve this 
treasure in a.n earthen vep^el; yon d^-ell in a 
poor sha.ttered house of clay, which presses d^n 
the immortal spirit. TTence all youT t noughts, 
words and actions «re so imperfect, so far from 
coming up to the standard (that IPV of love which 
"but for a corruptible "body, your soul would answer 
in all instances), that you may well say till you 
go to Him you love:

Every moment, Lord I need
The merit of Thy death." j

This possibility of error in the perfecti and the fact that 

pleaded that perfection be not set too high, makes Lesley's 

doctrine vulnerable to such taunts as "one may be a perfect 

Christian without being a. perfect man." f And yet such a 

Jibe is unfair, for it is cmite obvious th^t a crippled e^i 

can be a perfect Christian, whilst bein? very far from

vol. 4. p. 20P. f ̂ rfield, "Terfectionism" p,



in physique. How, then, did Y/esley connote Christian Perfection? 

In a word, it was love. Love to God and love to man. Such 

was possible to the sanctified spirit despite the fact that it 

dwelt in a corruptible body.

"The plain fact is this: I know many who love 
Ood witii aix tueir n^art, mind, soul and strength. 
He is their one desire, their one delight, and 
they are continually happy in Him. They love their 
neighbour as themselves. They feel PS sincere fer 
vent, constant a desire for the happiness of every 
man, good or bad, friend or enemy, as for their own. 
They'rejoice evermore, pray without ceasing, and in 
everything give thanks. 1 I'heir souls are continual^ 
streaming up to God in holy joy, prayer and praise. 
This is plain, sound Scriptural experience ; and of 
this we have more and more living witnesses." {

Prom this point Vesley goes on to emphasise what has already 

been noted:

"But these souls dwell in a shattered, corruptible 
body, and are so pressed down thereby that they 
cannot exert their love as they would "by always 
thinking, spepki 1!^, and acting precisely ri^ht. ^or 
want of better bodily or^pns, they sometimes inevit 
ably think, speak, or pet ^*rong. Yet I think they 
need the advocacy of Christ, even for these involunt 
ary defects." jf

It is cleat that "Perfect love" better describes what Lesley 

means that does the term Christian Perfection, Inevitably such 

language would antagonise Toplady a,nd such as he. ±o wutu it 

savoured of salvation by works; moreover the perfect \voulu 

scarcely need any further supply of grace, riiis, of course, 

Lesley flatly denied. In a letter to Samuel Purly he makes 

clear his mind on this point.

"I still say, ^nd without *ny self-contradiction, 
I kno'^ no persons living ^ho are so deeply cons 
cious of their needing Christ....«? those. •

I letters Vol. 4 p-^e 167. \



"believe themselves, and T rho^ J "believe, to "be
cleansed from all sin - I mean from all pride,
anger and evil desire, idolatry and unbelief.
These very persons feel more than evei? their
own ignorance, littleness of ;^race, coining short,
of the full mind that was in Christ, and '.valkiii^
less accurately than they might have done after
their divine pattern; are more convinced of tue
insufficiency of all uiiej are, have, or do to bear
the eye of God without a Mediator; are more pene
trated with the sense of the want of Him than ever
they were before.
If Fr. 7(raxwell or you say that 'coming short is
rin 1 , "be it so; I contend not. "Rut I still say:
'There are they whom 7 believe to be ncripturally
perfe'ct. jynd yet these never felt their w-nt of
Christ FO deeply and strongly *s they do no?'. f " |

In P previous letter to T rr. "^urly ^esley h?>d written:

"But, you think, 'They cannot v*nt the merit of ^i? 
death' if they are s^ved from sin. 1 They think 
otherwise. They know and feel the contrary, whether 
they can explain it or no."

In saying this, ,7esley is enunciating what might be called the 

paradox "of perfection. On oiie face of it, the perfect - wueUi 

conceived as fully-grown or fla,wless - have no further need. 

The fully manured have finished growing, and it is of the nature 

of flawlessness that it cannot be improved upon. And yet the 

fact of experience is against this argument. *-Tenry Twell? h?s 

not said the l^st word on the subject of Christian perfection, 

nevertheless, he yet sounds a true note when he sin^s

"They who fain would serve Thee best 
Are conscious most of wrong within." 

not 
It is/just a platitude to say that the nearer the redeemed soul

draws to Christ the more conscious he becomes of the distance

Letters, vol. 4 £ages 189-190 
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that yet separates them. Those who resist not evil are 

aware of their "bondage, whilst the saint who strives to "gain 

perfection's height" sees the glittering geak lure him i'rom 

afiar. "Dullness in Christian experience" writes the late 

Rev. W.J. Moulton," comes when *, man thinks that he has already 

attained all that is possible for him, or enough for his 

salvation." ( ^g are never so sensitive to sin as when 

we are delivered from it» This may be ?. paradox, but it is, 

nevertheless, the experience of the choicest souls.
--**«•

ITow, it is obvious that a perfection that must not be 

set too high, and one that admits of improvement because of

its consciousness of defect, creates intellectual difficulty:
to find 

and so one is not surprise^the term bitterly contested either

as a self-contradiction, or as implying moral excellency on 

the part of sinful man who is without any merit before God, 

save the imputed merit of a vicarious atonement. Many will 

argue today, as they did in Toplady's day, that to preach 

perfection is to reveal blindness to* the most palpable fp.cts
-"&•«

of life. They will give hearty assent to the judgment of the
- i- » 1 .!<* - „«*.»«. ^w

1t«§vd. Prebendary Webb-Peploe, who said at the Keswick Convention 

of 1895s

"When I read suci. words as dear John Lesley's, 'The 
evil root, the carnal mind, is destroyed in me; sin 
subsists no longer, 1 I can only marvel tnat any human 
being, with the teaching of the Holy Ghost upon the 
word of God, can thus deceive himself, or attempt to 
deceive others. It is,I think, a miracle of blindness

| W.J. Moulton, John Lesley's doctrine of Christian 
Perfection: Article in "The London Quarterly Review" 
July 1925, page 26.



that we ean study God's word, and imagine that 
any man can "be free from sin experimentally while 
here in the mortal body." j

Wesley did believe and preach that man could be free from sin 

here and now; although he also believed that such experience 

was not general. But it was sin as a voluntary transgression 

that he thought of as he so preached. This is really "the crux 

of Wesley f s teaching on perfection. It is the distinction he 

makes in his letter to iTr. Purlys

"'But are they not sinners? 1 Explain the term 
one way,and I say, Yes; another, and I say, 
IToj 'Are they cleansed from all sin? 1 I believe 
they are; meaning all sinful tempers."

Rarely do the abstruse questions of theology and ethics permit.«
!*T

of a yes! or no! answer; and \7esley in so replying is not simply 

evading the issue by a verbal quibble; rather is he seeking
'•* 

* ** •

to establish that very distinction for which (as pointed out 

earlier) Dr. Tennant has pleaded so eloquently, f Sin as 

transgression, and sin as heredic endowment constitute the 

essence of Lesley's differentia in his theology of perfection. 

If it could be conceded that 7esley f s definition of sin was
uadequate there would not*^so much difficulty in establishing his 

doctrine of perfection. For it is no small thin^ to claim that 

a soul under the stress of temptation will as surely turn to 

the right as the needle of the compass will point to the north. 

Deliverance from actual transgression Is a triumph of grace. 

But Wesley f s definition is not adequate, and so his theory of 

perfection is not so soundly based as he thinks. There yet
i

f Letter. Vol. 4. p. 190

| "Is Sin a Necessity?" page 11. quoted from "The 
Path to Perfection", p. 81. \/.E. Sangsfcer.
See pages 350 ~



remains the problem of "unconscious sin" which cannot "be 

dismissed as n "contradiction in terms". It raises a very 

serious problem for the perfectionist; and one that can only 

be solved when the content of the "unconscious" is fully known

and its salvation accomplished. The greatest contribution to
» 

perfectionist ethics will be made by psychoanalysis, when - . -

that - at present chaotic - science emancipates it£elf from the
M. *> -»

thralldom of a philosophy that deplores "evil", and yet denies 

"sin". Moreover, apart from the idea of "unconscious sin", n-

of which Lesley had no knowledge, iu is still doubtful whether 

7eslej can claim to be consistent even if it be granted that 

perfection for him meant only maturity. Does Scriptural 

perfection, conceived of as spiritual maturity equate sinless- 

ness? It does if sin is defined as transgressions Yet in a 

letter to Mrs. 7 raitland sinless perfection is both affirmed 

and denied. He writes:

"By that word T mean (as T have said again and 
again) 'so loving U-oci ana our neighbour as to 
rejoice evermore, pray wit^ou* ceasing, and in 
everytnin^ give tnanjcs'. ne tnat experiences 
tnis is scripturaliy periect... ... .V/nat taen
uuteb their arguing prove who object against 
perfection? 'Absolute and infallible perfection? 1 
I never contended for it. Sinless Perfection? 
ITeither do I contend for this, seeing that the term 
is not scriptural. A perfection that perfectly 
fulfils the whole law, and so needs not the merit 
of Christ? I acknowledge none such - I do now, 
and always did protest against it. 'But is there 
not sin in those that are perfect? 1 I believe notf 
but, be that PS it may, they feel none, no temper 
but pure love, r-hile they rejoice, pray and cive 
thanks continually. And whether sin is suspended 
or extinguished, I will not dispute; it is enough 
that they feel nothirif but love. mMe your



'we should daily press after 1 ; and this is
all I contend for, 0 nay God give you a , 
tpste of it today; " |

Perfection, interpreted ae the fnll eurrerder of
i

the personality to God, and the complete use of ev^ry power 

for God, is quite consistent. One so Tod-filled and God- 

directed would "be Scripturally perfect. This one must 

concede. Also it must "be granted that the ques u for such a 

spiritual experience is demanded of every Christian. rue 

difficulty arises when one remembers triat those who most 

nearly approximate to the divine ideal are those 'who are least 

ready to claim perfection. They know their own hearts so 

well that they dare not claim to "be ™ore than the chief of 

.sinners. And this is not just pious rhetoric; they "knor 

what they are capable of if left without the protection of 

grace. They know that they muet leave no unguarded place; 

their vigilance must never relax. So the question is "Are 

there any who are sq God-filled that they "rejoice evermore, 

pray without ce?,sing, and in everything give thanks"? It is 

not enough to say that they "do not willingly coiiimio sin", 

are they so far mature as to know complete freedom from sin? 

Jjesley's answer is an unhesitating YesJ and as he said to 

the Countess Huntingdon,

»4od confirmed it "by * thousand 
witnesses."

In the letter to 7Crs. Tr^.itland, which T have just 

quoted, Lesley sayp thnt he Tvill not Dispute -hether sin is

Letters vol. 4. pages £l 
ibid vol t I, page £59



suspended or extinguished, but in point of fact he does 

dispute; and the essence of his teaching is that sin is 

destroyed. It is "cut out", "rooted out", or "mortified". 

This, he believed, was the teaching of Scripture on the 

subject. He preferred "destroyed" to "suspended" because 

St. Paul had shown a similar preference; and in interpreting

as destroyed, or abolished, he in no way 

strains the text. Although it may be questioned whether he

rightly expresses St. Paul's meaning, which is not exactly one
reach

©f achievement, but rather one of effort to/a clearly 

appereeived goal. This certainty of Wesley that sin is 

destroyed creates many difficulties; especially as he claims 

man is only enabled to resist temptation and so avoid trans 

gression, but the "carnal mind" is destroyed. That the 

"original offence" is "erased". Such a claim makes nonsense 

of the moral ideal, for in destroying the possibility of sin, 

it removes the possibility of virtue. Unless I can be tempted 

I cannot be good; and no temptation is possible to one who is 

delivered from the yoke of inbred sin. It is questionable 

whether those perfected in love are free from temptation, 

but if they are* it is because they have triumphed over it. 

But to be rid of "inbred sin", that is, of the native bias 

towards wrong doing, is to make temptation impossible. The 

soml rid of temptation is certainly free from transgression, 

but if the power to sin is taken away, moral freedom is taken 

with it. Wesley does not show how one can be tempted after 

the "original offence" has been erased although one of his



"best friends and ablest champions challenged him to do so. } 

"^ven if Lesley f s definition limiting sin to actual trans 

gression "be accepted, the fact still remains that no trans 

gression is possible if "inbred sin" is destroyed. For it

is this "inbredness" that maxes either sin or virtue possible, 
in that temptation springs from desire. Dr. Hadfield writes:

"We still speak as though temptation came from without, 

whereas no temptation would nave the slightest effect were it 

not that it appealed to some desire within us, which normally 

we ourselves suppress. Te are not tempted by tiie world, 

the flesh,and the devil, "but toy ourselves. Adam blamed Eve,

and Sve blamea wne serpent, "but God was not deceived, and 

drove them out of the garden. )f

Further difficulty arises when one examines

Wesley's conception of sin as something that can be destroyed 

by rooting it out: and notes that he believes that this 

uprooting is instantaneously achieved by an act of faith. 

As anticipated earlier Lesley's defective analysis of sin 

vitiates much of his teaching concerning perfection, sin 

cannot be removed as a dentist would extract p.. tooth, or a 

surgeon excise anf appendix. The analogy of a "cancer" is 

better, but even it has the defect of conceiving of sin as 

malignant growth upon rather than within the living tissue. 

Sin is the infesting of the entire personality rather than 

the presence of a "foreign body" poisoning ? part, in the

\ See John ^letcher's Works, vol. 6. page 393 
j[ Psychology and Morals, page 39.



"Pilgrim's Progress" Bunyan writes* "So 7 S?UT in my dream 

that just as Christian came up with the cross, his "burden

loosed from off his shoulders, and fell from off his back, 

and "began to tunable, and so continued to do till it came to 

the mouth of the sepulchre, where it fell in, and I saw it 

no more." The sight of the Cross had eased Christian of his 

"burden; and many a young convert has sung with ^laddened heart;

"At the Cross, at the Cross, where I first saw the
li.?ht, 

And the "burden of my heart rolled rvray."

not "because he was henceforth to know no temptation or sin, "but 

"becpuse the "burden of guilt was lifted from him. "in oannbt be 

taken off as a rrep.ry traveller removes his knapsack, "but the 

joy attendant on the lifting of the weight of guilt is such as
i

3t*3G3t : 'no tongue nor pen can show"* Nevertheless it is one 

thing to "be cleansed from sin's ^uilt and power§ and another 

to claim that sin has "bteen uprooted and destroyed. It is uuis 

fact that renders difficult the acceptance of /esley's doctrine 

of the "Second Blessing" as an instantaneous result of an act 

of faith. Casting *». backward ^l^rice over the many Class

"Meeting? * hpve attended,or?e thlnr; ptsnds out clearly, J have
-•I 

only heard one n^-jj clsi™, the "Second ^lesrin^" ^inc^ I left

Cliff College. 7^ny claimed it there, Bome,I fe^r, vho have 

given "but poor evidence of it since, "^ut I have he-rd ^-;ain and 

regain the testimony of humble folk v:lio rejoiced that oheir "blessing 

was "new every morning". Vhat v/ould Vesley have said of Ihis?

the Class Meeting was his laboratory in which he tested every



experience. Would he hare deprecated this? On the whole 

I think he would. Whilst he would hare rejoiced to hear of 

erery Blessing hie hearers enjoyed, he would yet hare pleaded 

that they should receire the Blessing of entire sanctification 

now* He would hare urged them to

•Look for it...eyery day, erery hour, 
eTerymoment." )

Logically Wesley's position is sound enough. There 

nust "be a minute when the soul is in sin* and another when 

it is freed! Just as there is a moment when one is bom, or 

when one dies. Yet when the theology of sin and sanctifieat
m '"-' 

-*sr

ion is examined his argument is found to he inadequate. It 

is marked toy a concept of definite gradations. One step fee tag 

considered higher than the other; entire sanotifieation 

higher than sanctification, and sanctifioation higher than 

Justification; whilst the truth is that we may "be pleasing
•' *•»,

to God one hour and displeasing the next. This Wesley 

recognised for in the Minutes of 1770 he inserts this para 

graph:
•Bees not the talking of a justified or 
sanctified state tend to mislead men? 
almost naturally leading them to trust 
in what is dene in one moment? Whereas 
we are erery hour and ercry moment pleas 
ing or displeasing to God according to 
our own works; according to the whole of 
our inward tempers and our outward %e- 
haTiour." £

m

As the result of maturer thought Wesley modified his earlier 

position, he writes:

| Sermon. "The Scripture Way of SalTation 11 p. 459
TOl. 2.

/ quoted from Sugden*s Edn of Wesley*s Sermons, 
rel. 2, page 458•



•X beliere that this perfection is always wrought 
in the soul by a simple act of faith; consequently 
in an instant. But I beliere a gradual work, both 
preceding and following that instant. M |

And againi

""But does God work this great work in the soul

fradually or instantaneously? " Perhaps it may 
e gradually wrought in seme; I Bean in this 

sense, - they do net adTert to the particular 
moment wherein sin ceases to be. But it is infin 
itely desirable, were it the will of God, that it 
should he dene instantaneously; that the Lord should 
destroy sin fby the Breath of His mouth * in a 
moment, in the twinkling of an»eye. And so He gen 
erally dees; a plain faet of which there is eridenee 
to satisfy any unprejudiced person." Jf ?

lowerer satisfying Wesley found the eridence the fact remains 

that sin must be conceired of as a hypostasis to Bake his

argument tenable, in the twinkling of an eye can a burden be
* f * 

lifted or a tooth extracted, but not so quickly can sin be

Bortified. Yet because Wesley has this hypostatic conception 

of sin he can claim that as we are eoarerted in an instant by 

justifying grace, so can we in an instant be perfected by 

sanctifying grace. Instantaneous conTerslon I hare already
;'• *

questioned, instantaneous perfection creates cren greater 

problems. It is true that if Bed can keep me without sin 

for a minute, Xe can keep BO sinless for an hour, a year, or 

eren for the rest of By life; but whilst the logic of this 

arguBent is unassailable I feel that it dees not squarely 

face the facts of experience. I Bay spend a sinless hour upon 

ay knees, but all my hours cannot be so spent. I haro to leave 

the sanctuary for the mart, and it is there that "I see the

{ Brief Thoughts.
g The scripture Way of SalTatien, rel. 2. p. 459



sights tkat dazzle, tke temptiag souads I hear". Moreover* 

solitude ean kaTe its perils. Discussing tke words "Moment 

By memeat I am kept in His IOTO H » Dr. Bett asked tke question, 
"To wkat do your tkougkts turn when tke oliek is off tke Mind?* 

It was a searching question. Most of kis kearers knew tkat 

tkeir tkougkts did not turn to God as surely as they ought. 

Hone would kaTe presumed to claim perfection, though none was 

far from tke Kiagdem of God. Eaek9 I Believe, kad an ardent 

desire to find

"A rest, wkere all our soul's desire 
Is fixed on things above."

Aad at least one said

•If nothing is too hard for Thee,
All things are possible to me." t%,>

But perfection, evea tkougkt of as tke maturing of potential 
ities, yet looms afar. Tke late Dr. Diasdale T. Young once 
observed "The tragedy of many people is that they are "con 

verted" without "being thanged", tke same a\ay oe said of some 

who olaim perfection, and yet give BO evidence of it in tkeir 

lives. Wesley made BO suek claim for himself, tkougk he 

had Better grounds for doiag so tkaa some wko did. (

To assert BOW tkat Wesley Based his doetriae of 
Christian perfection OB experience and holy Writ may seem a 

flat contradiction : and yet it is a statement of fact* 

Bluntly deayiag tke sentimeats tkat Dr. Dodd would have fast 

ened upon him ke says: , .

"Sir, have me excused. This is not according

( "Tkere is good work going OB is London. But act like 
tkat wkick George Bell and Tkomas Maxfield pat a stop 
to....Tkey made tke very same of Perfection stink ia 
tke aosfrils even of tkose who loved and koBoured It Before. 11 letters, v. 5. p. 38.



ta Mr. Wesley.' I kare tald all the world 
Z am sot perfect? and yet yam allaw me ta 
ae a Metkedist. I tell you flat I kare 
sat attained tke character I draw. Will 
yam pin it upom me in spite.af my teetk?" |

aad in se doing areates far students af kis tkeeleer vkat 

HewteB Flew kas aalled aa «iBseittplew preklem. \ Wky skauld 

any wka preaeked "perfeetioB" as earaestly and far sa laBf 

as did Wesley deay it af tkemselres wkilst steadfastly 

maintaining it af •there? Tke denial is Bet feasible* and 

yet Wesley wka knew kimself setter than any atker eauld 

passialy knew kirn, eateforieally asserts it af atkers and yet
*

denies it af kimself. Wky was tkis? Is any explanation af 

suck a surprising disclaimer passible* If tkere is it tan 

anly ae found in tke psyekelegy af Wesley kimself, and it 

just pessisle tkat eren ke migkt kare kad diffiaulty in 

arriying at tke truth. Dr. Bett suggests tkat Wesley realising 

tke fierae ligkt tkat oonstantly »eat upon 3ai»/ declined ta 

alaim entire cauetifieatien sa as not to gire kis enemies 

tause to klaspkeme. He says: "Tkere must kare Tie en in kis 

life from* day today a thousand insignificant ant ianeeeBt 

words and actions wkiek, distorted and exaggerated, mifckt kave 

»eeB alleged »y kis enemies against tke kigk profession af 

perfect lore, kad ke made it. He knew tkis, aad was oareful 

aet to giye tke world any uBseeessary oecasion ta alacpkeme." \ 

Tkis is prawaaly true, out it must ae Bated tkat Wesley did 

not ooncern kimself uaduly witk tke world* s apinian of kirn.

I Letters. TS!. 5 page 43
•Tke Idea ef Perfection" page
•Tke Spirit of Methodism" page 161



le said that when ne handed orer his life into God's care 

he did not except his reputation.

Dr. Sugden seeks to explain Wesley*s disclaimer by 

suggesting that he had come to see Christian perfection as an 

ideal rather than as an attainment. He says: "Logically he 

could see no reason why the ideal could not be at any.time 

realised, provided that a man had the requisite faith; but he 

came more and more to see that it was an ideal, to which the 

believer approximates ever more closely, though it may be 

impossible to say that he has absolutely attained it." j 

this explanation Dr. View is constrained to reject as inadequate; 

and asks, "Was it some fastidiousness, some half-unconscious 

suspicion tnat avowal would oe perilous to the health of his 

soulfjf It may toe that Wesley in the dim recesses of his mind 

feared that open confession might not in this instance be good
•• +: *

for the soul; although what could imperil the perfect? for my 

own part I think that Wesley was much too honest with himself 

to make any claim that he could not substantiate beyond question. 

His generosity of spirit enabled him to acclaim in others what 

he denied of himself. The life of his friends he could only 

know from the outside, he could only judge their fruits; but in 

his own case he knew what grace had accomplished, and also what 

it had yet t© do. I suggest that he denies perfection of himself 

because of that ruthless self-honesty which will permit the

I Wesley's sermons, Anntd Edn. page 150, TO!. g. 
jf The Idea of Perfection, page 330.



•rationalisations" of the "Unconscious" no opportunity at
m

befogging the 'spiritual sense. Members of the "Oxford Group* 

are frequently heard to speak of absolute honesty, but I 

cannot help wondering whether "absolutes" are for Mortals. 

After years of thinking aloud in the presence of another, 

(which is the quintessence of consciousness) I should hesitate 

a long time before claiming absolute honesty; indeed* those 

who know best the intricacies of their mental mechanisms will

never make such a claim. If Wesley had not achieved perfect 

love, he had achieved to a much greater extent than many, 

that knowledge of himself that makes careless or extravagant 

speech impossible. Certainly when one recalls Wesley's 

emphasis on perfect love, and his exhortations to his helpers 

always to preach it, his disclaimer is an enigma: nevertheless, 

I yet maintain that in so disclaiming to have arrived at 

spiritual maturity, Wesley clearly evinces how mature he was» 

At each Communion service he had prayed for perfect love | 

and yet denied having attained to it. Is there any light to 

be gathered from the suggestion that although Wesley was far 

ahead of some to whom he had attributed Scriptural perfection,

he yet knew that he had not yet fully realised all of which*
he was yet capable? Whilst a whole congregation may pray 

that they "may perfectly love", the "perfect love" of one

| "Cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the inspiration 
of Thy Soly Spirit, that we may perfectly love Thee, 
and worthily magnify Thy holy Hame." Opening Collect 
of Anglican (and Wesleyan) Communion Service.



member may Ve much inferior to the perfect lore of another* 

when one man has come to the full maturity of his spiritual 

powers he may lie still far behind another who has not yet 

matured. The former is perfect ia the sense that he cannot 

"be tetter 9 whilst the latter is not* If when all one's
, v. *t>

•powers find sweet employ" one can claim to be perfect, then
•% '

We3ley was perfect; but if perfection equate the complete 

development of all of which one is capable, then Lesley's
$

disclaimer in quite intelligible. As one star differeth from 

another star in glory, so also does one soul differ from another 

in spiritual stature. Our Lord, Himself, taught that whilst
V

from some soil only a thirty-fold increase could lie expected, 

others might yield sixty or even an hundred-fold* On this
a

point Dr. Waterhouse writes: "It is perfectly true to say that
. it 

Christianity recognises no inner grades and esoteric teaching,

that? its message is for all alike, and yet Jesus was definite 

ia saying that those who had ears to hear heard what others did 

not, that according to man's faith so was it to him. He 

certainly recognised the existence of a class from which less 

was to He expected, because they had been thought capable of

using but one or two talents, where others had five. He led us
. -a 

to expect that a return proportionate, not equal, would fee

required in the day of reckoning. Jesus knew far too much 

about the complexities of human nature, and varieties of 

religious experience, to treat all men alike, or expect from all
r

a similar response." | In effect, the perfection of one may
w •< 

*' #4 S

\

I "What is Salvation?* pages 144-5



with 
far below that of another. Perfection equated x* flaw-

lessness, permits of no degrees; but conceived as maturity,

then it is possible to maintain that whilst two people may 
be mature, in that they hare both fully realised their pot-*•

entialities, there may still be a great distance betwixt the 

excellence of their attainment* In which case there "are 

degrees in perfection**. Both a giant and a pigmy may arrive
%

at maturity, bmt between the two "there is a great gulf fixed 11 * 

Wesley was a spiritual giant, and, for the more part, moved

amongst men who could never aspire to his stature; it is not,*
therefore* surprising that he asked of these a perfection - a 

maturity - that he did not claim for himself, nevertheless, 

whilst I volunteer this explanation of Wesley*s disclaimer, 

I realise that it does not reconcile the fact that he based 

his argument on "experience", and that the "experience" was 

the regard of importunate faith. Even if it held that Wesley 

gave to the word "experience" a corporate rather than a purely 

personal connotation there still remains the difficulty of 

explaining his disclaimer in the light of his oft repeated 

declaration that we are sanctified by faith. If He did not 

"gain perfections height" as he so often prayed he might, it 

can only be because his faith failed* or that God was unable 

or unwilling to honour it. Neither alternative is tenable. 

The problem, therefore, does not permit of solution.

If Wesley did not dare to claim perfection for 

himself, he did not hesitate to attest the claim of certain 

within his societies. He says: "There are they whom I believe
t

to be Scripturally perfect! and to any who would have boggled



I

at. the word perfect he says: ,, . ., , , "Stop! you must not varil at that word:
you are not wiser than the loly Ghost." | 

In similar strain he replies to Mrs. Haiti and who had asked

•would it not be safer to call it a high state of grace than 

perfection?";

"As to the word, it is Scriptural; therefore 
neither you nor I can in conscience object 
against it, unless we would send the Holy 
Ghost to school and teach Him to speak who 
made the tongue." Jf

Earlier to William Dodd he had written:

•I read the Bible with what attention I can, 
and regulate all my opinions thereby to the 
best of my understanding. But I am always 
willing to receive more light.....Whoever, 
therefore, will give me more light with 
regard to Christian perfection will do me a 
singular favour. The opinion I hare concern 
ing it at present I espouse merely because Z 
think it Scriptural; if, therefore, I am 
convinced it is not Scriptural, I shall will- 
ingly relinguish it." f

Later in the same letter he observes;

"What is the meaning of the term 'perfection* 
is another question; but that it is a 
Scriptural term is undeniable. Therefore 
none ought to object to the use of the term, 
whatever they may do with this or that
explication of it." /« *

•Perfection", then, is a scriptural term, and Wesley is Justly 

indignant when his critics try to fasten the term upon him, as 

though it was of his own creation* Steadfastly he replies that 

the doctrine and the term of designation are those of our Lord.

i Letters, vol. 4. page 190. f ibid 4. page 212
* • 3. » 167 / » 3 • 168



"'This is Mr. Wesley's doctrine: he teaches 
perfection;' He does: yet this is not his . 
doctrine any more than it is yours, or any 
one's else, that is a minister of Christ, -* 
For it is his doctrine, peculiarly, emphatic-" 
ally his! It is the doctrine of Jesus Christ. 
Those are His words,not mine:

*
'1fe shall therefore be perfect as your Father 
who is in heaven is perfect.' And who says 
ye shall not; or at least, not till your soul 
is separated from the body? It is the doctrine 
of St. Paul, the doctrine of St. James, of St. 
Peter, and St. John; and no otherwise Mr. Wesley's 
than it is the doctrine of everyone who preaches 
the pure and the whole gospel. I tell you, as 
plain as I can speak, where and when I found this. 
I found it in the oracles of God, in the Old and 
the New Testament; when I read them with no other 
view or desire but to save my own soul." j

Wesley's use of the bible does not differ from that of Toplady. 

Neither of them knew anything about present day textual criticism; 

and so each could read universal application into texts directed 

to a particular individual on an express occasion. Nevertheless, 

though Wesley's exegesis on all subjects is not beyond question, 

it is yet true to say that he found the doctrine of Christian 

perfection explicitly taught in the New Testament. It was a 

doctrine he believed to be ratified in the experience of "a 

thousand witnesses". To the charge that such a belief was heresy 

he spiritedly replied:
¥

"If I am a heretic, I became such by
reading the Bible. All my notions I
drew from thence." jf

I Plain Account of Christian Perfection, page 132.
/ Letters of John Wesley, (Std. Edtn.) vol. 4 page 216.
f Toplady interprets this text to mean"be ye impartial" 

as is the Father who makes the sun to rise on the just 
and unjust. See Dialogue "between Toplady and Perfection 
ist. Gospel Magazine 3cpt. 1797. pp.323-330
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It is obvious from all that has been said that We s ley
w

was not consistent in his doctrine of Christian Perfection. 

Although, as Dr. Sangsteijh&s pointed out, "to hold a man to 

a strict test of exact and consistent definition in a voluminous 

correspondence spread over sixty years ia a test unfairly severe. 

The marvel is that,i* the matter of consistency, he passes it 

so well." | nevertheless, having read all Wesley's letters

as well as his polemics on this subject, I am left with the"• • — ~ »-• .,-, ° '• , , > ,.-.,.. . ,_> -\» »• .
" ' 4M ""

feeling that he never quite cleared up his own thinking on 

this point; and I am sustained in my judgment by finding that
V?rr"

both Dr. Curtis and Dr. Itattenbury agree. / Much of Wesley's 

difficulty is due to his choice of terms* and had he always 

consulted his own preference for the designation "perfect love", 

he would have avoided much bitter criticism; for although he 

seems to regard them as interchangable, it is certain that 

whilst he meant one thing by perfection, his critics meant another. 

"Perfect love" is not without its ambiguities, but it is less 

liable to misinterpretation than Christian perfection. Moreover it
"V ?

is a curious fact that to add any prefix to the word "perfection" 

is to debase rather than to exalt it. Again, the time factor in 

Wesley's doctrine needs more careful consideration than was

| "The Path to Perfection", page 81.

"I have found no way of harmonising all of Wesley's 
statements at this point; and I am inclined to think 
that he never entirely cleared up his own thinking 
concerning the nature and the scope of sin." Curtis, 
"The Christian J-aith", p. 378. Cp. Hattembury, "The 
Evangelical Doctrine of C. Wesley's Hymns", p. 300



aeeorded it. Eis primary teaching is that perfeetion is 

attained in a moment by an act of faith; tut in attempting 

to modify this statement he, in effect, contradicts it. 

Obviously if perfeetion is attained instantaneously it can 

scarcely be a gradual growth. The analogy from human hirth 

is far from satisfying. Aetual Birth, even when travail is 

long continued, is not instantaneous. It is true that there 

is the moment of death after years of illness 9 but even then 

it is doubtful whether the analogy can fee sustained. Is there 

a moment when sin dies? To maintain his argument Wesley 

must prove that there is a moment when sin ceases to fee; and 

this he attempts by limiting "sin" to actual transgression. 

But "sin* cannot he so limited* Besides overt transgression 

there is the sin of emission as well as that sin which has 

just been referred to as "unconscious". So despite the 

argument drawn from the analogy of slow fi^Qtal development,

moment of hirth, and long growth unto adulthood, it cannot••«•» 
be said that Wesley establishes his ease. Moreover he is

**+

influenced by two strains of thought. As I have already 

shewn he had aa hierarchical conception of holiness, and 

this static conception cannot lie reconciled with the idea of 

instantaneous "birth, or even of slow growth', for whilst there 

is always the possibility of falling from grace, there is no 

possibility of my being unborn. At times it would seem as 

though Wesley thought there was. In his sermon "The Great 

Privilege of those that are Born of God" he leaves one with



the iapreseion that a single lapse into outward sin involves
that § . 

the loss of God's favour, and/entire renewal is again required*
* r

f <r

This cannot fee harmonised with his analogy of human birth. 

The soiled feody needs only to fee washed, not remade. He that 

is feorn from afeove may often need spiritual cleansing, feut 

not regeneration, furthermore this is a pernicious doctrine*

Occasional lapses into sin are no true index of a man's character. 

This must fee assessed fey his habitual conduct. "He that is 

feathed needeth not save to wash his feet, feat is clean every

whit." ( Again ¥esley*s argument from the analogy of human
i 

feirth has the weakness of confusing re-feirth and holiness.

•That which is feorn of the Spirit is spirit* { said our Lord 

to the marvelling Hieodemus, feut not that it is holy. The 

spiritually refeorn are spiritually refeorn; that and no more. 

Regeneration does not mean immediate ethical rectitude or 

spiritual perfection, any more than physical feirth means 

immediate power to think and speak.

Yet, Saving taken eogniianee of all these difficulties, 

I would SB* maintain that Lesley's main teaching is clear 

enough. If the penitent soul will east ALL upon God, and 

feelleve that all the power of God is his to uphold him; then 

he, God-filled and God-directed, may/in the twinkling of an 

eye, fee saved from all voluntary transgression, and fee filled 

with perfect love. This does not mean that he is flawless, 

feut that his every power is now rescued from the service of 

self and dedicated to God. The road to perfection may still 

fee long, feut slowly, may-fee impereeptifely, he will arrive at

{ John 13; 10. | John 3: 6.



his goal. Thus perfect lore is achieved in an instant, tout 

perfection may fee attained only in eternity. Confusion, 

however, arises when the static conception of holiness is 

contrasted with this} and also toy Wesley's continued use of 

a term for which he professed no liking, and which was mis 

understood and mis-represented fey his opponents* nevertheless 

when all is said on the subject of ¥esley*s inconsistency, the 

fact remains that in his doctrine of perfect love he lays

a much needed emphasis on a Rew Testament doctrine that many 

had forgotten. In referring to it as the "grand depositum"

for the preaching of which Methodism had toeen raised up, he 

is not making it "a provincialism of the Wesleyan Reformation*, 

tout is rather unveiling a half-hidden treasure of the holy, 

catholic, and apostolic Church.

The significance of We sley's doctrine of perfect love 

has already been anticipated, tout it will toe necessary to
»

evaluated it more fully when the teaching of the controversial 

ists is examined in detail. And that is the task to which I 

must now address myself.
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Chapter 16,

THE CONTROVERSY WITH JOHN WESLEY, 

(1) Christian Perfection.

Earlier I have tried to give a pen portrait of
3

Toplady as a controversialist; \ but it is now necessary 

to tak© note of the substance of the controversy rather J 

than the manner in which it was conducted. Viewing-in 

retrospect the wonder grows that Toplady could pillory as 

he did a brother minister, particularly when it is recalled 

that by far the greater part of their teaching is identical. 

Toplady believed himself to be a staunch and unwavering 

Calvinist; but he was no more loyal to the cardinal doctrines 

of Calvin than was John Wesley, who boldly asserted that on 

the essentials of the faith the difference betwixt himself 

and Calvin was not *a hair's breadth". By his denial of 

justification by works, and his insistence on the doctrines
«*

of total depravity and salvation by faith alone, Vesley is 

one with the Reformers - and with Toplady. It is solely on 

the doctrine of grace that they differ: Toplady maintaining 

that Wesley f s teaching that grace was for all and unto the 

uttermost was not only blasphemous but absurd. ]f This 

cleavage in opinion is the more remarkable in that the "rule
fyfv

of faith"for both the contestants is the same. Both appealed

See chapter 5
See "The Absurdity of Universal Redemption" 

Oospel Magazine 1798, pp. 406-8



to the Bible as final and inerrant) and both regarded the
j

XXXIX Articles of the Anglican Church as the repository of 

the faith pure and undefiled, j Yet We'sley is more catholic 

in his sympathies and generous in his judgments than'Toplady, 

for although he does not "profess any coalition with Calvinism" 

he is yet prepared to concede that the~ Articles are patient
*

of a CalTinist interpretation; whilst Toplady unhesitatingly 

stigmatises as "heretic", "apostate" or even "atheist" any 

who seek to give them an Arminian interpretation. Despite 

the fact that Weeley set his face like a flint against the 

doctrine of predestination as taught by Toplady, he • never the- 

less admits that it was preached by many for whom he had a 

sincere affection and a genuine admiration. }

( Compare Toplady*s reference to the Scriptures and 
also to "their faithful epitome, the decisions of 
the Church of England." (A Caveat against unsound 
Doctrines, pp. 15-16) with Wesley's letter to "Mr. 
Somebody", Letters, vol. 4 p. 115. "I still(as I 
am able) defend the Bible, with the Liturgy, Articles, 
and HoAilies of our Church; and I do not defend or 
espouse any other principles, to the best of my know 
ledge, than those which are plainly contained in the 
Bible as well as in the Homilies and Book of Common 
Prayer."

See Letter to Walter Churchey, Vol. 6. p. 60

4 "It is'compatible with a love to Christ and a genuine 
work of grace.' Yea, many hold it at whose feet I 
desire to be found in the day of the Lord Jesus." 
Letter to John TTewton, vol. 4 page 298



Throughout the controversy Toplady appeals to the

Scripture and the Articles and Homilies of the Church of* «
England; and concerning the two latter he maintains an 

attitude of uncompromising dogmatism. He is not prepared to 

ooncede any liberty of opinion and demands that every Article 

shall be interpreted literally, "without sophistication or 

disguise". ( To Dr. Kowell he says:

"You seem to take for granted, that you have 
a right to put your own sense on the articles 
to which you subscribe. But this is "by no 
means the case. Our articles, like the proph 
ecies, are not of private interpretation. You 
and I, and every subscriber, are by express 
declaration of authority, pinned down to the 
plain, literal and grammatical meaning of each 
article. The legislature, duly weighing the 
importance and solemn nature of ecclesiastical 
subscription, have taken almost every precaution 
human wisdom could suggest, or the energy of 
language furnish, to preclude evasion, and pre 
serve the doctrines of the Church inviolate. 11

It does not appear that Toplady ever contemplated the 

possibility of his being in error, or tfcat he once entertained 

the thought that the Public Orator of the University of
*F

Oxford was as capable as he of understanding the XXXIX Articles. 

Without hesitation, reserve, or apology he declares "These 

Articles are Calvinistic. " ^ Boldly he asserts: "Open the 

Liturgy where you will Calvinism stares you in the face." /

Fow, it is just here that Wesley challenges Toplady. 

He is not prepared to be told what he has to believe by a

The C.o E. Vindicated from the Charge of Arminianiim. 
Vol. 5. page 18 

Jf Ibid pages 24-25 4 ibid page 26. / ibid pages 13-14
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stripling in the faith; even though he "be "just stepped 

fiping hot out of a university". Wesley had subscribed to 

the Articles fifteen years before Toplady was born, and was 

every bit as competent as he to interpret them. Walter 

Sellon, though not a Bachelor of Arts, was not prepared to 

surrender his right of "private judgment" at the imperious 

call of one who had been as dogmatic in his "first opinion H
/

as he was nowj even though he foolishly boasted that he 

had notning to withdraw, j But despite all criticism 

Toplady continued to declare that his was the only interp-
»-

retation the Articles could "bear, and stigmatised as betray 

ers of the Church all who disagreed with him. On occasions 

he was even more violent in his judgments than this, for he 

did not scruple to imply that the Arminians were enemies of 

Christ. In his "Christian and Philosophical Necessity

Asserted" he observes:

"Arminianism pays very slender regard 
to Christ's authority."

It is this attitude of Toplady that makes difficult the 

reading of nis controversial articles, frequently his
\

statements are wildly extravagant^ thus weakening his own 

argument, but nothing prevents him writing as though - as 

Wesley observed to Sellon - "wisdom would die with him."

| See Toplady's sermon on I Timothy, 1. 10. and 
Sellon*s observations in his Church of England 
Vindicated from the Charge of Absolute Predest 
ination. Pages 368 ff

J[ Works, vol. 6 page 56.



Indeed, so vehemently does Toplady maintain his position 

that one cannot avoid the conviction that he is not quite 

so certain of it as his dogmatism suggests. "Shout here, 

argument weak 1* is a piece of platform technique that has 

camouflaged many a fallacy. Toplady might have accomplished 

more had he shouted less. Violence in argument often has 

a "boomerang effect. Moreover he not Infrequently takes for 

granted the very position he is seeking to prove. Hence he 

makes such sweeping statements as that quoted earlier. "Open 

the Liturgy where you will and Calvinism stares you in the 

face." The Arminians, however, were not prepared to let any 

such extravagant claim pass unchallenged. Sellon writes: 

11 1 open it on the very first words of the Liturgy which are 

thesej 'When the wicked man turneth away from his wickedness 

that he hath committed, and doetfc that which is lawful and ri

he shall save his soul alive." (Ezekiel 18.27.)" As this
i

statement emphasises self-determination it cannot be recon 

ciled with the necessitarianism that Toplady was at such 

pains to uphold. He would doubtless have answered this 

observation by saying; "only the elect could obey the injunct 

ion." But this dogma makes all appeals and exhortations 

meaningless ritual. They make mockery of the moral sense. 

Sellon asks Toplady: "Where is the wisdom or the use of 

cautions and exhortations to believe and do what, according 

to your account, some never can, and others cannot but 

believe and do by virtue of an influencing and over-ruling



decree?" | Further the opening words of the Liturgy are 

not the only ones on which a deterministic interpretation 

can be placed, without doing violence to the "plain,literal 

and grammatical meaning" upon which Toplady insists.

In the Absolution the priest declares that God 

desireth not the death of the sinner. A statement that can 

not be true if it "be held that He decreed the death of 

countless thousands of sinners before ever they had "being. 

Moreover it was one of the purposes of the Incarnation that 

"the everlasting Son of the Father" should "deliver man": but 

if the deliverance of all men was not intended, then it follows 

that God does not propose to show mercy on all men. Hence 

the appeal of the Litany is a meaningless and useless petition. 

For can such a position be reconciled with the Collect for 

Good Friday, which reads: "0 merciful God, who hast made all 

men, and hatest nothing that thou hast made, nor wouldest 

the death of the sinner, but rather that he should be converted 

and live; have mercy upon all Bfews, Turks, Infidels, and 

Hereticks, and take from them all ignorance, hardness of hard, 

and contempt of thy Word fee".

Toplady sternly rebukes Dr. Howell for presuming 

to question the precise meaning of Article XVII; but this does 

not prevent him (Toplady) supplying a limitation to the text 

when it suits his purpose. The phrase "sins of the world" 

he interprets as "sins of the elect"; and concerning Article 

XXXI, which asserts universal salvation, he has nothing to 

say. Sellon recalling how Toplady had insisted on a literal

| Works of Walter Sellon, p. 424



interpretation "without sophistication or disguise", bluntly 

reminds him "You maintain that the XVTIth Article does 

affirm your doctrine of predestination; and I maintain that 

the second and thirty-first do affirm (in words that it is 

impossible, withoufrdoing violence even to common sense, to 

draw aside to any other than their plain obvious meaning) 

the doctrine of general redemption. To these you have sub 

scribed; and if you subscribed as a tfalvinist you did it 

insincerely, and with secret provisoes and exceptions of your 

own. «f and thus "hoists him with his own petard"; for Toplady 

frequently declared that no Arminian could sincerely subscribe 

to the Articles without allowing himself mental reservations.

Both before and since the days of Toplady men of 

equal piety and profounder learning have believed that the 

Articles of the Anglican Church have taught that "God sent 

not his Son into the world to condemn the world, but that 

the world through Him might be saved"; and have seen no 

reason to limit the term "world" to mean only the "world of 

the elect".} Hor to deny that man can be saved "unto the 

uttermost" by the power of God who wgiveth not the Spirit by 

measure,,"

The Church of England Vindicted from the Charge 
of Arminianism, Works of Walter Sellon, p. 380

| "A Caveat against unsound Doctrines", Works v. 3. 28, 
Compare with "The Absurdity of Universal Redemption 
Considered" Gospel Magazine, 1798, pages 406 - 408



the history of the controversy has been, in a very brief 

way, anticipated in chapter 5. There I have written: "Dr. 

Kowell T s reply 11 to Hill's *Pietas Oxoniensis' "was promptly 

countered by Hill's"Goliath Slain" and Toplady's "The Church 

9f England Vindicated from the Charge of Arminianism""* ( 

This work appeared in 1769 and was immediately examined and 

answered by Walter Sellon who published in 1170 "The Church of 

England Vindicated from the Charge of Absolute Predestination*'. 

In the same year as Toplady replied to Dr. No we 11 he published 

his translation of Zanchius which Wesley abridged and published 

without comment saTe for the stinging paragraph with which he 

closed. This regrettable act roused Toplady to hysterical fury 

and he replied in two letters of protest published in 1771. 

The violence of TopladyJs attack on Wesley occasioned the print-* 

ing in the same year (1771) "A Letter to Augustus Montague
»

Toplady" by Thomas Olivers. Although Wesley commented that 

he had not "leisure to consider the matter at large" \ and that 

he must leave Toplady "to be farther corrected by one that is 

his full match, Mr. Thomas Olivers",/ he, nevertheless, seeks 

briefly to vindicate his abridgement by his tract "The Consequence 

Proved", which he followed by "thoughts upon Necessity" and"A 

thought upon necessity" in 1774. In which same year Toplady 

published his masterpiece "The Historic Proof of the Doctrinal 

Calvinism of the Church of England" which was carefully examined 

and answered with admirable restraint by John J*letcher.

See pagef! of this Essay
/ A Letter to the Revd Mr. John Wesley, and More Work Ac 
- The Consequence Proved, Wesley's Works, v.X p.370 

ibid



It will be noted at once that whilst the literature 

of the Anainian - Calvinist controyersy of the 18th century 

is voluminous,that of the Toplady - Wesley controversy is, in 

comparison, very small. Strictly speaking it is limited to
8

five works, Toplady*s translation of Zanchius: Wesley»s abridge 

ment: Toplady's two letters of protest, and Wesleyfe "The 

Consequence Proved", It is of course undeniable that Wesley 

influenced the writings of his henchmen, and although he early 

retired from the arena he doubtless read and edited their 

pamphlets. It was this fact that antagonised Toplady who asked 

that Wesley should fight his own battles. Ee says: "Let him 

not fight by proxy." | That Wesley did fight by proxy is clear 

from two letters to Walter Sellon, dated December 30th 1769 and 

February 21, 1770 JT So for the purpose of this chapter I propose 

to regard the writings of Olivers, Sellon and Fletcher as 

expressive of the mind of Wesley,

Of the two points at issue (Christian Perfection and 

Predestination) it is the doctrine of the decrees that Toplady 

so uncompromisingly asserted and so vigorously defended. By 

paying this I do not imply that he lightly esteemed the sig 

nificance of Wesley f s teaching concerning perfection!'he tilted 

at it as he had apportunity, but he did not attack it with the 

same violence as he did the correlated doctrine of universal

salvation* At no time did he attempt to deny that perfection

Works of Toplady vol. 2 page 360: or p. Qk of this Essay. 
Letters of John Wesley, vol. 5 p.167 and'p. 183



was taught in Scripture. With the Sermon on the Mount before 

him it would have been impossible for him to do so. Wesley 

laid great stress on the fact that perfection was a Scriptural 

term; and though he believed that it could be attained here 

and now by an act of faith, he admitted that for many it was 

only achieved at the moment of death, Toplady, in common 

with most Calvinidts, agreed with Wesley here; but, curiously 

enough, Walter Sellon did not. When Toplady asserted that we 

"put off the body of sin and the body of the flesh together" 

he demanded proof. Proof which, in the very nature of things, 

cannot be produced. He asked Toplady where perfection was
i

attained? In his article the "Church of England Vindicated 

from the Charge of Absolute Predestination" he writes: "If „ 

attainable at all, it must be in the life to come. And pray 

where is it to be attained? In heaven? UoJ for without sinless 

perfection we shall never go there. In hell? Ho» he that goes 

there without it will never come out with it. So you must 

with the papists maintain the doctrine of purgatory or recant 

your assertion." j Such a suggestion was anathema to 

Toplady who gave no place to the teaching of Rome. Indeed, 

Ms opposition to Wesley f s doctrine of perfection is largely 

due to his fear of the Romish doctrine of merit. Yet despite 

his denial that perfection was attainable on earth he prayed 

in the words of the Third Collect "0 Lord and heavenly father,
\

Almighty and everlasting God, who hast safely brougnt us to

Works of Walter Sellon, page 398



to the beginning of this days defend us in the same by 

Thy mighty power; and grant that this day we fall into no Bin> 

neither run into any kind of danger; but that all our doings 

may be ordered by thy governance, to do always that which is
t^^f

righteous in Thy sight; through Jesus Christ our Lord"} andhe 

whenever he partook of Holy Communion asked "that through the

inspiration of the Holy Spirit" he might "perfectly love"* 

"What more did ¥esley mean by perfection than deliverance from 

all sin and the doing always that which is righteous in God's 

sight, through a perfect love of Him?

That the doctrine of perfection is hedged with 

difficulty cannot be gainsaid, but equally acute problems face 

those who deny its possibility save in the article of death*t

fhey have to explain why they pray to God to keep them from 

sin if they believe sinlessness in this life to be unattainable 

If they truly believe this, it can only be because they doubt 

whether God will or can answer their prayers. In which case 

they call in question either His omnipotence or his goodness. 

This dilemma is easily resolved by those who believe in 

self-determination. It is idle to deny that many pray for 

perfection yet never attain it. Yet this failure must not be 

attributed to God. Perfection - like salvation - is His gift, 

but it is a gift that must be accepted. If for any reason I

The Collect f<pr Grace in the Order for Horning Prayer.



am not stole to bring to God my whole self in complete surrender 

I cannot achieve perfection; but the failure is mine. Christ 

is able and willing to save me unto the uttermost, but neither 

His readiness nor His power can avail anything so long as I 

determine to resist His grace. Toplady thundered against 

"Free-will", but creates for himself an insoluble problem. 

Whilst he daily prays that he might be kept sinless he yet 

denies the possibility of his becoming perfect whilst in the 

flesh, notwithstanding the fact that he taught unwearyingly 

that God ordained the holiness of His elect when he decreed 

their salvation. He maintained:

"The elect could no more be saved without 
personal holiness than they could be saved 
without personal existence. And why? Be 
cause God's own decree secures the means 
as well as the end, and accomplishes the 
end by the means. The same gratuitous 
predestination which ordained the existence 
of the elect as men, ordained their purif 
ication as saints; and they were ordained to 
both, in order to their being finally and 
completely saved in Christ with eternal glory." {

For one who denied the possibility of perfection and styled 

belief in it as "presumptious" the following is peculiar 

comment.

"All, therefore, who are chosen to salvation 
are no less unalterably destined to holiness 
and faith meanwhile. And,if so, it is giving 
God himself the lie to say, that the elect 
shall be saved do what they will. For the 
elect, like the blessed person who redeemed 
them, come into the world not to do their own 
will, but the will of him that sent them; and 
this is the will of God concerning them, even 
their SAKJTI3PICATION. Hence they are express 
ly said to be elect uo.to obedience. Not indeed 
chosen because of obedience, but ch«sen unto it;

5 More Work for Ifr. John Wesley, vol. 5, p. 365



for works are not the foundation of grace, 
tut streams flowing from it. Election does 
not depend on holiness, but holiness depends 
upon election. So far, therefore, is* predest 
ination from being subversive of good works, 
that predestination is the PRIMARY CAUSE of 
all the good works which have been and shall 
be wrought from the beginning of time to the 
end. It is only the peculiar people that are 
truly zealous of good works." I

£

"Reason also joins with Scripture in asserting 
the indispensable necessity of sanctif ication 
upon the footing of the most absolute and 
irrespective election; or in other words, that 
the certainty of the EED does not supersede, 
but EUSUK5 the intervention of the Means."

Jrom this it follows that perfection is infallibly secured 

for the elect; then why deny its possibility? And why pray 

for a sinlessness that has been predetermined and assured

by reason of an unalterable edict? Surely it is idle either
to 

to ask for or/seek to avoid that which God has eternally

and irrevokably decreed? Moreover if the means are 

included in the end, then sanctification is included in the 

decree of election: then why must the realisation of the 

means be postponed until the hour of death? If I believe 

that my virtue is as infallibly ensured as my election then

it matters not at what moment I an made sinless. Surely 
than

it is morff "presuraptious w to declare that an Omnipotent God, 

who from all eternity decreed my election, has to wait until

the moment of my physical dissolution before He can manifest
* 

in me a decreed perfection.

i r
More Work for Mr. John Wesley, vol. 5 p. 367 
ibid p. 367



Two questions are raised Toy Toplady's denial of. the
•if

possibility of attaining perfection in this life.

(1) If sinlessness be unattainable here why pray for

it each day?
f

(2) What evidence is there that perfection is secured

in the article of death?

Toplady prays to be kept from sin because he thinks of sin 

as deliberate transgression, but he denies the possibility 

of attaining perfection because he also believes that sin 

dwelleth in us. He writes:
i

"It is undeniably certain that we who 
are now living are in actual possession 
of an evil nature, which nature we brought 
with us into the world." ]

?*>

Prom this evil nature only death can deliver us. Thus Toplady,
«s

like ¥esley,givesa dual meaning to the word sin, and though he 

believes we "put off the body of sin and the body of the flesh 

together" he is not inconsistent in seeking that hourly-given 

grace whereby he .is enabled to triumph over temptation. But 

unlike Wesley he does not believe that "the original offence"

can be erased.

"Indwelling sin and unholy tempers do most 
certainly receive their death's wound in 
regeneration; but they do not quite expire 
until the soul is taken up from earth to 
heaven. In the meantime, .these hated remains 
of depravity will, too often, like prisoners 
in a dungeon crawl toward the window (though 
in chains) and show themselves through the 
grate. ITay, I do not know, whether the striv 
ings of inherent corruption for mastery, be

n

| Essay on Original Sin. Works, vol. 3 p. 355



not frequently more violent in a regenerate 
person, than even in one who is dead in 
tresspasses and sins: as wild 'beasts are 
sometimes the more rampant and furious for 
"being wounded. A person of the amplest 
fortune cannot help the harbouring of snakes, 
toads, and other Teneinous reptiles on his 
lands; "but they will "breed and nestle,'and 
crawl about his estate, whether he will or no. 
All he can do is to pursue and kill them, 
whenever they make their appearance; yet let 
him to be ever so vigilant and diligent, there 
will always be a succession of these creatures,' 
to exercise his patience and engage his industry. 
So is it with the true believer, in respect of 
indwelling sib. Would you see a perfect saint? 
you must needs go out of this world, then, you 
must go to heaven for the sight: forasmuch as there 
only are the spirits of just men made perfect." |

These observations abound in fallacies which John tfletcher 

in his "Last Check to Antinomians" hasted to expose; but 

Toplady's cardinal truth is borne out in experience* ^Q* 

though it is possible to argue that the grace of Almighty 

God which can save from transgression ought to be able to 

save us from inbred sin, the fact remains that the regenerate 

are more conscious of indwelling sin than are they who as 

yet are unconvicted of sin. Yet whilst Toplady's argument 

seems to be ratified in experience it is, nevertheless, 

a contradiction of his doctrine of grace. Throughout his 

ministry he taught the Galvinist doctrine of irresistible 

grace; and yet denies that grace can destroy sin and recreate 

the soul. He preached that the sinner, by a grace he could 

not resist, was regenerate, and by an equally irresistible 

grace wa^ sanctified; but does not go on to the conclusion 

that by grace the,, lee entirely sanctified: and thereby

| Works v.3, pp 41-2. "A Caveat against unsound
Doctrines"



he destroys the doctrine of irresistible grace. Indeed f 

his two main themes - original sin and irresistible grace - 

are self-contradictory. He brings the "irresistible force*1 

£XXKK of grace against the "immovable substance" of indwell 

ing sin. ; If it be true that grace is irresistible why does t
it not accomplish the entire destruction of "indwelling sin" 

and those "unholy tempers" which "do most certainly receive 

their death's wound in regeneration"? Moreover why must 

irresistible grace have to wait until the article of death 

before accomplishing that"perfection without which none 

can enter heaven? The obvious inference is that grace IB 

not "irresistible".
\

With the doctrine of irresistible grace and it©* *..'; *%• "^;* 
*""'

correlated doctrine of the final indefectibility of the 

elect Wesley will have nothing to do. He admits that in 

many perfection is only accomplished at the moment of dying; 
but unhesitatingly he declares it could have taken place 

long before. He maintains that what can be secured in the

last minute could have been attained an hour before, and if
i 

an hour before, why not a day before? a year before? or

even twenty years before. Nothing can refute the logic of 

this; and yet it an argument that is not borne out in 

introspection. Moreover,if God does by an act of divine 

power "erase" the "original offence" as Lesley maintains 

le does, it is hard to see what difference there is between 

his doctrine of the sudden, swift, destruction of sin by an 

overpowering act of God, and Toplady's doctrine of irresist-



ible grace. Toplady, then, teaches that although grace 

is irresistible perfection is impossible. ¥esley, on the 

other hand, declares that grace is not irresistible but still 

it can "slay the dire root and seed of sin". Both doctrines, 

howerer, when pushed far enough hare the same issue - the 

denial of sin. An irresistible grace fulfilling a predest**
\

ined fate rules out all moral responsibility, and thereby 

makes impossible either sin or Yirtue. Equally so does 

¥esley f s doctrine of the eradication of inbred sin. If 

there is nothing within me to which temptation can appeal 

there can be no moral value in my"yirtue". j ¥esley, who 

was challenged on this point by Pletcher, might have answered 

that by an act of faith and complete self-surrender a new 

affection of such expulsive power was born in the heart that 

sin was denied any place. Yet this does not really meet 

the case; for this can only mean that sin is squeezed out, 

not that it is "rooted out","destroyed 1*, tt extirpated 11̂ , "dried-
#>' f :>

m$ w , or "slain", as is the undoubted teaching of Wesley. 

Yet, this is by no means all that can be said on this point. 

It is true that if indwelling sin is eradicated temptation 

is no longer possible, but most would agree that the truly 

good man is not one who has by painful effort squeezed sin 

out of his heart, but one whose character is so coordinated 

and so ruled by gaace that he turns readily and easily to 

the right. For such a man the way of transgression is hard.

| See page of this essay



As Dr. Hadfield observes: "The self cannot will to do what is 

contrary to its own nature. Ordinarily, a steady man cannot 

will to get drunk, nor an honest man to steal. There are many 

things that are so alien to our nature that we 'simply cannot
s

do them 1 . Probably no reader of this'book, by any exertion of

will, could bring himself to murder: his whole nature revolve
in obedience 

against it. His self can only act/to its own nature and law." {

This means that character is a completely fashioned will? and it 

so, a will perfectly resigned to, and ready to function in 

accordance with, the divine will would issue in a perfect char 

acter. The possessor would be entirely sanctified, and from his 

sanctified nature only the highest good could emanate. But the 

question is not whether perfect works are the inevitable express 

ion of the perfect character, rather must one ask whether such 

a character exists* MA fallacy seems to lurk" says Dr. George

Galloway "in the ordinary assertion that action is necessarily
i

determined by character, for in point of fact man in his 

temporal history has never unified his character so completely 

as to exclude the possibility of a real alternative in conduct." 

To be free from sin is to be free indeed, for a man is only 

truly free when his choice is completely rational. But how often 

is one's choice completely rational? Is the good in human charact 

er ever fully realised? If it is / then perfection is possible 

now and is not to be thought of only as a distant ideal; but as 

Dr. A. E, Taylor says: "If to be fully free means that the 

outward deed is the expression of an inward consistent purpose,

•i 

j Psychology and Morals page 77



then complete freedom is a distant ideal". When Dr. George 

Matheson singes
t

"Make me a captire, Lord,
And then I shall "be free":

«
and goes on to sing:

"My will is not my own 
Till Thou hast made it Thine:

he is giving expression to one of the profoundest truths of the 

Christian experience; for only the divinely bound are free. And

though one is constrained to question whether perfection is 

attainable in this life, the fact remains that moral inability 

may be the highest form of moral freedom - paradoxical though it 

may seem. Tet this moral inability must not be confused with 

the reaction to temptation of one from whom the w original offence 11 

has been erased; for in such a case the word temptation is a 

misnomer, seeing that no appeal can be made to indwelling deprav 

ity. There must always be the possibility of sin if the word 

temptation is to hare any meaning. As Professor William James
~i 

Mi

has put it, "Rot the absence of rice, but rice there, and Virtue 

holding her by the throat." That inability which is the hall 

mark of freedom is the inheritance of those who are born of God; 

and who choose not to sin because they are so born. To such the 

old alternatives of posse non peccare or non posse peecare are 

both applicable. Poase non peccare because they are possessed 

of the faculty of sinning should they will to exercise it; and
"' -A,

non posse peccare because their human wills are so reinforced by 

the fullness of the Divine Spirit that they cannot choose to sin.



St. John said "Whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin; for

his seed remaineth in him:and he cannot sin, because he is born

of God." j The exegetes hare differed as to the precise interpret-
«•

ation that should be giTen to «i StAttwu 4fUfmVta/but many hold it to 

mean that the regenerate cannot bring themselves to commit or to 

continue in sin. Toplady is of this opinion. In a dialogue between 

himself and a perfectionist we reads

"Because this is the only text in the whole 
Bible that seems to countenance your opinion, 
I 1 11 fire it particular consideration. 
1st. TTis said that the regenerate man CAIsOTOT 
sin; that is he will not, 'tis hat his pleasure 
and desire to commit sin. So we read* Mark ri. 
5. that Christ could not do any mighty works Ice 
Jbc. not that the unbelief of the people DISABLED 
him from working miracles; but since their obstin 
acy and perrerseness were so great, 'twas not his 
will and pleasure to do; in fact to throw away 
his mighty works upon them.

2dly. We may understand the word cannot as im- * 
porting difficulty; the carnal man sins, pleno 
affectu, with full gust and affection; the regen 
erate man sins with reluctance, and renifu quodam. 
Bin is more natural to the unregenerated man, than 
it is to the believer; since the former is all sin, 
without grace; while the latter has received a vital 
principle of holiness, which is in itself contrary 

, to iniquity, and perpetually strives against it.

3rdly "Doth not commit 11 , formally, oit Ifrlti, as Ahafc 
did, give himself up to the commission of evil. This 
regenerate person is a believer; 'tis not the HEW 
but the OLD MAR, that sins; 'tis no longer the believer 
but sin that dwelleth in him. Grace cannot sin, nor 
incline a person to sin; 'tis the remaining corruption 
that stimulates the Christian to evil. However, after 
allf this text does not so much relate to the Sanctif- 
ieation of God's elect, but to the certainty of their 
perseverance; and the meaning of it is, that they 
cannot sin so totally, or finally, as to loose the 
favour of God* their interest in Christ, or their title



to heaven. They cannot sin 'the sin which 
is unto death; 1 they are "born of God, and 
his seed remaineth in them; and therefore 
they cannot but endure to the end, and be 
Bared: so that in this text there is not the 
least syllable of your perfection." j

By this means Toplady seeks to purge the text of a perfectionist 

interpretation, and at the same time make it prore his doctrine

of final perseverance. The regenerate soul that elects not to 
sin is not,in Toplady's opinion, perfectj but only pursuing,

the path to perfection. The regenerate are inspired by irres 

istible grace, but not until articulo mortis can this grace 

accomplish its perfect work. But though it does not perfect ?
*

it ensures final perseverance.

Wesley, as we hare seen, created difficulty for him 

self by his definition of perfection; but no more free from*
ambiguity is Toplady's doctrine of sainthood. He maintains
that the elect can go on to sainthood whilst on earth, but denies

that this sainthood is perfection. He seeks to distinguish be 

tween holiness and perfect holiness; and goes on to say:

WA person may be demoninated .a saint, not from 
his being wholly sanctified; but because the 
Grace and Spirit of God are the governors of his 
heart, and the sin that is in him is not permitted 
to hare habitual dominion orer him. ]f

Thus Toplady believes that sainthood is achievable on earth,
•./ v

but denies that such an one is "wholly sanctified". ¥esley
to be 

would hare declared such a "saint**mm/Soripturally perfect, and

would hare rejoiced that they were truly free because they were 

completely bound.

| Dialogue between Mr. Toplady and a Perfectionist, 
Gospel Magazine for 1797, pages 329-330 
ibid. (Whole dialogue pp.323 - 330)



The question, however, is not whether the perfect 

man is morally free "because of his moral inability, but 

whether he exists. Unhesitatingly Wesley^ said he did, but

Toplady roundly denied itj for he declared that to claim
f 

perfection was to set oneself above the grace of God, The
£

spiritually perfect, he maintained, would hare no further need 

of grace. This corollary Wesley denies "by declaring that 

none were so conscious of their need of grace as were the 

already perfect. j How, though it is undoubtedly true that 

the saint is more conscious of his sin than is the unregener* 

ate, the fact remains that Wesley's caution against tt setting 

perfection too high 11 does not make for clarity, Obyiously 

he means one thing by perfection and Toplady another, Toplady 

thinks of it, as do most* in terms of f lawlessness, whilst 

Wesley means the living out of the command of Christ that 

we love God with our whole being and our neighbour as our-
i

selves. To him the sole and supreme test is lore. The perfect 

in lore are the Scripturally perfect. These are they who 

are content with nothing less than the highest possible life; 

a life of ungruding service to man because it is entirely 

devoted to God. With such a conception of perfection few 

will quarrel. Who Can doubt that it was the ideal that 

beckoned Toplady all his days? But this unreserved surrender 

to God of every faculty and power is a very different thing 

from the claim that inbred sin has been completely rooted 

out of the heart. Still the lives of most would be enriched

See Letter to Samuel Furley, v. 4: pp. 189-190



"by so complete a dedication.

It is now possible to return to the question that 

Sellon asked Toplady: "Why pray for what one believes to be 

unattainable?" In essente Toplady's reply is this. One does 

not pray for the unattainable in that one does not pray for 

a perfection that necessitates the extirpation of indwelling 

sin; but asks each day for that grace which sustains in the
•f:

hour of temptation, and by which one is enabled to

"Bring into captivity
Every high aspiring thoughts"

The goal of perfection may lure from afar but it can only be 

reached when the earthly house of this tabernacle ie destroyed*

This raises the second question: "What evidence is 

there that perfection is attained in articulo mortis?" In the 

nature of things there can be none: at best it is an inference 

from two distinct premises. The elect shall assuredly go to 

heaven: only the perfect can enter heaven: hence it follows 

that death effects the necessary perfection.

With the theory of evolution influencing every depart 

ment of thought, Sellon f s question would occasion no difficulty 

for the present day theologian, who regards death as another 

step in man's ascent; and an experience that caanot in any way 

effect the moral life. The Kantian idea of spiritual progression
+

(with which Toplady might have become acquainted had he lived 

ten years longer) i enables post-18th century thinkers to

i rant's "Critique of Practical Reason" appeared in 1788 
ten years after Toplady f s death.



regard the after life as a continuance of the .present and 

one that will afford the opportunity of self-fulfilment. 

Kant declared that imsortality was a postulate of.the practical 

reason, and went on to suggest that the life to come was one 

of infinite progression, in which the "surd of sensibility" 

would be eliminated, rfcther than one of static finality. \ 

Post-JCantian theologians are much less ready to dogmatise than 

were their 18th century predecessors. The rererent agnosticism 

that characterises present day thinkers on this subject has 

much to commend it. Toplady, however, preached a literal 

heaven and hell as the final and unalterable destination of 

the elect or the reprobate. Their probation ended with the 

grave; but if the dying one was numbered with the elect he 

was in the process of his physical dissolution made perfect 

and ready for glory; for it is of the essence of Toplady f s 

doctrine that none are perfect whilst they live. Already I 

have quoted from his sermon on God's Mindfulness of'Man his 

judgment upon this point; he writes;

"The death-bed of a Christian is the 
ant*-chamber of heaven, and the very 
suburbs of the New Jerusalem. When

| Kant claimed that the idea of perfection was inherent 
in the categorical imperative. "Thou oughtest" implies 
"Thou canst" and infinite "thou oughtest" implies an 
infinite "thou canst", and an infinite thou canst was 
tantamount to perfection, in that the highest good is 
the goal set before man, and which he "only reaches in 
eternity. Heaven to Kant was self-realisation.



the silver cords of life loosen 
apace - when the last pins of the 
earthly tabernacle are taking out*- 
- when the lips of the expiring 
saint turn pale* and the "blush for 
sakes his cheek* and what little 
"breath he draws returns cold, - when 
his limbs quiver* - when the pulse 
forgets to "beat, - when the crimson 
current in his veins begins to stag 
nate* and the hovering soul is just 
on the wing for glory - fast as the 
world darkens upon his sight* fast 
as the TO Olfijroi/ the mortal part 
(2 Cor. v.4.) of his composition* 
subsides and falls off from the die- 
imprisoned spirit; he brightens into 
the perfect image of God* and kindles 
into more than an angel of light, {

Had any one interrupted Toplady in this peroration to ask him 

how he knew all this, he would, doubtless, have scarified him 

for his insolence; "but in the very nature of things such claims 

as are here made cannot "be verified* It may "fee true that we
* ».

put off the body of sin and the body of the flesh together} 

but if it is, it is a truth that cannot be demonstrated. 

It is* nevertheless* a dogma that Toplady was obliged to 

preach if he was to uphold his whole thesis. The only other 

alternative open to him was a doctrine of purgatory* but this 

he would have vigorously rejected as a Romish doctrine and one 

that the Articles described as "repugnant to the word of God". 

Yet his doctrine of perfection in articulo mortis teaches that 

death itself is a purgatory* it at least accomplishes a 

spiritual renewal that no visitation of grace had been able 

to do. This point John yietcher makes abundantly clear in

&

\ Works, vol. 3. pages 121. I underlining mine.



his last "Check to Antinomianism11 . There he say si

"The modish doctrine of Christian imperfection 
and death purgatory is so contrived that carnal 
men will always prefer the purgatory of the 
Calvinists to that of the papists; for the pap 
ists prescribe, I know not how many cups of ** 
divine wrath and dire vengeance, which are to 
be drunk by the souls of the believers who die 
half-purged or three parts cleansed.- These 
half-damned, or quarter-damned,creatures must go 
through a severe discipline, and fiery salivation, 
in .the very suburbs of hell, before they can be 
perfectly purified. But our oppo«nents have found 
out a way to deliver half hearted ikadabcxxx believ 
ers out of all fear in this respect. Such believ^ 
ers need not utterly abolish the body of sin in 
this world. The inbred man of sin, not only may, 
but he shall live, as long as we do. You will ask, 
'What is to become of this sinful guest? Shall he 
take us to hell, or shall we take him to heaven? 
If he cannot die in this world, will Christ destroy 
him in the next?' Uo; here Christ is almost left 
out of the question by those who pretend to know 
nothing but Christ and Him cracified. Our indwelling 
adversary is not destroyed by the brightness of the 
Redeemer's spiritual appearing, but by the gloom of 
the appearance of death. Thus they have found another 
Jesus, another Saviour from sin. The king of terrors 
comes to the assistance of Jesus's sanctifying grace, 
and instantaneously delivers the carnal believer from* 
indwelling pride, unbelief, covetousness, peevishness, 
uncharitableness,. love of the world, and inordinate 
affection. Thus the clammy sweats brought on by the 
greedy monster kill, it seems, the tree of sin, of 
which the blood of Christ could only kill the buds.' 
The dying sinner's breath does the capital work vf the 
Spirit of holiness; and, by the most astonishing of 
miracles, the faint, infectious, last gasp of a sinful 
believer blows away, in the twinkling of an eye, the 
great mountain of inward corruption, which all the 
means of grace, all the faith, prayers, and sacraments 
of twenty, perhaps forty, years, with all the love in 
the heart of our Zerubbabel, all the blood in his 
veins, all the power in his hands, and all the faith 
fulness in his breast, were never able to remove. If 
this doctrine is true, how greatly was St. Paul mis 
taken when he said, 'The sting of death is sin,' Lc: 
'thanks be to God who giveth us the victory through 
Christ our Lord;' Should he not have said, 'Death is 
the cure of sin,' instead of saying, lfUn is the
sting of death?' And should not his praises flow 
thus? - 'Thanks be to God who giveth us the victory
through death,' our great and anly deliverer from our 
greatest and fiercest enemy, indwelling sin." (

J Works of Pletcher, vol.5, pages 80-1



Almost instinctively the though^of death-bed 

perfection occasions the question Toplady put to himself. 

"Are all equally happy in heaven?" Are all equally advanced 

in glory? Does the penitent thief share the joy of St. Paul? 

All Toplady's argument is in favour of equal happiness, but 

after building as strong a case as he can he suggests that the 

question be left an open one, although he asserts

"that there is not a word in Scripture, 
whence it may be gathered that there 
shall; (be different degrees in glory) 
but that it should seem most consistent 
with the divine oracles, and the analogy 
of fpith, to think that there will not." {

Commencing from the premise that all are before God equally 

without merit, he argues that the saint possesses only the
*-

imputed righteousness of Christ, and as there are no degrees 

in perfection each saint is equally perfect; thus it follows 

that in heaven each will be as ha^py as the other. The 

argument that all may not be equally happy because all are 

not possessed of the same capacity for happiness he dismisses 

with the observation

"This objection supposes that the same 
contracted faculties which we now have, 
will accompany us in heaven; but this , * 
cannot be admitted without proof. On 
the contrary it would seem from Script 
ure, that weakness, infirmities, and 
defects of this sort, are excluded from 
that place of uninterrupted joy and per 
fect happiness." £

The same Saviour redeeming by the same blood and justifying 

by the same Spirit must bless each of his elect with the same

«0n the Equality of Happiness in Heaven", Gospel Magazine 
1796, p. 488. JT ibid.



glory. AS the works of the penitent avail nothing St. Paul 

has no greater claim to glory than the penitent'thief. As 

justification is "by faith alone, and as this faith is the 

gift of God, then he that is saved at the last hour is as 

truly glorified as he that early gave diligence to make his 

calling and election sure. "I am sure" writes Toplady

"The obedience and sufferings of Christ are 
certainly the procuring cause of eternal lifej 
and how it came to "be, that the self same price 
should purchase different degrees of happiness 
for different persons, when all those persons 
are alike interested in those sufferings, and 
Christ underwent them equally for xi± them all, 
—-I am at a.loss to conceive," J

It is clear from this that Toplady - despite the 

reservation referred to earlier - believed that all in heaven 

are equally happy for all are perfect, and "perfection will 

admit of no degrees". ]f

Toplady*s anxiety to uphold the doctrine of the 

"Equality of Happiness in Heaven" is born of his desire to 

be loyal to the Protestant doctrine of grace. Indeed, it is 

this loyalty that is at the root of his antagonism to Wesley's 

teaching concerning perfection. The suggestion that some in 

heaven may be more happy than others introduces another
*

dimension into the doctrine of grace; and this he cannot 

countenance 1, for it savours of the "Popish doctrine of merit".| 

Catholic theology nad laid stress on works as well as on 

faith, but Toplady rejects tne"supposition that sanctification

("On the Equality of Happiness in Heaven" 9 Article
in Gospel Magazine for 1796, page 489. 

f ibid. t ibid page 473,
jRS



is the cause of glorification", for this too "is a popish 

doctrine 11 . | moreover if onjbarth some are more holy than 

others, in heaTen all will fee equally holy* "Consequently 

they must and shall erery one be compieatly, and therefore 

equally happy". \ The suggestion of reward of merit is 

Vanished into the outer darkness from whence, Toplady believed, 

it had come. Ee says:

"Let Papists drudge and toil, in imaginary 
hope of earning salvation; the true be 
liever, being born from above, and actuated 
by the free spirit of God, knows no sordid 
ends.......Those works which are wrought by
the saints, are not, in any sense, either 
the cause or the measure of that reward with 
which the divine beauty will crown them in a. 
future life; but, on the contrary* ^are them 
selves the genuine fruitjB and effects of the 
divine operation on their souls; and eonsequ- 
ently, do not entitle them to an increase 
either of grace or glory, but are the marks 
of their regeneration, and the proof of tiieir 
conversion," |

This conviction of Toplady'd that the fruits of the spirit 

evidenced the genuineness of one's conversion was shared to 

the full by Wesley. Kowehere throughout his teaching does 

Wesley lend any support to the doctrine of salvation by works. 

Loyally he holds to the 2nd Homily and the llth Article of 

the Anglican Church. K As truly as does Toplady he sings

i Gospel Magazine 1796, page 485 f ibid 
it it tt M 4Q7

"The only instrument of salvation is faith; that 
is a sure .trust and confidence that fcod both hath 
and will forgive our sins, that he hath accepted 
us again into His favour for the merits of Christ's 
death and passion." (Homily 2.)

"We are accounted righteous before God, only for the 
merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ by faith, 
and not for our own works or deservings." (Art. XI)



"Hothing in iny hand I bring", "Thou must save, and Thou alone'1
*

""? : i'*

But with the fear of antinomianism ever before his eyes he 

pleads with his followers to "so run that they may obtain 11 .

When,on the subject of the divine causality of 

all that appertains to salvation, the words of Toplady and
*

Wesley are compared, one can well understand Wesley's observ 

ation that the dispute between the Galvinist and Arminian 

was largely a>verbal one. Ke goes on to suggest that his 

opponents were too prone to split hairs, although in this 

matter he was as guilty as they. Whilst he never failed to 

declare that - -,

"fallen man is justified, not by perfect 
obedience, but by faith. What Christ has 
done is the foundation of our justification, 
not the term or condition of it."; j

he yet carefully distinguished between "meritorious works", 

"rewardable works", and "works material to salvation". 

Earlier Jf I have asked the question "Is repentance a saving 

work?" Toplady says"*oj" Wesley says "It is a saving work, 

but not a work, that merits salvation". It does not merit 

forgiveness, but it opens up the channel through which 

forgiveness flows. Even if the truth be with Toplady that 

man is saved before he sins or even before he has being, the 

fact yet remains he.cannot know the peace of forgiveness until 

he accepts it. Toplady would have argued that if God has 

decreed our forgiveness, then we are forgiven whether we know 

it or not. But this is an argument a priori and one that

| Letter to James Hervey, Letters, v. 3, p. 376 
/ See page*



is true in a very limited sense.. It is true that we are forgiven 
"before we know it in that God has from all eternity remitted our

penalties and made us heirs of a divine inheritance; "but we do 

not enter into the inheritance until a personal estrangement has 

been ended: and how can this happen without both parties being 

aware of it? However willing to forgive our heavenly Father may

bei the offender cannot be effectively forgiven until he knows it»i
So whilst it is true that, we are saved before the foundation of 

the world, we are only truly at peace with God when we have accept 

ed the forgiveness His gsace constrains us to receive. Thus for-* 

giveness is all of grace. Grace convicts of sin and thereby 

inspires penitence; grace mediates the peace of pardon, and through 

grace the hunger for more and yet more grace is stimulated. 

Penitence, then, is a condition of salvation, but it is not a 

meritorious work - it is purely a work of grace*

*" ! *' One would have thought that Toplady and ¥esley would 

have agreed heVe, and whilst it is true that both agree that 

forgiveness is the work of grace alone, there is yet a threefold 

difference betwixt them. Toplady denies that this grace-inspired

penitence is a work of man or that it is a condition of salvation.
this grace 

It is not a work of man but a work in man. Foreover/abb is not
t

for every man, nor can it be resisted.

Luther's abhof^nce of the corruptions that marked 

the Church of his day is doubtless the reason why he turned from 

all doctrines of human worth and merit. One convicted, during 

an act of voluntary penance, of the trutn of the divine justific 

ation could not come to terms with anything that savoured of



salvation "by works. Toplady, like all Calvinists, shared 

this detestation of the Roman doctrine that Ban could contribute 

towards his own redemption; and consequently had to,deny that 

repentance was a work of man? or that it constituted a condition 

that man must fulfil. What can sinful man bring in self-just 

ification? God's oyerwhelming grace will bring the elect to 

repent, but the reprobate,denied any such constraining grace* 

will infallibly go to his doom. Toplady f s idea of grace 

was an idea of grace purely unmerited, and had absolutely i"

nothing to do with a justice which a suffering creature could
ff

demand from the Xord of the world. It was God's nature to 

bestow: the gift of salTation upon some men freely and arbit 

rarily, without merit on their part, and to prepare destruction 

for others as their sinfulness deserved. Ho one could boast, 

and no one could complain.. As no one had any claim to be a
t

man rather than a beast, so no one had any claim to be one of 

the el*bt and not one of the damned. God's kingly and dominat 

ing will was the ground of all grounds and the norm of all

norms. Grounds and norms there were which through God are
i 

valid, but none which hare validity over Him or for Him.
t

Perfectly freely and spontaneously He imposes His decree, and 

His law is the law of the glorification of Himself in the 

gratitude of the undeservedly blessed, and in the torment of
i

the deservedly condemned. Wesley xaignt return to the Lutheran 

conception of Gkod as Love, but Topiady lays Ms stress on the 

concept of kingsnip, according to which the imparting and 

awakening of love by ijOd must be considered only as a means 

to tne manifestation of (ioa's majesty. According to this



it is not the salvation of the creature's soul and the 

universality of the diTine will af Lore that is of conse* 

quence, but the honour of God, who is glorified in the holy 

activity of the elect and in the impotent fury of the rejected, 

Turther the "holy activities of the elect" are not the result 

of self-motivation but are solely the outworking of the 

diTine will.
r

It 'is clear that in such a theology there can be no
s-

place for a doctrine of "works": all possibility of co-operat 

ion between the creature and the Creator 4.*' ruled oirts and 

yet this theology ought to contain the hope of perfection 

more surely than does the theology of Wesley, who taught a 

limited self-determination, whilst Toplady wrote about an 

Irresistible grace. By which grace the human will was so 

over-ruled by the divine that perfect concurrence with the 

good and acceptable and perfect will of God was effected. 

Yet Toplady did not regard this "perfect concurrence with 

the perfect will of God" as achieving perfections or altern-* 

atively he delayed the hoAr of achievement until the hour of 

death* By its very nature irresistible grace ought to break 

"every barrier down", yet it is of the essence of Toplady f s 

teaching that God in His inscrutable wisdom restrains his 

irresistible grace so that no soul may reach perfection whilst 

on earth, Thus the possibility of perfection is admitted, 

but its realisation is denied*

Doubtless it was Wesley*s use of a term for which 

he professed no liking that occasioned much of Toplady*s



difficulty. Had he spoken and written only of perfect love, 

some of the most acrimonious controversy of the 18th century 

might have been avoided. As we have already seen Y/esley ! s 

doctrine is not acceptable in its entirety by some of his 

most sympathetic interpreters, so it is not surprising that
* ,

it should "be rejected "by Toplady. A "perfection" that is 

not necessarily sinless, one that can "be "set too high", one 

that can "be improved upon, and, worst of all, one that may 

be lost - and that finally; cannot but occasion perplexity 

and resentment amongst those who teach that perfection, 

flawlessness, and impeccability are the same thing.

It will be recalled that Tletcher and Sellon sought' 

to justify Wesley's doctrine; Fletcher by distinguishing 

betweenj three types of perfection, and Sellon by trying to 

show that perfection and impeccability were not synonymous 

terms. In his "Church of England Vindicated from the 

Charge of Arminianism" Toplady states that Dr. Newell is wrong 

when he suggests that the justified who fall into sin after 

their justification have that sin imputed to them. Dr. Kowell 

had said: "They form very perverse notions of the justified, 

who believe, that after they are once made just, they cannot 

fall into sin: or if by chance, they should do anything 

prohibited by the laws of God, that God does not impute it 

as sin."/f To this Toplady replies first by challenging the 

accuracy of Dr. ITowell's rendering of the Latin, and then by
-4

\ "Paradisaical, Mediatorial and Christian",

} Works of John Fletcher, vol. 6 page 270 
Works of Toplady, vol. 5 page 40



saying;

"To talk (as you would fain make the 
passage do) of God's actually imputing 
sin to justified persons, would be a 
contradiction in terms: since the negative ̂  
part of justification itself lies? essent 
ially , in the non-imputation of any sin 
whatever, Psalm xxxii. 1,2. And the man, 
to whom any one sin is imputed "by God, is 
and must be, ipso facto, an unjustified 
person. All then that can be inferred"from 
the passage is, 1. That justified men are 
not impeccable; the doctrine of sinless per 
fection in this life, even after grace received, 
being false, fanatical, and presumptious. 
2. That, consequently, even justified persons 
may, and too frequently do, fall into sin: and 

, 3. That, whenever they do so, God, whose judg 
ment is necessarily according to truth, consid 
ers such falling as sinful; sin being sin, as 
much when committed by a child of God, as when 
committed by any other: the state of the offend 
ing person not being able to reverse the nature
of things." f *

Sellon seized on the words of Toplady's first inference; 

"That justified men are not impeccable" and replied:

* "That justified men are not impeccable we 
deny no more than you. But is this any 
argument that the doctrine of sinless per 
fection is false? "What has such a conclusion 
to do with the premises? You may just as well 
reason thus: Innocent men are not impeccable 
therefore the doctrine of sinless perfection is 
false. ITever the more for that, Adam and Eve 
were innocent, and in a state of sinless per-* 
fection once; yet at the same time they were 
peccable, capable of sinning as we know by sad 
experience. Hence it is plain that being in a 
peccable state is no proof of the falsity of 
the doctrine of sinless perfection; whether 
that doctrine be false or not. One might have 
thought that a man of your deep sagacity might 
have discerned that to be sinlessly perfect, 
and to be giKKKxkix impeccable', are things widely 
different." Jf

The Church of England Vindictated from the Charge
of Arminianism, Works of Toplady, vol. 5 pp. 40-1 

¥ The Church of England Vindicated from the Charge
of Absolute Predestination. Sellon's Vorks, p.397



There will "be many who,though not possessed of Toplady's

"deep sagacity", will question Sellon's easy assurance
%

that sinless perfection and impeccability "are things

widely different", I'evertheless Toplady f s attempt to
by arguing 

disprove the doctrine of sinless perfection/from the

premise he quotes will avail little; for it does not follow 

that because the justified can and do fall into sin, 

perfection is impossible. Indeed his premises can be made 

to prove the opposite; for if the justified are those to 

whom no sin can be imputed, they are those who enjoy an 

imputed perfection. On the other hand Sellon's attempt to 

distinguish between the flawlessness of impeccability and 

the flawlessness of perfection is quite untenable. The 

fact that Adam and Eve succumbed to temptation is, to 

Sellon, evidence of their peccability although they were 

regarded as perfect* As they fell from perfection it is 

maintained they were peccable, but it could just as truly 

be maintained that as they were peccable they were not 

perfect. Untried innocence cannot be equated with perfection,
*

Eighteenth century theology interpreting the Pall story of 

Genesis 3 as literal history could not avoid the dilemma 

involved in a"fall from perfection 11 .

Before attempting briefly to summari«« the 

contents of this chapter, it is necessary to point out yet 

again that although Toplady and Wesley differ on the subject 

Of perfection, they yet have a common standing ground. 

Both taught that antinomianism was a real peril, and yet



whilst their unanimity here cannot be doubted, they, though 

reasoning from the same premise,arrived at opposite conclusions

To Toplady Methodism was simply "Tarnished antinomianism 11 .

It numbered amongst its members those, who presuming to think

themselTes perfect, set themselves stove the law. For such
do

the grace of God could/nothing more; unlike St. Paul they had 

"already attained"/ But if antinomianism was the peril of 

those who believed in free-will, how much greater the danger 

for those who believed that their salvation was eternallfc 

decreed and effectually secured. Inevitably from such a 

doctrine there would follow the belief- that as works were 

of no avail, they were of no account. Wesley feared this 

corollary and so impressed upon his own flock the doctrine 

of perfect love, which -whatever defect it may possess- was 

a genuine attempt to wed the Hew Testatment teaching concern 

ing holiness to the Few Testament doctrine of Justification 

by faith. It was, as Dr. Cell has said, "the innermost kernel

of the Christian ethic of life" and one that H is throughlyi
rooted and grounded in the Hew Testament teaching and in the 

teaching of historic Christianity." Thus ¥esley links the 

piety of the Calvinist who sings "nothing in my hand I bring" 

with that Catholic Tpiety, which,"r®^ted in his passion for 

holiness, enables him to say in his translation of Paulus
f

Gerhardt,
"Too much to:Thee I cannot give; 
Too much I cannot do for Thee; 
Let all Thy love, and all Thy grief, 
Graven on my heart for ever be."



Nevertheless, although Wesley returns to the Catholic idea 

of holiness, his is not "a thing enskyed and sainted", 

"but piety that could be manifested in the mine and in the 

mart as well as in the cloister or the cell. Furthermore, 

it not an egoistic longing, a hunger for personal righteous 

ness as an end in itself; "but a passionate desire to enrich 

society through personal effort and attainment. In the

words of his "brother Charles he prays:*
"That all mankind Thy truth may see, 
0 perfect holiness in me."

*t

A prayer that finds inspiration in that of our Saviour, Hyor 

their sakes I sanctify myself%

In summarising this chapter it is necessary to

note "briefly the nature of the agreement and disagreement of
f 

the two contestants. Both "believed that perfection was

attainable? both "believed that it was taught'in Scripture
•

and in the Articles and Homilies of the Anglican Church; "but 

whilst Wesley "believecPthat any who had the requisite faith 

could attain it here and now, Toplady declared that perfection 

was the inheritance only of the elect, and that it was secured 

only at the close^of their earthly pilgrimage. Wesley insists
•

that the perfect adfre not only kept free from transgression, 

"but are cleansed from indwelling sin; which latter claim 

Toplady denies. Again; dread of antinomianism is common to 

both, yet whilst Toplady sees at as the inevitable result of 

believing oneself to be perfect, Wesley regards the teaching



of perfection as the only antidote to "the "bane of true 

religion". | Toplady's rejection of the doctrine of 

Christian perfection is doubtless due, in large measure f 

to' his inability to understand what Wesley had in mind. 

But it is also foutoded in his anxiety to uphold the 

Calvinist doctrine of total depravity. His emphasis tin 

the awful sinfulness of sin, the utter helplessness of 

fallen man, and the unutterably undeservedness of grace, '

are the grand truths of the faith that he has immortalised
was 

in Rock of Ages." Even if it be true that the hymn/a dart

directed against Wesley f s insolent doc urine of entire 

sanctification,(as is suggested by W.T. Stead,)the fact \ 

remains that it is truly titled as "A living and dying 

prayer for the holiest "believer in the world"5that its 

devotional value far exceeds its polemical even though it 

breathes in song the Calvinist conviction that "Ho man is 

able, either of himself, or by any grace received in this 

life, perfectly to keep the commandments of God; but doth 

daily break them^in thought, word, and deed."

Letter to William Black, vol.7 St. Edn. page 169 
"Hymns that have helped" W.T. Stead. 

' The Larger Catechism, Answer to question 149



Chapter 17



Chapter 17.

THE CONTROVERSY wTTK JQH^ ITE 

(2) PREDESTINATION

Jn the last chapter I have observed that the literature
*

of the Toplady-Wesley controversy is limited to five works. It 

could, however, "be said, that as far as the doctrine of predest^
*

ination is concerned, it is limited to that one sentence with which 

Wesley closed his abridgement of Toplady f s ^anchius. "The sum 

of all this is: One in twenty (suppose) of mankind are elected} 

nineteen in twenty are reprobated: The elect shall be saved do what

they will: The reprobate shall be damned do what they can." j"*'«

foplady roused to blazing anger by this "forgery" seeks to shew that 

Wesley 1 s "consequence" cannot be drawn from the tenets of ^anchius; 

whilst Wesley maintains that no other conclusion is possible. To 

his support rally Fletcher, Olivers, and Sellon, whilst Toplady
•• jy

is aided by his fellow contributors to the Gospel Magazine -. chief 

amongst whom were the brothers Hill.

Toplady in his translation of Zanchius - a work that 

so offended the Arminians that Tyerman was constrained to say of 

It, "A more impious piece in the garb of piety was never published"^ 

had written:

"Election is the golden thread that runs 
through the whole Christian system; it is 
the leaven that pervades the whole lump, 
.......It is the bond which keeps and
connects together the whole Christian system; 
which, without this, is like a system of sand, 
ever ready to fall to pieces. It is the cement 
which holds the fabric together; nay, it is the

Wesley 1 s works, vol. XIV, P- c 
Tverman's Wesley, vol.3, pp 54-



very soul that animates the whole frame. 
It is so "blended and interwoven with the 
entire scheme of Gospel doctrine, that, 
when the former is excluded, the latter 
bleeds to death." J

From this one quotation - and it could be supported by very
<K

many more - it is evident that Toplady regards election as 

the foundation and corner-stone of the Christian Gospel, Small 

wonder,then, he defended it against all of different persuasion* 

and with such violence that Olivers was obliged to say to him, 

"Politeness is not your taste 11 , Jf

After Wesley had published his abridgement of Toplady*s 

translation of Zanchius, Toplady addressed to nim two letters . 

by way of rejoinder. The first is of little polemical value, 

and has rightly been described as a "scurrilous and undigniiied 

performance": the second is an examination of Wesley f s tract 

"The Consequence Proved"; but it contains little of real 

apologetic. Purged of its invective the first letter amounts 

to nothing more than a charge of abridging unfairly. Toplady 

accuses Wesley in these words:

"You draw up a flimsy, partial compendium ,s 
of Zanchius: a compendium which exhibits 
a few detached propositions, placed in the 
most disadvantageous point of view, and 
without including any part of the evidence 
upon which they stand. But this alone was 
not sufficient to compass the desired end. 
Unsatisfied with carefully and totally 
supressing every proof, alleged by Zanchius, 
in support of his argument; a false colouring 
must likewise be superinduced, by inserting 
a sentence or two, now and then, of your own 
foisting in." |

} Toplady 1 s Works, v.5. p.272. cp Wesley ! s works, v.14 
Oliver's Letter to Toplady, p.6. p.196 

\ Toplady 1 s Works, v.5 pages 319-320



In view of this accusation it is necessary to compare 

the abridgement with the translation. Toplady's Zanchius,even 

when his "Preface on the Divine Attributes" and his "Appendix 

concerning the fate of the Ancients" are excludedf numbers 82 

pages - roughly 30,000 words. Wesley 1 s abridgement numbers 9 

pages - roughly 3,000 words? so it is obvious that Wesley has 

purged the original of all that he deemed superfluous. But through 

out the whole of these 3,000 words Wesley does not add - apart 

from his conclusion - a dozen words. The charge of "inserting 

a sentence or two now and then" is without foundation. The only
*

sentence Wesley inserts is one of five words. In another place 

he removes the word "law" and substitutes for it the words 

"justice and mercy". | in yet another place he questions an analbgy,

Toplady quite rightly asserts that Wesley omits

"every proof alleged by Zanchius in support of his arguement",
* 

but misrepresents the case when he observes that Wesley f s

compendium "exhibits a few detached- propositions placed in the 

most disadvantageous point of view". Throughout his abridgement 

Wesley keeps to Toplady f s numbering. Prom the first proposition 

to the last,(division and subdivision,)he~follows Toplady's 

order. Moreover in his second letter Toplady charges Wesley 

with altering the phrase "Adam's degenerate offspring" to the 

one word"men"; and also of substituting the word "hell" for the' 

phrase "sinful and miserable estate". Jf A Charge which is not

I See Wesley f s works, vol. 14 page 195. cp. with
Toplady's wprks, vol.5, p. 262.

4 See Wesley's Works, vol.14, p. 195, "Is this a parallel 
jf Toplady's works, vol. 5 p. 377 " case?"



sustained "by a comparison of the texts in the printed works 

of the rival theologians. Y/esley does not remove' either of 

the phrases complained of, nor does he insert the words objected 

to* Though if he did the sense of the passage would in no way 

"be altered. I suggest that any unbiased reader of ¥esley f s 

abridgement would agree that no injustice is done to the cardinal 

teaching of Zanchius. All 'Wesley has done is to make the im 

plicates of Zanchius ! s teaching clear and unambiguous to the 

general reader. Indeed, it is hard to escape the conviction 

that Toplady was more incensed by Wesley 1 s fidelity to Zanchius 

than by any misrepresentation of him. Toplady in his rejoinder 

to Wesley*s abridgement wreathes himself and his readers in
*

clouds of verbiage, but never faces the challenge of the "Gonse-
•

quence Proved", Wesley f s argument is simply this: If God has 

eternally decreed the salvation of the elect, they must be saved; 

"they will be saved do what they will"; or if He has decreed the 

reprobation of any, then such cannot avoid their doom; "they 

will be damned do what they can". By stringing together texts 

wrenched from their context, Toplady upholds his doctrine of 

election, but so presents it- that it affronts not only the 

intellect, but the conscience. He makes man a puppet and God 

an ogre. Both of these assertions he would have denied with 

uncompromising invective^ and so it is necessary to examine in 

greater detail the necessitarianism which underlies his whole 

philosophy; for whilst Toplady would have held to the paradox 

that God is supreme, and man is free, he so pressed the doctrine 

of supremacy.that he ma e nonsense of the. idea of responsibility.



"ITo freedom no morals" has long "been the essence 

of libertarian ethics; for one of the strongest arguments 

"brought "by the libertarians has been that necessitarianism 

makes'impossible all ethical values, Toplady, fcowever, 

does not recognise this fact. Unequivocally he declares a
4

divine fatalism, without hesitation he preaches the salvation 

of the elect, and the damnation of the reprobate: yet withal 

he still speaks and'writes of justice, deserts, and respons 

ibility, commencing from "cne doctrine of the foreknowledge 

of tiod, which he equates with foreordination, he builds up 

his argument, which can be reduced to various propositions such 

he finds in Zanchius»

I* "Divine predestination has for its objects, 
all things that are created: no creature, 
whether rational or irrational, animate or 
inanimate, is exempted from its influence. 

* All things whatever, from the highest angel * 
to the meanest reptile, and from the meanest 
reptile to the minutest atom, are the objects 
of God's eternal decrees and particular 
providence." |

2. "Predestination may be considered, as relating
generally to mankind, and them only: and in this 
view we define it to be, 'The everlasting, sov 
ereign, and invariable purpose of God, whereby 
He did determine within himself, to create Adam - 
in his own image and likeness, and then to permit 
His fall; and to suffer him,thereby, to plunge 
himself and his whole posterity (inasmuch as they 
all sinned in him, not only virtually, but- also 
federally and representatively) 'into the dread 
ful abyss of sin, misery and death." JT

$* "Consider predestination as relating to the
elect only, and it is 'That eternal, unconditional!
particular and irreversible act of the divine will

\ The Doctrine of Absolute Predestination, vol. 5 p. 228 
jf ibid page 229



whereby, in matchless lore, and adorable 
sovereignty, God determined within himself 
to deliver a certain number of -Adam's 
degenerate offspring, out of that sinful 
and miserable estate, into which, by his 
primitive transgression, they were to fall.*" |

"Predestination, as it regards the reprobate, 
is 'That eternal, most holy, sovereign, and 
immutable act of God's will, whereby he hath 
determined to leave some men to perish in their 
sins, and to be justly punished for them.'"

IM "We assert, that, as all men, universally, are
not elected to salvation; so neither are all men 
universally, ordained to condemnation." •§

S, "¥e assert that the number of the elect and also 
of the rebrobate, is so fixed and determinate, 
that neither can be augmented or diminished." /

7* "That the decrees of election and reprobation are 
immutable and irreversible," •

.i 
$* "They, who are predestinated to life, are like

wise predestinated to all those means, which are 
indispensably necessary in order to their meetness 
for, entrance upon, and enjoyment of that life."

I, "Uot one of the elect ,can perish, but they must 
all necessarily be saved",

.-8

10. "The non-elect were % predestinated, not only to
continue in final impenitency, sin and unbelief; 
but were likewise, for such their sins, righteously 
appointed to infernal death hereafter."

11. "The condemnation of the reprobate is necessary and 
inevitable." ^

12. "Notwithstanding God did, from all eternity, irrevers 
ibly choose out and fix upon some to be partakers of

The Doctrine of Absolute predestination, v. 5 pages 229-83Q 
ibid 230, 4 ibid 236, / ibid 238, 0 ibid 239, / ibid 243 
ibid 245, 4 ibid 255, 4 i"bid 258.



salvation by Christ, and rejected the rest (who 
are therefore termed "by the apostle, 
the refuse, or those that remained and were left 
out); acting, in both, according to the good 
pleasure of his own sovereign will: yet he did not 
herein act an unjust, tyrannical, or"cruel part; 
nor yet show himself a respecter of persons." J

This is the essence of Toplady's doctrine of election, concerning 

which Wesley passed so damning a judgment. The question that 

must now "be asked and answered is a simple one f tKough it may not 

permit of a simple answer. "Is Wesley T s appraisal sound?" Toplady 

had no doubt whatever that it was not, and in his tract on "The 

Scheme of Christian and Philosophical necessity Asserted" he 

labours to expose the fallacies Inherent in Wesley f s judgment. 

It cannot, however, be maintained that Toplady answers Wesley f s 

challenge. Skillfully he avoids the crux of the matter; nowkere 

does he disprove the "consequence" of ¥esley; for no amount of 

theological chicanery can disguise the fact that a predestined 

fate cannot be avoided. Prom this it follows "The elect shall 

be saved, do what they will: The reprobate shall be damned, do 

what they can". Propositions 9 and 11 above permit of no other 

interpretation, for if "Uot one of the elect can perish" and if 

"The condemnation of the reprobate is.....inevitable"; then it 

is beyond controversy that the elect shall be saved and the 

reprobate shall be damned. *
*

TTow, before looking at Toplady f s attempted rebuttal 

of this conclusion, it is necessary to look yet again at his 

accusation of unfair abridgement. All the scriptural and philos 

ophical foundation of Zanchius is omitted, only the bare outline^

of the propositions t» recorded and these are slightly emended. \ ibid 261 ~ --•————



I say "slightly emended" for the sense of the passage in every
case is fully maintained - indeed, clarified by brevity. On the

when he 
three occasions/ adds to the text of Zanchius his purpose is

clearly evident. He quest«ions the relevance of an analogy, 

substitutes two words for one, and adds five words at the close 

of chapter four of his abridgement. Top lady's translation reads:

"Before I conclude this head, I will obviate a 
fallacious objection, very common in the mouths 
of our opponents: 'How 1 say they, f is the doctrine 
of rebrobation reconcileable with the doctrine of 
a future judgment? 1 To which I answer, that there 
need no pains to reconcile these two, since they 
are so far from interfering with each other, that 
one follows from the other, and the former renders 
the latter necessary. Before the judgment of the 
great day, Christ does not so much aat as the judge 
of his creatures, as their absolute Lord and Sover 
eign. From the first creation to the final consum 
mation qf all things; he does in consequence of his 
own eternal and immutable purpose (as a divine 
person), graciously work in and on his own elect, 
and permissively harden the reprobate. But when all 
the transactions of providence and grace are wound 
up in the last day: he will then properly sit as 
Judge; and openly publish, and solembly ratify, if I 
may so say, his everlasting decrees,. by receiving the 
elect, body and soul into glory, and by passing sent 
ence on the non-elect (not for their having done what 
they could not help, but) for their wilful ignorance 
of divine things, and their obstinate unbelief; for 
their omissions of moral duty, and for their repeated 
iniquities and transgressions." j

After abbreviating this -somewhat \7esley adds the words "which 

they could not help" and thereby throws into bold relief the 

absurdity of speaking in one breath of the "permissive^Ljj hardening 

of the reprobate", and in the next of "their wilful ignorance 

of divine things, and their obstinate unbelief".

{ The Doctrine of Absolute Predestination" , pp. 268-9 of
v.5 Toplady's works.



In the place where We sley • substituted "justice and 

mercy" for the word "law", he not only reveals the weakness 

of Toplady f s argument "but makes valid the proposition* 

Toplady writes:

"He is a tyrant, in the common acceptation 
of that word, who (1) either usurps the 
sovereign authority, and arrogates to himself 
a dominion to' which he has no lawful right: or 
(2) who, "being originally a lawful prince, 
abuses his power, and governs contrary to law. } 
But who d«res lay either of these accusations 
to the divine charge?" Jf

1 ' 9*** *HP;

Neither of these propositions ;is sound. It does not follow 

that a ursuper will "be a tyrant j nor does it follow that 

government "contrary to law"will "be tyrannical. If the law 

itself "be tyrannical, then government "contrary to law" 

will be benevolent, Wesley makes sense of the sentence by 

saying "He is a tyrant. . * .who. .. .abuses his power and rules 

contrary to justice and mercy",

Where Wesley challenges the appositeness of the 

analogy, Toplady had said:

"God, in the reprobation of some, does not 
act a cruel part. Whoever accused a chief 
magistrate, of cruelty, for not sparing a 
company of atrocious malefactors? \

'%.

To this Wesley adds the question "Is this a parallel case?" 

There is one other case of substitution of a word. 

Toplady writes: "The ancient fathers only make use of the 

word predestination, as it refers to angels or men, whether

ibid p, 282. | underlining mine. \ ibid p. 265



/

good or evil", j Wesley abbreviates this to "However 

it (predestination) chiefly refers to angels or men, whether 

good or evil". Jf The sense of the passage is not impaired 

and it is doubtful whether the substitution of the word 

"chiefly" for "only" is intentional. It is probably a slip 

of the pen. At all events, Wesley does not deliberately 

seek to alter the complexion of Toplady f s translation -he had 

nothing to gain in controversy by doing so- and so Toplady f s 

charge of superinducing a false colour"by inserting a sentence 

ot two, now and then", is an exaggeration.
\

>Taturally Toplady was deeply incensed by Wesley f s 

abridgement, and he had good reasons for being so. Quite 

apart fromWesley's unpardonable use of Toplady f s initials; 

the stripping of Zanchius of all his adornments, so that his 

contours stood out in bold relief, would kindle in Toplady a 

white-hot anger. To see the darling of his heart and mind 

paraded in such manner would rouse his fiercest wrath, and 

in the defence of his beloved mentor he would engage to the 

full all his powers of invective and satire. The task of 

deciding whether Toplady was more antagonised with Wesley 

for using his initials than for abridging his translation, 

is one that would give pleasure to a psycho-analyst. On the 

whole I incline to the view that the prestige of his hero 

meant more to Toplady than did hit own r ~:yst self-conceit was 

not entirely absent. But be this as it may: when WeBley f s

J ibid p. 228. 
Wesley's Abridgement, Works vol. 14, p. 192



abridgement reached Toplady he lost no time in unburdening 

himself in a letter that must ever demean him in the eyes 

of Ms reader* The violence of his emotion unbalanced his 

thought. An angry man rarely thinks clearly, and in his 

anger Toplady seeks to support his tenets "with language 

worthy of Billingsgate and arguments worthy of Bedlami*.

As was to be expected the burden of Toplady's 

replies to Wesley is the proving false of the latter's 

summing up with which he closed his abridgement. Hence it is 

necessary to examine in some detail both this summing up and 

the replies it evoked. Wesley in his summary of Zanchius and
yS .£#« ^ *••

in his tract "The Consequence Proved" centres attention on 

the following four points.

1. The certainty of the salvation of the elect. «*'

2. The certainty of the damnation of the reprobate.

3. The uselessness of attempting to avoid one f s 
predestinated end.

4. The impossibility, if not absurdity, of attributing 
either sin or virtue to necessitated beings.

It has already been noted the Rule of Faith for 

both Toplady and Wesley was the Scriptures and their "faithful 

epitome" the doctrinal standards of the Anglican Church as 

expressed in the Articles and Homilies. But whilst Wesley 

allows the right of private judgment, Toplady does not. He
•".$

interprets every article in the light of the seventeenth,

but Wesley claims the right to expound this particular Article

in the light of the rest. That Article XVII can bear 'the



interpretation that Toplady puts upon it is beyond dispute. 

Yet - as I have already said - the fact that the extreme 

Calvinists found it necessary to supplement this particular 

Article with the more forthright confession as contained in
<af-

the Lambeth Articles is proof that it was not free from 

ambiguity. Wesley said he subscribed to its "plain, unforced 

grammatical meaning" as truly and as sincerely as did his^- . - -.- »

friend George Whitefield - or his opponent Augustus Toplady.
*

Moreover there is no ambiguity about Articles II, XV, and 

XXXI wherein universal redemption is expressly taught; so 

Wesley claimed for himDclf the right to interpret for himself 

Article XVII, and allowed similar liberty to Toplady in 

respect of the others. Scholars both before and since Toplady*s 

day have disagreed as^to the precise meaning to be put upon

an article that was doubtless purposely so framed as to permitit%•
of either an Arminian or Galvinist interpretation, j

As Article II speaks of the salvation "of men" 

(without any reservation), and as Article XV speaks of "the 

sins of the world", and as Article XXXI goes still further 

and speaks of"the sins of the whole world", it is apparent 

that Toplady f s statement ''Open the Liturgy where you will 

and Calvinism stares you in the face" is not above question* 

It is not, therefore, surprising that the more extreme 

Calvinists should desire a confession of faith that estab-

| See Wesley's letter to "John Smith", Letters v.2. '
pp.58-65



lishes "beyond doubt the doctrine of absolute predestination, 

This they secured in the Lambeth Articles, "but - as already 

shown - they,by so doing, acknowledged that the doctrines of • 

free will and universal salvation were not alien to the spirit- 

and teaching of the Church of England. As Article XVII stands 

it is possible to deduce jbfc from it a doctrine of universalism
f m

just as truly as a doctrine of limited atonement; for nowhere 

does this Article expressly declare that salvation is not 

intended for all. It reads: "Predestination to Life is the * 

everlasting purpose of God, whereby (before the foundations of 

the world were laid) he hath constantly decreed by his counsel 

secret to us, to deliver from curse and damnation those whom

he hath chosen in Christ out of mankind, and to bring them by
• 

Christ to everlasting salvation, as vessels made to honour.
i —. •%«?*-

Wherefore, they which be endued with so excellent a benefit of 

God be called according to God's purpose by his Spirit working 

in due season." In this and what follows immediately there 

is no statement of a, limited atonement, for the called and 

chosen may not be a few,or many,but all. May it not be that 

God,whose love cannot fail or be defeated, has predestined every 

soul He has created to share His glory, even though eternity 

is needed to ensure their perfection. Whether this be true 

or not,one fact stands out clearly, the idea of a Shepherd 

seeking "until He find", is more likely to secure acceptance 

by an enlightened conscience, than the infamous suggestion 

that a Holy, all-wise, all-powerful creator had brought into



existence.countless thousands only to condemn them to 

endless woe, that thereby his own glory may be enhanced. 

Wesley no more than Toplady gave any place to 

the idea of a universal restoration, "but he could not tol 

erate the thought that God did not purpose to extend to all 

the gift of pardon. He believed in the sovereignty of God, * 

but the God he put in the sovereign place bore no resemblance 

to the being that Toplady was pleased to extol. it is this 

difference of opinion as to the nature of God that underlies 

the whole controversy. Toplady f s emphasis is on the 

vindication of the divine will* Wesley's on the revelation 

of the divine love. As the divine will cannot be thwarted 

the elect must be saved whether they wish it or not, and

the rebrobate must be lost no matter how much they may »,
desire to be saved. Toplady did not admit that this was 

the true consequence of his vindication of the decrees;
- ..,5 ,«i;

and laboured to show that none would be lost after doing all 

they could to be saved, nor would any be saved whose life. 

did not bear the evidences of grace; and in so doing under 

mines much of his teaching concerning salvation by faith 

alone. It is true that he seeks to safeguard his position 

by showing that the decree of election includes all the 

means to that end; but the fact still remains that both the
t

saved and the damned were given no choice as to their destiny.



By a simple, if rather lengthy, illustration Fletcher

supports Wesley's "Consequence". In his tract "An Answer to . 

the Revd. Mr. Toplady's Vindication of the Decrees" he writes!

"I side with Mr. Wesley for £he consequence; 
guarding it against cavils by a clause,' *which 
his lo^e for brevity made him think needless. 
And the guarded consequence which I undertake 
to defend runs thus: from the doctrine of the 
absolute and unconditional predestination of 
some men to eternal life, and of all others to 
eternal death, it necessarily follows that some 
men shall be saved, do what they will, till 
the absolute and efficacious decree of election' 
actually necessitate them to obey, and be saved; 
and that the rest of mankind shall be damned do 
what they can, till the absolute and efficacious 
decree of reprobation necessitate them to sin 
and be damned. """" "^ : " : 
An illustration will, at once,' show the justness 
of this consequence to the unprejudiced reader. 
Fifty fishes sport in a muddy pond, where they 
have received life. Tfce skilful and almighty 
owner of the pond has absolutely decreed, that 
ten of these fishes, properly marked with a 
shining mark, called*election', shall absolutely 
be caught in a certain net, called a 'gospel net 1 , 
on a certain day, palled 'the day of his power;' 
and that they shall every one be cast into a 
delightful river, where he has engaged himself by 
an eternal covenant of particular redemption to 
bring them without fail. The same omnipotent 
proprietor of the pond hag likewise absolutely 
decreed, that all the rest of the fishes, namely, 
forty, which are properly distinguished by a 
black mark, called 'reprobation', shall never be 
caught in the gospel net; or if they are entangled 
in it at any time, they shall always be drawn out 
of it, and so shall necessarily continue in the 
muddy pond till, on a certain day, called'the day 
of his wrath," he shall sweep the pond with a 
certain net, called a 'law net', catch them all, 
and east them into a lake of fire and brimstone, ' 
where h« has engaged himself by an everlasting 
covenant of non-redemption, to bring them all 
without fail, that they may answer the end 
of their predestination to death, which is to show 
the goodness of his law net, and to destroy them 
for having been bred in the muddy pond, and for



not baring been caught in the gospel net. 
The owner of the pond is wise as well as 
powerful. He knows, that, absolutely to secure 
the end to which his fishes are absolutely pre 
destinated, he must also absolutely secure the 
means which conduce to that end; and, therefore, 
that none may escape their happy or their un 
fortunate predestination, he keeps, night and 
day, his hold of them all by a strong hook, called 
'necessity 1 , and by an invisible line, called^ 
'Divine decrees'. By means of this line and hook 
it happens, that if thw fishes which bear the 
mark'election 1 are ever so loth to come into the 
gospel net, or to stay therein, they are always 
drawn into it in a day of powerful love; and if 
the fishes which bear the mark of'reprobation' are 
for a time, ever so desirous to wrap themselves in 
the gospel net, they are always drawn out of it' in 
a day of powerful wrath. For, though the fishes 
seem 'to swim ever so freely, yet their motions are 
all absolutely fixed by the owner of the pond, and 
determined by means of the above mentioned line 
and hook. .If this is the case, says Mr. Vi/esley, 
ten dfishes ?shall go into the delightful river, let 
them do what they will, let them plunge in the mud 
of their pond ever so briskly, or leap towards the 
lake of fire ever so often, while they have any 
liberty to plu ge or leap. And all the rest of 
the fishes forty in number, shall go into the lake 
of fire, let them do what they can, let them in 
volve themselves ever t so long in the gospel net, 
and leap ever so often towards the fine river, """" 
before they are absolutely necessitated to go,through 
the mud of their own pand, into the sulphureous 
pool. The consequence is undeniable, and-I make no 
doubt but all unprejudiced persons seet it as well as 
myself: as sure as two s.nd two ma>e four, or, if you 
please, as sure as ten and forty make fifty, so sure 
ten fishes shall be finally caught in the gospel net, 
and forty in the law net.
Should Mr. Toplady say, that this is only an illust 
ration, I drop it, and roundly assert, that if twtf 
men, suppose Solomon and Absolrn, are absolutely pre 
destinated to eternal life; whilst two other men, 
suppose Mr. Baxter and Mr. Wesley, are absolutely 
predestinated to-eternal death; the two elect shall 
be saved, do what they will; and the two reprobates 
shall be damned, do what they can: that is, let



Solomon and Absalom worship the abomination 
of the Zidonians and of the Moabites in ever 
so public a manner| let them, for years, in 
dulge themselves with heathenish women coll 
ected from all countries; if they hare a mind, 
let them murder their brothers, defile their 
sisters, and imitate the incestuous Corinth- 
iant» who took his own father's wife; yet 
they can never really endanger their finished 
salTation. The indelVLble mark of uncondition 
al election to life is upon them; and forcible, 
•victorious grace shall, in their last moments, 
if not before, draw them irresistibly and 
infallibly from inquity to repentance. Death 
shall unavoidably make an end of their in 
dwelling sin; and to heaven they shall un 
avoidably go. On the other hand, let a Baxter 
and a Wesley astonish the world by their 
ministerial labours; let them write, speak, 
and live in such a manner as to stem the torrent 
of iniquity, and turn thousands to righteousness; 
with St. Paul, let them take up their cross 
daily, and preach and pray, not only with tears, 
"but 'with the demonstration of the Spirit and 
with power; 1 let unwearied patience and match 
less diligence carry them with increasing fort 
itude through all the persecutions, dangers, and 
trials, which they meet with from the men of the 
world, and from false brethren; let them hold on 
in this wonderful way to their dying day; yet, 
if the indel\ible mark of unconditional reprobat 
ion to death is upon them, necessitating, victor 
ious wrath shall, in their last moments, if not 
before, make them necessarily turn from righteous 
ness, and unavoidably draw back to perdition; so 
shall they be fitted for the lake of fire, the end 
to which,if God Calvinistically pass them by, they 
were absolutely ordained through the predestinated 
medium of remediless sin and final apostasy. 
This is the true state of the case: to spend time 
in proving it, would be offering the judicious read 
er as great an insult as if I detained him to prove 
that the north is opposed to the south." f

It is hard to say whether the eloquence or the 

sanity of this argument is the more appealing. Certainly it

establishes by way _of illustration and analogy the truth of Wesley»s
i 

consequence:the elect shall "be saved and the reprobate shall be

5 Answer to Toplady's Vindication of the Decrees, pp. 226-9



damned, and that irrespective of moral worth.

Wesley had not the leisure of either the Vicar of 

Madeley or the Vicar of Broad-Herabury, and had, therefore, to 

content himself with a much shorter statement of his case. 

He maintained that his consequence was established by several 

of Toplady's propositions when taken singly, and that it was 

beyond question that the total of his argument permitted of no 

other conclusion. Toplady had claimed "When love is predicated 

of God it implies (l) His everlasting will, purpose and 

determination to save his people"; and so Y/esley replied: "I 

appeal to all men, whether .its is not a natural consequence, 

even of this, that 'all these shall be saved, do what they will< t 

You may say, '0, but they will only do good 1 * Be it so: Yet the 

consequence stands." | He continues in the words of the 

third proposition as given above, and by suressigg the words 

BMUTABLE and UJTCOITOITIOKAL, says "From hence it undeniably 

follows 'these shall be saved, do what they will'". If prop 

osition 9 alone "be true ("Fot one of the elect can perish',1 ) 

then the consequence stands -'the elect shall be saved do what

they will 1 .

Infinitely more terrible is the second part of the 

consequence as it relates to tjie non-elect. The thought that 

eternal bliss has been reserved for some creates difficulty 

for the ethicist, but the idea that before all time God has 

decreed the damnation of any is simply intolerable. Calvin,

j The Consequence Proved, Wesley ^orks, v.X p. 370



himself, regarded this doctrine with some misgiving, but not 

so Toplady. In his eleventh proposition he asserts "The 

condemnation of the reprobate is necessary and ineritable.* \ 

What other conclusion! then, could Wesley - or any other 

reader - arrive at save the one he did? Proposition 11 

categorically asserts the damnation of the reprobate, whilst 

the preceding one reaffirms it in language that permits of no 

equivocation. Only one conclusion is possible, and Wesley 

stated it - "The reprobate shall be damned do what they can.*1

The sum total of Toplady's teaching on predestination 

is simply this: if one is numbered amongst the elect one's 

future bliss is certain, but if one is numbered amongst the 

reprobate, then infernal death hereafter is inevitable; and* 

nothing that one can do, be it good or bad, can effect this, 

issue in the slightest degree. Toplady could not deny this; 

but he tried to avpid the suggestion that a good man might 

have to endure an eternity of woe, or that a bad man might 

be receiTed into glory by asserting that the elect manifest 

in their lives their receipt of electing grace, whilst the 

non-elect would prove and justify their reprobation by 

wallowing in their sins* By this means he seeks to maintain 

some semblance of .justice and moral value. But he is not 

able to do so. His primary teaching does not permit this 

suggestion that good TTorks are the evidence of election. 

Vigorously had he declared any doctrine of merit to be false.

I Proposition 11 as given above, but actually 
proposition 6 in chapter 4 of his Zanchius.



Even if it Toe held that the good works of the elect are not 

meritorious "but purely election-evidencing works, Toplady f s 

claim cannot stand; for these election-proving works or the 

evil works of the reprobate, whereby their damnation was 

evinced and ultimately justified, are no more truly works than 

is the movement of a straw when blown by the wind* Toplady 

taught that whatever be man's destination, be it heaven or 

hell, it was quite independent of effort, achievement, or 

resolve. Thus he could not consistently deny that the elect 

werfc saved do what they would or the reprobate were damned do 

what they could, nevertheless, he did by argument*-some 

ingenious and others nonsensical- try to get rid of the 

criticisms all necessitarian doctrines inevitably evoke.
w,

He challenges Wesley $o prove that any man could be lost after 

striving to be saved. In his tract"More Work for Mr. John 

Wesley" he asks:

"Can Mr. Wesley produce a single iistance 
of any one man, who did all he could to 
be saved, and yet was lost? If he can, 
let him tell us who the man was, where he 
lived, when he died, what he did and how 
it came to pass he laboured in vain? If 
he cannot, let him either retract his 
consequences, or continue to be posted 
for a shameless traducer." |

t

Obviously Wesley could do no such^thing; for had he done so 

he would have proved the very dogma that he was contesting,

Toplady f s Works, vol. 5 page 397



He would have proTed that a struggling sinner was lost despite 

all his efforts to attain salTation. Yet, Wesley's consequence 

still stands and is put into clear light by a simple illustration 

"by John PI etcher. He writes:

"As Mr. Toplady's bold request may impose upon 
his inattentive readers, I beg to ptint out its 
absurdity by a short illustration. Hr. Wesley 
says, f lf there is a mountain of gold, it is 
heavier than ahandful of feathers, 1 and his con 
sequence passes for true in England; but a gentle 
man who teaches logic in mystic Geneva, thinks 
that it is absolutely false, and that Mr. V/esley's 
forehead "must be petrified, and quite impervious 
to a blush", for advancing it. "Can Mr. Wesley", 
says he "show us a mountain of gold whichcis really 
heavier than a handful of feathers? If he can, let 
him tell us what mountain it is, where it lies, in 
what latitude, how high it is, and who did ever 
ascend to the top of it; if he cannot, let him either 
retract his consequences or be posted for a shameless 
traducer." 11 {

I/hen one further examines Toplady's claim that the 

elect will be saved - not do what they will - but because their 

holiness is as ensured as their destiny; the fact still has to 

be faced that the bright light of election caits the dark 

shadow of reprobation. If the holiness of the elect is secured 

in the electing decree, then the reprobation of the damned 

must be so decreed and with their reprobation the sin that 

makes certain their damnation. In short^Toplady f s theology 

of predestination makes necessary his philosophy. He is a 

necessitarian, and of his teaching Sellon saysj

"Your blasphemous doctrine makes God the 
author of all the sin in the world." J[

j Vindication of the Decrees, Fletcher's ¥orks, v.4.
229-230 

]f Works of Walter Sellon, p. 444,



In another work (An Answer to Aspasio;Vindicated) Sellon
« 

adyises 'that predestination had "better fee left to Turks and

heathens - in fact he^regards- the doctrine as a heathenish 

one. "To belieYe that God the gracious, the kind, the 

merciful God, nay the God who is lore itself, should from all 

eternity hare decreed the ineritable damnation of unspeakable 

numbers of his helpless creatures, without any fault of their

own; such a belief seems only worthy of those who hare lostt
all the feeling and tenderness of humanity." j
-iJf 'ft. ^Jr

Together with Pletcher and Olirers he seeks to
of 

show Toplady (although all^them had doubtless a larger public

in riew) that necessitated sin or necessitated rirtue is a
K

contradiction in terms. Wesley had already attempted this 

in his abridgement of Toplady*s translation by adding to 

the last sentjice of his eighth proposition the words "which 

they could not help"; and thereby set the whole argument 

in so clear a light that its weakness - to say nothing of 

its cruelty - was clearly exposed. Jf

I An Answer to Aspasio Vindicated, page 129.

Jf See page ̂ 6?of this Essay where the context is giren.

"......For their wilful ignorance of dirine things*
and their obstinate unbelief, for their oomissions 
of moral duty, and for their repeated iniquities" 
WHICH THET COULD K)T HELP.



As one would expect Lesley's addendum added fuel 

the already thrice heated fire of foplady's wrath? for in burning 

anger and biting satire he seeks to prove that the added fire 

words caricatured his meaning. fhe unprejudiced reader will see 

that (whatever may have "been Wesley's motive in adding his addend 

um) he, far from caricaturing Toplady's doctrine, reveals it 

weakness* From such propositions as "Man fell in consequence of 

the divine decree 11 : What soever comes to pass, comes to pass as 

part of the original plan 11 : Whatsoever comes to pass, comes to 

pass by virtue of this absolute omnipotent will of God": Whatsoever 

comes to pass, comes to pass necessarily 11 : "God worketh all things 

in all men, even wickedness in the wicked": The non-elect were
s

predestined to continue in final impenitency,sin, and unbelief*1 : 

what other deduction can be drawn? >

In vai.n does Tqplady labout to prove that such

absolute necessitarianism does not destroy moral responsibility. 

His contortionist efforts to keep a foot in the camps of the 

libertarian and the determinist only make him appear ridiculous. 

Moreover when various excerpts from his translation of Zanchius 

are compared they are seen to be self-contradictory. He seeks 

to take back with one hand what he has given with the other. 

The following extracts from Olivers' letter will serve to 

evidence this.



Toplady's Teaching Contrasted by OliTers.

Whatsoever comes to pass, 
comes to pass necessarily, 
p. 14. (193, 199)

(Quotation from the works 
of Augustine, Luther and 
Bucer) God may, in some 
sense, be said to will the 
being and commission of 
sin. p.13. (198)

God worketh all things in 
all men, even wickedness 
in the wicked, p. 25 (210)

The will of God is the 
primary and supreme cause 
of all things, p.7. (193) 
The only reason that can 
"be assigned why the Deity 
does this, or omits that, 
is because it it his own 
free pleasure, p.9 (195) 
The sole cause why some 
are saved and others perish 
proceeds from his willing 
the salTation of the former 
and the perdition of the 
latter, p. 11. (196)

God's free and roluntary permission 
of sin, lays no man under any 
forcible or compulsiTe HECESSITY of 
committing it. p. 13 (199) |

Sin,as sin, is the abominable thing 
that his soul hateth. p. 13. (198)

To say that he willeth sin, 
does not in the least detra 
from the Holiness and rect 
itude of God. p. 14. (199)

God is the creator of the wicked, but 
not of their wickedness, p. 74. (257)

The reprobate shall undergo this 
punishment justly on account of their 
sins. Sin is the meritorious and 
immediate cause of any man's damnation, 
p.49 (232) -
Again, the condemnation of the ungodly 
is not unjust, seeing it is for sin. 
Hone are, or will be punished but for 
their iniquities, p.74 (257)

He cannot consistently with the 
*t purity of his nature, the glory of 

his attributes, and the truth of 
his declarations be himself the 
AUTHOR of sin. p. 74 (257)

God does not force them into sin. 
p.71. (254) In consequence of their 
natural depravity, they are volunt 
arily biassed and inclined to evil 
-------and without any other effic 
iency lay violent hands on their own 
souls, p. 76 (259)

He does not condemn any of those 
(the reprobate) because he has not 
chosen them, but because they have 
sinned against him. p.74. (256)

Whatsoever comes to pass, 
comes to pass by virtue 
of this absolute, omni 
potent will of God. p.7. 
(193) His will and the 
execution Of it, are irres 
istible. p.13. (198)

The purpose or decree of 
God, signifies his ever 
lasting appointment of some 
men to life and of others 
to death; which appointment 
flows EFTIRELT from his own 
free and sovereign will, 
p. 19. (204) jf slightly abreviated,

1 lumbers in brackets refer to pages in vol. 5 of works.



Now it is newer difficult to reduce to absurdity 

opponent's arguments if one takes them from their context; 

or if one reads his own interpretation into utterances made 

at one time upon one point with utterances made at another 

time on other points. Tet a careful reading of the context 

of the foregoing quotations makes it clear that Olivers has 

not been seeking a purely dialectical adrantage.

Toplady really tries hard to reconcile his two 

positions, which, in effect, are

1. All that happens is the will of God
and

1« Man alone is responsible for his conduct and for the 
consequences that flow from it.

But,as Vesley emphasised, none can be held to be either sinners

or saints in the dirine economy as represented by Toplady, » 'JL-
Eren if^be held that the inherent corruption of human nature 

is the cause of transgression, the fact has to be faced that 

Toplady insists that whaterer comes to pass, comes to pass 

necessarily, and this by virtue of God's absolute and omni 

potent will, the execution of which is irresistible. Moreover
*

his argument from the maxim "effectus sequitur causam 

proximam" will not bear the weight he would put upon it. 

For whilst it is true that a stone falls by its own weight* 

none would be excused the killing of another by pleading that a 

stone *x fall*by its own weight. The stone will fall by 

reason of the law of gravitation, out if I let a stone fall

on another my culpability lies in the fact that knowing this
law1 s operation
I still allowed - or failed to prerent - the tragic consequence,



MoreoTer the conclusion drawn from the argument is not valid 

in that the analogy is not a true one. God has allowed man
14-

to fall* but "before the fall a remedy had been provided* Had 

God simply willed the fall and had left mankind without hope
+

of redemption He would not "be the "being our moral sense proclaims 

him to fee. It is, however» to the glory of God that He has 

provided a way for man to rise;for

"An offering and a sacrifice* 
A Holy spirit 1 s energies, 
An Advocate with God"; 

are as much decreed by Him as was the primal rail. With this

comment Toplady would vhave cordially agreed, only he would 

have hastened to add that the efficacy of the redemptive woric
&

of tfod was limited to the elect. Jor the non-elect no salvat 

ion was possible for none had ever been intended. Only the 

elect could be saved, and these were not only assured of

heaven as their destiny, but also of all the grace and holiness
were 

that XXB necessary to get them there. The elect were to enjoy

predestinated holiness as a means to a preaesu-uiaocu glory, 

whilst the reprobate were predestinated to continue in all 

their sin and in a final impenitency that they may go to their 

ultimate doom. Thus Toplady tries to show that only the good 

will get to heaven, and only the bad will go to helli but he 

does not answer Lesley's consequence, that the elect whether 

they be good or bad will get to heaven, and the reprobate be 

they good or bad will go to hell, From an infallible, irresist 

ible, irreversible decree no other consequence can result.



Yet, curiously enough, Toplady protests against Wesley's 

consequence in the name of the dirine justice. He cannot 

tolerate the thought ~that a holy and righteous Gbd would 

be unjust t© any of His children: and so to maintain his
S <f

doctrine of reprobation he has to prore either that the 

reprobate are not of the family of God, and therefore not 

possessed of any title to justice; or else that they are
*

condemned solely because of their sin. This latter he can 

not do if he remains loyal to his primary teaching. He 

has owned "The sins of the reprobate were not the cause

of their being passed by"; nor the rirtues of the elect the
•I 

cause of their election. In endearouring to weld his two

theses into a consistent whole he simply riots in confusin. 

Man sins necessarily, he is damned solely because God of 

His good pleasure has withheld His saying grace, yet despite 

the fact that he is "predestinated to final impenitency" 

he is f for his sins/^righteously appointed to infernal death 

hereafter." Well might Sellon describe such a doctrine as 

a slander on the Chureh of England. He asks Toplady:

"Can you slander the Church of England 
worse than by affirming that she holds 
a doctrine...which represents the God 
of mercy as dooming millions and millions 
of his helpless creatures to NECESSITATED 
sin and unaroidable torments for same,only 
to show his SOVEREIGNTY and magnify His 
JUSTICE? Justice as you represent it, no 
better than the tyranny of Tiberius, who 
because it was unlawful to strangle rirgins



first
caused the hangman mutt to deflower a 
rirgin, and afterwards to strangle her". j

Sellon has here borrowed his Illustration from 

Wesley's "The Consequence Prored", for tjaere when commenting 

upon the "justice 1* that necessitates that it might destroy 

Wesley; ? says;

'Mr. T. himself owns, "The sins of the reprobate 
were not the cause of their being passed by; but 
merely and entirely the sovereign will and determ 
inating pleasure of God", "0, but their sin was 
the cause of their damnation, though not ©f their 
preterition;" that is God determined that they 
should lire and die in their sins, that he might 
afterwards damn them]

Was ever anything like this? Yes, I hare read 
something like it: When Tiberius had determined to 
destroy SeJanus and all his family, as it was un 
lawful to put a virgin to death, what could be done 
with a daughter,* chi&d of nine years old? Why, 
the hangman was ordered first to deflour, and then 
to strangle her] Yet eren good Tiberius did not 
order her to be strangled *because she had been 
defloured** If so, it had been a parallel case; it 
would hare been just what is here affirmed of the 
Most High." Jf

Toplady, though he nerer tried to hide the

darker side of his doctrine, asked that Calrinism be allowed 

to "stand up*n its legs", and was promptly taken at his word 

by Pletcher who showed that if election was the "right leg", 

reprobation was the "crooked left leg". Word for word he 

translates Toplady f s -vindication of the decrees so as to
»• «*

show that "dreadfully crooked as the left leg of Mr. Toplady»s 

system is, it perfectly agrees with the right leg! that is 

wifch his crooked election, and his bandy predestination," {

I Works of Walter Sellon, p.355. 
Works ®f John Wesley, r. X p.373 
Works of John Fletcher, T.4, p. 237



The following excerpts from Fletcher's reply to Toplady will
4

show how he endearoured to rindleate. Wesley's Consequence*

The reprobates could no more be 
damned without personal wickedness 
than they could be damned without 
personal existence. And why? 
Because God's own decree secures 
the means as well as the end, and 4 
accomplishes the end by the means. 
The same gratuitious predestinat 
ion which ordained the existence 
of the reprobate, as men, ordained 
their pollution as sinners; and 
they were ordained to both, in 
order to their being finally and 
completely damned in Adam with 
eternal shame.

HThe elect could no more 
sared without personal holiness 1 
than they could be sared with- 
out personal existence. And ; 
why? Because God's own decree , 
secures the means as well as thie 
end 9 and accomplishes the end \ 
by the means. The same grat 
uitous predestination which 
ordained the existence of the 
elect,as men, ordained their 
purification as saints; and 
they were ordained to "both, 
in order to their "being finally 
and completely eared in Christ 
with eternal glory." p. 17

"God the Father hath chosen us 
in Christ, before the found 
ation of the world that we 
should 11, (not be sared, do what 
we will; but) wtBe ye holy and 
without blame before him in 
lore 1 Bph.i.4. Election is 
always followed by regenerat 
ion, and regeneration is the 
source of ail good works. WP.18

""Yet , again, God hath from 
the beginning", that is from 
ererlasting, fee "*chosen you 
to salration, through sanct- 
ification of the Spirit, and 
belief of the truth 1 2 Thess. 
ii.13. All* therefore, who are 
chosen to salration are no lesej 
unalterably destined to holin 
ess and faith in the mean while, 
And, if so, it is giring God 
the lie to say that the elect 
shall be sared do what they 
will* For the elect, like the 
blessed person who redeemed 
them, come into the world not 
to do their own will, but the 
will of him that sent them; •? 
and this is the will of God 
concerning them, eren their 
sanetification. Hence they 
are expressly said to be elect 
unto obedience*

God the Father hath reprobated 
us in Adam, before the foundat 
ion of the world, that we should 
(not be damned do what we will; 
but) be unholy and full of blame 
before him in malice. Reprobation 
is, always followed by apostasy and 

I tne source of all bad works.

Yet, again, God hath from the 
beginning, that is from ererlast 
ing, reprobated you to damnation 
through pollution of the spirit 
and disbelief of the truth. All', 
therefore, who are reprobated to 
damnation are no less unalterably 
destined to wickedness and un 
belief in the meanwhile. And if 
so it is giring God himself the 
lie to say that the reprobate 
shall be damned, do what they will

For the reprobate, like the blessed 
person who rejected them, come into 
the worid not to do their own will 
but the will of him that sent them; 
and this is the will of God 
concerning them, eren their wick 
edness. Hence they are expressly 
said to be reprobated unto dis 
obedience.



Hot, indeed, chosen because • 
of obedience, "but chosen unto 
it; for works are not the 
foundation of grace, "but streami 
flowing from it. Election does 
tott depend upon holiness, but 
holiness depends upon election. 
So far, therefore, is predest 
ination from being aubrersire 
•f good works, that predest 
ination is the primary cause 
of all the good works which 
hare been and shall be wrought 
from the beginning to the end 
of time. Pages 18,19.

"Sod decreed to bring his 
elect to glory, in a way of 
sanctification, and in no 
other way but that. f lf so 1 
cries Mr. Wesley, 'they shall 
lie eared whether they be 
sanctified or noM What 
notwithstanding their sanct 
ification is, itself, an 
essential branch of the de 
cree concerning them? The 
man may as well affirm that 
Abraham might hare been the 
progenitor of nations though 
he had died in infancy lee 
Equally illogical is Mr. 
Wesley*s impudent slander, 
that*the elect shall be 
sared do what they will,' 
that is, whether they be 
holy or not." pages 23,24.

"Pauls trarelling, and Paul's 
utterance, were as certainly 
and as necessarily included 
in the decree of the means, 
as his preaching was determ 
ined by the decree of the end".
Page 20

Not indeed reprobated because of 
disobedience, but reprobated unto 
it; for works are not the foundat 
ion of wrath, but streams flowing 
fxom it. Reprobation does not 
depend upon wickedness, but wicked 
ness depends upon reprobation. 
So far,therefore, is predestination 
from being subTersire of bad works, 
that predestination is the primary 
cause of all the bad works which 
hare been and shall be wrought 
from the beginning to the end of 
time.

God decreed to bring his reprobate 
to hell in a way of sinning, and 
no other way but that. "If so w 
cries Mr. Wesley, "they shall be 
damned whether they sin or no 11 . 
What, notwithstanding their sinning 
is, itself, an essential branch 
of that decree concerning them? • 
"The man may as well affirm, that 
Paul might hare preached the gospel 
Tira Toce, itt fifty different 
regions, without trarelling a step* 11 
Page 23. Equally illogical is Mr. 
Wesley's impudent slander, that 
"the reprobate shall be damned do 
what they will", that*is* whether 
they be wicked or not.

The rich glutton's gluttony, and 
his unmercifulness, were as cert 
ainly and as necessarily included 
in the decree of the means, as his 
being tormented in hell was 
determined by the decree of the 
end.

By this means of comparison and contrast, iFletcher 

demonstrates that Toplady f s argument is two-sided; and that it does 

not really face the issue involred. If he has rightly stated the



case when he says "We can only do what God from eternity
t

willed and foreknew we should" 9 ( then Wesley's consequence 

stands unshaken; and if Toplady f s assurance that holiness 

will ineyitably be manifest in the elect be true, then one 

can only follow in the wake of Wesley and question the ralue 

of an "ineritable holiness". Almost a century after toplady 

had preached necessitarianism in the name of Christian Theism, 

T. H. Huxley wrote in his "Lay Sermons", H I protest that if
*

some great power would agree to make me always think what is 

true and do what is right, on condition of being turned into 

some sort of clock and wound up erery morning before I got 

out of bed, I should instantly close with the offer. The only 

freedom that I care about is the freedom to do right; the 

freedom to do wrong, 1 am ready to part with on the cheapest 

terms to any one who will take it from me M . f Professor 

Huxley was much too acute a thinker not t« hare seen the 

contradiction in terms inrolred in the idea of "clockwork 

morality 11 ; but in seeking "freedom to do right" he did not 

demand that moral responsibility should be required of those 

who possessed only "the freedom to do wrong". He differed in 

this from Toplady who,whilst he held that "All things turn out 

according to the dirine predestination, not only the works we 

do outwardly, but eyen the thoughts we think inwardly" ]f and 

also that "The will of God is the primary and supreme cause 

of all things",/ yet insisted on moral accountability for 

necessitated thought and action. It is this wanting it both

| Observations on the Dirine attributes, p. SCO, T.5. 
| Lay Sermons p.296. Jf Observations be y.5 p. 200* " 
/ Ibid, p.193. IT.B. {quotation from Luther 

auotation from Melancjhon



ways that creates Toplady's problem; for it is of the essence 

of determinism that free will is a fiction, and therefore 

it is nonsense to speak of moral responsibility. As Dr. James 

Welton puts it: "Without freedom there is no responsibility, 

and therefore no morality. It would be a mockery to show 

that one kind of life is better than another if a man be really 

an automaton, eren though he may be deluded by the belief that 

he determines his own conduct*1 . The thorough-go ing determinist 

does not shrink from this consequence of the denial of free-will 

Holding that nature is a "closed system", he applies to the 

operations of the moral self the concept of causation which he 

discovers and formulates as the reeult of reflecting upon the 

processes of the physical world. A man acts in response to 

forces and influences over which he has no control; if he 

performs any particular act it is because the influence at work 

compels him to do it. It is all a matter of cause and effect; 

ererytning down to the minutest impulse, depends upon and 

proceeds from a definite cause whose ultimate origin is in the 

processes of nature. A man, therefore, i« not free and conse-
i

quently cannot be held responsible in the moral sense for any 

thing he does. If one reads in place of the phrase "the
4

processes of nature" the "will of God", one has Toplady's 

conception of man's place in the urairerse, with the exception 

that he would not haTC admitted that man cannot be held
*

responsible for his conduct, and justly punished for his 

wrong-doing. The problem of the freedom ©f the willlmay be



described as one of the perennial, because one of the most 

important,problems of philosophy; and one that has exercised 

the minds of some of the world's greatest thinkers. With 

pardonable exaggeration one writer has said "the history of 

the problem of the will is almost the history of philosophy". 

Fortunately I am not called upon to decide between the rival 

schools, but one thing is indisputable, if necessitarianism 

be true then, as Dr. ¥.T. Darison obserred in his Feraley 

lecture, "they may discuss ethical subjects who will, for us 

all controrersy and interest in the subject is orer". j For

surely Professor Wildon Carr goes to the heart of the matter 

when he states: "This moral responsibility is the freewill 

problem." Toplady denied free-will, and yet insisted on 

moral responsibility. It is,therefore fnecessary to look yet 

again at his conception of necessity.

After Wesley had published his tract "The Consequence 

Prored", he wrote a larger work entitled "Thoughts upon 

Treeessity w » which he later supplemented by another tract "A 

Thought upon Necessity"; the former was seized upon by Toplady 

and criticised in his "The Scheme of Christian and Philosophical 

Necessity Asserted"? which in its turn was examined by John 

Fletcher. Both argument and counter argument are continued

at great length, but their sum total can be reduced to a sent-
\

ence in each case. a»yih»dgp^F^N> ia to "be cnpeelis^^^NMgi

*

{ The Christian Conscience, page 51 *



Toplady, as is to be expected, commences his reasoning 

from the doctrine of the absolute sovereignty of God, and 

maintains that as God is the supreme controller of the universe
"*•

then ALL that happens therein is the outworking of His holy 

will. Thus he bases his whole case upon the principle of 

absolute* omniscient, and infallible causation; and declares 

that any denial of this primary causation in the name of 

self-determination is an embracing of the error of Manes. 

Wesley replies, if All that is to happen -even the movement 

of every speck of dust to a predestined place - is decided 

before the world was formed, then there can be no place for 

voluntary agency, and consequently no responsibility. Moreover

for God deliberately to create a puppet endowed with the
the 

false belief that he determines his own action while all/time

he is chained by an inescapable necessity is to.be guilty of 

a cruelty only a little less infamous than that implied by the 

horrible suggestion that He creates certain of these puppets 

only that they might endure an endless woe. Wesley does not
*

attempt to deny that necessity is the law of life, but he
.<*.

makes no secret of his conviction that Toplady's doctrine of
»

necessity dethrones the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ 

in order to make room for One whose moral character bears no 

likeness whatever to the exquisite tenderness and infinite 

compassion of Him who declared, "He that hath seen Me hath

seen the Father".
examine 

Before turning to/Toplady's treatise on necessity,

it might be well to note in passing that it is'not strictly



a reply to Wesley. It is a statement of philosophical 

necessity supported "by passages of Scripture; and the bulk 

of it could hare "been written had Wesley nerer published a 

word. It is true that Toplady in many places quotes from 

Wesley's tract -not always accurately, and never kindly- Jf
<j>: ~'

"but his thesis is essentially an aplogetic for determinism,
^

rather than a rejoinder. As a polemic it is not comparable 

with Tletcher's reply to it, which is a restrained and care 

ful analysis of the various points raised. The following
*

extracts may be taken as indicating his main points.

"I would define necessity to be that 
by which, whatever comes to pass can 
not but come to pass (all circumstances 
taken into the account); and can come to 
pass in no other way or manner, than it 
does." i

"The human body is necessarily encompassed 
by a multitude of other bodies. Which other 
surrounding bodies (animal, vegetable, fee) 

1: * so far as we come within their perceivable 
sphere, necessarily impress our nerves with 
sensations correspondent to the objects them 
selves. These sensations necessarily (and 
for the most part instantaneously) propagated 
to the soul: which can no more help receiving 
them, than a tree can resist a stroke of light 
ning. Now, (1) if all the ideas in the soul 
derive their existence from sensation; and (2) 
if the soul depend absolutely upon the body for 
all those sensations; and (3) if the body be 
both primarily and continually dependent, on 
other extrinsic beings, for the very sensations 
which it (the body) communicates to the soul;- 
the consequence seems to me undeniable: that 
neither the immanent nor the transient acts of 
man (i.e. neither his mental, nor his outward 
operations) are self determined; but on the

«

Jf See page 10 v.5. "I appeal at present to his "Thoughts 
upon Necessity". f:'Thoughts, which though crude and dark 
as chaos, are announced, according to custom, with more 
than oracular positiveness.

I Works, v. 5 page 11.



contrary, determined by the riews with which 
an infinity of surrounding objects necessarily, 
and almost incessantly, impress his intellect. 
And on what do these surrounding objects them- 
selres, which are mostly material (— - — — -—) ' 
depend? Certainly not on itself. It could 
neither be its own creator, nor can it be its 
own conserver. 11 {

"It seems most agreeable to the radical simplic 
ity, which God has obserred in his works, to 
suppose, that in themselves, all human souls are 
equal. I can easily believe, that the soul of an 
oyster-woman has, naturally, the(unexpanded) 
powers of Grotius, or of Sir. Isaac TTewton; and 
that what conduces to raise the philosopher, the 
poet, the politician, or the linguist, so much 
abore the ignorant and stupid of mankind, is not 
only the circumstance of intellectual cultivation, 
but(still more than that) his having the happiness 
to occupy a better house, i.e. a body more commod- 
iously organised, than they.
The soul of a monthly reviewer, if imprisoned with 
in the same mud walls which are tenanted by the 
soul of Mr. John Wesley, would similarly circumst 
anced, reason and act (I verily think) exactly like 
the bishop of Moorfields. And I know some very 
sensible people, who even go so far, as to suppose, 
that, was a human spirit shut up in the skull of a 
cat, puss would then, nothwitkstanding, move prone 
on all four, pur when stroked, spit when pinched, 
and birds and mice be her darling objects of pursuit, 
tfow, though I can, by no means, for my own part, 
carry matters to so extreme a length as this; yet,
'l repeat my opinion, that much, very much, depends 
on corporeal organisation......That is, as T appre 
hend, the soul is more capable of exerting its powers, 
when lodged in a capacious and well-constructed 
vehicle. I dare believe, that the brain of Dr. Thomas 
tfowell is, to that of Mr. John Wesley, as two to one, 
at the very least. And yet all this is the result of 
absolute necessity.....! just now hinted the conjecture 
of some, that a human spirit, incarcerated in the brain 
of a cat, would, probably, both think and behave as 
that animal now does. But how would the soul of a cat 
acquit itself, if inclosed in the brain «f a man?"!'

"Foreknowledge, undarkened by the least shadow of 
ignorance, and superior to all possibility of mistake, 
is a link, which draws invincible necessity after it". 4

I Ibid pp. 20-21. ]f ibid pp. 24-5 | ibid pp.54-55



"From the evidence alleged, concise and superficial 
as my allegations hare been, we may fairly (and I 
think unanswerably) concludes that contingency has 
nothing to do with births, or bArials; and, conse 
quently, that chance nerer yet added, nor ever will 
add, 'A single unit to the bill of mortality 1 . If, 
therefore, the initial point, from whence we start; 
and the ultimate goal, which terminates our race; be 
thus divinely and unchangeably fixed: is it reasonable 
to suppose, that chance, or any freewill but the free 
will of Deity alone, ma., fabricate the intermediate 
links of the chain, whose two extremes are held 
immoTeably fast in the hands of God himself? - Impossible**

• ™ 

Ifow, from these extracts alone, it is obTious

that Toplady is an extreme necessitarian. He is at one with the*
sceptics of his day in declaring that man is bound by "ineluct- 

abilis ordo rerum." His stress is primarily laid upon the fact 

that in the liyes ©f all there are events that evidence the 

over-ruling guidance of some Power external to man; and in 

developing this idea he emphasises the fact of causation,and

the interplay of heredity and environment in producing a charact-
i- 

er, which,in its turn, manifests itself in conduct which is the

ineritable expression of the strongest desire. He does not, 

however,accept the conclusion that such reasoning makes inevit- 

able; for along with an absolute determinism he pleads for moral 

accountability. To Wesley's observation that in such a system 

"There can be no moral good or evil" he replies:

"Says the objector, 'Moral good or evil' cannot 
consist with necessity, I, on the contrary, say, 
that it both can and does." J[

The point at issue is clear, everything turns on what is meant 

necessity. This is a law goyerned world, in which many events

\ ibid p. 79. jf ibid page 29



happen of necessity; yet leave man's moral freedom unimpaired. 

But according to Toplady's teaching of absolute predestination 

no freedom is possible. Row, it is undeniable that a right 

definition of the terms freedom and necessity would have eared 

much controyersy. As Hume obserred Ma few intelligible definit 

ions would hare put an end" to much verbal quibbling. If by 

"freedom11 is meant liberty or physico-political freedom, that is 

freedom from external restraint, then no one is free. And this 

seems to be the ground on which Toplady built his argument. Sow,

f©r instance, could one deny the law of gravitation? Of necessity
V» 

heavy bodies must fall -Wae the earth. But this conception of

necessity is a very different thing from that which reduces man 

to an automaton: causation and necessity are not synonymous terms 

for the ethicist. Volitions are caused, and they in their turn 

are causes by reason of their effects; yet a volition however 

caused is in a different category from mere physical causation. 

The impact of one billiard ball upon another causes it to more, 

but the movement differs greatly in calibre from that of a man 

who has witnessed an accident and hurries to render assistance. 

Intense cold always freezes, just as intense heat always burns; 

but, for the moralists,external circumstances do not w of necessity*1 

produce the same reaction. "Every man" says Professor Hyslop 

of Columbia, "must be the cause of his own volitions; otherwise 

they are not his volitions or acts at all. If I move my arm 

to pick up my pen, it is not the pen which "caused11 the act, nor 

is it my surroundings, the physical objests about me. If they 

produced the effect, they should continue to do so as long as



they are about me. There may hare been reasons in my surroundings 

or in the special circumstances under which I am placed for picking 

up ay pent but 'reasons 1 are not external 'causes, and they may 

not be causes at all. Similarly, If I steal, the act arises from 

eondi-tions within myself not from the action of external objects; 

otherwise "erery conscious agent would be expected to steal immed 

iately he came near the same objects* nay, would*be forced to do 

so. It might eren be true that erery Man would steal under the 

same conditions, but these conditions, would hare to be internal f
*f *

for it is a fact that the sameness of external conditions does
* *

not issue in the same results with different persons." ( To
*

conceiTe freedom in this way is to see it as self initiatire as 

opposed to foreign initiative; it is only a name for mental 

causation as contrasted with mechanical causation. There is this
it * *

supreme difference between the two conceptions, the former as tab- , 

lishes personality, whilst the latter would destroy it. "The rery 

essence of personality is the capacity to act as an independent 

cause. T am myself the cause of my rolitions and no other cause 

is needed." jf But this, as Dr. Illingworth points out "does not 

mean the ability to act without a motire, as some of its(freewill)

opponents still stupidly seem to suppose. But it does mean the»
ability to create, or cooperate in the cheating our own motires,

or to choose our motire, or to transform a weaker motiye into a •
stronger by adding weights to the scale of our own accord, and 

thus to determine our conduct by our reason; whence it is now 

usually called the power of self determination - a phrase to which

} Elements of Ethics, p.155 Christian Faith in an Age of Science, p. 293 (Dr. ^



St. Thomas rery nearly approaches when he says, 'Man is determined 

by a combination of reason and appetite (appetitu rational!), that 

is "by a desire whose object is consciously apprehended by the 

reason as an end to be attained, and he is therefore self-mored 1 " f

Self-determination is, howerer, anathema to Toplady; 

he regards it not only as untrue philosophically, but as bordering 

on the blasphemous. He regards it as an attempt to elerate man to 

the dignity of God whilst sinking God below the lowliest of His 

creatures. Some-how he does not seem able to grasp the fact that 

according to his teaching man is only a pawn with no more choice 

in his flight or destination than a wind-blown feather. It is 

too apparent to require demonstration that necessity is interworen 

throughout the whole fabric of the universe, its laws permit neither 

of repeal nor defiance; but this physical necessity has no place 

in the realm of ethics. Toplady, despite his fondness for logic, 

orerlooked one elementary principle of reasoning, an argument to 

be ralid must be in the same "uniTerse of discourse".

Feither Wesley, nor his followers, were so foolish as 

to deny the law of causation or to suggest that man was absolutely 

free; their sole protest was that unless man is possessed of 

alternatire moral choice, and the power to prosecute the line of 

conduct chosen, it is useless to speak of moral rallies. If a 

preordaining decree has decided the moment of my birth and death,

.

0 J.R. Illingworth, Personality: Human fc Difine, p,33.



and has "fabricated the intermediate links of the chain" so 

that I am impelled to a definite end - be the end what it May 

then to speak of "rewarding" me is simply foolish; whilst to 

speak of "punishing" me, is more than foolish, it is immoral.
v

Toplady's conception of the dirine justice was grounded
4

entirely on the supremacy or rights of God; but Wesley so 

interpreted justice as to set the rights of man orer against

(*Qd's. "Sin had not turned man into a mere Tessel of wrath
i 

or of mercy, a creature who was damned because of guilt he

had inherited, or satea by a grace that acted without reason 

or any regard to foreseen faith or good ̂ works. The worst 

crinuainal had his rights, especially the right to a fair
„ *

trial before a fair tribunal! and these rights did not cease

simply because the judge was God, and the accused, or eren>
the condemned, was man. The Creator owed something to the 

creature He had formed, and these obligations did not cease 

because the first man had sinned. In a perfectly real sense
V,

sin had ©nly increased the duty of God to be just* If original 

sin was what Augustine had stated it to be, and what the 

Calfinist maintained it was, then it would be truer to name it 

the radical wrong o-f man. The race had not been consulted 

by the first man; he was not their representatire, for they had 

no will in his appointment and no reto on his acts. And so , 

by erery law of justice they ought to_be pitied rather than 

blamed for what they had suffered in consequence of him; and 

it was impossible to conceire anything nearer infinite injustice



than allowing it to inrolre millions of men in every age and 

of erery age in eternal death. 11 \ In saying this Dr. Fair burn 

is only underlining what I haTe already said:* the protest of 

Wesley and the Axminians generally was in the name justice.
i

$0 theory of predestination, however water-tight its logic 

may "be, can gain acceptance "by the intellect if the conscience 

Is outraged* Furthermore, Toplady's necessitarianism did 

not satisfy the intellect, for it attempted the impossible -
*»

the reconciling of an irresistible fiat and moral determinat 

ion. And still further,Toplady*s conclusions were not always 

the irrefragable dicta he thought them to be. He might, in 

the words of Tyerman, "fte "a pope infallible", but there were 
others who did not think that because they held "opinions 

different from his" they were "reprobate knares or fools 11 , f 

Sellon's limitations were manyf Olivers was in large measure 

self-taught! both had had much rougher furrows to hoe than any 

Toplady had known| but in dialectics they were not one whit 

inferior to him. Pletcher was, perhaps, the ablest controv 

ersialist of them all, His gift of lucid and apt illustrat 

ion made him a doughty opponent. In his "Remarks on Toplady f s 

Philosophical Necessity" he not only answers Toplady, but 

ehowa that to define necessity as "an indissoluble concaten 

ation of secondary causes, created for that end, and of 

effects, as has a native tendency to secure the certainty of

all events"i and then to sayfthat such "necessity of infallible'"'"' *

j Christ in Modern Theology, pp. 170-171 
Jf Life of Wesley, pp. 54-5 of yol. 3



certainty" lays "no compulsory force on the will of the 

agent" is so glaring a contradiction in terms,that only one 

"blinded "by the light he sought to diffuse, could hare failed- 

to see it. It is then needful to look still more closely at 

Toplady 1 s argument and Jletcher's rejoinder. 

Top lady had written:

"The soul is, in a rery extensire degree, 
passire as matter itself." { 

and also:

"These sensations are necessarily (--——) 
propagated to the soul; which can no more 
help being Effected "by them, than a tree 
can resist a stroke of lightning." Jf

Fleteher seized on these two statements and declared that 

such teaching degraded man to the lerel of an inanimate thing; 

lower even than the "beasts.

"Mr. Toplady's scheme of philosophical 
necessity, fey rendering reason useless, 
saps the rery foundation of all moral 
philosophy, and hardly allows man the 
low principle of conduct which we call 
instinct in "brutes. Hay the rery brutes 
are not so affected by the objects which 
strike their senses; but they often run 
away, hungry as they are, from food which 
tempts their eye, their nose, and their 
belly, when they apprehend some danger, 

rc> though their senses discover none. Beasts 
frequently act in full opposition to the 
sight of their eyes; but the wretched 
scheme which Jfr. Toplady imposes upon us as 
Christian philosophy, supposes that all men 
necessarily think, judge and act, not only 
according to the sight of their eyes, but 
according to the impression made by matter 
upon all their senses. How would heathen 
themselves hare exploded so carnal a phil 
osophy." |

I Remarks on Toplady f s Scheme of Christian and
Philosophical Necessity, page 345 T0l|4 Pletcher's Works.

{ Christian It Philosophical Necessity Asserted, p.17 
ibid p. 20



Earlier Fleteher had said:

"This scheme is contrary to genuine philosophy, 
which has always represented the soul as able to 
resist the strongest impressions of all the 
objects that surround the body; and as capable 
of going against the wind and tide of all the 
senses. Even Horace, an effeminate disciple of 
Epicurus, could say, in his sober moments,

Jus turn et tenacem propositi virun, IcC

'Neither the clamours of a raging mob, nor the 
frowns of a threatening tyrant, neither furious 
storms, nor roaring thunders, can move a right 
eous man who stands firm to his resolution. The 
wreck of the world might crmsh his body to atoms, 
but eould not shake his soul with fear'. But Kr. 
Toplady's philosophy sinks as much below the poor 
heathen's, as a man who is perpetually borne down, 
and carried away by every object of sense around 
him, is inferior to the steady man whose virtue 
triumphs over all the objects which strike his
senses. 11 I•»

Further this doctrine of soul passivity sets aside both reason 

and conscience "for" as Pletcher sayss

"Of what use is conscience? Of what use is the 
internal light of grace, which enlightens cons 
cience within, if man is necessarily determined 
from without; and if the objects which strike 
his senses irresistibly turn his judgment and his 
will, insomuch that he can no more resist their 
impressions, 'than a tree can resist the stroke of 
lightning?'" JT

Thus the robbing man of the power to discriminate twixt right 

and wrong, and the rendering of all his actions as inevitable 

as the falling of a tree when struck by lightning, is a de 

facing of the image of God within the soul - "which consists 

chiefly in self-activity and self-motion." |

( Remarks on Toplady's Scheme &c Pletcher's Works, v.4
¥ ibid p. 346 $ ibid 346. (pp. 344-5



Fletcher further urges that Toplady's doctrine of
^

passivity results in the denial of sin, seeing that all that
» 

happens is chargeable on God.

"If Mr. Toplady f s scheme of necessity is 
true, all sin may "be justly charged on 
Proyidence, who, by the 'surrounding ob 
jects which necessarily impress the intel 
lect, * Causes sin as truly and as irresist 
ibly as a gunner causes the explosion of a 
loaded cannon by the lighted match which he 
applies to the touchhole. And ^ve was un 

wise when she said, 'The serpent beguiled me 
and I did eat 1 ; for she might have said, 'lord* 
I have only followed the appointed law of my 
nature; for providentially coming within sight 
of the tree of knowledge, I perceived that the 
fruit was good for food, and pleasant to the 
eye. It necessarily impressed my nerves with 
corresponding sensations; these sensations were 
necessarily and instantaneously propagated to 
my soul; and my soul could no more help receiv 
ing these forcible impressions, and eating in 
consequence of them, 'than a tree can resist a 
stroke of lightning*. I should be glad to know 
with what justice Eve could have been condemned 
after such a plea, if Mr. Toplady's scheme is 
true; especially if she had urged, as Mr. Toplady 
does, that God's hecessitation gives birth to 
'providence, tfcat is, to the all-directing super- 
intendency of divine wisdom and power, carrying 
the whole preconcerted scheme into actual execut 
ion, by the subservient mediation of second causes,' 
(such as the fair colour of the fruit, and the eye 
of Eve,) 'which were created for that end' Page 14. 
Can any man say, that, if Mr, Toplady is right, "Sve 
would have charged God foolishly? 11 j

Such a doctrine ©f necessity Fletcher regards as contrary £o 

Scripture, common-sense, and historic Christian doctrine. 

Moreover it so degrades man that the excellence or depravity 

of his character is solely the resultant of his physical

( Pletcher's Works, vol.4 pages 347-8



powers. It is also hypocritical for God' to sit in judgment
t

upon His creatures when ever act of every one of them has "been 

necessitated by an irresistible decree. These objections are ' 

carefully worked out by Pletcher, who examines Toplady's 

Scripture proofs and counters them by others of his own. Through-
i H. • -

out all his rejoinder yietcher firmly holds Toplady to-this
*

main point - the inevitable consequence of z predestinated
*> 

impression*upon the soul "which can no more help receiving them,

and being affected by them, than a tree can resist a stroke 

®f lightning".

"How can God reasonably set life and death, 
water and fire, before us, and bid us choos'e 
eternal life and living water, if surrounding 
objects work upon us, as the lightning works 
upon a tree on which it falls? And when the 
Lord commands the reprobate to choose virtue, 
after having bound them over to vice, by the 
adamantine chain of necessitation, does he 
not insult over their misery* as much as a 
sheriff would do, who, after having ordered 
the executioner to bind a man's hands, to fast 
en his neck (to the gallows, and absolutely to 
drive away the eart from under him, should 
gravely bid the wretch to choose life and lib* 
erty, and bitterly ej^laim against him for neg 
lecting so great a deliverance?" {

Furthermore, in such a philosophy judgment becomes a ritual 

as fraught with cruelty as with meaninglessness.

"It represents the proceedings of the Day of 
Judgment, as the most unrighteous, cruel and 
hypocritical acts, that ever disgraced the 
tribunal of a t*yrant. JOT if God, by eternal 
absolute, and necessitating decrees, places the 
reprobates in the midst of a current of circum 
stances, which carries them along as irresist 

ibly as a rapid river wafts a feather; if he

« 
\ idib pages 348-9



encompass them witfc tempting objects, which 
strike their souls with ideas," that cause 
sin in their hearts and liyes, as inevitably 
as a stroke of lightning raises splinters in 
the tree which it shatters; and if we can no 
more help be ing determined by these objects, 
which God's providence has placed around us 
on purpose to determine us, than a tree can 
resist a stroke of lightning; it unaroidably 
follows, that when God will judicially con 
demn the wicked, and send them to hell for 
their sins, he will act with as much justice 
as the king would do, if he -sent to the gall 
ows all his subjects who had the misfortune 
of being struck with lightning. Way, to make 
the case parallel, we must suppose, that the 
king had absolute command of the lightning, 
and had pteriously struck them with the fiery 
ball, that he might subsequently condemn them 
to be .hanged, for having been struck according 
to his absolute decree. \ ]f

It is, moreover, a fundamental flaw in Toplady's theory of

necessity that the brain is the mind, or the seat of the spirit.
had 

Top lady/writ em: (as already quoted twelve pages earlier)

goul of a monthly reviewer, if imprisoned 
within the same mud walls which are tenanted by 
the soul of Mr. John We s ley, would, similarly 
circumstanced, reason and act (I verily think) 
exactly -like the bishop of Moorf ields. w

Hi sf addendum to this prompted Fl etcher to say:
»

"But what I chiefly dislike in this scheme is, 
its degrading all human souls in such a manner 
as to make them receive their moral excellence 
and depravity from the contexture of the brains

8 Remarks on Toplady f s Scheme Jcc,, fletcher's Works, v.4,p,
(349

]f It will be recalled that Olivers makes use of a similar 
argument in his letter to Toplady."A king who commando 
all his subjects to commit High Treason, and then commands 
them to be burnt for having done so", is Oliver's analogy 
concerning the King of Heaven who commands the sin of Mis 
creatures and then damns them everlastingly for what 'they 
eould not help'. See Oliver's letter, page 13.

t
4 Refcmarks on Toplady's Scheme &e. Pletcher'S'Works, v.4

page 352 and 
Toplady's Works, vol. 6 page 24.



by which they work, and from the place of the bodies 
in which they dwell. Insomuch that all the difference 
there is between one who thinks loyally, and one who • 
thinks otnerwise, - between one who belieres that Christ 
is God OTer all, and one who believes that he is a mere 
creature f - consists only in the make and position of 
their brains. Supposing,for example, that a gentleman 
has honourable thoughts of His king and of his Sarlour; 
and is ready, from a principle -of loyalty and faith, to 
defend the 'dignity of George the third, and the dirinity 
of Jesus Christ? supposing also that another gentleman * , 
breaks, without ceremony, these two erangelical t>receT>ts, 
'Honour the ting;' 'Let all the angels worship him' (Christ); 
I ask, Why is their moaal and -religious conduct so opposite? 
Is it because the first gentleman's free-willing soul has 
intrinsically more reverence for the king and for our Lord, 
because he keeps his heart more tender by faith and prayer, 
and his conscience more deroid of prejudice, through a dilig 
ent improTement of his talent, or through xx a more faithful 
use of his free agency, and a readier submission to the light 
that enlightens every man? No such thing: if Mr. Toplady's 
scheme is true, the whole difference consists in the'mud walls 1 
and external circumstances." {

After some pointed observations concerning Toplady's 

luggestion that "a human spirit, incarcerated in the brain of a cat, 

would probably think and behaYe as that animal does w ?J he goes to 

the Tery core of Toplady's necessitarianism and observes;

"Prom his capital doctrine, that human souls hare no free 
will, and no inward principle of self-determination; and 
from his avowed opinion, that the soul of one man, placed 
in the body of another man, 'would, similarly circumstanced, 
reason and act exactly like' the man in whose mud walls it 
is lodged; it evidently follows, 1. That, had the human 
soul of Christ been placed in the body and circumstances of 
Bfero, it would hare been exactly as wicked and atrocious as 
the soul of that bloody monster was. And 2. That is Nero's 
soul had been placed in Christ's body, and in his trying 
circumstances it wou±d hare been exactly as rirtuous and 
immaculate as that of the Redeemer: the consequence is 
undeniable. Thus the merit of the man Christ did not in the 
least spring from his righteous soul, but from his mud walls, 
and from the happiness which his soul had of being lodged 
in a brain peculiarly modified, tfor did the demerit of Hero 
flow from his free agency and self-perrersion; but only from 
his mud walls, and from the infelicity which his necessitated 
soul had of being lodged in an ill-constructed Tehicle, and 
placed on that throne on which Titus soon after deserved to 
be called 'the darling of mankind'." 4

J Tletcher's Works, T, 4. p. 352 j ibid pp. 353-4
/ Toplady's Works, v.6 page 24, cp, with "^letcher, 4| 353



Uow, as Tletcher pointed out, no one would try to 

deny that there is a close connexion between the soul and 

the "body; and that each greatly influences the other. As 

Horace put it: "The soul which dwells in a body oppressed 

with last night's wtcai'B^ia. clogged "by the load which disorders 

the "body." Often the spirit's powers are denied full realis 

ation "by reason of "bodily infirmity; and on the other hand a 

serene spirit has many times aided the "body's recovery. But it 

is absurd to argue,as does Toplady, that the only determinant 

of the energies and direction of the spirit is the "mud walls" 

in which the spirit is for a time confined. It would be hard 

to find a more materialist philosophy, especially one dignified 

with the name theology The "Reviewers" of November 1775,

whom Fletcher quotes, express the sentiments that must occur
*.' 

to any reader of Toplady's Philosophical Necessity.
•»

"The old controversy concerning liberty 
and necessity has lately been renewed: 
Yr, Toplady avows himself a xxxy stren 
uous and very positive champion on the 
side of necessity, and revives those 
arguments which were long sineerurged by 
Spinoza, Hobbes, &e. It is somewhat 
singular in the history of this dispute, 
that those who profess themselves the 
friends of revelation should so earnestly 
contend for a system which unbelievers 
have very generally adopted and maintained. 
This appears the more strange when we con-_ 
sider that the present asserters of necess 
ity manifest a very visible tendency to 
materialism. *'ate and universal mechanism 
seem to be so nearly allied that they have 
been usually defended on the same ground and 
by the same advocates. Mr. Toplady, indeed, 
admits that the two component principles of 
man, body and soul, 'are not only distinct



but essentially different from each other. 1 
But it appears in the sequel of his reasoning! 
that he has no high opinion of the nature ana
powers of the latter. 'An idea 1 , he observes, 
'is that image, form, or conception of ariythingj 
which the soul is impressed with from without; 1 \ 
and he expressly denies that the soul has the 
power of framing new ideas, different from or 
superior to those which are forced upon it by 
the bodily senses. 'The soul,' he affirms, 'is, 
in a very extensive degree, passive as matter 
itself.' On his scheme, the limitation with 
which he guards this assertion is needless and 
futile.....His moral doctrine is of a piece wfrth 
the rest; the result of his reasoning on the 
subject is, in his own words, that 'man, in every 
instant of his duration, is a passive instrument 
in the hands of necessity.'" " j

Of determini»t philosophies in general and of Toplady's in partic 

ular, hedonism and antinomianism are legitimate offspring. Summing 

up Toplady's doctrine the reviewer says;

"'Let us drink and drive away care, drink and 
be merry,' as the old song says, which is the 
practical application." |

His characteristic sense of fair-play does not allow"Pletcher to 

leave this conclusion as it stands, for he hastes to say that he
•

does not insinuate that this application is charged upon ^r. Toplady s 

but mentions it only as the"natural consequence of his system of 

necessity." /

It now remains for me to examine the scriptural 

basis of Toplady's doctrine of necessity; and particularly to 

enquire whether his correlative doctrine of a limited atonement 

is soundly based.

Commencing with Genesis xx.6 Toplady quotes at

great length passages that have little, if any,reference to the 

subject of philosophical determinism. With no appeal to context
•

he not infrequently misrepresents the whole meaning of the

} fletcher's Works, vol. 4 pp.354-5 \ ibid p. 355



passage, yietcher examines Toplady f s proofs, and shows that 

in many cases the meaning is absolutely alien to any doctrine 

of necessitation. The first text Toplady quotes is the one 

already noteds Genesis xx.6, which he renders "I withheld 

thee from sinning against me"s and from this infers a general 

withholding of the elect from sin, and (by imputation) a 

refusal to so withhold any numbered amongst the relprobate. 

The text reads: "And God said unto him in a dream, Yea I 

know that in the integrity of thy heart thou hast done this, 

and I also with-held thee from sinning against me, and there 

fore suffered I thee not to touch her," \ When this text 

is read as a whole and in relation to its context, it is 

clear that Toplady 1 B'use of it is unsound; indeed, it may 

questioned whether it is honest. *To doctrine of necessity 

can be inferred from a story of self-restraint. Again the

second passage quoted: "I will harden his heart, that he
the 

shall not let/people go." Ixodus ir.21., is no argument for

a philosophy that has nothing to distinguish it from the 

fatalist doctrines of the ancients. The rery word "shall 11 

speaks of self-determinism. To establish Toplady f s doctrine, 

the text would hare to read, "I haye so hardened his heart 

that he cannot let the people go". Later a reference is 

made to Prorerbs xxi.l., where Toplady makes the comment 

"Odd sort of self-determination this"5|

t Rerised Version.
Christian Jc Philosophical Necessity Asserted, p. 45



S'l

"but the passage quoted has to be stretched very considerably 

before it can be regarded as an argument for absolute 

predestination, Pletcher replies to Toplady on this point 

in the following words :

"We haTe never denied the supreme power 
which God has even orer the hearts of 
proud kings, who, generally, are the most 
imperious of men. IThen he will absolutely 
turn their will for the accomplishment of 
some proyidential design, his wisdom and 
his omnipotence can undoubtedly do it. Thus 
by letting the Philistines loose upon Saul's 
dominions, God turned his heart, and made him 
change his design of immediately surrounding 
and destroying David. Thus he turned the 
heart of Ahasuerus from his purpose of destroy* 
ing the Jews, by the providential reading of 
the records which reminded the king of his in 
debtedness to Mordecai. Thus he turned the 
heart of Pharaoh towards Joseph, by giving 
Joseph widdom to explain the prophetic dream. 
........ For in such cases, 'the lot is cast
into the lap 1 without an eye to the Lord, 'but 
the whole disposing thereof is of the Lord 1 . 

'* Proverbs xvi.33. But these peculiar inter 
positions of providence no more prove, that Sod 
absolutely turns the hearts of all kings, and 

» * of all men in all things, and on all occasions,
as Mr. Toplady T s system supposes, than a farrier's 
drenching now and then a horse, in peculiar 
circumstances, proves that all horses throughout 
the world never drink but when they are drenched. 11

lletcher in criticism of Toplady 's use of scripture makes 

the following points:

1. "Detaching a Scripture from the context, that 
what God does for particular reasons may appear 
to be done absolutely, and from mere sovereignty.

•- -n •

2; "Because God can do a thing, and does it on
particular occasions, Mr. Toplady and his adherents 
infer, that he does it always.

3. "The necessitarians confound our inability to do 
some things with an inability to do all things,

) JTetcher's Hemarks on Toplady's Scheme, Vol.4. p. 363



4. "The Calvinists suck scriptural metaphors 
till they imbibe the blood of error instead 
of 'the sincere milk of the word* 11 .

«
5. M If there occurs in the bible a poetical 

expression, founded upon some common though 
erroneous opinion, to which the sacred pen- 
mAB , accommodate their language in condescens 
ion to the Tulgar, Calvinism fixes upon that 
expression and produces it as a demonstration 
©f what she calls •orthodoxy"1 .

6. "As the necessitarians build their doctrine 
(of absolute necessity) upon poetical express 
ions, so do they upon proverbial sayings.

7. "The word 'shall* frequently implies a kind of 
necessity, and a forcible authority.

To each of these points Pletcher brings illustrations froa 

Toplady's tract, and seeks to show that such quotations, as 

are found therein, frequently have little relevance to the 

substance of his argument. It is not possible to repeat all 

Tletcher's arguments in refutation of Toplady;fco do that would 

necessitate the transcribing of almost the whole of his reply, 

It is enough to point out that very few of the many quotations 

used will bear the strain that Toplady seeks to put upon then; 

and that throughout his whole polemic there is a confusion
«

©f what Fletcher calls "a necessity of consequence with an 

absolute necessity 11 . As this is a vital distinction I will 

quote what Pletcher had to say.

"A necessity of consequence is the necessary 
connexion which immediate causes have

with their effects, immediate effects with 
their causes, and unavoidable consequences 
with their premises. Thus, if you run a man 
through the heart with a sword, by a necessity 
of natural consequence he must die; and if you 
are caught and convicted of having done .it like 
an assassin, by necessity of legal consequence 
you must die. Thug, again, if I hold that God,



from all eternity, absolutely fixed £is everlasting 
lore upon some men, and his everlasting wrath upon
others, without any respect to their works, by nec 
essity of logical consequence I'must hold, that the 
former were never children of wrath, and must contin- 
uw God's pleasant children while they commit the most 
atrocious crimes; and that the latter wre children of 
wrath while they seminally existed together with the 
man Christ, in the loins of ^inless Adam> before the 
fall.
How, these three strong necessities of consequence 
do not amount to one grain of Galvinian absolute nec 
essity; because, though the above mentioned effects 
and consequences necessarily follow from their causes 
and premises, yet those causes and premises are not 
absolutely necessary. To be more plain: though a man 
whom you run through the heart to rob him without, 
opposition, must die, and though.you mustsuffer as a 
murderer for your crime, yet tnis double necessity 
does not prove that you were absolutely necessitated 
to go on the highway and to murder the man. Again: 
though you must, indirectly, at least, propagate the 
most detestable error of Manes, that is, the worship 
of a double-principled deity, if you preach a god 
made up of absolute, everlasting love to some, and of* 
absolute, everlasting wrath to others, yet you are not 
necessitated.^© do this black work, because you are by 
no means necessitated to embrace and propagate this 
black principle of Calvin. Once more: by necessity of 
consequence, a weak man who drinks to excess is drunk; 
yet his drunkenness is not calvinistically necessary; 
because, though the man cannot help being drunk if he 
drinks to excess, yet he can help drinking, to excess; 
or, to speak in general terms, though he cannot prevent 
the effect when he has admitted the cause, yet he can 
prevent the effect by not admitting the cause. However, 
Mr. Toplady, without adverting to this obvious and 
important distinction fcakes it for granted that his 
readers will subscribe to his doctrine of absolute nec 
essity, because of a variety of Scriptures assert such 
a necessity "of consequence as I have just explained. 
Take the following instances:-
"How can you escape the damnation of hell? M Page 83. 
These words of Christ do not pro^e Calvinian reprobation 
and absolute necessity; but only that those who will 
obstinately go on in sin shall, by necessity of conse 
quence, infallibly meet with the damnation of hell. 
nl lf the Son shall make you free, 1 (and he shall make 
us free if we will continue in his word) 'ye shall 1 by 
necessity of consequence 'be free indeed 1 ." Page 91. 
Again: "'Why do ye not understand my speech? Even 
because,' whilst you hug your prejudices, 'ye cannot hear



my word 1 with the least degree of candour." Page 92.
*•

This passage does not prove Calvinian necessity: it 
declares only,that, while the Jews were biassed fcy 
lore 'of honour, ratner than by love of truth, by nec 
essity of consequence they could not candidly hear, 
and cordially receive, Christ's humbling doctrine. 
Thus he said to them, "How can ye believe, who receive 
honour one of another?"
"He that is of God heareth God's words; ye therefore , 
hear them not, because ye are not of God." Page 92. 
Here is no Calvinism, but only a plain declaration, 
that by necessity of consequence no man can serve two 
masters, no man can gladly receive the truths of God, 
who gladly receive the lies of Satan. "Ye believe not, 
because ye are not of my sheep." Page 92. That is you 
eagerly follow the prince of darkness; "the works of 
your father the devil ye will do;" and therefore, by 
necessity of consequence, ye cannot do the works of God; 
ye cannot follow me; ye cannot rank among my sheep. 
Again:- llf l give my sheep eternal life, and they shall 
never perish. 1 John x.28. Thatjis, their salvation is 
necessary, and cannot be hindered." Page 93. True; it 
is necessary, but it is only so by necessity of conse 
quence; for damnation follows unbelief and disobedience, 
as punishment does sin; and eternal salvation follows 
faith and obedience, as rewards follow good works. But 
this does no more prove, that God necessitates men to 
sin or to obey, than hanging a deserter, and rewarding 
a courageous soldier, prove that the former was absolute 
ly necessitated to desert, and the latter to play the 
hero. Once more:- "I will pray the Father, and he shall 
give you another Comforter, whom the world cannot receive, 1 

• as a comforter without proper preparation. 3Tow this no 
more proves that the world cannot absolutely receive the 
Comforter, than my asserting, that Mr. Toplady could not 
take a degree at the university before he had learnt 
grammar, proves that he was for ever absolutely "debarred 
from that literary honour." j

it, Prom this point JMetcher goes on to emphasise
*f ,*

that Toplady not only confused necessity of consequence with 

absolute necessity, but that he as surely confused natural necessity 

with (what Fletcher called) "moral necessity". From such texts

\ Fletcher's Works, vol. 4 pages 367 - 370



as "When he nfade a decree for the rain, and a way for the
$,

lightning of the thunder ; then did he see it, yea, and searched
•» 

it out. 11 , and "And break up for it my decreed. place', and set

bars and doors, and said hitherto shalt thou come, but no
V

further; and here shall thy proud waves be stayed? Hast thou 

commanded the morning since thy days; and caused the day spring 

to know its place; that it might take hold of the ends of the

earth that the wicked might be shaken out of it,"; Toplady
is 

would adduce a doctrine of absolute necessity, when it/clear

that the inspired poet is seeking to teach that although God
man

has set man in a world that is goTerned by law, ±DC is, neverthe

less possessed of moral power. Moreover even the physical 

laws of the universe are not laws of absolute necessity as 

is suggested by Toplady. Pletcher makes this points

"That nothing happens independently on71 that 
cause, (The supreme First Cause) and on* the 
providential laws which God has established, 
we grant. But this does not prove at all 
the Galvinian necessity of all our actions. 
Nor does it prove that man, who is made in 
God f s image, cannot, within his narrow sphere, 
frequently exert his delegated power at his 
own option, by making and executing his own 
decrees." f

He continues :-

"If Mr. Toplady denies 'it, I appeal to his own 
experience and candour. Can he not, by a good 
fire, reverse, in his apartment, God's decree 
of frost in winter? and by a candle, can he not 
in his room reverse God's decree of darkness at 
midnight? Can he not, by icy, cooling draughts 
elude the decree of heat in summer?"

God has decreed the light and the dark, but equally has Me

} ibid page 371 Jf ibid ^ Pletcher's word.



decreed that man can dispel the darkness or bring himself

into the shade when the lignt too strongly beats upon him.
i

By a number of parallel arguments JMeteher shows that eren 

tne physical universe is not bound fast, and that within the 

universe man is the freest of all God's creation. Me challenges 

Toplady's statement that our eyery action from the cradle to 

the grave is settled before ever we come into the cradle. 

All the texts that Toplady quotes to establish the assertion 

that birth,death, and all that happens during one's lifetime 

ii no/! merely for seen but foreordained, are carefully scrutinised 

and are shown to have no relevance whatever to the doctrine of 

absolute necessity* Toplady had written:

"I shall not be very prolix. Two or three 
plain and pertinent testimonies will answer 
the same purpose, as two or three hundred. 
Let us begin with the article of birth. 
Rachel said unto Jacob, give me children or 
else I die. And Jacob's anger was kindled 
against Rachel; and he said am I in God's 
stead? Gen. xxx. 1,2. Joseph said unto his 
father, they are my sons, whom God hath given 
me in this place. Gen.xlviii. 9. Thy hands 
have made me and fashioned me together, round 
about. Job x.8. Thou art he that took me out 
of the womb; Psal. xxii. 9. .... Lo, children
are the heritage of the Lord. Psalm cxxvii.3 
——Or, as the liturgy translation reads, Lo, 
children and the fruit of the womb are an herit 
age and gift that cometh of the Lord......Thou
hast covered me (i.e. clothed my soul with a 
material body) in my mother's womb: in thy book 
(of decree and providence) all my members were 
written. Psalm cxxxix. 13.16. To everything 
there is a season, and a time to every purpose 
under the heaven; (i.e. God has fixed an exact 
point of time, for the accomplishment of all his 
decrees: among which fixed and exact.points of 
time, are) a time to be born and a time to die. 
Secies, iii. 1»2."|

I Christian Je Philosophical Necessity Asserted, pp. 72-3. 
Touladv's Works, vol. .0



By such reasoning and use of Scripture Toplady would convince
Ahis readers that man is only^puppet to be danced by his Master 

who pulls the strings when and as he pleases. But the texts 

will "bear no such deterministic interpretation. Fletcher puts 

his finger on the fallacy that is inherent in all such reasoning. 

He replies as follows!

"All these Scriptures prove only, 1. That 
when a woman is naturally barren, like Bachel 
or Sarah, an extraordinary interposition of 
God's proTidence is necessary to render her 
fruitful. 2. That the fruitfulness of women 
as that of our fields, is a gift of God. 3. 
That children grow in the womb and come to 
birth according to the peculiar-energy of those 
laws which God, as the God of nature, has made 
for the propagation of animals in general and 
mankind in particular. And, 4. That as there is 
a"time to be born,"namely,in general, nine months 
after conception; so there is a "time to die", 
which, in the present'state of the world, is 
seventy or eighty years after our nativity, if no 
particular event or circumstance hastens nor retards 
our birth and our death." \

Pletcher goes on to prove his case by observing that God cannot 

appoint the date of birth without previously appointing a day 

of conception, and that if Toplady f s contention be true, then 

God must have necessitated "whoredom and adultery, in order 

to fabricate the link of the birth of every bastard child.*1 ./

Koreover he shows that iromen who remain virginal do not bear
each 

children and yet had they married they migh^have been the

mother of a large family. Nor can it be maintained that their 

celibacy was necessitated, any. more than it could be maintained
*

that all the women guilty of abortion were fulfilling the
•f-

{ Fletcher's "Remarks on Toplady's Scheme Ice WORKS,
vol. 4, page 378

)f ibid page 379



, o
«

divine decree which had condemned their unwanted embryos 

never to come to birth.

Again the argument that the moment of one's death 

is fixed long before he ever saw the light of day is fraught 

with the gravest difficulties. If such be the case what end 

is realised by the instinct of self-preservation? Sheer 

fatalism is the only possible issue of such a doctrine. Uo

number of texts clipped from their context can prove that God
Of 

has left man no say in the lengthening ar sho'rtening^iis days.t
Insurance companies do not share Toplady's conviction, for 

they know that the choice of wisdom will prolong our days, 

whilst man may,by his foily,considerably shorten them. Certain

of the inspired writers of holy writ are definitely of this
* 

opinion. "Length of days and long life shall they add to thee«.|f

*I£ thou wilt walk in my ways, then I will lengthen thy days"./ 

Tletcher does not overstate the case against absolute necessity 

when he says:

"That to carry the doctrine of providence so 
far as to make God absolutely appoint the birth 
and death of all mankind, with all their circ 
umstances, is to exculpate adulterers, and murd 
erers, and to charge God with being the principal 
contriver and grand abettor, of all the atrocious 
crimes, and of all the filthy, bloody circumstances, 
which have accompanied -the birth and death of count 
less myriads of men. And therefore, .. the doctrine 
of the absolute necessity of all events, which is 
commonly called "absolute predestination", is to be 
,exploded as unscriptural, irrational, immoral, and 
big with impious consequences." $

i Proverbs, 3,2. f-I Kings 3; 14.
Pietoner's Remarks on Toplady's Scheme fee Works v.4s p. 362



IB like manner he sifts Toplady's theology as 

it arises from his doctrine of necessity. He lays hold on

Toplady's "very momentous hint" { as found in the passage 

which reads:

"Let me give our free-willers a Tery momentous 
hint, viz. That the entrance of original sin 
was one of those essential links, on which the 
Messiah's incarnation and crucifixion were sus 
pended. So that, if Adam's" fall was not necess 
ary (i.e. if it was a precarious, or contingent 
event); it would follow, that the whole Christ 
ian religion, from first to last, is a piece of 
mere chance medley; and consequently cannot be 
of divine institution. Arminians would do well 
to consider whither'their principles lead them." )f

A Tery casual reading of Toplady will convince the unprejud 

iced that others besides the Arminians "would do well to
• 

consider whether their principles lead them": for the

implication of this "very momentous hint" is that God is 

the author ©f sin, in that he decreed the fall in the belief 

that man had better be a sinner than be Christless. The 

denial of Toplady's hint would not be attended with the 

dire consequence he fears. Pletcher feared much more the 

consequences attendant upon Toplady's hint than any that 

followed the denial of it. He writes!

''If God necessitated the mischief, in order to 
remedy it, the gratitude of the redeemed is 
partly at an end, and the thanks they owe him 
are only of the same kind with which Mr. Toplady 
would owe me, if I wantonly break his legs, and 
then procured him a good surgeon to set them. 
But what shall we say of the non-redeemed? those 
unfortunate creatures whom Mr. Toplady calls'the 
reprobate?* §

W

1 Works of Pletcher rol 4 p. 3t6. cp. with Toplady, v.6 p.87
f Toplady's works, rol. 6 p. 87
f Works of Fletchcr, vol. 4; page 387



Further Fleteher sees in this "momentous hint" a 

direct incentive to antinomianism:

"If it was necessary that Adam should sin 
in order .to glorify the father "by making 
way for the crucifixion of the Lamb of God? 
is it not also n4cessary that "believers 
should sin, in order to glorify God more 
abundantly, "by 'crucifying Christ afresh,* 
and 'putting him again to open shame?' Will 
they not, "by this means, have greater need 
of their physician, make a fuller trial of 
the rirtue of his "blood, and sing louder in 
heaven? 0 how perilous is a doctrine, which, 
at every turn transforms itself into a 
doctrine of light, to support the most subtle 
and pernicious tenet of the antinomians, 'Let 
us sin that grace may abound] fN f

There is ^a» the danger of antinomianism in any presentation 

of predestinationisrai the elect rejoicing in their security, and

the reprobate apathetic in the consciousness of the futility$
t>f all moral endeavour \ both might say that as works avail 

nothing, they count for nothing.

Moreover Toplady goes to an absurd extreme in

suggesting that an$ doctrine of self determination is blasphemy 

against the Host High. He holds that,Wesley's teaching-leads 

to a "more gross" Manicheanism than that taught by"Manes 

himself", 'jf Whereas in his "Historic Proof" Toplady accuses 

Wesley of being an atheist (for he says AfSrinianism is atheism) 

in his"Ghristian and Philosophical Necessity Asserted" he 

charges him with polytheism; for he says that Wesley*s doctrine 

elevates every man to the dignity of a god. Apparently Toplady 

regards self-determination as an apotheosizing of mortal man. 

Fleteher by many illustrations shows the absurdity of such

Remarks on Toplady«s Scheme, Fletcher's works, v 4 
Compare Toplady, Works vol. 6 pp. 96 it 104.P&ges 387



an argument, if Toplady's theory be taken at its face ralue 

a child deciding to take shelter from the rain is a god; for 

none can deny that the child can consult its own taste whether 

it takes shelter,or remains in the raini and this power of 

self determination lifts into the realm of Beity a frail mortal; 

and at the same time degrades the sorereign girer of erery 

good and perfect gift. Unhappily Toplady is so infatuated 

with intellectualism that he cannot perceire what is plainly 

©bTious. Day fey day he must hare contradicted in practice , 

his much lored theories. When against tne doctor's orders he
*

struggled into the pulpit to gire his last arowal of his 

Galrinistic belief he was rery definitely a "self-determining 

agent"; "but in dping so he sought to glorify God and not to
*

dethrone him. He did not belieye himself to be a god when 

he decided not "to ride a horse for fear of "breaking his neck 11 ; 

ne only rerealed himself as a sensible man who refused to take 

undue risks; but in so doing ne unconsciously interrogates 

his own assurance that the moment of one's death is fixed 

before time began. In short his conduct negates his testimony. 

He writes:

"For my own part, I solemnly profess, 
before God, angels and men, that I am 
not conscious of my being endued with 
that self-determining power, which 
Arminianism ascribes to me as an indir~ 
idual of the human species. Hay I am 
clearly certain that I hare it not." j

] Christian Jc Philosophical Necessity Asserted, 
Works, rol. 6, page 104.



£ 2-

It is difficult to reconcile this avowal with Toplady's conduct,
Sfc

How did he comes to exchange livings with Mr. Luce? or why did
*

he leave the sequestered hamlet of Broad Hembury for the'chapel 

in Orange Street, London? Unless he was merely an automaton 

he must have agreed to the proposed exchange, and later to have 

sought a wider and more strenuous place of labour. To say that
*As; p "

"he went out at the call of God 11 , does not alter the fact that

he olsfyed the call» and obedience can only "be postulated of *«
a moral agent. Furthermore in obeying the call he had to de-

•Xj- ' ?

termine the means of his removal and the itinerary of his trans-* 

port. And yet again, when he made his will he declared that he 

was "in a competent state of bodily health, of perfect mind and 

memory";j observations that could only be .of and by a person. 

Moreover the very fact that one makes a will is evidence of 

self-determination. So as already observed Toplady's practice 

and precept would daily be in conflict.

In justice to Toplady it must be stressed yet again 

that the primary cause of his denial of free-will is his anxiety 

to uphold the glory of God, and the divine causality of ALL 

that appertained to salvation. He abhorred the impious thought
*SS

that any sinful mortal should presume in God's presence to plead 

some virtue of his own* "Nothing in my hand I bring", HThou 

must save, and Thou alone", are cardinal features of Toplady's 

theology, and one cannot be sufficiently grateful for them. 

The glory that has departed from some pulpits in the land will 

return when preachers get back to this fundamental truth of

\ Works, vol. X page 134



Teplady's theology. The pathetic feature of the controrersy
* •

V

1s that Toplady could not see that Wesley Was as faithful 

as was he to the "basic teaching of the Reformers, Mo theol 

ogian (not even Luther and Calrin themselves) was more faith 

ful to the doctrine of salvation "by faith alone. But Wesley, 

in his dread of antinomianism, insisted on seeing the evidence 

of faith in works. He steadfastly commended the Pauline s 

injunction, "Work out your own salvation in fear and trembling; 

for it is God that worketh in you", j To any who suggested 

that this "working together with God" savoured of free will, 

and thus detracted from the glory of God s he had a ready reply, 

Of such he asks:

"How is more for the glory of God to save 
man irresistibly, than to save him as a 
free agent, "by such grace as he may either 
concur with or resist? I fear you have a 
confused, unscriptural notion of "the glory 
of God". What do you mean by that express 
ion? The glory of God, strictly speaking, 
is his glorious essence, and his attributes, 
which have been ever of old. And this glory 
admits of no increase, being the same yester 
day, today and forever. But the Scripture 
frequently speaks of the glory of God, in a 
sense something different from this; meaning 
thereby, the manifestation of his essential 
glory, of his eternal power and godhead, and 
of his glorious attributes, more especially 
his justice, mercy, and truth. And it is in 
this eense^ alone that the glory of God is 
advanced by man. How this is the point which 
lies on you to prove: 'That it does more 
eminently manifest the glorious attributes of 
God, more especially his justice, mercy and 
truth, to save man irresistibly, than to save 
him by i such grace as it is in his power either 
to concur with, or to resist. tM

J Philippians 2: 11-13.
Predestination Calmly Considered: Wesley *s Works v. 10

p. 231



It is obTious that there can be little glory in saving 

a soul which cannot resist salvation; and none at all in effect 

ing the damnation of those souls for whom no salvation was ever 

intended.. Beyond all doubt it is the dreadful theory of 

reprobation that makes Toplady's theology so repellent. Any 

system of thought that has as its corollary the damnation of
«

helpless multitudes, is not merely suspect, but is anathema. 

Hor'can any good be served by seeking to justify^reprobation 

by pleading that it is the consequence of sin. In a philosophy 

of necessity sin is simply a misnomer. Moreover it is the 

essence of Toplady's doctrine that God's foreknowledge of sin 

is not the cause of His reprobatory decree; the reprobate go to 

their doom solely because it pleased God to condemn them. 

As Calvin puts its

"God of his own good pleasure ordains that 
many should be born, who are from the womb 
devoted to inevitable damnation. If any man 
pretend that God's foreknowledge lays them 
under no necessity of being damned, but rather 
that he decreed their damnation because he fore 
knew their wickedness, I grant that God's fore 
knowledge alone lays no necessity on the creature; 
but eternal life and death depend on the will 
rather than on the foreknowledge of God. If God 
only foreknew all things that relate to all men, 
and did not decree and ordain them also, then it 
might be enquired whether or no his foreknowledge 
necessitates the thing foreknown. But seeing he 
therefore foreknows all things that will come to 
pass, because he has decreed they shall come to 
pass, it is vain to contend about foreknowledge, 
since it is plain all things come to pass by God's 
positive decree." j

After such a statement it is also !lvain to contend about" sin, 

justice, or mercy, nothing remains but adamantine necessity.

| Calvin's Institutes, Book 3, c, 23, s.6.



The elect will respond to the gospel call and by an irresist^* 

ible grace will persevere unto the end; whilst the wretched 

reprobate will hear the call only to "become the more deaf, 

blind and ignorant: and finally will perish through the 

application of a "remedy" which has for them no healing power.
*

Such a theology justifies Sellon's description of it as one 

of "absolute wrath, vengeance and damnation". / $Tor does he 

overstate the case when he says that such teaching amounts 

to this: "That God from all eternity made the devil a'free 

gift of the greatest part of mankind", f Yet, despite all 

the stinging rejoinders his theology evoked Toplady continued
f-

to write of the absurdity of general redemption, and to 

declare that whilst the elect would never fall from grace, the 

reprobate "would continue in final impenitency and unbeliefw , 

an«"for such their sin righteously condemned to infernal death 

hereafter."

How, it must not be supposed that Toplady built only 

upon shifting sand. He had behind him the support of a not 

ignoble band of thinkers and teachers. His"Historic Proof" 

is no mean work of scholarship and research, even though it may 

be questioned whether he fairly makes use of his authorities.

to
) Compare Calvin. "He- calls/them that they may be the 
more deaf; he kindles a light that they may be the 
more blind; he brings his doctrine to them, that they 
may be the more ignorant; and applies the remedy to 
them, that they may not be healed," Inst. B,3, c. 24,

s.13

Jf The Church of England Vindicated from the Charge of
Absolute Predestination. Sellon's Works, p. 359 

4 Ibid page 423.



52.;

As noted already in this chapter he was sometime's tempted to 

stop short in his quotations! and always does it appear that 

he interpreted his authorities (Scripture included') in the

light of his doctrinal position. He "proves" a case, rather' * *
than "establishes" one. I propose, therefore, to give a 

"brief glance at his two correlated doctrines of a limited 

atonement and final perseverance, and to note how his opponents

criticised his premises and rejected his conclusions**
The doctrine of universal redemption Toplady declared 

to be absurd; but on the other hand asserted that final perse*

verance was inherent in the decree pf election, and therefore
«

expressive of the wisdom of God, Wesley sang of ~a love that 

was"wide as infinity", lout was constrained to reject the doctribe 

of final perseverance when he saw that it tended to antinomian- 

ism. Both Fletcher and Olivers wrote against it; indeed, Olivers*
i *

tract entitled "The Refutation of Unconditional Perseverance" - 

was described by Adam Clarice as "one of the best tracts ever 

written on this subject, and unanswerable," jj Uot only were

tracts written.for and against universal salvation and final
but 

perseverance, both Toplady and Wesley sang their doctrines,

Toplady in his "A debtor to mercy alone" rejoices that though the 

saints in heaven may be more happy than he, they were not more 

secure. He knows that the *?Kind Author and ground of" his
if

» ,

"hope", will not "relinquish at last a sinner so signally loved 11 .

| Written on the title-page of Oliver's 1790 edition 
of his tract.



fie blessed "the Father whose distinguishing grace" was

manifested in the "salvation of those He had marked out for 

his own." { Wesley replied in the verses of his brother 

Charles. He denied unconditional perseverance, for he believed 

that "a gracious soul may fall from grace". For did he allow 

the doctrine of a limited redemption to pass unchallenged. 

Passionately he preached the redemption of the world through 

our Lord Jesus Christ. He sang of "a love for every sinner 

free"; and of a grace that reached the whole creation.

Yet whilst multitudes would be inspired by the 

stirring stanzas set to moving music, the literary world had to 

be reached and convinced by reason rather than fired by emotion. 

So it is not surprising that tract and counter-tract sped from

the press. Walter Sellon replied to Toplady's letter to Er. 

Ifowell, and to Elisha Coles' tract on the Sovereignty of lodj 

and also found time to examine the "Arguments against General 

Redemption",/ ffow, I have already shown that Toplady had a 

very poor opinion of Sellon as a controversialistj but it is 

interesting to note that he prefers to abuse his opponent 

rather than answer his argument. It is, however, very probable 

that a tract that appeared in the Gospel Magazine for 1798 was 

Toplady 1 8 reply to Sellon, for it gives briefly but clearly 

his reasons for regarding general redemption as"absurd".
t

Whilst, like most of his writings, it is an argument a priori

x

} Hymn 5. Works, vol. 6 pp. 400-401 
Sellon's tract is entitled "Arguments against general 
Redemption Considered".



it is yet "based in experience in the sense that he looked 

around him and saw men and women die in their sins: and so 

ne concluded that their final impenitency must be of God's 

willing. If God had willed the salTation of all, then none 

could die before grace had constrained their repentance. As
^

no repentance was shown, obviously God had not willed their 

forgiveness: and so it followed that these lost souls perished 

by reason of their sins for which no satisfaction had been 

offered. The justice of Bod precluded His demanding satis 

faction from the sinner after satisfaction had been afforded 

by their Surety on the cross. Further Toplady argues that if 

universal redemption be true then Christ died even for those 

souls which were already in hell before He came to earth; which 

supposition he regarded as a "gross absurdity". Moreover, 

Jesus, Himself, had spoken of an unforgivable sin; how then 

could He atone for such as were guilty of this sin? He asks 

the weary and heavy-laden to come unto Him and promises them 

rest| but. no matter howvseary were those who had sinned against 

the Holy Ghost, no salvation was possible for them and so 

Toplady asks:

"Can it be imagined that Christ died to 
procure a pardon for what God has declared 
to be unpardonable? This would be to set . 
God and Christ at variance, and to represent 
the blessed redeemer as coming down from 
heaven not to DO, but to OPPOSE the will of 
him that sent him. If therefore, there have 
bean, some who committed that sin for the 
remission of which Christ neither did nor 
could die, it follows that there are some who 
are without the pale of redemption." \

j MThe Absurdity of Universal Redemption Considered", 
Gospel Magazine 1798, page 407



Finally Toplady sets into his structure the corner stone

of divine lore; and suggests that if Christ suffered for
) t; t

all, it was because He loved all. How then could it be
'•i*

said that He who loved all would permit the damnation of 

any?

"Christ can never be said to love them 
that perish; and, if he never loved them, 
how could he die for them? which can be 
the spirit only of the most tender love 
conceivable. It therefore follows that 
there are many whom he never loved, and, 
by consequence, many for whom he never 
died." j

To those who suggested that Christ died for all, but knew 

that some for whom He died would scorn and reject the 

offered salvation; Toplady replies that such a suggestion 

is dishonouring to God; for to hold that God would offer a 

gift to those whom He knew would refuse it is to suggest 

that God was cruel. Apparently it was not cruel to damn 

from their mother's womb those for whom no salvation had 

ever been provided; but cruel to plead with those whom, in 

His foreknowledge, God knew would never accept.

"On the principles of God's bare Fore 
knowledge (waving the absolute decree), 
the Doctrine of Universal Redemption is 
highly absurd: for God could not but know, 
from all eternity, who would believe and 
who would not: and does it not deeply re 
flect on his wisdom and the work of Christ's 
sufferings, for him to give his Son to die 
for the Salvation of those, who, he knew at 
the same time, would never be saved?"

1 Ibid page 407, \ ibid 408



This argument Toplady pressed at some length upon Wesley
not 

when he asserted that as God knew who would/he saved, it

was cruel and merciless to offer them a grace that would 

the more effectually damn them. He writes of the contra 

diction in terms involved in the idea of a "damning grace". 

He even goes so far as to infer that those who affirm a 

universal salvation are denying the Omniscience of God, 

the truth of Scripture, and are cutting off

"entirely, the sovereignty of the Supreme 
Being, "by which he dispenses his favours 
to his creatures at pleasure, without tres 
passing on the equity and righteousness of 
his nature; since none of them have any claim 
to the least favour, above another, "by any 
thing in themselves, which they are possessed 
of independently of him who alone maketh any to 
differ." |

Flatly he informs Wesley that the charge of cruelty that 

Arm!niana "brought against Calvinism could "be much more fairly 

laid to themselves.

"While honest Calvinism makes grace the 
real administration of present holiness 
and endless happiness toykll on whom it is 
conferred. The former turns the very good 
ness of God into eventual poison. The lat 
ter only affirms that the non-elect are left 
in a state of nature, without the addition 
of ineffectual grace to double the measure of 
their sin and misery; and that, with regard 
to the elect, whose millions are countless 
"by man, God'"both intends their regeneration, 
and actually effects it by the omnipotence 
of his love. On the whole, we must, 1. either 
deny the omniscience of God (and we may as well 
deny his existence outright); or, 2. make grace 
itself the designed ministration of death to

jj More Work for Mr. John Wesley, Vorks, vol. 5 p. 430



unnumbered myriads of men; or, 3. 
acknowledge, with Scripture, that 
God is the sovereign dispenser of 
his own grace; that this grace is 
divinely effectual; and, consequently, 
that God hath mercy on whom he will- 
have mercy." |

In seeking to prove the cruelty of Arminianism he challenges 

Wesley "to prove the contrary"if he can. He asks:

"Does God know, or does he not, previous 
to, and at the time of, whether the persons, 
to whom the offer is made, will or will not 
reject it? Let us have no equivocation. Ho 
shmffling. Ho evasion. Ho shifting-of terms. 
If you say, "God does not know what the event 
will be;" I give you up for incurable. It is 
less impious to deny the very existence of God, 
than to strip him of his omniscience, and there 
by make him (as far as in you lies) such an one 
as yourself. By pleading divine ignorance (I 
shudder at the very idea), you certainly slip 
out of my hands: and it is the only way by which 
you can. But your escape costs you very dear. 
In flying from Calvinism, you jump into atheism. 
If you say that "God doesjicnow what the issue will 
be, and that he deliberately offers, or designedly 
implants (no matter which), his grace, to or in a 
person, who, he certainly knows, will augment his 
guilt by finally resisting the grace so offered or 
implanted;" — then where, o& where, is the good 
ness of God? I see not the least trace of it.«,.» 
If God knows, that the offered grace will be re 
jected; it would be a mercy to forbear the offer. 
Prove the contrary if you are able." Jf

Toplady did not see that it would have been a much greater 

mercy if God had never created a soul which,according to his 

teaching, was necessitated to sin and die in a state of necess 

itated impenitency. If to offer the sin-sick soul therapeutic 

grace is cruel seeing that the suffering one may reject the 

healing agency, how much more cruel is it to create millions

More Work for Trr. John Wesleys Works, v. 5 pp. 427-8 
Ibid pp. 424-5



of souls predestinated to drink deeply of the poisoned well 

of sin; and then to tantalise them "by the sight of an antidote 

which, though freely bestowed on some, is for ever denied to 

them? To this point of yiew Toplady turned a "blind eye, and 

so was able to say:

"According to Mr. Wesley's own fundamental 
principle of universal grace; grace itself, 
or the saving influence of the Holy Spirit 
on the hearts of men, does. and must become 
the ministration of eternal death to thous 
ands and millions." 1

In triumph he continues;

"Level therefore your tragical exclamations, 
about unmercifulness, at your own scheme, 
which truly and properly deserves them."

His triumph, however, was short lived. John Pletcher took 

up the challenge; and by shearing through Toplady f s word- 

spinning stripped the argument of its verbal camouflage and 

exposed it as a contradiction in terms. In essence Topladyfe 

position is that God would have shown the reprobate most mercy 

had He shown him none at all. Mercilessness thereby becomes 

the supreme mercy. Pletcher,in reply, stresses, as was his 

wont, the absurdity of offering any grace to a soul that 

could not possibly accept it. He emphasises that no rational 

being can reconcile absolute predestination and moral res 

ponsibility. Moreover he accuses Toplady of confusing fore- 

ordination and foreknowledge. He says:

"Upon the whole..... it is evident, if I am 
not mistaken, that, though the grand Calvinian 
objection, taken from God's foreknowledge, may,

} ibid pages 423-4 Jf ibid page 426



at first sight, puzzle the simple; ye* it 
can bear neither the light of Scripture, 
nor that of reason." ' j

To Toplady's argument that the offer of grace "must become the 

ministration of death to millions", JPletcher replies by giving 

two simple illustrations:

"Ten men hare a mortal disorder; a physician 
prepares a sovereign remedy for them all; five 
take it properly and recover; and five,who will 
not follow his prescriptions* die of their dis 
order: now who "but a prejudiced person would 
infer from thence, that the physician's sovereign 
remedy is 'become the ministration of death 1 to 

; the patients who die, because they will not take 
it? Is it right thus to confound- the remedy with 
the obstinate neglect of it? A man wilfully starves 
himself to death with good food before him. I say 
that his wilfulness is the cause of his death.'No,» 
replies a decretist, f it is the good food which you 
desire him to take. 1 This absurd conclusion is all 
of a piece with that of Mr. Toplady."

Moreover Toplady 1 s argument involves a contradiction of his main

thesis. Always has he set his face like a flint against any 

doctrine of salvation by works; and yet here he is advocating a

doctrine of double damnation by reason of works. He says God,

by withholding a grace that he foreknows will be rejected by the
r 

reprobated, is truly showing His mercy; for by not offering this

grace he enables the reprobate to avoid greater condemnation. 

The idea of "greater damnation" is certainly fourd in Scripture;
!• .'

and each day sees evidence of the truth rthe axiom "to whom much 

is given, of him shall be much required"; but it is hard to 

reconcile this with Toplady f s teaching that the reprobate are 

lost be their sins

{ An Answer to Toplady f s Vindication of the Decrees, 
Pletcher's Works, vol. 4 page 302 
Ibid page 299



many or few; and so it is difficult to see how they can 

add to their damnation, seeing that their lot is in no way 

the result of foreseen sin, but solely the good pleasure 

of God. It is cardinal to Toplady's doctrine of election 

that none are saved in virtue of foreknown holiness; the 

degree of "blessedness is determined "by an unalterable decree 

of God. Whilst he hesitates to dogmatise he, nevertheless, 

inclines very strongly to the idea of "equal happiness in 

heaven". From this one might fairly infer that Toplady 

believed in equal misery in hell: and if that be so his 

argument that it is merciful of God to withhold that which 

would effect a double damnation, is not in step with the 

rest of his teaching. He says:

"Surely God can never be thought knowingly 
to render a man more inexcusable, by taking 
such measures as will certainly load him 
with accumulated condemnation, out of mere 
love to manj!" |

and thinks by this ironical observation to establish his 

doctrine of mercy; but does not see that by implication he

is charging God with hate. He has already maintained that
fe 

God "fills up the measure of the iniquity of the reprobate",

and as he now says God does not "load accumulated condemnat 

ion out of mere love to man" the inference is inescapable. 

In satire he observes:

"To offer, and even to give, his grace to 
thcufte that will certainly reject it and 
make ill use of it, and thereby render it,

«* 
More Work for Mr. John Wesley, Works, vol. 5 p. 426



the means of greater condemnation; this
is 'mercy, goodness, compassion, and tender
loTing kindness]"1 |

to 
If Toplady's primary teaching that God can not add/or detract

from the number of the elect "be true then it can rightly be 

inferred that He cannot add to or detract from the degree of 

predestinated blessedness or misery; and so all his fulminations 

against the "cruelty of the Arminian doctrine of grace" becomes 

meaningless. Fletcher says:

"The absurdity of Mr. Toplady's argument 
may be placed in a clearer light by an, 
illustration. The king, to display his 
royal benevolence, equity, and justice, 
to maintain good order in his army and 
excite his troopers to military diligence, 
promises to give a reward to all the men 
of a regiment of light horse, who shall 
ride so many miles without dismounting to 
plunder; and he engages himself to punish 
severely those who shall be guilty of that 
offence. He foresees, indeed, that many 
will slight his offered rewards, and incur 
his threatened punishments; nevertheless, 
for the above mentioned reasons, he proceeds. 
Some men are promoted, and others are punished. 
A Calvinist highly blames the king's conduct. 
He says, that his majesty would have shown 
himself more gracious, and would have asserted 
his sovereignty much better, if he had refused 
horses to the plunderers, and had punished 
them for lighting off horses which they never 
had; and that, on the other hfend, it became 
his free grace to tie the rewardable dragoons 
first to their saddles, and by this means to 
necessitate them to keep on horaeback, and 
deserve the promised reward. Would not such 
a conduct have marked his majesty's reputation 
with the stamp of disingenuity, cruelty, and 
folly? And yet, astonishing' because we do not 
approve of such a judicial distribution of the 
rewards of- eternal life, and the punishments of 
eternal death, Mr. Toplady fixes the charge of 
cruelty upon the gospel which we preach." jf

J Ibid page 427 
Answer to Toplady Ice. Fletcher's Works, v. 4 pp. 297-8
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In the Gospel Magazine for the month of May 1800 

there appears. Toplady's answers to nine questions that had "been 

asked of him concerning his doctrine; and as these answers are 

a true epitome of his theology I propose to close this chapter 

"by quoting some of thenu - at least in their essentials,

question I. "Did God eternally foreknow whatsoever
shall come to pass?"

Answer: "Yes. If God worketh all things after
the counsel of his own will, then hath 
he fore-ordained whatsoever comes to 
pass - But the apostle affirms the former, 
Eph. i.II. - therefore the latter is true."

question 4. "What will man "be condemned for? Will it
"be for what he could not avoid?

Answer:

question 5. 

Answer:

question 6.

Answer;

"Man will "be condemned for sin and for sin 
only. - If it be just to punish sin, then 
'twas just to de-cree to punish it. 
That man sins freely, is true - that being 
depraved, he cannot save himself, is true, 
Jer.xiii. 23. - that he runs into many evils 
which he might avoid, is true also.

"Can an unconverted man be under any oblig 
ation to pray?"

"Every man ought to pray; yet without faith 
it is impossible to please God: the prayer 
of an ur.coj^erted sinner is sinful, but his 
prayerlessness is much greater sin. All that 
an unconverted man dojes, being merely from 
self-love, he cannot lay God under an 
obligation to give him his grace."

"Is it owing to God's decree, that a man 
continues in his lapsed estate? Look at 
Ezek.xviii.32. ?

"It is man's own wicked will has brought 
him into this helpless estate. No unconverted 
man is willing to forsake all sin - or to 
forsake sin as contrary to God - it is punish 
ment, not sin that he dislikes.



Question 7. "Does not .the Scripture say that God willeth
every man to be saved? Yet your doctrine infers, 
we shall "be damned do what we can."

*
Answers "1 Tim. ii.4 - All mankind are not intended - for

all men are not saved, yet who hath resisted his 
¥ill? All mankind are not brought to the knowledge 
of the truth, nor have all mankind the means of 
grace. - Some were ungodly before of aid, ordained 
to this condemnation, Jude 4.
But by all men are designed men of all sorts - 
Gentiles as well as Jews - the apostle striking 
at the Jewish prejudice, who thought none would 
be benefited by the Messiah but themselves. 
It is an abominable inference from the doctrine 
of election, that some will be damned do what 
they can. There is no man on earth, ever did what 
he could.
See this largely proved in 'More work for Wesley*. 
But on the Arminian plan, the greater part of 

. the world will be damned let God do what He can. 
It is far worse to say, God cannot save man, than 
to say men cannot save themselves - unless treason 
against God be less evil than treason against 
man's fancied free-will."

"Is not absolute predestination in direct opposit 
ion to the revealed will of God?"

"Can you urge any argument against absolute 
predestination, that will not effect absolute 
prescience? God^KBTVEAESI) will, which is the only 
rule of our conduct, is one thing, his decretive 
or secret will is another."

It will be clear to any who are not in bondage to their own 

preconceptions that if Toplady's first answer be true,it is 

idle to say anything further about sin, prayer, or the extent 

of grace. From an absolute, infallible, irresistible decree, 

such as Toplady preaches, there can only come a non-moral, 

mechanical necessitarianism; small wonder, then that Tyerman 

commented as he did,j or that Lesley should say that "The 

sum of allJthis is.....The elect shall be saved, do what they 

will: The reprobate shall be damned, do what they can".Jf

( See page J-M jfWesley's Works, vol. XIV, page 198,

Question 9. 

Answer:
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EPILOGUE.

Augustus Montague Toplady is immortal. His hymn "Rock of 

Ages" is sufficient of itself to secure for him a place amongst
.*

the writers of deathless verse. Beyond all question hjs hymns 

hare established his claim to a place in the gallery of religious 

genius. As a singer of the Christian way he deservedly ranks 

along side of Charles Wesley and Isaac Watts. His polemics can 

fee forgotten; but so long as the church on earth calls men from 

their sins, so long will "Rock of Ages" "be sung, and its author 

fee remembered with gratitude. In saying that Toplady's polemics 

can fee forgotten I da not imply that they are worthless; feut

there can fee no questioning the fact that Toplady f s pamphlets
. him 

alone would not have endeared/to any generation save his own} -

and profeafely only to a minority in it. His doctrine and manner 

of presenting it are alike repellent. He writes as some infall- 

ifele pontiff, as though there could not fee any other opinion 

feut his own worthy of a moment's consideration. His conceit is 

"boundless, and in his zeal he takes leave of good manners. His 

truculenee and rudeness leave one aghast; and it is almost in- 

conceivafele that the feitter and intemperate controversialist 

could fee so sweet a singer. He damages his own case fey the 

violence with which he maintains its his teaching is ecarred fey 

vituperation. His style is not the kind that makes converts;

fanatics, perhaps; sceptics, may fee; feut "believers, never. As'~i
pr» Ryle pertinently remarks; "Thousands who neither cared nor



.understood anything a"bout his fayourite cause, could 

understand that no cause ought to be defended in such a
i

spirit and temper." j In short, Toplady is not a loveable
n*

character, and try as I will I cannot make a hero of him.
« 

Doubtless a study of his psychology would do much to

explain his egoism; and when one remembers the type pf 

clergyman that devitalised the witness of the Church in the 

18th Century, one is thankful for him and the protest he
4:

made against the secularism and materialism of his day.
r

Amongst many of his colleagues he must hare stood out as

a sober man stands out in a drunken crowd. It is unfortunate
K

that his physical health militated against his marrying; for 

had he known the softening influences of home, and the 

education that results from having to rear a family, he 

might have become more a man of the hearth and less of an
* *

habituf of the study. As it ie he appears essentially an 

ecclesiastic and an academic. It is true that he was very 

devoted to his mother. Some might say too devoted and that 

his character was impoverished by his too great fondness for 

her. A strong strain of sadism (which found a verbal if 

not a physical dutlet) along with a passionate fondness for 

animals seems to have run through his nature. The photo-
\

graph-* which forms the frontispiece of Wri^ht's "Life of
f 

Toplady w portrays a rather cold and forbidding man, one

too "wrapped up in himself" to have time for others. The

| Christian Leaders of the Last Century, p. 381



task of reconciling -the poet and the polemist would give 

pleasure to a psychoanalyst f "but I dare not presume tofc offer
w*

any explanation as to how these two personalities were enabled 

to liTe side "by side. Toplady's convictions were deep though 

his Tiews were narrow; and trammelled as he was by his
s *

doctrinarianism he never got very far "beneath the surface of 

things; and this despite his great show of,and fondness for, 

logic. Yet despite the many traits in his character that fcne

must deplore, I believe that he was truly devout. Some may
this 

suggest that he was not a little Pharisaical, but/can only be
£

thought of his overweening credal self-confidence. There is 

no suggestion that he made long prayers where he could be seen 

of men f but he certainly gave no room to any doctrine that 

conflicted in the slightest degree with his own. And on this 

point Professor John .Baillie observes: "The truth is that an 

over-confident orthodoxy can be just as Pharisaical as an

over-confident righteousness, so that we must as much beware
». *

of regarding right belief as of regarding right conduct as a 

secure possession about which we may boast. If it was said, 

'Rot of works, lest any man should boast 1 , so it must also be

said, 'Hot of creed, lest some other man should boast of that 1 ". |
j|

Toplady did boast and that unceasingly, still, he doubtless

\ Our Knowledge of God, pages 72-3



felt that he had something about which he could and ought 

to boast. Judging his days to be few he felt keenly the 

importunate nature of his mission. He counted no labour too 

strenuous so long as he could glorify God. As a victim of 

tuberculosis his strength must have been severely tamed; yet 

almost unto the end he toiled indomitably beneath his great 

Taskmaster's eye.

When I first commenced reading Toplady, a colleague 

described him to me as "the Earth of the* 18th century". I
*» *

do not agree. Toplady, as a theologian is not comparable with 

,Barth, whowDr.. H.R. Mackintosh described as "incontestably 

the greatest figure in Christian theology that has appeared 

for decades". } It is true that Earth and Toplady have certain 

things in common, but their differences are greater than their 

agreements. Both are dogmatic theologians, neither offer any

apology for ilMf position, which they express with unmistakable
tn 

frankness. But Toplady's main tenet is predestination; and on

this feature of Calvinism Earth nowhere insists. Both are 

convinced that man's plight is grave; but man does not need 

either Earth or Toplady, TJesley or Cell, to convince him of 

this: - a very brief introspection is enough.

Toplady, as I have already hinted, was a traditional 

and conservative theologian; and as he was" possessed of a

* 
if

( Types of Modern Theology, page 263



mind that moved in cycles, it is not surprising that he digged 

again the wells that his spiritual fathers Augustine, Zanqhius, 

and CalTin had digged. Yet, Toplady was not truly a Calvinist. 

He was a predestinationist. It is true that predestination and

all that follows from a predestinating decree were doctrines of
i* 

OalTin, "but Calvin did not make them both the centre and circum-
\

ference of his system as does,Toplady. Furthermore, Toplady is
*:•

not a Calvin; he had not the mighty sweep and reach of thought 

that marked the great Genevan. If it be said that Toplady starts 

at the point where Calvin leaves off, it must be replied that 

if he did, he did not go forward but only round in a circle.

In his doctrine of the sovereignty of God he finds his
*

principle of necessity, but does not perceive that necessitarianism, 

interpreted as causation, is not incompatible with free-will.

Every act of will is necessitated, .bu,t not in such way as to des-
j 

troy either moral freedom or moral accountability. Blinded by a

passion for intellectualism he did not see where his much 

trodden paths were leading him. He denies that his doctrines 

of necessity and foreordination make God responsible for evil;
*';

but that is unquestionably where his dogma led. Ignoring all 

questions of ethics, he emphasised that whatever God willed was
if

good, simply because it was willed of God. But why stress this 

with such emotion? ITo one has ever doubted that whatever God 

does will be good; the question is not whether the will of (Jod 

will be good, but whether man has rightly read and interpreted the



will of God. John Stuart Mill's famous dictum springs- at once 

to mind, "I will call no being good, who is not what I mean when 

I apply that epithet to my fellow creatures. 11 | St. Paul saidt 

MIf any man hath not the Spirit of Christ he is none of his"; and 

this is just as true as a canon for the interpretation of doctrine 

a$ it is a test of one's affinity with Christ. Toplady was 

certain that all the pageantry of life was "but the unveiling of 

the will of God; "but had he grounded his teaching upon the love 

of God, he would have upheld a truer theodicy than the one he 

laboured so hard to support. In all his thinking he is purely 

deductive; and for the more part his arguments are a petitio 

principii. His conclusions follow from his premises, "but almost; 

invariably he assumes in his first premise the conclusion he seeks 

to establish. Whilst his attack on Arminianism - is both violent 

and sustained, most of his broadsides are wasted effort. The 

feeling left with me as I look back on five years reading is that

Toplady spent much time and energy in erecting a man of straw,* =»
only to knock him down again.' Innumerable points he makes

against the Arminiafrs are not really points at all. They believed
\ 

just as surely as did he in the sovereignty of God, the law of

causation, and in man's inability to save himself. As I have 

tried to show there was very little in Toplady»s theology with 

which Wesley quarrelled. The controversy centres solely on the 

doctrine of grace. Original sin, total depravity, vicarious

I J. S. Mill's Examination of Sir. ¥. Hamilton's 
Philosophy, 4th edition, page 129.



atonement, and the life everlasting, were all doctrines on 

which Toplady and Lesley did not differ "a hair's breadth".
%_

Had Toplady devoted a tithe of the time to a reading .of 

Arminius that he gave to the translation and the defending of
/

Zanchius, it is highly probable that many of his pamphlets 

would never have been written. He clung to the doctrine of 

predestination in the belief that the self-determinists were 

attacking the doctrine of the sovereignty of God in the name 

of free-will; but his teaching is never drawn from an examin 

ation of human experience. It is the unfolding of an abstract 

idea. Moreover his dogmatism is presumptious. Absolute 

inscrutability can only.issue in agnosticism; yet Toplady 

dogmatises with amazing self assurance concerning the secret 

will of God; but when asked for proof of his assertions
-*$•

promptly replies that it is not for mortals either to enquire 

of or question the divine wisdom. In short, Toplady f s theology 

is not very practicable, nevertheless, it contains some truths 

of imperishable worth; and for these one is deeply grateful. 

If Toplady had been content to sing his theology he would have 

left behind him a much more fragrant memory; for all that he 

has "to say of abiding worth is contained in his hymns. In these 

we find much needed warnings against self-trust, of/; repeated 

is the truth that man's state is by nature dire, and apart 

from grace, hopeless. After the pitiful exhibitions of a so- 

called Christian humanism it is clear that nothing is more need
-ed



than a return to the virile faith of the Reformers. Though 

it is not easy through the (Met of controversy to see Toplady 

as clearly as one might desire; there can be no.disputing 

his loyalty to the fundamental doctrines of grace: and however 

.much one may deplore his insistence upon predestination, one 

can still rejoice that the reformed faith had so able and so 

pertinacious an advocate. Moreover Toplady in his hymns and

diary reveals all that is best in Calvinistic piety. There is
search 

here no SXB& for holiness through the labours of one f s hands.

One may toil to show fortfr the glory of God, but none will da£e 

to plead such labour as deserving the favour of God. As an 

atonement for sin neither toil nor tears can avail anything. 

Christ must save, and Christ alone. This emphasis, then, is . 

Toplady»s enduring contribution to theology, Would that he 

had sought to make no other! Unquestionably it is his doctrine
%

of election that offends. And yet,.,though Toplady f s doctrine 

of reprobation has long since taken its flight from the pages 

of theological literature, some doctrine of election is inherent 

in the doctrine of God. Any God-fearing man that passes his 

life in review cannot escape the conviction that "there f s a 

divinity that shapes our ends, rough-hew them how we will". \ 

Wesley's brother Charles recognised this when he wrote:

H If of parents I came
m/ho honoured Thy name,
'Twas Thy wisdom appointed it so." J[

Election to damnation is an abhorrence, but election to service

Hamlet, Act. 5, Scene 2. 
The Wesley's Birthday Hymn



and privilege in the kingdom of God is a fact of experience! 

and none who haTe heard the call will lightly forego the joy 

this service brings.

JTot infrequently biographers express the hope that 

they may have kindled the reader f s desire to study the work 

of their "hero" for themselTes. I am sorry that I cannot add 

my name to their number. Toplady's tracts - as Dr. Henry 

Bett obseryed - "have only an antiquarian interest 11 ; and I
\

am sure that Stead was right when he wrote "the dust lies 

thick upon these works, nor is it likely to be disturbed now 

or in the future 11 . Yet I have tried fairly to present a 

Word portrait of a man who was a strange mixture of grace 

and infirmity; and I hope that I have not unwittingly done 

as I was advised and written his tombstone. For whilst 

Toplady is not the writer to whom I would turn to ask the way 

to the ce-lestial city; he is one whose songs would inspire 

me as I journeyed. The controversialist can be forgotten; 

but the author of "Rock of Ages" is immortal.

•ooooOOOOOOOOoooo-
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query concerning Passage in the Marriage Ceremony

A Cursory review of valour fee.

_ *Jr '
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On Sacred Poetry

Thoughts on the Assurance of !Paith

Speech: Whether the World is to "be Destroyed &c

Speech: Y/hether unnecessary cruelty to the Brute Creation
is not criminal "i

Speech: Whether our good works will add to our future glory?

The Manner of Stoning a criminal to death among the
Ancient Jews.

Some account of Mr. John Knox

Life of Mr. Fox,

Life of Dr. Jewel

Some account of Dr. Carleton

Memoirs of John, Lord T7arington

Some account of the life of Herman 7/itsius, D.D.

Some account of the Hevd. Mr. Alsop

Some account of Dr. Thomas 7ilson

Some outlines of the life of Dr« Isaac 'watts
ie

Some account of Mrs. Elizabeth Rowe

An Attempt towards a Concise Character of the late
Revd. Mr. ^nitefield- 

Anecdotes 9 Incidents, & Historic Passages. 

Sketch of Tatural History. Birds» 

Meteors

Sagacity of Brutes 

Solar System

Observations and Reflections 

Excellent Passages from ~minent Persons 

Christianity Reversed 

A Sketch of Modern Female Education



important Remarks 

Particulars of Pope Joan 

A Contemplation on Snow 

Reflections on 9 Thunder 3torm 

Thoughts on Perseverance 

Course of Family Prayer 

Collection of Letters

An Answer to the following Question? "Whether popular
Applause can yield solid satisfaction to a truly 
great mind."

Answer to a question: "Whether a Highwayman or a cheating 
Tradesman is the honester person".

JuTenile Poems on Sacred Subjects

Petitionary Hymns

Sucharistic Hymns

Paraphrases

Occasional Pieces on the T)ep.th of ^riends

An Appendix, consisting of several pieces not properly 
reducible to any of the preceding herds

Poetical Compositions written in Tature Years.
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WORKS 01 TOPLADY EOT INCLUDED IS THE VARIOUS 
EDITIONS OF HIS PUBLISHED.WORTS.

Preface by Toplady to two Sermons by the Revd.
J. Hervey. July , 1769

Sermon on Phil. iv. 4. by J. Hervey. May 1770

Two Letters of the Revd. J. Hervey.
Published in the Gospel Magazine for 1771

Letter of the Revd. Dr. Doddridge.
Published in the Gospel Magazine for 1771

Sermon by Revd. J. Hervey published in two
parts in the Gospel Magazine. (!eb. fc March) 1776

§ 
The Revd. Mr. Toplady*s Dying Avowal of his

Religious.Sentiments 1778

The Liturgy of the Church of England Explained 
and Vindicated so as to appear in perfect 
harmony with the Scriptures. Advertised in 1822

V, »

Equality of happiness in Heaven. Advertised in
1822 and also published in the Gospel Magazine
(pp. 473 - 89) 1796

Sermon on Isaiah 55: 12. Published in Gospel
Magazine pp. 29-32, 58-63, 97*102 1796

Wherein consisted Adam's Sin? Article published
in Gospel Magazine, pp. 468-9 1796

Whether only the punishments due to sin were 
transferred to Christ; or whether the sins 
themselves.....were transferred to Christ? 
Article published in Gospel Magazine pp 19-27 1797

Of the Covenant of God with the Elect. Article
published in the Gospel Magazine, pp 5-15 1798

The Covenant of Grace, in every age the same, 
as to the substance of it. Contributed 
to the Gospel Magazine, pp. 365-373 1798

The Absurdity of Universal Redemption Considered.
Article published in Gospel MagazAnei pp.406-8 1798



Dialogue 'between Toplady and a Perfectionist. Sept. 1797 
Contributed to Gospel Magazine.
Character of Dr. Gill. Contributed to the • m

Gospel Magazine pp. 161 ff. Dated July 29th
1772. Published m . 1796

A Candid Acknowledgement of Toplady. Contributed
to the Gospel Magazine, pp. 79-80 1798

Of the sereral dispensations of the Covenant of 
Grace. Article in Gospel Magazine, pp. 1-9, 
133 - 139. 1799 '

questions answered by Toplady, Article published
in Gospel Magazine, pp 172 ff 18QQ

Religious Ideas from printing, pp 291ff of Gospel
Magazine 1800

The Righteousness of Saints Considered, p. 1* 1802 
Article in Gospel Magazine

The Church a Garden. A short observation found
on page 485 of Gospel Magazine 1805

Thoughts on Predestination, by Minimus, Article
in Gospel Magazine, pp 14-17 j 1799

j Toplady used the nom de plume of "Minimus w | and 
it is very probable that this letter or article 
is from his pen. Both the style and substance are 
identical. But as others used the same pen name 
when writing to the Gospel Magazine it is not 
possible to dogmatise. That others did use the

, name "Minimus" to conceal their idenity is witnessed 
by Toplady f s letter of protest to the Editor, dated 
December 1st 1777,
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LETTERS OP TOPLADY HOT FOITND UST THE PUBLISHED WORKS.

RECIPIENT

Mr. & Mrs Hussey

Herd. Mr. Huddlestone

Rerd. Dr. John Baker

Re'rd. Martin Madan

Re Quarles Emblems

Mrs. B. (at Gloucester)

DATE 

7th April 1775

14th June 1767

7th July 1770

26th February 1773

3rd Jan. 1777

19th March 1778

SOURCE

Gospel Mag. 1796 
page 157

Gospel Mag. 1797 
page 45

Winter's Life of 
Toplady, page,26

Gospel' Mag. 181B 
page 37

Winter's Life of 
Toplady, page 63

Gospel Mag. 1779 
page 461

Mr, Bushby 21st Sept. 1767 British Museum
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(Works or Articles on Toplady & Contemporary Vifriters)

Vindication of Mr. Toplady by the Editor of his
Works, in Gospel Magazine 1798, pp. 228-231 1798

Essay on the Life and Writings of Toplady.
(Preface to "A Course of Family Prayer &c") John Watkins 1832

Christian Leaders of the Last Century J.C. Ryle 1869

Life of Toplady, (Memoir) ¥. Tinters. 1872

Life of Toplady. T. bright 1911
K

Article on Toplady in:-

Dictionary of National Biography, Leigh Bennett
Chambers*s Encyclopedia
Harmsworth 1 s Universal Encyclopedia
Everyman's Encyclopedia
Chambers 1 s Biographical Dictionary ,
Concide Dictionary of National Biography.
The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of

Religious Knowledge 
Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart

Article on Hymnody in Encyclopedia Britannica 9th edition 
(Brief reference to Toplady is made in this Article)

Articles in Dictionary of National Biography:-
Thomas Olivers • J.3. Lloyd
George Wliitefield Alexander Gordon
Countess of Huntingdon -T .F. Overton -
Catherine ¥acaulay ^" ?/.P. Courtney
James Hervey J.H. Overton
John Fletcher J.H. Overton
Richard Hill W.C. Sydney
Rowland Hill T. Hamilton
John Wesley Alexander Gordon
Charles Wesley Alexander Gordon
John Nelson Ronald Bayne.
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The Letters of John 'jesley. standard Edition. 8 vols. 
Edited by the Revd. John Telford, B.A.

The Journal of John Lesley. Standard Edition. 8 vols. 
Edited "by ITehemiah Curnock

The Standard Sermons of John Tesley. Annotated ""dition.
Annotated by ^.™. Sugden, T>.Litt. 2 vols. 1921

Lesley f s ¥orks(Sdition of 1B72.) Sermons & polemics 
as stated hereunder:-

Sermons:-
On the Trinity
On the Pall of Ilan
On Predestination
God's love to fallen Kan
The General Deliverance
The Fystery of Iniquity
On Divine Providence
The Wisdom of God's Counsels
The Case of Reason impartially considered
Of Hell
Of the Church
On Schism
On Perfection
On Temptation
On forking out our own °!alvation
TThat is man?
On Conscience
On "^pith
Iffhat is Tran?
On the Omnipresence of God
On "^alth
The Heavenly Treasure in earthen Vessels
Free Grace
True Christianity Defended
On Grieving the Holy Spirit
On Love
On the Holy Spirit

Polemics:-
The Doctrine of Original Sin, According to

Scripture, reason and experience. 
Predestination Calmly considered
A Di^louge "between a Predestinarian and his Friend 
A Dialou^e between an Antinomian and his Friend 
A "econd "Dialouge "between an \ntinoTnian and his "^riend 
Preface to a Treatise on Justification 
The Question, "^hat is an Arminian*" answered "by

a Lover of Free Grace 
Thoughts upon God T s Sovereignty



BIBLIOGRAPHY (Continued)

Polemics:-
"The Doctrine of Absolute Predestination stated and 
asserted, by the Reverend Mr. A..... T....... M
The Consequence proved
Thoughts ufon necessity
A Thought upon Necessity
Some Remarks on Fr. Hill's"Review of all the doctrines

taught by Mr." John Lesley."
A Preservative against Unsttled notions in Religion. 
A Plain Account of Christian Perfection 
Appeal to men of Reason and Religion.

(The Works of writers contemporary with Toplady and V/esley.)
••*•

Lires of Early Methodist Preachers. (6. vols.)
(By Thomas Jackson.) 1871

The Arminian Magazine * * 1779 - 1798

The Gospel Magazine iTOD--17_76s 1796-1805 and ———— JL871
£

Works of John ]?letcher (• vols,) { Edition of 18Q6-Q8

Eleven Letters from the late Revd. Fr. Hervey 
published by his brother ¥. Hervey. 1765

An Answer to Aspasio Vindicated by a Country *" 
Clergyman, (i.e. Walter Sellon) : 1767

W s* 

\

The Church of England Vindicated from the Charge of 
Absolute Predestination as it is stated and asserted 
by the translator of Jerome Zanchius in his letter 
to the Revd. Dr. Howell. Walter Sellon 1770

A Defence of God's Sovereignty against the impious 
and horrible assertions cast upon it by i^lisha Coles 
in his practical treatise on that subject.

« Walter Sellon ,1814
Y&*

Arguments Against General Redemption considered
waiter Sellon 1807

t** 
A Letter to August^Montague Toplady occasioned
by his late letter to John Lesley.

Thomas Olivers 1771

A Rod for a Reviler: Or a Full answer to Rowland 
Hill's Letter. Thomas Olivers 1777

A Full Refutation of the Doctrine of Unconditional 
Persererance. Thoms 01Ivers<
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(Works and Articles on Wesley and Methodism) 

Article in TS.IUE* Methodism (Doctrine) G.G. Findlay

I M « " (Hist. & Polity) J. S. Simon

II " " Wesley W.B. "Brash, i *.«,.
Articles in London Quarterly Review:-

John Wesley 1 s Doctrine of
Perfect Love*

What are our Doctrines?

A Critic of the Evangelical
Revival

W.J. Moulton Jly. 1925 

J. A. Beet Oct. 1920

Editor

The Catholic & Protestant
Elements in Christ's teaching. F.W.O, Ward

The Methodist Revival 

Methodism & Modernism

Unity of Doctrine in the 
Wesleyan Church

J. A. Beet. 

W.T. Davison

J.A. Beet

Wesley & Present Day Preaching ¥.T. Davison

A Great Book on Religion H.R. Mackintosh

Puritanism c.S. Carter

Wesley*s Standards in the 
Light of today

Wesley's Wit & Humour 

Churchmanship of John Wesley 

Methodism & Anglo-Catholicism

J.A. Beet, 

W.B. Brash 

T.JP.Loekyer 

A.W. Harrison

Oct. 1920

Oct. 1920-f"-
Jan, 1920

Oct. 1919
* %. Sk

Oct. 1919

Jan. 1922
"•- *• s_

July 19§4
- * .•'**'

July 1924

July 1918

Jan. 1921

Jan. 1924

John Wesley & John Henry TTewman J.S. Lidgett July 1926

John Wesley's Revised Version 
of the Few Testament .F. Lockyer Jan. 1925
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The English Church in the 
18th Century

The Rediscovery of John Wesley 

John Wesley & the 18th Century

The Spirit of Methodism

The Conversion of the Wesleys

John Wesley in the Evolution 
of Protestantism

John Wesley & the Religious 
Societies

John Wesley & Methodist 
Societies

John Wesley & the Advance 
of Methodism

John \7esley: The Master 
Builder

John Wesleyj The Last Phase

Wesley

Conversion of John Tesley

Son to Susanna

John Wesley: His Conferences 
and,His Preachers

Wesley's England

Life & Times of the Revd.
John Wesley (3 vols)

England: Before & After Wesley ^ 

The Life of John Lesley (2 vols) 

Life of John Wesley
;«•

John Wesley
Bibliography of Works of John & 

Charles Wesley
Anti-Methodist Publications

O.J.Abbey 
J.H. Overton-

8.C. Cell 

M.Edwards

H, Bett

J.^. Battentmry

Jf. Piette 

J, Simon 

J, Simon 

J. Simon

J. Simon

J. Simon

J, Laver

p.. Green

"*:. Harris on

W.L. Doughty 

J.H. 7/hitel*y

L. Tyerman 

J.W. Bready 

R. Sou they 

j. Telford

7/.H. Hutton

Richard Green 
Richard Green

1896

1935

1937

1921
*

1923
r

1925

1927 

1934 

1932 

193T 

1937

1944

1938

1890

1820

1899

1927

1906
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A Hew History of Methodism (2 vols)

Place o'f Methodism in the 
Catholic Church

John Wesley: Christian Philosopher 
and Church Pounder.

Heligion in Englaand
(Under Anne & the Georges)

History of my own Times

John Wesley and Modern Religion

H.B. Workman. 1909 
W.J. Townsend 
G. Eayrs

H.B. workman

G. Sayrs

J. stoughton

£. Burnet 

Umphrey Lee

1878
!-•

1857

195V

HYIOJOLOGY.

Dictionary of Hymnology 

The Hymns of Wesley & Watts

The Hymn Book of the Modern Church 
Hymn-Writers Sb Their Hymns

Hymns of Methodism in their 
Literary relations

The Hymns of Methodism f

wRock of Ages 11

The Methodist Hymn Book

Xfce Evangelical Doctrines of 
Charles Wesley f s Hymns

Psalms & Hymns for Public & 
Private Worship (Collected)

Songs of Praise Discussed

Julian

B.L. Manning 1943\
A.E. Gregory 190? 
S.T, Christophers **• L

Henry Bett 

Henry Bett 

Anonymous

1913

1945

1904 - 1933

J.I. Rattenbury 19

A.M. Toplady

Dearmer

1776

1933

J This is a new and enlarged edition of the previous 
named work.
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Articles from the Encyclopedia of Religion & Ethics. 

Absolute-- James B. Baillie

Adam 

Arianism

Arminianism

Aquinas

Anger (Trath of God)

Benevolence

Salvation

Soteriology

Ant i n omi an i sm

Bible

Calvinism

Supralapsarianism

Coercion

Conditional Immortality

Covenant Theology

The Pall

Righteousness (In St. Paul's
Teaching)

Election 

Predestination

Edwards & The Hew England
Theology

Free

¥.H, Bennett 

F.J. Foakes-Jackson 

Frederic Platt 

J.M. Heald 

T.B. Kilpatrick

,J.T r . Sterrett 

T7. San day 

James Orr

T.C, Hall 

H.'A". Pulford 

W.A. Brown 

James Dennpy

James Denney 

A.S. Martin

B.B, Warfield 

D. Mackenzie

Confessions r.A. Curtis
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Articles from E.R.E. (Continued) 

Libertarianism & Necessitarianism 

Grace

Sin (Christian) 

Hymns (Modern Christian) 

Perseverance

Original Sin
*

Orthodoxy

Pelagianism & Semi-Pelagianism

Perfection (Christian)

Presbyteriani sm

Providence

Trinity 

Tritheism.

D. Mackenzie

H.H. Mackintosh
* »

L. 1?. Gray 

D.S. Adam 

F.E. Tennant 

W.A. Curtis^ 

R.G. Parsons 

y. Platt. 

J. Dale 

W.T. Davidson 

T7. Pulton 

¥. Fulton

(Articles from the 5 volume work "An Outline of Christianity^) 

The Conversion of Paul P.O. Grant

The Personality of Paul

Paul's Interpretation of Christianity

Christianity & Greek Thought

Paul's Doctrine in the Light of Today

Creeds and Councils

Why Dogma is deeded

The scholastic Movement

Eve of the Reformation

Spiritual Life in mediaeval Days

James Moffatt

m

m

y.*T. IPoakes Jackson 

A.E.J. Rawlinson 

A.E. Taylor 

G.G, Coulton 

?.L. Manning
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(Articles from "AIT OUTLINE OP CHRISTIANITY" Continued) 

Luther and the Reformation H -B - Workman 

Lutheranism * R.H. Murray

CalTin & The Reformed Churches 

Essential Features of Calvinism

A. Main

H.R. Mackintosh

The Church of England and the Reformation P. Dearmer 

Anglicanism Oliver Quick

The Roman Catholic Church since 
the Reformation

Roman Catholicism 

The Story of Methodism 

The Genius of Methodism 

Religion & Health 

Religion & Science

Anti-Religious Thought in the
18th Century

Kant and the Great Idealists

Tendencies of Contemporary
Philosophy

Ethical Aspects of Kodern
Philosophy

Erolution and its Relation to
Christianity

Modern Psychology & Christianity

Mysticism & The Inner life

Immortality

Christianity as a Way of Life

Francis Hannhardt 

G.K. Chesterton 

H.^. Workman 

A.S, Peake 

William Brown 

Y.R. Inge

G.K. Chesterton 

F.J. McConnell

J. Arthur Thomson 

R.H. Thouless 

R.M. Jones 

A.E. Garvie 

W. R, Malfby
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CHURCH HISTORY & HISTORY OP DOCTRINE

•oooOooo-

A History of Creeds & Confessions 
of Faith in Christendom.

Studies in the Confessions of 
Augustine

History of Dogma

Calvin's Institutes (English ^

The Reformation

Church of Twnety Centuries

Arminianism

Arminianism in History

The Teaching of Calvin

Calvinism

The Anabaptists

The Evolution of the Christian
Ministry

V.A. Cur tie .«

R.X. Ottley 

A. Harnack 

H. Beveridge

A.W. Harrison

Curtiss 

A.M. Hunter 

A. Dakin 

R.J. Smitnson

Chalmers & The Disruption

Heritage

The Church £• State

Cambridge Modern History (Vols. 5,7,£

Calvin and Calvinism B.B. Varfield

J.R. Cohu 

H. Watt 

G.D. Henderson 

P,/^, Simps on

1911

1919 • 

1894-9

1900
4

1913
* #
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1894 

1920 

1941 

1935

1918

1943

1943

1929

1931
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(Theological Works & Articles)
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The XXXIX Articles

fhe Westminster Confession of Faith (1647) 

The Larger Catechism (1648) 

The Shorter Catechism M 

The Sum of Saving Knowledge 

The Solemn League & Covenant (1643) 

Directory of Publick Worship of God (1645) 

The Form of Presbyterial Church Government 

The Directory for Family Worship (1647)

The Christian Faith T.Haering 
(translated "by Dickie & Ferries)

The Progress of Dogma James Orr

A Study of Calvin & Other Papers Allan Menzies

ITature & Destiny of Man T>. ^ietmhr 

Jesus and His Church R,?T . Flew 

Manual of Theology J. A, Beet 

Compendium of Theology (3 vls.)\7.B. Pope

The Spiritual Principle of 
The Atonement

The Fatherhood of God 

The Christian Religion 

The Rule of Faith

Philosophy of Christian
Religion

J.S. Lidgett 

do

W.P. Paterson

A.M. Fairbairn

1846

1846

1913

1901

1918

1941

A Neglected Page in Anglican
Theology ("Theology") H.A. Hodges

1908

1880

1897

1902

1908

1932

1902

1945 (May)
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Christ in Modern Theology 

Christian Theology in Outline 

The Christian Hope 

Our Knowledge of God 

And the J*ife Everlasting

The Christian Answer to the 
Problem of Evil

Christian Doctrine 

The Idea of Perfection

Methodism & The Catholic
Tradition

(Article in "Northern 
Catholicism")

Christian Findings After Fifty
Years

Is Sin our Fault 

What is Salvation?

Christian Theism* and a 
Spiritual Monism

Belief in God 

The Vision of God 

Studies in Theology

The Atonement and the Modern •
Mindfif

The Teaching of Karl Barth

The Barthian Theology and 
the Man of Today

A Handbook of Christian
Apologetics

Was Wesley A Calvinist? 
(Article in "Peace & TruthJ

A.M. Fairbairn 

A. Brown 

A. Brown 

j. Baillie 

J. Baillie

J.S. 1/S/hale 
J.S. Whale

"R.JT. Flew
x .- 

H.^. Flew

F. Ballard

5.A. McDougall 

E.S. Waterhouse

¥.L. Walker

6. Gore 

K.E. Kirk 

J g Denney

J. Denney

R.B. Hoyle

J. McConnachie 

A.E. Garvie

Anonymous

1904
* •

1906

1912

1941

1941

1936

1942

1934

1933

1932

1906

1939

1931

1903

1930

1933

1923

1938
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The Christian Doctrine of Immortality

The Last Things

The Meaning of Paul for Today

The Theology of the Gospels

The Theology of the Epistles

Personality, Human and Divine

Divine Immanence (Cheap Edition)

The Doctrine of the Person of Christ

The Christian Experience of Forgiveness

Apologetics: or Christianity 
Defensively Stated

Christianity & Sin

The Doctrine of the Incarnation

Immanence & Christian Thought

Christian Doctrine of Man

The Origin & Propagation of Sin

The Fall and Original Sin

Theomonisn True

Haeckel's Monism False

The Faith that Resells

Revelation through History and
Experience

The Idea of God

The Idea of Immortality

S.D.F. Salmond 1901 

J.A. Beet 190?
V

C.H, Dodd 1922

J. Moffatt 1919*
H.A. Kennedy 19£3 

J.R. Illingworth 1923

n

H.R. Mackintosh 1913

The Doctrine of Christian Perfection

The Christian Doctrine of God 
The Path to Perfection

A.B. Bruce 1892

R # Mackintosh 1919

P..L. Ottley 1902

y. Platt - 1915 

H.A-. Robinson

F.R. Tennant 1908

J.JrU Tennant 1903

F. Ballard 1906 

i .. 1905

D.S. Cairns 1933

A."% Garvie 1934 

A.S. Pringle-Pattison

A.S. Pringle-Pattison 

H.**. Perkins

W.F. Clarke 
V."1?. Sangster 1942
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Theological Articles in the London Quarterly Review
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The Experience of Salvation 

the Atonement & Modern Thought 

Theology & Progress

The Catholic Conscience of
History

3T.J. Powicke 

^.T. Davison 

H. Bett

Telforcl

Old Catholics & Church Reunion J.G. Tasker

Sin & the Mind of Today

The Catholic Church of the
Future

Divine Providence

Psychology & Christian
Experience

Luther's Tractate on Faith
and Freedom

Psycho-Analysis and Sin

The Creed of the Apostolic
Church

The Place of the Lord's
Supper inJEarly Methodism

V. Taylor

A..2. Garvie 

M. Grubb

Jan. 1923 

Apl. 1920 

Oct. 1924

July 1922 

Jan. 1925 

Jan. 1925

July 1918 

July 1918

W.J. Moulton July 1921

Oct. 1925 

Apl. 1

J.<T. Tasker 

A. Clyne

A. Macinnes Apl. 1926 

T.'-r. Barratt Jul. 1923
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(Philosophical & Psychological) 
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The Psychology of the Fethodist Revival

Group Psychology and the Analysis of
the Ego

The Ego & The Id

Collected Papers on Analytical Psychology

An Introduction to Christian Psychotherapy

Psychology & Pastoral Work

Psychology & Pastoral Practice

Motives & Mechanisms of the Mind

Psychology & The Christian Life

Psychology & Religion

An Outline of Psychology

Manual of Psychology

Talks on Psychology &c

Varieties of Christian Experience

Conflict & Dream ,
t

Psycho-Analysis

Psychology as science

Psycho-Analysis for Formal People

Psychology & Morals

Child Psychology & Religious Education

Morals in Evolution (4th Edition)

The Origin and Development of Moral Ideals

Principia Ethica

Christian Ethics & Modern Problems

S.Cr. Dimond 

S. Freud
w

S» Freud. 

C.G. Jung 

J.A.C. Murray 

E.S. Waterhouse 

¥.L. Horthbridge

T.w. Pym

r.5. Waterhouse

Ite* FcDougall

G»]?* Stout •
W. James 

V. James 

W.H. R. Rivers 

R.H. Hingley 

H.P. Weld 

G. Coster 

J.A. Hadfield 

D.y. Wilson 

L.T. Hohhouse, 

S. Westermarck 

G.E. Moore

W.R, Inge
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Guide to Modern Thought 
The Philosophy of Religion

Naturalism & Keligion
*

The Analogy of Religion

A Discourse on Method (Everyman's Edn,
•. *«•

An Introduction to the Republic of
Plato

Evolution & The Spirit of Man 

The Story of Social Christianity

The Rise & Influence of Rationalism
in Europe

Utilitarianism (Universal Library) 

Is Conscience an Emotion?

The Theory of Good & Evil (2 vols)

History of Ethics

Sermons

Moral Values & The Idea of God

C.E. M. Joad 
Rudolf Otto

J. Butler 

) K. Bescartee

¥nu Boyd 

J". P. Milum 

F.H. Stead

J.S.

Hastings 
Rashdall

H. Sidgwick
*'

J. Butler,

.P.. .Sorley

1931

1913 
•t

1B34

1928
•*.

1924

¥.E.H. Lecky 1910

1914 

19Q7

18P6

1924

Ethics and Atonement .F. Lofthouse


